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FOREWORD

This is the fourteenth in a series of semiannual technical progress reports on fusion reactor
materials. This report combines research and development activities which were previously reported
separately in the following progress reports:

• Alloy Development for Irradiation Performance

• Damage Analysis and Fundamental Studies

• Special Purpose Materials

These activities are concerned principally with the effects of the neutronic and chemical
environment on the properties and performance of reactor materials; together they form one element of the
overall materials programs being conducted in support of the Magnetic Fusion Energy Program of the U.S.
Department of Energy. The other major element of the program is concerned with the interactions between
reactor materials and the plasma and is reported separately.

The Fusion Reactor Materials Program is a national effort involving several national laboratories,
universities, and industries. The purpose of this series of reports is to provide a working technical record
for the use of the program participants, and to provide a means of communicating the efforts of materials
scientists to the rest of the fusion community, both nationally and worldwide.

This report has been compiled and edited under the guidance of A. F. Rowcliffe, G. L. Burn, and
S. S. Knee', Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Their efforts, and the efforts of the many persons who made
technical contributions, are gratefully acknowledged.

F. W. Wiffen

Division of Advanced Physics
and Technology
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Research Institute) .............................................................. 233

The effects of He/dpa ratio on swelling behavior were exmnincd on three austenitic
stainless steels. Matcri',.tls were solution-anne_ded JPCA and IWOlow c_u'bon containing alloys
(C and K) m_xlified with titalfium and niobium. These steels were neutron-irradiated in ORR
and HFIR with and without specu'ally tailori_sg, respectively. Achieved damage level was 7.4
dpa in ORR irradiation with average ltc/dpa of about 21 appm/dpa. In case of HFIR
irradiation, they were 33 dpa and 76 appm/dpa, respectively. Alloy to alloy variation and
temperature dependence of swelling behavior are far more distinctively detected in ORR
irradiation than in ItFIR irradiation, in spite of the lower damage level of ORR irradiation. In
the case of ORR-irradiation, JPCA exhibited small swelling values of <0.01 and 0.03% at 603
and 673 K, respectively, while a low carbon alloy K showed relatively larger swelling; 0.2%
at 603 K and 0.6% at 673 K. Number densities of cavities in HFIR-irradiated alloys were
larger than those observed in ORR by one to two orders. On the other hand, number densities
and sizes of dislocation loops produced by ORR irradiation were two to five times as large as
those by HF1R irradiation. These facts suggest that in ORR condition with closer He/dpa to
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that of fusion, mutual annihilation rate of point defects was reduced and then bias driven
cavity growth might be enhanced compared with HFIR condition.

6.2.8 MICROSTRUCTURES OF A WELDED JOINT USING AN IRRADIATED WRAPPER
TUBE--S. Hamada, K. Watanabe, A. Hishinuma, I. Takahashi and T. Kikuchi (Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute) ........................................................ 241

The behavior of helium in welded joint fabricated using tungsten inert gas (TIG)
welding process for a type 316 stainless steel wrapper tube irradiated in a fast reactor was
investigated. The wrapper tube was irradiated to (1.5 - 4.2) x 1026 n/m 2 (helium level of 3 to
9 appm) at 395 - 410°C. All welded joints fractured in the heat-affected zone (HAZ). The
microstructures of each portion of the base metal, the HAZ and the fusion zone in a welded
joint were examined through a transmission electron microscope. Small helium bubbles were

observed in nmnber density of 2 x 1020 m"3 in the matrix and rarely found on the grain
boundaries of the base meral. In the HAZ, smail and large helitun bubbles mixed and lined up
along the grain boundaries. In particular, some of them elongated along the grain boundary.
In the matrix of the fusion zone, delta-ferrite phases and unresolved carbides were scattered.
Large cavities were attached to these precipitates and also occmTed along grain boundaries.
These results suggest that the failure in the HAZ of welded joints is attributed to the
preferential growth m:d coalescence of helimn bubbles in the grain boundaries of the HAZ
caused by weld heat input and stress during welding.

6.2.9 DOSE DEPENDENCE OF THE MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION IN NEUTRON-
IRR/d)IATED AUSTENITIC STAINI..ESS STEEL -- S. J. Zinkle, P. J. Maziasz, and
R. E Stoller (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) ........................................ 251

Microstructural data on the evolution of the dislocation loop, cavity, and precipitate
populations in neutron-itTadiated austenitic stainless steels are reviewed in order to estimate
the displacement damage levels needed to achieve the "steady state" condition. The
microstructural data can be conveniently divided into two temperature regimes. In the low
temperature regime (below about 300°C) the microstructure of austenitic stainless steels is
dominated by "black spot" defect clusters and laulted interstitial dislocation loops. The dose
needed to approach saturation of the loop and defect cluster densities is generally on the order
of 1 displacement per atom (dpa) in this regime. In the high temperature regime (.-300 to
7cO°C), cavities, precipitates, loops in excess of 10 dpa ,are generally required to approach a
"steady state" microstructural conditions. Due to complex interactions between the various
microstructural components that form during irradiation, a secondary transient regime is
typically observed in temperatures. This slowly evolving secondary transient may extend to
damage levels in excess of 50 dpa in typical 300-series stainless steels, and to >100 dpa in
radiation-resistant developmental steels. The detailed evolution of any given microstructural
component in the high-temperature regime is sensitive to slight variations in numerous
experimental variables, including heat-to-heat composition changes and neutron spectrum.

6.2.10 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF IR1LADIATED CANDIDATE MATERIALS FOR ITER
FIRST WALL/BLANKET STRUCTURES: PRELIMINARY RESULTS -- D. J. Alexander,
J. E. Pawel, M. L. Grossbeck, and A. F. Rowcliffe (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) .......... 277

Candidate materials lbr first wall/bl:mket structures in ITER have been irradiated to damage
levels of about 3 dl',a at temperatures of either 60 or 250°C. Preliminary results have been
obtained for sever',d of these materials irradiated at 60°C. The results show that irradiation at

this temperature reduces the fracture toughness of austenitic stainless steels, but the toughness
remains quite hi_. The unloading compliance technique developed for the subsize disk
compact specimens works quite well, particularly for materials with lower toughness.
Specimens of materials with very high toughness delbnn excessively, and this results in
experimental difficulties.
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6.3 REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS .............................................. 287

6.3.1 DENSITY CHANGES INDUCED BY NEUTRON IRP,ADIATION IN DYNAMICALLY
COMPACTED TUNGSTEN AND PCA -- F. A. Gmller (Pacific Northwest Laboratory) and
J. Megusm" (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) ................................... 289

Dyn,'unically compacted tungsten with a stm'ting density of 95.3% of the theoretical
value densified 2 to 3% when irradiated in FITI'F/MOTA-2A at three temperatures between
423 and 600°C and displacement levels con'esponding to 32 and 36 dfpa in stainless steel.
Rapidly solidified and dynmnically compacted I:K_Awith high levels of titanium and carbon
were also irradiated at these conditions. The density chm_ges were small enough to detennine
that significant swelling had not occurred but, microscopy is necessary to determine whether
void growth occurred in addition to precipitate-related sU'ains.

6.3.2 DENSITY CHANGES OBSERVED IN Nb-lZr AI_TER II_,RADIATION IN FVI'F-MOTA --

F. A. Garner (Pacific Northwest l_.aboratory) ......................................... 291

Nb-lZr has been prolx_sed for potcnti_d application to I'I'EIL Whereas previous
irradiation studies on Nb-lZr were focused on the atmealcd conditioti, this study involved a
ccnnparative h'radiation of lx)th the annealed mid aged, and the cold-worked and aged
conditions. Based on measuremcuts of density change, the cold-worked and aged condition
appears to first undergo a phm.;e-related dilation prior to the onset of void swelling, while the
annealed condition densified prior to swelling mid in some C_L'_esdoes not swell at all.

6.3.3 ASSESSMENT OF NIOBIUM-BASE ALLOYS FOR STRUC'FURAL APPLICATIONS IN
THE ITER DIVERTOR--I. M. Purdy (Argonne National I_,aboratory) ...................... 294

The corrosion and embrittlement of pure Nb, Nb-lZr, Nb-5Mo-lZr, and Nb-5V-I.25Zr
(alloy elements in wt.%) were evaluated in high-purity (HP) deoxygenated water at 300°C for
up to 120 days. One heat of the Nb-5V-1.25Zr alloy ("O" lot) exhibited both a modest
corrosion rate mid good resisumce to embrittlement relative to other Nb-base alloys. At
present, Nb-5V-1.25Zr is the most promising Nb-base alloy on the basis of both corrosion and
embrittlement clma'acteristics in 11Pdeoxygenated water at 300°C.

6.3.4 MICROSTRUC'Iq.JILAL EVOLUTION INDUCED BY BORON TRANSMUTATION IN

NEUTRON-IRRADIA'IED VANADIUM-BASE AI.,LOYS--II. M. Chung (Argonne National
Laboratory) .................................................................... 299

Microstructural evolution associated with trm_smutation o1"10B to helium and lithium

has been characterized to provide a better uudersUmding of the boron-doping technique,
frequently used to simulate the effect of helium generation under fusion reactor conditions.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) W_LSused tO ex_unine specimens of V-20Ti alloy
after irradiation at 600°C to ---44-80 dpa in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF'). In the earlier
stage of irradiation to low fluence, concenU'ic shells of He-damage and Li-damage zones are
produced around a V3B2 precipitate or a l°B-rich cluster. On fttrther irradiation, helium
atoms diffuse away from the d_unage shell either to be dissolved in the matrix or to form
microcavities, leaving a shell rich in Li, defect clusters, mid dislocations. Oxygen atoms in
solid solution migrate toward the Li-rich shells, and 7-LiV205 shells precipitate subsequently.

In view of this behavior, neither boron nor Li produced from the transmutation is likely to
result in a detrimental we_ening of grain boundaries.
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6.3.5 STATUS OF THE DYNAMIC HELIUM CHARGING EXPERIMENT (DIICE)--H. Tsai,
H. M. Chung, B. A. Loomis, D. L. Smith (ka'gonne National Laboratory), H. Matsui (Tohoku
University), M. L. Hamilton, L. R. Greenwood, and R. Ermi (Pacific Northwest Laboratory)... 306

Irradiation of the seven DHCE capsules was completed in the Materials Open Test
Assembly (MOTA)-2B at file end of Cycle 12B in the l:m,_tFlux Test Facility (I--'FTF). The
accrued exposure was 203.3. effective full-power days (EFPDs), vis-a-vis file target exposure
of 300 EFPDs. Peak dmnage in the smnples was =29 displacement per atom (dpa). All seven
capsules have been discharged from the l:lqT: mid are being shipped to Argomm National
Laboratory (ANL), where the smnples will be reu'ieved from the capsules mid disu'ibuted to
the experimenters, including Monbusho of Jap,'m, lor exmnination and testing. A substantial
effort is underway at ANL to reu'ieve the samples li'om the highly u'itiated capsules.

6.3.6 THERMAL CREEP BEHAVIOR O1:V-5CR-5TI AND V-10CR-5TI ALLOYS --

It. M. Chung, B. A. Loomis, L. J. Nowicki, and D. L. Smith (Argonne Nation_fl Laboratory)... 309

The thermal creep rates m_d su'ess-rupture life of V-5Cr-5Ti and V-10Cr-5Ti alloys were
detennined at 600°C and the impurity COmlx_sitionand microsU'uctural chm'acteristics of
creep-tested spechnens were amdyzcd and ton'elated with the measured creep properties. The
results of these tests show that V-5Cr-STi, which coatains impurity compositions typic_d of a
commerci',d vanadium-base _dloy, exhibits creep strength substanti_dly superior to that of V-
20Ti, HT-9, or Type 316 st_fialcss steel. The V-10Cr-5Ti _dloy exhibits creep strength
somewhat higher tlum that of V-5Cr-5Ti.

6.3.7 DUCTILE-B RITTI.,E TRANS ITION TI-MI:'EI_,ATURI2S OF UNIRIL, kDIATEI)
VANADIUM ALLOYS, BASED ON CI IAI_,IW-IMPACT TESTING--B. A. Loomis,
L. J. Nowicki, J. Gazda, and D. L. Smith (Argotme National Laboratory) ................... 318

Ductile-brittle u'ansition temperatures (DB'I'I's) were determined by Charpy-hnpact
tests for dehydrogenated and hydrogcnated V-3Ti, V-5Cr-3Ti, mid V-5Cr-5Ti _dloys. These
DB'IT data complement lhe data previously obtained by LtxJmis et al. on Charpy-hnpact
testing of unalloyed V, V-1Ti, V-3Ti-ISi, V-5Ti, V-10Ti, V-18Ti, V-4Cr-4Ti, V-8Cr-6Ti, V-
9Cr-5Ti, V- 10Cr-9Ti, V- 14Cr-5Ti, V- 15Cr-5Ti, V-7Cr- 15Ti, and Vanstar-7 alloys. The
results show that V alloys with Ti additions (0-18 wt.%) have a minimum I)BTT (=-250°C) in
an ,alloy containing 3-5 wt.% Ti, that addition of 4 to 15 wt.% Cr to V-(4-6)Ti alloy results in
a subst,'mtial increase (25-215°C) of the DBTI', and that 0.5 and 1.0 wl.% Si additions to V-

3"Fialloy result in a significant increase (= 100°C) in DBTF. In addition, the results show that
the presence of 400-1200 appm II in umdloycd V and V-base alloys causes a significant
increase (-----400ppm 0, =200 ppm C, and =900 ppm Si for use msstructural material in a fusion
reactor.

6.4 COPPER AM.,OYS ............................................................ 327

6.4.1 STATUS OF FATIGUE STUI)II-S ON II_,I_,AI)IATEI) COPPITR ALLOYS -- F. A. Gm'ner and

M. L. lhunilton (Pacific Northwest l.aboratt_ry), J. F. Stubbins and A. Singhal (University o1"
Illinois), and B. N. Singh (Rise, Nation_d l.aboratory) ................................... 329

Irradiation continues in the EBR-II and I)R-3 reactors of pure copper mid GlidCop
CuAI25 in the form of subsizc tensile fatigue spcchnens. The first phrase of the EBR-II
irradiation sequence has been completed. A size effects cxperhnent conducted on unh'radiated
CuAI25 fatigue spechnens is nem'ing completion. Em'ly results on the fatigue behavior of
subsize specimens me presented in :his report.
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6.4.2 The Response of Dispersion-Strengthened Copper Alloys to High Fluence Neutron Irradiation
at 415°C -- D. J. Edwards, J. W. Newkh'k (Univ. of MO-RolIa), F. A. Garner, M. L. Hamilton
(Pacific Northwest Laboratory), A. Nadk_u'ni, al_tdP. S_tmal (SCM Metal Products) ........... 331

V_u'ious oxide-dispersion-su'cngthcncd copper _dloys have been in'adiated to 150 dpa at
415°C in the Fast Flux "I'cst Facility (lq:Tl:). The A1203-strel_gthened GlideCop TM alloys,
followed closely by a HfO2-su'engthct_ed _dloy, displayed the best swelling resist_mce,
electrical conductivity, and tensile properties. The conductivity of the l_IfO2-staengthened
alloy reached a plateau at the higher levels of irradiation, it_stead of exhibiting the steady
decrease in conductivity observed in the other _dloys. A high initial oxygen content resulted
in significantly higher swelling for a series of castable oxide-dispersion-strengthened alloys,
while a Cr203-strengtllened alloy showed poor resistance to radiation.

6.4.3 NEUTRON-INDUCED SWELLING OBSERVED IN COPPER AI.LOYS IRRADIATED IN
MOTA's 2A AND 2B -- F. A. G:uller (l:'acific Northwest Laboratory), D. J. Edwal'ds
(University of Missouri-Rolla), B. N. Sitlgh (Ris_ Nation_d Laboriltory), and It. Wat.'mabe
(Kyushu University) ............................................................. 345

Density measurements have been completed on copper alloys in'adiated in MOTA 2A
and MOTA 2B at (375°C, 12.7 dpa and 212 dpa) and (423°C, 48.0 ,'rod95.4 dpa). While
most of the density changes observed _u'econsistent with those of e_u'lier studies, there were
several surprises. Addition of 5% Ni appem's to accelerate the swelling rate initially at 423°C,
but depresse_; swelling at 375°C. The suppressing action of cold work on swelling of Cu-5Ni
is relatively small, and Cu-5Mn resists swelling very strotlgly in bofl_ the annealed and cold-
worked conditions.

6.4.4 IRRADIATION OF COI:q_ER ALLOYS IN TIIE SM-3 REAC'I'OI,t--S. J. Zinkle (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory), F. A. Garner (I:'NI_), V. R. Barabash (D.V. FXrcmov), S. A. Fabritsiev
(D. V. Efremov) _md A. S. PokJovsky (SRIAR) ....................................... 347

A total of 74 alloys of v_u'yitlg composition and thermomechanical condition have
been prep_u'ed for a joint US-Russia irradiation experiment itl the SM-3 reactor in
Dimitrovgrad, Russi'_. The alloys will be irradiated in the lorm of TEM disks and sheet
tensile specimens at temperatures of about 120, 250, and 340°C lot one 45-day cycle in the
core and Channel 2 irradiation positions. This will pr_xluce damage levels of about 7 and
1 dpa, respectively. Cadmium shielding will be used in the Channel 2 position to shield the
thermal neutrons m_dthereby reduce the _unount of solid uansmutafion product..,; in copper.

6.4.5 EFFECT OF ION IRRADIATION ON THE S'I'RUCTUILM_, STABILITY OF
DISPERSION-STPd-2NGTItENED COI:'PER ALLOYS -- S. J. Zinkle (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), E. V. Nesterova, and V. V. Rybin (Cenu'al Rese_u'ch Institute for Structural
Materials), and V. R. Baraba.sh .'rodA. V. Nabercnkov (D. V. Efremov Scientific Research
Institute of Electrophysical Apparatus) .............................................. 352

Transmission electron microscopy was used to compare the microstructure and particle
distributions of two commercial oxide dispersion-strengthened copper alloys, GlidCop A125
and MAGT 0.2. Measurements were made on spechnens in their as-wrought condition, after
thermal annealing for 1 h at 900°C, mid after 3 MeV Ar+ ion irradiation at 180 and 350°C to
damage levels of 20 to 30 displacements per atom (DPA). All of the anne',deal and ion-
irradiated specimens were found to be resistant to recrysudlization. In addition, void
formation was not observed in any of the irradiated spechnens. The GlidCop oxide p_u'ticle
geometry was transfonned from triangular platelets to circular disks by the ionirradiation.
The MAGT particle geomeu'y consisted of circul_u"disks _mdspheres before and after
irradiation. The oxide patlicle edge length int he uniwadiated GlidCop alloy was alx)ut
10 nm, whereas the mean p_ulicle dizunetcr in both the MAGT ,'rodGlidCop alloys was about
6 nm.
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Transmission electron microscopy was used to compare the microsU'ucture and particle
distributions of two commcrci_ oxide dispcrsion-su'e_lgthened copper alloys, GlidC.op A125
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6.5 ENVIRONMENTAL EFI:ECTS IN STRUCTURAL MATERIALS ................... 363

6.5.1 MASS TRANSFER IN LITHIUM/STAINLESS S'I'EF_LTEST LOOP--P. R. Luebbers and
O. K. Chopra (Argonne Nation_d Laboratory) ........................................ 365

Tile plugged pipe removed from the cold-trap purification loop of the forced-
circulation lithium system was examined to study mass U'ansfer/deposition behavior and to
establish the cause of plugging. Sever,'d intermetallic compounds were identified in residue
collected from the plugged cold-trap pipe. Plugging was caused by delx_sition of
calciumlzinc/nickel crystals in the pipe sections within the pump coil and flow-meter magnet.
Addition of calcimn as a getter to reduce the concentration of niu'ogen in the lithium leads to
fonnation of (Ca, Zn)Ni 5 crystals and subsequent plugging t_f the cold-trap loop. Deposits of
mm_g,'mese/iroxdnickel globules and manganese/zinc/nickel dendrites, as well as Li9CrN 5 and

possibly Ca3N2, were also identified in the residue. These phases may have reduced flow
through the cold-trap loop but were not abun&mt enough to plug the loop. The results
indicate that the use of a dissolved getter, such as c_dcium, to reduce nitrogen content in an
austenitic stainless steel loop may _ot be effective. Elements in the lithimn from structural
alloys (e.g., due to corrosion) and those added (e.g., calcium) to reduce the concentration of
nonmetallic impurities (e.g., niu'ogcn) play an important role in the mass mmsfer/deposition
behavior in circulating lithium systems.

6.5.2 COMPATIBILITY OF CANDIDATI?." STRUCTURAL MATERIALS WITH STATIC
GALLIUM--P. R Luebbers, W. F. Michaud, ,'rodO. K. Chopra (Argonne National Laboratory).. 370

Scoping tests were conducted on compatibility of g_dlium with cm_di&tte structur,'d
materials, e.g., Type 316 SS, Inconcl 625, and Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr alloy, as well as Annco iron,
Nickel 270, mid pure clu'omium. Type 316 sutinless steel is least resist_mt and Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr
alloy is most resistant to con'osion in static g_dlium. At 400°C, corrosion rates m'e ---4.0, 0.5,
and 0.03 lmn/y for Type 316 SS, Inconel 625, mid Nb-5 Mo- I Zr alloy, respectively. The
pure metals react rapidly with gallium. In contrast to l'itldings in e,'u'lier studies, pure iron
shows greater corrosion than dt_s nickel. The CO_TOsionrates at 400°C ,are >90 and 17 mm/y,
respectively, for Armco iron and Nickel 270. The results indicate that at temperatures up to
400°C, corrosion occurs prhnarily by dissolution accompanied by formation of metal/gallium
intermetallic compounds.

6.5.3 AQUEOUS STRESS CORROSION OF CANDIDATE AUSTENITIC STEELS FOR I'FER
STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS--W. K. Soppet, D. M. French, and T. F. Kassner (Argonne
National Laboratory) ............................................................ 380

Susceptibility of crevice-weldment specimens of'l'ypes 316L and 316NG stainless
steel (SS) to SCC was investigated in slow-strain-rate-tensile (SSRT) tests in water that
simulates important parameters ,'mticipated in l'u'st-wall/bhmket systems. The SSRT tests
were performed in oxygenated water containing 0.06-10 ppm chloride at temperatures of 95 to
225°C to establish the effects of water purity and temperature on SCC resist,'mce. These
steels, including weldments, exhibit go(xl resistance to SCC under crevice conditions at
temperatures of <150°C in water containing <0.1 ppm chloride. It appem's that Type 316NG
SS is somewhat more resistant to SCC than Type 316L SS at temperatures >150°C in
oxygenated water containing 0.1-10 ppm chloride. Most specimens fractured in the base
metal, mid several others fractured in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of the weld, but non failed
in the weld metal.
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6.5.4 FORMATION OF ELECTRICALLY INSULATING COATINGS ON ALUMINIDED
VANADIUM--BASE ALLOYS IN LIQUID L1TI IIUM--J.-H. Pm'k and G. Dragel (Argonne
National Laboratory) ............................................................ 389

Aluminide coatings were produced on vanadium and vanadium-base _dloys by
exposure of the materials to liquid lithium tlmt contained 3-5 at.% dissolved aluminum in
se,'ded capsules at temperatures between 775 and 880°C. Reaction of the aluminide layer with
dissolved nitrogen in liquid lithium provides a means of developing an in-situ electrical
insulator coating on the surface of the alloys. "lhe electrical resistivity of A1N coatings on
aluminided V and V-20 wt.% Ti was determined in-situ.

6.5.5 CORROSION FATIGUE OF CANDIDATE AUSTENITIC STEELS FOR I'IER
STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS--W. E. Ruther and T. F. Kassner (Argonne National
Laboratory) .................................................................... 395

Crack-growth-rate (CGR) tests were performed on 1-in.-thick (IT) compact-tension
(CT) spechnens of Types 316NG and 316L stainless steel (SS) in oxygenated water

containing 0-5 ppm CI" at 150, 185, and 225°C. The results obtained under cyclic loading

conditions at stress intensity factors of =27 to 39 MPa.m 1/2 indicate that environmental

enhancement of the rates increases with C1- concentrations >0.1 ppm at 150°C in comparison
with calculated rates in ,air under the specific loading conditions. In contrast, at the higher

temperatures the CGRs were not affected by C l" in oxygenated water but were greater than
the predicted rates in air by one oi'der of magnitude.

6.5.6 DEVELOPMENT OF ALUM1NIDE COATINGS ON VANADIUM-BASE ALLOYS IN
LIQUID LITHIUM--J.-H. Pm'k al_dG. Dragcl (Argonne Natiomd Laboratory) ............... 405

Aluminide coatings were produced on vanadium and vanadium-base _dloys by
exposure of the materials to liquid lithium that contained 3-5 at.% dissolved _duminum in
sealed V and V-20 wt.% Ti capsules at temperatures between 775 and 880°C. After each test,
the capsules were opened ,'rod the smnples wcre exmnined by optic_d microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), and amdyzcd by elecuou-energy-dispcrsive specU'oscopy (EDS)
and X-ray diffraction. Hardness of the coating layers and bulk alloys was determined by
microindentation techniques. The nature of the coatings, i.e., surlace coverage, thickness, and
composition, wu'ied with exposure time and temperature, solute concentration in lithium, and
alloy comlx_sition. Solute elemems that yielded adherent coatings on various substrates can
provide a means of developing in-situ electrical insulator coatings by reaction of the reactive
layers with dissolved nitrogen in liquid lithium.

7.0 SOLID BREEDING MATERIALS AND BERYLLIUM ............................. 411

No contributions.

8.0 CERAMICS .................................................................. 413

8.1 CERAMICS RADIATION EI:I:I_,(YI'SISSUES I:OR ITER -- S. J. Zinkle (Oak Ridge Nation_d
Laboratory) .................................................................... 415

The key radiation effects issues associated with the successful operation of cermnic
materials in components of Ihc planned Intcrnatiotl_d Thermonuclear Experimenud Reactor
(ITER) are discussed. Radiation-induced volume changes and degradation of the mechmfical
properties should not bca serious issue for the flucnccs planned for ITER. On the other hand,
radiation-induced electrical degradation effects may severely limit _dlowable the exposure of
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ceramic insulators. Degradation of the loss ,:regent ,and thenntd conductivity may also restrict
the location of some components such as ICRH feedtlu'ough insulators to positions far away
from the lh'st wall. In-situ me,'ksurements suggest that the degradation oi"physical properties
in ceramics du,'ing irradiation is greater than that measured in postirradiation tests. Addition_d
in-situ data during neutron ia'radiation m'e needed before engineering designs tbr ITER can be
fitmlized.

8.2 EFFECT OF IRRADIATION SPECTRUM ON THE MICROSTRUCFURAL EVOLUTION
IN OXIDE CERAMICS -- S.J. Zinkle (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) .................... 426

Cross section transmission electron microscopy was utilized to examine the radiation-
induced microstructur',d changes in oxide ceramics after irradiation with a wide variety of ion
beams. The microstructure showed a strong dependence on ion mass and energy. The
microstructural results have been ton'elated with the czdculated depth-dependent pm'titioning
between ionization and displacement d_unage. This correlation indicates that defect clusters
do not form in MgAI20 4 if the ratio ol" energy deposited into electronic ionization to atomic

displacements is greater titan alx)ut 10. The con'esponding ratio needed to suppress defect
cluster formation in MgO ,'rodA120 3 is 500 to 1000. Additional microstmctural evidence

obtained on the ion imLdiated cermnic specimens suggests that the physical mech_mism
responsible for the lack of defect clusters in highly ionizing radiation environments is
associated with ionization-enhanced dilTusion (lED), which promotes annihilation of the point
defects created by displacement &unage during the irradiation. The most important parameter
for lED is the ratio of ionizing to displacive radiation, since this is roughly proportional to the
amount of ionization lx_rdpa. 110wever, the absolute magnitude of the ionizing radiation flux
is also important.

8.3 ELECTRICAl., CONDUCTIVITY OF"CERAMIC INSULATORS DURING EXTENDED

ION IRRADIATION WITH AN APPLIED ELECTRIC FIELD--S. J. Zinkle (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory) and W. Kestemich (l::orschungszenu'um Juelich) ..................... 437

The initial results are presented from a cyclota'ou ion irradiation progrmn investigating
radiation-induced conductivity (RIC) and radiation-induced electrical degradation (RIED) of
ceramic insulators. Polycrystalline specimens of AI20 3, MgAI204, A1N and Si3N4 were

irradiated with either 28 MeV He ++ or 20 MeV It + ions at temperatures between 150 and
600°C with an applied dc electric field of 100 to 500 Vhmn. A large prompt increase in the
electrical conductivity was observed in "allof the specimens during inadiatio,l. However,
there was no evidence for permanent electric_d degra_ttion in any of the specimens for
damage levels up to about 5 x 10-3 displacements per atom.

8.4 IRRADIATION OF MgAI20 4 SPINEL IN FFTF-MOTA -- F. A. Garner and

G. W. Hollenberg (Pacific Northwest Laboratory), C. A. Black and R. C. Bradt (University of
Nevada-Rent) .................................................................. 447

MgAI204 spinel speciJnens h'radiated in FTTF-MOTA at temperatures between 385

and 750°C to fluences ranging from 2.2 to 24.9 x 1022 n cm 2 (E>0.1 MeV) darken
significantly, but do not develop any loss in weight or change in dhnensions. Measurements
of Knoop hardness and its dependence on crystalline orientation, neutron fluence and
irradiation temperature are in progress. Measurements of elastic properties are also nearing
completion.

8.5 HIGH-TEMPERAqa_IRE PROPERTIES OF SiC/SiC FOR FUSION APPLICATIONS --
R. H. Jones and C. H. Henager, Jr. (Pacific Northwest Laboratory) ........................ 451

Si/SiC composites exhibit novel mechanic_d properties relative to their monolithic
counterparts. The crack velocity (da/dt) versus stress intensity (K) relationship lor monolithic
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ceramics can be described by a simple power law relationship where SiC/SiC was found to
exhibit a multi-stage da-dt versus K relationship similar to that for su'ess con'osion of metals.
A K independent stage I1 was lbllowed by a strongl/K dependent state III, which paralleled
the monolithic behavior. Experiments to determine the threshold K or stage I were not
conducted; however, it is expected that they exist _or these materials. There is also evidence
that the fracture resistance of these materials is f,reater if cracks are produced by subcritical
growth processes relative to machined notches. Oxygen was found to increase da/dt and
decrease the K for the stage II to stage II1 transition while cyclic loads produced little damage
at low K values but there was some evidence for increasing damage with increasing number
of cycles and K.

8.6 MEASUREMENT OF DC ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMINA DURING
SPALLATION-NEUTRON IRRADIATION -- E. I-I.Farnum, F. W. Clinard, Jr.,

J. C. Kennedy, III, W. F. So_mner, ,'rod M. D. Danuneyer (Los Al,'unos National Laboratory)... 457

An irradiation experiment was carried out dm'ing the summer of 1992 at the
Los Ahunos Spallation Radiatiotl Effects Facility (LASP_EF). In situ measurements of
electrical conductivity in alumina, sapphire, and mineral-insulated electrical cables were made
at 640°C, 590°C, and 400°C. Both DC and AC (100 Hz to 1 Mllz) measurements were made

to a fluence of approxhnately 3 x 1023 n/m2. Optical absorption fi'om 300 mn to 800 nm was
measured in pure silica- and OH-doped silica-core optical fibers dm'ing the irradiation. A
large number of passive samples were included in the irradiation, some at the furnace
temperatures and some at ,'unbicnt temperature. This report describes prelhninary analysis of
the DC conductivity measurements. The AC me_e;urements zu'eanalyzed in the companion
report.

8.7 MEASUREMENT OF AC ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SINGLE CRYSTAL A1203
DURING SPALLA'FION-NEUTRON II_RADIATION -- J. C. Kennedy, III, E H. Farnum,
W. F. Sommer, and F. W. Clinard, Jr. (Los Alamos National Laboratory) ................... 465

Samples of single crystal A120 3, commonly known as sapphh'e, and polycrystalline
A120 3 were in'adiated with spallation neutrons at the Los Alamos Spallation Radiation Effects
Facility (LASI_dEF) under various temperature conditions and with a continuously applied
alternating electric field. This paper describes tile results of measurements on the sapphire
samples. Neutron fluence and flux v_dues are estimated values pending recovery and analysis
of dosimetry packages. The conductivity increased approxhnatcly with tile square root of the
neutron flux at fluences less th,'m3 x 1019 n/m 2 at fluxes less than 1 x 1016 n/m2-sec.

Conductivity initially decreased at low lluences with minimums near fluences of 1 x 1020
n/m 2. Incubation periods with a gradu_d increase in conductivity preceded the onset of an
accelerated increase in conductivity begitming at lluences as low as 1021 n/m 2. The increase

in conductivity reached saturatiotl levels as high a.,_2 x 10-2 (ohm-m) 1 at fluences as low as
2 x 1022 n/m 2. Frequency swept hnpcdancc measurements indicated a change in tile
electrical properties from capacitive to resistive behavior with increasing fluence.

8.8 IRRADIATION EIq_CTS IN CERAMICS: TRANSITION FROM LOW 'If.) HIGtt DOSE

BEHAVIOR -- F. W. Clinard, Jr., alld E. H. Farnum (Los Alamos N,'ttional Laboratory) ....... 475

Cer,-unics subjected to imtdiation show a wide variety of .d_unage responses, depending
on composition, nature of bonding, crysud su'ucture, impurity levels, stmling microstructure,
number of phases, and type of bomb_u'ding particle. As doses reach high levels (a condition
that v,'u'ies in magnitude from ot_e material to another) major changes in physical properties
can occur, and atomic arr,angements may even change from crystalline to disordered.
However, some ceramics show m_u'ked resistance to d_unage, and some properties may
improve. More work is needed to fully understand these phenomena, but it is currently
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possible in many cases to predict at least qualitatively both microsU'uclural dmnage response
and observed property changes.

8.9 TIlE EI_CT OF RADIATION INL)UCEI) ELECTRICAL CONDLICTIVITY (RIC) ON
THE THEIhMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SAPPI IIRE AT 77K -- D. P. White (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory) ............................................................ 480

Microwave heating of plasmm_ in fusion reactors requires the development of
microwave windows through which flit microwaves can pass without great losses. The
degradation of the thermal conductivity of alumina in a radiation environment is m_important
consideration in reliability studies of these microwave windows. Sever',d recent papers have
addressed this question at higher temperatures and at low tempcratures. The current paper
extends the low temperature calculations to determine the effect of phonon-electron scattering
on the thermal conductivity at 77 K due to RIC. These low temperature calculations are of
interest because the successful application of high power (> 1 MW) windows for electron
cyclotron heating systems in fusion reactors will most likely require cryogenic cooling to take
advantage of the low loss tmigent and higher tlmnmd conductivity of cmldidate window
materials at these tcmperat m'es.

8.10 SURFACE Pi_EPARATION EFFFCTS IN NEAR SURFACI- MODULUS
MEASUREMENT FOR CVD SiC -- M. Osborne (Rensselacr l_olytechnic Institute),
L. L. Snead (Oak Ridge National Latx_ratory), and D. Steitmr (Renssclaer Polytechnic
Institute) ...................................................................... 484

Surface preparation has ,'m observable cfl'ect on the data obtained li'om the
Nanoindenter for shallow (20 ran) indcms tm CVD SiC when polished with Syton TM. This
observed effect is significantly less for 1/2 micron dimnond polished CVD SiC and for deep
(160 nm) indents. These effects wcrc manifested by the relative vm-iations in the experixnental
modulus and h,'u'dness data. An analvtic_d an_dysis of the anticipated variation in the modulus
and hm'dness is performed and shown to correlate well with the observed trends. The
observed vm'iations appear to bc the result of SiC nmterfid properties, _-swell a.,; surface
preparation, since the predicted vm'iatiox_sarc much smaller titan the observed variations.

8.11 MICROMECHANICS OI7FIBER PULL-OUT AND CRACK BRIDGING IN SCS-6 SiC-
CVD SiC COMPOSITE SYSTEM AT II1GI I-TEMPEI,_A'I'UI_,d2-- A. EI-Azab and

N. M. Ghoniem (University of California, Los Angeles) ................................ 495

A micro mechanical model is developed to study fiber pull-out and crack bridging in
fiber reinforced SiC-SiC composites with time dcpendent thermal creep. By analyzing the
creep data for monoli'dfic CVD SiC (mau'ix) and the SCS-6 SiC fibers in the temperature
range 900-1250°C, it is 10und that the mau'ix creep rates can be ignored in comparison to
those of fibers. Two imlx_rtant relationships are obtained: (1) a time dependent relation
between the pull-out stress and the relative sliding distance between the fiber and matrix for
the purpose of,'malyzing pull-out experiments, and (2) the relations between the bridging
stress and the crack opening displacemem to be used in studying the xnechanics and stability
of matrix crack bridged by fibers at high temperatures. The present analysis can be also
applied to Nicalon-reinforced CVD SiC mau'ix system since the Nicalon fibers exhibit creep
cl_u'acteristics similar to those of the SCS-6 fibers.
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_REPARATIOLOF COBRAIA FOR INSERTION INTO EBR-II - H. L. Hamilton ar'd R. _!. Er'mi (Pacific Northwest
Laboratory) _ and C. R. Eiholzer {Westinghouse Hanford Company)

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this efgort is to document the preparation of the COBRAIA experiment cot irradiation in the
Experlmental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) for irradiation beginning in run 162.

SUMMARY

COBRA]A was built to support the research and development efforts of the U.S. COE Neutron Interactive
riaterials (_IMs) program and the Japanese university fusion materials program, COBRAwas inserted into the
EBR-I! for irradiation beginning in run 162. The specimen loading is documented here.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

The anticipated shutdown of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) necessitates a transfer of the Fusion
Materials irradiation programs from the FFTF to EBR-II. This requires the development of a MOTA-type
,vehiclefor EBR-II, i.e., one that is capable of performing instrumented, temperature controlled
irradiations in a Fast neutron environment. The assembly being developed will be referred to as a
_.]aterialsinstrumented _est Assembly, or MITA. Due to the two year lead time required for the development
of such a vehicle and the desire to continue accumulating neutron exposure in the interim, another
irradiation vehicle that utilizes existing technology is being used in the meantime. It is referred to as
a C_ooldB7A Radiation Assembly, or COBRA. The first irradiation of the first COBRA will be referred to as
COBRA IA. Reconstituted irradiations of the first COBRA
will increment the letter designation, i.e., IB, IC, etc.,
where the "CO" in COBRA will then refer to "continuing"

irradiations. A new COBRA-type of irradiation vehicle _ Cwill increment the number designation, i.e., 2A. ore

The U.S. Neutron Interactive Materials (NIMs) program and
the Japanese university fusion materials community (funded
bv the US/Japan Collaborative Program on Fundamental
Studies of Irradiation Effects in Fusion Materials
Utilizing Fission Reactors) are partners in the MITA and
COBRA efforts. The goal of these two programs _s to
develop improved materials for use in many different
components of proposed fusion devices and to facilitate
the prediction of their performance limits _n a Fusion
environment. These programs focus on metallic or ceramic
specimens for post-irradiation determinatfon of swelling,
_echanical properties and microstructure.

COBRALoadin£

Experiment Description. COBRAIA is referred to by ANL-W
a_ subassembly X-5|6. [t comprises seven B7A capsules in
a standard B7A assembly. The P_iL and WHCidentification
.=odes for the seven capsules, A through G, correspond to
the A_IL-W identification codes. _-3_8 through B-394.
Three capsules (D, F and G) are filled with _nert gas to
provide irradiation at elevated temperatures (800, 500 and
600°C respectively). The remalning four capsules (A. B, C
and E) are weeper capsules deslgned to maintain the test
specimens at ambient temperature (~400_C). The capsules

are being irradiated in a hexagonai duct with capsule C 39211068.1
_B-390) located at the center, as shown in Figure I.

The temperature of the inerted subcapsules is controlled Figure I. Capsule arrangement in COBRAIA
_y the size of the gap between the outer wall of the (subassembly X516).
_ubcaosule and the inner wall of the capsule, as well as

'Pacific _lorthwest Laboratory _s operated for the U,S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
:nstitute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.



the composltion of the insulating gas that fills this gap. Direct contact with sodium will maintain the
temperature of the specimens in the weeper capsules as close as possible to ambient. Some of the
subcapsules in the 800"C capsule (D) will be gas gapped in such a way as to achieve a temperature as close
as possible to the ambient weeper temperature. Specimens provided by the two partners are being irradiated
above and below as well as within the core region. Three capsules (E, F and G) will be irradiated for
aoout 150 EFPD, while the remaining four (A through D) will be irradiated for approximately twice as long.
The BTA capsules were designed, fabricated and assembled by Westinghouse Hanford Company. Standard B7A
assembly hardware was supplied by EBR-[I.

COBRA IA will be irradiated in row 2, sector B, position 2B1 in EBR-I|. A core mad for run 162 is shown in
Figure 2. The estimated nominal flux at reactor midplane in this position is 2.339 x 10 '_ n/cm_/sec (E >
0.111 r.leV) for run 162, based on reactor physics calculations. The most recent flux normalization profile
for row 2 was determined in 1978 after run 75D. It is shown in Figure 3.

RUN 162A

A C

F D
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Figure 3. Flux normalization profile for row 2 (from 1978_.

Capsule Allocation• The capsule matrix for COBRA!A is :hown in Fia_l,'e _ a_ a f:r:t_: " ef the division of
each capsule into subcapsules or baskets. The codes given in the upper _e_t (:or_." _: :_ach element of the
matrix designate the basket or subcapsule identification. The !etter: !_ o," _ "_ "_e lower left corner"
_ndicate whether the element refers to a subcapsule or a basket. The n_Tber i--ee:at_z below the "S" or
"B" is the length of the subcaDsule or aasket, lhe number in narentheses _n the _we,-,'_ght corner of each
element indicates the position of the bottom of the subcapsule or basket. _,e.. "_e 1_:_t_on of the bottom
of the specimens, relative to the middle of the core. Both dimenslons are glven ,_ :_:_es. the units in
whlch the components were specified.

Baskets allow sodium to flow through them and are typically used for irradiation :_ae, ,._eeper conditions.
while subcapsules are sealed and are typically used for irradiation under aas ga_pe_ :_nditions.
Subcapsules are also used for ;pecimens to be irradiated under weeper conditions :"at :_nnot be allowed to
come into contact with the reactor sodium. _II baskets and subc_ps_les a_'e made e; _t_niess steel except
for those subcapsules with a superscripted asterisk next to the _'S": these are ~a_e e: _Z!I.

The letters g_ven in the upper right corner of some elements indicate the presence ef =osimetry packages
(S=spectral set, G=gradient wire) or thermal measuring devices (TED = thermal exnars_o_ device, T-MON =
_ectangular SiC bar used as a thermal monitor). Both types of dosimetrv were packaae_ _n helium-filled,
stainless steel, sealed containers. TEDs are sodium-filled stainless steel or ]nconei tubes that acquire a
oerma_ent deformation that corresponds to the maximum temperature to which the_ are ex=c_ed during
_rradiation. The thermal monitors are extra SiC bars that will be analyzed for therma! exposure.

Specimen Matrix. The objective of the U.S. NIMs program is to develop improved materials for use in fusion
devices and predict their performance limits in a fusion environment. The long term effert focuses on
_roviding an _ncreased understanding of damage mechanisms through experiment, data analysis and modelling.
A short term effort is focussed on meeting the near-term matcrials needs for the !ntersational
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER).

The emphasis in the U.S. is primarily on (but is not limited to) alloys for first wa11/blanket
applications. Major areas include ]) supplying high fluence, engineering data for current or potential
fusion candidate heats of ferritic steels, 2) exploring reduced activation alloys of several types
iferr_tic iron-based steels as well as vanadium a11oys and SiC/SiC), 3) developing copper a11oys





for high heat flux applications and an understanding of their fundamental radiation response, and 4)
clarifying the role of helium. Smaller efforts are directed toward the development of beryllium for
neutron multiplier or plasma interactive components, and the development of composite materials for high
heat flux applications.

The Japanese university program for the development of fusion reactor materials is using the FFTF/MOTAas
part of a larger program to attain an understanding of the various radiation responses that control
materials' behavior. Specifically, their program is designed I) to establish correlations between high and
low exposure irradiations in fission and fusion neutrons and 2) to determine the mechanisms governing
microstructural and microchemical evolution and their relation to property changes in materials.

Six sub-groups have been designated responsible for such efforts in Japan for different classes of
materials:

a) Ferrous materials,
b) Refractory metals and alloys, high heat flux materials,
c) Pure metals and model alloys for fundamental studies,
d) Isotopic tailoring experiments,
e) Ceramics and composite materials, and
f) Dosimetry.

A summary of the combined U.S. and Japanese specimen matrix is shown in Table I, arranged by alloy type.
The geometries of the U.S. and Japanese specimens are listed in Table 2. Table ] shows the programmatic
affiliation (U.S., Japanese, or collaborative) of each specimen as well as the specimen type and COBRAIA
position. U.S. programmatic affiliations are broken down to show the distribution between laboratories.
No collaborative affiliations are shown in this table other than with the US/Japan Collaborative Program on
Fundamental Studies of Irradiation Effects in Fusion Materials Utilizing Fission Reactors.

CONCLUSIONS

The COBRAIA experiment was successfully prepared and inserted into EBR-II for irradiation starting with
run 162.

FUTURE WORK

Planning will continue for the development of both COBRA IB and MITA.

L



Table I. COBRA IA Specimen Matrix

Number of
II Subcapsul(_or

ii Basket" Specimen Type_ All°y3 }ecimens_
D03-S" D Be (100% dense) 18 US-E
C03-S" D Be (80% dense) 18 US-E
C03-S' B. Be - BW 150 J/US-E,P
C03-S' B: Be - BW 75 J/US-E,P
C03-S" B_ Be - BW 7 J/US-E,P
D03-S" B_ Be - BW 7 J/US-E,P
EII-B B. (TZi.I/He) Be - BW >]00 J
F07-S B: (TZM/He) Be - BW >]00 J
G06-S BI (TZM/He) Be • BW >]00 J
003-S" B, Be - NGK 150 J/US-E,P
EO6-B B. (TZM/He) Be - NGK >I00 J
F04-S B: (TZM/He) Be - NGK >100 J
G03-S B: (TZM/He) Be - NGK >I00 J

CO!-S F Cu 4 US-P
C02-S F Cu 4 US-P

4 001-S F Cu 4 US-P
D02-S F Cu 4 US-P
F01-S F Cu 4 US-P
GOI-S F Cu 4 US-P
AOI-S F CuAI25 4 US-P
A02-S F CuA125 4 US-P
BOI-S F CuAI25 4 US-P
B02-S F CuAl25 4 US-P
F02-S F CuAI25 4 US-P
G02-S F CuAI25 4 US-P
F06-S TN 12 J/US-PCuA125. C.uAl_O3

TN CuAI25. CuA1:0. 2 J/US-P
il F03-S TN(SSI CuA125, CuAI_O_ !2 J/US-PEOS-B

BO3-B TNISS) CuA125, CuAI_Oi i.? J/US-P
BO3-B TEM(S) Cu alloys I J/US-P,O

E08-B TEMiS) J/US-P,O
F03-S TEM(S) Cu alloys i J/US-P,O
_06-S TEM(S) _ Cu alloys ! J/US-P,O

AO3-B TEM(W) Fe alloys (F.M ? US-P
_,I3-B TEM(W) _e alloys (F.H .: US-P
E09-B TEMIW ) FeCr-X '. US-PUS-P

I EO2-B TEM(W) ;eCr-X " US-P
EO9-B TEM(W) Fe alloy (2_,Cr-iMo)

i! E13-B _.:,M Fe a,,ovs !3 US-I
',i EI3-B SP Fe allovs :_. US-I
_w J
II EO5-B TEM(S) ;_ _iloys
!! F04-S TEM(S_ Fe a_ Iovs 'J

ii EIO-B TEM(W) Fe alloys J
FO5-S TEM(W) .Fe allo/s ]

:l _05- B TEl.!(S) _eCrNiP ]
ii F04-S TEM(S') feE"N1 P J

TFUf _ FeQ,'NiP ']ii G03-S ...... S,
J reCrN iT i -_,. C ]

, -,-, S_} i:eCFN1Ti-B ,':' F05-S :'( "
:{ G04-S TEM{S) _eCrNiTi-B.C _ ']
I
i

Continued on
text [)age...



Table i. COBRA|A Specimen Matrix

.....
:i

!i Subcapsule or
Number of

i ' BasketI Specimen Type" Alloy:I Specimens4 Program_
I

:j !]cntinuedFromprevious
J
,! _age...

_13-B TEM(W) High Mn v 1 US-O
_08-B I{SS-3 llighMn v 8 US-O
_06-B T(SS-3 High Mn y -' US-O

I C09-B T(SS-3 High Mn y 9 US-O
RO8-B T{SS-3 High !.Inv 6 US-O

' _04-B T(SS-3 High {,In y 3 US-O
505-B _[SS-3 High Mn y 6 US-O

i .i]2-B T(SS-3 Russian high Mn v 5 US-O
,i

AOS-B CT HTg, RAF 3 US-P
AO6-B C[ HT9, RAF S US-P
A07-B CT HTg, RAF 8 US-P
_09-B CT HT9. RAF 9 US-P

!i -_,lO-B CT HT9, RAF 3 US-P
I _II-B CT HT9. RAF 3 US-P

:I .%3-B T.(SS-3) HT9, RAF 16 US-P
il AI3-_ T(SS-3) HT9, RAF 16 US-P
I BOS-B T(SS-3) Fe alloys (9-12 CF Fr'M) 4 US-O

i BO8-B T(SS-3) RAF 4 US-O* AO4-B T(SS-3) RAF 6 US-O
IE
! AO8-B T(SS-3) RAF 5 US-OBO6-B T(SS-3) RAF 2 US-O

BO7-B T(SS-3) RAF 6 US-O
C04-B T(SS-3) RAF 4 US-O

i C05-B T(SS-3) RAF 8 US-O
_i C06-B T(SS-3) RAF 9 US-O
il C07-B T(SS-3) RAF _ US-O

ii C06-B i 3 C HI9 12 US-P

I £07-B i 3 [ RAF I_ US-P
', ¢08-B I 3 C RAF "i US-P
i
_{ S09-B ]3 C RAF iZ US-P
.' r.lO-B !/3 C Fe alloys (9-12 Cr F M) 12 US-O
!i AO4-B ] 3 C RAF _2 US-O!_
, aO8-B ;_ C RAF 2 US-O

_,1 _I2-B I"3 C RAF _2 US-O
BO4-B 1"3 C RAF 5 US-O

:,L BO5-B !/3 C. RAF _ US-Oii
_i _O6-B 1'3c RAF -_ US-O
i BO7-B t/3 C" RAF 6 US-O
", C04-B 1'3 C' RAF .2 US-O
ii C95-B i,'3 C ' RAF i2 US-O
I
' GO3-S TN RAF .t J

306- S TN RAF i ! ,]

i [10-B vii RAF 'i J
il F04-S T!I RAF _ J
._ F07-S TN RAF iI J
} EO6-B TIi RAF -' J

i i
', " ont_nued on i
!i _ext page... I
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Table I. COBRAIA Specimen Matrix

i , ......................

Subcapsul_ or Number of
Basket" Specimen TypeZ Alloy 3 Specimens_ Programs

Continued from
previous
page..,

E1]-B TEM(W) TiNi alloys 1 J
FO7-S TEM(W) TiNi alloys I J
G06-S TEM(W) TiNi alloys I J
EOS-B TN TiNi alloys 12 J
EII-B TN TiNi alloys 12 J
F04-S TN TiNi alloys 12 J
F07-S TN TiNi alloys 12 J
G03-S TN TiNi alloys 12 J
G06-S TN TiNi alloys 12 J,,,

B09-S" CT V alloys 12 US-A

BO5-B I/3 Cv,SS-3,TEM (TZM/Li) V alloys I US-A
BO6-B ]/3 Cv,SS-3,TEM (TZM/Li) V alloys I US-A
BO7-B I/3 Cv,SS-3,TEM (TZM/Li) V alloys I US-A
BO8-B SS-3,TEM (TZM/Li) V alloys l US-A
EI3-B SAM, SP (TZM/Li) V alloys 1 US-I
EO5-B TEM(S) V alloys ] J
F04-S TEM(S) V alloys 1 J
G03-S TEM(S) V alloys 1 J
EO7-B TN,TEM (TZM/Li) V alloys I J
F05-S TN,TEM (TZM/Li) V alloys ! J

G04-S TN,TEM (TZM/Li) V alloy.s 1 J

I. "-B" and "-S" indicate that the specified segment within the capsule is either a basket (weeper)
or a subcaDsule (sealed), respectively. A superscripted "*" indicates that the subcapsule is
helium-Filled TZM.

2. ]/3 Cv ]/3 size charpy specimen (J in parenthesis indicates the Japanese I/3 size geometry)
1.5 Cv ].5 mm charpy impact specimen

, B3, Bs ball specimens measuring l, 3, and 5 mm in diameter respectivelybend bar specimen
CT compact tension specimen
D ~0.4" diameter disks
f fiber specimen
F fatigue specimen
SAM scanning Auger microscopy specimen
SP small punch specimen
T(SS-3) SS-3 tensile specimen
TEM(S) sealed TEM packet
TEM(W) weeper TEM packet
TN S-! tensile specimen

(SS) specimens in helium filled, sealed stainless steel container
(TZM/He) specimens in helium-filled, sealed TZM container
(TZM/Li) specimens in lithium-filled, sealed TZM container

3. RAF reduced activation ferritic
Be - NGK Be made by NGK
Be - BW Be made by Brush Wellman

4. Refers to one of the following, depending on the entry type:
number of specimens, or
number of TEM packets, or
number of TZM containers

5. J Japanese US-L LANL
US-A ANL-E US-O ORNL
US-E EG&G US-P PNL
US-I University of Iowa at Ames
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Table 2. Specin,enGeometries in COBRA IA

.... ,,' .... - ....i, ,,, , .....

SPECIMEN TYPE DIMENSIONS mm (in) MATERIAL AVERAGE MASS
TYPE (cjms)

Fatigue 60D x 50 1 I0.24 OD x !=97 11 Cu alloys 8.58

TEM disks 30D x .25 t (0.118 OD x 0.010 t) Fe alloys 0.012
Cu 0.013
V allo/s 0.008

30D x I t (0.118 OD x 0.04 t) SiC an,nC 0.005
Ti-50A1 0.006

30D x 0.08 t (0.118 OD x 0.003 t) Cu 0.045

SS-3 tensiles 25.4 I x 4.95 w x 0.76 t [7.6 gl x 1.5 gw] Fe a]lolvs 0.48
(1 1 x 0.195 w x 0.03 t [0.3 gl x 0.06 gw]) V alloys 0.3

S-] tensiles 16 l x 4 w x 0.25 t [5 gl x 1.2 gw] Fe alloys 0.08
(0.63 l x 0.157 w x 0.01 t [0.2 gl x 0.04/ gw]) V alloys 0.06

ru O.09
Ti-50AI 0.04
Ti-Ni 0.06,,

1,1'3size Charpy - PNL 23.6 x 3.33 x 3.33 (0.930 x 0.]31 x 0.13]) Fe alloys 2.08

I/3 size (;harpy- ORNL 25.4 x 3.33 x 3.33 (] x 0.]31 x 0.131) Fe alloys 2.24
V alloys 1.65

i/3 size Charpy - J 23 x 3.3 x 3.3 (0.905 x 0.]3 x 0.13) Fe alloys 2.00

].5 mm Charpy 20 x 1.5 x ].5 !0.787 x 0.059 x 0.059) Fe all_,vs 0.32

Compact tension (CT) 16 OD x 2 54 t (0.63 OD x O.l t) i Fe _llr;,.s 3.5
" i

I

16 OD x 3.81 t (0.63 OD x 0.15 t) I V alloys , 3.92

Ceramic disks 12.70D x 2.56 t (0,501 OD x 0.10] t) M_IAI0 1.145
I00D × 0.91 t (0.393 OD x 0.036 t) Ai 0 0.284
10 OD x 0.99 t (0.393 OD x 0.039 t) Sc C) 0,292
10 OD x 0.99 t (0.393 OD x 0.039 t) 2tO 0.427
10.40D x 0.76 t (0.41 OD x 0.030 t) , O 0.293
12.39 OD x 1.34 t (0.488 O0 x 0.053 t) S_ _. 0.187
12.70D x 9.5 t (0.50D x 0.374 t SiO. 2.79
7.75 OD x 4 t (0.305 OD x 0.157 t) SiOi 0 436
12.70D x 1.02 t ]._0.50D x 0.040 t ._!tl- 0 421

Disk 7.62 OD x 20.3 1 (0.30D x 0.8 1) {;e ] 55
7.62 OD x 6.35 t (0.30D x 0.25 t) Be 0 49
10.20D x 1.85 t (0.403 OD x 0.073 t SiC SiC 0 37
10.13 OD x 3 t (0.399 OD x 0.118 t) SiC SiC 0.63
10.16 OD x 1.27 (0.40D x 0.05 t) S_C Si_ 0.21
10.00D x 1.28 (0.39 OD x 0.05) SiC 0.32
]0.20D x 1.02 t (0.402 OD x 0.04 t) SiC;_i'L 0.20
10.20D x 3.17 t (0.402 OD x 0.125 t , _iC 0.83

Balls 10D (0.04 OD) ?e O.OOl
30D (0.12 OD) _e 0 03
50D (0.20D) _Te 0 14

Bend bars 3.I75 x 6.35 x 38.1 (0.125 x 0.25 x 1.5) SiC SiC 2 17
3.27 x 1.68 x 38.1 (0.129 x 0,066 x !.5) SiC SiC 0 5l
3.05 x 5.91 < 36.32 (0.120 :<0.233 x 1.43) SiC'SiC 1 715
3.7 :< 1.9 _ 25.4 (0.147 :< 0.075 x 1) SIC SiC 0 445
1 x 5 x 40 (0.04 x 0.2 x 1.57) C,'C 0 342
1.,7 x 4 x 25 (0 07 x 0 16 x 98) _'"_,. 0.33
1.9 x 3.7 x 25 (0.075 x 0.147 x ]) C'C 0.383
1.7 x 4 x 25 (0.066 x 0.16 × 0.98) F C 0.335

Continued on next

page...
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Table 2. Specimen Geometries in COBRA IA

..... ,,r,,.... ,..... ........

MATERIAL AVERAGE MASS
SPECIMEN TYPE DIMENSIONS mm (in) TYPE (gms),,. •.....

Continued from

previous page...

Fiber tubes 2,54 OD x 38.1 (0.I00 OD x 1.5) SiC/SiC 0.50
3.175 OD x 31.75 (0.125 OD x 1.25) SiC/SiC 0.38
3.175 OD x 20.3 (0.125 OD x 0.8) Carbon 0.25

Temperature monitors 0.32 x 1.6 x 25.4 (0.0125 x 0.0625 x I) SiC 0.4l

Scanning auger 16.5 l x 1.9 t x 3.17 Fe alloys 0.7
microscopy (SAM) (0.65 l x 0,075 t x 0.125) V alloys 0.57
specimens ........

Small punch (SP) 8.05 OD x 0.5 t (0.317 OD x 0.02 t) Fe alloys 0.19
specimens ...... V alloys 0.]4

TEM packets - weepers 3.65 OD x 22.3 x 0.18 t 316 0.35 (empty)
(0.144 OD x 0.879 x 0.007 t)

IEM packets - sealed 3.65 OD x 22.3 x 0.]8 t 316 0.41 (empty)
(0.144 OD x 0.88 x 0.007 t)

Sealed tubes 9.40D x 20.3 x 0.38 wall 316 2.56 (empty)
(0.37 OD x 0.80 x 0.015 wall)

TZM containers 9.53 OD x 52 l x 0.635 wall TZM 10.3 (with
(0.375 OD x 2.05 l x 0.025 wall) lithium)

9.53 OD x 25.4 l x 0.635 wall TZM 5.4 (with
(0.375 OD x I l x 0.025 wall) lithium)

9.53 OD x 44.45 l x 0.635 wall TZr4 8.9 (with
(0.375 OD x 1.75 l x 0.025 wall) lithium)

9.53 OD x 73.7 l x 0.635 wall TZr.I 14.3 (with
(0.375 OD x 2.9 l x 0.025 wall) , lithium)
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FABRICATION AND OPERATION OF HFIR-MFE RB* SPECTRALLY TAILORED

IRRADIATION CAPSULES - A. W. Longest, J. E. Pawel, D. W. Heatherly, R. G. Sitterson, and R.
L. Wallace (Oak Ridge National Laboratory).

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to fabricate and operate irradiation capsules for irradiating magnetic
fusion energy (MFE) candidate first-wall materials in the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR)
removable beryllium (RB*) position..,. Japanese and U.S. MFE specimens were transferred to RB*
positions following irradiation to 7.5 dpa at temperatures of 60, 200, 330, and 400°C in Oak Ridge
Research Reactor (ORR) experiments ORR-MFE-6J and -7J.

SUMMARY

Fabrication and operation of four HFIR-MFE RB* capsules (60, 200, 330, and 400°C) to
accommodate MFE specimens previously irradiated in spectrally tailored experiments in the ORR are
proceeding satisfactorily. With the exception of the 60°C capsule, where the test specimens were in
direct contact with the reactor cooling water, specimen temperatures (monitored by 21 thermocouples)
are controlled by varying the thermal conductance of a thin gas gap region between the specimen
holder outer sleeve and containment tube.

Irradiation of the 60 and 330°C capsules, which started on July 17, 1990,was completed on November
14, 1992, after 24 cycles of irradiation to an incremental damage level of approximately 10.9 displace-
ments per atom (dpa). Assembly of the follow-up 200 and 400°C capsules was completed in
November 1992, and their planned 20-cycle irradiation to approximately 9.1 incremental dpa was
started on Novcmber 21, 1992. As of Fcbruary 11, 1993, the 200 and 41111°Ccapsules had successfully
completed three cycles of irradiation to approximately 1.4 incremental dpa.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

A series of spcctrally tailored irradiation capsules are being fabricated and operated as part of the
U.S./Japan collaborative program for testing MFE candidate first-wall materials in mixed-spectrum
fission reactors. The test specimens are being irradiated in the RB* facility t of the HFIR.

Four HFIR-MFE RB* capsules were designed to accommodate Japanese and U.S. MFE specimens
previously irradiated to 7.5 dpa at temperatures of 60, 200, 330, and 400°C in the ORR in spectrally
tailored expcriments ORR-MFE-6J and -7J. Details of these ORR experiments, including descriptions
of the test matrix, mechanical property specimens, and techniques of spectral tailoring, have been
reported elsewhere. 2': Hafnium liners are being used in the HFIR-MFE RB* experiments to tailor
the neutron spectrum to closely match the helium production-to-atom displacement ratio (14
appm/dpa) expected in a fusion, reactor first wall.

The HFIR-MFE RB :_:capsules arc being irradiated in pairs (first the 60 and 330°C capsules, then the
200 and 400°C capsules) to total damage levels on the re-encapsulated specimens of approximately
l,";.4(24 HFIR cycles) and 16.6 dpa (2() HFIR cycles), respectively. Previously '_,the target exposure
level was 17.5 total dpa on the re-encapsulated specimens (22 HFIR cycles) R_rall Rmr capsules;
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however, the 60 and 330°C irradiations were extended h)r two additional cycles until the 200 and
400°C capsules werc ready to replace them.

60°C Capsule

The 600C capsule, designated HFIR-MFE-60J-1, was an uninstrumentcd capsule with the test
spccimens in contact with the reactor cooling water. Capsule design, assembly, and details of the
specimen loading were described previously)

Irradiation of this capsule was started on July 17, 1990, and was completed on November 14, 1992,
after 24 cycles of irradiation to a total damage level on the re-encapsulated specimens of
approximately 18.4 dpa. A _.3,cle-by-cyclesummary of the irradiation history of the 60J-1 capsule is
given in Table 1. Specimen operating temperatures in this capsule were predicted to be within 10°C
of 60°C.

330°C Capsulc

The 3300C capsule, designated HFIR-MFE-330J-1, was an instrumented and singly contained capsule
where the specimen temperatures were monitored by 21 thermocouples and controlled by adjusting
the thermal conductance of a thin gas gap region between the specimen holder outer sleeve and
containment tube. This capsule was cooled with 49°C reactor cooling water flowing downward over
the containment tube surface. Capsule design, assembly, and details of the specimen loading were
described previously. _'7

Irradiation of this capsule was started on July 17, 1990, and was completed on November 14, 1992,
after 24 cycles of irradiation to a total damage level on the re-encapsulated specimens of
approximately 18.4 dpa. A eycle-by-c'yclesummary of the irradiation history of the 330J-1 capsule is
given in Table 1.

Typical thermal operating data for the 330J-1 experiment were presented in detail previously 8. During
this report period, measured temperatures in the aluminum alloy specimen holder continued to
indicate specimen operating temperatures within about 25°C of 330°C, which satisfies the
temperature criterion for these experiments.

200 and 4000C Capsules

The 200 and 400°C capsule desi_._,sare basically the same as that of the 3300C capsule. The main
differences in the three capsule designs are associated with (1) the number and spacing of the
specimen holder slots and holes to accommodate differences in the numbers of specimens of the
various types, (2) the width of the temperature control gas gap region between the specimen holder
outer sleeve and containment tube to obtain the desired specimen operating temperatures, and (3)
the instrumented test piece included in the aluminum plug and holder above the test specimen holder
to obtain extra information.

Horizontal and vertical sections through the 200 and 400"C capsules, designated HFIR-MFE-200J-1
and -400J-l, are shown in Figures 1 through 4. In addition to the main test specimen loadings, a
simulated packet of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) specimens in the 200"C capsule and a
simulated hourglass fatigue specimen in the 4000C capsule are located in the aluminum plug and
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Table 1. IRRADIATION HISTORY OF US/JAPAN SPECTRAL TAILORED CAPSULES
HFIR-MFE-60J-1, -330J-1,- 200J-1, AND-400J-1

289 07-17-90 09-07-90 1879 1879 0,46

290 09-19-90 10-11-90 1852 3731 0,91
291 10-17-90 11-13-90 1838 5569 1.36
292 11-25-90 12-10-90 1847 7416 1,82
293 12-27-90 01-23-91 1965 9381 2,30
294 02-01-91 02-25-91 1906 11287 2.77
295 03-01-91 03-24-91 1908 13195 3.23
296 04-06-91 04-28-91 1874 15069 3.69
297 05-19-91 06-15-91 1845 16914 4,14
298 06-20-91 07-11-91 1747 18661 4.57
299 07-25-91 08-15-91 1741 20402 5.00
300 08-28-91 09-17-91 1724 22126 5.42

301 09-27-91 10-19-91 1851 23977 5,87
302 10-27-91 11-21-91 1829 25806 6,32
303 12-01-91 12-22-91 1821 27627 6.77
304 12-31-91 01-24-92 1826 29453 7.22
305 01-30-92 02-27-92 1876 31329 7,68
306 03-31-92 04-27-92 1845 33174 8.13
307 05-01-92 05-28-92 1842 35016 8.58
308 06-02-92 06-30-92 1938 36954 9,05
309 07-03-92 08-01-92 1949 38903 9,53
310 08-27-92 09-18-92 1849 40752 9,98

311 09-25-92 10-12-92 1856 42608 10,44
312 10-22-92 11-14-92 1842 44450 10,89 BEGINCYCLE313
313 11-21-92 12-15-92 1850 REMOVEDEOC312 1850 0.45

314 12-20-92 01-12-93 1866 .... _..... ..:.i.rt:i!i:r........i . 3716 0.91
315 01-19-93 02-11-93 1861 ..........." : ::;i";_::;:_r".... : 5577 1.37
316 ..............................:..::,.:.:+,':::',.,.,:..::-:':,: :,-: :'.',.'..i:'.,:i; :. : :'.i::

3"17 E ::. _:::!_.,::_::::!i::.._-_:_:;:

DPA levels based on achieving 0.000245 dpa/MWd.
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Fig. 1. Horizontal section through the HFIR-MFE-200J-1 capsule.
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ORNL-DWG-89-7852
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Fig. 2. Horizontal section through the HFIR-MFE-4OOJ-1 capsule.
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Fig. 3. Vertical section through the HFIR-MFE-200J-I capsule.
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ORNL -DWG-89 -7853
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Fig. 4. Vertical section through the HFIR-MFE-400J-I capsule.
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holder above the test specimen holder and instrumented with three thermocouples to obtain
temperature rise data for these respective specimen-specimen holder configurations.

Assembly of the 200 and 400°C capsules was completed this report period as planned, after having
been delayed by approximately two months because of the aluminum welding difficulties described in
the last report 9. After partial assembly of the capsules and loading of non-radioactive test specimens
on the bench, the radioactive test specimens were successfully loaded in the hot cell and capsule
assembly completed in about two weeks for each capsule. Special fixtures developed for hot cell
loading of radioactive specimens into the 330"C capsule were again used for these capsules.

Specimen loading lists showing specimen identification numbers as a function of position in the
capsule are given in Tables 2 and 3 for the 200 and 400"C capsules, respectively. Position is given
by row number or hole designation (see Figs. 1 and 2) and level number. Level numbers in increasing
order indicate the stacking order from top to bottom of the specimen holder. Detailed specimen
information is given in Table 4 for the various types of specimens, respectively, loaded into these
capsules. The individual specimens listed in Table 4 are categorized by type of specimen, source of
material, and alloy type. Alloy conditions include solution annealed (SA) and cold worked (CW).
Specimens denoted by an asterisk were re-encapsulated into these experiments and have already
received 7.5 dpa in the ORR-MFE-6J and -7J experiments. The transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) disks in each new (previously unirradiated) TEM holder tube are also listed. Several specimen
materials in these capsules were not in the 60 and 330°C capsules. These new specimen materials
include vanadium and copper alloys.

Irradiation of the 200 and 400°C capsules began on November 21, 1992, at the start of HFIR cycle
313. As of February 11, 1993, these capsules had successfully completed three cycles (1.37 dpa) of
their planned 20-cycle (9.1 dpa) irradiation to a total damage level of approximately 16.6 dpa on the
re-encapsulated specimens. A cycle-by-cyclesummary of their irradiation history through HFIR cycle
315 is given in Table 1. Both capsules are operating as designed. Measured temperatures from the
21 thermocouples in the aluminum alloy specimen holder in each capsule indicate the specimen
operating temperatures are within about 25°C of 200 and 400°C, respectively, which satisfies the
temperature criterion for these experiments.

HFIR-MFE RB* Facilities

Facility preparations required for operation of two instrumented HFIR-MFE RB* capsules (200 and
400"C capsules) simultaneously were completed during the report period. These preparations
included upgrade and final checkout of Materials Irradiation Facility No. 4 (MIF-4), connection of
the instrumented 400"C capsule to MIF-4, disconnection of the 330°C capsule from MIF-3, and
connection of the 200°C capsule to MIF-3.

FUTURE WORK

Design, preparation of fabrication drawings, procurement of parts, and assembly of a capsule for re-
encapsulating specimens from the above capsules into a dual-temperature capsule (probably 200 and
400°C) is planned for FY 1994.



Table 2. itFIR-MFE-200J-I Loading List

R,'av i i Rcm,'2 ] Row3 ! Row4 ! R°w5 i R°u"6 R,_'7 I R_8 [ Ro*9 I Ro_0 ] Ro_tt ! R'_U I H°_A[ H°_B I H°_CI H°_D I H°_
i

l..,cvd HOI _ A08 F3 TI _I W3 3At2 PITCH B201 D402 A104 A301 FI _paccr _r _taacer _cer _a_cer

1-102 1 A0_ X3 XI A_3 C2 F2 BI03 D30! H03 D305 T3 (218"1 (.218") (_JJO') (.940") (..fOO')
I

t_-vcl B203 I C_I T2 WI EL-48 AI01 I)401 PITCH A.'403 PAN D502 PITCH A102 C3CO PS09 J8 J18 4

B._o4 _ C104 C3 CI GFA-47 A202 A...aO2 D501 PAN A304 PAN A204
!

1_--vel BIO2 I B401 LOI LO3 DL-S2 D1.45 C103 A05 PITCH GFC-44 A103 B3-O7 E4-O7 S?_7 CIA6 F 2 3
C203 B403 A07 lJl2 DL-53 GFD-50 B_12 PITCH E13-07 D30" CL-54 B7-07

ix-v¢l TU.24 GFD-48 FL-43 Bi3-07 EL-49 GFC-48 A01 GFA-49 X2 EL-53 CL-53 EL-50 C3B1 3S05 E PSI4-2 J19
EK*4o DL.48 E12.07 GFB-44 EIIg07 IL-¢ FL-44 EC.Ou BlI.O7 BIOd)7 CL-49

I_-vel HV4D HL-9 GFB-49 BI-07 EL-S2 GFB-47 W2 CL-48 E11-07 GFB-48 FL,50 B6-07 FA59 C4A9 J7 CB2 ,4/md

EL.03 GFA-48 GFA-45 E8-07 E2-07 FL-46 EL-S5 B2-07 CL-47 EL-51 FL-51 (9.¢3"J

L¢_¢1 GFA-44 E14-07 KL-8 TR-D GFD-49 IL-8 WI Eo-07 GFB-4e CL-52 HI,,8 El-07 FA48 PSO0 J12 3C12-2 _acer
DL-4"/ FL-55 B5-07 HV-07 FL-40 E9-07 DL.-t, E5-07 DL.50 EL-54 FL-53 (..J00") IN_

r',o

I._q CGD-! KL-9 C1_.51 EL-00 TR-24 B9-07 1,02 GFB-45 B12-07 49 B209 MH-(_ 3S10 FAo2 JlO CC2
CGD-2 FL-52 CLW.18 EK-41 TW.io E3-07 GFC-49 GFA-4e 15 BI09 EC-0_

!

Lo_:l TI-29 I SB-37 MH4)7 60 TZ-2,3 47 EC-O9 1_91 AE-35 HVa_ Mlt-05 TL-21 C2A6 $3A5 J_ SIA5-2

TI-_ ] SB-38 EC-21 45 HV-04 47 AE.37 _ EK-42 EK-43 MII.06 TP-21

Lt, d 9 SD-37 I TL-7 ClO_ I BI04 PSO2 3S02 J9 3S13-2
SD..a.8 I TI.-8 C._', I C_-'05

i
i_,vel 42 I 50 D1,-49 PS05 ._°09 Jll CA2

10 43 I 41 DL-4o

• I.._el i TP-22 SA.30 3S00 1 SA28-2
I1 TU- ??__

L.t,vd TX.I_ ClB3 CIC8 J16 FA2

12 TE-18

Level AE-32 SA21 C4C0 JI7 3C05

13 AE-34

1.¢v¢1 C 1112 : B402 Rxaccr rt, acer spacer C3B2

14 C202 i C 105 (.218"_ (.218") (J_{r)

I ,o'cl B404 _ CZ04 alt_cer

15 CIOI ] |glOl (!.1")

Level 12 II 47W ._,acer

16 4e gl 4"7W (,tOg.Y')



Table 3. HFIR-MFE-400J-1 Loading List

Level I PITCtt GFB-23 X6 L06 GFB-21 C8 A09 H06 PITCH LOS .¢pacer .¢ipacer _jTacer .t_acer CC2 spacer

DL-28 C7 H05 GFA-24 X5 A 10 L07 PITCtl A11 (Or') (0..7¢") (I.2Y) (03") (I.?D"}

Level 2 PFI'CH GFB-24 F4 CL-27 DL-30 F5 EL-19 GFB- 1o PITCH H04 FA32 C3B4 -,pacer FAOI 3S11-2 spacer

CLW-IO T4 CL-29 GFC-19 F6 DL-?-'; DL-22 PAN D404 (I.2Y) (1.2)")

Level 3 A07 EL-20 X4 GFA.20 IL-3 1"5 HL-3 DL-24 PAN A305 CIA7 C2A4 spacer PSO7 CB2 7
FL-12 C6 GFD-?_:t EL-17 T6 FL-4 FL-5 PAN A206 (1"1

Level 4 A08 GFB-22 TL-IO C L-??,q CL-25 B4_ DL-27 FL-9 "II-32 AI08 C3A6 SIAO Jll C4B6 C3C6 8
FL- 11 TL-9 FL-7 ML-3 W6 CL- ?_x FL-8 SB-40 D503

I
Level 5 L06 DL-23 B405 CL-24 CLW-9 SD..4¢ GFA-19 CL-30 B205 D306 SA31 FA12 E C2C7 C4C3 6

DL-29 B207 KL-4 GFD-24 TI-31 GFC-17 EL-18 C109 D504

Level 6 LOT GFA-23 BIO5 CL-22 1[..-4 C207 D!.,-26 ML-4 C209 D403 _ 01 F CK,O PSO4 5
GFB-20 B107 CL-26 GFC-18 C208 GFA-21 GFA-_ B408 D304 IN)

Level 7 W5 BI06 A308 A307 C3A2 SA32 J8 SAO3 C4A2 J20

W4 CI08 AI05 AIO_

Level 8 SB-39 BI(]8 A_'4_6 AI07 S?.A4 C.5A2 JlO C4B4 C4BO J21
SD-39 ClIO A206 A205

Level 9 I ClOT B2(_ A207 41 3C07 C4B2 J12 3S07 CSBO J22

I C210 B407 D303 4e
i

Leloel CGB-3 43 B206 S?.A0 C3C4 spacer SIAl SA37 JT_C'GB-4 47 47W (0..5")

Level -KL-3 [ SA58 FA05 spacer SA53 FAIO spacer

11 HL,.4 [ (26O') fZ6¢J

Level W3 SXAX2 PSII-2 .I(710-2 ?Y)04

12

I_t,vel W4 A02 FE-31 FE- 18 FA2
13 LOI

W2
; A01 CA2

Level Cl12 I B210

14 B410 _ Bl10 WIPITCH

I !Level FL-IO PITCH SA2

15 GFD-18

Level16 I FE-19
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Table 4. Detailed specimen information for HFIR-MFE-200J-1 and -400J-1 capsules

SS-3 Tensile Spectmens (1 in. long) SS-3 "Tensile Specimens (1 m. longl

Program Alloy (Condition) 2001-1 4OOJ-1 Program Alloy (C,onditton I 200J- 1 400J- 1
Speomens Specimens Speclmen'. Spectmcns,,

US/ORNL" PCA (25%CW) EK-41" US/PNL ° VO-22¢-_ (b) TR-23"

PCA (25_CWi EK-42 ° VO-22t_ (b j TR-24:

PCA (25%CW) EK--43" VO-2269 {bl TU-23*

PCA (25%CW) EK..46" V0-2269 (bl TU-24"

3t6 (20%CW) AE-32" VO-2754 (c_ TW-16"

316 (20%CW) AE-34* VO-2755 (c) TX-16"

316 1!20_.CW) AE-35* _................................................................................U.C-.!..9...!a.!........................................................._-2.3" .................................................

316 (20%CW) AE-37" JAERI FS2H (base metal) BIOI BlI)5

PCA (25%CW) EC-06" F82H (base mclal) BI02 BI_)

PCA 125,%CW) EC-OS" F82H ( base me(at) B 1(13 B 107

PCA (2.5%CW) EC-09 ° F_2H I base mc ;:,1j B 1114 B 1t1,_;

PCA (25 ,_CW) EC-21" F,X2H (t_,,.,,crecta!, BII_._ B11_1

PCA (B31 EL-00 ° Fg2H ("I1(_ v,cld lomtt B201 B205

PCA (B3) EL-03* Fg2H (TIG v,eld !omt; B202 B2(16

PC-20 I'ZS%C"A') HV-03" F82H ¢TICi _,cld IOmti B2O3 B2(17

PCA-20 (25_CWl HV4_ ° F;',;2H (TIG weld lomtt B2(kl B20X

" PCA-20 {?_S_7,CWI HV-07 ° F,";2H CTIG vccld I_lnl, B2gl_ B2Ici

" PCA-20 (25_CW) HV-08 ° F,";2H (tascr _,cld I_qnl, l-l.4(_l 134115

" PCMA-6 (2(tt);C_,"t MH-05 ° FS2H tlaser v,cld iolntt 13402 B4(I/_

PCMA-6 ¢20'7,CW_ MH-06* F_2H (la..,cr v,cld !omtJ B41)3 B407

PCMA-6 (20_ CW _ MH-07" F,"I2H Ilaser v.'cld joint t B41t4 B4Ilg

PCMA-6 (20tTcCW) MH-08" F,X2H (laser v.t:ld !omt, 1341o

US/PNL ° VO-2262 (a ) TE- 18" JPCA (SA _ C 101 C 1{!7

VO-2267 (b) TL-21 ° JPCA _SA_ C102 CI0,";

VO-2266 (b) TP-21 ° JPCA (SA, C103 Cl0t_

" VO-2266 (b) TP-22" JPCA {SAt C1(14 CI l0



Table 4. Continued

SS-3 "lcnsllc b,m:ctmcns I im. longl SS-3 "lcnsllc Specimens t lm. longi
................................ ,......

Program Alloy ICondmon i 2(10J. I 4(XIJ- l Program ..%11o_ tG)nditlon ) 200J- 1 400.1-1

_pccmlen. Specimen. Specimen, Specimens
................. . ............

JAERI JPCA (SA) Clt)5 C112 US/ORNL MAGT U.2 (cold rolled t T'2 T5

JPCA (CA) CIt_ MAGT 0.2 lcold rollcdt T3 TO

JPCA (CWt C'2I}I C2(t7 Ghdcop AIIS+B Ins extruded, brazcdt FI F4

J PCA (C_A'_ C202 C21 _ (; hdcop AI 15 + B Ias extruded, brazed i F'2 F5

JPCA (CW! C2(F_ C21_,' Ghdc()p AIIS+B (as exlrudcd, brazed) F3 F0

JPCA (C_') C2(kl C21() MER ( u-Al:O,-graphtt¢ Ipi|ch P12li) blank blank

JPCA/CW) C'205 MER Cu-Al:O,-grapbite lpitch Pl2ui blank blank

.1P(A (CV_t C2(I(_ . MER ('u-Al:O,-graphitc Ipflch PI21h blank blank

US/ORNL u('i. IN'h)VNb TI..--. TL.'4 MER (u-Al:O,-graphltc (pan IMt_) notched notched

9Ct- IMoVNb TL-8 TL-I(! MER Cu-AI ,O,-graphHe (pan IMt_ t notched notched

f',O
u('r. 1Mt_VNh-2NI TI-2_ TI-31 MER Cu-Al:(L.graphHc Ipan IM*_ notched notched O'_

tl( t-1 M_ _VNb.2N_ TI-3U TI-32 US/AN L V-II}T_ BL- 12

12Cr- I MoVg, SB-37 SB-3'_ V - 2(l'l-z BL- IY

12Cr. I MoV_ SB-?,* SB-.I_ I V- 15Cr -ST_ BL-41 BL-41

12('r- I MoVW.2N_ SD-3 "r SD-3_ \'-_'1 ul_.SS, BL-42

12Cr- I MoVW-2 Nl S D-3_ SD-4ti _,- IIK_t-5Tl BL-43 BL-43

LIStORNI G lldct_p A.125 + B ta,_ v, rtmght t W I _'4 V- VI'i. 1S_ BL-45

Ghdc_p AI25+B Ins wrouehl} V¢2 W5 V-5 It BL-4t,

Ghdct_p AI25.B ins wrough|l W3 We, V.SCr-STI BL-47 BL-47

(;hdcop AI25+B icold rollcdl C't Ct_ V-SCr.5-11 BL-47

Glldcop AI25+B I cold rollcd t C2 C'7 V-5Cr 5-I"i tTIO _,cld /ontt BL-47_A BL-47W

Ghdcop AI25+ B I cold trilled) (.3 C,_ V-5(r-5TI (TIC; weld lone! BL-47VI

Ghd_.op A125 Ictlld rolled I X 1 X4 V-7Cr-YTI BL-4'9 BL-49

GlldcOp A125 ici)ld rolled ) X2 X5 V- 1Ti BL-50

Glidcop A125 tct)ld rolled I X3 X6 V-3Ti-0.1C BL-6(I

MAGT 11.2 Icold rolled! "II T4
Condilion o.xlc.,,: a: t_(l*C/_O h_,'Q + 950"C;2(1 minfWQ + 65(1".:2 h/AC

b: I(I(IO*C_O h,AC + 1lt_()*C/10 min/AC + 7tl0*C,_ h/AC

c: It_,1"C:2(1 hAC -,r II(Xi©C/5 min/AC + 650"C/'2 h/AC

B?.: solution annealed lot I h at IItX|_C, aged 8 h at 8C_1°C + 25_iC_.



Table 4. Continued

Sb-1 "lend,tic bpcczmcns ( 175 in. long) SS- l ]enslle Specimens ( 175 ,n. k)ng j
...........

Program Alkr. (Condmon i 2IXIJ- l 4_.XIJ.'. Program Alltn, t_ c_ndmon ) __IXiJ I 4(11t.I I

Spcclmen,_ Specimen. _,pcclmcn, Spot,men.
............................

JAERI ° JPCA (SA) CL-47" CL-22 ° JAERI ° 31hSS (sa) EL-55"

J PCA (SA _ CL-4_" CL-2a" J 31 h 121F_; C_,.' ) FL-4_ _" FL-a"

JPCA (SA) CL.49 • CL.24 • J31h I20';;-C_) FI.-4"_" F-L 5"

JPCA ISA) CL.51 • CL.25 • J31h 121)_CV¢) FI.-4-1" FL ""

JPCA (SA) CL-52" CL-2_ ° J 316 ( 21)'._C_.') Ft_-a." FL-, x"

JPCA (SA) CL.53" CL-27" J_16 121)%C"_,) FL-5()" FL-t_ °

JPCA (SA_ CL-54" CL-2X" J31t_ 121)_ C".v ] FrL.-51" FL. 11)"

JPCA (SA) Ct.-2 t_" .131h I_(t';('_,_. _ F:[. 52' I1_ 1]'

JPCA (SAI CL-_)" J_lh {2If"; CV_j FL-';Z" FL- 12'

JPt A i 15' ; C_,Vi DL-t_" DL.22" J _1, _21;'; C\_i FL-55"

JPCA { 15';('V¢) DL.45' DL.23" .1:,1¢_ tSAR, HI -s' I-tL-t" ".,,...1

JPCA tS':;C_r DL-4h' DL-2-1" J:,lh ISAR_ HI_ - tit a-

JPCA 15t;C_,_,, DL-47' DL-25" dual ph,r.c K ,5A, It-.":' IL _"

JPCA 15';;('_,k I DL-4S' DL-2t," dual ph;i.c K (SAI II..-tJ" 11 -4'

JPCA 15';C\k _ DL-4u" DL-27" all martcn_qtc .rnca| trcalcdi M[ -_,'

JPCA 1'_ C_, _ DL-50" DL-2,_* all martcn'.:tc tlacat Ire;sled i MI. -a"

JPCA 15"_ CV_ ! DL-52' DL-2 _" JP(A _A. ctcctnm t_cam v, cld Ioml_ KL-.'-;' KI - ¢"

J|'CA 15 _ ; C'_, _ DL-53" DI.-30' .IP¢A ISA. c|ccl[_,n beam ,_,,cld It_tnt_ KL t_, KL.-a'

IhSS t SA _ t_.k-4S' EL- 1"" J P_.A (SA. "l](.J "a,'cld metal _ CL W- 1_" CL'_, -_"

316SS ISAt EL-4q' EL-IS" JPCA {$A. Tl£.i _,cld metal! CL'_'-IO"

_ IhSS ! SA ) EL-5t I" EL- I'_" USiORNL" B I (SA, B I -(}'"

•_I¢_SS (SA_ EL-5 I' EL-2_' B2 t b.-_ B2-O _"

3 l¢_Sb _SAt EL-52" B3 tSA _ BLO-'. •

_It_SS ISA) EL-53" B5 ISA_ B5.(17'

31 ¢_SS (SA ) E L- 5.1' Bt, I S A _ Bh4)7'



Table 4. Continued

Sb- I ] qcre,,zlc bp(._Jmcn.,, ( 1.75 m. l(.)n._ ) bS- l I cn.,,tlc bpcczmcns t 1.75 in. long )......

Program Allo_' ( Cx)nOmon, 2(XU- t 4(X)3- l Program Alto', (Condltltm _ TO(IJ - I 4003- t
bpccmmcn, :)pcczmcn- Spo:lrncn_ Spc.clmcn,

....... ..

US/ORNL" B7 (SA) B'7-(f _" JAERI AFg A202 A20b

B_ (SA) B%117" AF5 A2[)_ A207

B l() (SA) BIO-O "_. AF5 A2.( gl A2t_

B I I (SA) B 114)7" AF': A.3OI A._)5

B 12 ( SA ) B 124)7 • AF- A302 A3Ik6

B 13 (SA _ B 13-O"" AFT A._)3 A307

E- I ( SA ) E ) 4)7 • AFt- A._.M A_(i_

L.2 (bA_ E2-(F _" _16-M5 D_)I D?_)_

[- :, (SA) E3-()-" _h).M _ D3()2 D?)(J4

[_.4 ( bA _ b4-( _" 316. M::. D.'_,)5 D._x)

[- 5 (bAJ kS-O"' 31_,-M- [._)I D4()3 tN_

F-c, (.x-X _ [:¢_-¢)'" _I_)-'_I- D4()2 D4()4

[:-,_ (hA _ E8-O "_" :_I6-M It' DSOI D_)7,

[" _ IbA_ K¢}-()7" II6-MU_ D5(L-" D5()4

_--li) (hA, hliL()'" US¢ORNL ((_pr)cr. MR( Mar/ grade la, v, rought i AIX) A(_

[:_-I 1 (bA_ El 14)7" " Copper. MRC Mar,' eradc (a,, wroueht _ AO7 AI()

[_-12 _bA, E12-()7" C.oppcr. SIR( Mar/ grad,,." la'., '_,l'Ough:, All,",, All

L-I g Ib,k, Elg-()"" Gi)d_,)p AI27 (a- v,roueh_, H()I H(_

[ -14 (b.-\: EI4-()'" t)hdcop AI2> (a,, wrought) H()" HO5

JAERI Ai _ AIO1 AI()5 Ghdcop A125 la', grou_hl _ H()3 H(_

-kF_ AI02 AI(_'_ (ihdct)p AI25+B iv, roughl .sheet LI)i LI_

..M" _ AI()'_ AI()- Ohd_.op AI25+B t_,rough_ shccl LI)2 [J}7

AF:. AHM AI(hX Gi_d_'op A!25-B t_,rou)zhl __hccl Li):. Lt_

A[:5 A21)I A2f)5
(.])nOlllOn Co(..Ic SAR ,.Iramcd, ae_.:d, and rcc_'Malhzcd



Table 4. Continued

i

Prt_urtzazd Tube and Tube Blank Spt.'ctmens ( 1 m. or 0._ In. long) Prc.,e,url/cd "lur_ and 1 ul')c blank Specimens ( 1 in. or 1125 In. Lon_)

Program Allo._ ICondttl,t)n ) 2(X)J-1 40(I.1.1 Program AIh)_, (Condition) _ilIJ- 1 4(11.1.1
bpec:mcn I.D Spcc2men I.D _l_'clmcn l.I) Specimen I.D
(Stress. MPa) IStress. MPa) [Sires,,. MPal IStre_s. MP;t_

........................

US/ORNL" PCA i2t)'_C_ ) FA2 (tit" FA2 (q))" LIS_ORNL" 2B tSA_ C4B(5 (40)"

PCA (2(F_C"A) FA59 (50)" FAO! (5())" 3B ISAI CC2 (())" CC2 ¢i))"

PCA (2()_.CV,') FA48 (lO0) ° FA32 (liX)) ° 3B (SA_ C4C0 (20)" CICU (I())"

PCA (20GCV¢) FA62 (2001" FAIO [20()) ° _B (SA) CIC_ (5())" C3C4 _t)"

PCA (2il_.C_') FA05 (_ltl)" _B 4SA) C3C() ( Iqx)V C74CO(50)"

PCA (2tV_CW) FAI2 (4Oo)- _B (SA) C2C'7 (_)1"

HT.q (tempered martens(tel S.a.28-2 (I))" SA2 IO)" _B (b._) C4C'_ (i|N))"

HT -It (tempered martcn.'.ttct SA21 {20Ot" SA.58 (501" .'>A(SA) SIAS-2 (o)" SXAX-2 0))"

HT-. (tcmp(:rcd martcnsltc) SA3O t4(Xlt" SA37 (lll(ll" b.'k i_A, S3AS (2(h" SIAl) (1()1° r',o

H'I'-, (lcml'u..rcd martcnsltc) SA32 (2(X!)" ._-_ _SA) $2A7 (FJ)) ° Ill (20)"

HT-_ ( tcmpc_cd martcns_tc ) SA5"_ (74)i)i" SA _SA _ $2A4 _._))"

HT-_ ( tempered martcns_tc ) SAt13 t4111t)" SAt bA ) S2AO tSth _

HT-. itcmpcrcd marlcns:tc) SA31 14(X))" :',A {SA_ S1AI {1111))"

" IB (SA) CA2 It))" C,-X2101° JAERI ° .)_le) (SA_ _SI_-2 it)i" 3Sll-2 lit) °

IB (SA_ CIA6 (5) ° C5A2 i5)" " J.._lt, (hAl I_X) (_O)" "),SI14(Hill)"

115 (SA_ C2At) (IO)" C3A6 Ill))" J _lr, tb-_ "_S()2(IIX))" _SI17 (121it"

IB (bA_ (_'4A_ (?,i_) C4A2 120; 3 ;It, (.'.-\ x_'_5 i l"at)

" IB IS,A) C2A4 I.h))" ._":,1.,_..\ 3hi() ( 15._)}"

" IB (_Ai C3A2 (41)}' J_l¢_ t2_)', (_,_, 3C12.2 ill)" :_('10-2 ())_"

" IB ISA3 CIA7 14(1)° J_ln 12tl';C _ ?t("()5 (21101" 5_('_14t2!lll_"

• 2B (SA) CB2 (Ill" CB2 (1))" J :.It, 12(¢ ; ('_k, :_(.'l_ (3Oli)' i(.'1 -, (4Ill))"

• 2B (SA) C3B2 {5)" C4B4 (5)" JPCA (bAi PSI4-2 ill)" P"31I-2 ((I)"

2B (SA) CIB3 (l())* C.'_B4 (l(l)" JPCA tSA; PSIIII (IINI)" P'SILI I I(N))"

" 2B (SA) C3BI (_))" C4B2 {20.)* " JPCA (SA_ PSi)2 ( I?,(_" P.'q)7 ( 15(n"

2B (SAm CgBi) (._tll" " JPCA (SA_ P_)5 ( 1¢)()_"

2B (SA) C5BO (_1)" = JPCA (SAI PSO_,_(l_ll"
...................



Table 4. Continued

... ......

t,r_Iztn_kl Fatigue bpet'imcn_ l 1.75 in lon._ _ Hourglass Fatigue b peclmcns ( 1.7_ in. longl

Program Alh_, (C_)ndll|_,tl _ 2tKI.I- 1 4OlO. i Program Alk b, iCk)nditlon, _lll.I-l 4(NLI- 1
bpcctmcn ID _pcc:mcn | D bl-,comcn I.D Spectmcn I.D

..........................

JAERI* JP(. A ISA, GFA-,gI" GFA-I tP JAERI" JPCA ( 15_2bC'_,' ) FIE-I/I"

JPCA ISA, GFA-45' GFA-2tt" JPCA [ 15"_;C'd, _ FE-I'_*

JPCA (SA_ GFA-4t," GFA-21 * JPCA {!Strr Cg:l F'E-M*
am. ...... , ,

JPCA (SA_ GFA-47" GFA-22"

JPCA (SAI GFA-4g* GFA-2 x°

" JPCA (SA_ CiFA-4_P GFA-2-_"

JPCA ( 15"_; CV* _ G F*B-.gl * GFB- l_"
¢,,o

" JP('A 115c; C_,_. _ GFB-45" GFB-2_*

J PCA ( 15"; Cg, GFB-_," G I--B-21"

JP(A t 15':;C_A _ G FB--I"' GF'B.22"
......

JPCA (|5"'_ C_.k , GFB--I,'_" GF'B-23* Cra,.k Growth Spe_mens (l m. long)

JP(.A ( 15' ; ('_ , (iFB-4 t_' GFB-2-_"
Program Alloy |Condition i 20[IJ- I _(}J-1

J._lh |hAl (;F(-a._" GF('.I"" Specimen I D Spc.clmen I.D

J_ll_ _SA_ GF('.4_" GFC-I._" JAERI* JPCA { 15_-CW) CGD-I" CGB-3*

J 41¢) (SA; GI:f'-4'J" GFC-I _;" JPCA (15c;Cg) CGD-2* CGB-.I*

J _ I t_ ( 21v ; C _,_., G FD-4_" G FD. Ix*

J glh ¢21", ('\k GFI)-4 tP GFD-2_"



Table 4. Continued
ii......

Thermal Conductwtly Cy.hnder Specimens (.24 m. dta. x ,24 m. thick) TEM Speclmcn Hotacr_, _

Program Alloy, (Condition) 200,1-1 4IX)J-1 Program L_ngth of Holdt r, 2(XU-I 44XLI-I
Specimen i.D. Specimen I.D tnt:h_.,, Specimen I.D Specimen I.D

I I I ill " ( No. D_L"',) (No. DiM(_ )

US/ORNL Copper.MRC Mart gradc las wrought) A01
JAERI" ! J6" (7t)j Jx* (7_

" Copper. MRC Marz grade tas wrought) A02 . J7* (70) JI(P' (75)

• MER Cu-Ad:O_-graphttc (pitch PI20) blank
Jl't"(70) JIl" (781

• MER Cu-Al:O_-graphilc (pitch P120) blank J9* (7t0 J12 ° (76t

Glidcop AliS+B (wrought sheet) LIII Jill* (71})

Gltdcop AtLS+B (as wrought) WI J li' (1¢21

• Ghdcop AI25+B (as wrought) W2
i, _..... J12" (_b)

US/ORNL" 0.f,5 E ° (?N_I

O.¢)5 F ° (3_)

(I.75 Z" (52j

• 11.75 F* (52)

i i - ,: Jt_ERI l Ji6 {44) J.-_[)(551

ThrillS| Conducllvtt,¢ Disk Six.taChS (0.36 in. dla. x 0.075 in. thick) .117(44) J21 1.5_b)III IIIllr1 " " ]

Pro_nsm Alloy (Condition) 2tlO,l-I 400J-I l JlX (6t_t J22 (-'%)

_ Spcuamcn I,D Specimen I.D. Jl_4 (6_) JL_ (5_4/
- [ .......................................................

US/ORNL Copper. MRC Mar/. grade {as wrought) A0i A07 ................................................................
US/ORNL I I {5g) 5 (_t

Ca)ppcr, MRC Marz gradc (as wrought) A05 A(I_

MER Cu-AI,O,-graphitc (pitch P120) blank blank
(_5 _ (20) 7 (2o)

MER Cu-AI,O_-graphitc (pitch PI20) blank blank .............................................................................................
US/ANL I 2 151 ) 6 (45)

Oiidcop AII5+B (wrought sheet) L01 1./16

Glidcop AII5+B (wrought sheet) 1.,02 I.,07

Ghdcop Al25+B (as wrought) WI W3

Ghdcop AI25+B tas wrought) W2 W4



Table 4. Continued
.....

TEM DIgits TEM D_k.',

Program Alloy |(__ndllion ) 20(I.I-1 400.1-I Program Alloy (C_mdiuon ) 2(XLI-l 40[).1.1
Specimens (#11 Specimens 1#5) Spectmem (#t) Sl_clmcns |#5i

US/ORNL Copper (JMC Puratronlc, a_ld rolled) PI P3 US/OI_NIL Copper (Re_l_ OFHC, annealed 5_1_C, 2h) Cu-Rt_ Cu-Rt_

Copper (JMC Puratromc. a>ld rolled) P2 P4 Cu-l.Ct_bN! (rexl'd 81X)*C, 4hi Cu-I.(F'_Nt Cu-I.(_Ni

Copper {JMC Puratronlc. rexl'd 4tX)*C. lh) KI K3 Cu-I.O%NI (r¢3tl'd8D0*C, 4h) Cu-I,O_Nt Cu-I.O%Nt

t.k_ppcr (JMC Pura|romc. rcxl'd 4tlII*C. lh) K2 K4 CU-2.0_rNi (rcxl'd 8_3"C. 4h) Cu-2.0%NI Cu-2.0_,Nt

Copper (JMC Puratronlc. oxy.genattxt 950"C) K9 Kll) Cu-2.(l_Nn (rexl'd 800*C. 4h) Cu-2.Oq_Ni Cu-_O_,Nn

Gripper IA.D+ Mackay. cold rollett) MI M3 " Cu-5.0L:'_Nn(rexl'd 800"C, 4hi Cu-5.0%Ni Cu-5.0'_NI

(k)ppcr lAD. Mackay. cold rolled) M2 M4 " Cu-5+IF_+Ni(rexrd 800*C. 4h) Cu-5.IW_Nt Cu-5.0qi_,Nt

Glltlc_+p AI 15+ B ( FED. wrought sheet) FI F3 Ca- 10% Nt (rexl'd 80tY'C. 4h ) Cu- IO.(Y_Nl Cu- 10.0_ N!

" Ghdct)p AIIS+B (FED. wrought shecl} _ F4 Cu-I(V_ Ni (rext'd 800*C. 4h) Cu-I(J.O'_Nx Cu-IO.O_+Ni

(ihdct_p A115+ B tb_tndta, wrought sheet) S1 $3 Cu-I).5' i Be (rexi'd 8111_*C.4hi Cudd.SeZf.l_, Cu.O.5%Ek+

Ghdct_p A115+ B {Sandta. wrought sheet) $2 $4 Cu-1l+5_Bc (rexl'd _OU'C. 4h! Cu-O.5'_,_Bc Cu-0.5 ,_Ek:

Ghdcop AIIS+B|SCM Metal_. wrt_ughl sheet9 GI G3 Glidcop AI25+B IRI_41_8tt'_ C_,_,) Cu-II._'_¢7,AI+ Cu-O._S_AI-,- f,_

Ghdct_p AIIS+BISCM Mclah. wrought shecti G2 G4 Ghdcop AI25+B IRt.'ul_81_'_;CV(I Cu-(L25t;';,AI+ Cu-0.2.5_AI+

Glidct_p AIIS+B(PN[. VO.,,_lutn_m anneaicdt HII l--ll:t Ghtlcop A125 (PNL RH. %_':; C_,) XI X3

Ghdet_p AI 15+ B_ PN L VO.st_lui0tm annealed _ H 12 H 14 Ghdcop A125 ( PNL RH. 5()'; CW_ X2 X4

Gltdct,p AL2I) (PNL. 2l)'_i t'old rolledi DI D3 Cu-0.17_Ni Irexl'd 8110"C.4h_ F__'_ E7

Glidct_p AI2i| (PNL. 2(V;_ r_ld rolled t D2 D_ Cu-0.17"; Nt ( rexl'd 8_11°C. 4h ) Eft EI_

Glttlc_p AI25 + B (a.,, wrought ! V,'l W3 Copper IMR(.: Marz. a', wrought _ All2 All';'

Cihdc_p AI25+B (as wrought i W2 W4 Copper (MRC Mar,,. as wtought l A_I3 AI2

Ghdc_p AI25+B I/_1)';;CW) CI C3 Glidcop AII5+B (B/G wrought shect l LOI 1._14

Ghdct)p AI25+B (F,I)".;CV,') _ C4 Ghtlct)p AII5+B (B/G wrought sht.tct) L02 i..,llf_

MAGT 0.05 (']¢chnt)lt)gn, 2) V I V3 Ghdct)p AI25 (RL,,4_ff'NL.a_,wrought) HIll H05

MAGT U.05 (Technt)lt)Kv 2) V2 V4 " Glldct)p A125 (Rts4_/gNl_. a._wrought) H(12 Htlt_

MAGT 0.2 (TcchnoloK'_ 1) TI T_ " MER Cu-AI,O_-graphlte (Pitch P1201 p|tch pttch

" MAGT t).2 (TechnoloL_. 11 T2 "I"4 MER Cu-Al:O,-graphttc (P_tch PI2()I pttch pitch

MAGT ft.2 (TechnottL_," 21 ZI 7_.:, MER Cu-AI,O,-grapttntc (Pan IM% pan pan

MAC;T ()2 (TechnoloD 2) Z2 Z4 MER Cu-Al:O_-graph_le {Pan !Mg) pan pan.....

Ghdcop A! 15+ B lab extruded . braz_ ) F11 F13

Ghdcop AI 15+ B (as cxtrutlcd + hraa,"x_l) F 12 F I4

Ck_pper (Rls4_ OFt-IC, annealed 55(YC. 2h) Cu-Rts4_ Cu-Rt._4,,.



Table 4. Continued

......

TEM Disk', TEM Dtsk_

Program Alk)v (Condition I 2tXI.1-I 400J. 1 Program Alloy (CondttlOn } 2iX)J-1 4(XU-1
Specimens (#21 Spectmem_ (#6) Specimens (#21 Spcctmcns (#t,_, , ,

US/ANL V BLSI BL.51 US/ANL V-IilTi BLI2

v BI_51 BL51 V-2tlTt BLi 5 BL15

" v BL20 BL,20 v. 2(}Ti BL 15 BL 15

V BI..20 V-20T, BLItg BLI8

V-I Ti BL50 BLSO V-2OT, BL 1x BLI g

V- 1Ti BLS0 V- 15Ti BL 13 BL ! 3

" V- 15Cr-STi BL24 B1..24 V- 15Tt BL 13 BL 13

V- 15Cr-5Ti BL.24 BL.24 V- 12Cr-5Tt BI._) BI.._t

" V- 15Cr-STI BL41 BL41 V- 12Cr-5T, Bi__I} BL40

V- 15Cr-STI BL41 BL41 v- 7Cr-ST_ BI_.4_ BI..4t_ L_¢.,0

V- 15Ti-7.5Cr BLI0 BLI0 V-TCr-5Ti BLA9 BL49

V- IOCr-STl BL43 BL43 v. 15C r-lt gl"_ BL25 BL25

" V- II)Cr-5T, BL43 BL43 V- 15Cr-O.3T_ BL25

" V-3TI-0.5S_ BL42 BLA2 V- i5Cr- 1TI BL2t, B 1_.26,

" V-3Ti.O.5Sz BI_2 BI..42 V- 15Cr- 1"I_ BL2,, BL26

" V.3Ti- 1S, BU'i5 BIA5 V- 15Cr-5"1", BL2 i BL21

" V-3Ti- IS, BL45 BL45 V- 15Cr-ST_ BL.2t BL2t

V-3Ti-0.25S_ BL.27 BL27 V- 15( r-5 t J BL22 BL22

" V-3T_-0.LSS, BL27 BL27 V- 15Cr-5"h BL.22 BL22

V- 10Cr- lilT, BL44 V- 15Cr-5T, BL23 BL23

" V- IlK'r- 10Ti BI.,14 V- 15Ct-5Ti BL23 BL23

• V-5Cr-5"li BDI7 BL47 V-I(K'r BL4 BL.I

" V-5Cr-5TI BI..47 BL47 " V- l(Kr BLA BL4

• V-5Ti BL,46 BL46 V- 15Cr Big BI_.5

" V-5Ti BL46 B1.,46 V- 15("r BL _ BL _

" V- i{lTi BLI2 BLI2



Table 4. Continued

TEM Dtsks TEM D,sk_
i'

Program Alloy (Condmon I 200J- 1 400J- 1 Program Alloy (Condition } 200J- 1 400J- 1

Specimens (¢3} Specamcns (#7) Specamens (#4) Specamens (#8_..........

US/PRC 316L (SA) R2-01 R24"16 US/ORNL 9Cr-IMoVNb TL-80 TL-37

316L (SA) R2-02 R2-07 9Cr-I MoVNb TL-88 TL-77

" 316L (SA) R2-03 R2-08 9Cr-I MoVNb-2Ni TM-74 TM-43

316L (SA) R2-04 R2-09 9Cr- 1MoVNb-2Ni TM-82 TM-53

" 316L (SA) R2-05 R2-10 12Cr-IMoVW SS-57 SS-16

" 316L (CW) R3-01 R3-06 " 12Cr-IMoVW SS-96 SS-28

" 316L (CW) R3-02 R3-07 " 12Cr-IMoVW-INi ST-24 ST-63

" 316L (CW} R3-03 R3-08 " 12Cr- 1MoVW- 1Ni ST-53 ST-83 (.,0

" 316L (CW) R3-04 R34Y-) 12Cr- i MoVW-2Ni SU-23 SU-43

• 316L (CW) R3-05 R3-10 " 12Cr-IMoVW-2Ni SU-94 SU-63

• 316Ti (SA) R4-01 R44)6 12Cr-IMoVW-2Ni adjusted SV-33 SV-74

316Ti (SA) R4-02 R4-07 12Cr- 1MoVW-2Ni adlusted SV-93 SV-94

" 316Ti(SA) R4-03 R44)8

316Ti (SAt R4-(14 R44)9

316Ti(SA) R4-05 R4-1(I

" 316Ti (CWI R5-01 R5-06

316Ti (CW) R54)2 R5-07

316Ti (CW) R5-03 R5 -tk'_

" 316Ti (CW) _ R5-04 R5-(_

316Ti (CW) R5-05 R5-10
,,



Table 4. Continued

,. ,

TEM Dl.,,k- TI:M Dl,.t,:-
..........., ,

Program AIIo_ i (:¢)11d111()11. 2(XiJ- I 4(XU. 1 Program Alhw t(OndlllOn 2IN)J-! 4(XU. ]
bpcclmcm. Spct.,mcn, bpcczmcn, Spc_:tmcn,

I#Jl6! (#J2lh (#Jlh) (#J21J}
.... ,, , ,

JAERI Duplex AF3 AI-(!I Al-llh JAERI ?tlfF (SA_ DI-()2 D1-22

Duplex AF_ AI-02 AI-07 316F (C_A r D2-OI D2-22

Duplex AF5 A2-OI A2.-(_ 316F (CV,_ D2-O2 D2-2_

Duplex AF5 A2-02 A2.-O? 316 M5 D3-111 D3.05

Duplex AF-- ALOI A3-(_ 316 M5 D3-02 D3-(v,

Duplex AF- A3-I)2 A3-07 316 M" D4-111 D4-{_¢,

FS2H B14)I BI-21 :tit, M- D4-()3 D4-(17

FN2H B1.02 BI-22 _1_) M I_, D5-o2 D5.il6

I:N211 Ila',,.:l _,cld IOln; _ B2JH B2-(_ 31¢) M 1_; DS-H_ DS-()-
On

FS2tl (la',cr ,_,cld IOlr,: . B2-1)2 B2.()7 JtlD i_A, l:l Itl

t {l-u B3.1!l B3-21 JHD (SAi Fl-!02

tiT" B3-(12 B3-22 JHD I('\k _ F2-111

JP('A tb.\ CI dÁl CI-21 JHD ,C\_., F_-t_2

jp( a, i ._A C1 -o2 C1-22 JI--IF (SA_ FX.HI

.lt't A ((",A C2-01 C2-22 JHF (SA_ F34)2

.IP( -\ IC\\ C2-1!2 C2-23 .IHF ((V, , F4-tH

JPt A t,, C3-01 JHF tf'",k F4.(12

Jl't'A k C3-112 Jl-.i(.i lb.-X. F5-(!l

J['CA t C4-|}I JHG tbA. FS-H2

JPCA ( C4dd2 JH(i (("\k, Fh-I_I

31hF (SA_ Di-01 DI-21 JH(.i {('V,, F6-o2
,,,

JHH (('V_ ! F':-_ 11



Table 4. Continued

HaM [tt_l,, TEM Dt_ic-

Pr_vram .,\t1,_ _ tmd:tl,m, 21_J.l I 41t_1 I Program Allo_ (C_)nditLon) 200J-I 400.1-1

5pct,mt:n- 5pcclmcli- Spemmen.,, Specamens

( #3 lr_, I#321;i (#J 17) (#J21)

J At k I 3 t I! t i f_._- . |:7..c C JAER I Fc- 15Cr- t6N, B 1BY B2B t

Nit :a f:i I -lii Fc- 15Cr- 16NI BIBZ B2B2

%J( ,a ii1-_!2 Fe- 15Cr- 16N i-!_.25Ti4).05C- 1tllappmB GIG0 G1G3

b_ _a Ei-f!_ F¢- 15Cr- I bNi-IJ.25Ti-O.05C- I_l_appmB GIGI GIG,I

\ 5I, >t _ F34_, F:_<; Fe-15Cr-16Ni-I).25Ti-O(._5C-5(IlYappmB HIH7 HIHA

\ 5"I,- % r F 35(, }:2.,,v; Fc- 15Cr- I t,N i-(L 25Ti-O.O5C-SUtlappmB H 1H8 H IHD

\ 2 _I _ I "( r F 54-1 FSh.l Fc- 15Cr- Ir, Ni-l125Ti4_O5C-25tgrappmB KI K(i KI K3

\ 2 _ l,. I-_ , F55-t F5l_t Fc-15Cr- IgNi-O25Tt-O.i15C.2_.511(rappmB KIKI KIK.1

"_I,, .,ii. ,_ T/" 'd H.44 F_-_ Fc- 15Cr- 16Nt-5tllappmB LI L7 L1LA

C_
5,h, a:h ,x "IZ _.i F'F54 FFI _.1 Ft'- 15C r- I fiN i-S(lJappmB L1L8 LI LB

M,: a k_ F_444 F-'-#-,a Fc- i5Cr- 10Ni-O.25Ti-5(IJappm B M l M7 M IMA

_.1o 5R. Fa_5.1 kx_ _._ Ft'. 15Cr- If_N_-O.25'l'i-5_lOappmB MIM8 MIMB

k -M L ARZ_, F_-!5CI-16Ni-U.25Ti HIOI Hi03

_, I, __, A_ _M Ft'- 15Cr- 16Ni-0.257, H 102 H 104

\ AKY> Fc- 15(r- IONi-U 25Ti-0.05C H201 H203

\ .<i_ AMY" Fc-15(t-lt)Ni-H._c,]_q_,t)SC H202 H204

\ ?X -XI!I_, F:c- 15Cf-21 _N_ H3(II H304

"_ l/: ATi q¢. Fc-15Cr-2HN_ H._J2 t-1305

\ 2>_ A4HI 31¢, S1 (SA_ H4()I H4114

', 2..\_ ANtM _l(_ St {SA_ H4/I2 H405

\ "_i_ i x, AZZA 31t_ bl (C_t HS(}I HSO..1

k Ix` A'_R 31t_ bl (C_ H502 H505

• " 316 $2 (SAI Htit.}l H604

31b $2 (SA) HN)2 H605

310 $2 (CWi H701 H7t_

316 $2 (CW) HTU2 H705

Fc- 16Cr- 17NI YO(X) Y006



"Fable 4. Continued

,,,

TEM DIsk_ TEM Disks

Program Alhw {Condmon ) 20(1.1-l 400J- I Program Alh)v (C_md|tion i 2(KIJ-1 4(XIJ-I

Specimens Spec|mcns bpcclmcn> bpccimcns
(#J 17) (#J21) ( #J 18) (#J22)

......... ,.....

JAER I Fc- ]OCt- 17NI Y0() I Y0(17 JAER I Duplex AF3 A 1-t)3 Ai -(

Fc- I6Cr- 17Ni41.I P Y002 Y008 Duplex AF3 A i -1_4 AI -I_

Fc- 16Cr- 17Ni-O, 1P Y0(13 Yfgl9 Duplex AF3 A 1-1)5 A I- lt)

Fc- 16Cr- 17Ni.O.2,STi41.I P Y(/14 YI00 Duplex AF5 A2-03 A2-O_

Fe- 16Cr-17Ni-O.25Ti4}. I P YOO5 YiOI Duplex AF5 A2-IM A2-tF_

JPCA2 AOAL AOAS Duplex AF5 A2-(15 A2-1()

JPCA2 AOAM AOAT Duplex AF" A3-( )_ A_")-OX

Fc-lbCr-14N_ AIOF A1 IF Duplex AF- A3-()--I A3-I)_

Fc-I6Cr-14NI A20F A21F Duple_ A-F-7 A3-()5 A3-1t)

Fc- 1SCr- 14Ni-2.5 Mo A30F A31F F"N2H B I -t1"- B 1-23

Ft'- 18Cr-14Ni-2.5Mo A_)F A41F FS2H BI-()4 B 1-24
Go

Fc- I NCI-14Ni-2.5 Mo-0.3Zr ASOF A51F F_;2H B I -115 B 1-25 -_1

Fc- 18Cr- 14Ni-2.5Mo-O.3Zr A6OF A61F F82 H B1-(g_ B 1-2t_

Fc- t ,_Cr- 14Ni-2.SMo-O,3T) A70F A71F F82 [ I B I-(17 B 1-27

Fc- 18Cr- 14Ni-2.5Mo4),3Ti ASOF AS1F F82H BI-O_ B1-2_;

Fc- 1HCf-!4Ni-2.5Mo-O.3Nb A._IF A91F F82H BI-(_4 B1-2 t_

Fc- llgCr- !4Ni-2.5Mo4).3Nb AI)IF A02F F,S2) l B I- lib B 1-3_)

V-5Cr ARZ7 Fg2H B 1-1 t B I -_ I

V-0.5 Y AgOR F8211 B I- 12 B i -32

V AKY6 FS2H BI-I 3 BI-33

V-STJ AMY4 Fg2tt B 1-14 B 1-34

V-2Y A01M " F_2H B I-15 BI-35

• " V-IZr A70M " " F82H BI-lt) Bl-gl_

V-2SI A4OR

V-2AI ASOR

V-5Ti- ! Y AZZB

SiC (11) E2-O1

SiC (B) E2-02

" SiC (il) E2_3
...............



Fable 4. C0ntmucd

I'EM l_)t_J,'- TEM Di._ks

Program .-Mh)', ((. ,mdmon r 2( __J" 1 4IX}J" ; t'roffran_ ,-Mb)_ 1( ,)ndlutm, 2{XU- l 4Oil J-I

_,p,.:clmc n- bpca:lmcfi. Specimen- b_lmcn_,

_#JlS) (#J22) {#J I/';) (#1221
..........

JAERi F,'¢.2_t BI-I-" B1.3-" JAERI JPCA _SA, CI-()'_ CI-23

[>82t{ B I- h': BI-?)h J|'CA (SA, C14)4 C1-24

F_2t! B!-I ta B1 ->a JP('A fSAi C! ._t2 CI_25

F'_2 i,] BI-2t} B 1-4() J P(.'A (SA_ CI4x, CI-2t_

F,',;2t t l iaxcr ,,,,cld |oufl ) B2.(I_ JPC'A (SA" C1-07 ('1-2"

F,',:2t{ (la_,cr weld 1,nnt, B2-O'a JPCA (SA_ Cl-(18 C1-2S

FS2tt tla:,cr _cid loinS! B2.14) JP(A _SA, Ct ()'* CI-2 ca

HT-'; B3-O_, B3-2_ J P('-_, ( SA, C l- IC Cl -_,{J

)iq-_J B3-I_4 B3-24 Jt'tA (SA? Ci-lt

i!" '_ B3-( )'_ B_-2 "_ JP(.'-'_ (SA) C1 12

H'I 'J B _-I )_, B3- 2t, J T'( "A IS.-_ ) C I- I ; CO

FFI ' B_,.() - B3-2" JPtA (_-x CI-la

t1t -+ B:,-t),'-; B3-2.'_ .lP( .A I>A CI 15

HH _ B3-(_ B'_-2', JP_. A t.",A C1-1¢,

tq*] t_ B3- I_,) B3-3{) J P( .k I5A C 1- t -

HT.'_ B3-11 B3Ai .!PC A (S.A CI- IX

t IT ', B3- !2 B?,. _,2 .!['_ .\ _, \ (I-I'_

i !T-'_ B3-1 _ B_- >V_ l}'_ .\ _5A: (1-2_)

t tT-q B3-14 B3-I_4 )-c t5(')-2( !N _ H3( )_

I.IT-,) B3-15 B3-35 ; 1¢, S2 (S,\, H(X)3

H'T-'* B3- I(-) B3-3(_ :,I(, $2 i(\k ) H7()5

H'I -') B!- 1r B3-37 J PCA2 AOAR

n'[ -ta B_,-18 B3-3_ 31¢_ SI (SAj H4()3

HT-_ B3-1 ta B3-3 ta 31¢) SI (C_,) HSO _

I-_.T-'_ B3.2(1 B_,-4_'



Table 4. Continued

.........................................................

TEM DL_,ks TEM Disk_',

Program Allt_v (Ca)nditmn ) 200J- 1 4{XLI-1 Program Alloy (C_x)ndition ) 2(XU-I 4(XLI-I
Spec,men., Spectmen_ Specimen., Specimens,

(#J I_) (#J23) (#J 19) (#J23)
i ....

JAER I Fl,;2H ( laser weld lOln! ) B2-03 JAER I 316F (SA I D 1-09 D 1-2_

" F82H (laser weld joint) B2-0,1 " 316F (SA) DI-10 D1.._II

la"g2H (laser weld lolntt B2-05 " 316F (SA) DI-It

" JPCA (CW) C'2-03 C'2-24 316F (SA) DI-12

JPCA (CW) C-"2-(_1 C2-25 316F (SA) DI-13

JPCA (C_,V! C-'2-05 C2-20 316F (SA) DI-14

JPCA (CW) C2-(16 C2.27 3161=.(SA) Dl-15

JPCA ( CVs'_ C2-t)7 C-"2-28 316F (SA) D1-16

JPCA (C_; C2-(Ig C'2-2ta 316F (SA) DI.17

JPCA ICW_ C2-(_ C2-30 316F tSA) DI-18

JPCA (CW) C2-1(I C2-31 _i6F (SAt DI-1 t_

JPCA (CW') C2-11 al6F tSA) DI-20 kid

JPCA (CW) C2-12 316F (C_ D2-Ox D2-24

JP('A (CW) C2-13 316F (C_,V) D2-114 D2-'L_

JPCA (CW j C2-14 31 OF (CW _ D2-05 D2-26

JPCA (CW) C2-15 31_F (CV,'I D2-1m D2-27
-, ..,.

JP('A (C_*k_ C2-1¢_ 316F (C_.i D2-(t7 D..-_,';

JPCA ( ¢.'Vs) C2-17 316F (CW' t D2-O8 D2-2t_

JPCA (C_') C2-18 316F (CV*I D2-(_ D2-30

JPCA {C_i (7"2--Iq_ 316F (C_,') D2-10 D,.-3_

JPCA (C_,_ C2-21 316F (CW) D2- I I

JPCA K C3-O3 316F (CW) D2-12

" " JPCA C C4-03 " 316F (CW) D213

316F {SA) DI-03 DI-23 316F (C_:) D2-14

316F (SA) D1-04 DI-2a 316F (CWI D2-15

316F (SA) DI-05 DI-25 " 316F (CW) D2-16

316F (SA) D1-06 DI-26 316F (CW) D2-17

316F (SA_. DI 4)7 DI-27 316F (CW) D2-18

316F (SAi Dl-(kS D1-28 316F (CW) D2-19
.......



Table 4. Continued

......................
TEM Dtsks

Program Alloy _Condllion t 2[XLI-l 400J- 1
Spccamcns Specimens

{#Jig) {#J23)
....... ....... ,

JAERI 31t_F [CWj D2-20

" 316 M5 D3-03 D3-07

_16 M5 D3-o.I D3-0_

31b M5 D3-10

3 lt_ M7 D4-(14 D4-I._

310 M7 D44)5 D4-00

316 M7 D4-1{I

_,16 MI0 DS-Od, D5-08

316 M It) D5-1)5 D5-Oq

316, MI(I D5-1I)

Fc- 15Cr- 16N_ B2Bit B2B3

Fc- 15Cr- 16Ni-0.25T14).05C- ltXVappmB G IG2 G IG5 C_

Fc- 15C r- I_,Ni-0.25Tm-I).05C--qxrappmB H 1Ht_ H 1HB

Fc- 15C_- IgN _4 L25Ti-tl.O5C-Lq xrappmB KI K2 K1K5

F¢- 15Cr-I e_Ni.5lX_appmB LIL t) LILD

Fc- 15Cr- lbN i-u.25Ti-NkrappmB M iM9 MIMD

JPCA2 AOAV

Ft'- 15Cr- 2tIN i HN)6

31t_ SI (SA! H406

:_lt_ SI tc',_'_ HStk_

31b $2 (SAt H606

31fi $2 (Cg:) H706

• " JHD (SAt F1-03

JHD {CW) F2--03

JHF (SAI F3-03

JHF (CW) F44)3

JHG (SA) F5-03

JHG ¢CW) F6-03

JHH ICW_ F7-03
....... , ,
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STATUS OF U.S./JAPAN COLLABORATIVE PROGRAM PHASE 11HFIR TARGET CAPSULES

- J. E. Pawel and R. L. Senn (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) and K. Shiba (Japan Atomic Energ_
Research Institute)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this program is to determine the response of various U.S. and Japanese austenitic
and ferritic stainless steels with different pretreatments and alloy compositions to the combined effects
of displacement damage and helium generation at temperatures in the range of 300 to 600°C and
doses of 18 to 70 dpa.

SUMMARY

A complete description and details of the design, construction, and installation of capsules JP9
through JPI6 have been previously reported. L_''-_The capsules were installed in the High Flux

Isotope Reactor (HFIR) target July 20, 1990 for irradiation beginning with HFIR fuel cycle 289. The
capsules were removed and stored in the reactor pool during HFIR _.3'cle 293 (12/27/90 - 1/23/91) to
provide room for required isotopc production. They were reinstalled for HFIR cycle 294 for
continued irradiation. Of these eight target capsules, JP10, 11, 13, and 16 completed their scheduled
number of cycles (11) and were removed from the reactor in September 1991. In addition, JP14 was
removed from the reactor at the end of cycle 310 (9/18/92) after 21 cycles.

Three new capsules in this series, JP20, 21, and 22, have been designed. These capsules were added
to the program in order to complete the experimental matrix included in the JP9 through JPI6
capsules. The new capsules will contain transmission electron microscope (TEM) disks and SS-3 flat
tensile specimens at 300-600°C and will achieve doses of 8, 18 and 35 dpa, respectively. The
preliminary experiment matrix is described in detail in a previous report. 4

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Capsules JP9 through JP16

The as-built specimen matrix for the JP9 through JP16 series capsules can be found in a previous
report. 3 These capsules contain primarily transmission electron microscopy disks (TEM) and SS-3
tensile specimens. A wide variety of alloys and thermomechanical conditions are included. Many of

the TEM disks were made from isotopically tailored alloys to produce a range of He/dpa ratios (<0.1,
10, 20, 70). Details of the irradiation history of these capsules are shown in Table 1.

Many of the specimens from the JP10, 11, 13, and 16 capsules have been tested in the Irradiated
Materials Examination and Testing Facility hot cells. Of 104 SS-3 tensile specimens removed from
these four capsules, 52 have been tested during this reporting period. Reduction-in-area

measurements are currently underway on the broken halves. Analyses of these data are in progress
and are expected to be reported in September 1993. The alloys tested include JPCA and type 316
(316F) stainless steels in solution annealed, cold worked, and welded conditions.

Density measurements have been taken on specimens removed from the JP10 Position 6 TEM tube

and the JP16 Position 6 TEM tube using the ORNL precision densitometer. The JPll and JPI3
Position 6 tubes have already been opened and are scheduled for sorting and densitometry during the
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Table 1 Irradiation history of the US/Japan Phase II HFIR Target Capsules

HFIR OPERATION JP-10,-11,-13,-16 JP-14
............................................................................................................................

NO DATE I DATE Cycle MWd I dpa" MWd I dpa" I! MWd I dpa* !
iii:."":2fi9 07-20-90 09:07":90 i'879 ............i879 .... 1.64 1879 1.64 1879 1.64

290 09-19-90 10-11,-90 1852 3731 3.26 3731 3.26 3731 3.26
291 10-17-90 11-13-90 1838 5569 4.86 5569 4.86 5569 4.86
292 11-25-90 12-10-90 1847 7416 6.47 7416 6.47 7416 6.47,,

293 12-27-90 01-23-91 1965 CAPSULESOUTOFREACTORFORTHIIiCYCLE•*

294 02-01-91 02-25-91 1906 9322 8.i4 _ 93:i2 8.14 t 9322 8.14
295 03-01-91 03-24-91 1908 11230 9.80 11230 9.80 ! 11230 9.80
2§6 04-06-91 04-28-91 1874 i3104 11.44 13104 11.44 13104 11.44
297 05-19-91 06-15-91 1845 14949 13.05 14949 13.05 14949 13.05
298 06-20-91 07-11-91 1747 16696 14.58 16696 14.58 16696 14.58
299 07-25-91 08-15-91 1741 18437 16.10 18437 16.10 18437 16,10
300 08-28-91 09-17-91 1724 20161 17.60 20161 17.60 20161 17.60
301 0_)-27-91 10-19-91 185i REMOVEDEOC300 22012 19,22 '22012 19.22
302 10-27-91 11-21-91 1829 _::.:!ii?!23841 20.81 23841 20.81

304 12-31-91 01-24-92 1826 :i..:i:,:::(.:!:::!::i_i:.:...:i:_:_,::;_ii:i:ii.::_,:: 27488 24.00 27488 24.00
305 01 30 92 02 27 92 1876 fliiiiii:i iii!i!iiiiliiiiiiii!iiiiiiii!i!i!i_!ii_iiii29364 25 63 29364 25 63
306 03-31 92 04-27-92 1845 31209 27.25 31209 27.25
307 05-01-92 05-28-92 1842 33051 28.85 33051 28.85
308 06-02-92 06-30-92 1938 34989 30.55 34989 30,55
309 07-03-92 08-01-92 1949 :;::::::i_:: _ 36938 32.25 36938 32.25
310 08-27-92 09-18-92 1849 38787 33.86 38787 33.86
311 09-25-92 10-12-92 1856 ':_i::::.:i" :::i .': !: :::::.'i- REMOVEDEOC310 40643 35.48

312 10-22-92 11-14-92 1842 42485 37.09313 11-21-92 12-15-92 1850 44335 38.70
314 12-20-92 01-12-93 1866 46201 40.33

01-19-93 02-10-93 1861 48062 41.96315
::: !!Lt! !ttll t : : : : : :::: ::::::::::::::: ::

316 0:2-18-93 04-03-93 1807 49869 43.54
31 7 ii;_::i;_i!.:iii.ii:!;!:..:iii::!.:i..:!::i_!i:::.ili ':.ii:i?::._:,:i:.i!ii::;iiiiii::::iiiiiii!iiii!ii!.::i:ii!i!ii::,!

31 9 ::::::_::_;:_%:::;:!::_i_!:_:._::::_;_.:::i:::_i::.:::_::;;_:::_i!;:._i;!::i;i:::i_::::.:_:_::::!:_.ii._;_i::;::_::_ii::_:_::_:_;_i_iii_:i_i:i!_ii;i#!i_.i_i..:._i;i:::::_::!i_:ii::_;_i;_i:

DPA levels based on achieving 0.000873 dpa/MWd.
Correction from previous issuesof this document, The experiments were out of reactor for
cycle 293 rather than 292. This slightly reduces the previously reported MWd and dpa values.
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next reporting period. These four tubes contain isotopically tailored alloys from both the ORNL and
JAERI programs aswell as other candidate fusion alloys. This experiment addresses the long-standing
questions on the role of helium in microstructural evolution and will explore the high fluence swelling
behavior of the most swelling-resistant materials currently available.

Capsule JP14 is scheduled to be disassembled in May 1993. This capsule, which achieved 34 dpa,
contains SS-3 tensile specimens and TEM disks of many of the alloys included in the JPI0, 11, 13 and
16 set of capsules, which achieved 18 dpa.

Capsules JP20 through 22

Three new capsules, JP20, 21, and 22, have been designed to complete the original experiment matrix
of the JP9 through JP16 series capsules. It is planned to irradiate the three capsules in inner target
positions for 5, 11, and 22 cycles, rcspcctivcly, to achieve peak doses of approximately 8, 18, and 35
dpa. Specimen temperatures in each capsule will be 300, 400, 5iX),or 6(X)°C.

PRESENT STATUS

installation of JP20, 21, and 22 in the HFIR is currently scheduled for August 1993.
I
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2.0 DOSIMETRY, DAMAGE PARAMETERS,
AND ACTIVATION CALCULATIONS
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HELIUM MEASUREMENTS FOR THE MOTA IG DISCHARGE OF THE '_i ISOTOPIC TAILORIIIGEXPERIMENT _ ._. Garner
_PacifIc Northwest Laboratory)a and B. M. Oliver (Rockwell Internatlonal)

OBJECTIVE

The oblective of this effort is to determlne the role of helium on radiation-induced _icrostructural
evolution and associated changes in mechanical properties of model Fe-CF-NI alloys,

SUMMARY

The final measurements of helium generation in specimens used in the _'Niisotoplc tailor_nq experlment
have been completed. The results show that the target generation rates were sustalned throughout the
experimental series, It was also demonstrated that helium generation rates grow continuously _n undoped
speclmens, reaching levels substantially larger than usually quoted in most other studies.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

In a previous report it was shown that the _Ni isotopic tailoring experiment conducted in FFIF was very
successful in showing that the role of the helium generation rate on neutron-induced property changes was
of second order importance compared to the action of other variables examined in the experiment (|). Such
a conclusion, of course, depends on demonstrating that the target generation rates were indeed maintained
throughout the experiment. In an earlier report the helium/dpa rates for specimens from MOTA ]D, ]E, and
IF were presented (2). Thls report

presents the measurements for the final MOTA-ID k_II)IA-IE I_W:}TA-IF MOTA-IG
discharge from MOTA IG and also makes an

assessment of the entire experiment. [''S_ _ .I-241a]
The helium measurement techniques have B4mCow-Co.mI-L!_ _ -I ....)been described earlier (2). For each
specimen, two separate measurements were

made, each on a one-quarter section of I 4's'c13.gdpe_"_' Jt
the specimen. Lewll 27_ dlwI ! •

The damage levels and temperatures
explored in this experiment are

presented in Fig. I. lhe new ' !495_C(R) _ -_dpm _ -_(N=a I_easurements correspond to the right ....... _ 14,6dpi_
hand column of final irradiation :__ ' I

sequences of Fig. |. The level 8 low
dose series at 465"C in MOTA IG was not I _ lh
measured, however, since all specimens L_mt_6 ) 8,Tdpm i

i

were sent to Japan for microscopy .... I

examination by Professor H. Kawanishi of D_me,4m¢Int_w_

the University of Tokyo. i 4gO'_ )

Results

I

Fable I presents a comp}lation of the _

helium measurements. In one case (Fe- L... J 4$W)'C(R)_m--_--4_dp_)'-'-"l_-O(_wI I15Cr-25Niwithout _)Niat 495"C and 52 "'" [ _13_i
'iDa)a specimen was not available but ; I. _ . J
the helium generation rate can be

- _ 4.'ci _----- ._alculated at 25/45 of the generation _ ) i

rate _n the Fe-15Cr-45Ni specimen. Two Level6 (O.lSdpm _ O.2Odpmi =i-0.42d
separate Fe-I5Cr-45Ni specimens at this I _ , ! i
set of irradiation conditions were examined
to check on the reproducibility
of the helium generation rate from Fig. I. Schematic representation of irradiation sequences for
_pecimen to specimen. The the _4i isotopic tailoring experlment. '495=C(R)_'and
reDoduc_bilityappears to be quite good, "490"C(4)" refer to the replacement sequences substituted for
y_elding 62.6_<0.! and 63.1±0.3 appm for the original compromised sequences at 495 and 490°C. Damage
the two specimens, levels shown represent the cumulative totals.

_Pacific Northwest Laboratory "q operated for +he U.S, _epartment of [neray b/ Battelle _!emor_al
i_st_tuteunder Contract DE-_CO6-76_LC i_30.
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Table I
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Fig. 2 shows the average helium generation rates over the entire experiment for both the doped and undoped
specimens. Fig. 2a shows that at 600 and 495'C (both the original and repeat isothermal sequences_v the
helium/dpa ratios are close to the original target of 5.0 although the ratio falls slowly as more _Ni is
burnt out than is formed from s_ '. In the below-core (365"C) and level 6 (490"C) sequences the _Ni burn-
out reaction rate is comparableNi_nmagnitude to the rate of formation of _Ni from S_Ni. The net generation
rates are thus more sensitive to the accumulated exposure and the details of surrounding experiments in
this softer spectral environment, producing both increases and decreases in the net generation rate. The
helium generation rates are much higher in these two levels, but exceed somewhat the 10 appm/dpa target
level throughout the experiment. Not shown in Fig. 2a is the very low fluence experiment in level 8 at
465"C, which reached 54.3 appm/dpa at 0 to 14 dpa and 62.1 appm/dpa at 0.26 dpa. This is close to the
target level of -50, As mentioned earlier, measurements were not made at the Final 0.42 dpa level of this
irradiation sequence.

Fig. 2b demonstrates that in the non-doped alloys, it is the burn-in of SgNifrom _aNithat dominates the
helium generation rate. Thus, the average helium/dpa rati_ increases throughout the experiment, with the
rate of increase increasing as the neutron spectra become softer, and the dpa rate decreases with
increasing distance from the core boundary. The competition between burn-out and burn-in of S_Ni is
discussed in more detail elsewhere (3).

20IN 490 °C Fe - 15Cr - 25N1

_o_ ("Ng- doped)
1.2

Fo - 15Cr. 25NI (Undoped)
14

1Q0

365"C Below /

12 Core
Average /490 °C (R) •Helium Average 0.8

Generation 10 I Helium _ 495oc (R) ' 4iIS/Rato 0.6 600"C,
appm o / LeveOS _- _-_

0 "490"C (R),Levet6
S-

8oooc 4ms_c(R)

0 ' ., L ,,,I l _0 I' 0 10 20 30 4 50 602--
dpa

0 I I ! I
0 20 40 60 80 IO0 20

dpa

Fig. 2. Helium generation rates measured from the _Ni Isotopic Tailoring Experiment averaged over the
Full duration of the various discharges of the experiment, left) doped specimens and right) undoped
speclmens.

Discussion

It thus appears that the conclusions drawn earlier, concerning the second order role of helium on
microstructural evolution, are correct. It is possible at this time, however, to also assess the
performance of this experiment with respect to several criteria used to design the experiment. These are
listed below:

1) Criterion #]: The helium generation rate should not vary significantly with nickel content in
the doped alloys, and thus should allow a clean separation between the effects of helium and
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nickel. Nickel is the major source of helium in the undoped alloys. Thus both 25Ni and 45NI
alloys were doped with 0.4% of SgNi.

The success of this goal can be tested using the MOTA IG data for the 490, 365 and 495_R)
sequences. Calculating the ratio of the helium in the two alloys generated only from °:Ni
[(C_,, &q " C25Ni)/(C45Ni59 - C4_Ni)]'we find that the ratios are 0.982, 1.024, and 1.005 for the
490_'"4g5(R)and 365 sequences_, respectively. If we assume that we can calculate C_SNIfrom
25/45 of C4:N_ then the ratio of the doped helium generation rates for the 495"C sequence is
0.995. Thu_,'for the four irradiation series, the ratio of helium generation rates in the two
alloys is 1.00 ±0.02, and the experiment may be judged a success based on this criterion.

2) The undoped specimens should exhibit helium generation rates that depend only on nickel level.
Thus the 25Ni and 25Ni+O.O4P alloys should exhibit identical generation rates and the 45NI
alloys should have |.8 times more helium than the 25Ni alloys.

Referring to Table I, we can calculate C_NI/C24N_ratios of 1.69, 1.71, and 1.79 for the 490,
495 and 365"C sequences, respectively, ine small differences from the expected ratio of 1.8
probably reflect the fact that each alloy occupies a separate but nearby packet, and the three
packets do not all experience exactly the same neutron environment.

The helium generation rates in the phosphorous-containingalloys were determined only for the
490"C and 365"C. The ratio of generation rates (C.. /C.. ) for the undoped alloys were 1.03L P 2bN '

and 0.99 respectively. For the doped alloys the ra_o was 0.95 at 490"C and 0.93 at 365"C.
Thus, the separate effects of helium generation rates and phosphorous could be successfully
examined in this experiment.

CONCLUSIONS

It appears that the _gNi isotopic tailoring concept can be successfully used to study the separate and
synergistic effects of helium and other important variables in Fe-Cr-Ni alloys. The helium generation
rates in undoped alloys increase continually during irradiation, reaching values consistently larger than
normally quoted for fast reactor irradiation.

FUTURE WORK

Only a small amount of microscopy examination is required to complete this experiment.
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NEUTRON DOSIMETRY FOR THE MOTA-IG EXPERIMENT IN FFTF - L.R. Greenwooda and L.S, Kellogg (Pacific Northwest
Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

To provide dosimetry and damage analysis for fusion materials irradiation experlments.

SUMMARY

Neutron fluence and spectral measurements and radiation damage calculations are reported For the MOTA-IG
experiment in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF). The irradiation was conducted from_January 4, ]990, to
March 19. 1991, for a total exposure of 299.7 EFPD. The maximum fluence was ]5.8 x I0'_ n/cm", 10.0 x I0'_
above 0.1MeV producing 43.0 dpa in iron. Neutron fluence and radiation damage maps are presented for the
entire MOTA assembly based on the analysis of ten neutron spectral measurements and seven additional flux
gradient measurements.

PROGRESSAND STATUS

_Jeutron dosimetry for the Materials Open Test Assembly (MOTA)-IG experiment in the Fast Flu× Test Facility
(FFTF) at Hanford provided comprehensive measurements over the entire assembly with a total of seventeen I
capsules positioned at different axial locations in the assembly spanning a distance of -66 to , 122 cm. This
irradiationoccurred s}multaneouslywith the MOTA-2A experiment reported previously.' Each stainless steel
capsule measured about 2.l cm long by 0.48 cm o.d. and contained dosimetry wires for either spectral or
gradient measurements. The ten spectral capsules contained small wires of re, li. Ni, Cu, 0.|% Co-AT a11oy,
0.825% _SU in V, 0.936% :_gPuin MoO, and 0.42% _ZNp in MgO whereas the twenty gradient,capsules contained Fe
and 0.1% Co-AT alloy wires. The Co, U, Pu, and Np materials were separately encapsulated in vanadium. In
addition, small amounts of Be, B, and LiF were included in some of _he spectral capsules for helium analyses
and three of the spectral sets contained small Nb wires. Altogether, there were a total of 95 radiometric
monitor wires and |8 helium monitors.

Fgllowing irradiation, each dosimetry capsule was opened in a hot cell and each individual monitor was
;_entifiedand mounted for gamma analysis. The measured activitieswere then converted to saturated activities
_y correcting for the sample weight, atomic weight, Isotopic abundance, gamma absorption, reactor power
history, and fission yleld, as needed. Neutron self-shielding effects were not significant since the Co, U,
and Pu were dilute a11oys and the FFTF neutron spectrum has few neutrons at lower neutron energies. For the
_J,Pu, and Np fisslon monitors, the gamma measurements detected four f_sslon products, namely, _Zr, :_<Ru,

Cs, and _"Ce. The standard deviation from the mean fission rate was ge_erally less than 5% except for the
_D reactions at out-of-core locations, as discussed below.

neutron burnuD effects were found to be quite significant for the fisslon monitors ann a small correction was
_ecessary for the _JCo(n,y)and fission reactions. In the case of _Co th_s correction can be applied using
an _terativeprocedure since the reaction itself is the sole source of the burnup, as described previously."
[n the case of the _'Co{n,y)reaction, the burnup effect varied from 0.4% at midplane to 2.6% in the below-core
basket. Burnup effects for the fission monitors were very similar to these determlned for the MOTA-2A
experiment.' In most cases, the burnup.¢orrect_ons for the fission monitors were abou_ 20% at midplane and
decreased away from core center. For _ Np, there appears to be a siqn_ficant effect from the lower energy
neutrons at the out-of-core positions due to inbreedlng of :=U and eventually _Pu. as evidenced by the large
_catter in the four measured fission products. Hence, the Np data was d_scar_ed at the out-of-core positions
ar;_was not used in the spectral analyses.

"he corrected reaction _ates are listed in Tables I-3. All values are normalized to 29] MW operation and the
.alueshave an est_matea absolute uncertainty of about 5%, although there _s an a_d_tional uncertainty of about

5_.For tF_efission reactions due to problems in determln_ng the burnup rates. These _ates appear to be In
,-easonableagreementwith previous measurements..... except for the fission reactions. IIe_therof the earlier
eYperiments (MOTA-IA/IB and IE) made any attempt to determ}ne neutron burnup corrections for _he f_ssion
,-eactlons. Hence, values measured for MOTA-IF, 2A and ]G are about 20-30% h_gner than the earlier
_easurements. when allowances are made for differences in reactor power (400 MW rather than 29] MW) and other

_re changes.

_PacificNorthwest Laboratory _s operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute
mder Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Table I - Activation Measurements in MOTA-1G (atoms/atom-s /

Sample/ llt,cm. SaFe(n,p)SaMn _8Fe(n,y)'_gFe "_Co(n,y)_i_Co
Level-Pin (xE-II) (xE-II) (xE-iO)

Mi BC-FB -66.3 0.14 3.65 18.81
M81 BC-FB -58.4 0.32 _.01 18.52

M3 I-FB -39,2 1.00 4.05 1] .ll
M82 ]-FT -35.8 2 29 3.21 3.95

MI 2-FTP -21.9 3 09 3.46 2.22

MIO 3-C -6.3 3 30 3.99 2.01
X35 3-DMP -2.1 3 55 3 62 2.56

M4 3-BM -].l 3 33 4 15 2.18

X36 3-FMP _I.l 3 81 3 92 2.32
Mil 3-E 2.1 3 17 3 56 1.92
M83 4-FMP 1B.9 2 53 3 73 1.97

M80 5-FB 40.5 1 63 2 36 2.63
M5 5-FT 50.l 0 II 2 62 4.46

M6 6-FB 74.3 0.068 ] 55 7.05
M/9 6-FT 79.3 0,044 ] 32 6.68

X37 8-FB 109.4 0.0045 0.53 2.86
M78 8-FT 122.3 0.0019 0.37 2.23

Table 2 - Activation Measurements in MOTA-]G (atoms/ato.m-s)

Sample/ llt,cm. 16Ti(n,p)_SSc S_Ni(n,p)S_Co _Ni(n,p)SaCo _Ni(n,x)S_Co ;'_r.'u(n,a)sO
Level -Pin (xE-12) (xE-I I) (xE-.13) (xE-14) xE-13)

MI BC-FB 66.32 0.154 0 I88 0.335 0.401 0.073

M3 I-FB -39.22 1.21 I 33 2.29 2.65 0.54
M]O 3-C -6.30 4.00 4 61 7.86 8.94 1.95

X35 3-DM -2.12 3.62 4 58 7.76 8.84 1.91

M4 3-BM 1.66 3.95 4 51 7.50 8.63 1.86
X36 3-FM -I.]0 2.80 .i36 7.44 8.62 ].88

MII 3-E 2.13 3.90 4.42 7.32 8.68 1.86

M5 5-FT 50.72 0.98 1.09 1.77 2.08 0.42
M6 6-FB /4.26 0.079 0.104 0.160 0.209 0.035

lable 3 . Fission Reaction Measurements in M()IA-]G (fission/atom-s)

Sample/ _4t.cm. _INp(n, f) _lJ(n, f) "_Pti(n,f)
Level-Pin (xE-9_ (xF.9) (x[_9)

HI BE FB 66.32 0.89 6.67 7 06

M3 ]-FB 39.22 0.86 7.12 6.62
MIO 3-C 6,30 2.04 8.42
X35 3-DM .2.}2 2.15 7.97 7.64
H4 3-BM -1.66 2.21 8.44 8.68

x36 3-FM 1.10 1.95 R.12 7.92
MII 3-E 2.13 1.83 7.85

M5 5-FI 50./2 0.64 4.42 _.28

U6 6 FB 74.26 O. 129 2.76 2.65
X37 8-fB 109.37 0.015 0.997 0.973

Table 4 tleutron Fluence and Displacement Damaqe for MOTA-2A

Tntal [luenre fast fluence Irnn Patio

r.apsli!_- Hl.,cm (>. I HeY) dpa dpa/F1uence

i;ositinn xE_22 n/cm T _E,22 n/cm ? (>0.I)

I.!l BC-fB 66.32 3.74 1.37 5.35 3.9
[.13 I FB -39.22 1.48 4 I I0 16.8 4. i
MIO 3 (_ .6.30 12.42 ,9 03 35.8 4.5
X35 ] ;_M 2.12 li.39 7.58 35.3 4.7
1.14 3 13M -1.66 12.51 8.25 37.0 a.5
X36 3-rM -I.10 11.52 7.33 34.1 4.7
HII 3-E 2.13 11.61 7.49 33.1 a.4

M5 5-FT 50.72 4.87 2.73 11.5 4.2

M6 6_FB 74 26 1.63 0.700 2.68 3.3
X37 8 [R 109.37 0.43 0.123 0.48 3.9
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The measured activitie_ were used as input to the
STAY'SL computer code: to adjust the calculated
neutron spectra determined for cycle 9A4. STAY'SL

performs a generalized least-squares adjustment of I0TM
all measured and calculated values including the _......

measured activities, calculated spectra, and neutron 1018cross sections. Neutron cross sections and their
uncertainties were generally taken from ENDF/B-V,
although new data were available from ENDF/B-VI for I0"
the _Ti(n,p) and _SCu(n,:)reactions. The adjusted _{I:
neutron fluence values are listed in Table 4. The _ _I '"'_'_

neutron spectral adjustments for the ten spectral _ I03 .,:'._.='
_'.._.. _

posltions are illustrated in Figure ] which shows -' : ,

neutron spectra results at midplane, the edge of the -J 10= z._,' _core, and for the below-core basket. In comparisons -,, _'_

with the calculated spectra, the agreement is X 1011 _ ::,:reasonable (20-30%) for in-core positions. However,
at out-of-core positions, the disagreement becomes u. _ _i,i:

progressively worse, as seen in earlier experiments._ 101o :i _ ' "39 crn.At level 8 (+109 cm), the measured flux is about

twice the calculated flux. 10' !L i'!!!!_]!!_!L]!Damage calculations were performed at all spectral ,,,mq:..... _ ...._ ....... m ......
positionsusing the SPECTER computer code._ Dpa rates I0"e10.7104 10.610 4 10.=10.210.' 100 101 102
for iron are shown in Table 4 as well as the ratio of
dpa per iOzz n/cm" fast flux above O.! MeV. Damage NEUTRON ENERGY,MBV
parameters for 40 other elements and several
compounds have been calculated and will be made Fig. ]. Adjusted neutron flux spectra are shown at

avallable on request, three axial locations in the MOTA-]G assembly. The
solid line }s at -1 cm, the dotted line is at -39 cm,
and the dashed line is at -66 cm. Note the drop in
fast flux and increase in low-energy flux at out-of-
core locations.

The flux and damage values at gradient positions were
10"m = calculated from the activity gradlent data in Table ],

which are shown in Figure 2. Note that the SBFe and
dO _Co(n,y} reactions peak outside the core since they are

10"m o sensitive to the lower-energy neutrons. The unusual
do behavior of the Co reaction is due to resonance effects.

o Fast fluence and dpa gradients from Table 4 are plotted
o o_o o o o in Figure 3. The apparent scatter in the data is caused

lO-m by the radial flux gradients, as discussed below.

Close examination of the activity data indicates the
"_ o o D presence of radial flux and spectral gradients. The

I0"
0

o letters A to F under the position column in Table 4
._ o indicates the radial position at the height indicated.
> The MOTA basket has six radial positions (A to F); hence,

for example, _ and D are the furthest aDart while A and
<( ]O._Z O B or F are adjacent. The maximum radial flux differences

are on the order of 10%; however, we also see clear
o indications of spectr_! differences in the ratio of the

fast flux to the 'Fe(n,p) _ctivity rate. Such
10"_ differences are complex and we are now studying these

_Fe effects to construct a more complete flux and damage mapo -_ (N,p) o of the entire MOTA assembly.
o = Co(n,g)

I0"" ! I

-80 -40 0 40 80 120 FUTUREWORK

Height,cm. We plan to construct more detailed flux and damage maps
for the entire MOTA-IG assembly. Damage parameters will
also be provided for a variety of elements and alloys on

Fig. 2 Activity values are shown for the L_Fe(n,p) request. Data from the MOTA-IG and -2A irradiations is:Mn and _Co(n,y)_Co reactions as a function _f being used to help reanalyze previous data from MOTA-IA
axial location in the MOTA-]G assembly. Some of through ]E, especially to include burnup effects for the
the scatter is due to radial flux gradients, fission monitors. We have received the dosimetry

capsules from the MOTA-2B irradiation and plans are being
made for their analysis. Dosimetry work is in progress for a variety of US/Japanese experiments in the High
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Flux Isotopes Reactor at Oak Ridge National

Laboratory. 40

o
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!IEASUREMENTOF HELIUM GENERATEDIN V-B ALLOYS IRRADIATED IN FFTF/MOTA - F. A. Garner (Pacific Northwest
Laboratory'), B. M. Oliver (Rockwell International Corporation), and N. Sekimura (University of Tokyo).

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to determine the role helium plays in the microstructural evolution of
vanadium base alloys.

SUMMARY

V-B and V-5Cr-B alloys have been irradiated in FFTF to assess the impact of helium generation rate on
microstructura] evolution of vanadium-base alloys. Using this method it is somewhat difficult to separate
the various effects of the original boron as well as the lithium and helium products of the :_B (n, _)
reaction. Post-irradiation measurements of helium concentrations have been completed for two sets of V-B
alloys, one irradiated in-core and one below core. It appears that the boron doping technique used to
produce the various alloys was reasonably successful in reaching the desired helium/dpa variations.

!_ROGRESSAND STATUS

Introduction

Swelling in FFTF-MOTAof V-B and V-5Cr-B alloys, where nominal boron levels of 0,i00,500,2500 and I0000
appm were used, was reported previously'. Note that the boron content increases a factor of five between
each doped alloy. In that report the swelling data were plotted against nominal boron content, but the
boron levels were not measured directly after the production of the alloys. The actual helium generation
rates in these alloys will be a function not only of the local neutron spectra but also the actual level of
boron dopant in each alloy. At low dopant levels there is some uncertainty of the actual concentrations
attained. Therefore it was decided to measure the helium concentrations at Rockwell International
Corporation using well-defined procedures _t'_J

Note in Table I that four irradiation conditions were employed for each of the V-B and V-5Cr-B alloy
series. Three of the four conditions were nominally similar in-core positions with no large variations in
neutron spectra expected. Therefore, it was decided that measurements would be performed for one
representative in-core condition (600'C, 7.8Xl0_Z n/cm_ E>O.I MeV) and the below-core position. The latter
was expected to have a much higher he]ium/dpa ratio than the in-core condition since the aB (n, e) cross
section increases at lower neutron energies. Only the V-B alloys were measured for economy. It was
assumed that their response would be typical of the V-5Cr-B alloys.

Table I. IrradiationConditions

w

Temperature Neutron Fluence Displacement
......_C n cm"z IE>O.] MeV). level, dpa*

600** 7.8 x 10_ 42.1

520 7.7 x 10z2 41.6

427 8.6 x IO2z 46.4
........

411"* 2.9 x lO2z 15.1

*dpa defined for pure vanadium '_l
**He}ium concentrations measured for V-B alloys only.

Pesults and Discussion

Table 2 presents the results of helium measurements for V-B alloys at 600"C and 41I:C. As anticipated, the
below-core irradiation at 41]'C produced more helium/dpa than the in-core irradiation at 600:C. The
'ratlo" shown in Table 2 represents the calculated variations in helium production from boron for each
factor of five in boron content. It appears that the V-I%B alloy may have somewhat less than a factor of
5.0 increase in boron compared to the 2,500 appm boron alloy. The larger deviations in this ratio at 600:C
are thought to reflect the greater scatter or measurement error at lower helium generatlon rates.
Altogether, it appears that the boron doping technique employed to produce these alloys was successful.

'Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
_nstitute under Contract De-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Table 2. Helium Measurements on Pure Vanadium + Boron Alloys

i[ 600_C, 7.8 :< I0 L: (in-core) '
II Specimen Identity aDpm, Boron appm He Ratio* ;

!I MH25 _ 0 1.21 ± O.O1 --
MHBA i 100 5.54 t 0.32 --

, MK22 .' 500 22.7 - O.6 4.95

ii MKBA** | 2,500 82.6 _ 4.7 3.79
I MLIA I i0.000 368 z 1 4.51

it 411_C, 2.87 x 10_: (below-core)
l,_ecimen Identitz__.___.__p__pm, Boron t a__p__pmHe Ratio*

T

_' MHAO lO0 _ 7.64 _* 0.03 --
ii MKO0 500 34.9 4_:1.2 5. 145

ili! MKAO 2.500 1 165 _+ 8 4.852
lO,O00 ] 754 _+ 1 4,598i', ML01

VB).-V ( He , ',Boron).
• Ra.',Zc= _ ,:_r,,,, , when V, is the helium generated by

5ur _."

,,anadium in the absence of boron

• * _verage of fo_lr separate dr;d _ndeDendent determinations to assess varlab;!lt¢
of boron in any given specimen. :,]] other measurements _nvolved only two separa,e
determinations.

;t _s _mportant to note that for ever/ atom of helium generated there w_ll be a corresponding atom of
!_thium. Lithium is known to affect swelling strongly _n stainless steels . The d_rect ,,:hemica]
effect of the boron atoms _ust also be considered in Interpretation of t_e sweiilr:g data.

;,_tu,'e Wo,'k

'_'q_'osc,z)p_' exam_natiorl rf "he various V [_ _nd V-_"_,._-B alloys wliJ proceed _,t the :Jr:'.e,':_tv of Tokyo.

'i. -eK,.mura and F. :, :;ache,-. n -urn;on Reacto, Materials Se_,iann_ia] Pro]re::!, -e['r.'r" []'OE'[R-0313,'13,
"q_-" ; _'35-237.

.'. 4. Farrar. IV, and B. M. *ail,,.'er..J:'..urnal of 'J;lcuiJm Science /echnoloqv. A4 (_.?._£1 _'I0.

". C. H. ',li:le_. ]. ]. Bra,.lley and !4. ra,'rar. IV. 'r, Geochim,ca at :_<='nc_,,'-'_'_,........:.".:_. :2 ;;984) 1759.

....... } S ] [ _ J I " rner. } I 'luc;. Uate_.. °5 5 86 _1m79) 689 ;ql

=. W. 1. :i. ,ang. F * ;a_-q_r amt ;_ -. <,l_-ar ""; J qHcl Hater. '_ 5 ' _ _ ' ]_l_ "__) --"__ 3• ,, ........... ..& ;_,_ ,

._. _: A. :_._,me," :_n_']t. . ],-ee,_'¢,'m_d. ' _.!L1`;_-I_]!-_.a_Lt_-Z'_e-_2_?-._--S-..Lr:`_a_:2_`!_L!-._`LLr`._£``-._L-:_:_:L_,_..'?Of [_
_:." 12. ;!992; r,:.._---'£
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_EW ACTIVATION CROSS SECTION DATA -- F. M. Mann and D. E. Lessor, Westinghouse Hanford Company

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to provide nuclear data for the fusion materials community, with an emphasis
on the development of low-activation materials.

SUMMARY

New nuclear cross section libraries (known as USACT92) have been created for activation calculations. A
point-wise file was created from merging the previous version of the activation library, the U.S. Nuclear
Data Library (ENDF/B-VI), and the European Activation File (EAF-2). 175 and 99 multi-group versions were
also created. All the data are available at the National Energy Research Supercomputer Center.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Nuclear activation cross sections are needed to calculate the transmutation of isotopes. The last set of
activation cross sections for the REAC transmutation code system (ref. ]) was created in December, 1990 and
was based mainly on ENDF/B-V (ref. 2) and THRESH (ref. 3) calculations. The new set covering about 625
target isotopes is based upon ENDF/B-Vl (ref. 4) and European efforts (ref. 5). Point-wise as well as 99
and 175 group cross sections were created along with libraries suitable for REAC calculations. The new set
of libraries are denoted USACT92.

Target isotopes included in this library are all stable isotopes and isotopes having halF-lives greater
than -1 day. The energy range covered is |O-_eVto 40.xlOBeV,except for the (n,g) reaction where the upper
limit is 20.xlOBeV. All energetically allowed reactions below 20 MeV are included. Cross sections to the
production of isomeric states (that is, states with a half-life greater than -O.OOl s) are also included.

Point-wise Cross Sections

The general approach in creating the new set of point-wise files was to merge ENDF/B-VI evaluations with
European files and the old REAC point-wise cross sections. The steps were

I) Correct the old REAC files,
2) Convert the European files to the required format,
3) Convert the resonance parameters of ENDF/B-Vl into point-wise values, and
4) Merge the files.

The most recent REAC point-wise cross section files were retrieved from the Common File System (CFS) at the
National Energy Research Supercomputer Center (NERSC). The reaction number (mt) was corrected on the
(n,n*) reactions (mt : 4 -> 304) as needed. These reactions were then manually moved to the proper
location so that the mt numbers were in numerical order. The FORTRAN program CONVH had previously been
used to put the headings of these files into a new format.

The Energie Centrum Nederland (ECN) has the responsibility for creating activation files for the European
effort. The ECN files were converted from upper case to lower case to make them consistent with the old
REAC cross section files before the two sets were merged. The oraer of the sections also needed to be
changed in some of the ECN files for consistency. The reactions producing isomerlc states (Ex. n,g*) were
moved from immediately following the corresponding ground-state reactions to the position in which the mt
numbers were in numerical order. A FORTRANprogram ORDRMTwas written to do this re-oraering of ECN files.

A FORTRANprogram CHGCRSwas written to merge the two sets of files. This program read one mt section at a
time from each of two files. If an mt section was missing from one file, the mt section from the other
file was used without change. If the section was present in each file, the data from the primary file was
kept in the common energy range and the other data was normalized to the primary file data. Each time one
mt section was written to the newly created file a new one would be read in for processing until all
sections had been merged and written to the new file.

In general the ECN files were treated as the primary and the old REAC files as the secondary files for the
merging; however the source for each isotope was checked individually before merging. For each isotope, if
the old REAC source for a given mt section was known to be more correct or up to date, the corresponding mt
section in ECN was deleted before merging.

There were some ECN files for which no USA file existed. These files were run through the FORTRANprogram
ADDSEQ2to add a sequence number to each line. The files were then processed with CONVHwhich read each
of the section headings and rewrbte them in the same format used in the uSA files. The merged files were
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also processed with CONVHto correct the section headings from ECtl files ard make all section headings
consistent.

The NJOY nuclear data processing code system (ref. 6) was used to cor_vert those E_IDF,'B-VI evaluations
having resolved or unresolved parameter descriptions into an evaluation having only a _mooth description.
Only the (n,gamma) reaction is affected.

The merging of ENDF/B-VI files and ECN files was done as explained above except that the ENDF/B-VI file_
were used as the primary files.

Appendix C contains a list of all the _sotopes in the new Act}ration Cross Section L_brary and the number
of reactions for each isotope.

The format for the point-wise cross sections is that of ENDF/B-VI File 3 (ref. 7) wlth the exception of two
(2) added header cards at the beginning of each reaction and a modification of the mt number._ for reactions
leading to isomeric products. The Format of the two header cards is

card ] columns 1-20: Reaction
columns 27-34: Date
columns 38-40: Version Number
columns 47-66: Person Updating File
columns 67-70: Mat Number
columns 71-72: MF Number
columns 73-75: Mt Number
columns 76-80: Sequence Number

card 2 columns ]-40: Source of Data below 20 Mev
columns 41-66: Source of Data above 20 Mev (if different from below 20 !.'ev)
columns 67-70: Mat Number
columns 71-72: Mf Number
columns 73-75: Mt Number
columns 76-80: Sequence Number

The reaction number mt is modified fo_ r-eactions leading to an isomeT'_c state t-

mt (isomeric) =mt (ground state) - (n * 300).

where n denotes the nth isomeric state, lhus the mt number for the (n,np) reaction !eading to the first
isomeric state is 328 (=28_(]'300)). Note that n must be ! or 2.

Gr___'_ol._Ip-wise Cross Sections

The multigroup cross sections were calculated by the I,iUI_IAV code f_'om oo_nt-w_se '_"oss sections described
above. MULTAV is a FORTRANcode which reads ENDF'B fi!e 3-formatted crf)ss sect_or ;i!es and a user-
supplied weighing function. I,IU[.TAVthen calculates the grcup-averac!ed value esther ar_lytically or using
adaptive Romberg integration. Calculations were made for 99 group and 175 group '_t;,ictures. /he energy
structure is displayed in Appendix A for the 99 grouu structure and in Appendix £ ;]r ;he ]75 group
structure. The flux used for group weighing is that. use,d in the Vitamin-F (]rouo qeneration (ref. 8) as
implemented in the NJOY processing code.

The 99 group structure is a group structure now in use at Han{or_1. i _ combines '"e fa;t s_,ruc_,ure used For
FFTF analyses, wlth the thermal structure used for thermal reac,_ors. The 175 V_a'_'n.] group structure has
been informally adopted as a standard _or fusion transport studies. !bus i! is _ ';atural choice.
Sim_lariv, the choice of the #itamin-j ,Jeiahing flu× whlch contains thermal, fast. ]nd fusion components is
a natural one given the fus_on ez<per_.ence.

The format for group-w_se cross sections _s the same as the format r_- point-wise -'o:Ls sections.
Interpolation iaw 2 (linear _ I near _nterpolat_onl i] used. ;,;_ each group, both t_e Sower and upper energy
bound is used w_th the value for that group s cross sect en re_)eated for each e_,er(_ ,.aiue.._

REACCross Sections

The FORTRANcode MULACTwas ,._ed to convert the above mu t_grou_) format _nto the ._ol]er_th version of the
REACcross sections. The FORTRANcode B[NLIB (ref. I) then was used to e_-eate the Oinary version of the
REACcros.; section l_brarv.

Location of F_les

_Ii of the files are located on CFS at _IERSC. T_ble I shows the locatlon of the Files used and those
generated,
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i

Table I
Location of Files

FILE NAME PURPOSE CFS LOCATION

addseq2.x code to add sequence numbers /O0|635/usactgO/prog
" binlib3.x code to convert into binary REAC format /OO]635/reac3.93

chgcrs.x code to merge files /OOI635/usact90/prog
convh.x code to correct headings /OOI635/usact90/prog
cross.99 99 group cross sections /O0|635/reac3.93
cross.|75 175 group cross sections /OO]635/reac3.93
_luxwgt.vitaj flux we_ghidg file 'O0|665/multav/9-91
_npmer input data for chgcrs /O01635/usact90/prog
inpseq input data for addseq2 /OOI635/usact90/prog
isotope' old REAC cross section files /OO]665/usact6.0/'element'
ISOTOPE' ECN cross section files /'O01665/ecn/ecnact
mudata 99 group structure /OO]665!multav/9-91
_udatao If5 group structure /OOI665/multav/9-91
mulact2.x code to convert from multigroup to REAC format /O01665/mulact2
multav.x code to convert from point-wise to multigroup format /O01665/multav
ordrmt.x code to order mt numbers /O01665/ecn
'isotope' point-wise cross sections ,'OO1665/usaecn/'element'

Notes:

I) 'element' refers to the 2 letter chemical symbol for the element
2) 'isotope' or 'ISOTOPE' refer to 6 character string contalning the 2 letter chemical symbol plus the

(up to 3 digit) mass number plus the iosomeric flag (blank, m, or n)

Summar_

A new point-wise activation cross section set has been created from ENDF/B-VI and ECN activation files.
Furthermore, new group-wise cross sections using both the Hanford 99 group structure and the international
175 group Vitamin-J structure has been created.
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FUTUREWORK

Future work includes finishing documentation on this cross section set and on the decay set produced last
year. Documentation will also be producea for the latest version IREAC3.93) of the RE_C activation and
transmutation code system.
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Appendix A
99 Group Energy Structure

1,0000e-5 5 O000e-3 l,O000e-2 1,5000e-2 2,0000e-2 2 5000e-2
3,0000e-2 3 5000e-2 4,2000e-2 5,0000e-2 5,8000e-2 6 7000e-2
8,0000e-2 I O000e-I 1,4000e-.|],8000e-I 2,2000e-I 2 5000e-I
2,8000e-! 3 O000e-! 3,2000e-I 3,5000e-i 4,0000e-! 5 O000e-!
6,2500e-I 7 8000e-! 8,5000e-I 9,1000e-I 9,5000e-] 9 7200e-!
9 9960e-! 1 02000eO 1,04500e0 ],07|OOeO 1,09700e0 I 12300e0
l 15000eO ! 30000eO 1,50000eO 2,20000e0 2 60000eO 3 30000eO
4 O0000eO 5 04348e0 8,31529e0 1.37096ei2 26033ei 3 72665ei
6 14421e! 1 01301e2 1,670!7e2 2,75365e2 4 53999e2 7 485|8e2
1 23410e3 2 03468e3 2,40378e3 2,83954e3 3 35463e3 5 53084e3
9 11882e3 I 50344e4 1,98925e4 2,55424e4 4 08677e4 6 73795e4
I l1090e5 ! 83156e5 3,01974e5 3,8/742e5 4 978/1e5 6 39279e5
8 20850e5 I I0803e6 1,35335e6 1,73774e6 2 23130e6 2,86505e6
3 67879e6 4,96585e6 6,06531e6 7,408!8e6 8 60708e6 l,O0000e7
! 16183e7 |,34986e/ 1,49182e7 !,64872e7 1 82211e7 2,00000e7
2 25000e7 2,50000e7 2.75000e7 3.00000e7 3 25000e7 3.50000e7
3 75000e7 4,00000e7 4,50000e7 5,00000e7

Appendix B
175 Group Energy Structure

I O00e-5 !,O00e-| 4.140e-1 5 316e-I 6 826e-I 8 764e-I
1 254e0 1,4450e0 1,8554e0 2 3824e0 3 0590e0 3 9279e0
5 0435e0 6,4760e0 8,3153e0 ! 0677ei ! 37]0e| ! 7603ei
2 2603e! 2,9023e1 3,7267ei 4 7851ei 6 1442ei 7 8893e!
I 0!30e2 1,3007e2 1,6702e2 ? 1445e2 2 7536e2 3 5358e2
4 5400e2 5,8295e2 7,4852e2 9 6112e2 1 2341e3 ! 5846e3
2 0347e3 2,2487e3 2.4852e3 2 6126e3 2 7465e3 3,0354e3
3 3546e3 3,7074e3 4,3074e3 5 5308e3 7 1017e3 9.1!88e3
1 0595e4 1,1709e4 1,5034e4 i 9305e4 2 1875e4 2,3579e4
2 4176e4 2,4788e4 2,6058e4 2 7000e4 2 8500e4 3,1828e4
3 4307e4 4.0868e4 4,6309e4 5 2475e4 5 6562e4 6,7379e4
7 2000e4 7,9500e4 8,2500e4 8 6517e4 9 8037e4 1.1109e5
! 1679e5 1.2277e5 1.2907e5 I 3569e5 1 4264e5 ],4996e5
i 5764e5 1,6573e5 !,7422e5 I 8316e5 I 9255e5 2.0242e5
2 1230e5 2,2371e5 2,3518e5 2 4724e5 2 7324e5 2,8725e5
2 9452e5 2.9720e5 2.9850e5 3 0!97e5 3 3373e5 3,6883e5
3 _774e5 4.0762e5 4.5049e5 4 9787e5 5 2340e5 5,5023e5
5 7844e5 6,0810e5 6,3928e5 6 7206e5 7 0651e5 7.a274e5
8082e5 8.2085e5 S,6294e5 9 0718e5 9 6164e5 1,0026e6

1 i080e6 1.1648e6 1,2246e6 ] 2873e6 1 3534e6 1.4227e6
I 4957e6 1,5724e6 1,6530e6 1 7377e6 1 8268e6 1.9205e6
2,0190e6 2,1225e6 2,2313e6 2 3069e6 2 3457e6 2.3653e6
2,3852e6 2,4660e6 2,5924e6 2 7253e6 2 8650e6 3,0119e6
3.1664e6 3,3287e6 3,6788e6 4 0657e6 4 4933e6 4.7237e6
4_9659e6 5,2205e6 5,488le6 5 7695e6 6 0553e6 6.3763e6
5,5924e6 6,7032e6 7,0469e6 7 4082e6 7 7880e6 8,1873e6
8,6071e6 9,0484e6 9,5123e6 10000e7 I 0513e7 1.1052e7
1.1618e7 1,2214e7 1.2480e7 ! 2523e7 ! 3499e7 1,3840e7
1.4|91e7 1.4550e7 1.4918e7 I 5683e7 I 6487e7 1,6905e7
1.7333e7 1,9640e7
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Appendix C
List of Isotopes in Activat}on Cross Section Library

qumber isotope Initial Record Number of Reactions
1 h l I 2
2 h 2 3 3
3 h 3 6 2
4 he 3 9 6
5 li 6 !4 9
6 ii 7 23 8
7 _e 9 31 19
3 _e 10 50 15
9 D 10 65 22

10 b 11 87 i9
11 c 12 106 17
12 : 13 123 19
13 c 14 142 18
i4 n 14 !60 19
15 n 15 179 19
16 c 16 198 20
17 o 17 218 20
18 o 18 238 19
19 f 19 257 20
20 ne 20 277 20
21 ne 21 297 20
22 ne 22 317 19
23 na 22 336 20
24 na 23 356 20
25 mg 24 376 21
26 mg 25 397 22
27 mg 26 419 21
28 al 26 440 23
29 al 27 463 22
30 si 28 485 22
31 si 29 507 21
32 si 30 528 20
33 si 31 548 17
34 si 32 565 20
35 p 31 585 20
35 D 32 605 16
37 D 33 621 16
38 s 32 637 20
39 s 33 657 20
40 _ 34 677 20
41 s 35 697 15
42 s 36 712 20
43 _I 35 732 21
44 c] 36 753 2i
45 c! 37 774 21
46 _r 36 795 22
_7 ar 37 _17 15
48 ar 38 $32 21
a9 ar 39 853 22
50 ar 40 875 22
51 ar 41 897 20
52 ar 42 917 20
53 K 39 937 22
54 k 40 959 22
55 k 41 981 22
56 k 42 1003 20
57 ca 40 1023 22
58 ca 41. 1045 21
59 ca 42 1066 20
50 ca 43 1086 20
61 ca 44 !106 20
62 ca 45 1126 20
63 ca 46 1146 20
64 ca 47 1166 15
65 ca 48 1181 19
66 _c 44 1200 !8
67 sc 45 1218 22
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List of isotopes in Activation Cross Section Library

Number Isotope Initial Record Number of Reactions
68 sc 46 1240 18
69 sc 47 1258 19
70 sc 48 1277 18
71 ti 44 1295 23
72 ti 45 ]318 24
73 ti 46 1342 25
74 ti 47 1367 24
T5 ti 48 1391 21
76 ti 49 1412 20
77 ti 50 1432 21
78 v 48 1453 19
79 v 49 1472 23
80 v 50 1495 16
81 v 51 1511 16
82 cr 50 1527 20
83 cr 51 1547 15
84 cr 52 1562 20
85 cr 53 1582 20
86 cr 54 1602 20
87 mn 52 1622 16
88 mn 53 1638 21
89 mn 54 1659 21
90 mn 55 1680 20
91 fe 54 1700 28
92 fe 55 1728 21
93 fe 56 1749 24
94 fe 57 1773 20
95 fe 58 1793 21
96 fe 59 1814 22
97 fe 60 1836 21
98 co 56 1857 16
99 co 57 1873 21
100 co 58 1894 20
!01 co 59 1914 23
102 co 60 1937 23
103 ni 56 1960 20
104 n1 57 1980 16
105 ni 58 1996 2!
]06 ni 59 2017 22
107 nl 60 2039 :23
108 ni 61 2062 23
!09 n_ 62 2085 23
110 ni 63 2108 23
Ill ni 64 2131 22
112 ni 66 2153 !7
113 cu 63 Z170 23

, 114 cu 64 2!93 20
t15 cu 65 2213 22
116 cu 67 2235 i7
117 zn 64 2252 20
118 zn 65 2272 20
119 zn 66 2292 20
120 zn 67 2312 20
!21 zn 68 2332 22
122 zn 70 2354 24
123 zn 72 2378 20
'24 ga 67 2398 17
125 ga 69 2415 22
!26 ga 71 2437 26
127 ge 68 2463 20
128 ge 69 2483 17
i29 ge 70 2500 21
130 ge 71 2521 19
131 ge 72 2540 23
!32 ge 73 2563 22
133 ge 74 2595 25
134 ge 76 2610 24
i35 as 71 2634 17
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List of Isotopes _n _(:tivat_or__:rossSection Library

_lumber Isotope Initial Record 'lumberof Reactions
136 as 72 2651 17
137 as 73 2668 !9
]38 as 74 2687 20
i39 as 75 2707 24
i40 as 76 2731 22
i41 as 77 2753 21
!42 se 72 2774 17
143 se 73 2791 18
144 se 74 2809 22
!45 se 75 2831 18
!46 se 76 2849 24
147 se 77 2873 23
i48 se 78 2896 25
149 se 79 2921 24
150 se 80 2945 25
151 se 82 2970 24
152 br 77 2994 20
153 br 79 3014 26
154 br 81 3040 26
155 br 82 3066 23
!56 kr 78 3089 26
!57 kr 79 3115 23
158' kr 80 3138 29
159 kr 81 3167 28
160 kr 82 3195 29
161 kr 83 3224 27
!62 kr 84 3251 28
163 kr 85 3279 27
164 kr 86 3306 25
165 rb 83 3331 27
166 rb 84 3358 23
167 rb 85 3381 29
168 rb 86 3410 27
]69 rb 87 3437 25
170 sr 82 3462 21
171 sr 83 3483 24
_72 sr 84 3507 29
173 sr 85 3536 20
174 sr 86 3556 28
175 sr 87 3584 27
i76 _r 88 3611 25
!77 ;r 89 3636 23
17_ _r 90 3659 21
179 y 87 3680 25
_80 y 88 3705 28
181 y 39 3733 27
182 I 90 3760 25
183 v 91 3785 23
!84 zr 88 3808 23
185 zr 89 383] 21
!86 zr 90 3852 27
!37 zr 91 3879 28
!38 ;r 92 3907 26
189 zr 93 3933 24
190 zr 94 3957 23
i91 zr 95 3980 21
192 zr 96 4001 23
193 nb 91 4024 3]
194 nb 9]m 4055 31
i95 nb 92 4086 31
!96 nb 92m 4117 31
197 nb 93 4148 31
i98 nb 93m 4179 31
!99 nb 94 4210 28
200 _b 95 4238 25
201 nb 95m 4263 25
202 _o 92 4288 31
203 -o 93 4319 32
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List of Isotopes in Activation Cross Section Library

Number Isotope Initial Record Number of Reactions
204 mo 94 4351 28
205 mo 95 4379 27
206 mo 96 4406 25
207 mo 97 4431 24
208 mo 98 4455 24
209 mo 99 4479 25
210 mo|O0 4504 26
211 tc 95 4530 28
212 tc 95m 4558 28
213 tc 96 4586 27
214 tc 97 4613 27
215 tc 97m 4640 27
216 tc 98 4667 27
217 tc 99 4694 25
218 ru 96 4719 28
219 ru 97 4747 25
220 ru 98 4772 25
221 ru 99 4797 24
222 rulO0 4821 23
223 rut01 4844 22
224 rut02 4866 22
225 rul03 4888 21
226 ruI04 4909 22
227 ruI05 4931 20
228 rut06 4951 19
229 rh 99 4970 25
230 rh101 4995 22
231 rh101m 5017 22
232 rhl02 5039 23
233 rh102m 5062 23
234 rhl03 5085 26
235 rhl05 5111 24.,
236 pd100 5135 23
237 pdlO] 5158 24
238 pd102 5182 26
239 pdl03 5208
240 pd104 5232
241 pd105 5259
242 pd106 5285
243 pd107 5312
244 pdl08 5338
245 pdI09 5364 L2
246 pd110 5386 26
247 agl05 5412 26
248 agl06 5438 26
249 agl07 5464 30
250 agl08 5494 30
251 ag109 5524 31
252 ag110 5555 25
253 aglll 5580 27
254 cdl06 5607 26
255 cdi08 5633 27
256 cdi09 5660 25
257 cdllO 5685 30
258 cdlll 5715 29
259 cd112 5744 30
250 cd113 5774 28
261 cdil3m 5302 28
252 cd114 5830 28
253 cd115 5858 25
264 cd115m 5884 26
265 cd116 5910 28
_56 inl]1 5938 26
257 inll3 5964 31
258 inll4 5995 26
759 _n115 502] 29
270 snl12 5050 29
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List of Isotopes _n Activation Cross Section L_hrarv

Number isotope Initla] Record Number of Reactions
271 sn113 6079 26
272 sn|14 6105 30
273 snI]5 6135 29
274 sn1|6 6164 31
275 sn117 6195 31
276 sn117m 6226 31
277 sn118 6257 33
278 sn119 6290 33
279 sn119m 6323 33
280 sn120 6356 33
281 sn121 6389 31
282 sn]21m 6420 31
283 sn122 6451 32
284 sn123 6483 31
285 sn124 6514 30
286 sn125 6544 29
287 sn]26 6573 27
288 sb119 6600 27
289 sbI20 6627 28
290 sb121 6655 31
291 sb122 6686 27
292 sb123 6713 31
293 sb124 6744 29
294 sb125 6773 30
295 sb126 6803 30
296 sb127 6833 26
297 te118 6859 23
298 te119 6882 24
299 te119m 6906 24
300 tel20 6930 26
301 tel21 6956 25
302 tei21m 6981 25
303 te122 7006 28
304 te123 7034 27
305 te123m 7061 27
306 te124 7088 29
307 tel25 7117 29
308 te125m 7]46 30
309 te126 7176 30
310 tel27 7206 29
311 te127m 7235 29
312 te128 7264 29
313 te!29 7293 29
314 te129m 7322 29
315 tel30 7351 30
316 te131 7381 28
317 te132 7409 28
318 _ 124 7437 _5
319 i 125 7462 23
320 i !26 7485 23
321 _ ]27 7508 28
322 i 128 7536 24
323 i 129 7560 28
324 _ 130 7588 27
325 i !31 7615 27
325 _e124 7642 23
327 _e125 7665 21
328 xe126 7686 24
329 xe127 7710 22
330 ×e128 7732 24
331 ×e129 7756 24
332 ×e129m 7780 24
333 xe130 7804 26
334 xe131 7830 26
335 xe131m 7855 26
336 xe]32 7882 28
337 _e133 7910 28
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List of Isotopes _n Activation Cross Section Librar?

Number Isotope Initial Record thJmberof Reactions
338 xe133m 7938 28
339 xe134 7966 29
340 xe136 7995 26
341 cs129 8021 20
342 csl31 8041 21
343 cs132 8062 21
344 cs133 8083 29
345 cs134 8112 29
346 cs135 8141 32
347 cs136 8173 30
348 cs137 8203 30
349 ba128 8233 19
350 ba129 8252 21
351 bal30 8273 25
352 ba]3] 8298 22
353 ba132 8320 25
354 ba133 8345 24
355 ba133m 8369 24
356 b4134 8393 26
357 ba135 8419 29
358 ba135m 8448 29
359 ba136 8477 31
360 ba137 8508 3I
361 ba138 8539 29
362 ba139 8568 22
363 bal40 8590 21
_54 Ia137 8611 30
!_5 Ia138 8641 30
366 I4139 8671 27
367 lal40 8698 23
368 1a141 8721 18
369 ce136 8739 26
370 ce137 8765 24
371 ce138 8789 28
372 ce139 8817 23
373 ce140 8840 24
374 cel41 8864 21
375 ce142 8885 20
376 ce143 8905 19
377 prl41 8924 23
378 pr142 8947 22
_79 pr]43 8969 21
380 nd140 8990 22
381 ndl4l 9012 22
382 nd142 9034 24
383 nd143 9058 24
384 nd144 9082 23
!85 nd145 9105 23
386 nd]46 9128 22
C87 nd147 9150 ZO
_88 nd148 9]70 23
389 nd149 9193 13
i90 ndl5O 92]2 22
_9] pm143 9234 20
!92 pm]44 9254 22
$93 _m]45 9276 23
_94 pm146 9299 ?2
]95 _m147 9321 23
_95 pm148 9344 19
_97 pm148m 9363 22
i99 pm149 9385 21
_99 p_150 9406 !9
lO0 DmlSl 9425 _'
,_0i :_144 9446 24
:02 sm145 9470 22
:03 sm]46 9492 _0
104 _147 9512 20
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List of Isotopes in Activation [ross Sectlon Library

_lumber Isotope lnitial Record _umber of Reactions
405 smI48 9532 21
406 sm|49 9553 22
407 sm]50 9575 Z2
408 smlSl 9597 21
409 sm]52 9618 22
410 sml53 9640 23
411 sm154 9663 24
412 eu145 9687 19
413 eu146 9706 19
4]4 eu147 9725 17
415 eu148 9742 18
416 eu149 9760 Z2
417 eu]50 9782 22
418 eu150m 9804 22
419 eu]5] 9826 27
420 eu152 9853 23
421 eu152m 9876 23
422 eu153 9899 27
423 eu154 9926 25
424 eu155 9951 24
425 eu156 9975 23
426 eu157 9998 2
427 gd146 10000 ]8
428 gd147 10018 20
429 9d148 10038 20
430 gd]49 10058 18
43l gdlSO 10076 Zl
432 gdlSl 10097 22
433 gd]52 10119 24
434 9d153 10143 22
435 gd154 10165 25
436 gd155 10190 24
437 90]56 10214 22
438 gd157 }0236 21
439 gd158 10257 20 i
440 qd159 I0277 I7
441 gdI60 10294 20
442 tb153 10314 22
443 tb154 10336 Z2
444 tb155 10358 22
445 tb156 10380 23
446 tb156m 10403 23
447 tb157 10426 25
448 tb158 10451 24
449 tb159 10475 2I
450 tb160 10496 20
_51 tb]61 10516 ]7
452 dy154 }0533 25
453 dy155 1055_ 23
454 dy]56 1058! 23
_55 dy]57 10604 23
456 dy158 10627 25
457 dy159 10652 21
458 d]160 10613 22
459 dyl61 10695 21
460 dy162 10716 20
461 dy163 10736 20
462 dy164 10756 21
363 dv]65 }0777 18
464 dy166 }0795 18
465 ho]63 ]0813 24
_66 ho165 i0837 24
467 ho166 }086] Z4
468 ho166m ]0885 24
469 er162 10909 26
470 _164 10935 26
471 er165 10961 22
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List of Isotopes in Activation Cross Sectlon Library

_umber Isotope Initial Record Number of Reactions
472 er166 10983 26
473 er]67 11009 25
414 er168 11034 24
475 er169 11058 20
476 er]70 11078 21
477 eri71 ]1099 19
478 er172 ]1118 19
479 tm165 11137 22
480 tm166 11159 21
481 tm167 11180 21
482 tm168 11201 21
483 tm169 ]1222 24
484 tm170 11246 19
485 tm171 11265 18
486 tm]72 11283 18
487 yb166 11301 !9
488 yb168 11320 18
489 yb169 11338 19
490 yb170 11357 ]9
491 ybl71 11376 19
492 yb172 11395 17
493 yb173 11412 17
494 yb174 11429 17
495 yb]75 11446 17
496 yb]76 i]463 18
49' Iu169 11481 20
498 Iu170 11501 21
4ff9 Iu171 11522 22
5C0 Iu172 11544 21
501 Iu173 I]565 19
502 Iu174 11584 19
503 lu174m 11603 19
504 Iu175 11622 23
505 Iu176 ]1645 24
506 Iu177 11669 22
507 Iu]17m 11691 22
508 hf]74 11713 24
509 hF175 11737 20
510 hf176 11757 24
511 hf177 11781 28
512 hf]78 11809 33
513 hf178m ]1842 31
5t4 hf179 11873 35
5]5 hf179m 11908 34
516 hf180 11942 31
517 hf180m I]973 30
518 hfl8l 12003 22
5!9 hf]82 12025 20
520 ta177 12045 21
52] ta]79 ]2066 31
522 ta180 :2097 37
523 ta180m 12134 33
524 t4181 12167 34
525 ta182 12201 28
$25 ta183 12229 22
527 w i78 12251 20
528 w 180 12271 3i
529 _ 181 12302 28
530 w 182 12330 33
_3] w I_3 12363 33
_32 w i84 12396 30
_33 w !85 _2426 22
534 w 186 !2448 24
535 w 187 12472 ]8
536 w ]_9 12a90 18
_37 rei_] 1250_ 21
_38 _ei32 !2829 21
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List of isotopes in Activation Cross Section Li_,'aF,

Number Isotope initial Record _Jumberof Reactions
539 re]83 12550 22
540 re184 ]2572 24
541 re184m 12596 24
542 re185 12620 31
543 re186 ]2651 27
544 re186m 12678 27
545 re187 12705 26
546 re]88 1273] 20
547 tel89 12751 18
548 os184 12769 25
549 os185 12794 22
550 os186 12816 26
551 os187 12842 25
552 os188 ]2867 26
553 os189 12893 26
554 os190 12919 26
555 os191 12945 23
556 os192 12968 25
557 os193 12993 20
558 os194 13013 20
559 ir188 13033 20
560 ir189 13053 20
56] irlgO 13073 23
562 irl91 13096 32
563 ir192 ]3]28 34
564 ir_92m 13162 33
565 ir193 13195 32
566 ir193m 13227 32
567 ir194 13259 25
568 ir194m 13284 25

569 ptl90 13309 23
570 ptl91 13332 25
571 pt192 13357 33 l
572 pt193 13390 35
573 pt]93m 13425 35
574 ptl94 13460 34
575 pt195 13494 3]
576 pt195m 13525 31
577 pt196 13556 29
5"J pt197 13585 25
!79 pt198 13610 27
5_0 au194 13637 28
581 aul95 13665 29
582 au196 13694 29
583 au]97 13723 33
584 aul98 13756 28
585 aul98m 13784 28
586 au]99 ]3812 25
587 hg194 13837 30
588 hg19_ 13867 28
589 hg195m 13895 28
590 hgl96 13923 34
591 hg197 13957 30
592 hg198 13987 33
593 hg199 14020 30
594 kg200 14050 28
595 hg201 14078 26
596 hg202 14104 24
597 hg203 14128 20
598 hg204 14148 19
599 tl200 14167 25
600 t1201 14192 22
601 t1202 14214 20
502 t1203 14234 22
603 t1204 ]4256 18
604 t1205 14274 21
605 pb202 14295 24
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List of Isotopes in Activation Cross Section Library

Humber Isotope Initial Record Number of Reactions
606 pb203 14319 21
607 pb204 14340 24
608 pb205 14364 23
609 pb206 14387 23
610 pb207 14410 24
611 pb208 14434 24
612 pb209 14458 23
613 pb210 14481 21
614 bi205 14502 24
615 bi206 14526 21
616 bi207 14547 23
617 bi208 14570 25
618 bi209 14595 27
619 hi210 14522 25
620 bi210m 14647 25
621 po206 ]4672 21
522 po207 14693 22
623 po208 ]4715 22
624 po209 14737 24
625 po210 14761 20
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TRANSMUTATION OF TUNGSTEN IN FFTF, HFIR AND STARFIRE - F. A. Garner and L. R. Greenwood (Pacific Northwest
Laboratory).

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to determine the role of transmutation on the interpretationof fission data
and its extrapolation toward fusion goals.

SUMMARY

Tungsten has been used in a variety of low activation ferritic a11oys and also in copper composite alloys, both
currently being irradiated in various fusion materials experiments. It has been proposed as an armor material
also. Tungsten transmutes strongly to rhenium and then osmium, however, in a manner that ;s strongly dependent
on neutron spectra. This adds significant complexity to the interpretationof data developed in one spectral
environment but intended For application to another environment.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Tungsten is currently being used in a variety of Fusion materials now under irradiation in the U.S. and
Japanese materials programs. Examples are:

I) Tungsten-containinglow activation ferritic alloys (PNL,ORNL, NRIM, Monbusho, irradiating in HFIR, EBR-
If, FFTF, JOYO).

2) Comparative irradiations of alloys such a HT9 in HFIR, EBR-II and FFTF (PNL, ORNL).
3) Tungsten metal as an armor for plasma-facing components (MIT and PNL, irradiating in FFTF).
4) Cu-W composite alloys (ORNL and PNL, irradiating in FFTF, SM-2).

It has been recently recognized, however, that significant amounts of transmutation occur in tungsten. The
spectral sensitivity of this transmutation will require that care be taken in the application to fusion
environments of data generated in various fission reactor facilities. Differences in transmutation will also
complicate the comparison of data from various Fission reactors.

Tungsten has three isotopes which produce significant transmutation via (n,y) reactions. The isotopes ]84-W
and 186-W have large reactions rates leading to Re. Much of the Re produced will, in turn, transmute to Os,
especially in HFIR. The isotopic 180-W produces 181-W (121 d) which decays to 181-Ta. During a long
irradiation, 181-Ta will transmute to 182-Ta (114 J) which decays to 182-W. The isotopic 181-W may also
transmute directly to ]82-W. The net effect thus depends on the details of the irradiation; however, the
abundance of ]80-W is only 0.12%, so this reaction is not very important. Burnup is also severe for 182-W and
183-W. In these cases, 182-W captures to 183-W which in turn captures to 184-W, thus increasing the fraction
of 184-W, which in turn transmutes to 185-Re and so on. It is also necessary to include the decay of three
isotopes,namely, 181-W (121 d to ]81-Ta); ]82-Ta (114 d to 182-W); and 185-W (75 d to 18S-Re). All of these
will continue to decay after the irradiation, leading to significant changes in composition after reactor
shutdown.

A spreadsheet program was developed to include all of the above effects of burnup and decay. The (n,p)
reactions on W all lead to products which eventually decay back to W, as do many of the (n,e) reaction
channels. Small amounts (<1 appm) of Ta and Hf will be produced; however, these reactions are not well-known
and have thus been neglected.

The reaction data were obtained from ENDF/B-V or Vl and, in some cases, were estimated from known flux spectra
and evaluated neutron cross sections. Calculations were performed for FFTF at the midplane and the middle of
the MOTA below-core canister (-66 cm). The HFIR calculations are for the PTP position at midplane with the
reactor 9perating at 85 MW. The STARFIRE calculations are for the first wall position at a wall loading of
3.8 MW/m_.

Some of the highest transmutation rates can be significantly moderated by neutron self-shielding, especially
in thick structures. In HFIR, the rates are so large that this is a moot point, however. Many of the Re and
W isotopes will eventually burn up, thus having the same net long-term effect in changing composition. In
FFTF, self-shielding is not so important; however, some of the resonance region reactions will be moderated
and this should be explored in more detail. The nearby presence of other strong neutron moderators (eg - Cd,
_d, B. Li, etc.) would also reduce the transmutation rates of these isotopes.

_Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U. S. Department of EnerQy b7 Battelle Memorial
ir,stit_Iteunder contract DF-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Results and discussion

_able 1 presents the results of these ca]culations as a function of full power days {FPD), total neutron

fluence, and dpa (Fe). The results are a]so plotted in Figure 1-3. It is obvious, that the transmutation is
strongest in FFTF in the below-core position (Figure 1). Unfortunately, much of ferritic data currently being
generated in FFTF is being derived in this location. The strong spectral sensitivity of transmutation in
tungsten will definitely complicate the comparison of data from below-core and in-core canisters.

In HFIR irradiations, the transmutation is even stronger, but the primary transmutant soon shifts from Re to
Os, a development that further complicLtes comparison of data generated in the HF[R and FrTF reactors. In the
STARFIRE spectrum, a large level of transmutation also occurs, but it takes approximately three full power

years for the osmium to surpass rhenium in concentration.

There is little doubt that such large changes in composition during irradiation w_ll affect the performance

of tungsten. Tungsten-rhenium thermocouples (5. 1|, 25% Re) are known to quick}y decalibrate during
irradiation "'_, primarily due to radiation-induced precipitation of rhenium-rich chi _hase. The role of
transmutation-induced changes in rhenium level and the influence of osmium on phase stability have not yet been

investigated, however.
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Table I Calculated Transmutation Products in Tungsten (Atomic percent)

FFTF Midplane FFTF Below Core HFIR Midplane STARFIRE

FPD" 244 288 833 244 488 833 365 355

Fluence'" x]O _3 1.0 2.1 3.4 0.30 0.61 1.02 0.36 0.58

dDa, Fe 30 60 I00 4.4 8.7 14.5 27.0 42.0

Re 0.49 0.92 |.43 4.1 7.0 9.5 2.1 (5.|)" iO.l

Os 0.024 0.095 0.26 0.30 1.2 3,0 32.7 2.5

Ta 0.0009 0.0017 0.0027 0.007 0.014 0.020 0.048 1.17

FLIll Power Days
Total Fluence in FFTF, E>O.I MeV fluence in HFIR.

T:ne Re eventually increases from 2.! to 5.1% due to the deca? of 185-W !t: = "=_ :_:,s..
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SUMMARY OF IONIZING AND DISPLACIVE IRRADIATION FIELDS IN VARIOUS FACILITIES --

S.J. Zinkle (ORNL) AND L.R. Greenwood (PNL)

OB_

The purpose of this report is to summarize the ionizing radiation and displacement damage fluxes
present in representative materials irradiation facilities.

SUMMARY

Calculations have been performed to est, mate the ionizing and displacive irradiation fields that will
occur in ceramics during irradiation in accelerators :rod fission and fusion reactors. A useful measure of the
relative strength of ionizing vs. displacive radiation is the ratio of the absorbed ionizing dose to the

displacement damage dose, which in the case of ion irradiation is equal to the ratio of the electronic stopping
power to the nuclear stopping power. In ceramics such as A1203, this ratio is about 20 at a fusion reactor

m-st wall, attd has a typical value of about I00 in a fusion reactor blanket region and in mixed spectrum
reactors such as ]tFIR. Particle accelerator sources typically have much higher ionizing to displacive
radiation ratios, ranging from about 2000 for 1 MeV protons to >10,000 for 1 MeV electrons.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable progress has been made over the past twenty years toward accurately characterizing the
irradiation spectra in facilities used for materials science radiation effects studies [1-4]. Almost all of the
emphasis in these spectral characterization studies has been devoted to analysis of the displacement damage
component, in order to calculate standardized damage parameters such as displacements per atom (dpa) for
various materials. There is a second major component of the irradiation spectrum, namely the ionizing
radiation field, that has been largely ignored in irradiation spectrum tabulations. Ionizing radiation does not
affect the radiation response of metals (other than to contribute to volumetric heating), because metals have
a high concentration of electrons in their conduction band. The displacement damage effects associated with

gamma rays in a nuclear reactor are generally negligible compared to neutron-induced displacements.

The remonse of insulators to ionizing radiation is considerably different from the case of metals.

Due to high band gap energies, the concentration of valence electrons in the conduction band in polymers
and ceramics is generally very low. Ionizing radiation can excite significant concentrations of these valence

electrons into the conduction band. This produces very large changes in the electrical properties of the
insulator during irradiation [5,6]. In some insulators such as the alkali halides, ionizing radiation can

indirectly produce significant amounts of displacement damage from the decay of self-trapped excitons [7].

Several recent studies on ceramics indicate that the irradiation spectrum can have a pronounced
effect on the radiation-induced c"hanges in the microstructure or electrical properties [8,9]. In particular,
irradiation spectra which produced a large amount of ionization relative to the amount of displacement
damage were found to significantly enhance the amount of point defect diffusion (ionization-enhanced
diffusion, IED) [8]. The ionization-rich radiation sources also produced an apparent acceleration in radiation-
induced electrical degradation of Al203 [9]. These observations highlight the importance for fusion

ceramics of a complete characterization of the ionizing radiation environment in addition to the primary
knock-on atom (PKA) characterization. Calculations were performed in an attempt to assess the magnitude
of the ionizing and displacive radiation components in ceramics for a wide range of irradiation sources.
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RESULTS

Two parameters can be used tocharacterize the relative magnitudes of ionizing radiation and
displacement damage for materials exposed to radiation. The most straightforward approach is to examine
the ratio of the absorbed dose from gamma rays (which are primarily ionizing) to the absorbed dose from
neutrons (which produce the displacement damage). However, this simple approach ignores the substantial
amount of ionization that is produced via the PKAs generated by the neutrons. In addition, this ratio can
only be applied to neutron irradiation facilities. A more appropriate measure of the ionizing and displacive
radiation fields is the spectrum-averaged ratio of the electronic stopping power (Se) to the nuclear stopping
power (Sn). The spectrum-averaged nuclear stopping power (damage energy) contains only the fraction of
deposited energy that induces displacementdamage. The electronic stopping power includes ionization
effects from both PKAs and gamma rays. In the following the spectrum averaged ratio of Se/Sn will be
referred to as the ionizing to displacive absorbed dose (IDAD) ratio:

IDAD- __ (E) Se(E) / J"_ (E) Sn(E) (1)

where the integration is carded out forboth the neutron and gamma ray spectra.

The IDAD ratio is a convenient parameter for comparing the relative strength of ionizing radiation
in different irradiation facilities such as fission reactors and electron and ionaccelerators. One shortcoming
of this ratio (as with dpa calculations) is that it does not provide information of the spatial uniformity of the
radiation fields. Just as displacement cascade effects have been shown to be an important factor associated
with defect production in metals [10], spatially localized ionization "cascades" in the tracks of energetic
incident or knock-on atoms may modify the resultant ionization effect, ltowever, given the present lack of
information on ionization effects as a whole, the IDAD ratio is a worthwhile first-order correlation
parameter.

The TRIM-90 computer code [11] was used to calculate the energy deposited into ionizing and
displacive events in AI20 3 for energetic ions ranging from 1MeV protons to 4 MeV Zr+ ions. The third

possible component of deposited energy, phonons (heat) was generally found to be insignificant except for
irradiation with massive ions with energies below 200 keV. A total of 3000 to 10000 ion trajectories were
run for each condition. The calculations used an electron binding energy of 2 eV and a sublattice-averaged
threshold displacement energy of 40 eV. Identical results were obtained when the TRIM calculations were
repeated for the lightest and heaviest ions using the measured [12] AI and O sublattice displacement energies
of 24 and 79 eV, respectively. The results of the calculations are summarized in "Fable1. Due to the high
stopping powers of the incident ions, the ionizing to displacive absorbed dose showed a strong depth
dependence--the IDAD ratio decreased rapidlywith increasing depthas the ions slowed down and approached
values _1 at the depth where the ions came to rest [13]. The IDAD ratios given in Table 1 refer to values
for the incident surface.

The corresponding IDAD ratio for 1.8 MeV electrons is given in Table 1 for comparative purposes.
Published results [14] on the displacement damage (dpa) and ionizing dose (Gy) associated with 1.8 MeV
electron irradiation of A1203 were converted to nuclear and electronic stopping powers using the conversion
factor for AI203 of

IDAD = 2.12 x 10.9 * (Gy/DPA) (2)

This conversion factor makes use of the A1203 atomic density of 1.17 x 1029/m3 anti assumes a sublattice-
averaged threshold displacement energy of 40 eV. The extrapolated range for 1.8 MeV electrons given in
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Table 1was calculatedusing the well-knownexperimentalresults forAI [15] and correctingfor the
differencein density between AI203 and AI.

Table 1. Ionizing and displacive radiationfields for Al203 in various irradiationsources
Gamma/ Ionization/ Damage ' Ionizing

Ion Neutron Displacements Rate Dose Rate
Irradiation Source Range AbsorbedDose AbsorbedDose _dpa/s) _Gy/s)

1.8 MeV electrons 2.1 mm - ,-,10,000 - -
|

20 MeV protons 1.3 mm - 3800# 1.2 x 10-8** 2.2 x 104**

10MeV protons 0.39 mm - 4400* 1.8 x 10-8.* 3.8 X 104**

1MeV protons 8.7 _un - 1900 2.1 x 10-7** 2.0 x 105**

28 MeV He + ions 0.21 mm - 3400* 1.2 x 10-7.* 2.0 x 105**

1MeV He+ ions 2.0 l,tm - 820 3.8 x 10.6** 1.5 x 106**

3 MeV C. ions 1.8 lain - 280 4.3 x 10-5** 5.7 x 106**

2 MeV AI+ ions 1.2 lain - 33 4.1 x 10-4** 6.3 x 106**

4 MeV Fe. ions 1.5 lain - 15 1.4 x 10-3** 1.0 x 107**

4 MeV Zr+ ions 1.1 }am - 3.9 4.0 x 10-3** 7.5 x 106**

Mixed spectrumfission - 23 107 3.2 x 10-7 1.6 x 104
reactor 0tFIR RB*)

Fast fission reactor - 1,0 4.4 3.8 x 10"6 8000
(FFTF MOTA)

Fusion Reactor

- 1st wall - 0.14 13 1.5 x 10-6 9300
- magnet coils - 0.7 to 210 40 to 330 <2 x 10-9 <300

14MeV neutrons - 0.01 35 6.8 x 10-9 110
(R'INS-II)

¢These calculations neglect displacements due to nuclear reactions, which can be significant for light ion
energies >10 MeV (see D. W. Muir and J, M. Bunch, in Radiation Effects and Tritium Technology for
Fusion Reactors, p. II-517).

**Displacive and ionizing dose rates calculated for a beam current of 1 laA/cm2 of singly charged ions.

The IDAD and gamma ray to neutron absorbed dose ratios for several neutron irradiation facilities
are shown inTable 1. The ionizing and displacive absorbed doses in A1203 due to neutrons were calculated
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using the SPECOMP code [16]. The energy deposited by gamma rays in the fission reactor facilities was
obtained by subtracting the neutron absorbed dose from the measured volumetric heating rates. The gamma

ray absorbed dose was calculated for Fe, since volumetric heating has not been measured in materials such as
A1203. Since the gamma ray mass absorption coefficients for 1 MeV gammas are nearly constant for

elements with atomic weights between C and Ag [17], it was assumed that the gamma ray portion of the
volumetric heating (absorbed dose) was equivalent for Fe and AI20 3. The volumetric heating rates in Fe for

the HFIR RB* position (85 MWth power) and I,YI'F MOTA facility are 16000 and 4500 Gy/s, respectively

(16 and 4.5 w/g) [18].

Table 1 also summarizes the absorbed dose ratios for 14 MeV neutrons and for 2 positions in a
fusion reactor. The absorbed dose ratios for positions near the superconducting magnet coils in a fusion

reactor depend strongly on the choice of blanket and shielding materials, and also depend on exact location
due to radiation streaming effects [19,20]. As shown in Table 1, calculated IDAD ratios in A1203 between

40 and 330 at the superconducting magnet can be obtained for different combinations of blanket and
shielding materials [19].

DISCUSSION

The calculated ionizing radiation parameters for the neutron irradiation facilities need further study
to evaluate their quantitative accuracy. For exaznple, calculations by Dell and Goland [4] for AI203

irradiated in the 14 MeV neutron source RTNS-II give an IDAD ratio of 5.5 as opposed to the value of 35
calculated in the present work. Similar (although smaller in magnitude) discrepancies appear between Dell
and Goland and the present work for mixed spectrum and fast reactor irradiation sources. In all cases, the
AI203 displacement damage calculations from the two studies are in good agreement. The main source of

the discrepancy lies in the calculations of the amount of ionizing radiation produced by neutrons. The
values obtained by Dell and Goland are consistently smaller than the values calculated in the present study
by a factor of 2 to 6, depending on the neutron spectrum. The source of this discrepancy is unknown at the

present time. This highlights the need for better characterization of the ionizing radiation environments in
irradiation facilities.

It is worth noting that even "pure" neutron sources such as RTNS-II are highly ionizing (IDAD
ratio -35). The high amount of ionization is due to the dense ionization associated with the high average

PKA energy created by energetic neutrons. The fraction of absorbed dose associated with ionization
increases rapidly with increasing neutron energy. For example, the IDAD ratio for A1203 in a fast fission

reactor is only about 4.4, whereas the value is -35 for 14 MeV neutrons.

The [DAD values presented in this report are only valid for A1203. Significantly different results

will be obtained for different ceramic materials such as SiC, and the appropriate values for polymers will be
much different.

A range of irradiation facilities may be needed to obtain data appropriate for insulators to be used in

different locations in a fusion reactor. According to the present calculations, the range of IDAD ratios
relevant for AI203 vary between --15 for applications near the f'u'stwall to ~100 for blanket applications.

Further work is needed to determine the sensit!. ,,ity of ceramic insulators to slight variations in the IDAD
ratio. Scoping studies performed to date have shown that significant differences in the microstructural and
electrical property evolution can be obtained when the [DAD ratio is varied by a factor of ten or more [8,9].
It rcnmins to be seen if detectable differences will occur when the [DAD ratio is altered by a factor of ...2.
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IMPROVEMENT OF DECAY AND CROSS-SECTION DATA MBRARIES FOR ACTIVATION

CM,CUI.ATIONS-tt. Attaya (Argonne National LaboratoD, ).

OBJEC'TIVE

"Ille objective of this work is to upgrade and improve the activation decay and cross-sections data
libraries to provide accm'ate and more comprehensive estimates of fusion reactor activation.

SUMMARY

A new decay data library has been completed. The new library contains up-to-date decay information
(half-lives, branching ratios, decay energies, y's energies and intensities). Activation responses such as the
air and water biological hazard potentials, the waste disposal rating, and the biological dose are also included
in this library. Recently developed cross-section libraries have been acquired to be used together with the
decay data library.

STATUS AND PROGRESS

Introduction

To enhance the safety of fusion reactors, materials' activation characteristics became an important
factor in selecting the materials for use in fusion reactors. Theretbre, the evaluation of the materials
activation characteristics must be accurate and reliable. Decay and cross-section libraries are primary and
essential inputs for activation calculations. Thus, the quality of these calculations depends on the quality
of these libraries as well as the method of solution and the accurate modeling of the problem under
consideration.

Activation Data I.ibrary

The activation data library contains information that is es_ntial in constructing the decay and trans-
mutation chains. This inlbrmation includes the half-lives, the decay modes, and the branching ratios of the
different decay modes. In addition, the decay energies of the emitted radiation are required to calculate the
decay heat generation rate, and the 7's energies and intensities are required to calculate the biological dose.

We have utilized the computer data bases of the Isotope Project in Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
(which is reflected in the 'Fable of Radioactive Isotopes 1) and of the National Nuclear Data Center at
Brookhaven to generate an up-to-date activation data library. The genetic feedings (which are the branching
ratios of a particular decay mode to different isomeric states) used in this library me from the Table of
Isotopes 2.

Several activation responses are included in this library. These are the air and water maximum
permissible concenu'ations 3 to calculate the inhalation and ingestion biological hazard potential, the waste

disposal limits 4 to calculate the waste disposal rating, and the biological dose rates at 1 meter from a point
som'ce. The decay data library contains 2682 isotopes (521 isomers) compared to only 166 imtopes ( 26
isomers) in the old decay dam library.

Activation Cross-Section Data Library

Several activation cross-section data libraries have been acquired to be used with the new decay data
library. The most recent ones are, the new RFAC-3 cross-section library and the European Activation File

EAF-35. The latter library has 10456 reactions' cross section data for 729 isotopes. Both libraries were
made available by F. Mann ( Westinghouse Hanford Company).
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Activation of PureElements

Figures 1 and 2 show the radioactivity of some elements that are important in the development of fusion
reactor materials. 'Iqaeserestdts have been calculated using the radioactivity code RACC6. The calculations
are based on average neutron wall loading of 5 MW/m2 and 5 years of continuous operation using the first
wall neutron flux of the TPSS conceptual design7. Figures 3 and 4 show the air-BHP of these elements.

Fig. 1. Inducted activities in pure V, Fe, Ti, Si, Cr, A1,C, W, and Ta.
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Fig. 2. Inducted activities in pure As, Nb, Mo, Ag, Cd, Sn, Sb, Ba, Tb, Ir, and Bi.
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Fig. 3. Air biological hazard potential of V, Fe, Ti, Si, Cr, AI, C, W, and Ta.
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FUTURE WORK

Available dosimetric experiment',d results will be used to verify the activation c',dculations.
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ACTIVATION ANALYSES FOR DIFFERENT STRUCTURAL ALLOYS CONSIDEREI) FOR' ITER-

H. Attaya and D. Smith (Argonne National Laboratory).

OBJEC_FIVE

The objective of this work is to evaluate the activation characteristics of different structural .alloys
that are being considered for ITER.

SUMMARY

Activation calculations have been made for the austenitic steel 316SS, the ferritic .allloyHT-9, the
titanium .alloy Ti6A14V, and the vanadium alloy V5Cr5Ti in a liquid metal (Na) design suggested recently
for ITER. The calculations show that the vanadium alloy has the minimum short and long-term
radioactivity and BHP. it also has the minimum decay heat all the time. The titanium alloy has less
radioactivity than the austenitic and the fmritic "alloys. However, the decay heat of this .alloy could exceed
that of the conventional alloys.

STATUS AND PROGRESS

Introduction

Several structural 'alloys have been considered for ITER. In addition to the austenitic, ferritic, and
vanadium alloys, there is an interest in considering the titanium 'alloys. The interest in the titanium 'alloys is
due to the fact that these are less radioactive than the conventional austenitic and ferritic alloys. In this
work, using a recently suggested liquid metal design (Na) lbr ITER, different activation responses of these
alloys are examined and compared.

Activation Calculations

Several liquid metal; Na, NaK, K, Pb, and Li have been envisaged for a liquid metal coolant design
of ITER. The sodium coolant appears to have the minimum activation (for times > 1 day 'after shutdown).
An optimized inboard design that protects the magnet consists of 0.5 cm FW, 65 cm shield (50% Na, 50%
structure), and 35 cm vacuum vessel (62% structure, 38% water). Using this design, the radioactivity, the
air-BHPs, and the decay heat generation rates in the inboard first wall are calculated for the four alloys
using the radioactivity code RACC.1 The calculations are based on 3 years of ITER operation with 1
MW/m 2 neutron wall leading.

The radioactivity of the four alloys alter shutdown is shown in Fig. 1. It is clear in this figure that the
long-term radioactivity of the vanadium alloy is several orders of magnitude less than the radioactivity of
any other alloy. It is only in the period from 2 years to 20 years after shutdown, that the titanium 'alloys
radioactivity is less than that of the vanadium. "Ilais is due to the fact that the radioactivity of the vanadium
alloy is dominated by 49V isotope, see Fig. 2, which is produced mainly by 50V (n, 2n)49V reaction. The
titanium alloy's radioactivity, however, is much less tha.n the radioactivity of the fenitic and the austenitic
alloys. Figures 2 and 3 identify the dominant isotopes in the vanadium and the titanium .alloys, respectively.
The air biological h_ard potentials of the four .alloys are shown in Fig. 4. tlere, again, the short and the
long-term vanadium's BHP is less than that of the other alloys, tlowever, the period over which the
titanium alloy's BHP is less than the vanadium alloy's BHP is longer and extends from just a few hours to
20 years. This is because the vanadium alloy's BHP is dominated by the isotope 49V from the onset of the
cooling period (80% at shutdown and ~ 100% at --4 years).
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The decay heat generation rates (DHGRs) of the four alloys are shown in Fig. 5. The vanadium alloy
has the least DHGR "allthe times after shutdown. Only the ferritic alloy's DHGR comes close to that of the
vanadium at about 1 day after shutdown. The DHGR of the titanium alloy is dominated by the isotopes
48Sc (T1/2 = 1.82 d, 3.35 MeV 7, .221 MeV I]) and 46Sc ( T1/2 = 83.83 d, 2.01 MeV y, .121 MeV _). These
strong T and [3emitters make the DHGR of the titanium "alloy larger than the DHGR of HT9 in the period
from 2 hours to ~1 month after shutdown. The DHGR of the titanium alloy even exceeds that of the 316SS
alloy from 2 hours to about 1 week after shutdown.

Fig. 5. The decay heat generation rates in the f'trst wall for the four alloys.

REFERENCES
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3.0 MATERIALS ENGINEERING AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

No contributions.
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4.0 FUNDAMENTAL MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES ALONG INTERFACES OF BONDED STRUCTURES IN FUSION
REACTORS - M. H. Hassan and G. L. Kulcinski (University of Wisconsin)

OBI£CHVE

The objective of this work is to be able to characterize unirradiated bonded structures used in
fusion reactors based on differences in mechanical properties along interfaces due to fabrication techniques.

SUMMARY

Proper assessment of the mechanical properties along interfaces of bonded structures currently
used in many fusion reactor designs is essential to compare the different fabrication techniques. A
Mechanical Properties Microprobe (MPM) was used to measure hardness and Young's modulus along the
interfaces of Be/Cu bonded structure. The MPM was able to distinguish different fabrication techniques
by a direct measurement of the hardness, Young's modulus, and H/E2 which reflects the ability of
deformation of the interfacial region.

Introduction

Current proposals for high heat flux fusion components (such as divertor plates) include duplex
thin walled structures. The structure may be subjected to high temperatures, high temperature gradients,
thermal and irradiation creep, swelling, sputtering, and thermal expansion. A major point of concern for
these bonded structures is the initial adhesion along the interfaces and the relevant mechanical properties.
These properties, if properly assessed before irradiation, can help in screening the different fabrication
techniques. This will ultimately reduce the time needed for irradiation testing by only considering joints
that are compatible with the needed specifications.

= For fusion material characterization programs, a Miniaturized Specimen Technology had to be
developed to account for smaller irradiation volumes, lower post-irradiation testing doses to personnel, etc.
A wide variety of tests have been developed for determining strength, ductility, and fracture-related data. 1
Measurement of mechanical properties of interfacial zones is very complicated and usually requires the
support of mathematical micromechanical models.2 Adhesion tests based on fracture mechanics principles
are the most likely source of quantitative data. However, currently available adhesion tests are of restricted
application and are too complex for most purposes.3

Despite the difficulty of predicting the serviceability of a coating from its microhardness value, it
is probably the mechanical property most often measured.'t Conventional microhardness has several
characteristics that make it attractive for mechanical property characterization in small specimens. 5
Primarily, the volume of material "sampled" during the test is small. Also, conventional microhardness
data have been shown to be related to mechanical properties of the test material, such as ultimate tensile
strength, largely by empirical means. It should be noted that conventional microhardness testers require
direct imaging of the indentations to obtain hardness and large errors are introduced due to measurement of
the diagonal lengths, especially when the indentations are small.6

Elastic properties along interfaces are very important for several reasons. First: modelling of
bonded structure behavior is very complicated since some of the critical input parameters such as bond
strength and interface compliance are not well known and the lab testing of these properties is believed to
be even more critical than it would be for a simple structure.7 Second: fabrication techniques, like brazing
or plasma spray, do not produce sharp interfaces, and a certain degree of elemental mixing along the
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interfaces takes place. Elastic properties are known to depend on the composition, especially along
interfaces where elemental mixing may be promoted.8 There are two extreme cases to consider for bonded
structures. At the one extreme, a stress is applied transverse to the interface and the other, the load is
applied parallel to the interface. It is important to remember that many bonded structures will deform by a
combination of the two cases.

Radiation damage inbonded structures is expected to induce certain changes in elastic properties.
Swelling can reduce the elastic properties by up to 2% for every 1% swelling in AISI 316 Stainless
Steel.9 Designers usually do not allow swelling to exceed 5-10%. Based on this figure, we may expect a
maximum of 10-20% reduction in Young's modulus by the end of the component lifetime. Detecting
changes in Young's modulus from small material volumes along interfaces thus becomes a necessity to
forecast the irradiation behavior of certain structures, especially interfaces of bonded structures.
Collisional mixing due to neutron irradiation may also cause elemental mixing along interfaces of bonded
structures. These changes need to be quantified and measured.

The NanQindenter

An automated system with the ability to evaluate the mechanical response of a sample with
submicron spatial resolution has an extremely wide range of applications. A testing system must have
certain characteristics to be considered a Mechanical Properties Microprobe (MPM). 1° It can measure the
required properties from volumes of material at least as small as one micron in diameter. Ideally, the
system could determine a constitutive equation for that volume of material; hence, it must measure both
the elastic and plastic mechanical properties. To do this reproducibly, the system must control or measure
all the parameters affecting such properties. These parameters include the strain, strain rate, temperature,
stress, and the environment. Finally, the system must take these measurements with reasonable precision
and with reasonable investmentof time and effort.

At the present time, only one type of mechanical test can potentially satisfy all of the above
requirements, l° Properly instrumented and controlled, a (depth sensing) microindentation test can
accomplish many of these goals. During an indentation test, both elastic and plastic strains are generated.
For many materials the strains from both fields are of sufficient magnitude to be measured. The test can
be scaled down so that submicron volumes of materials are sampled. Microindentation tests have been
used to measure an extremely wide variety of material properties: yield strength, creep resistance, stress
relaxation, modulus, fracture toughness, and even fatigue tests. In addition, because the material being
tested is close to a surface, environmental effects can be measured. With the proper combination of
microindentation tests, a nearly complete constitutive equation of the sample's mechanical response can be
mapped.

A schematic of a commer,:iaUyavailable ultralow force indentation system, the Nanoindenter, is
shown in Figure 1.6 A typical loading curve is shown in Figure 2. The depth plotted represents the total
displacement of the indenter relative to the initial position of the surface. The displacement has
components of both elastic and plastic deformation,l!

Cross sectional measurement of mechanicalpropertiesalong interfaces

There is a great need for the determination of hardness and elastic profiles along the interface of
bonded structures as well as to probe certain microstructures like the intermetallic compounds formed in
some of the brazing joints. If the specimens are prepared in cross section, the Nanohardness unit, with its
high accuracy in the placement of indents, can be used to probe the mechanical properties along
interfaces. Regardless of the fact that the measurement of hardness on cross sectioned samples was
suggested early in the literature, 12there has only been a substantial activity in this area in the last few
years as the use of coatings as well as composite materials has increased.13-16
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A major point of concern for cross sectional measurements of mechanical properties, especially
along interfaces, is how close successive indents can be to each other and how close an indent comes to a
material discontinuity such as an edge or an interface without interference. Standard specifications for
macroindentations require that the center spacing of pyramidal indentations be at least three indentation

diagonals (3D).17 The origin of this value seems to be lost in the early history of the development of
hardness testing, and there appears to be no modern published reports of experimental investigation to
support the value of 3.17

Samuels and Mulhearn 18experimentally quantified these limits using Vickers-pyramid and
Brinell-ball indentations for 70:30 brass. Since the iso-strain contours below the indenter are independent
of indenter geometry away from the plastic imprint, their results apply also to the Berkovich pyramid of
the Nanoindenter. 15 Figure 3 shows the elastic-plastic boundaries for an infinite and semi-infinite
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material. The indenter geometry is that of the Berkovich pyramid which has an imprint diagonal to depth
ratio of 6.5. From the figure it is apparent that for the infinite medium the elastic plastic-boundary is
spherical for infinite material.

The knowledge that is available on the plastic zone associated with the indentations permits an
assessment to be made of what should be an acceptable spacing. As a starting point, it might be said that
the elastic-plastic boundaries of adjoining indentations should not overlap. 17 This criterionwould permit
a center spacing of about 3 D for metals of moderately low yield stress, and 1 D for metals of moderately
high yield stress. But these would be conservative values because hardness is not sensitive to small
plastic strains even in materials which work-harden considerably. A more realistic criterion perhaps would
be that the iso-strain boundaries for something approaching Tabor's equivalent strain should not overlap.
To be on the safe side, one might require that the 5% iso-strain boundaries should not overlap. By this
criterion, the indentations could nearly touch one another without error, except perhaps in the very softest
of materials. As a guide, it can be assumed that a serious error has not been introduced if the shape of the
preexisting indentation has not been distorted noticeably by the new indentation. This criterion is
particularly likely to be acceptable with microindentations in which there is so many other experimental
uncertainties.17

The iso-strain contours are deformed significantly for indents close to the edge of a sample.
From Figure 315it is seen that the elastic-plastic boundary for a semi-infinite sample is skewed such that
the boundary contacts the edge of the sample at a distance/indenter depth ratio of 11.7. The minimum
approach distance to an edge should therefore be 11.7 times the depth of the indent. While this would lead
to the conclusion that the shallowest indents are the best, considerations of surface roughness must also
be addressed. A tradeoff must be made between decreased volume averaging below the indenter and the
inaccuracy due to surface imperfections. 19 Once more, Samuels suggested that the standards arecertainly
excessively conservative for microindentation testing.17

Another point of concern for the cross-sectional measurement of mechanical properties of bonded
structures is the anisotropy of these properties.9° For example, there is a typically crystallographic
variation in Young's modulus. The reported values of elastic properties are usually average values taken
from polycrystalline materials with a random orientations of the individual grains.1'°The question that is
usually addressed is whether to average over the elastic constants (Voight averages) or over the elastic
compliances (Reuss a cerages). The former is appropriate for a polycrystal in which the grains have the
same state of strain; the latter for the case when they have the same stress. :I If one is interested in
probing the anisotropy along interfaces for bonded structures in fusion reactors, where the structures at the
interfaces are subject to the same strain, the use of the Voight average is more suitable.

Mechanical pro_rties along the interfaces of Be/Custructur_

The Mechanical Properties Microprobe (MPM) at the University of Wisconsin was used in
measuring the mechanical properties along interfaces of Be/Cu structures fabricated at Sandia National
Laboratory. Samples of two fabrication techniques were studied:

1. Beryllium hipped (Hot Isostatic Pressed) to Oxygen Free High Conductivity (OFHC) copper.
2. Beryllium brazed to OFHC using a silver based brazing alloy.

The samples were polished using 1 l.tm diamond paste. Hardness and Young's modulus were then
measured using the Nanoindenter.

Be/Cu Brazed struclure. Thirty two indentations were first made in two runs in Be and Cu bulks
away from the interface to compare the bulk and interface values. Fifty indentations were then made
starting from the Be side into the interfacial zone in two runs (20 and 30 indentations respectively). The
large number of indentations is needed to assess the variation along the interface and also to increase the
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Fig. 4. Indentation run along the interfacial zone of a BedCu brazed joint.

statistical certainty in the results. The high load range (0-120 rob0 was used to obtain indentation depths
of 500, 750, and 1000 rim. The minimum spacings between indents were 53, 34 lain for the two runs
respectively (>30 times depth). The distance to the interface was approached at nearly 10 and 7 _tm per
indentation for the two runs respectively. As shown in Figure 4, indentations were made at an angle to
the interface so that a proper assessment of the properties along the interface could be made (notice that
indentation size reflects the different hardness values). Forty indentations were then made starting from the
interfacial zone into the Cu side in two runs (20 each) at indentation depths 500, 1000, and 1500 nm.

Minimum spacing of indentations in this case was 51 gin. The interface was approached at nearly 12 and
10 lain per indentation for the two runs respectively. Table 1 represents the indentation segments for both
the Be-Interfacial zone and Interfacial zone-Cu regions.

Be/Cu hipped structure. The same techniques were used for the other type of structure (the brazed

type). Indentations were first made in the Be and Cu bulk regions away from the interface to compare the
bulk and interface values. In this case, a separate run had to be done for the interface since its thickness
varies from 400 to 450 lain.

Results

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the varja.'tion of hardness (H), Young's modulus (E), as well as the load
over the compliance squared (i.e. H/E 2) for indentation depth 1000 nm for the brazed structure. Several
points can beobserv_

1. The jump in the mechanical properties between the Be side and the interfacial zone is quite
obvious compared with the smooth transition along the interface between the copper and the interfacial
ZOI_.
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Table 1. Indentation Test Configuration Used for Be, Cu Bulks and the lnterfacial Zone.

Segment Segment Depth Limit Unloading
Number Type Rate (Loading Segrnen0 (Unloading Segrnen0

(nm/se_;) (nm) (% of final load)

1 Approach 10 ......
2 Loading 5 500 ...
3 Hold 25 data points; 1 sec delay between logging points
4 Unloading 50% ... 80
5 _g 5 750 (10CK))** ...
6 Hold 25 data points; 1 sec delay between logging points
7 Unloading 50% ... 80
8 Loading 5 1000 (1500)** ...
9 Hold 25 data points; I sec delay between logging points

10 Unloading 50% ... 80
11 Hold 100" data points; 1 sec delay between logging points
12 Unloading 300 ... 100

*For copper,a 25 min. Hold period was performed to avoid creep effects.
**Values between parentheses represent depth limits for Cu bulk and Cu-Interfacial zone interface.
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Fig. 5. Variation of hardness along Fig. 6. Variation of E along interface of
interface of a Be/Cu brazedjoint, a Be/Cu brazed joint.

2. The lowest hardness value occurred atthe edge of the interfacial zone with the copper side.
As for the Young's modulus, the lowest value occurred in the interfacial zone which further widened the
difference in Young's modulus valu_ between the copper and the beryllium parts.

3. The largest values of hardness and Young's modulus occurred in the beryllium bulk.
4. Values of FIfE2 are considered to be a good representation of the resistance for plastic

deformation as mentioned by Oliver.22 Thus, the high values of H/E2 in the interfacial zone, compared
with the beryllium and copper bulk region, is a good indication of its ability to resist plastic deformation.

As for the hipped structure, several interesting points were observed. First, as shown in
Figures 8 and 9, there are some microstructural islands in the interface between the filler nletal and the Be
side. These extend for about 100 _tm as shown from the metaUographic picture in Figure 10. The
Nanoindenwa"successfully detected these changes in the microstructure that was reflected in discontinuities
in the mechanical properties.
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The following points can be observedin the hippedstructure:

1. The discontinuity in the mechanical propertiesalong the edge of the interfacialzone with
beryllium still exists. It is even much more dramaticthan in the hippedjoint due to the existence of the
micmscucm_ islands.

2. The smooth transition along the edge of the interfacial zone with the copper still exists.
However,a mismatch in hardnessvalues canstill be observed.

3. Away from the microstructuralislands, Young's modulus values are slightly higher in the
inteffacial region for the brazedjoint comparedwith the hippedjoint. This bridges the large gap between
the Young's modulus values of the Be and the Cu. The same trendis also observed for the hardness
values. Also, the H/E 2 values of the interracialzone in the brazedjoint are lower than the hipped joint.

The microstructuralislands are believed to be intermetallic formations due to interdiffusion
between beryllium and copper. It is well known thatin case of berylliumjoining, as atoms in the base
metal migrateby diffusion into the other metaland vice versa, changes in the propertiesof the boundary
layer between the two metals may occur. This can sometimes affect the joint strength by formationof
brittle intermediatephases. In othercases, on the contrary,one can obtain, deliberately or not, higher
qualities of the joint.2s In this case,thestrength of the joint no longer depends on the bond strength
between the two metals. Instead it dependson the bond strengthbetween either of these and the newly
formed in_ layer._
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joint.

Based on the above observations, it can be stated that the unirradiated brazed joint is more
suitable than the unirradiated hipped joint due to (1) more uniform mechanical properties, (2) smoother
transition of mechanical properties along the edge of the inteffacial zone with the copper part, (3) less
mismatch in mechanical properties between the interfacial zone and the beryllium bulk, and (4) high
deformation ability of the inteffacial zone (as shown in Figure 11).

FUTURE WORK

TEM samples from the hipped joint will be tested to verify the nature of the microstructural
islands.
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GREEN'S FI.)'NCTION METHODOLOGY FOR FRACTURE MECHANICS OF SiC-

SiC COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 1 A.EI-Azaband N.M. Ghoniem, Universityof California, LosAngeles

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this work is to develop new methods for the analysis of fracture processes in SiC-
SiC composite structures under fusion conditions. Presently, no satisfactory method is available
for determination of crack growth characteristics in real structures, where crack-crack interaction is
important.

SUMMARY

A fundamental solution of plane elasticity in a finite domain is developed in this paper. A closed-
form Green's function for the elastic field of an edge dislocation of arbitrary Burger's vector at an
arbitrary point in an orthotropic finite elastic domain, that is free of traction, is presented. The

_method is based on the classical theory of potential fields, with an additional distribution of surface
dislocations to satisfy the free traction boundary condition. A solution is first developed for a
dislocation in a semi-infinite half-plane. The resulting field is composed of two parts: a singular
contribution from the original dislocation, and a regular component associated with the surface
distribution. The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation is then utilized to map the field quantities to
a finite, polygonal domain. A closed form solution containing Jacobi elliptic functions is developed
for rectangular domains, and applications of the method to problems of fracture and plasticity are
emphasized.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

The concept of a dislocation was first introduced by Weingarten [1], Timpe [2] and Volterra [3] as a
mathematical device to deal with the possibility of solutions which satisfy the governing equations
of the theory of elasticity, but possess the property of a multi-valued displacement field. For many

years after its introduction, the mathematical device was termed a volterra dislocation [4]. On
the other hand, the existence of crystal dislocations was found to be necessary for explaining the
fact that most ductile materials yield and fail at stress levels that are at least three orders of
magnitude smaller than the theoretical values predicted by atomic potential considerations alone

[5-8]. The advent of analytical techniques in materials science proved, beyond doubt, the important
role which crystal dislocations play in deformation, micromechanics of fracture, and other materials
properties. The materials science applications of the theory of dislocations are extensively reviewed

by Hirth and Lothe [9] and Nabarro [10]. A detailed work on the use of dislocation theory in
modeling materials phenomena such as twining, grain boundaries [11, 12], interfacial energy and
surface tension [13, 14] was conducted by Marcinkowski and Jagannadham. More recently, Amodeo

and Ghoniem [15, 16] developed a dynamical method for the study of the micromechanics of plasticity
in ductile materials. They termed their method Dislocation Dynamics , in which they solved for
the simultaneous equations of motion of distributions of dislocations under a variety of applied
stress conditions. In their work, however, they used elasticity solutions for dislocations in an infinite
isotropic medium.

1This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under award number DE-FG03-
91-EP_54114at UCLA
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Applications of dislocation theory to fracture mechanics, deals with dislocations in a continuum.
The continuum theory of dislocations is reviewed by Hirth and Lothe [9], Nabarro [10], Mura [17,
18], and Lardner [19]. In fracture applications closed form solutions can be obtained by modeling
cracks by continuous ( or discrete) distributions of dislocations. However, the proper dislocation
elastic fields (Green's function) in the crack domain must be available. Examples on application
of dislocation theory to fracture mechanics are reported by A. H. Stroh [20], J. Qu and Q. Li [21],
J. R. Willis [22], Delale and Erdogan [23], Lardner [24], Atkinson [25], and Vitek [26]. A review
of dislocation models in fracture is given by Lardner [19], Vitek and Chell [27], Jagannadham and
Marcinkowski [28] and Bilby and Eshelby [29], where dislocation Green's functions developed for
infinite domains were used. In Ref. [28] extensive use of dislocation theory in modeling elastic and
elastic-plastic fracture problems has been made.

In some cases dislocation fields are obtained for finite (circular, infinite strip of finite width)

domains using the image dislocation method [9, 10]. Marcinkowski et al [30] argued that the image
dislocation method is inadequate to obtain dislocational fields in finite domains since the resulting
elastic fields do not vanish outside the domain of solution. They also introduced the method of surface
dislocations to obtain dislocation fields in semi-infinite domains. The idea of the surface dislocation

technique is based on the use of a correcting field, which yields the field in a finite domain if added
to the infinite domain solution, with the boundary conditions satisfied. Marcinkowski et al [30, 31]
used distributions of dislocations along a semi-infinite domain boundary to generate the additional
correcting field. They developed analytical expressions for edge dislocations in isotropic half-planes.
Their method proved to be exact and realistic in the sense that the dislocation fields identically vanish

outside and on the domain boundaries. For rectangular domains, they used numerical methods to
obtain the solution [32]. These approaches are based upon the classical theory of potential fields,
and rely on solving an integral equation for the surface dislocation distribution. Other authors

obtained the dislocational fields in half-space using the analytic continuation technique [33, 34]. In
this method, additional correcting fields are determined so as to satisfy the free trc_ction boundary
condition on the domain boundary. However, Miller [33] and J. C. Lee [34] used two different
methods to find the correcting fields, which yielded different expressions.

In applying dislocation theory to fracture mechanics or other materials science phenomena, the

importance of development of an accurate solution to the governing equations of elasticity for a
dislocation cannot be underestimated. It is from this prespective that we develop our present

dislocation Green's function in a finite orthotropic domain. The problem formulation makes use of
the classical theory of potential fields, with the surface dislocation technique to obtain the solution
in a half-plane. The Schwa_-Christoffel transformation [35-37] is then utilized to obtain the solution

in a finite (rectangular) domain. As will be shown here, only the elastic field of a dislocation in an
infinite domain is a necessary ingredient in our present formulation.

Green's function for a dislocation in an infinite domain

For elastic anisotropic continua with material constants stun (m, n = 1,2, 6) Hooke's law is written
as:

_z -- $110"z -_- 8126ry "_"816Crzy,

(y -- 812az -_- 822ay -_- $26_Yzy,

2ez_ = s16a=: + s26a_ + s6e,a=:_ (1)

The stresses and complex displacement,/g, are written in terms of the complex potentials, ¢1 (zl)
and ¢:(z2) as follows [33, 34] :

2 J
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i za_ = 2Re [¢_(Zl)+ ¢2( 2)],

u =p(_)¢,(_)+p(_2)_2(_2)+p(_1)6,(_,)+p(_2)%2(_2) (2)

in which Re = real of and the overbar represents complex conjugation. The primed variables are
derivatives with respect to zl or z2. The constants A1 and A2 and their complex conjugates are the

roots of the following characteristic equation [38]:

sllA 4 - 2sisA 3 + (2sn + sss)A 2 - 2s2sA + s22 = 0 (3)

and zl and z2 are complex variables defined as :

zl = x + Aly = (71z + 61_.)/2,

z2=z + ,_sy= (-nz+ 6s_)/2 (4)

where z = z+ iy, Tj = 1 -iA_ and 6j = 1 + iAj,j = 1,2. The functions ¢1(zl) and _(zs) are the
complex potentials of the dislocation and are analytic within the body except at z0. The polynomial

p(A) is given by [38]'

i

p(_)= (s12- s16_+ sl_ _)+ _ (ss_- sss_+ _1__) (5)
The complex potentials at a point z (or alternatively zl,s) due to a single dislocation at zo =

xo + iyo in an infinite anisotropic plane are given by [33, 34] •

¢1o(zl) = A1 log(z1 - Zlo),

¢_o(zs) = As log(z2 - Z2o) (6)

where zlo and zso are related to Zo by the set of equations (4). The subscript s is added to indicate
that the infinite domain potentials are singular at the location of the dislocation Zo. The complex

constants AI,s are determined by the conditions that the deformation due to a single dislocation is
not single-valued (dislocational), and the traction integral along any arbitrary contour surrounding
the dislocation vanishes (self-equilibrium). The dislocational condition can be expressed as :

b = 27ri [p(A1)A1 - p(A1)/]I + p(A2)A2 - p(_2)/_s] (7)

where b = Ible_° is the Burger's vector of the dislocation. The self-equilibrium condition yields the
following eqration :

61AI - 71AI q-6sA2- 5_A2 - 0 (8)

By taking the complex conjugate of equations (7) and (8), two additional equations are obtained.
The four equations can be solved for A1,/]1, As, and /t2. EI-Azab and Ghoniem [39] obtained a
solution for A1 and As for the case of an orthotropic domain, where sis = sss = 0, which is written
as:

A1 = cl1Im(b) + ic12Re(b),

As = c21Im(b) + icssRe(b) (9)

where cij are real constants which depend on the material constants stun. Re(b) and Ira(b) are the
real and imaginary parts of the Burger's vector, respectively.
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Dislocation in a finite domain : General formulation

Consider an edge dislocation of arbitrary Burger's vector, b = Ible_e, which is located at Zo in the
finite domain D + bounded by the contour L, as shown in Figure (1). The Green's function in an un-
bounded medium automatically satisfies the governing field equations. Any linear combination of the
infinite domain Green's functions, which also satisfies specified boundary conditions for a finite do-
main, must be the Green's function in that finite domain. The solution, therefore, will be constructed
as a linear combination of the singular, infinite domain solution, and an additional distribution of
surface dislocations, such that the boundary is free of forces (i. e., zero surface tractions).

Let F(t) be a distribution function of surface dislocations, which is complex, and written as:

F(t) = fl(t) + if2(t) (10)

where t is a complex variable describing the domain boundary L, and fl(t) and f2(t) are real
functions of the complex variable t. Physically, F(t)ds is defined as the Burger's vector of the surface
dislocation in the interval ds, where s = s(t) is the scaler distance along the domain boundary. The
traction caused by the original dislocation and the surface distribution, evaluated at any arbitrary
point along the boundary, must be equal to any prescribed boundary tractions. For the case of a
free surface, this condition is written as :

Xd(t) + iYd(t) + _L [Xo(to, t) + iYo(to, t)] dso = 0 (11)

where So = s(to) and Xd+iYd is the residual complex traction at t on L due to the original dislocation
at Zo inside D + . Xs(to, t) + iYs(to, t) is the complex traction at t on L due to a surface dislocation
of Burger's vector F(to) at to on L. If the surface experiences any localized or distributed forces,
T(t), the right hand side of equation (11) is no longer zero, but rather = T(t). Here, we consider
only free surfaces. Equations (2), (6) and (9) will be used to determine Xd + iYd at any point t on
L. The same equations will be used to determine Xo(to, t) + iYo(to, t) at t on L, with one difference,
that is; Re(b) and Ira(b) in equation (9) will be replaced by fl (to) and f2(to). This means that the
complex quantities A1 and A2 are no longer constants when dealing with surface dislocations. Let
these quantities be denoted by B1 and B2, and be written as :

Bl(t) "--Cllf2(t) -t- icl2fl(t),

B2(t) -" c21f2(t) -t- i¢22fl (t) (12)

Equation(ll) can now be rewritten in terms of fl(t) and f2(t), and can be utilized to determine
these two functions. Once fl(t) + if2(t) is determined the total stress field can be determined at
any point in the domain D + by adding together the singular field and the additional field due to
surface dislocations.

When a rectangular domain is considered, as shown in Figure (2), two mathematical difficulties
arise;

1. the residual singular traction, Xd + iYd, will have different expressions at t describes different
sides of the rectangle, and

2. the contour L is not smooth.

Because of that, a suitable numerical method may be used to solve equations (11) and (12) for the
complex function fl(t) + if2(t). Such an approach was used by Jagannadham and Marcinkowski

[32], to predict the stress field for an edge dislocation in an isotropic rectangular domain. Their
solution yielded inaccurate results outside and close to the domain boundary, and they were able to

satisfy the boundary conditions in an approximate point collocation fashion. The reader is advised
to compare the present results with those of Ref [32]. From the mathematical point of view, there
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Figure 1' Arbitrary dislocation in a finite domain
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Figure 2: Variation of the residual surface traction for a dislocation in a rectangular domain

is an inherent difficulty associated with the problem of finding the elastic field of a dislocation in
a polygonal domain. As can be noticed from the forms of the functions ¢1(zl) and ¢2(z2), the
field is a cylinderical potential field, which is to be fit onto a geometrically incompatible polygonal
boundary. However, the approach taken here is to obtain the solution in a semi-infinite domain and
then use the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation to map the solution onto a polygon. This approach
is illustrated in the next two sections.

Dislocation solution in an orthotropic semi-infinite domain

Distribution function of surface dislocations

Consider a dislocation of an arbitrary Burger's vector b = Ible_e at the point zo = xo + iyo, as shown
in Figure (3). The domain of solution D* is the upper half-plane, Ira(z) >_O, so that the contour L
is taken to be the z-ax/s from -oc to +c_. In this case the residual singular traction Xd(t) + iYd(t)
is given by :
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Figure 3: Dislocation in a semi-infinite domain

Xd(t) + iYd(t) = a=_(Zo,X) + iav(Zo, X) (13)

similarly,

X,(to, t) + iY,(to, t) = azy(xo,x) + ia_(xo, x) (14)

so that equation (11) is rewritten as •

a=_(Zo,X) + ia_(zo,z) + ((a=_(Xo, Z) + ia_(Zo, X)))da:o = 0 (15)

Using equations (2), for stresses in terms of the complex potentials, expressions for a=u(zo,x)
and a_(zo, x) are written as •

a =_,(Zo, X) = -2Re [| -AAAA + .--- ,A2A2 ]
[x - Zlo x - Z2oJ

- (16)
X -- Zlo 2

where A1,2 are given by equations (9). Similar expressions can be written for azy(Xo, x) and au(xo, x),
by replacing A1 and A2 by B1 and B2 given by equations (12). The result is stated as follows '

= - +
X o X -- Xo J

a,(xo, x) = 2Re [_B,_(xo)+ B2_(x_?t)] (17)
Lx - Xo x - zo J

If equation (12) is used in (17), the following simplified expressions for a=y(Xo, x) and av(xo, x) are
obtained for the case of orthotropic domains '

O.=lt(Zo,X ) -- 2(1_1C12 "4- _2C22)fl(Xo) ._ alfl(Xo)
X -- X o X -- X o
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= 2(c11+c21)f2(xo)= a2f2(=o) (18)
X --X o X --X o

where a_v and a, in equations (16) and (18) are real quantities. /31 and/32 are the imaginary parts
of the roots A1 and A2. Note that A1 and A2 are pure imaginary in the case of orthotropic materials
(see Appendix B).

The integral Equation (15) can then be rewritten as :

a_(zo, x) + iav(zo, x) -4- [_-oo alf1(xo) + ia2f2(Xo) dxo = 0 (19)
J- co X -- .¢o

which is a singular integral equation with a Cauchy-type kernel. The integral part exists in the
sense of its principal value. The integral equation (19) can be directly solved for alf] (x)+ ia2f2(x).
Alternatively, the real and imaginary parts of the integral equation can be separated to obtain two
real integral equations for fl(x) and f2(x). Following Muskhelishvili's methods for the solution of
singular integral equations [40, 41], and excluding mathematical details, the following two expressions
are obtained for fl(x) and f2(x) :

m i

I  lA1 -]
A2A2 A2A2

fl(x)= A1A1 +
7ral Ix-- Zlo x-- _.lo x-- Z2o x--22o

f2(x) i[Al A 1 A2 /_2 ]
= -- + -- (20)

"Ira 2 x -- Zlo x -- Zlo x -- Z2o x -- 2.2o

where fl (x) and f2(x) are real quantities. The complex function F'.x) = fa (x)+ if2(x) must satisfy
overall material compatibility condition, i.e., conservation of Bu, ger's vector [30], which can be
examined using the following integral •

: F(x')dx' = bs(x)t:X?,

b_(x) = - b+ [A] A1 log(x - Zlo) - A1A1 log(x - zlo)

+A2A2 log(x - Z2o) - A2A2 log(x - z2o)]

(-1)[A log(x Zlo) A log(x 21o)+ _ 1 - - 1 -

+A_ log(x- Z2o)- A2 log(x - Z,2o)] (21)

It can be shown that bs(x) ---*-bas x .-., +oo.
The results are specialized for an orthotropic domain for which s16 = s26 = 0. To test the

theory presented here, the properties of the Nicalon/CVD-SiC (fiber/matrix), which is an orthotropic
material, are chosen. The elastic constants are evaluated using the rule of mixture for the fiber and

matrix properties given in Ref. [43, 44]. The plane stress compliance constants are determined to
be Sll = 3.125 x 10-12 S22 = 3.503 x 10 -12, S12 = -6.563 x 10-13,ands66 = 9.31 x 10-12 Pa -1,

In presenting the results all distances are normalized to the magnitude of the burgers vector.
Figure (4) shows a typical surface distribution as a function of the distance along the free surface,
for a dislocation at zo = +i50 with a purely real Burger's vector. It is obvious that F(x) ---, 0 as

x _ :t:oo. The effect of varying the distance yo from the free surface on IF(x)] is shown in figure (5).
The distribution becomes sharper as Yo becomes smaller and localized at x = 0. It also broadens as
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Figure 4: The surface distribution (F(z) = f: (z) + if2 (z)) as a function of distance along the surface,
7.0= +i50. The Burger's vector is real

yo becomes large. In fact, this is a fundamental difference between the surface dislocation technique
and the image dislocation method for which the image dislocation represents an extremely localized
distribution at the point x = 0. In figure (6), the integral surface Burger's vector bs(x), which
is given by equation (21) is shown on an Argand diagram for different orientation of the Burger's
vector of the lattice dislocation, x describes one curve as it varies from -co to +co. b,(x) is given
by the vector drawn from the point (0, 0) to any point on a curve. The results clearly indicate that

the condition of material compatibility is satisfied. That is to say b + f_+_ F(x')dx' = 0 [30]

Field Quantities in a semi-infinite domain

The complex potentials due to surface dislocations will be denoted by ¢1_(zl) and _2,(z2). These
potentials will be evaluated as integrals over the distribution function of surface dislocation on
x - axis, as follows •

¢,_,.(zj) = Bj(z) iog(z_ - z)_ (22)

where j = 1,2. Since the stresses are determined in terms of the derivatives of two complex poten-

tials, it is convenient to develop an expression for ¢'3,.(zj), which is written as '

f__oo Bj(z) dz (23)Cj,(zj)' = oo z_ - =

where, again, B_ is determined in terms of f:(x) and f2(x) using equations (12). Omitting mathe-
matical details, expressions for ¢_,(zl) and ¢_r(z2) are obtained as follows •

¢lr(zl )= 2ic12 A1A: + ___ + _ + __
a--/- zl - _,1"'----_zl - _,_o _ zl - _,1o zl - _=o

;(zl E D_),

= _ --+_ + _+
al Zl -- Zlo Zl --z2o \ 32 ] Zl --Zlo Zl
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Figure 5: Magnitude of F(x) as a function of distance along the surface for different positions of the
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Figure 6: Argand diagram for bs as given by (21) for three different orientations of the Burger's
vector b. The curves represent bs(x), where x varies form -oo to +oo. The arrows represent the
Burger's vectors b of the lattice dislocation. As x .--.+c_bs ---*-b,
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e i9-)

(24)

\ al LZ2-_,1o z2-z2o \ a2 ] z2-i:lo z2-_,2o

;(z2 e D+),

= .... + --- + _+_
\ al LZ2-z_o z2- z2oJ \ a2 z2-Zlo z2 - z2o

;(z2 e D-)"

(25)

The two derivatives @'jr(zj),j = 1,2 are regular everywhere in the entire zl and z2 ( or z ) planes,
including boundary points because the poles lie outside the respective domains. The total field is
now constructed as the superposition of the singular and regular fields, as follows:

¢_(zj) = ¢'_,(%) + ¢_r(z_) (26)

where ¢_o(z)) are given by equations (6). The stress tensor components in the half-plane are given
by equations (2), where derivatives of the complex potential functions are given by equations (26).
With some laborious algebra, the derivatives of the total potentials given by (26) can be shown to
be identically zero at any point in the lower half-plane (Ira(z) < 0). The stress tensor components,
or=,cr_and Oxy, will therefore vanish outside the domain boundary.

Figures (7), (8) and (9) show equi-stress contours for different stress components for a dislocation
in a semi-infinite domain, x and y refer to the real and imaginary axes of the complex z-plane,
respectively. The stresses and distances are normalized to the shear modulus G12 -- 1/s66, of the
material, and the magnitude of the Burger's vector, respectively. Only zero stress contours of the
stress components a_ and axu intersect with the boundary (real-axis), which means that the stress
field satisfies the free traction boundary condition. These results illustrate the usefulness of the
powerful complex potential field theory, when contrasted with the method of image dislocations
[9], analytic continuation techniques [33, 34land spectral expansion methods [42]. In the immediate
neighborhood of the dislocation, the singular stress component (infinite domain field) dominates,
which is clearly shown by the behavior of the contour lines close to the point Zo.

Green's function for a dislocation in a rectangular orthotropic
domain

In this section the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, which maps the upper half-plane onto a
polygon, will be applied to the semi-infinite domain solution to obtain the solution in a rectangular
domain. We will consider the case where the boundaries of the rectangular domain are free of
tractions. If a set of surface tractions are subsequently applied, a convenient method can be used,
and the total solution is obtained by superposition.
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Figure 9: o_ for a dislocation (b = e i'14, zo - 4-50i) in a semi-infinite domain. Only zero stress
contours intersect with the free surface (real axis).

The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation

The general form of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation is written as [35-37] •

/"'riw = f(z) = C1 z - ad)'_'-ldz + C2 (27)
s=l

This transformation maps the upper half of the z-plane onto a polygon on n vertices in the w-plane.
C1._ are complex constants which adjust the size, orientation and location of the polygon. The
points a3on the x - axis (z-plane) transform to the vertices of the polygon, and c_d_ are the interior
angles of the polygon. With this transformation, solutions in polygonal domains (e.g. hexagons,
pentagons, etc) can be obtained from the semi-infinite domain solution.

In the special case of a rectangle, as = ½, and n = 4. Equation (27) can be written as [36] '

" d_

= F(z,k) ;o < k < 1 (28)

where F(z, k) is the elliptic integral of the first kind [45, 46]. The integral (28) maps the upper half
of the z-plane onto a rectangle in the w-plane for any k, Figure (10). The vertices of the rectangle in
the w-plane are :l=K(k) and =l=K(k) + iK(k'); k2 + k '2 = 1, where K(k) is a complete elliptic integral
of the first kind, which is written as •

(29)K(k)= -  2)(i -

and K(k') is the complementary complete elliptic integral of the first kind defined by (29) for k'.
The vertices of the rectangle are mapped to the points :t=l and +l/k, on the x - axis in the z-plane.

Let the actual rectangular domain which contains the dislocation be defined in the w*-plane,where

w* = u* + iv*, as shown in Figure (10). Let the vertices of the rectangle be given by :t:H1 and

=i:H1 + ill2, which correspond to the four vertices in the w-plane. Consequently, it is necessary to
establish a relationship between the w*-plane and the w-plane before actually using equation (28) to
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perform the mapping. In fact the mapping process will be multi-step, from _tJ*-plane to the w.-plane,
and then to the z-plane. I,e_ the w* and the w (where w = u + iv) be related as follows :

ftl

tt2$

tll H_ (30)
w"= u"+ iv, = K--_u+ iK---_v

If we arbitrarily choose K--_ = _ = c, i.e., w" = ew, then the transformation between the w"
and w-planes is linear, where the constant c will be determined once the parameter k is determined.
The latter is found by solving the following transcendental equation :

tt__2 = K(k') (31)
ttl K(k)

where k z + k '2 = 1.

Field quantities in a rectangular domain

The fundamental stress combinations, Oz and (Pz, in the z-plane are written as [38, 40] :

(_z = ay + Ox,

_, = au - a= + 2ia=_ (32)

Under conforma] transformation from the z-plane to the w-plane, the fundamental stress combina-
tions transform according to the following relations :

O_ = t9,,

(I)w= _,e 2't° (33)

It is clear that (_z ia an invariant of the transformation, while/I_z has the transformation Jacobian

given by:

_'_= _ /
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The stress components in the w-plane are determined in terms of Ow and ¢w as follows :

e,. 1 +¢,.)= --E-+

i _ (35)

Since the transformation between the w and w* plane is linear with the constant c is real, the
corresponding jacobian is unity and, in turn, the field quantities are identical in these two planes.
The derivative a"_-_ is found from (28) as '

dz

d-'_ = V/(i - z2)(1 - k2z2) (36)

The transformation works as follows: to determine the stress field at a point w', w is found
using equation (30) as w = w'/c then the inverse of the relation (28) is used to find z. Once z
is determined, equations (32) through (35) are used to completely determine the stress field in the
w-plane (i.e., in the w*-plane). The inverse of the relation (28) is known as the Jacobi elliptic sine
function, which is written as follows:

z = sn(w, k) (37)

The form of the elliptic sine function, and the associated numerical accuracy of the computation

are given in [39]. Note that the dislocation solution in the w-plane is recovered from the solution
in the z-plane. Let the displacement vector in the z- and w-planes be denoted by L/z and L/to,
respectively.The displacement vector transforms as :

L/z = L/,.e'_ (38)

The Burger's vectors must have the same relation. Let the burgers vector in the z- and w-planes
be denoted by b, (at the point zo) and bto (at the point Wo), respectively. Therefore, the Burger's
vector in the z-plane is given by :

bz = btoc '_ (39)

where b_ois the prescribed one, and ¢ is given by (34) evaluated at zo.

Discussion and Conclusions

Representative results for the stress field in a rectangular orthotropic domain are shown in figures
(11) through (16). u ° and v° refer to the real and imaginary axes of the complex w* plane, which
is the actual domain of the dislocation. The stresses are normalized to the shear modulus G12. In

calculating the stress field a value of ks - 0.5 is chosen, for which K(k) = K(k') = 1.85407467. It
is important to note that the shear and normal stresses identically vanish on the domain boundary.
Also, the stress field shows the proper singularity at the location of the dislocation (Fig. (16).

The solution presented here is general in the sense that it accounts for the domain orthotropy

and geometry effects, which is an essential factor in boundary value problems of elasticity, as well as
the arbitrariness in specifying the Burger's vector (magnitude and direction). The solution can be

easily extended to domains of general anisotropy. With this solution, a large number of materials
macro/micromechanics problems can be accurately treated in the sense that more realistic disloca-
tional fields in domains of finite sizes (present work) can replace the infinite domain field. Among
these problems are the following :
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Figure 16: a_. for a dislocation (b = e _::/2, w_ = 40 q-30i) in a rectangular domain showing the
singular behavior of the stress field at wo,
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1. Elastic and elastic-plastic fracture mechanics problems, where cracks of any size, shape and un-
der generalized loading are modeled using distributions of dislocations, in finite size structural
elements. Ref. [27] contains a list of the most important applications of dislocation theory in

fracture. The reader is also advised to check the book written by Lardner [19] as well as Bilby
and Eshelby's article [29].

2. Dislocation-crack interaction problems, such as the spread of plastic yield from crack tips [47],

cleavage, dislocation emission and crack shielding under generalized loading conditions [48].
3. Problems of micromechanics of plasticity and viscoplasticity (dislocation creep), which involve

detailed description of dislocation motion as well as dislocation-dislocation interactions in reaI

crystals or in specimens of finite sizes [15, 16, 49].
A major outcome of the present work is that it demonstrates the weakness of the infinite domain
dislocation solution in a large number of problems in which the range of interest for the dislocational

field is comparable to the domain size. This is illustrated in figure (11), where the stress component
avo changes between tensile and compressive on one side of the v ° axis, which is not a feature of the
infinite domain solution. Also, a rotation of the burgers vector can dramatically change the features
of the stress field for the same geometry. This is shown by comparing figures (11) and (12). Another
important effect is the behavior of the stress field close the domain comers and edges (Figs. (13) to
(15)).

It must be noted that the general method developed in this paper is also applicable for obtaining
the Green's function for screw dislocations, and for dislocations of mixed-mode character in finite
domains.

FUTURE WORK

The method will be applied to solutions for the elastic stress field, crack opening displacement and
stress intensity factors for cracks in SiC-SiC composites under mixed mode I/II loading conditions.
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FACTORSWHICH CONTROLTHE SWELLINGOF Fe-Cr-Ni TERNARYAUSTENITIC ALLOYS - F. A. Garner and D. J. Edwards
(Pacific Northwest Laboratory) _.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to determine the factors which control the response to irradiation of materials
used in fusion environments.

SUMMARY

In agreement with limited earlier studies, a comprehensive irradiation experiment conducted in EBR-II
demonstrates that while cold-working decreases swelling of Fe-15Cr-XNi (X=12-45 wt%) alloys at relatively low
irradiation temperatures, it increases swelling at higher temperatures. Aging of cold-worked specimens to
produce polygonized dislocation networks tends to further increase swelling, especially at higher nickel (>25%)
levels. Swelling at lower nickel levels also appears to be sensitive to details of the annealing treatment.

PROGRESSAND STATUS

Introduction

There is a very general perception, developed primarily from research on stainless steels, that cold-working
a metal prior to irradiation always reduces swelling, exerting a monotonic but diminishing influence with
increasing cold-work level. It is also generally accepted that factors which promote void nucleation, such
as high helium generation rates, can at least partially overcome the suppressive effect of cold-work on void
nucleation.

In a recent review (:I, however, it was shown that the role of starting dislocation density and dislocation
arrangements, as well as their interactions with variables such as helium generation rate, are much more
complex than previously assumed In many cases, cold-working can actually increase swe]li , especially
pure metals such as Ni and A1 and also in simple ternary and quaternary austenitic alloys. _ in

Instead of delaying swelling, Garner and coworkers have recently shown that cold-working often increases
swe]ling of Fe-Cr-Ni model alloys, especially under conditions where void nucleation is relatively difficult
i.e., for relatively high nickel or phosphorus levels and at relatively high irradiation temperature_2'_i
At lower nickel levels and temperatures, where void nucleation is relatively easy, cold-working usually reduces
swelling.

The current interest in cold-work's influence on swelling arises _rom the use of both annealed and cold-worked
alloys in on-going isotopic tailoring _) and spectral tailoring "s'°_ experiments directed toward determining the
separate and synergistic influence of helium on radiation-induced microstructural evolution in competition with
various important material and environmental variables.

To aid in the understanding of such relationships, a series of Fe-Cr-Ni specimens irradiated in the EBR-II AA-
14 experiment was examined. Seven Fe-ISCr-XNi alloys (X:12-45 wt%) were irradiated in the form of 3 mm
microscopy disks at 425°C to 31 dpa and to 32 dpa at 500 and 600°C. Each alloy was irradiated side-by-side
in three conditions: annealed (975_/10 min/WQ), 30% cold-worked, and 30%cold-worked and aged (650°C/I0 hr/WQ).
Measurements of density changes were made using an immersion density technique known to be accurate to ±0,I6%
change in density.

Results

The swe]ling values calculated from measured density changes are presented in Figure I. The following features
of these data should be noted.

I. The strong decreBse of swelling with increasing nickel content usually observed in Fe-Cr-Ni
austenitic alloys ''_ is preserved in this experiment in all three starting conditions, but with one
important exception. Note that in eight of the nine sets of data, swelling decreases at the lowest
nickel levels, producing a peak in swelling vs. nickel content.

2. The swelling at 31-32 dpa of annealed Fe-Cr-Ni steels at 425 and 500°C is relatively independent
of temperature, but decreases significantly at 600°C, in agreement with earlier studieP "_,

_Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U. S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830
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3. Swelling is decreased by cold-working at 425 and 500°C but at 600°C it is increased at higher
nickel levels.

4. Under some conditions, cold-working followed by aging can also significantly increase swelling.

Discussinn

The peak in swelling observed at ]2-15% nickel is inconsistentwith the behavior observed in earlier studies{7),
where swelling either increased monotonically with decreasing nickel content, or exhibited a plateau at low
nickel levels and relatively low temperatures. It Is felt that this difference may arise from the fact that
the specimens in the earlier study were better annealed, I030°Cfor 0.5 hr and air cooled, as opposed to the
975°C for 10 min and water quenched treatment used in the current study. One possible consequence of this
difference is the fact that specimens appeared to be increasingly magnetic at lower nickel levels, as indicated
by their interactionswith the electron beamduring microscopy examination. The cold-worked and aged specimen
at 12% Ni did not exhibit magnetic behavior in the unirradiated condition, while the annealed and the cold-
worked specimens were found to be very magnetic. Thus, there is an apparent correlation of magnetic behavior
with the peaked swelling behavior observed at 425"C.

In the review mentioned earlier,(I)it was shown that the role of cold-work in increasing swelling arose from
the establishmentof stable dislocation networks at higher temperatureswhere networks are slow to develop from
radiation alone. The influence of aging was thought to be in the development of polygonal cellular
dislocation-networks, with relatively dislocation-free areas for void nucleation to occur within the cells.

Preliminaryresults of microscopy examination confirm that this interpretationis valid for the Fe-Cr-Ni alloys
irradiated in the AA-14 experiment.

Future Work

Microscopy analysis of starting dislocation microstructures will proceed.

;_ 425°C I , 500°C I 600°C

_)_ 31dp. I _ 32d" I 32dp.

Sw_lingi[10 /_ cole.wo_,,lla_

10 20 30 _ _ 10 _ _ _ 10 _ 30 _ 50

NickelConten_ _%

_ig. 1. Swelling observed in Fe-15Cr-Ni alloys irradiated in EBR-II as part of the AA-]4 experiment.
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THE INFLUENCE OF COLD WORK LEVEL ON SWELLING OF PURE COPPER IRRADIATEDBY FAST NEUTRONS OR ELECTRONS - F. A.
Garner (Pacific Northwest Laboratory_) and B.N. Singh (Ris_ National Laboratory).

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to determine the factors which influencethe radiation response of copper high
heat flux components in fusion reactors.

SUMMARY

Pure copper has been irradiated in a variety of starting conditions by either 1.0 MeV electrons or fast neutrons
in FFTF-MOTA. Electron irradiation at 250 and 350°C produces a non-monotonic swelling behavior as a function
of cold work level increasing swelling at lower cold-work levels and decreasing swelling at higher cold-work
levels. In FFTF at 365 and 430°C, however, 10% cold-work reduces swelling initially, with little additional
influence at higher cold-work levels. Swelling at 520 and 600°C is less than I% at 35.9 and 13.6 dpa,
respectively, with little effect of cold work level.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

introduction

Leffers, Singh, and Barlow showed that the swelling of pure copper (99.999"/,)during electron irradiation was
sensitive to cold-work level at 250 and 350_C.I As shown in Figure I, both the incubation period and steady-
state swelling rate were functions of cold work level. In general, cold-working first increased swelling at
these temperatures, but the swelling reached a peak and then declined with increasing cold work._

It was not certain, however, that such behavior would be typical of that expected at the higher temperatures
and lower displacement rates typical of neutron irradiation. Therefore, specimens that were archives of those
employed in the electron study were irradiated in FFTF MOTA-2B at 365, 423, 520 and 600°C. The starting
conditions used in the FFTF study were annealed (600°Cfor 2 hrs), I0, 25 and 50% cold-worked, and 25% cold work
followed by aging at 300°C for 2 hrs. The specimens were irradiated in the form of standard 3 mm microscopy
disks contained in sealed helium-filled stainless steel capsules. Density changes were measured using an
immersion technique known to be accurate to ±0.16% swelling.

Results and Discussion

F_gures 2a and 2b show the swelling observed in neutron-_rrad_ated pure copper as a function of _rradiation
temperature and cold-work level. At 365 and 433_C and 47.3 and 16.9 dpa. respectively, :welling is initially
reduced by 10% cold-work}ng, with very little influence of cold-work observed at higher levels. Based on
density measurements, there appears to be a small amount of swelling at 520 and 600:C. but the influence of
cold-work level is small. The small peak at 520'C for 10% cold work may represent some measurement error.
_4_croscopyis necessary to confirm that swelling and not transmutation is responsible for the observed small
changes in density at 520 and 60O'C. Aging at 300_C for 2 hrs appeared to have no s_gnificant effect on
swelling of 25% cold-worked copper.

The different behavior with respect to cold-work level observed in electron and neutron irradiations may arise
from the differences in temperature and displacement rate employed in the two types of experiments. Another
possible factor may be the strong role played by the two specimen surfaces on dislocation evolution in the very
thin foils employed during electron irradiation. Loss of dislocations to the surface w_ll be large, and pre-
existing cold-work induced dislocation networks may assist in the development and maintenance of a stable
dislocation network durlng electron irradiation. Stabilization of the dislocation structure against surface
_osses would then lead to earlier swelling at low cold-work levels. The absence of such surfaces during neutron
Irradiationwould then simplify the role of cold-work on swelling, allowing _t to exert it_ normally suppressive
influence.

_:itureWork

,_icroscopyexamination w_ll proceed at the Ris_ National Laboratory.

_EFERENCES
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Fhe Influence of Details of Reactor History on Microstructural Development During Neutron Irradiation -

F. A. Garner, (Pacific Northwest Laboratory)_, N. Sekimura, (Univ. of Tokyo), M. L. Grossbeck, (Oak Ridge
r4ationalLaboratory), A. M. Ermi, (Westinghouse Hanford Company), J. W. Newkirk, (U. of MO-Rolla),
H. Watanabe, (Kyushu University), and M. Kiritani, (Nagoya University)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to determine the influence of irradiation temperature history on the
neutron-inducedevolution of microstructure in metals.

SUMMARY

Microstructurally-oriented irradiationexperiments are shown in this_aper to be strongly dependent on
details of reactor history that frequently are not brought to the experimenter's attention. In some cases,
these details can dominate the experiment so as to produce very misleading results. To aid in the design
and interpretation of microstructurally-orientedexperiments, a number of studies are reviewed to highlight
history effects and then guidelines are presented to minimize the impact of reactor history in new
experiments.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Intro.dgc_ion

Materials scientists conducting experiments in nuclear reactors rely on information provided by reactor
operators concerning the environment in which the experiment will be conducted, in addition to well known
uncertainties associated with the determination of temperature and atomic displacement level in reactor
experiments, small details of reactor operation that ensure safe, reliable operation of the reactor can
often have large, unanticipated consequences on microstructural evolution. In some cases these details can
dominate the microstructural evolution and lead to misperceptions concerning the variables thought to be
under study. Start-up and shut-down procedures are especially important in this respect.

The realization that previously neglected details of temperature history could exert a strong influence on
microstructural evolution arose from the studies of Kiritani and coworkers, who predicted and then
demonstrated that such details could dominate microstructurally-orientedexperiments, especially on simple
model materials.1'2 Using an in-core irradiation rig with active temperature control in the Japanese
Materials Testing Reactor (JMTR), Kiritani showed that small increments of irradiation at lower-than-target
temperatures during reactor start-up and shut-down often yielded microstructures that were completely
different from those developed during totally isothermal irradiation. Two examples from Kiritani's studies
are shown in Figs. I and 2.

• o t_. ;i r|_ ,

.... , ;, _.

Fig. I Ni-2at% Si, irradiated as thin foils at)4QO'C,in JMTR. (a) Conventional control (0.92 x lO_4n/m_E>].O MeV); (b) Improved control (0.96 x lO_4n/m_ .

_Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Instituteunder Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO IB30.
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Fig. 2. Difference in void formation observed in bulk copper at 400°C. (a) Conventional control; (b)
Improved control. Same dose levels as Fig. 2.

When the results of these studies were first presented in a joint Japan/U.S. Experimenters WorkshopI as an
argument that better temperature control during power ascent was required for the operation of the
Materials Open Test Assembly (MOTA) in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), the U.S. side was initially very
skeptical. Whereas the joint Japan/U.S. Fusion materials program was very fundamentally oriented and
focused strongly on low fluence microstructural response as a measure of neutron spectral recoil and
transmutation effects, previous U.S. fast reactor studies had focused on macroscopic engineering property
changes at high exposure. This latter approach tended to minimize the impact of small "off-normal" or
transient irradiation segments.

Subsequent experience has shown, however, that Kiritani's concerns and predictions were valid. At the
request of the Japanese side, the MOTA start-up procedure was modified within the limits of the MOTA
design. Procedures were also chosen to minimize the impact of interim and shut-down history effects. As
will be shown in this paper, however, the influence of lower-than-target irradiation temperatures still
persists to some degree.

As the radiation damage community has become more sophisticated in its approach to design and
interpretation of microstructurally-orientedexperiments, it has become obvious that other routine and
apparently inconsequentialprocedures during the irradiation can strongly influence the microstructural
development. The experimenter is often unaware of these procedures. In some cases, the experiment itself
can perturb th_ environment in ways that do not impact reactor operation and, therefore, do not come to the
attention of the experimenter or the reactor operator. Frequently, it was the receipt of anomalous
microstructural data that signaled that some facets of the irradiation environment were not as well known
or as stable as originally assumed.

A series of recent examples from microstructura! studies conducted in various reactors are presented in
this paper, concentrating on the microstructural consequences observed in each. Guidelines are then
presented to aid in minimizing the impact of temperature history and its associated uncertainties.

Impact of qamma heatinq

The temperature experienced in a given irradiation capsule is determined by the local coolant temperature,
the gamma heating level and the thermal resistance between specimen and coolant, providing auxiliary
heating or cooling is not involved. Gamma ray absorption heats materials in a manner analogous to the
famous "greenhouseeffect", depositing energy that crosses the capsule boundary easily as a photon but
which, once converted to thermal energy, must overcome the thermal resistance of the experiment before
reaching the coolant. To a first approximation the gamma heating is proportional to the reactor power

qiW, :ExperimentersWorkshop on FFYF/MOTA Utilization. P_oproceedings were issued. Workshop was held at
the University of Tokyo, on August 24-26, 1987.
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!evel. or more appropriately, to the local neutron flux. While oamma heating values _re usually supplied
by the reactor staff, these are most probably calculated values for an idealized core loading and are
easllv perturbed by surrounding subassemblies or b'vthe experiment itself. Many of the gamma rays arise
not from fission events but from inelastic scattering events between neutrons and the coolant or solid
_aterials in the experiment. In water-cooled reactors the major source of the gamma _eating arises from
neutron interactions with the water coolant. One usually knows the characteristics _ the neutron spectra
and fluxes better than those of the gamma ray spectra and fluxes.

Three types of experiments can be categorized with respect to the confidence placed _ their temperature
history. The first of these involves those heated passively by the gamma Flux ann nc_ monitored by
thermocouples. Therefore, the temperatures are calculated. The second also involves rassive heating but
is monitored, and the third employs both active temperature measurement and control. :he latter either by
supplementary heating or cooling. In the First two categories the temperature will r:]e or Fall as the
local neutron and gamma fluxes change. While changes in power level will obviously cause changes in
temperature, not-so-obvious changes can arise from the progressive movement of control rods, changes in
surrounding experiments or fuel loading, or from the burnup of nearby fuel, which changes the power
distribution within the core.

Actively controlled experiments can also suffer unwanted changes in temperature, especially those
experiments that utilize changes in coolant conductivity. In general, actively heated experiments can be
designed to have more flexibility than passively heated experiments in resisting changes in temperature.

Thus, for most reactor experiments the most important factors determining the irradiation temperature are
the local gamma heating rate and its time-dependent history. For example, the temperature assignments
reported for many early experiments conducted without thermocouples in the High Flux 1_otope Reactor (HFIR)
were later Found to be very low compared to their actual values. Because of this problem, Garner has shown
that early comparisons of HFIR and fast reactor data are quite inconclusive with respect to the influence
of helium on microstructural development.3_ Whereas the original calculations For ttis water-moderated,
highly thermalized neutron spectrum yielded an estimate of 35 watts/gram for stainless steel, it was later
determined experimentally that 54 watts per gram was a more correct value. A more recent thermal analysis
Indicates that the temperatures were from 70 to I25°C higher than originally calculated. The more accurate
values have been used in HFIR temperature calculations since about 198|. The realization that the
calculated gamma heating rate was too low arose From microstructural observations by _aziasz that the
precipitate microstructures developed in 316 stainless steel during HFIR irradiation ,_erecharacteristic of
those at higher temperatures, especially those of the intermetallic phases.

The very high gamma heating rates characteristic of HFIR and other high]y thermalizec water-moderated
reactors leads to a very unforgiving irradiation environment. Small changes in thermal reslstance during
_rradiation yield very large changes in temperature. Changes in gas gap w_dth between the inner and outer
capsules can arise from the temperature dependence of void swelling and Irradiat:on _._eeo. At high gamma
heating rates, the resultingdifference in temperature between the inner and outer caDsu]e walls can be
very large @nd therefore differential swelling can also be large, Even precipitate-related densification_
or dilation'of the capsule walls can have a very large impact on the temperature, i.._ellingof the
specimen itself can also change the thermal resistance. As a consequence, the dearee of data scatter is
generally larger in experiments conducted in such reactors compared to those with lower gamma heating
levels.

£hanges in reactor operation beyond the boundaries of the reported experiment can aiso exert a large and
sometimes unrealized influence on both the neutron exposure and irradiation temperature. Such changes
involve the sometimes strong influence of neighboring experiments, changes in core leading patterns and
changes in reflector materials over the course of long irradiatlon programs. Sometimes, the experimental
program itself leads to significant changes in displacement rate and gamma heating. For example, the U.S.
Breeder Reactor Materials Program in its buildup phase involved the progressive insertion of non-fueled
experiments in the central region of EBR-II, displacing some of the power generation and the associated
gammaheating toward the outer rows, thereby gradually lowering the temperature an_ _eutron Flux in each
]ubcapsu]e.: The total neutron exposures were measured and reported to the experimenters but the impact of
the f]ux displacement on temperature changes took much longer to be realized. Thus the temperature
assignments reported in many early papers had to De revised in later publications. #_ the irradiation
program oeaked and subassemblies were progressively removed, the gamma heating rate and neutron Flux again
_ncreased For the remaining experiments.

Changes in irradiation temperature in a given irradiation experiment can arise not oniy from changes in
gamma heating and thermal resistance but also from changes in coolant characteristics, often resulting from
the experiment itself. Both gradual and abrupt decreases in temperature have been shown to have pronounced
effects on neutron-induced microstructural evolution of stainless steels and thereby strongly enhance their
_oid swelling and irradiation creep behavior. ) ]n this group of studies it was shown that a slow]y falling
temperature, after irradiation had initially proceeded at higher temperatures, was a very effective way to
nucleate and grow the y_ (Ni_Si) phase. Formation of this s]uggishly growing phase has been identified as
a precursor to rapid swelling in 3]6 stainless steels.
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_he potential impact of both deliberate or unintentional changes _n _rradiation temperature depends not
only on the steel being studied, as well as the magnitude and direction of the temperature change, but also
,_nthe accumulated exposure when the change was initiated. Sometimes the effect rn _icrostructural
evolution _s small and sometimes _t _s very large.C "

_nfltlenCe.,lOf details of reactor history

Even ;n highly thermalized reactors operating at lower power levels or in high flux fast reactors with
_nherently lower gamma heating rates, it is possible that _ubstantial temperatur_ h4_tcr;!effects can
,!eve!opin response to apparently inconsequentialoperations, often without the Kncwle<lqeot the
experimenter. The root cause of many of these situations _s that most currently available reactors do not
nave as their primary responsibility the conduct of materlals-related experiments, ror _nstance, HFIR
e_Ists primarily to produce radioisotopes and the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) operates nrlmarily to Lest
+a_t reactor fuel assemblies. Most materials experiments operate in a parasitic mode and their
,'eml)rementscannot be used to dictate all aspects of operational procedure. Even more important, many
_eactor procedures are directed toward safety or economic conslderat_onswhich cannot he relaxed to
accommodate the needs of the experimenter.

C:_rinstance, reactor operators are often required to run reactivity feedback tests at a fraction of full
_,oweror to reduce the power level when off-normal conditions are detected. Reduction _n power or
termlnation of power can occur for a wide variety of reasons. For example, FFTF has experienced power
•nterruptions as a result of m_nor operator errors, large brush Fires in the vicinity and lightning strikes
.-inthe Pacific Northwest electrical distrlbution grid. HFIR has also experienced occasional shutdowns,
,_Dpeciallyduring the electrical storm season.

_n example of economic considerations having a strong impact on a _icrostructurail,-or_entedexperiment was
provided by Yoshida and co-workers, ....who compared the very different microstruotures ,:_evelopedin
irradiation of AISI 316 at 290=C in the Omega West Reactor and the 14 MeV Rotating Tarqet !leutronSource
(RTNS-II). The latter experiment was essentially a continuous _rradiation with independent temperature
_ontrol. but the Omega West Reactor was operated for a cost-effective s_ngle 8-hour shift each day, and a
da_ly ascent tc full power was required. This introduced repeated transients in atomlc,displacement rate
and, more important, temperature. Whereas the spectral effects comparison of He_nisch" on these same
coecimens was originally interpreted in terms of recoil spectra and the possible influence of displacement
rate at higher temperatures, it appears that temperature history actually played the ma]or role.

[yen in reactors operated For long continuous periods, there are often unrecognized effects of temperature
history. Kit]tan], Yoshida and coworkers were the First.researchers to spotlight t_e _Dact of temperature
nictory _;ring the early power-up stages and to clearly demonstrate experimentally the impact of such
hi_tory on microstrtlctu_alevolution.'_ "_;_''_ They showed that._ost of the mic_'ostructureobserved in
p_ssivelv operated experiments to relatively low fluences was actually nucleatee at lower temperatures
dc_r_ngti_epower-up phase. When compared in the same irradiation semlence with t£_eresults of active
"omperature-controlledirradiations, the microstructures obtained _n passive expert-opts were often found
to be very different. One quote of Kiritani of significance to later sections of tn_s paper is that "only
Le.,e__ipercent of exposure to neutrons at lower temperature was Found to reSUlt in ,)nehundred percent
;fference in the Final defect structures in some cases, wn_le _t causes only a _]_,_ntdifference in
_+hers. K_ritan_ also demonstrated that most researchers report the bare _n_u_: oT ,n/ormation

icnc:ernlegthe temperature history of their experiments, 4_th the _lic_t but _cve_entiv _ncorrect
_sumption that a completely isothermal history was involved.

The_-eare _everal ways to avoi_ or at ]east mlnlmize the problems def_ne_ bz K_r_ta_ ,:_r_ngthe power
_scent _tage. One method is to employ electrical heating to hrinc] t_e Leec_mens to te_{)erature prior to
:t_rtue. this was the solution employed by Kir_tani and coworkers _ _._FR. !n n_:,_er power reactors,
"owever. des]Qners are often reluctant to employ such heatinq, _ee_nQ ;t a_ unto: }abie. _;th the nearing
'_!_ possibly degrading at higher disaiacement levels. An alternate _pproacn _ to a_c:end to power as
:_u_cK]_as _ossible. rh_s latter method is often !im_ted by safety an_ll_e extension ,.onsiderations. For
:hort-i,,ed replaceaOle :ores, _uch a_ employed ,n HF!R. !_fe _<tens_on : _ues are '-or_ _-:nortantand
"_erefc,'erelative!z rapid ascents are employea. As shown ;'"Fig. 3. hi]R ,eached f_il _;ower_n -85
:_,,utes during an experiment designed to measure the gamma heati-g ieve). -h;s co,ros_n(:s to -0.003 dpa.
:_;;t on t_e averaqe most Dower ascent were accomplished _n -40 _)nutes ig. O014 dp_). !_e start-up procedure
'," HF!R _rrad_atlons na_ recently been modified to use D,_re peon or aruon as the t:ontro) _:d] during an
e,TenQed start-up in order to Keep the temperature as close to _ne operat_n_l temperature _s I)ossible.

]t ,_ _portant to note. however, tha.t HFIR undergoes core Feoiacement5 approximately e',erv t_enty-two days
"- -a_nta_n efficient production of ....Sf. (The high flux and Dower !evei _n HFIR burn out the Fuel in th_s
_r,ert oe,'_ogl. _hen unanticipated Dower outages during a core lifetime are adde_ tn_s "eans repeated
:e:zents and ascents in Dower during the lifetime of a nign fiuence experiment.

.L- the _evel of _equlatory scrutiny and emphasis on safety an_ startuD checks !ncreases, however, the
_zent to powe," t_mes have tended to _ecrease. _uring a six month perioa between HatCh and September I992
_ r ;_stance, the fourteen ascent to power times ,-anged from _0 _;nutes to 3.5 hours. "he longest period

• :ela,' _n ~ost ;:ases _nvol,ed _ .tart-LiD check at LC_ power.
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:;g. 3. Ascent to power history of the HFIR Target Nuclear Heating Experiment,

Zn larger cores, such as that of FFTF, the approach to power is typically on the order of 1-2 days. This
is done to assess the impact of new core loadings on reactor reactivity and to minimize thermal shock of

components as the temperature rises. In response to Kiritani's concerns, it was not possible to moJify the
Dower ascent procedure of FFTF but the operational procedure of the Materials Open'Test Assembly (MOTA) was
_odlfied, placing the temperature control system into operation at the earliest epportunity, instead of
,a_ting until the reactor approaches Full power. MOTA achieves temperature contro} to :5:C by measuring
the temperature of each canister and then modifylng__if necessary, the thermal resistance by choosing
,'arylng mixtures of helium and argon cooling gases. Purging w_th !00% he]iu_ d:_,_': reactor operation
leads to the lowest POSSible temperature in each canister.

S_nce the _nitia] studies of Kiritanl, Yoshida and their coworKers zn !MTR ar!:1 _]Fz. t Fas come to the
attentlon of the materials community that temperature history effects have occurred -_ ot_er reactors, both
luring _rrad!ation and upon shutdown. A series of recently observed examDies are _',en ,n the following
sections.

inf!uence of FFTF shutdown procedures

_,-radiations conducted using the MOTAin FFTF typically involve three one-hundred da/ irradiation
;eQuences, separated by controlled shutdowns and interim zero-power periods for f]ei rotation and other
•-a_ntenance operations. These segments are typically designated as subcycles such as ]Oa, lob and ]0c,
wnere Cycle tO is the designatlon for a particular 300 day cycle.

"here are # number of ways _n which the MOTAtemperatures anu FFTF sower can vary dur'ng an FFTF cycle
:_utdown. Various combinations that have occurred are as follows:

I Controlled reactor shutdown over a Period Of ?evera] hours; HOTA not he }um :)urqed.

2 Controlled reactor shutdown over a period of several hours; MOTAhelium _urqed before shutdown.

3) Reactor _crammed by dropping the rods: _.!OTAnot purged.

4) Reactor _crammed by runnlnq the control rods into the core over a Derloe o. einHtes: MOTAnot
Dur-qed,

5) Reactor power and flow reduced to 75% durinq a reactivity feedback measurement test. Followed by a
control]ed reactor shutdown over a period of several hours; MOTAnot purged.

Controlled shutdowns involve reducing the power level several percent at a time and then holding each new
Dower level for 20-25 minutes. This produces an approximate ramp-down In power wlth "stairstep" reductions
_n temperature occurring in the MOTAcanisters.
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The controlled shutdowns wlthout helium purging of .he ,,'_T#, (1) dnd (5) above, a_e the preferred m_thods
of shutdown. The procedures employed for MOTAoperation now require this kind of shutdown. The controlled
_nutdcwn of the reactor is used to minimize thermally-induced stresses i-_ piping, instrument trees and
,Jr_ve lines. Reactor scrams are permitted and sometimes required to demonstrate Fail-safe behavior, but
excessive numbers o c reactor scrams can reduce the plant :ire and are thus normally reserved for safety
considerations involving the termination or avoidance of off-normal behavior.

Purging the MOTAbefore a controlled shutdown, (2) above, was the policy on earlier MOTAs, and was used
primarily to obtain end-of-cycle helium purge data. Although this is no longer considered to be desirable,
this procedure was used as-recently as Cycle lOc. Reactor scrams occasionally occur during cyc]es, but an
FFTF cycle and MOTA irradiation sequence sometimes a]so end on a reactor scram, as was the case for MOTA-IG
and MOTA.2A, both conducted in FFTF Cycle }1c.

Sekimura and Ishino recently noted that Fe-15Cr-}6Ni and two Fe-I5Cr-}6Ni solute-modified alloys irradiated

to -30 dpa in MOTA-IF during FFTF Cycle 10 had develQ_ed many small di%Iocation loops at 520 and 600°C that
,Jere atypical of irradiation at such temperatures. :_'' Based on the loop size, density, and independence
of alloy composition, as shown in Fig. 4, Sekimura and !shino deduced thai these loops were formed at lower
temperatures at the end of the irradiation. Note that the density of the loops _s larger for the
specimens irradiated at 600°C than those irradiated at 520'C, a behavior which is also atypical of
isothermal irradiation. Specimens irradiated at 420'C did not exhibit the anomalous loop behavlor, As
ShOwn in Fig. 5, a comparable irradiation conducted in MOTA-2A did not e×hibit the anomalous loop formation
observed in HOTA-IF. In the first case MOTA-IF was purged with helium and then the reactor was reduced to
-5"_ power over a six hour per_cd. In the second case MOTAwas held in :ontroi and the reactor scrammed by
running in the rods, dropping Doth the neutron flux and temperature in severa! minutes. A full description
of the temperature history for both MOTAs is presented elsewhere.

As shown in Fig. 6, _imilar anoma]ous leoD formation was also observed in Fe-}5Cr-Z5}Ji-YP alloys irradiated
_n another subcapsule in MOTA-IF,' indicating that the observation of Sekimura and lsh_no was not an
e×ceptional case.

After helium ourging of MOTA-IF, six hours was required for the power level to be reduced from 1OO to 5%.
This was equivalent to 3 effective full-power-hours of neutron irradiation, during which an additional 0.02
dpa was accumulated. In the "600'C" capsule, there was an immediate drop of-llO°C upon helium purging,
followed by a much more gFadual decline over the next six hours. In the "520_C" capsule, the initial drop
was only -50'C, followed by a less rapid decline. These different temperature drops account in part for
_ne atypical behavior shown in Fig. 4, where more loops were formed at 600"C than at 520°C. Radiation-
_nduced microstructural densities are known to increase at lowe_ target irradiation temperatures, providing
_roater numbers of _nks for absorption of point defects produced durin(_ the shutdown period. Thus, the
tendency toward nucleation of new dislocation ioops decreases at lower target _emperatures. Based on the
• _o considerations of hiaher sink strength and _ower temperature drop unon _urq_r_:. : !_ qot surprising
:hat smal_ loops were absent a_ter ir,-_diat_on at ~420_f b_ Sekimu_a _,_q iLh][lO. _ ;:':tar observation was
_ade n the Fe-15Cr-ZSHi-ZP a_ioys irradiateo at _20 !: b. Game," a_d ::e:':e,_,er_.
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MOTA-IF MOTA-2A

MOTA Helium Purged Reactor Scrammed
Before Slow Shutdown at 36.1 dpa
at 40.5 dl)a

Fig. 5. Small loops Formed in Fe-15Cr-16Ni irradiated at 600°C in MOTA-]F, but not formed in MOTA-2A.19

"._

20% CW Annealed Annealed
<0.005P 0.013P 0.10P

Fig. 6. Anomalous loop production observed in three Fe-15Cr-Z5Ni-XPalloys after irradiation at 600"C to
31.8 dpa in FFTF Cycle ]0 using MOTA-IF. Increasing concentrationsof phosphorus in solution increase both
the precipitate and the loop production.:7
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Since helium purging was not involved at the end of CyCles IOA and lOB, it is expected that the influence
of temperature history in the first two cycles would be small since the -0.02 dpa irradiation during
shutdown proceeded at temperatures closer to the target temperature. It is also anticipated that any
accumulated lower temperature microstructure would quickly be dissolved at the beginning of the next
reactor subcycle. This also implies that final shut-down procedures may be more important than start-up
procedures or earlier shut-downs. It cannot be said for certain, however, that the intermittent nucleation
of this atypical microstructure did not have any consequence on cavity evolution. Sekimura and Ishino
noted that the short term accumulation of small loops during the three shutdown sequences of Cycle ]Oc may
or may not have influenced the void swelling or precipitation very much, but the addition of small loops at
the end of the last irradiation segment would strongly affect mechanical property measurements because of
their associated hardening.

Even a controlled reactor scram does not guarantee that the shutdown procedure will not influence the
microstructure, however. Fig. 7 shows the microstructure of 20% cold-worked Fe-]7Cr-16Ni irradiated to 36
dpa at 600"C in MOTA-2A.ze This sequence was terminated by a controlled scram. The temperature reached by
the specimens following the scram was 325'C, the normal preheat temperature from which power ascent begins.
The sodium temperature in FFTF is maintained at this temperature by a combination of coolant pump speed,
resistive heating and baffle control on the dump heat exchangers. One day after the scram these parameters
were adjusted to drop to the standby temperature of 210"C, at which MOTA resides for periods ranging from 2
to 29 days before being removed from FFTF.

Fig. 7. Stacking fault tetrahedra observed to form in cold-worked Fe-17Cr-16Ni following irradiation atz_
600"C to 36 dpa in FFTF Cycle ]I using MOTA-2A, (a) bright field and (b) dark field images.

During the 24-hour period at 325"C extensive formation of vacancy stacking fault tetrahedra developed in
this pure quaternary alloy as shown in Fig. 7. These tetrahedra probably arise from a vacancy
supersaturation resulting from the relatively quick drop in temperature. A greatly reduced and almost
overlooked density of tetrahedra was observed in a companion specimen irradiated in the annealed
condition.2_ The much larger swelling level (-20%) in the annealed steel provided extensive cavity sinks
for the vacancies that otherwise would agglomerate and form tetrahedra. Note in Fig. 7 that the few voids
observed in the cold-worked specimen appear to denude the adjacent regions of tetrahedra. As would be
expected, alloys containing significant levels of solutes did not form tetrahedra.

Power setbacks in ORR

Comparative irradiation studies were recently _onducted in the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) and

the Oak Ridge Research (ORR) reactor to study the influence of helium/dpa ratio and displacement ra_3on
the microstructural evolution of Fe-15Cr-XNi (X-10-45 wt%) and Fe-YCr-35Ni (Y=7.5, 15 and 22 wt%). As
shown in Fig. 8 there was an unprecedented refinement of the cavity microstructure in the ORR experiment
which was co_ducted at nickel-dependent helium/dpa levels ranging from Z7 to 58 appm/dpa. In EBR-II the

levels were 0.66 to ].2 appm/dpa. As shown in Fig. 9 one consequence _}fthis refinement was a substantial
difference in the radiation-induced hardening in the two irradiations.

When compared to the much less responsive behavior with helium content observed in the S_Ni isotope
tailoring experiment conducted in FFTF/MOTA,z5-2_it was decided to review the operational history of the
ORR experiment, which also has a low inlet tempereture and a relatively high gamma heating rate. It was
discovered in this review that there were indeed frequent and large reductions in power (designated as
"setbacks") throughout the irradiation history in response to various routine or non-routine operating
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tant]ngencies, examples of which are shown in
Tables I and If. The 600'C irradiation, for

1024 - MFE-4 Experimentin ORR instance, was _nterrupted by 237 cutbacks in
temperature during just one year of the three

400°C year experiment. Thus, 0.12 dpa of the 3.5

1.9nm 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.9, dpa accumulated that year was at temperature_
ip.---_¢ _ = well below 600'C. lhis is much larger than

10_3_2 _ _'9 the levels shown by the separate studies of
m __" Kiritani, Sekimura. Garner and their coworkers

5.5 3.4 500°C to praouce large densities of small loops.

_, 022 9.4 It is proposed that the frequent intermittentI - reductions _n temperature caused periodic and
C profuse production of small dislocation loops0
a 23nm known to be eff_icientnucleation sites for

>" 0_I 3_'L_25_ helium bubbles_ in this high He/dpa

experiment. Once formed, these bubbles are
> 1 - 23 395°Cm sessile and remain after the loop disappears
0 when the target temperature is re-established.

By this mechanism the cavity microstructure is
20 refined to an unprecedented extent, and the

10 AD-1 43 _ resultant cavity mi(:ostructure is completelyExI_i n_nt atypical of that attained in isothermal
in EBR-II 450oC 40 irradiation.

19 I I i I I [..... Impact of operationa] choices
10

20 30 40 50 Results of extensive void swell_ng studies

NJckel, wtO/o conducted on simple Fe-YCr-XNi ternary alloys
in FFTF/MOTA employing the early MOTA vehicles

rig. 8. Cavity densities observed in Fe-_5Cr-XNI alloys are now being analyzed..° One unusual feature
_rradiated in Ihe AD-] experiment in EBR-(I (9.5 to 11.3 of these results is that more swelling is

dpa_ and the MFE-4 experiment in ORR (]2.5 to ]4.3 dpa).2! observed at 600"C than at 520"C. This is in
Mean cavity sizes in nm are shown next to each data polnt, conflict with the resu!ts of identical studies

conducted in [BR-II.: :_ in the EBR-II

_ studies there was always a monotonic increase
25 _L_ 46 in the duration of the transient regime of

- _ swelling with increasing temperature,
5 especla!ly at higher n_ckel levels (_25% Ni).C_ • [] 0 [] (i_' There were also other _triking differences in
20 _ [] behavior observed between _pec_mens irradiated

800 - in the two reactors.

Since there was ample pr,_c_..ntestablished700- for temperature history e_fects when this

disparity was observed, t_e early MOTA

600 - temperature h!story was reviewed in detai_.
O. It was found that several _rolo_qed,

unannounced he! ium purqinq_ _f _'!OIAs IB and ]C
, MFE-4 "500 - had occurred. Th_s example demonstrates how

Or} the primary m_ss_on of _ re=ct_r _s sometimes
>" , in conflict wilt,the goals _f :_inor

400 - experiments. The necess_tv _ make such a
choice arese because th_ _:F_ous MOTAs also

O}
300 - contained large numbers of _as-_ressarized

s_ress-rupture LuDes ._i_siGnpdto fa_l during
> }rradiation, w_th each _n_)v_duai failure

< 200 - AD-1 detected by the re]ease and detection of a

I mixture of various }sotopes of xenon andkrypton tag gases. _ s_m_!ar but slightly
100 - different system was also _Jse_ to _entify

failure of individual fuel _ins i_ FFTF.

0 J I Since _he major m_ss_on of FFTF was te conduct
300 400 500 600 fuel pin evaluations, _he _dentification ofeach detected fuel p_n fail_re in the ear!/

stages of the FFTF program became the
Temperature,°C immediate and paramount objective of the

reactor operations staff. TO ensure that _o

_g, ? Comparison of yield s_rength changes of Fe-YCr- competing gas tag s_gnals occurred to_N_ a JoYs observed ip ORR and EBR-II as a function of
:r_adiatio_ temperature and nickel Loncentration in wt%._ interfere with easy _dentif_cation of the _.
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Table i. Setbacks recorded in the 6002 capsule of the MFE-4 experiment _n ORR during the first year.

....

Temperature Reached Number of Setbacks Total dDa durlng
(_C) setDacK

(xlO" dDa!.

50-100 1 1,7
100-150 I0 20.2
15o-2oo 6 21.7
200-250 8 J 61.3

250-300 6 I 37.5

300-350 18 I _01.2350-400 46 6237
400-450 77 _ 3897
450-500 20 } 458
500-550 45 759

Total . : .. 237 ., 11,894.6 = 0.12 dDa

Tab}e 2. Setbacks recorded in the 330'C capsule of the MFE-4 experiment during a six -onth period,

,,", , ,_ { :r, . ......

Temperature Reached , Number of Setbacks Total dpa during
setback

c C) i _:<I0 dDalI
I

/ 50-iGO _ 7 18.5
}00-150 I 3 10.1

_I I 36 5!r 150-200 3 .
200-250 j 12 3!5.5
250-300 ! 25 1506.

I
Total _ 50 i887.6 : 0.019 dDa

!caKing fuel p_r,,the decision was made to purge the MOTA with he]ium for 2-3 days at a time, lowering the
temperatures of all specimens substantia]ly, and thereby dlscour.ag_ngtme rupture of creep tubes in MOTA,
3F course, this lowered the temperature of all specimens _n the I.!OTA.

One of the most effective ways to nucleate voids in Fe-Cr-Ni at_steqlt_calloys at -,_an_e_peratures is to
_eve}oD d_s_ccation m_crostructures at the target temperature and then drop to !ower "emneratures where
.c_d nucleation's _ucn easler. Rad_at_on-_nduced segreaatlon an_ "e)_,_md_ffu_on a:o ::la'/roles in void
_ucleat_on and both of these _ncrease w_tn ,rradiation temperature. "_e cot resu;t _- "-at a stable void
Population beains to develop sooner at a target temperature of 600'C followlng a strc_ $e_oerature
•-_guctionthan _t does at 520'C.

_me oDerat_onai procedures Invoiv_nQ day-to-day maintenance of an ,m]_',,_dua;£xoerl_pn_ De reactor staff
-arty the ,'_sk of errors. One of the most significant eKamoles ;nvolves the _nadverte_t ;,,bst:tut_on by
eactor :taf_ of argon %r neI_um _n the DaCKUD gas supp}/ s,s_e_ f'_,_'OT_in. Tr_s cI t? a _evere
.,'er[emDeraturepvent of about one hour duration tha_ ComDromlced t_ _nteqr;'¢ of ,n_ eYper_ment.
.:._ecxal]Ythat Dor['CF,:_VO]'i'flg gas-ore_sur;zed creed tubes, sot _;crnt_ructura'iv-_,',entedexperiments
"h_3 excursion may nave Deem overlooked or _ncorDorated _qto t_e }nterpretat:on cf the eKDeriment. The
_,;ence of the overte_Derature was overshadowed, however. Dv the ],)_nt :ecIs_on ef "'e e,Der_menters and

-_c_or _taff %0 hel,um-ourae the MOTA_or _e rema)nder of [he reactor ,.,,c_e _r_r;q _!s time ali
":_eratures were at ewer _an 'areet .a}ues. _hen t_e resu!_: ,br t_e rOmDFO_lS_ e,r;e,!-ents were

-_ga,'e-1 w_th _o_nerma re_ea_ eY:e,"_ent_ conducted _ater. t '.._s ci_ar_/ t!;e _,wer "+_erature portion
r t_e ,-,ad_at_on that J:Cta:eC "re _'_al -_crostructure and -ecnan_lai --rooe,-t.es.

.... qCreaS'_q i , ;tr'_cen: _:cntrc.s tO'ha ap_i]ed to a}l reactcrs "_qce the Three _e [$_and and
-e,mob'Ti _:c'lents. 3_ e_er-'rcrea3_o r_umuer c,f react_;:t, _eedbac.k acq periodic _._fe'/ check _ are be!rig
-:at.toted at ai] ,-eaclo_s. '-!any of these test_ _n_oive _o_,, r_d_ct_cns that -a_ -,f_,erce the temperature
: -c,,_;ai ezo_r:_ent: ]_Ch "est: aiwav_ nave pr_Orlt, j_er the ""eeds of "_.c,ai exDer_menEs.

.... e_cat_s fr_,'±t2er_eqte,:

- e:oD a qreate r :ees_t.',,_t-_ to serene,a! _'?tor,/ effect: arc (.om-un,cate ofte_ .',_t_ _eac_or staff to

_e:'z" a_: e._DeF*-e_,_t "i "'_Cq, rl "_-Der_t.;r9 :] feCal. _n] ,ze dit.e "c-:e"at.;;: ,?ntF:] ,[ :oss]ble.
"'_"-'" "_ " ;'S'_T "." "_= t_?""OCr;gD e£ "_ iota: .
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3. Avoid irradiating during periods of off-normal reactor testing. Gtherw_se, design the experiment to be
removed from the reactor for these periods.

_. Modify the temperature control of the experiment to minimize the effect of reduced power operation.

5. Develop contingency plans with reactor staff for foreseeable contingencies invnlving power variations
and interruptions.

6. Design individual experiments such that temperature history is not the dominant variable, assessing
other variables in side-by-side irradiations.

Discussion and conclusions

As the radiation damage scientific community has become more aware of the many factors that influence the
evolution of radiation-induced microstructure, the impact of the details of temperature history has assumed
a larger role, especially for experiments where relatively low levels of total exposure are used to study
the effects of neutron spectra or damage rate. There is also some concern that repeated transients in
temperature over the lifetime of an irradiation experiment will yield a microstructure at high fluence that
is atypical of that produced during completely isothermal operation. It should also be noted that many
published theoretical explanations of the temperature dependence of nucleation of microstructural
components do not in general include the influence of the kinds of temperature history discussed in this
paper. Thus, the material parameters derived in these exDeriments, espec_ally energies of formation,
_igration and binding of point defects, may have been strongly affected by the small increments of
_rradiatlon at lower temperatures.

While it appears that low temperature m_crostructure produced at low fluence levels will tend to dissolve
at higher temperatures and higher fluences, several examples have been presented in this paper where
_}gnificant microstructural alteration persisted. This was shown to be especially important when high
rates of helium generation were involved.

The extensive high fluence data base on dimensional instabilities and mechanical properties that were
generated in the reactors discussed in this paper is not necessarily invalidated by anomalies related _o
temperature history. When such data are applied in design situations similar to those in which the data
were derived, the impact of unavoidable transients becomes in most cases a relatively minor facet of the
irradiation environment, but one that is typical of the actual history of an irradiated material. When
data are derived in one reactor environment, however, but then applied te another environment where the
neutron spectra and reactor environment (displacement rate and temperature hlstory) are significantly
d'fferent, then allowance must be made to account for the impact of hi_ry-relate_ p'_enomena.

;UIURE wORK

This effort is complete.
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NEUTRON-INDUCED SWELLING OF PURE NICKEL AND NICKEL BINARY ALLOYS - F. A. Garner (Pacific Northwest
Laboratory)a

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to provide insight on the factors which control the microstructural
evolution of irradiated metals.

SUMMARY

The second and last phase of the EBR-II AA-14 experiment confirms many of the trends observed in Phase I of
the experiment. Phase I reached I2 to 14 dpa for pure nickel and nickel-binary alloys at 425, 500 and
600"C. Phase II reached 31.1 to 31.8 dpa at the same temperatures.

Annealed nickel exhibits a strongly temperature-dependenttendency toward saturation of void swelling.
This tendency is reduced by cold-working and thus swelling is increased initially by cold-working, but
this does not preclude attainment of saturation. Ni-SAl in the annealed condition continues to swell in
the ]2-31 dpa interval, but swelling is suppressed somewhat by cold-working. Aging of the cold-worked
material tends to restore the swelling to levels near that of the annealed alloy. The suppression in
swelling observed in Ni-SSi and Ni-8Si at ]2-14 dpa is Dreserved to -31 dpa.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

In several earlier reports, the results of Phase I of the AA-]4 fusion materials experiment in EBR-II were
presented for pure nickel (99.gg9%), Ni-SSi,
Ni-SSi and Ni-SAl, all in atomic percent1,2.
In the first phase at I2-14 dpa, pure n|ckel
tended to exhibit an eventual collapse in
dislocation density that caused a saturation

7 in swelling. As shown in Figure I, the
_Cold-Worked strong temperature dependence of swelling in

- mndAgl_:l(6_°C annealed material at this dose level was not

observed in cold-worked or cold-worked and

6 - aged specimens. Dislocation networks induced
by cold-working resist the tendency toward

- collapse of the dislocatior_density, a

5 - ld-Wo_klN:l * process which is strongly dependent ontemperature.

S_#ND|I_ It was also shown that addition of 5 atomic
4 - percent of either silicon or aluminum caused

% substantial reductions in swelling, but
_ increasing silicon from 5 to 8 atomic percent

led to a reversal in swelling behavior,

A_SoI_lor _ increasing it somewhat (Figures 2 and 3).
3 - at

Collapse of the dislocation population was
- 10Mlnut_ _ not observed in any of the three binary

alloys at any irradiation temperature2.
2 -

, The second and last phase of the AA-I4
- 9iB,_5%Nlckel experiment reached 31.1 and 31.8 dpa in EBR-

II and has now been examined using immersion
0 I I density measurement. Whereas the phase I
400 500 600 portion of the experiment involved three

Teml_rlnum,°C starting conditions for each alloy (annealed
975'C/10 min/WQ, 30% cold-worked, and 30%
cold-worked and aged 650"C/I0 hr/WQ), phase
II contained only two conditions for each

Fig. i. Swelling Qbserved for three starting states of pure alloy. The cold-worked and aged condition of
nickel in Phase I{H. Data points marked with stars denote pure nickel and the cold-worked condition of
swelling at 12 dpa. All other data measured at 14 dpa. the binary alloys were not included in the

phase II irradiation experiment.

_Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Fig. 2. The influence of aluminum, thermomechanical starting condition, and irradiation temperature on the
swelling of nickel at 12 - 14 dpa in Phase I.
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Fig. 3, The influence of silicon level, thermomechanical starting condition, and irradiation temperature
on the swelling of Ni-Si alloys at 12-I4 dpa in Phase I.

[,<per_mental Details

The specimens were irradiated in the form of 3 mmdiameter microscopy disks of -0.25 mm thickness and were
in contact with the reactor sodium coolant at temperatures of 425, 500 and 600"C in Phase I. During Phase
?, however, the 500'C specimens were irradiated at 550'C. No changes in temperature occurred for the 425
_n(] 600°C specimens. Post-irradiation changes in density were determined using an automated immersion
density technique known to be accurate to +_0,16% swelling.

mesults and Discussion

The density change data for both phase I and phase II are listed in Table I. Figure 4 shows that the
;welling oF annealed nickel indeed appears to saturate at 600_C and that the tendency toward saturation is
_ielayed by cold-working, especially at higher irradiation temperatures. At the lower ;rradiation
temperatures there is almost no effect of ce!d-working, however.
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Table I. Swelling Obser_'ed in Phases 1 and 11 of the AA.14 Experiment

,, " ,_ , ...... i ' : = ........ , .......

ALLOY TEMPERATURE DOSE SWELLING %

'C _pa SA I CW I _WA I

I I I I ill IIIIIIII IIIHIII I

Ni 425 t4 0 570 6.01 6

hb 425 31.1 7 48 9 14

Ni 5(X3 140 3.T3 5,M 5 B,3........

Ni 5(X)-550 318 5.30 ....

Ni 600 12 0-t4.0 1 39"* 4 76"" 5 00.....

Ni 600 31.8 2.24 7 43 ---
......

Ni.5._ 425 14 0 2.88 021 ---
, ,

N_-SAJ 425 31.1 6 92 -- 5 63
,,,

Ni._ 500 14.0 1 _ -0.3(5 ....
...................

Ni-GAJ 500-550 31.8 4 _,_ _ 4 05, ,

NJ-5_ 600 14.0 _ -.0.39

Ni.SAJ 600 ......... 3,1.8 0.86 , _ 0 30

N=.5S_ 425 14.0 -0 46 -0 11 0 06

Ni, SSi 425 31.1 -0._ .-- 0 28
.... ,

Ni.5_ 500 140 -041 0,12 0 10.....

Ni-5_ 500-550 31 8 -0.21 .... ' 42......

Nl-5Si 600 _2 0-.14 0 .0 22.'" -'- } -O 12

Ni, 5,_ 6(X) 31 006 .... _: 1,5
,, ....... _

Ni-8,_ 425 14 0 0 87 0 84 -: 06

Ni-8,._ 425 31 't ..... [_ 3 17

Ni4_,S_ _ 140 _ 23 078 =J _2
................. f/

Ni..8,Si 500-550 31 8 _ I : 5;

NI-SSf _O0 *,2 0-14., 0 1 13"" '3 .o0 ,. :: 37

I S.-\, CW, CWA = '_oiutmn annealed, cold w(_rkcd, and cold _,orkcd ::.,_d =:cd,
respectively.

as shown in Figure 5, Ni-SAI swells less than pure nickel but continues to swell in the 12 to 31 dpa
interval without hint of saturation. The behavior observed vs. temperature and dpa level in this rather
limited experiment is consistent with the behavior observed in a more comprehensive experiment on Ni-AI
a]loys;. Whereas cold-working suppresses the swelling of Ni-5AI somewhat, aging at 650"C restores the
_welling to levels close to those observed in annealed specimens.

The addition of 5% silicon to nickel is more effective in reducing swe]ling than is 5% a]uminum, but unlike
the effect of aluminum, the swelling suppression by silicon appears to be maintained in the ]2-3] dpa
interval at all three irradiation temperatures. While the specimen matrix is rather sparce for Ni-8SJ, it
appears that swelling in general is larger than for Ni-5Si. This was the behavior observed in phase 1, and
_[ a_pears that swelling of Ni-8Si increases slowly with increasing neutron exposure in the ]2-3] dpa
_-_tervai.
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Fig. 4. Influence of displacement level, Fig. S. Swelling of Ni-5AI in phases I and II.
temperature and cold-work on the tendency toward
saturation in pure nickel.

Expected Achievements In the Next Reporting Period

The microstructural origins of the observed changes in density will be examined in a joint study with S.
Ohnuki of Hokkaido University.
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DEFECT PRODUCTION IN IRRADIATED METALS - H. L. Heinisch (Pacific Northwest

Laboratory a)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to determine the specmd depe_,dence of defect prt_luction and
microstructure evolution under neutron irradiation.

SUMMARY

Our knowledge of the processes involved in creating defects during c_t,+cade-prt_lucing irradiations is
reviewed. Molecular dynamics simulations within the p_Lstfew years have led to an understanding of
the creation and survivld of point defects in the critical first picoseconds of the cascade process, through
the quenching of the therm_d spike. The concept that 'Treely migrating defecls" arise only from isolated
Frenkel pairs produced in a cascade is critically discussed.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Any models or theories that describe the effects of radiation d_unage on a material should have as their
basis a quantitative description of the production of the defects that cause microstructural ch_mgcs.
When a single radiation event occurs, a distribution of single point defects and clusters of point defects
is produced in the iocld region where the displacement energy was deposited. This distribution evolves
with time and can interact in vlu'ious ways with the existing microstructure or with defects prt_uced
elsewhere in the materi_d. In general, two types of defects are produced: relatively mobile defects _md

relatively immobile defects. The mobile defects are single point defects and small clusters. They can
interact among themselves, annihilating or clustering, interact with immobile clusters tonned in the sltme
event, or migrate throughout the material until they interact witli tl_e existing microstructure or defects
from other events. The immobile clusters can collapse to dishx:ation loops, becoming part of the

dislocation structure of the materi_d, hnmobile clusters are sinks for mobile defects, or, depending on
the temperature, they can contribute to the mobile defect population through thermal decomposition.
Evidence _dso exists that smaU, glissile self-interstiti_d loops can form under damage conditions, gliding
in one dimension _.

The production rate of the mobile or "freely migrating defects" is not a directly measuntble quantity. It
must be inferred from measurements of the observable effects produced by the freely migrating defects,
its interpreted through some model that relates defect production to changes in observable properties.
Thus, one must have a clear idea of the processes and mechams,,.+, involved in order to extract the
correct quantitative information from the _m_dysis of the experiments. In particular, it is necessary to
start with the correct definition of "freely migrating defects" as a function of the irradiation plu'ameters

(time, temperature, flux [md materi_d properties). It is helpful to review the defect production process.

'Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memori_d
Institute under Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
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Defect Production

In the l'u'st step, the irradiating p_u'ticles impart their energy to the atoms of the materi_d. The reslx_nse
of the material to irradiating particles can be described in terms of a primary recoil atom spectrum, It,_
long as the prim_u'y recoils _u'esufficiently separated in space or time from each other (ira exception, lor
ex_unple, is when heavy ions deposit energy with much higher density them can be achieved by recoil
atoms of the materi_d---in essence, the cascades originate simultlmeously from nearly adjacent lattice

sites and overlap). D_unage by neutrons lind many ions (especildly self-ions) can be addressed in terms
of energetic recoil atoms.

The dissipation of recoil energy tx:curs in four definable phases relev_mt to the prtMuction and
disposition of lattice defects: the coliision_d phase, the thermal spike phase, the quenching ph_t,_elind
the imne,'ding phase.

Coilisional Phase

In the collisional phase a primlu'y recoil atom initiates a c_tscade of displacive collisions that continues
until no atom contains enough energy to create further displacements. The creation of displaced atoms
at this stage is conceptually similar to the Kinchin-Pease "_untxlel for the creation of displaced atoms that
forms the basis for c_dculations of "displacements per atom" (dpa), a commonly used exposure

panuneter. The "modified Kinchin-Pease" expression of Norgett, Robinson _md Torrens ' is the
recognized st_md_u'dfl_r dpa calculations, viz.

n(T) = 0.gT/2E d ,

where T is the recoil d_unage energy, Ea is the displacement energy and the fitctor 0.8 is the
"displacement efficiency factor," (the displacement efficiency factor is a correction to the originld hard-

sphere scattering model assumed by Kinchin _md Pease that accounts for somewhat fewer displacements
obtained when using unore realistic scattering potentilds 4. It is descriptive of the collisionld phlt,_e _md
does not include _my information on subsequent behavior of displaced atoms, such its recombination.
This should not be confused or combined with other defect production efficiency factors.) A bldlistic

effect that tx:curs during the collision_d phase is the replacement collision sequence (RCS), which can
result in extended vacancy-self-interstitild atom scp_u'ations. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
energetic collision c,'tscades _ show that the collisional phlt,;e I_t,_tsup to a few times 1()__ s, depending on

the recoil energy.

Thermal Spike Phase

During the collisionld phase, the thermal spike phIu,_eis _dso beginning, its the energy in the ca.,_cadc is
shared iunong nnlmy atoms through lower energy collisions in a ltx:idizcd region of high energy density.
Molecul_u" dyn:unics simulations show that, at recoil energies abevc a few keV, a molten zone is created

that exhibits liquid-like prt_perties". Outside the nnolten zone are displaced atoms, mostly at the end of
RCSs. The RCSs propagate supersonic_dly and, therelbre, itrc at the periphery of the cascade region
before the nnolten zone fully develops, which takes about 1 pS 7. During the thenn_d spike phase, the
identity of defects within the molten zt,ne is largely lost, but the defects outside the molten zone (mostly
displaced atoms at the ends of RCSs) retain their identity. The displaced atoms become self-interstitial
atoms (SIA). Molecul_u" dynlunics simulations indicate that el_tstic intentctions lead to clustering of
SIAs outside the molten zone _.
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Quenchin_ Phase

The quenching phase begins as the spike energy is dissipated to the rest of the material. During this
time the molten zone returns to a condensed state containing a distribution of wlcancies within it. MD
simulations have even shown the formation of small vacancy loops during quenching _. The therm_d

spike forms and is quenched within a few picoseconds, depending on the cascade energy _md energy
tr,'msport properties of the material. In generld, after quenching, the vacancy-type defects tend to occupy
the center of the defect configuration lind ,are somewhat more closely spaced than the surrounding
interstitial-type defects.

Annealinz Ph,_e

After the quenching phase, further reammgement and intentction of the remaining defects take place by
normal, thennldly-activated diffusion of mobile defects (single point defects, smldl clusters, and,
depending on the temperature, mobile defects resulting from dissolution of clusters). During this
anne_ding phase, some of the mobile defects escape annihilation or clustering within the cIL,_caderegion,
becoming the "freely migrating defects" that elm migrate away from the cluscade region and interact with
other elements of the microstructure.

Computer simulations of the annealing phase in Cu cascades (allowing no cluster dissolution) showed
that at least 10% of the SIAs remaining after the quenching phase escaped the cascade region TM, even
when the simulation wits performed using extreme clustering of SIAs during the quenching phluse. The
SIAs escape because they tend to lie at the periphery of the c_uscade defect distribution. A smldler
fraction of vacancies escape because their relatively closer proximity near the center of the cll.,;cade
defect distribution leads to greater probability of clustering lunong themselves.

Cascade Energy Dependence

The creation ,and disposition of defects during Idl the phases of clt,;cade development depend on the
cascade energy, materild parameters ,and the temperature. At any energy, the initial arrimgement of

defects produced (during the coUisional phase) is determined largely by bldlistic processes such It,_
RCSs. The self-interstitial atoms tend to be at the periphery of the cascade defect distribution at all
energies, and some fraction of the mobile SIAs will _dways tend to escape. At very low energies, up to
several hundred eV, where only a few defects pairs lu'e produced, most of the surviving defects will bc
free to migrate from the cascade site. With increasing clt,_cade energy, the surface-to-volume ratio of

the defect distribution decre_uses, ,and a decreasing fraction of SIAs will escape rather than cluster or
annihilate, tending towlu'd a constant vldue at the threshold energy for formation of subc_u,_cades.

A minimum cascade energy is required for formation of a thermal spike. They do not form in cascades
with energies less than about 1 kev in Cu (reduced energy 0.003) 9. When a spike occurs, SIAs within
the molten zone disappelu', _md during quenching, vacancies lu'e formed, equal in number to the
displaced atoms remaining outside the molten zone. With incre_using energy the molten zones become

larger, so they quench more slowly. Thus, vac_mcy clustering is more likely in higher energy cascades
because the vacancies have a longer time to interact. However, even the htrgest molten zones quench
within a few tens of lattice vibrations, so formation of large clusters or collapse to loops is not assured.
The maximum melt zone size is achieved at energies where subc_uscades tonn.

Materi,'d Properties

The physic_d properties of a material clm affect the iunount and type of defect production in ca.,_cades.

Molecular dyn_unics simulations comparing cascades in Cu and Ni, which have significantly different
melting points _z have shown that the slower quenching in Cu leads to greater clustering of vacancies
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_md greater ch,'mces for collapse to loops than in Ni. Contributions of electron-phonon coupling, which
do not appear to be signific_mt in Cu, may be imporumt in other materbds 9.

Effects of Temperature

Higher temperatures may result in somewhat shorter RCSs during the collision_d phase _md in somewhat
h'u'ger molten zones during the thenn,'d spike phase. Since only the SIAs outside the molten zone
survive, the net result could be a decrease in toted defect prtxluction at higher temperatures. Higher
temperatures ,also me_m slower quenching, which increases the opportunities tbr clustering of vat,reties.

At temperatures where vaclmcy clusters m'e therm_dly unstable, (small) vacancy clusters will not readily
fonn during the quenching _md _mnealing stages. Instead, mobile vacancies will diffuse from the center

of the cascade. Some will _mnihilate at the surrounding interstitial clusters, and some will escape the
cascade. Results of a simple diffusion model _2show that a significant fraction of vacancies c_m escape
from a cascade in this way.

Freely Migrating Defects

In a letter to the editor of the Journid of Nuclear Materi,'ds Naundorf suggests that the origin of freely
migrating defects in ion lind neutron irradiated met_ds is free single Frenkel pairs produced by "low
recoil energies transferred by the primary collisions. '"3 As evidence for this assertion, a simple
cldculation wits performed in which the number of single Frenkel pairs produced was found to be
consistent with the very low efficiencies of tTee defect production extracted from diffusion

experiments _'*_7. The cldculation was performed using a Kinchin-Pease displacement model including _m
exponenti_d distribution of seplwations between primary collisions. It was assumed that a free Frenkel
pair was prtxluced if the energy transfer to the atoms was less than 2.5 times the displacement energy

(to create just one Frenkel pair) and if the distance between two consecutive collisions was larger them
the spont_meous recombination volume (so the Frenkel pairs would neither recombine nor cluster).

Calculations were made for the same systems on which diffusion experiments have been performed, and
the c_dculated fractions of freely migrating defects were compared with the experimental values,
showing the s_une trend as the experiments.

The c_dculations _u'e essentially _m an_dytical approximation describing the collisional phase of a cascade.
The actual spatial distribution of the collisions is not represented. The thermal spike, quenching and
anne_ding phases _u'ecompletely ignored. The four-phase description of defect production in cascades
outlined above is well-suplx_rted by hundreds of MD cascade simulations, as well _t,_binary collision
studies and anne_ding simulations. It is clear that Naundorf's c_dculation is not relevant to the
production of defects in cascades.

The diffusion experiments to which the Naundorf cldculations are compared are good experiments
c_u'efully performed. Untortunately, the interpretation of their results hits not been done in light of our
knowledge of defect production in cascades. It would be interesting to reinterpret the results of these
wduable experiments using a more physically-based description of the defect production.
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS CALCULATIONS OF DEFECT ENERGETICS IN [3-

SiC* -- Hanchen Huang, Anter E1-Azab, and Nasr Ghoniem (Mechanical, Aerospace and

Nuclear Engineering Department,University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1597, USA)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the present work is to establish a data base for defect formation and

migration energies in SiC. Experimental and theoretical studies of microstructure evolution will rely on

this data base.

SUMMARY

The Molecular Dynamics (MD) method is used to calculate defect energetics in 13-silicon

carbide. Many-body interaction effects in this covalent material are accounted for by using a hybrid of

two-body and three-body potentials. Calculated bulk properties of 13-SICbased on this potential are in

agreement with experimental data to within 17%. A micro-crystal is constructed to represent the

computational cell and external forces are applied to the micro-crystal so that it behaves as a part of an

infinite medium. The potential energy for the unperturbed computational cell is first calculated. The cell

is then set at a defect configuration and relaxed, and the potential energy of the relaxed cell is calculated.

The difference between the potential energy of the unperturbed cell and that of the defect-containing cell

is used to calculate the formation and binding energies of point defects, defect clusters and helium-

vacancy clusters in SiC.

PPROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Defect energetics incovalent materials have not yet been studied by the Molecular Dynamics

(MD) simulation technique. Several approximate calculations were performed for vacancy formation

* Work supportedby the Office of FusionEnergy, US DOE under grant DE-FG03-91ER54115
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energies[l-6] in germanium, diamond, silicon, and silicon-carbide. These studies can be classified into

two categories. The first one[1,2,3] employed a Morse-type potential and made several approximations

about the relaxation of atoms neighboring a vacancy. The shortcomings of this approach are: (1) it does

not fully relax the defected lattice, and (2) it does not consider surface distortion associated with forming

a vacancy. The second approach[4,5,6] considered the electronic slructure of a defected lattice and omitted

lattice relaxation. Since a defected lattice does relax, this approach shouldn't be able to give reasonable

results. Surprisingly, results of both approaches are in good agreement with experimental data.

In our numerical simulations, an empirically-calibrated potential function for Si and SIC[8]

is used. Many-body effects are taken into account by employing a phenomenological three-body

potential. The bulk and cluster properties calculated using this potential function agree with

experimental data to within 17%. An important process to consider is surface distortion of the crystal

when a vacancy or a vacancy cluster is formed. When an atom is put on a surface of a crystal, some

bonds will be formed. Meanwhile, there will also be surface distortion. This process is demonstrated in

figures (1) and (2).
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Fig 1. Crystal configuration Fig 2. Crystal configuration

before surface distortion after surface distortion

MD Simulation

The Molecular Dynamics simulation method is well established. Several numerical

algorithms have been used to solve Newtonian mechanics equations. Calibrating interatomic potential
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functions and constructing a representative computational cell are generally the two main considerations

when the technique is applied to a class of problems.

Newtonian Mechanics

According to Newtonian mechanics, a particle of given initial position and velocity can be

tracked if the potential or force acting on it is known. In solid crystal, an empirical potential form

describing interactions of lattice atoms is required for solution of the equations of motion. Theoretically

speaking, one can trackall lattice atoms in a solid crystal. In practice, however, this is not feasible and a

cutoff distance for atom interactions is always used. The coupled equations of motion for an atom i are

given by:

dr--L= vi
dt

(1)

dvi Fi(_l'r2' ...... 'r") i 1,2,... n•=-,, ,..,. **°,

dt m i

with ri(0) and vi(0) given.

For a conservative foLce, Fi(rl,r2, ...... ,r,)=-_'_i(rl,r2 , ...... ,_,). For boundary

d_

atoms, additional forces, _t--dT, will also be included. Here, ri and vi are space and velocity coordinate

vectors of the i-th atom, and Oi(rl ,r2, ...... ,_, ) is the potential energy of the i-th particle.

Interatomic Potentials in Silicon Carbide

Two-body potentials have been widely used for metals[9]. When one considers a covalent

material (e.g. SiC) short range interactions become important. A many-body potential appropriate for

this purpose has been developed by Born and Opperheimer[7], and the potential is given in the form:
1 1

...... i_tj j#i k_j_i

(2)
1

+......+- v
!1! i,,....*,
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To make this many-body potential usable in practice, Pearson et al[8] truncated the

expansion up to the three-body level. For SiC, they combined Lennard-Jones two-body potential[9] and

Axilrod-Teller three body potential[10] in the form:

e --o= _ - m --° (3)
m - n rij rij

rijr_r_ (4)

Where the energy parameters (e, Z) and the two-body structure parameters (m, n, Ro) were determined to

give the best fit to experimental data for bulk solid and atomic clusters (e.g. bonding energies and bond

length). For SiC, Pearson et al give[81:

(m, n) value: (12, 6)

e value(eV): (Si-Si)=2.817, (Si-C)=3.895, (C-C)=5.437

Ro value(._): (Si-Si)=2.2951, (Si-C)=1.7400, (C-C)=1.4806

Z value(eV/]k):(Si-Si-Si)=3484.0, (Si-Si-C)=698.2, (Si-C-C)=261.8, (C-C-C)=167.3

Interatomic Potentials in He-C and H¢-Si Systems

Interaction between closed shell atoms is dominated by Van der Waals mechanism. Using a

perturbation method, Slater et al[l 1] calculated the interatomic potential between two helium atoms.

Their calculated result of polarizability is close to that measured experimentally, and their potential

function is given by:
0.91

Vm_ac = r6 eV (5)

¢v3/4rv3/4
It is also shown by Slater et all1 I] that the potential is proportional to ,,._ "."2 , where a

denotes the polarizability, while the subscripts represent interacting particles. The polarizability data for

silicon or carbon atoms is not available. Since the electronic structure of carbon is intermediate between

helium and neon, while that of silicon is intermediate between neon and argon, as a first order

approximation, the polarizability of carbon is taken as an average for that for helium and neon.

Likewise, the polarizability of silicon is taken as an average for that for neon and argon. The

polarizabilities for silicon and carbon can therefore be written as:
1

asi= (a.o+a^,) (6)
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I
ac:-z(a.,+ct.:) (7)

2;

According to Slater et al[l 1], _He,0[Ne,and tXArare 0.39x10 -24cm "3, 1.65x10"24cm-3,and

2.50x 10-24cm-3, respectively, lnteratomic potentials between helium and carbon and that between

helium and silicon can then be derived from the helium-helium interatomic potential. They can be

eXIYlV.SSed as:

V.,,_c = -- V.._.. (8)
ka.o/
/, ,,_3/4

VHe_Si = [ 0f'si ] VHe_H e (9)
k Of'He ,/

Using Lennard-Jones potential to account for the intrinsic repulsive interaction, we can write

the total interatomic potential between helium and carbon or that between helium and silicon as:

V= 6_--_2- 12 rS )

Where r0 is equilibrium interatomic distance, which is approximated as the sum of atomic radius of the

interacting atoms. When bonds are formed, the atomic radii of helium, carbon, and silicon are 0.93 ,_,

0.77 ,_, and 1.11 ,_, respectively[12]. On this basis, ¢ is calculated to be 2.07x10"2eV and 2.46x10 2

eV for helium-silicon and helium-carbon interaction, respectively.

Construction of a Computational Cell

A computational cell is surrounded by boundary atoms, whose thickness is larger than

effective range of interactions in the crystal. The boundary consists of a hybrid of fixed and flexible

atoms. Due to the cutoff of interatomic interactions, a net force on an atom in a perfect crystal is not

zero. External forces are applied to the lattice atoms to balance these forces. A vacancy is created by

moving an inner lattice atom to the surface of the crystal. A vacancy cluster is created by moving

several neighboring atoms to surfaces of the crystal. These atoms are located far away from each other

on surfaces, so that mutal interactions do not take place. An antisite defect is formed by replacing a

silicon (or carbon) atom by a carbon (or silicon) atom. A cavity consisting of a vacancy and a helium

atom is formed by: (1) creating a vacancy, and (2) filling the vacancy by a helium atom. In each case,

the defected lattice is relaxed to its equilibrium state.
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Fig 3. View of thecomputationalcell from (100) direction.The largerspheresrepresent

silicon atoms, while the smaller ones representcarbonatoms. Boundary atoms

and inneratoms areseparatedby solid lines.

A computer code for solving these coupled equations was developed at UCLA[13]. The

standard Leap-frog numericalmethod was used in solving the coupled differential equations. In the

simulationprocess, a velocity componentis quenched to zero wheneverit is in the opposite directionto

the correspondingaccelerationcomponent. Figure(3) shows a typicalcomputationalcell for SiC.

Defect Energetics

A self-diffusion process is controlled by its activation energy. If vacancy diffusion is the

operating mechanism, the activation energy can be divided into: (1) vacancy formation energy, and (2)

atom migration energy.

Defect FormationEner_s

The vacancy formation energy consists of several parts. In covalent materials, several bonds

are broken when an atom is moved away from its lattice position. The potential energy of the crystal

increases by AE. Relaxation of surrounding atoms decreases the potential energy of the cell by E'_.
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The relaxationof lattice atoms surroundinga silicon single vacancy is shown in figure (4). Relaxation

of near_t neighborsto a silicon vacancyand andthose to a carbonvacancyarecomparedin figure(5)
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Fig 4. Relaxation of lattice atoms around a silicon vacancy. Length

of the lines corresponds to magnitude of the relaxation.

0 0
(a) (b)

Fig 5. Relaxationof thenearestneighbors:(a) arounda silicon vacancy, (b) arounda carbon

vacancy. The largerspheresare silicon atoms andthe smallerones arecarbon atoms.
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1

When an atom is placed on a surface of the crystal, half of the bond energy, _I3D, is

restored. Meanwhile, distortion of the surface near this atom increases the potential energy of the cell by

1 E
_- _. The formation energy of a single vacancy is therefore given by:

Ely(l) = AE- E'_-I_D + 1E_ (11)

Similarly, the formation energy of a vacancy cluster is given by:

Ef(n)=AE_E, __ 1 1(_-13D- _-E_) (12)
j=l

When a lattice atom (say Si in SiC) is replaced by an atom of the other type (say C),

potential energy of the crystal increases by AE. Relaxation of the surrounding atoms decreases the

potential energy of the crystal by E'r_. Formation energy of an antisite defect is given by:

E f, = AE - E'_ (13)

Where B is coordination number of the crystal, D is bonding energy, 13Dequals AE in forming a single

vacancy, E_ is the relaxation energy of lattice atoms surrounding a single vacancy, and E'_ is the

relaxation energy of lattice atoms surrounding the given defect. The formation energy of a gas filled

vacancy is calculated in the same way as for a single vacancy. The only difference is that a helium atom

is placed at the vacant lattice point before the crystal is relaxed.

Binding energies of a vacancy in a vacancy cluster of n vacancies can be calculated by:

Evb = Ely(n) - E_.(n- 1) (14)

Where the cluster of (n-I) vacancies has one less vacancy (Si or C depending on which vacancy type is

being considered) than the cluster of n vacancies.

Defect MigrationEaergie_

Self-atom migration energy can be deduced from thermal diffusion data if the atom migrates

through vacancies. The migration energy is the difference between the thermal activation energy and the

vacancy formation energy. For SiC, the thermal diffusion data has been documented by Ghoshtagore et

all14], Hong et a1[15,16] and Hon et al[17,18]. Experimental data and theoretical simulation results

will be combined to give the defect migration energies. The thermal diffusion data for 13-SIC,given by
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Honet a1[17,18],are listed in table 1. For comparison,thermaldiffusiondata fora-SiC, given by Hong

et al[15,16], are appendedto table 1.

A vacancy diffusion mechanismis stronglysuggested by the experimental data[14.18]. It is

found that acceptor dopants always occupy Si-sites[19,20]. Hong et al[15,16] found that n-doping

increasesSi diffusivity and decreasesC diffusivity. These resultsimply that Si atom diffuses throughSi

vacancies while C atom diffuses through C vacancies. Based on these experimental evidences, we can

divide the measuredactivation energyof Si into two parts. The first is the formation energyof the Si

vacancy, and the second is the migrationenergyof the Si atom.Similar argumentsapplyto C.

TABLE 1: Diffusion Data for
Point Defects in SiC

Sample Diffusion T-Range(K) D0(cm2/s) Q(eV) RefAtom

C 2128-2384 2.6x108 8.7 15

IS-SiC
Si 2283-2547 8.4x107 9.5 16

C 2123-2453 8.6x105 7.4 13

a-SiC

S i 2273 -2563 5.9x 102 7.2 14

Results and Conclusions

The energy increase due to atom displacement, AE-E'rel is first calculated. Then, energy

changes due to surface restoration and surface distortion are derived from bond energies and the energy of

relaxation around a vacancy, respectively. With this procedure, the formation energies of several types of

defects are deduced. Binding energiesof vacancyclusters, antisite defects, and gas filled vacancies are also

calculated. Migration energies of single vacancies are obtained by combining the theoretical vacancy

formation energies and the experimental thermal activation energies. The results are shown in table 2.

From these calculated results, several salient conclusions can be drawn:
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TABLE 2: Calculated Results for Defect Energetics in I3-SiC

Surface Surface
AE-E'rel Restoration Distortion Formation Binding Migration

Defect Sample (eV) (eV) (eV) Energy (eV) Energy (eV) Energy (eXO
,, , ,, ,,

He-filled Si 6.57 5.64 2.30 3.23 -0.11 ..---.

He-filled C 9.88 5.35 0.30 4.83 -0.23 ----

, ,,,, ,,

Antisite-Si -3.75 N/A N/A -3.75 N/A -----
,,, , ,

Antisite-C 6.18 N/A N/A 6.18 N/A ----.
,,, , ,

Si-vacancy 6.68 5.64 2.30 3.34 N/A 2.52
, i

C-vacancy 10.11 5.35 0.30 5.06 N/A 6.16

SiC-divacancy 16.28 10.99 2.60 7.89 -0.51 -----

Si2C-trivacancy 23.99 16.63 4.90 12.26 +1.03 for Si ----

, ,,,

SiC2-trivacancy 25.99 16.34 2.90 12.55 -0.40 for C ..----

, ,

Si3C'tetravacancy 31.58 22.27 7.20 16.51 +0.91 for Si -----

_

SiC3-tetravacancy 35.82 21.69 3.20 17.33 -0.28 for C --...--

+2.35 for Si
Si2C2-tetravacanc) 35.02 21.98 5.20 18.24 +0.92 for C "-'--
,,,, ,, ....

(1) The surface distortion energy is found to have an important contribution to defect

energetics calculation.

(2) A silicon atom can be spontaneously replaced by a carbon atom from the energy point of

view. This means that more carbon atoms may be present in non-stoichiometric cases.

(3) Atoms surrounding a silicon vacancy undergo substantial relaxation while atoms

surrounding a carbon vacancy do not relax as much. This is due to the size asymmetry of silicon and

carbon atoms
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(4) A divacancyis thermodynamicallystableagainstsingle vacancies.A divacancy is always

composed of one silicon vacancyand one carbonvacancy because the nearestneighbors are always of

differenttypes.

(5) Vacancy clustersof up to 4 vacancies prefer absorbinga carbon vacancy to a silicon

vacancyin forminglargervacancyclusters.

(6) Helium-filledvacancies are more stableas comparedto unoccupiedvacancies.The effect

of helium in stabilizingvacancies is thereforeimportant.

FUTURE WORK

Defect energetics established in this work will be included in acomprehensive microstructure

evolution model of SiC under neutron irradiation.
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6.0 DEVELOPMENT OF STRUCTURAL ALLOYS

6.1 Ferritic Stainless Steels
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EFFECTS OF HYDROGEN AND LOADING MODE ON THE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF A REDUCED ACTIVATION FERRITIC STAINLESS
STEEL - H. Li (Washington State University), R. H. Jones (Pacific Northwest Laboratory'), j. p. Hirth
(Washington State University). and D. S. Gelles (Pacific Northwest Laboratory}

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this effort is to investigate the effects of hydrogen and loading mode on the fracture
toughness of a reduced activation ferritic stainless steel (F-82H).

%UMMARY

The full spectrum of fracture toughness (J integrals}, including pure mode [, different mixed mode I/III
and pure mode |II, will be examined for a ferritic/martensitic stainless steel with O.IC-8Cr-2W-O.2V-

O.04Ta-Fe (by wt%), designated as F-82H. The J integrals of pure mode I (J..) and ::li×ed mode I/III (J)
are determined with single specimen method using standard compact tension specimens and rodified compact
tension specimens, respectively. The pure mode Ill integral is measured with multiple sDeclmen method
using "triple-pantleg" specimens. Effects of hydrogen on the J integrals of pure mode I and mixed mode
IXlll are also going to be studied. 9 ppm H (about 500 appm) is pre-charged into specimens cathodically.
The details of experimental procedure were described in this report. The preliminary results showed that
addition of mode Ill stress (shear stress) to mode I loading had a significant negatlve effect on the
fracture toughness of F-82H. The complete results, analysis and conclusion will be reported in next
report. The results would be important to fusion reactor design.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Since the late 1970s, ferritic/martensiticCr-Mo steels have been considered alternate candidate structural
materials to austenitic stainless steels for first wail and blanket structure applications. Irradiation
studies (1,2) in fast reactors showed these steels are superior to austenitic steels in several aspects,
such as swelling resistance, higher thermal conductivity and lower therma] expanslon, and compatibility
with potential breeder and coolant materials. Investigation indicates that Ferritic steels are cc.rrodedby
liquid lithium and Pb-Li eutectic at the rates of 5 to I0 times slower than austenitic stainless _eels.
By replacement of molybdenum in conventional Cr-Mo steels with vanadium and/or tungsten, reduced-
activation ferritic steels have been developed since the mid 1980s, Among them martens_tic steels with
7-9% Cr have been favored over 12% Cr steels, becat_ it is difficult to eliminate 6-ferr_te in a 12% Cr
steel without increasing carbon or manganese f_.... ite stabilization. Delta-formate can lower
toughness, and manganese promotes chi-phase D' n during irradiation, which can cause
embrittlement. As a potential material used I or blanket, fracture touq_ness _s an important
mechanical property. However, there is litti _oughnessdata. especlal]y J ,ntenral. on either
unirradiated or irradiated conditions. Critic_ of J integral can be used as an _ngineering
estimate of fracture toughness near the initiat_Jf,,_ slow stable crack growth of a _re-existing crack in
metallic materials.

Traditionally, mode I Fracture has been u_ed to study elastic-plastic fracture mechanics. However, in
recent years, mixed mode fracture has become the focus of many studies because many oDserved fa_iures
include shear components (3-!I). Fracture characteristics have been Found to differ, depenalng on
_ic_ostructure, strength, and toughness level of materials. In low toughness h_ah-st_'engthalloys, such as
0.29C, 0.83Cu steel and 1.25C bainitic steels (9-11), mode Ill additions to mode_i loading had little or no
effect on the overall value of J , the mode I component J integral For mixed mode crack initiation, and
tended to increase J._, the total_J integral for mixed mode crack initiation. In the +ounher materials.
such as 3.5NiCrMoV steel, A7IOA and a high purity rotor steel (HPRS) (3-11), which fa_l_d pr;mari!y by a
-_crovoid nucleation and growth mechanism, mode Ill additions lowered the J #aiues considerably from
their pure mode I values. The J._ values passed through a minimum at a position Detween _ure moae I and
cure mode Ill on aplot of J._ vs crack inclination angle, it was a)so found that Iqt_'()_UCIBQhydrogen to a
tough mater_aI, such as HPR_, further lowered the total J integral (see Figure I) even thOUgh hydrogen
_howed little effect on the elongation of tension specimen.

_acific Northwest Laboratory _s operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Batte)i,:,'_<_mor_a!institute
_nder Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO i830.
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A steel with O.]C-8Cr-2W-O.2V-O.O4Ta (deslgnated as 200 J . _.... !.... I ..

F-82H) has been developed as a reduced activation 180 I_ ---_w, momM
ferritic/martensiticsteel by Japanese scientists, o ," --e-_mM
F-82H has been considered as one of the candidates _. 160 --_x_

for first wall material of a fusion reactor. _ 140
PreliminaryJ integral data (12) obtained from
three point bending specimens showed that F-B2H is _ 120 - _

introductionof mode Ill component to pure mode I _ I00 -- _ -_-
loading would also lower the total J integral of F- _ 80
82H as in the case of HPRS. Furthermore, it is

well known that the next generation of fusion 60

reactors will produce hydrogen during operation. 40
Hence, investigation of combined effects of mixed
mode loading and hydrogen on fracture toughness of S IS 35 55 75 95
F-82H is critical for the steel to be used as first CrackAnglee(Degree)

wall material. Fig. ]. A plot of critical total J integral vs
crack inclination angle _ showing J , of HPRS• : _ta

Material and Experimental Methods passing a minlmum between mode [ an_mode IX!
loading and being lowered further by hydrogen.

]. Material = 0 deg. and ¢ = 90 deg. represent pure mode I
(J:c)and mode Ill (J:I:_)'respectively (Ref. 8),

F-82H plate used in this study was supplied by
Nippon Kokan Steel Company (NKK) in Japan. The
chemical composition of the plate is in Table 1.
Soecimens used in this study were heat-treated with the procedure of I000"C/20 hours/air ccoIing, 1100"C/7
minutes/air cooling, and 700"C/2 hours/air cooling. The microstructurewas tempered martensite. Average
intersectiondistance of grains was 25 _m (ASTM #7.5).

Table 1 Cheml_l ComEx)sltlon of F_2H (Heat NO 8033). VVIPCI

C Ct W V T= MO P S _ Mn CU N, T, _0 _L.aJ B T N T 0 Pe

0096 771 21 018 0_ (0.01 000,3 000,3 010 015 001 .0t 000O "0_5 0005 00004 00043 0_28 Dal
] = . _ .... ]

I r_ 2. Experimental Methods

_Ii I• ,'; i. Tests with Modified Compact Tenslon SDeclmens

, The geometry of modified compact ter_s_onspecimens to be used

[s.7t i.61s.,' For mixed-mode !,,Illtesting is _chematlcallv shown in Figure
• - 2. The magnltude of mode Ill components can _e varied by

(.3S :_JL.
---x _ ; changing the cr_ck slant angle _. 0 degree represents the pure

__ i . mode I loading, the geometry of the 0 degree _pecimen becomesI the standard compact tenslon specimen as specified in ASTM
_r.._..____L standard E813-89. As the crack _ncI,_at_on angle (*)
_= _ncreases, the contribution of _ode !IT component _ncreases.

,_ : _z._ The crack inclination angles _o De use_ _n th_s s_udy were O,
i

w._ ____L _0, 20, 30, 45. 55 ngr. Side grooves of 20% reduction of

tP __ a Lotal thickness were _corporated _r_a]! compact specimens.

m ; ; These side grooves can _ncrease the _r_ax_al_ty at the edges of
I!_ _c_ the growing crack and constra;n the advancinQ crack in theIll " -

, H, L original crack plane. The caJcu]at]on of J _nteQral ]n mixed-
-ode lilT invo]ves the measurements of both _ert_ca]
c_s_iacement (6 i and _or_ze£tal d_spiacement (_) of load

" _- _o_nts Knife edQes werp secur=d to the front face of the
;pec_men. A standard Cl_D L_D {Crack 0pen_no Distance) gage

I:_," \1od_i]edc(_mpac__en_i(_n_p_c_men was oosit_oned on the knife edges, lhe load _ne 6 s were
:comcI_ u_edm Mode I _nd c(_mhmcd calculated from front face _ s with the _etnod prooosed by

Saxena and Hudak. Jr. (13). T_:ehorizontal _sP}acements were
small when compared w_th ,'ert_ca!displacements, it was found

_t the 6 _ncreased w,th 6 _n a linear mode (3.5). Hence. _.s were calculated approximately from 6 s
_h a relationship of _ = _ (_ , wnere _=6 (max)/6 (_ax}.

zn electric _:scharge machine ([DM) was used to _ake a cut w_th small _ao_us (radius : 0.05] _m)
_orox_mately i.3 _m ;ong as a _uost_tute ef pre-fatigued-c_acK. The _re-fat_oue-crack tended _o grow out
_f original crack p]ane _n mixed-mode specimenswhi]e the fine EDM cut was found _dent_cal to a pre-
Ca%,gued-crack C6). The EDM cuts were made after f_nal heat-trea_men% and soec_ens w_th cuts were heated
') aoout _eu'nn°r._FO r 24 hOUFS ;r a ,,acuumoven (_0. Pa] to outoas _OSSlble hydrogen _ntroduced by EDM
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cutting (14). The single specimen technique was used in this study. Crack length and crack extension were
calculated from compliances following the procedure described in E813-89 and Ref. 13.

ii. Tests with "Triple-Pantleg"Specimens

Specimen geometry for pure mode Ill J integral were Dimension: mm
depicted in Figure 3, which looks like "triple-
pantleg" (5). Side grooves of 40% reduction of the
total thickness were made in order to guarantee crack L Ir.ra ___ _7.7e _I
propagation before general yielding in the cantilever _ -I-
beam arms of the specimen. The outer two legs of the
specimen were bolted to a U-shaped base through the j
6.36 rnmholes. Load was applied to the central leg
in a direction normal to the plane of the drawing. L , , , . , J _

;LL_JI'I'II IZZI.The incorporation of two cracks in the specimen leads , i J I ,

to a symmetric loading arrangement minimizing the I I
out-of-plane bending (6). Two 1.3 mm EDM cuts were _ j
also made as the substitutes of fatigue cracks, us o,A. s_4J"" I''_s J'"sls"l

Indirect crack length monitoring techniques such as :_[: =i=J=I
I , |

the electrical potential drop method or unloading
compliance are affected by the contact of the

asperities on the two specimen surfaces during pure ]__ _6

Mode Ill deformation. Hence, a multiple specimen _s
techniquewas adopted and the crack lengths were
measured after breaking open the specimens.

lii. Charging of Hydrogen I _z'z_

-tHydrogen was introduced by cathodic charging at a
current density of 80 A/m" in a solution of IN H_SOi
with 200 mg/L of AszO3 added to the solution as _ j Iz.rt
hydrogen recombinatlon poison. All specimenswere ___L
ground to 600-grit before cathodic charging. Samples I -
were nickel-plated immediately following hydrogen | _ _ I

charging. The goal hydrogen content was g ppm. The _ _a.os
length of charging time to achieve 9 ppm H was
determined experiment@lly by charging several small 4a.zs
samples of SxSx2.5 mm_ for different lengths of time
and measuring total hydrogen quantitatively with LECO
Hydrogen Determinator (Model RH-!SP) using inert gas Fig. 3. "Triple-Pantlet" specimen geometry used in
fusion technique. The time needed to charge real mode Ill testing.
specimenswas calculated by the means of diffusion

equations described in Ref. 15. Effects of hydrogen on fracture toughness were only carried out on pure
mode I and mixed I/Ill specimens with O, IS, 25, 35, 45, and 55 deg.

DATA ANALYSIS

i Mode ! and Mixed Mode I/Ill J Integral

The mode I J integral was calculated from the area under the load-displacement curve by means of
Ec. {I](16).

j : 2_ i'edv [l]
B b]

where: B : specimen thickness,

s, : the initial uncracked ligament,W - a ,
W = specimen width,
a : the original crack length.

The physical crack length a. was calculated using the unloading compliance technique outlined in ASTM

standarO E813-89 and Ref. 13. The mode I and mode Ill components of mixed mode J, designated as J and J_
respectively were calculated by the procedure proposed by Hirth et al (6). The resolved Mode I and Mode
IT! loads and displacements were first calculated in the way as shown schematically in Figure 4 and then
used to calculate J and J by means of Eq. [Ii. The subscripts i and iii are used to emphasize that
these are not standard values. However. in the case of Q = 0 deg. J._ becomes the _lain strain mode I
value of J . EQuations [2a} and [2b] show the calculations of J and_ ,,,respect_ei_
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'[ I 2 P_ d Vi [2a]J' - B_ bo f

I---- ®

2 P,. d V., [2b]
Jr. - ho

6v p

I
Here, B _ is the net crack front width excluding

L_Pi the lO%ne#ide grooves on each side.
v Eq. [3] gives Bnet in terms of the overall specimen

bh thickness B.

B.= - 0.8 B [3]cos

The standard ASTM E813 has two versions, EB13-81
and EBI3-8g. There are some differences between
the two versions regarding construction of J-Aa

6i=BvCOS@-BhsinO Pi= PcOs_ curves and determination of critical J values.
Because previous studies of mixed mode I/Ill J

6iii=&vsin_+6hC°S@ Piii"P sin• integral were guided by E813-81, critical J values
will be calculated with the two versions in this
study so that a comparison could be made.

Fig. 4. Resolution of applied load and measured In ASTM E813-BI, a J vs aa curve, also referred to
displacements into mode I and mode Ill components, as a J-R curve is first generated. Figure 5 shows

a typical J-Aa curve with blunting line and two
exclusion lines. In the case of pure Mode I J

integral, the slope of the blunting line is J_/aa = 2of, where of = (o + o_s)/2. The exclusion lines
parallel to the blunting line are constructedat crack growth incremehts oF 0.15 and 1.5 mm. The J-aa data
between the two exclusion lines are

' ,i ,,,,

used for the best line fitting. The . _ v._ i.... [ ' " ....'i...."# i,

intersection points between the best _ ,, j -

straight line and the blunting line and l , ? _=X_l
x

the two exclusion lines define the # m

''
values of d,_ and J'exc'respectively, t , '

The mixed m_de data are analyzed _ ,,
similarly. The blunting line slope m _ , _ I
of mode I component is calculated as _,_ {
J /aa = 2a, same as pure mode I. The ee ,' J1=u __-_,

blunting l_ne slope m_ of mode Ill JIc ,' ,'/__ - ._/'
,omponent is given by J_/aa = 2T,, J mmX # '

where T. = (o/ + o,s)/4.' _he total i . I
mixed mode blunting line slope in terms . = 0 , _l

, _ • _ - ';of m and m _ is given by Eq. [4] t ,

i I ' I'

m_ cos • . m., sin • [4] , .,
m,/., : sin • + cos _ l . /

"# g

Ze , /

This mixed mode blunting line can not _ ' l', , , i i |

be used to evaluate the values of J.. ' 0.'15 1.5
and J _ separately, because the
_nitiationvalues of Aa and aa might Crack Extension(mm)
be _ifferent, which would not be'
sensible for a real crack. Hence. J.
ttotal J) vs aa is plotted first. Fig. 5. Mode I J-R curve and determination of J:: and J:e,c"
Mixed mode blunting line and exclusion
lines in this plot are used to evaluate

J. and J.. and corresponding values of A/_ and Aaec ._ " Vertical lines corresponding to the aa. and Aaa=c are
._rhwnin _ J-R and J_-R plots, which ..t as bluntlng and exclusion lines, respectively. The
,ntersections of these vertical lines with J-aa curves define the respective mode I and mode Ill component
initiation and exclusion values. This procedure is illustrated schematically in Figure 6. lhe same

;rocedure is also utilized to modify ASTM E813-89. Due to the large amount of calculation, a computer
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program was written with QBasic to calculate the

compliances, crack length, J integrals, bes_ J-_a data Total J-R Curve
curve fitting and critical J values.

,a_.'Jtot.exc
ii. Mode Ill J Integral //_

Due to two cracks in the "triple-pantleg" specimen, Eq. Jtot. !
[1] is divided by a factor of 2, hence Jillwas calculated I
by EQ. [6]. _ I

Aatot._ I Aa
I

Here, B , = O.60B due to the 20% side grooves on each I H0de Iside. Th'e procedure to determine critical J values is [ JR Curve

the same as that described in the last section. The h_._ I
slope of the blunting line is J,iz/Aa= 2TFI, where r, = -,exc_

, +o,,)/4. ' '

XU_

Preliminary Results J i /_'_"

Preliminary tests with 10 and 30 deg. modified compact
tension specimens showed that the addition of mode Ill
loading (shear stress) to mode I loading had a I -
significant negative effect on fracture toughness of Aa
F-82H steel. These preliminary results appear to be
similar to those observed for the HPRS as shown in Figure
I. The :omplete results, analysis and conclusion will be Mode IIIJ-R Curve
reported in the next Semiannual Report.
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IRRADIATION CREEP AND SWELLING OF THE FUSION HEATS OF HT9 AND 9Cr-]Mo TO 208 DPA AT -400_C.- F.A. Garner
(Pacific Northwest Laboratory'),M.B. Toloczko (University of California at Santa Barbara)
and C.R. Eiholzer (Westinghouse Hanford Company)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to determine the factors which control the response of structural alloys to
radiation and applied stress.

SUMMARY

The irradiation creep behavior of the fusion heats of HT9 and 9Cr-]Mo at -400°C has been measured to exposures
as large as 208 dpa. HT9 is somewhat nonlinear in its response to hoop stress level in the range 0-200 MPa,
but 9Cr-IMo exhibits only s|ightly greater than linear behavior with stress level. The strain data of both
alloys appear to include some contributions from precipitate-related density changes. Swelling may have
occurred in 9Cr-IMo.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Helium pressurized creep tubes constructed from the fusion heats of the ferritic martensitic alloys HT9 and 9Cr-
IMo (fusion heats 9607R2 and 30]76) have completed their irradiation in FFTF at a nominal temperature of-400°C.
The composition and heat treatment of these alloys is listed in Table I. These 2.24 cm long tubes were

Table ] Composition of Alloys in Weight Percent

._ s__ M.._Oq _P _S C,, Mo N, '2 w L_ _ T__

1-41"9 0.20 0.1t 0.57 0016 0003 12 1 t.04 051 028 045 0027 0006 0001

9Cr- !Me 008 011 037 0010 0003 861 089 009 021 ,-001 0055 0(307 0004

periodically discharged from reactor and measurements made of their diameter prior to reinserti_n into reactor.
(I) The tubes were inserted in all MOTA vehicles fromMOTA-IB through MOTA-IG and then continued into MOTA-2B.
Both alloys were irradiated at hoop stress levels of O, 60, |DO, and 140 MPa, and HT9 was also irradiated at
200 MPa. Irradiation temperatures varied somewhat from one MOTA to the next, but during any one irradiation

interval, the temperature was actively controlled within +_5:Cof the
nominal temperature. Table 2 presents the detailed temperature history

Tid:le2.Irradiationl.-'hstoryofPressur=zeclfubesof these tubes. These tubes reached exposure dpa levels as large as 208
dpa. The strains of these tubes were last reported at ~150 dpa. (2)

Results and Discussion........

MOTA TEMPEFLa.TVI:_I_,'C3 Figure I presents the total diametral strain and midwall creep strain-,,

for HTg, and Figure 2 presents the strains for 9Cr-IMo. The midwall
_e 4o7 creep straln is calculated assuming that the strain at zero stress is

isotropic and unaffected by stress. Since the strain at zero stress
_c 425 saturates with increasing exposure, it is possible that it arises from
_D 40e precipitation-relatedchanges in density rather than void swelling. In

this case, the strain may not be isotropically distributed, however.
IE 4O3

The strains observed in gCr-]Mo exhibit more complexity, especially at
_F 4<m higher fluence. Since such complexity was not observed in HT9, it is

........ assumed that the origin of the complexity is related to a material
_G 42o difference from HT9, rather than some artifact of reactor history. Note

that the strain at zero stress for 9Cr-IMo is larger than that of HT9
2B 43.3 with less tendency toward saturation, and therefore may include some

contribution from void swelling.

_PacificNorthwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute
_nder Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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The pressurizedtubeswill be cut to produceopen for9Cr-iMo.
tubes and the density of these will be measured.
Microscopyexaminationwill alsoproceed.
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EFFECT OF VANADIUM AND TITANIUM ON MECtlANICAL PROPERTIES OF LOW-CHROMIUM,
REDUCED-ACTIVATION FERRITIC STEELS -- R. L. Klueh and D. J. Alex,'mder

OBJECTIVE

The goal of this study is the development of a low-chromium reduced-activation ferritic steel.

SUMMARY

Tensile and Charpy impact tests were made on three normalized-and-tempered 2 1/4Cr-2WV (0.1% C)
steels with 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5% V (all concentrations are in weight percent). Increasing vanadium from
0.1 to 0.25% increased the yield stress up to twenty percent. A higher ductile-brittle transition
temperature (DBTI') accompanied the higher strength of the 0.25% V steel when both were tempered at
700°C. Tempering at 750°C gave similar DBTTs. Increasing vanadium from 0.25 to 0.5% caused a
slight increase in strength with a large decrease in toughness. Thus, a balance between strength and
impact toughness is achieved with an intermediate vanadium concentration. Addition of 0.02% Ti to
2 1/4Cr-0.25V, 2 1/4Cr-2W, and 2 1/4Cr-2W-0.25V (0.1% C) steels caused a yield stress decrease of 10 to
30%, which was attributed to the effect of tit,'mium on the MC precipitate distribution. The strength loss
was accompanied by an increase in impact toughness, which may also have been ,affected by a decrea_ in
prior austenite grain size. Furthennore, there was little difference in the DBTI" of the Ti-modified steels
tempered at 700 or 750°C. If it were possible to use a Ti-modified steel tempered at 700°C, this might
offset the strength advantage of steels without titanium, which have to be tempered at the higher
temperature.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Much of the eflk_n to develop reduced-activation fenitic steels has been concentrated on Cr-W-V steels with
8-10% Cr [1-3]. Low-chromium steels have advantages as structural materials [1], and preliminary work
indicated that these steels can have strengd_s as gotxl or better than the higher chromium steels [4]. The
strength of a 2.25Cr-2W-0.25V-0.1C (2 1/4Cr-2WV) steel (all concentrations ,are in wt. %) exceeded that

lor 9Cr-2W-0.25V-0.07Ta-0.1C (9Cr-2WVTa) steel, the strongest 9Cr reduced-activation steel tested.
However, the Charpy impact toughness of the 2 1/4Cr-2WV steel was inferior to that of the 9Cr-2WVTa.
Because toughness decreases dunng neutron irradiation, it would be necessary to improve this property for
a low-chromium steel before it could be considered for fusion applications.

Reduced-activation steels cannot contain molybdenum and niobium, two alloying elements in
conventional steels of interest for fusion (2 l/4Cr- 1Mo, 9Cr- 1MoVNb, and 12Cr- 1MoVW). Tungsten is
considered a replacement lbr molybdenum, _mdtitanitun and tantalum have been considered possible
replacements for niobitun [1]. A series of low-chromium steels was examined previously [4-6]. These
included: 2 1/4CrV, 2 1/4Cr-1WV, 2 t/4Cr-2W, and 2 1/4Cr-2WV steels, where the vanadium
concentration was constant at 0.25% and all steels contained 0.1% C.

Work is in progress to develop reduced-activation low-Cr steels. As part of that work compositional
variations were exzunined in an effort to obt,qin an optimum composition. In this report, 2.25Cr steels are
examined to determine d_eeffect of vanadit:m on strength and impact toughness. Anodmr series of steels
were examined to determine how small mnc unts of tiumium ,affect properties, hnpact toughness was
evaluated from the ductile-brittle transition :emperature (DBTT) and upper shelf energy (USE) in a Ch,'u'py
test.
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Experimental Procedure

Experimental alloys were obtained in tile form of 600-g vacuum arc-melted button heats. As starting
stock for file present studies, material from tile original four low-chromium heats were used [4]. These
were electroslag-remelted heats prepared by Combustion Engineering, Inc. (CE), Chattanooga, Tennessee.
In addition to nominal compositions of Cr, W, and V, concentrations of elements normally found in
steels, such as Mn, P, Si, etc., were adjusted to levels typic_d of commercial practice. Details on chemical
comlx_sition, microstructure, and mechanical properties of the original heats have been published [4-6].

For the steels with varying v_madium content, heats containing 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5%V were obtained by
adding vanadium to tile 2 1/4Cr-2W heat from ( ". The 0.02% Ti additions were made to file 2 1/4CrV,
2 1/4Cr-2WV (both with 0.25% V), and 2 1/4Cr-2W heats to obtain 2 1/4CrVTi, 2 1/4Cr-2WTi, and
2 1/4Cr-2WVTi, respectively. The original CE heats contained 0.1% C. Alloys were cast into ingots
with a rectangular cross section of 12.7 mm by 25.4 stun and 152 _mn in length. The ingots were hot
rolled at 700°C to approximately 6.4 mm. H_df of this plate was cold rolled to 0.76-Iron-thick sheet, with
an intermediate 700°C anneal. Chemical compositions are given in Table 1.

Tensile specimens with a reduced gage section of 20.3-ram long by 1.52-ram wide by 0.76mun thick were
machined from tile 0.76-mm sheet with gage lengths par_dlel to tile rolling direction. One-third size
Charpy specimens measuring 3.3 by 3.3 by 25.4 mm with a 0.51-ram-deep 30° V-notch and a 0.05- to
0.08-mm-root radius were machined from the 6.4-mm plate. Specimens were taken along the rolling
direction with the notch running tr,'msverse to tile rolling direction (L-T orientation).

Specimens were tested in tile norm_dized-and-tempered condition. Normalizing of all but the 2 1/4Cr-2W
steel involved austenitizing 0.5 h at 1050°C in a helium atmosphere and then ral',idly cooling in flowing
helium. The 2 I/4Cr-2W was austenitized 0.5 h at 900°C. Two tempering conditions were tested: 1 h at
700°C and 1 h at 750°C. Heat treaunents were carried out on machined tensile specimens, and the 6.4-ram
plate was heat treated before the Charpy specimens were machined from it.

Tensile tests were made in vacuum from room temperature to 600°C on a 44-kN-capacity Instron universal
testing machine at a nominal strain rate of 4.2 x 10-4/s. Charpy tests were carried out in a pendulum-type
impact machine specially modified to accotmnodate subsize specimens. Details on the test machine and
test procedure have been published [7].

Results and Discussion

This report will concentrate on the effect of the alloying additions on mechanical properties.
Microstructures will be described only briefly and will be presented in more detail in a future relx_rt.

Vanadium variations

Increasing vanadium concentration had two effects on the tempered bainite microstructure of the steels with
0.1, 0.25, _ld 0.5% V. First, prior austenite grain size decreased with increasing vanadium concentration.
ASTM grain size numbers were estimated at 3, 4, _md5 for tile steels with 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5% V,
respectively. The second effect involved the fine precipitates that formed in the steels. With increasing
vanadium, the ntnnber density of fine precipitates increa_d and the size decreased. The greatest change
occurred between 0.1 and 0.25% V, with less change between 0.25 and 0.5% V. These fine precipitates
were mainly V4C 3, but the steels _dsocontained coarser M3C _mdM7C 3 precipitates [5].

Tensile data plotted as a function of test temperature are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The relative behavior is
similar for specimens tempered at either 700 or 750°C, although there is a decrease in strength with
increasing tempering temperature. Yield stress [Fig. l(a)] and ultimate tensile strength [Fig. l(b)] increase
with increasing vanadimn concentration. The greatest strength difference occurred between 0.1 and 0.25%
V, with much less change between 0.25 and 0.5% V. This observation is probably associated with the
observation that a larger change in precipitate number density occurred between the 0.1 and 0.25% V steels
than the change between 0.25 and 0.5% V. The 0.25 and 0.5% V steels are considerably stronger than the
0.1% V steel, again a reflection of the microstructure.
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Total elongation [Fig. 2(a)] and uniform elongation [Fig. 2(b)] behavior is essentially inverse to tile yield
stress behavior, in that the strongest steel has the lowest elongation and vice versa. There is much less
difference between the behavior _fftertempering at 700 and 750°C than there was for the yield stress and
ultimate tensile strength. The ductility data show more scatter them the strength data. No explanation is
available for the large drop in toted elongation for the 0.1% V steel tempered at 750°C _mdtested at 600°C
[Fig. 2(a)]. The relative behavior of the uniform elongation [Fig. 2(b)] with test temperature was simil,'u"
to the total elongation.

Charpy impact behavior is affected by vanadium composition (Fig. 3). For a given tempering
temperature, the DBTr increased with increasing vanadium [Fig 3(a)]. Relatively low values were
obtained for the 0.1% V steel for both tempering conditions, as was true for the 0.25% V steel tempered at
750°C. The steel with 0.5% V had a negative DB'VF only after the 750°C temper, and then the value was
less than half that of the other two steels tempered at this temperature.
As opposed to the large effect of vanadium on DBTT, only a minimal effect was observed for the USE,
with essentially no difference for the three steels after the 750°C temper [Fig 3(b)]. Alter the 700°C
anneai, a small decrease occurred between the steel with 0.1 and 0.25% V, with little difference between
the 0.25% and 0.5% V steels.

The observations oil the DBTF reflect the strength differences of tile three steels. Observations on USE
are probably a consequence of the ductile fracture process, which must be similar for lJle three steels.
Fracture on the upper shelf is genemUy determined by the nucleation of voids at precipitate or inclusion
particles, and a similar USE implies that similar microstructural features nucleate the fracture in the three
steels.

i

These results indicate that for _moptimization of the strength and impact toughness of a 2.25% Cr steel
with 2% W, vanadium should be limited to about 0.25%. Increa.,;ing the vanaditun concentration from
0.25 to 0.5% results in only a minimal incre_Lsein strength at the cost of substantially raising the DBTT.

Titanium additions

The 0.02% Ti additions were made to 2 I/4Cr-0.25V (2 1/4CrV), 2 1/4Cr-2W, a,ld 2 1/4Cr-2W-0.25V
(2 1/4Cr-2WV) steels, which were previously tested and ex,'unincd [4-6]. The microsu'uctures of the test
specimens were tempered bainite. Addition of titanium caused a decrease in the prior austenite grain size
of the two steels with vanadium, ,'roda decre_L,_ein the number density of precipitates relative to _dl three
steels without titanium. Estimated ASTM grain size numbers changed from approximately 4 to 7 for file
2 1/4 CrV and 2 1/4 CrVTi, from 4 to 8 lor 2 1/4Cr-2WV and 2 1/4Cr-2WVTi; a grain size number of
10 was estimated for both 2 1/4Cr-2W and 2 1/4Cr-2WTi.

Steels with vanadium and no titanium contained a fine distribution of vanadium-rich MC (V4C 3) in

addition to M3C and M7C3; the 2 1/4Cr-2W also conutined some M23C 6 [5]. Although TEM analysis
has not been completed on the steels with tit_mium, they are expected to cont_dn some MC rich in
titanium, in addition to vanadium-rich MC, along with the other c_ubides observed in the steels without
titanium.

It is suggested that not all of the titanium-rich MC dissolved during the austenitization treatment. This
would limit the grain growth and result in a smaller prior austenite grain size. The reduction in the
number density of precipitates of the steels containing titanium could be caused by undissolved titanium-
rich carbides acting as nuclei for the vanadium-rich MC that formed during tempering. The limited
ntunber of these pre-existing nuclei reduced the number of precipitates that formed.

Addition of 0.02% Ti to the Cr-W-V steels affected the tensile behavior (Figs. 4-7). It caused a marked
decrease in the yield stress and ultbnate tensile strength of all three steels, ZL,_shown in Figs. 4 and 6 lor
the steels tempered at 700 and 750°C, respectively. The magnitude of the yield strength decrease [Figs.
4(a) and 6(a)] depended on the strength of the steel without the tiianium. The 2 1/4Cr-2WV steel w,'t,; the
strongest steel, and it showed the largest decrea.,_e. Smailer changes tx:cun'cd lbr the other two steels.
"II_eseobservations rctlect the observati(ms t)l_the reduction in the precipitate number de_isity caused by
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the titanium. Ultunate tensile strength behavior [Figs. 4(b) ,'rod 6(b)] was similar to tile yield stress
behavior.

A slight increase in total and uniform elongation (Figs. 5 _md7) accoxnpanied thc strength decrease caused
by the titanium addition, although there was considerable scatter in tile &ira. Ductility inere_L,_edwith
decreasing strength, and the steels tempered at 750°C had a higher ductility themthose tempered at 700°C.

Titanium had a large effect oil tile DBTT of the steels that contained vanadium--tile 2 I/4CrV and 2 I/4Cr-
2WV steels [Fig. 8(a)]. It had relatively little effect on the 2 1/4Cr-2W steel, which had the lowest DBTr
prior to the titmlium addition. These observations must be attributed to the change in grain size, in
addition to tile reduction in strength caused by the titmlitun addition. The addition of tit,'mium to 2 1/4Cr-
2W did not cause a l,'u'gech,'mge in prior austenite grain size, ,'rod thus did not cause a noticeable ch_mge in
DBTr. There was no effect on tile prior austenile grain size of tile 2 1/4Cr-2W because it was austenitized
at 900°C without titm'Jium and at 1050°C when titanium was present. A higher austenitizing temperature
was used for the 2 1/4CrV, 2 1/4Cr-2WV, and the steels with titanium in order to ensure the dissolution
of the V-rich and Ti-rich c,'u'bides.

Note that whereas there is no effect of tempering temperature on tile 2 I/4CrV, there is a significant
difference for the 2 I/4Cr-2WV. "Filechange for this latter steel probably reflects the reduction of the
dispersion strengthening effect because of the larger precipitate particles formed by tempering at 750°C. i

(The higher number density of samaller precipitate particles in tile 2 I/4Cr-2WV m_es this steel much
stronger than tile 2 1/4CrV, which contains a lower density of l_u'ger p_u'tieles.) When titanium is added to
this steel, the difference in DB'I"F for the 700 and 750°C tempering temperatures, is reduced significantly.

There was relatively little difference in the USE of the steels with and without titanium, regardless of the
tempering temperature [Fig. 8(b)]. In fact, there was little difference between the different steels. Only the
2 1/4Cr-2WV steel showed some v,'u'iation, but it was relatively minor compared to the differences noted
for the DBTT. Again, this must reflect a simil_u'ity in tile ductile fi'acture behavior of these steels, ,as
suggested above for the steels with different v,'madium compositions.

These results indicate that dumium might be used to improve impact toughness. Such improvement is
desirable, since the DBTr is increased by irradiation. However, this improvement comes at the expense of
strength. The effect on strength may be alleviated somewhat by austenitizing at a higher temperature than
the 1050°C used in this experiment. "l'his would cause more titanium carbide to dissolve, although it
would also increase tile prior austenite grain size. Therefore, the best austenitization temperature would
have to be determined, because if the temperature was too high, tile large prior am;tenite grain size would
negate the positive effect of titanium.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

As p,'u'tof the effort to develop low-chromium, reduced-activation ferritic steels for fusion reactors, a series
of 2 1/4Cr steels was tested to determine the effect of vanadium and titanium on tensile and Charpy impact
properties. The steels were tested after nonn_dizing and tempering at 700 and 750°C. The first part of the
study ex,'unined the effect of adding 0.1, 0.25, _md0.5% V to a 2 1/4Cr-2W steel. Increasing the vanadium
from 0.1 to 0.25% caused a large strength increase. Little further increase occurring when vanadium was
increased from 0.25 to 0.5%. The DB"Iq" in the Ch,"u-pyimpact tests increased with vmladium, with file
largest increase for steels tempered at 700°C; the DBTF of tile 0.5% V steel was atxwe room temperature.
After tempering at 750°C, there was less difference between the steels with 0.1 ,'rod 0.25% V with a greater
difference between the 0.25 and 0.5% V steels. Based on these observations, it was concluded that for
optimum strength and impact toughness, a 2 1/4Cr-2WV steel should contain about 0.25% V. A 0.02%
Ti addition to 2 1/4CrV, 2 I/4Cr-2W, and 2 I/4Cr-2WV steels caused a strength decrease, but it improved
the Charpy impact behavior. An improved DBTr would be desirable, since tile DBTI" increases during
irradiation. It may be possible to maintain the improved DBTr and improve the strength by increasing
the austenitizing temperature.
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Table 1. Chemic',d comlx-,sition (wt %) of experimental alloys

........

Element 2 I/4Cr-2W 2 1/4 CrVTi 2 I/4Cr-2WTi 2 I/4('r-2WVTi
with

0.IV 0.25V 0.SV
..... i ,

C 0.097 O.10 0.099 O.10 0.10 O. 11,,.

Mn 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.39
.ill

P 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.017 0.018
r

S 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.003 0.003
Si 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.16
Ni 0.01 0.01 <0.1 0.01 0.01 0.01

, ..... ii ii i

Cr 2.40 2.40 2.45 2.37 2.47 '_ 2.44 _-"
ii,i

Mo <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 t_
, , ill i i

V 0.10 0.25 0.49 0.25 0.009 0.23,ll ill ii i

Cb <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 < .01 <.01
Ti <.01 <.01 <.01 0.024" 0.024 ..... 0.020
Co 0.008 0.008 0.008' ' 0.007 0.009 0.009 .........,,

Cu 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
ii i,

A! 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.005 0.013 0.013

B 0.001 0.001 0.001 <.001 0.002 0.002

W 2.10 2.11 2.08 0.01 1.90 1.90
ii- i i i

As 0.024 0.025 0.026ii i i

Sn 0.002 0.002 0.002,i ii, IIIllL i ii

Zr <.001 <.001 0.0 ! 3
ii
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Fig. 1. a) Yield stress and (b) ultimate tensile strength as a function of test
temperature of the steels with varying vanadium concentration.
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Fig. 4. (a) Yield stress and (b) ultimate tensile strength as a function of test
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with and without an addition of 0.02% Ti after normalizing and then
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6.2 Austenitic Stainless Steels
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STRESS-MODIFIED WELDING PROCESS FOR HELIUM-BEARING TYPE 316

STAINLESS STEELS - C. A. Wang and B. A. Chin (Auburn University), and M. L. Grossbeck
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to evaluate the new technique for the welding of helium-
bearing materials.

SUMMARY

Experiments have shown that Type 316 stainless steel is susceptible to heat-affected-zone
(HAZ) cracking upon cooling when welded using the gas tungsten arc (GTA) process under
lateral constraint. The cracking has been hypothesized to be caused by stress-assisted helium
bubble growth and rupture at grain boundaries. This study utilized an experimental welding setup
v,,hich enabled different compressive stresses to be applied to the plates during welding.
Autogenous GTA welds were produced in Type 316 stainless steel doped with 256 appm helium.
The application of a compressive stress, 55 MPa, during welding suppressed the previously
observed catastrophic cracking. Detailed examinations conducted after welding showed a
dramatic change in helium bubble morphology. Grain boundary bubble growth along directions
parallel to the weld was suppressed. The results suggest that stress-modified welding techniques
may be used to suppress or eliminate helium-induced cracking during joining of irradiated
materials.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Large amounts of helium will be generated within many materials from transmutation
reactions as a consequence of neutron bombardment of structural components in a fusion
reactor[I-3]. Due to its inert nature and extremely low solubility in metals, helium will diffuse
and agglomerate to form bubbles after being trapped at point defect aggregates, dislocations, and
grain boundaries. Such bubbles have been shown to degrade materials properties [3-12].
Investigations have also shown that helium bubbles grow rapidly along grain boundaries that are
subjected to a tensile stress at high temperature [9-15]. Both high stress and high temperature
are typically encountered following conventional gas tungsten arc (GTA) welding upon cooling.
Shrinkage-induced tensile stresses are produced due to the volume contraction of the weld upon
solidification and subsequent thermal contraction during cooling. Intergranular heat-affected-
zone (HAZ) cracking following GTA welding with lateral constraint was observed by Lin et al. in
Type 316 stainless steel with helium concentrations greater than 2.5 appm [9-12]. HAZ cracking
was found to occur at the grain boundaries parallel to the welding direction, approximately 2 to 3
grain diameters (grain size was about 70 _m) from the fusion boundary. Centerline interdendritic
fractures in the fusion zone have also been observed in GTA welds of Type 316 stainless steels
containing more than 100 appm helium. These severe failures are attributed to the growth of
helium bubbles at both HAZ grain boundaries and weld dendrite boundaries.

The objective of the present study was to investigate techniques which might be used to
eliminate heat-affected-zone cracking in helium-containing steels subjected to GTA welding.
These techniques need to be identified to enable repair and maintenance of the first wall of a
fusion reactor. This work investigated the weldability of helium-bearing austenitic Type 316
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stainless steel under controlled stress conditions during welding. Modification of the stress field

was accomplished by the application of a compressive stress perpendicular to the weld direction
(luring welding.

Experimental Procedure

The material investigated in this study was 0.76 mm thick austenitic Type 316 stainless
steel sheet. Following a solution anneal at 1050"C for one hour, the average grain size was

about 70 _m. Helium was implanted into the steel using tritium doping and decay'. The steel
was exposed to tritium gas at 125 MPa at 300°C for 30 days. The dissolved tritium was then
allowed to decay to helium at -40°C for six months. The excess tritium was then pumped off
under a vacuum (10 .3 Pa) at 400°C to prevent further helium generation. This doping process
introduced 256 appm helium into the steel. The pump-off treatment resulted in the formation of
stable helium bubbles about 4.5 x 102°/m3 in density and approximately 1.7 nm in diameter in the
matrix while a density of 8.8 x 10_4/mz and 2.0 nm diameter bubbles were observed on the grain
boundaries.

Autogenous single pass GTA welds were produced under laterally constrained conditions.
The edges of the plates parallel to the weld direction were securely fastened to the welding stage
to simulate the restraints encountered in practica! weld repair and maintenance of structural

components. Welding was performed at 10 V-de, 24 A at a torch travel speed of 3.6 mm/s under
a protective argon atmosphere. The resulting heat input was 66.7 J/mm, which produced a full

penetration weld approximately 3 mm wide.

A theoretical model has been proposed by Linet al. to describe the helium bubble
growth during GTA welding of helium containing materials [9-12]. The model indicates that the
growth of grain boundary helium bubbles should be significantly altered by a change in the stress
state during cooling of the weld. To investigate this hypothesis, a weld plate fixture system was

constructed to apply a controlled compressive stress (55 MPa, i.e., 25% of the yield stress)
perpendicular to the weld path (Figure 1).

The compressive stress is produced by applying a constant compressive strain
perpendicular to the weld direction from the edges of weld plates. Both optical microscopy and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to examine the integrity of the weld and the
surrounding heat-affected zone. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) specimens were
prepared from the fusion zone/heat-affected-zone interface for both standard (control welds) and
stress-modified welds for further examination.

Results and Discussion

According to the proposed model, most of the grain boundary helium bubble growth
which occurs during welding is stress-assisted [9-12]. The growth of grain boundary bubbles in
the HAZ can be divided into three regimes. In regime I, the heat-up regime before the material
reaches its melting temperature, compressive stresses are introduced normal to the welding
direction due to thermal expansion of the plates. Although grain boundary helium bubbles can
grow by thermal vacancy absorption in this regime, the compressive stress tends to retard the
bubble growth. Consequently, it was assumed that there is no bubble growth in this heat-up

"The tritium doping was performed at Sandia National Laboratory., Livermore, CA.
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Torch

a  =55MPa

FIG. 1--Schematic of applied compressive stress during welding.

period. In regime II, where the torch passes through, the material reaches the melting
temperature and a stress-free state is obtained in the melted region. Therefore, the stress is
assumed to be zero in areas adjacent to the melted region. The bubbles grow mainly by vacancy
absorption during this stage due to the high vacancy concentration and diffusivity at that
temperature. The grain boundary bubble growth in this regime is derived based on the theory of
helium bubble growth in the matrix by vacancy absorption presented by Greenwood and Speight
[16]. The final bubble radius, R, was expressed by Lin et al [9,10,12] as

R 3 - Ri 3 = 38_bt_D_bC_at/2 (1)

where

R = bubble radius, m,
R_ = bubble radius at regime I, m,

8g_ = grain boundary thickness, m,
t3 = atomic volume, m3,

Dsb = grain boundary vacancy diffusivity, m2/s,
Cv = equilibrium vacancy concentration, ma, and
At = elapsed time in regime II, s.

Finally, in regime III, the stress state becomes tensile at grain boundaries parallel to the
welding direction due to weld solidification and cooling. Stress-assisted bubble growth dominates,
and most of the grain boundary bubble growth during welding occurs in this regime. The bubble
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growth at grain boundaries in this regime can be expressed by the following equation, which is
based on Hull and Rimmer's models [I7,18]:

aR = 2_SsbQD_,(t)a(t)at/{R(t)ZkT(t)log(a/R(t)-0.75)} (2)

where

k = Boltzmann's constant, J/K,

a = average bubble spacing, m,
t,R = amount of bubble growth, m,
T(t) = temperature at time t, K,
a(t) = thermal stress at time t, Pa,
R(t) = bubble radius at time t, m, and
DsJt ) = grain boundary vacancy diffusivity at time t, m2/s.

It should be emphasized that this model is not meant to predict the resulting stress state of the
weld but rather to give physical insight into what may be occurring during the weld process.

Results of grain boundary bubble growth calculations for the final stage are shown in
Figure 2. In this study, grain boundary thickness is assumed to be 8 A. The average bubble
spacing on grain boundaries was assumed to be 1 pm from examination of the HAZ fracture
surfaces which were decorated with uniformly distributed dimples about 1 t_m in diameter. The
initial bubble radius at regime III, i.e., final radius at regime II, was 0.049 _m after calculations
according to equation (1).

In the standard weld, curve A, HAZ cracking occurs approximately 2 seconds after the
onset of Regime III, where bubbles reach 1 I.tm. This is consistent with the results of video-
taping during welding, which showed cracks that initiate 1 to 2.2 seconds after passage of the weld
pool. When a compressive stress is applied during welding, bubble growth is retarded, and bubble
size may never reach the critical size which leads to cracking (curves B, C and D). Bubble growth
was also retarded when the bubble surface tension is greater than thermal tensile stresses (where
8(t) became negative in equation (2), i.e., in compressive state), as indicated at the beginning
region of Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the results of macroscopic examination of weld integrity. Continuous
through-thickness heat-affected zone cracking was observed in standard welds of Type 316
stainless steel containing 256 appm helium. Further examination also revealed that the crack was
completely intergranular. The crack ran parallel to the welding direction and was within 2 to 3
grain diameters of the fusion zone/heat-affected-zone interface. Helium bubbles had migrated
and grown rapidly at grain boundaries under the combined actions of high temperature and
internal tensile stress, which occurred during the welding process. Grain boundary strength
decreases as the grain boundary helium bubbles grow and the area fraction of bubbles increases.
Rupture occurs as the cohesive strength of the grain boundaries, reduced by the growing bubbles,
can no longer bear the shrinkage-induced internal tensile stress during cooling.

Results from stress-modified GTA welds reveal no visible cracks in the heat-affected

zone, as shown in Figure 3b. A compressive stress of 55 MPa, about 25% of the room
temperature yield stress of Type 316 stainless steel, was applied in these experiments, as measured
by strain gauges attached to the weld plates. This result is consistent with the conclusion from
Lin's study that high temperature alone is not sufficient to cause significant grain boundary.
helium bubble growth and HAZ cracking. The combination of both high temperature and high
tensile shrinkage stress are required for intergranular HAZ cracking [9-12].
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FIG. 2--The predicted grain boundary bubble size in Regime llI. In a standard weld without
external applied stress, curve A, bubbles reach critical size, dotted line, at about 2 seconds after
the onset of Regime III, while bubble growth is retarded by the application of a compressive
stress (indicated as a percentage of the yield strength) during welding, curves B, C and D.

Further examinations on TEM disks, prepared from the fusion zone/heat-affected-zone
boundary, were conducted using scanning electron microscopy following jet thinning. The results
are shown in Figures 4 for both standard and stress-modified welds. Welding directions are
indicated by the large arrows. In the standard GTA weld, as shown in Figure 4a, severe
perforation and cracking are observed with cracks tending to align parallel to the welding
direction. On the other hand, parallel cracking associated with grain boundary helium bubble
growth has been effectively suppressed by the application of a compressive stress in the stress-
modified GTA welding process, as shown in Figure 4b. In addition, the bubble growth has been
altered such that larger bubbles grow-predominantly along grain boundaries perpendicular to the
weld direction, whereas previously they oct+_rred principally on grain boundaries parallel to the
weld. It should be pointed out that jet polishing during TEM specimen preparation attacks the
grain boundaries and enlarges grain boundary holes. Therefore, the grain boundary bubble sizes
indicated in Figures 4 are exaggerated as compared to the as-welded material. Figure 4c and 4d
are magnified views of the circled areas in Figure 4a and 4b respectively. Results of TEM
examinations are not available at this time, and will be presented in the future.
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FIG. 3--Comparison of as-welded heat-affected zones in Type 316 stainless steel containing 256
appm helium: (a) continuous through-thickness intergranular HAZ cracking in standard weld; (b)
no visible HAZ cracking in stress-modified weld.

During weld solidification and cooling, the principal shrinkage-induced internal tensile
stress is perpendicular to the welding direction. The stress level is enhanced by the lateral
constraints as in the repair welding of structural ccmponents. This stress causes the,helium
bubbles to grow rapidly at the grain boundaries at high temperatures, preferentially along grain
boundaries aligned perpendicular to the stress (parallel to the weld). Since the shrinkage-induced
tensile stress is altered by applying an initial compressive stress perpendicular to the welding
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FIG. 4--SEM photographs of the jet-polished TEM discs from (a) standard GTA weld; (b) stress-modified GTA weld. Arrows indicate the welding
direction. Note that the applied compressive stress in 3b effectively suppressed grain boundary cracking associated with bubble growth and favored
bubble growth on grain boundaries perpendicular to the weld. (c) and (d) are magnified views of the circled areas in (a) and (b) respectively.
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direction, the helium bubble growth process is retarded along grain boundaries parallel to the
weld; therefore, HAZ cracking is less likely to occur. However, a small number of helium
bubbles still grow preferentially along the direction perpendicular to the weld. This may be due to
the internal tensile stresses generated by bulk body constraint of the steel along the weld
direction during cooling.

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

1. Severe intergranular heat-affected-zone cracking during welding of helium-bearing Type 316
stainless steel is caused by the grain boundary helium bubble growth.

2. Grain boundary helium bubble growth is enhanced by the combined action of high temperature
and shrinkage-induced tensile stress generated during the welding process.

3. Sound autogenous GTA welds can be produced in helium-bearing Type 316 stainless steel by the
application of a compressive stress to alter grain boundary bubble growth kinetics.

The results of this study suggest that the stress-modified welding process can effectively suppress the
helium bubble growth and may be applied to eliminate the severe HAZ cracking which occurs during
GTA repair welding of irradiated materials.
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RELATIONSHIPBETWEENSWELLINGAND IRRADIATION CREEPIN COLD WORKEDPCASTAINLESS STEEL TO 178 DPA AT -400°C -
H. B. To!oczko (University of California at Santa Barbara) and F. A. Garner (Pacific Northwest Laboratory').

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to determine the factors which control the response of structural alloys to
radiation and applied stress.

SUMMARY

At 178 dpa and -400°C, the Irrad_ation creep behavior of 20% cold-worked PCAhas become dominated by the creep
,iisappearance phenomenon. The total diametral deformation rate has reached the iimiting value of O.33%/dpa
at the three highest stress levels. The stress-enhancement of swelling tends to camouflage the onset of creep
disappearance, however.

PROGRESSAND STATUS

Introduction

Helium pressurized tubes constructed from the fusion heat K280 of the austenitic Prime Candidate Alloy (PCA)
in the 20% cold worked condition have completed their irradiation in FFTF/MOTA at a nominal temperature of
-400°C, These 2,24 cm long tubes were periodically discharged from reactor and measurements made of their
diameter prior to reinsertion into reactor.' These tubes were inserted in all MOTAvehicles from MOTA-IA
through MOTA-IG and then continued into MOTA-2B. The tubes were pressurized to hoop stress levels of O, 30,
60, I00, 140 and 200 MPa. Irradiation temperatures varied somewhat From one MOTAto the next. but during any
one _rradiation interval, the temperature was actively controlled within _5 = of the nominal temperature. Table
I presents the detalled temperature history of these tubes, which reached dpa !evels as large as -178 dpa.
The strains of these tubes were last reported for MOTA-IF at -119 dpa.

Table I Irradiation History of Pressurized Tubes
, : = .... _ -rT; , , --

MOTA Temp_Eraturo_[9.4__r

!A 405

iB 401

lC 395

!D 386

IE 384

if 386

IG 390 i

2B 433 ii

::e,.,uits and Oi:_cusstnn

iigure 1 _.howsthe total d_ametral ,!trains measured _n each of the tubes, reach_nq levels as large as 26% &D/D
.._thout failure. Hote that the tubes at the three highest stress levels have developed the 0.33%'dpa maximLim
d_ametra! defnrmat_on rate often observed Tn pressurized t_bes a[ sufficient!/ _igh enough neutron exposures. -
"hus, the creep rate becomes unresDnns_v_ to s_gnlficant increases _n stress level. Even though a volumetric
_,weiiing level _f _21% was attained in the absence of stress, the stres_.fr_,_e sweliing rate at 0.46%/dpa is
;t;il far frem _ts maximum posslb!e rate of -l%,,dpa, as shown in Fiqure 2. Since stress normally accelerates
• -e snset of ,_welling, it i_ exr,,'ected that the stress-affected sweiling rates are probabl)' larger.

Pacit;c Horthwest L.aboratorv i -_ nonrated for the U _ Department. ,,')f ['rerc]v i_; Battelle Memorial
_tt_tute uncler /entract D[-AEO6-76R[O 1830,
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'f we assume, however, that stress c_es not affect swelling, we can calculate the creep coefficient associated
with the B . DS creep model, where B_ is the creep comoliance and D is the creep-swelling coupling coefficient,
,'elating t_e creep rate _/o to the s_elling rate S. Table 2 shows that for each tube, B-2x10 6 MPa"I dpa I and
O~O.6x]O - MPa', in agreement with the re'_ults of earlier studies. The attainment of the ~O.33%/dpa
diametral deformation rate signals, however, that stress enhancement of swelling has indeed occurred, and the
creep disappearance phenomenon is dominati_Q the experiment. __

Table 2. Creep coefficients derived over the interval of
0 to 178 dpa, _ssuming that stress does not affect swelling.

r ,

i
Stress Level D I B.

MPa MPa MPa • _pa....

30 0.58x10 "_ 1.7xlO _.. ,,
- 'l

60 0.53x10 _ 2.0xlO _
............. q

100 0.57x10 2 2.2x10 -t'............

140 0.54x10 -2 2.3x10 6
.........

200 0.57x10"2 2.3XI06,..

!n the absence of swelling measurements on stressed tubes, an estimate of the effect of stress on swelling can
be made, providing that the analysis proceeds at a dpa level where the creep disappearance phenomenon has not
yet become totally dominant. This appears to be the case at the end of MOTA-IG at -153 dpa. Assuming that
the creep strain must be linearly proportional to stress, an estimate of the stress-affected swelling can be
calculated, as shown in Figure 3. This estimate implies that the swelling at 200 MPa and 178 dpa may be twice
as large as that at zero stress.

Such large swelling levels will also cause a decrease in the gas pressure and thereby the stress level in the
tube wall, but the correction to the midwall creep strains are not very large, as shown in Figure 4. The creep
coefficients derived from both the stress-insensitive and stress-affected swelling assumptions are shown in
Figure 5. It is clear that the influence of stress on swelling camouflages the onset of the creep
disappearance phenomenon. These ca}culations are based on the entire data set, however. Thus, the values
shown in Figure 5 are average coefficients, taken over the entire period where the creep disappearance
;henomenon evolves from a minimal to a near-dominant influence.

If we calculate D._,the creep-swellingcoefficient for each of the ]ast three i radiation seoments, using the
_verage creep and;swelling rates For each segment, the decrease in the D coP_Ficient becomes more pronounced
as the swelling rate increases and the creep disappearance phenomenon also increases. The progressive
"nfluence of this process _s clearly shown in Figure 6.

_ ' 100
15i .

g
10 - 3O

o

o
0 40 80 120 160 2f)O

dl_

:,q. i. Total diametra} ;trains observed in PCA tubes at -400C and 0 to 178 dpa.
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Fig. 4 Midwall creep strains calculated for both the stress-insensitive and stress-affected swelling
cases. Large levels of swelling also decrease the stress level in the tube wall and a correction to constant
stress must be made,
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Fig. 6 a) Comparison of creep-swelling coupling coefficient derived from the full irradiation sequence
with the incremental coefficientsderived for each of the last three irradiation segments in MOTAs IF, IG, and
2B; b) Each curve corresponds to a different fluence increment. Note that data are plotted against the average
stress-free swelling rate for the individual irradiation segment and the final stress-free swelling rate for
the full irradiation sequence. The actual stress-affected average swelling rates w_11 be significantly larger.

F_ttJre Work

Th_s effort will continue, with prlmary emphasis on determlning the true stress-affected swelling behavior.
This will be done by sectioning the tubes and measuring the actual density changes, lhe creep analysis will
,,hen be updated.
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Denslty Changes Observed in Pure Molybdenum and Mo-41Re After Irradiation in FFTF/MOTA - F. A. Garner and
L. R. Greenwood, (Pacific Northwest Laboratory) _

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to provide data on the performance during irradiation of candidate materials
for fusion reactor application.

SUMMARY

Pure molybdenum and Mo-41wt% Re, in both the 20% cold-worked and aged and the annealed and aged conditions,
were irradiated in FFTF/MOTAto exposures as high as 111 dpa. Pure molybdenum appears to approach a saturation
swelling level that is independent of the starting state. Cold-worked and aged molybdenum initially swells
at a higher rate than that of solution-annealed and aged molybdenum and overshoots the saturation level at
lower irradiation temperatures. This requires that part of the accumulated swelling be removed to approach
saturation, probably by void shrinkage. The alloy Mo-41Re exhibits a more complex behavior with the annealed
and aged condition initially swelling Faster, but eventually the density change of both conditions begins to
turn downward and tends toward densification. The role of solid transmutation to Tc, Re, and Os is thought
to be very important in the irradiation behavior of these two metals. Calculations of transmutant generation
are provided for FFTF, HFIR and STARFIRE spectra.

PROGRESSAND STATUS

Introduction

Molybdenum and molybdenum-rhenium alloys are being considered as possible candidates for fusion reactor
application. '_ Pure molybdenum and Mo-41wt% Re were irradiated in MOTA-IB, !C, ID, and IE at five target
temperatures between 420 and 722°C, with peak exposures on the order of 60 dpa (steel) at most temperatures
and -I00 dpa at 420'C. s The specimens were in the form of 3 mmdiameter microscopy disks. Both materials were
irradiated in two starting conditions: solution annealed for | hr at 760°C followed by aging at 320"C for 2
hrs, and 20% cold worked followed by the same aging treatment. Irradiation proceeded in weeper packets so that
the specimens were in contact with the sodium coolant of the reactor.

Although the irradiation in MOTAproceeded largely under active temperature control (±5°C) in MOTA's IB, IC,
and IE, there was a short (-50 minutes) temperature excursion in MOTA-ID during FFTF cycle 7, referred to as
an overtemperature event. This event compromised the integrity of many of the pressurized tube experiments
_n MOTAID. Therefore, a decision was made to run the MOTAin the helium-purged mode For the remainder of FFTF
cycles 7 and 8 while a series of reactivity feedback tests were conducted, lhe majority of the MOTAcanisters
thereafter operated at variable but lower-than-target temperatures until the end of FFTF cycle 8. Isothermal
irradiation was reestablished in MOTA IE, but only the 420°C specimens were included in that irradiation
segment. A summary of the target conditions for these specimens is shown in Table I.

Results

Density measurements were performed using an immersion technique whose accuracy has been established to be
c0.15% swelling. The displacement levels quoted are those for stainless steel. Detailed calculations for
molybdenum have not yet been run, but should be on the order of -80% of those of steel. No guidance is
available to calculate dpa levels for Mo-41Re.

The density change data are presented in Table 2 and represent the average values for two _dentical specimens.
F_gure I shows that the cold-worked and aged condition of pure molybdenum swelled -1% or more at 420°C during
the first irradiation segment and then declined thereafter. The annealed and aged condition appeared to
densify, although the reasons for such densification are hard to identlfy, in the annealed and aged state at
420'C, Mo-4lRe appears to swell initially and then decline in swelling. The cold-worked and aged condition
appears to be swelling between 50 and TO0 dpa.

Figure 2 shows Lnat the cold-worked and aged condition of pure molybdenum always swells at a faster rate
:nitially than the annealed and aged condition, but the swelling of the two conditions appears to be converging
by the end of MOTA-ID. This convergence requires that the cold-worked and aged specimen must decline in
swelling at the 471 and 596°C target temperatures. Note also in Figure 2 that three of the four specimen
groups are converging to the same level (_2%).

Figure 3 shows that at three of four irradiation temperatures, the annealed and aged condition of Mo-4]Re
swelled more than the cold-worked and aged condition, in agreement with the behavior observed at 420°C in

_Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute
ander Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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;igure I. The most surprising aspect of the data in Figure 3, however, is that the initial swelling appears
to be followed by a decline in swelling, in several cases reaching a net densification.

Table I

Irradiation Conditions for Molybdenum and Mo-41Re Specimens Examined in This Study

MOTA-IB MOTA-IC MOTA-IO MOTA-1E

Packel Conlents ''!...... ........ Tempetalure, "C dpa m' T;mpetalur,el 'C dpa Temperai'ute, ;C dpa _emperalute, ......."C 1 dpa Total dp8MAEZ _ 431 15.o ........ 15.o
NAEZ A 431 15.0 4"20 3513 ......... 50.3

,6Ez 8 431 14.1 _20 33.1 47.2
M6EZ , 431 14.5 42o 339 4_4 2415 64 3218 105.7
PAEZ A 431. 15,0 420, 3.5.3 404 25.5 414 35.0[ 110.8
MAEI A 471 II.4 ........ 11.4
.AEI A 471 11.4 470 26_8 ........ 38.2
N6EI B 471 9.6 470 22.6 .... 32.2
P6E{ B 471 8.7 470 20.3 4-7"0 14_7 .... 43.7
PAEI A 471...... 11.4 ....470 26.8 4Z0 19.4..... -- . -- 57.6.....
MAE7 A 569 11.5 ........ ll.5
NAE7 A 569 It.5 550 2ii0 ........ 38.5
N6E7 B 569 12.2 550 28.6 .... 40.8
PAE7 A 569 11.5 550 27.0 54g 19_6 .... 58,1

RAE7 A 569 11.5 550 27.0 54.9 19.6.. -- -- 58 1.....
MAE5 A 645 11.5 ........ 11.5
NAE5 A 645 II.5 652 27_0 .......

i - 38.5

.6E5 8 645 12.2 652 28.6 -- 40.8
ROES 8 645 I_.7 652 30.8 _so 2_13 -- 65.8

A..... 64,5, 11.5 652 .... 27.0 . 650 19.6 -- 58.1,..PAE5

MAE6 A 722 ll.5 11,',' " ..... li -- ll.5

NAE6 A 722 11.5 7;o 2ilo .... 38.5
N6E6 B 722 12.2 730 28.6 -- 40.8
M6E6 B 722 12.2 730 28.6 730 20_7 .... 61.5

PAE6 A 72,2, ]1.5 730, 27.0 730 ]9.6 .... 58.!_
(a) Group A contains cold-worked and aged Mo only. Group B contains Mo-41Re (both aged as wel

as cold-worked and aqed) and annealed and aged Mo.
(b) dpa values calculate_ for stainless steel.

Table 2a

Density Changes (-ap/p_) Measured in Irradiated Pure Molybdenum

....... Annea!..edand'Aged ,'-l' " ' i_ _ ' Cold-Worked and Aqed...... °_ '........_

Temperature'c I _osedpa .........i :,o/;- '_1 Temper,_"turej'C 1 ' _oo;e_pa !_ ' :_,/_-2
420 47.2 -0.45 420 15.0 0.96

I05.7 -0.36 420 50.3 i 0.28420
4._0 ...... !..1.0.8 ..... ',_ _.05

471 .... 32.2 ].7'g 47] 11.4 ,; 1.10 '
411 43.7 1.82 471 38.2 i 3.41

471 57.6 ___ 1.68 __
'' I .......

569 40.8 1.18 569 11.5 i 1,93
569 63.9 3.10 569 38.5 ! 3.32

_ 569 58.1 _3..L_,.
645 40.8 li_ -- 645 11.5 _ 1.57

! 1.89645 55.8 2.07 645 38.5 i
__ 645 ....... 58.1 !_ ].83 __

730 40.8 0.98 730 11.5 I 1,56
73o _1,5 1.68 730 38.5 i 1.98

730 58.I _ 19] _.....

Table 2b
Density Chanqes (_P/L} tleasured in Irradiated Mo-4IRe

......... ,_ .----_._._.

Denser (han e %

lnmperature'C ! _ose dpa Annealed and Aged Cold-Worked and Aqed, , , , , - . , , ._ .... _ ,, _ --= . .

..... " 420 i 47.2 0.33 -0,08
420 I 105.7 0,11 0.28 __
471 32.2 2,26 0.06
411 _, 43.7 .... -0.28 _ -0.25
569 40.8 0.72 i.14
56g 63.9 0.52 _ 0.12 _

!I---- _45 40.8 _ 0.66 ....... 0.04-
645 65.8 1.41 0.15
i30 1 40.8 1.45 O.4']' --

730 ! 61.5 -0.07 -0.49 __
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'°i/"_',,. P""_Y_"_ Disc_,,_s,on
imDosslble to determine for Mo-4IRe whether the
observed changes are due .solely or in part to

l_,, "" -o lattice parameter changes accompanying
o precipitation. Chi-phase precipitates are

known to develop in ion-irradiated Mo-Re.An_ randA_
_'/-- alloys even though the equilibrium phase

•o.s - diagram would not predict the formation of this
phase. '-_ The densification of annealed and
aged pure molybdenum at 420"C is also difficult

._o- to explain, Since tecnnicium formation by
______L , i __ _ .... transmutationwas invokedpreviously to explain

- void shrinkage in molybdenum, calculations

were performed to assess the level of solid
Mo-41Re

1.0 "-

transmutants produced in these two alloys.

_..__amJA4md Since the alloys are also being irradiated in/,." ........... thermal reactors in other laboratories,O.5

, _ _ calculations were performed both for FFTF and
,' _ HFIR to assess the range of possible

/ __w_ transmutation in these materials. The STARFIREo _.. spectrum was used to assess the transmutation
andAg.d produced in a typical fusion spectrum.

•o.s- Calculation of Transmutatlon Products

The calculations required several steps

.Le _ _ i i , including the detprmination of the principal20 0 IO M 100 120

dpa(ee) nuclear reactions and subsequent decays,
extraction of nuclear cross sections From

Fig. i. Swelling (-ap/p_) of pure Mo and Mo-41Re after ENDF/B-V or Vl, addition of these new cross
irradiation in FFTF,;MOTAat a target temperature of 420°C. _ections to existing PNL libraries, spectral

averaging of each cross section using the
STAY'SL computer ,:ode. and numerical
calculations for different irradiation times.

4 - In mDst cases the accuracy is estimated at 10cold-Wm'ked

471 °C mndAoed 569°C tO 20% due both to uncertainties in the

_ _ neutron activation -ross sect-i,ons. In the
. ma.}or;tv of cases, =ecend-order transmutation

of the pr;mary reaction i)roducts into secondary

/ ,_dAQ_w_/ products was neglectea. This is generally a
2 r,ood assumption, :n!ess either the primary

transmutation !s quite h_qh (above I%) and/or
/ Arm_d--e.-/ the IDroducthas a very hiqn t;ansmutation rate.

The results are lisIed in Table 3, Results for

,_, FFTF are given at 30, 60, and ]00 dpa (iron) at
- midDlane, ":orrespondirq t_ ,_ull -power-day

I I I _ ,. li, _ l ',rradiatlons of 244 -_88 _nd 8]3 FPD at 29l= O , •

} 645oC 730oc MW; total neutron f!uel,.Lesare 1.02. 2.04 and2;,40 x Ir3_:_ n,cm . ",:_icu!ations are also
provided for the mxdplane (;i t,',,e FFTF below-
core canister ( -66.3 ':mt Cor the same
_rradiation times, corresr,,ond_ng to Fe dpa

Cok:l-Wom,d\ Cok_Wo,t_. values of 4.4. 8,7. and 14.5 and total fluences

2 ._ -- mndA___ /_ of 0.30. 0.01. and 1.02 Y !0;_3 n/cm,

respectively, These FFTF conditions correspond
to the new core configuration used for fusion
experiments, such a._.MOTA-IF, IG, 2A, and 2B.

I

/ / "-An.,,,_ _._,Wm Calculations for HFIR are shown at midplane of

( j ._,e the Peripheral Target Position (PTP) for ] full
, _ , u-_ _ _ ... _ power year at 85 MW, corresponaing to 27 dpa in

°o _o 40 so o _,o 40 _o iron and a fast fluence of 3.6 x I0 _: n/cm _.
dpa(Fe) This reflects HFIR operating conditions

employed since the reactor was restarted in

:_q. 2. Swel!,ng (-_,,,'r,) of pure Me at target temperatures 1990.
,.et,.,,ee_ _,71 ar;cJ7_0F,.
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The principal transmutation
reactions for Mo are the (n,y)

capture reactions on Mo-98 to Mo-
99 (2.7 d) to 99-Tc (200,000 y)

3 and on Mo-IO0 to Mo-lO] (]5 m) to

471 °C _9°C Ru-lO]. Capture reactions on the

• other isotoDes lead to other

_ ////, ....."_I_ One__ ,_ stable Mo isotopes. Weaker

2 - reactions considered include (n,p)

Cold-Worked and (n,c_). Many of the (n,p)

led and Ag_l reactions : roduce short-I ived

products which decay back to other
1

...... reactions Mo-94 (n,p) Nb-94

/J ...--"" " (20,000 y) and Mo-92 (n,p) Nb-92

I,- ............_ \ i_'"" Anneal be(lOd)considered.Whichdecays toTheZr'g2(n,_)must

0 W._ _ --- andAg_l - reactions to Zr were included for
Cold'Worked.1" Y_ all of the Mo isotopes except that

andAged Mo-92 produces Zr-89 (3.3 d) which

decays to Y-89, and Mo-98 and Mo-
e- I I I I I i00 have products which decay back

3: 645 °C 730 °C to other Mo isotopes., ilence, nine
(n reactions were used in the

transmutation calculations. Some

_ of these transmutation products
2 -- Annealed

,""''"-, and Aged may be further transmuted; in
general this is not important

a_ /// significant capture gamma cross

I - - sections. For Mo, the only

.- .......... significant second order
transmutatlon _,s Tc-99. which in

/,'" turn will partially transmute to
_:u-]O0 in HFIR.

0 Cold-Workedd_ \Cold-Worked r
and AgedsndAged _oth !:e-iS5 and _e-]87 have large

n,':'i ,'eact_,'_n .ates leading to
I I I I 1 ._qnlf_car, t ",-_.nsmutat]on in both

0 20 ._0 60 0 20 40 60 ';; IP_ ard ;;:;F. _:oth reactions

dpa(Fe) _,-,a.'1 ',.,_ O: wr',ere further reactions
'cad t,_.!,, • :, ,tner stable Os

:;.]. 3. Sweltinq (-t,p,p) of Mo-4lRe _t te,_ner._t'ares i_et','een 4"] _OtODeS. .',!t ,_ the (n,p)
_no 730_C. , tact It, n; ;-ad "_) _hort-I ived

tungsten _sOtODeS _h_cn decay baCK

'o !:',e. "he n.e) reactions
,.o rroduce s_,ail amounts ,)f W-182 and

T.w:,n_cJw.. W- 184.

/'
._;qur_ _ ::r,_'ws that the technicium

o.,- / mu/m_n_um / and ru:nenlum levels generated in

// // J iFTF _.re qot neql igible,
I a._,,co,. / _ especial!., ;,)r below core

o._- //.,t--.__ _ / /'/'_,_ ; ," r a d _ a _ : ".n. Whether3 "'_/ _oncent rat _:'p_. i; this magnitude
,_ / / " " [:.jn account Cer qens_fication
- _ _e_.n_:W_m_ ,_ m_]./bdenum c_:erved at ,120"C
_o ' ,/ // J !,_.d;w., "_o.__= U3s _st ,:'_ _:een _ab ;ished.

i / / _ _=,,mN_,, J Table i ,,-dicates that the

1 i I /// J ,/' _ transmutat,on ,-ate w, il be higher:n HFI;!..:sDec;ailv for ruthenium.

transmute to o;m_t,'m very strongly

,Iz/I ,_ FFTF a_th t_,e rate _ncreas_ng
, :harplv below and near the edges

°o =o ,_o _o _ _oo _ of the ,:c:re. 'n HFIR. however.

dl_(Fe) rnen_um w_]! be aimost completely
",ansmuted t.c: o._.m_Hmat. a moderate

: q. .:. Predict:cns ,.,f tr:.chnic;um a"l ,qthenium for'_atinn _'_ [_tJt'e .,9a le,e]. ,_ r:,_w_ _n F_gure 6.

-";i/bdenum .ijtlrlng .r,-adiation in FFTF.
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Table 3
Transmutation in F_TF i_Hd UFi!_

iValues are listed _n at%, unless noted as appm)

l FrTF MidD1ane FFTF Below Core HFIR MidDlane*
I

I

i Trans_,utant J 344 I 488 833 244 488 833 265 FPD
't ' , r,.,,

, ,, ! i
fluence, x I0_r*j _ 0,. t 2.! 3.4 0.30 0.61 ].02 3,6

*,,_,_,Fe 4 30 i 60 ioo _.4 _.7 !_.s 27.0
IMolYbdenum:

!'! Tc-99 0.24 0.45 0.76 O. 17 0.3,5 0.62 0.49

'; Ru 0.07 O. 14 0.24 0,05 O, I0 O.17 0.64

_* t_b-94 aDpm: 0.02 0.04 0.07 O.OOl 0.002 0.003 O.ll

! Zr appm: _3.0 _ 4,0 6.8 0.08 , 0.16 _ 0.27 9.|
i _henium: I _ {

.is 10.1 19.2 29.9 17.7 32.1 i 47.3 99.5+

;,_adorn: 0.4 0,8 ].4 0,02 0.04 0,08 0.33
- Self-shie!(Ji'ng has sot been incorporated in these calculations.

*" Exposures for FFTF are _otal fluences, but fluence for 14FIR is based o_: E>O,I !.leV.

]n;tial rate for transmuting Re to Os in HFIR is 2,i% per day.

i_ BelOw Cof'e Mldpl ne _J

° g ;_ ;o o ,oo 2oo 3oo _oo
dpa(Fe) Time, days

: u. ._. ;"redict_on 0 f OCm!u'q for'_-:t_cn ,r rhc,niHm iir_, " Predlrt_.on i_{ (_:,n_,,_--;crmat_.on in rhenium
:,r_nq rr-=,d_at',Om it, _[-_F:. during -rradlat,,on _, .i_[ '_,
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it is safe to say that the Mo-41Re specimens irradiated in FFTF are now Mo-Re-Os-Tc-:e alloys of varying
composition, depending on their location in the FFTF core and the total exposure. H_croscopy and EDX analysis
are necessary to determine the composltion of these alloys and the role of transmutation and precipitation in
determining the density changes induced by radiation. It is also suspected that large levels of osmium may

change the formation rate of chi phase.

_ecent Russian studies showed that Mo-Re alloys irradiated in SM-2 (similar to HFIR in _Dectrum) lost 20 to

30% of their electrical conductivity and much of their fracture resistance at relatively low exposures (-5 x
I0 _" n cm_), ' Based on the preceding calculations, osmium formation was probably the major cause of the
conductivity degradation, but the loss of fracture resistance may be due to both precipitation and osmium
formation,

it appears that transmutation will also be important in fusion spectra at levels intermediate to that in FFTF
anG HFIR. This is demonstrated in Figures 7 and 8 for the STARFIRE spectra.

0,8 80 I

hnlclum E

0.2 - Ruthenium 20

l/ . Tungsten
o I o v"....... _ .......... _ ....... . ........ i.--. ___

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 BOO 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Time. days Time, days

:_q. ;. Prerliction of transmutation In pure :;n. S. _','_d_ct_on o_ tr:_n_-',itaL]on _n pure rhenium
-,]i',bdenum in STARFIRE. _n S_,_RFIRE.

:bTURE WORK

These sDeclmens will _e made available to JaDanese ,Jr" !,ORCUS-_pGn_or_,d U.S. Q'ent its fc)r microscopy
._<amlnation.
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Irradlation Creep of Russian Federation Pressurized Tubes in HOTA-2B - F A. t_arner,CB_ac;fic_orthwest
Laboratory)_, C. R. Eiholzer, (Westinghouse HartfordCompany), E. V. Demina an_ L. I. !vanov. (Baikov
Institute)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to p:'ov_deirradiatlon creep data on a reduced actTvatTc_naustenitic alloy
supplied by the Baikov Institute.

SUMMARY

!rradiation has been completed in MOTA-2B for creep tubes constructed from a candidate reduced activation
austenitic alloy supplied by the Baikov Institute in Moscow. The total strains are strongly dependent on
irradiation temperature _n the range 425-600_C, but are not completely linear with stress leve_,

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

In a previous report: the first details of a joint US/RF (Russian Federation) irradiation study were
presented. This effort involved the irradiation of two groups of reduced activation austenitic alloys in
FFTF using the MOTA-2B irradiation vehicle. One of these material groups was supplied by the Baikov
Institute as tubing in the annealed condition for fabrication into pressurized creep tubes. Table I
provides the composition of these tubes, The tubing dimensions are 4.57 mm (0.180 in) OD and 0.2 mm (0,008
in) wall thickness. End caps for these tubes were of standard WHC design and were fabricated from the U.S.
D9 variant of AISI 316 stainless steel, the composition of which is provided in table 2,

Table I.

Chemical Composition of Austenitic Steel IOKhI2G20V, Heat 394. Tubing

Element FelCr Mn I W!Si]C. PISwt% Bal. 13.0 19.0 ] i.0 [ 0,32 0.09 0.024 0,012

Table P,
Nominal Chemical Composition of D9, (Heat 2966) [.!od Usecl for End Laps

.....Element Fe i Ni I Cr Mn ; '!o i Si '_ Ti Hb
.... i . : ,

. wt% ..I- l Ba], "I 15.64 1 14.03 2.]9 I !.45 i 1.05 1 0.25 0,02

' i

(i Element C V A1 P i _a Co S _ i

wt% 0.046 [ 0.04 0.04 [ 0.012 0,01 , 0.03 0.001 0,009,,,, :

_ental Details

The comDonents were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone for 5 rain. an..] if, on in alcot;o_ _r,_ [, ,tin. The
components were air dried. The cleaned components we,e _andled with white ;li._,'es.

A laser engraver was used to put ID numbers on set ef top and bottom end caps. The IT; cc,c'e consists of two
characteristic letters followed by a two number sequence startinq wlth 00. T_,e qharacter_:;t_r letters for
the Russian Federation pressurized tubes are FG. Identification co_es used were _GO'3th;-ou(,,n FG35.

The end caps were electron beam welded to the gage sections. Before welding the test L,i)ec_mens,
qua}_ficat_on welds were made to determine if the weld-_ng parameters were cormoct for !he material. 3he
qualification procedure conslsted of making six welds which had the same joint arid materlals that would be
welded on the test specimens. The Qualification welds were leak checked and then metallographicaliy
examined for penetration. The required penetration is 85% of the wall thickness. ;,11 production welds
were made to this procedure.

_Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830,
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*_'e ,:.iectron ,beam production welds were inspected before the specimens were acce:)ted for further
+,-,,or_caticn _teps. ;, vlsual inspection was then made on all the product]on welds, ,:!I the welds passed

'_e _nsDectlon. Two production specimens from each production lot were sacrificed t'] determine if the weld
;':metration for the lot was correct. These speclmens had the beq_nn_nq or endlng lot production welds made
_,n them, the weids were then metallographically examined. The tubes were electron beam welded in two
ors. The sacrificial specimens from each lot showed the correct penetration. 6]th iots of specimens were

_,cceDted for further fabrication steps.

_!-e deslred hoop stresses and corresponding fill pressures were determined before *,,hE specimens were filled

w_th gas, The desired hoop stresses were based on the ultimate tensile strength of toe material, creep
m)havier of similar "_aterial, and the irradiation history of the mateYlai. The tens;'e data provided by
ti',e _aikov Institute showed that the material be!laved similarly to so!ution annealed 216 stainless steel.
The final dusired hoop stresses were base(] on the )imlted creep data on :olution anneale,:i 316 SS. The test
-atri< is qiven In Table 3.

Table 3.
Test Matrix for Pressurized Tubes

I Stress (MPa) i

1 i i :
I TemPerature I i

:!:C) i r- ,i ]0 60 ,} *_ 140

: _2o t x ! x _ x :,: _ x':i 520 Y X ! X ( ) X

L 600 ;( , X _ ,
X

The FILPRES computer program was used to determine the qas fill pressures. This program uses elastic
ttress-strain relationships for cylindrical tubes to calculate fill pressures for the specimens to achieve
'he desired stress at temperature. The code also incorporates the effects of wail thickness, material

':,'pe. fill qas, test temperature, and desired hoop stress. [he fill pressures we,'e _:,sed on the thick walt
,:.quatlon for hoop stress, austenitic materia}s, helium fill gas. helium compress_b_l''v equations, and the

"atr_, ;_,'_n in Table 3. Table ,4 pr_,sents the fill pressures that w_:re :elected.

The.. Pressurized t'd,.es" were filled ,,.J;th ;4! tra-pur*e he} _ }'q in a laser.... vm _ chamber " *e specimens were put

'_ a 7,,e':,:.ure '.'e-',e] that has a c]_iaYtL" ::Oft or '.is top. "ftev f_'' :,q :, . )c)_ ,,'r, ,.,. : ,._as r:erformed with a
! it;qr Dr: i c.e t hFOH{Ih tne q::artz ::of t .

"-;, later" +,,'(:,):i'Pq i:+arac,_ters were .q';a;_:d lef_;+e the {''o,i_lC c,_ ,..,, • .+:;.,.,. ;::,-, ,..+:-: ., 're test
.:'ec i"wr'_s. The c_lal lf'.catlon !)ro_:c,;],lr',] : f::q',l<.[_;_ r,f _-iaz._n,-i : x "a c< .,.,:_1... '".: : ," :;_ii ',f i_atlOn v_,?l.l..
,.,eFe ieaK checked _nd then q.eta'_]_;qraph:ca1' , ,,:amined _ar _i ] ';*,';,: . ,uv,' '' . :,:.' :..n ;asr.,r wel_I':.

,,,*,Vr, ":;t:Je to the qua] i f./_ng prOCTe'Jqre.

"he pred;ict_on '4'-.er rir:_ure w(:ids werE, ,nsrect('] and n_]_t_ r:aK t;:.St,_d ::O!,'r": '"? ",' ',,t'_z_d tubes wet'e
;_'-_epted f_r t_::st 1Pq. : st. +k!e _a:eY r : ,%Hf¢) w_'_'_._iS,v_:f)_e ,.,!:,llalt. _",D_?(}'.,!,I. -,rn ''-': ,.,._:_J_ were he] i!H"

:,,. , _}C:k(.__. "P,_ i.,ik cF£.Ck ba_ : .L'rS_Ti,'_t, "{ _ .< [[;_ t'"' r'_ '. ''' l"' :'":" " _,t-", {'r, th the
" uec!_on _nd Ir, ak teLt.

",!'. ,!l(_er.r_rs _)f t!:,? [)r'C._L:ilFi,'n,:', tL;b_}s ,,,t_!_; t!r'..i:_qFed q_.:n(1 4 roll-, :-r,,_ '_r,] i_. :, -'. :. *_:: laser ::,stem

':;.e { _:,e equidistant i'ametev m,:2asurement _, ,iioml the gage _ect.;_-n ,:r ,_,_ .;._e,:'--;- ,n th_Fd measure'nenl
,aken at. the center _)f the :_)ec_r_en. !r_e J:stsnce ,,etwe_,n mea'._t_r,..'"_:.,,t[: ;_t, :{." .... (:.'_5 _n.). Th.,_

: ,.-t,rac, of the *,;easure__ents _ -- 0.C01 "rm (0.00004 in. [he ave,aqe _f the "_,'e _ - :i].? ,'easurE-ments

_;,terml, :: t.ne a,L'rage ,:]_a_eter. [f the rrlrid1_? thre_: '"easurements ?.t, ',)t ;vith_,, " C1:27 '-m _50 _n.),
,_,r,n t_e !be,-:i,_'en _:: ">'reasureq. /hen repeat _,easurement : ,re equlrffq. the '}peL'-_n *:. "__asured two mol'e
...... es. ../r_r,n three ":oas_lrcm;nt: ,ve,e *,_;ker;. :,_l :ata ,mr'e a',,eraged tn !et_r,_;p_ t'e .:-,::.t'aqe diameter value.

;imet,'!,;.a} _'_asureTrents were t.akC:n m;,{,')rr: arvl after ;',ressurizir W. r-,!;le 4 q_..,:,; -,-. :-r._.- and post.filled
",t;,,'tr{}'-ent:_ L]K_:n O:l t ,. ;.,.r,,. ur_:,(i tubes

' i ', t !',e :gec l"_en':; '_ade were q_;:),:_ f,",r ,-,-eacto,- test In.u. * _:erma] t ontr-O} :.. ,.,'e! '_ t ':e':._. ,, _rc:hlve. table 4

:,e':,ents 'he spec;men usage. [he ( fteen Ir -,'ea,,::tor tesL ..;:'ec_mens we,'e put irate "CT:-i}(:: :n FFTF cycle 12.
'_ '",., ,n-react:J," t;*,st ;[_,,clmens ,_lth the :;-vse test temperatures .'_,:',e i'dt in ')'_.._ _a:e H_}T,_ can1't, ter.
":![;]e _: ]!,'e_s f'qe csr!!ct;.r.............:trld _],_,:_.t ,:,;,-,-[w_;-::, if)f- !'t3th I'F'_.'.tLlt_c'n c;rotl_:
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table 4.

Summary of F:abricationData

Average Average

Iloop [ ill Pre- fill Post-f111
Stress Pressure Diameter Diameter Specimen

r-----'-

FGO0 NA NA NA NA Check EB
weld lot

f-GOl NA IIA NA tIA Check EB
weld lot

FG02 0 9. l' 18004 .18005 Reactor
FG03 0 9. l* 18019 1802/ lherma]
FG04 30 181 18060 18061 ReactMr
F(;05 30 182 18014 8021 thermal
[GO6 60 369 I1991 7994 Reactor
IGOI 60 369 18011 8025 thermal
FG08 tO0 620 I1961 7965 Reactor
IG09 100 620 18022 8034 Thermal
IGIO 140 813 18034 8038 Reactor
[Gl 1 140 873 18038 8050 ] herma l
FGI2 0 8.6* 18022 18023 Reactor
FGI3 0 8.6* 18001 18014 lhermal
IGI4 30 158 .18030 18031 Reactor
IGl5 30 158 .18003 18010 lhermal
[(;16 60 323 18020 18019 Rea(:tor

FGI7 160 323 I1998 8001 lhermal
IGI8 I00 544 18013 8015 Reactor
IGI9 lO0 544 11981 1998 thermal
I{720 140 166 18014 8020 Reactor
F(;21 140 167 18004 8012 lhermal
1G22 0 1.8 * 11996 1991 Reactor
I G23 0 " I .8' 18034 8043 1herma I
I G24 NA IlA NA IIA [heck lIB

weld lot
I {;25 NA I|A ttA IIA (heck [B

weld lot
IG26 30 143 11994 1996 Reactor
IG27 30 143 I1986 1996 Thermal
FG28 60 294 18002 8004 Reactor

I/G29 60 294 18020 8033 thermalG30 tO0 496 18023 8025 Reactor
FG31 I00 491 18030 8045 thermal

fG32 140 699 11969 1974 Reactor
fG33 140 699 18040 8059 lhermal
[G34 NA NA 18005 {IA Arch i ve
I G35 NA NA 18023 NA Archive

•These are psla values, low or negative pressures ran only be a(:heive(lusing
psi a gage.

table 5
Location of Pressurized Tubes in MOTA-2B

Pressurized Tube [ MOTA-28
I Lanlster rio..Basket

Test Temperature (:r.) !

420 I 4B.2
520 2F-3
600 4F-4

HOTE: The specimens deslgnated for 420°C.were placed in a 425C canister.
the hoop stress should not differ significantly for" the 5[ difference.
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The tubes were malntained close to their target temperatures throughout the ]rradiat]n sequence, as shown
•n Table 6, reaching fluences between 5.3 and 5.8 x I0 _ n/cm" (E> 0.Iii MeV). Afte; "lischarge from MOTA-
2B, the dlameters of the tubes were agaln measured. .;II specimens were observed to :e in good shape with
,o obvious failures.

Table 6.
Average lest Temperatures

'Ma×-_mToimu -- ..... ....-:i Canister Target lest st I &verage T:.-St Average Test

it Canister l Type I Temp. (C) T_imp. (C) ! Te_D. .... Temp. IDaw)
2F Gas-Gapped I 520 533 I 519 200.4

1 4B I Weeper 425 434 I 428 199.3
i! 4F ! Gas-Gapped 600 I 6]4 l 599 200.3

_esults and Discussion

Tab]e 7 presents the average diametra] strains measured for the fifteen irradiated t_Des. The amount of
:liametral strain aD/D was determined by

AD
-7,_(_) = !oo [(D.._- .op .'_.]

where Dm Is the current diameter and Dp is the post-filled diameter.

Table 7.
MOTA-2B In-Reactor Creep Data

IA e MOTA-2B Average Average Stress

1Hoopl vTe;:tg I F]_ence Postfilled Final Total Normalized
Specimen I Stress Temp. I 10L_n/cm" Diameter Diameter Diametral Creep Creep

ID I (MPa) (C) i Basket [>0.]1] MeV (mm) (mm) Str'a_n (L-) _:_rain*, % Strain*I %/MPa!

, r:,o_ I 0 428 I 4_-_ 5.3 4.17327 4.57683 _:;_ ....
FG04I Bo ' 4.58749 4.596_8 0.!_ 0.11 B.7×lO

i FG06 i 60 _ 4,17048 4.58368 0.29 0.2] 3,5x]0

_ FG08 [ I00 i 4.56311 4.57733 0.3i 0.23 2.3XI0
',! FGI0 140 _ : ; 4.58161 4.59638 0.32 0.24 ].Tx,O '
, FGI2 5]9 2F-3 _ 5.8 4.57784 4.59486 0.37 ....i °_ FG14 30 1 4.17962 4.59943 0.43 0.06 2.0×10

FGt6 60 ! 4.57683 4.60299 0.57 0 20 3 3×10
iGl8 100 I I ' ' '4.17581 4.61416 O.E4 0.47 4.7x10

;, FG20 I 140 4.57708 4.63220 1.20 0.83 5.9z10
_ FG22 0 599----. 4F-4 5.4 4.57124 4.57810 0.15 ---- .-

FG26 I 30 , 4.57098 4.59435 9.5i _.36 1.2xlO

_G32 I 140 _ 4 56540 4.70103 2 97 ' 32 20xlO
ii _____.i____.___--_ ' __. ' "" "

"Calcu]ated values a_sume that stress does not ,nf!uen,<e _v,eilinq Jr;d that n.'_ :,]_e , :,_atcd _tra_ns occur.
These assumptions are Probably not coml_leteiy ',a]id.

_:!qure [ shows that t_e total strain ]s stronqi] dependen,', on both ;rradiatio _ ,....-o,..t_t_re and stress
:,_..'e}, 5ut is not comp!eteiy linear with stress at any te-merat:ire. "_;cn ben,-_',:," -:_iies that, _n
addition to irradiation creep, pnase-related densit,¢ _h_nqes and _,tress-,:nhan£t_q ,.,<- !nq are Drobably

,;volved. The varioq5 rontrlbut_ons to the t,o':_] _,tra_n cannot b_, ,]at er'_i ned :,._;'_o;: I:erformlnq microscopy
._r'd density change measurements.
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_',qur'e i, Diameter changes observed _n pressurized t.ubes a_ter Irradiation n !._OT__, 2B.

FUTURE WORK

_hese tubes will be examined by a Russian Federation assignee at Oak Ridge _t_onai Laboratory. Since the
I.IOIA Irradiation will not be continued, these tubes may be sacrificed for density _easurements. Ihermal
control studies have not been initiated and may be abandoned.

;_E!:ERE,_IQES

1. [ A Garner. '.I. [. Hamilton, C. R. [ihoIzer, R.. Y!_leh. _;. ,,_;<_haYh_.. I "he,_ki. K. Hiyahara, P.
Schii!er. and L. i. [vanov, iI_ Fusion Reactor Hate_'::i'_ _,._lannH_ i_,_,i_,_s. .:-:__Tr [,i_ [R 03}3,'10 (1991)
;_. iQ9-112,
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Density Measurements Performed on Ispra Second Generation AMCR Alloys Irradiated in MOTA-2A - F. A. Garner,
{Pacific Northwest Laboratory)A, P. Schiller, (Ispra Establishment), and H. Takahashi, (Hokkaido
Unlversity)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to provide information on the radiation response of reduced activation
alloys considered for fusion application.

SUMMARY

Density change measurements have been completed on the Ispra second generation AMCR alloys irradiated in
MOTA-2A. The various compositional modifications induce a wide variation of swelling behavior in the range
423-600°C at 32-36 dpa.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

In the early FFTF irradiation studies on commercial Fe-Cr-Mn alloys it was shown that the AMCR alloy
supplied by Creusot-Marrel (Fe_IOCr-IBMn-O.7Ni-O,6Si-O.O6N-0.2C)exhibited somewhat better performance than
the other alloys investigated ' Researchers at the Ispra Establishment have developed a ser_es of lower
activation variations on this steel_ which was inserted for irradiation in MOTA-2A during FFTF cycle ii and
12 at 420, 520, and 600"C. (See Table 1 for the composition of these steels). Cycle |I has been completed
and density measurements performed.

Table l

Composition (wt%) of ISPRA Second Generation AMCR Alloys

I......IL ri:i'o.....: ..... C:I,.....I ....s
ii if,,,,ii. ': ] ,"i_l i , , ......

I :
ISPRA-A 12.5 10.5 . . 2 <0.I O. lO <0.05 0.5 <0.01 <0.02 .....

i <0.01 <0.02ISPRA-B 12.5 10.5 <0.25 <0.1 0.30 1 <0,05 0.5 ....i
2 <0.I 0.I0 .i ,'0.05 ! 0.5 : <0.01 <0.02

i ISPRA-C ]2.5 17.5
--- - 0_.0.... 17.5 '" w ',il ISPRA-D I <0.25 cO.l 0.30 <0.05 0.5 i _'0.01 <0.02

i!..........i, 1 ......... 'ISPRA-E ,0 10.5 2 <0. I i, O. 10 _0,05 0.5 : (cO.Ol <0.02
........ _, ,, , _ , : ,, .. ,, . ,,.. ....

,,, ...... _ .... ,,::: ,,. ,.... , , -_ , , ,

................................ I ........
!i........C..u AI Nb V W Ta Pb F.o B
r ' .... _.... _ ' ' - _ ..... ' '

!i .:0I <0 05 <0.001 0.75 ] 4 ,:0.005 <0 001 i .'0.1 <0.005

!I <:0.! <0.05 '_.001 0.75 1.4 _0.005 <0.001 <0.I <0.005
1
! <0.i <0.05 <0.001 <0.I 2.0 <0.005 ,0.001 O. I <0,005

I <0.! <0.05 <0.001 <0.I 2.0 <0.005 ._:0.001 "0.I <0.005

! -01 , <0.05I <o.oolL_0.75 _0 ,0.005I _0.00_ o.l <0,005..,., ....... ,,_ -___

fab]e 2 presents the results of the density measurements, and demonstrates that a a_'_]evariation in
_el]inq behavior occurs, Note that the AMCR steel L_sedIn the previous iJ!)_,t_idiet_as also included Tn
_.l(_fA2A and 2B for comparison w_th the behavior of the T_pwIspra alloys,

'Pacific _Iorthwest Laboratory is operated For the U.S. Department of Energy b'¢ _attelle Memorlal
_,_stitute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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i

Table 2

Swelling (%) of FeCrMn Ispra Alloys and AMCR in MOTA_2A

......... , , _ ,,, , ,,,,v,,, .....',,, . ',,"',,, i...... ,,,,, ',,....

I Original 423"C 520"C I 600"Ci Density 19 cm 3) 36.1 dpa**,.... 36.3 dpa**,,,,L..,_i 32.3.dpa**
i, li,, lllllli,, i llll F7 f ill ii i Jill ,, i , i , ' i ' ' i HHI

ISPRA-A 7.94768 0.96 1.23/0.28 _ -0.15........ ! .............

ISPRA-B 7.94965 0.30 0.07 0.99 __

ISPRA-C 7,98265 1.49 3.97 i ].96
, ,, , ................. ! ......................

ISPRA-D 7.97152 0.28 0.58 i -0.72! .....

ISPRA-E 7.85483 0.52 ........... 4.08 ..... i . 0.:58

AMCR 7.86452 0.96 0.7] I |.19.... ,...... , ,, , ,,,,_,,,,,,,, ,..........

*Unless two values are given, the swelling quoted is the average of two separate specimens that exhibited
nearly identical densities.
**Corresponding to neutron exposures of 8.53, 8.58 aria7.64 x lO:_ncm": (E>O.I MeV) at 423, 520, and 600"C,
respectively.

FUTURE WORK

The specimens from MOTA-2A have been shipped to Hokkaido University for microscopy examination. A second
discharge of this experiment from MOTA-2B has been completed and density measurements will be measured.

REFERENCES

i. F. A. Garner and J. M. McCarthy in "Reduced Activation Materials for Fusion Reactors," ASTM STP 1047,
American Society for Testing and Materials, Philadelphia (1990) pp. 19-29.

2. G. Piatti, D. Boerman and J. Heritier, Fusion Technology 1988, Proceedings c)f]Sth Symposium on Fusion
Technology (1989), pp. 983-990.
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TIIERMAI, STABILITY ()I: MANGANEStI-STABII,IZFI) STAINI,I£SS S'I't-I:.I,S -- R. l,. Klueh
and E. A. Kenik

OBJI_?TIVE

Induced radioactivity in the first-wall and bl_mket-su'ucture materials of fusion reactors will make these
components highly radioactive ;ffter their service lifetime, leading to difficult radioactive waste-
management problems. One wily to minimize the disposal problem is to use structural materials in
which radioactive isotopes induced by irradiation decay quickly to levels that allow simplilied dislx)s_d
techniques. We have assessed tim feasibility of developing such austenitic stainless steels.

SUMMARY

Previous work on a series of experimental high-m_mganese reduced-activation austenitic sutinless steels
demonstrated that they had improved tensile properties relative to type 316 stainless steel ill lx_th the
mmealed and 20% cold-worked conditions. S/eels were iested with an Fe-20Mn-12Cr-0.25C (in weight
percent) base composition, to which viuious combinations of Ti, W, V, P, and B were added. Tensile
tests have now been completed on these steels after themud aging at 600°(?. Thermal stability varied
with composition, but the alloys were as stable or more stable than type 316 stainless steel. The
strength of the annealed steels increased slightly _d'teraging to 50fro h, while a strength decrease occuned
for the cold worked steel. In both cotiditi_ms, a steel containing a combination _.ffall the alloying
elements v,a.,_m_._ststable and had tile best strcngtll after therm_d aging 5000 h at 600°(?. Despite having
much higher strength than 316 slaillless steel after aging, the ductility of the strongest experimental
Idloy was still its good as that o1316 stainless steel.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Inm×luction

Conventiomd structund _dloys used lot components of a fusion reactor will become highly radioactive
during the service lifetime, making the disposed of the components a difficult nuclc_u"waste problem.
This has led to a proposal to develop reduced-activation alloys [1]. Such alloys would contain only
elements in wlfich the induced radioactivity would decay much more rapidly than in conventional alloys.
Common _dloying clemetits that must be eliminated frtml reduced-activation all_ys include Ni, Mo, Cu,
Nb, and N.

Nickel-stabilized austcnitic stainless steels have long been considered f_otcntial structural alloys for
fusion reactors. Therefore, a reduced-activation austenitic stainless steel substitute was sought. There

have been scverld prognuns to develop such a steel [2-6], including a program at Oak Ridge Nation_d
Laboratory (ORNL) [4,8,91.

The ()RNI_ program sought to dcvek_p reduced-activation or fast induced-radio',lctivity decay (lqRl))
austenitic sufinless steels using manganese as a replacement lot nickel. It was recognized that this could
prove difficult, because manganese is not as strot_g an austcnite stabilizer as nickel and because the
metallurgical effects of nickel and manganese in the alloy may n(_t otherwise be equivalent [4]. The first
step was the dcterminati_m of a "mt_dificd Schacfflcr diagrmn" for high-inangancsc alloys [8]. This
diagrzun differed signific{mtly from the standmd Scllacfflcr diagram determined for lfigh-nickel steels with
small mnounts of mang_mese. "Filemodified diagrmn was used to pick a cotnposition range where stable
austenite, high-manganese Fe-Mn-Cr-('. _dloys should be obtained.
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Based oil tile origin_d work [81, a nominal Fe-20Mn-12Cr-0.25C steel was chosen as a base
composition, rlllis composition wit,; then _dloyed lor strengd_ and in'adiation resistance by adding
various combinations of Ti, W, V, P, and B. Seven I:e-Cr-Mn-C steels with various combinations of
Ti, W, V, B, mid P were ex_unined and shown to have su'ength and ductility itsgtvod or better than type
316 stainless steel [9].

After the prognun began, tile high-mmlganese steels were concluded to pose potential safety problems in
a fusion reactor first wall, _-mdthey no longer have a high priority in tile U. S. fusion progrmn.
Although the development program h_Lsbeen disccmtinucd, knowledge obtained in the progrmn could be
of interest for the fusion prognun in the fulurc and for other applications. For the record, therefore, we
intend to publish tile inlbrmation obtained. In this paper, microstructtn'al observations and tensile
property determinations were made on the seven solutc-mtxlificd alloys ;dter thenn;dly aging for 5000 h
at 600°C.

Expemncntal Prtx:edure

Seven expcriment',d alloys, including the base composition, were obtained in the form of 600-g vacuum
arc-melted button heats. Table 1 lists alloy compositions and designations. By making elemental
additions to the base composition (designalcd MnCrC), _dloys were obtained with titanium (MnCrCTi),
tungsten (MnCrC.W), a combination of titanium and tungsten (MnCrCTiW), and combinations of these
elements with V, B, and F' (MnCICTiBI :_,MnCrCTiVBP, and MnCrCTiWVBIJ). Nominal levels of Ti,
W, V, B, and l) of 0.1, 1, 0.1, (/.005, and 0.03 weight percent, respectively, were sought. Actu_d
compositions me given in Table 1.

Alloys were cast into ingots with a recl_mgulm cross seclit)ll t)l 12.7 mm by 25.4 mm _md 152 mm in
length. The ingots wcrc hot rolled at 1050°C to a thickness of approximately 6.4 mm. After
homogenizing for5 h at 1200°C, the slcel was cold ,'oiled in five stages to 0.76-ram-thick sheet.
Between each stage, the steel w_L,,;_umeadcd 1 h at !150°C. The sheet w_u,_finished in the 20% cold-
worked condition.

Tensile specimens with gage lengths p_u'allel to the n_lling direction and a reduced gage section 20.3-mm
long by 1.52-ram wide by 0.76-mm thick were thcrnmlly aged. They were aged for 500, 1000, 2500,
_md 5000 h at 600°C in tile 20% cold-worked condition and after a solution mme_d of 1 h at 1050°C.
Tests were at 600°C in vacuum on a 120-kN-capacitv Insu'on universal testing machine at a crosshead
speed of 8.5 mm/s (a nominal strain rate of 4.2 x l(i-4/s).

Microsu'uctures were exmnined by optical and transmission cleonon microscopy. Analytical electron
microscopy was performed on foils and on clu'lxm exuaction replicas in l:_hilips EM 400'ITFEG mTd
CM30 microscopes equipped with EI)AX 9100/70 or 9900 energy dispersive x-ray _m,'dyzers,
respectively. Some information on the composition of prccipiultes observed after aging 5000 h at
600°C was previously published [10]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microstructures

"llm microstructures of the unaged steels were plvviously presented 19l. Addition of tile _dloying elements
to the MnCrC base comlx_sition _dTected tile grain size and tile amount of precipitate present. All of the
steels with titanium had an estimalcd ASTM grain size number 8, comp_u'cd to 3 lk)rMnCrC and 4 for
MnCrCW. The annealed 316 SS had ASTM grain size 4 19].

After the 1050°C anne',d, no precipitate was detected in MnCrC and MnCrCW--the steels without
titaafium [9]. Steels with titanium contained MC precipitates after annealing at 1050°C [9]. The

MnCrCTiVBP and MnCrCTiWVBP also contffined M23C6. Most of the MC occurred in the matrix,although some grain boundary MC was detected in the I_nCrCTiBP, MnC_CTiVBP, and



Table 1. Fe-Cr-Mn Alloys Tested

Alloy Composition, wt%

Designation Cr Mn C Ti W V P B

MnCrC 11.83 211.51 0.24 0.01 0.003

MnC_CTi 11.73 211.511 0.25 0.1 1 0.119 0.() 1 0.003 _
CD

MnCrCW 11.80 211.46 0.23 0.83 0.01 0.004

MnCrCTiW 11.71 21.13 I).25 0.12 0.77 ().01 0.003

MnCI_TiBP 11.85 211.5tt 11.24 0.10 0.01 11.034 0.0(15

MnCrCTiVBP 11.84 2(t.82 1t.22 0.10 0.10 0.033 /).005

MnClCTiWVBP 11.70 20.39 I).25 0.10 1.08 0.10 0.027 (L()()5

Balance iron
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MnCICTiWVBP. Grain boundary precipitates in the latter two steels were mainly M23C6. The cold-
worked steels ,alsocontained precipitates that remained from intermediate anneals at 1150°C during
delbnnation [9].

Thermal aging resulted in more precipitate formation. Optical microscopy (Fig 1) indicated that
precipitation in the solution-annealed steels occurred primarily on grain boundaries [Fig. l(a)]. For the
cold-worked steels, considerable precipitation appeared to occur in the matrix on slip bands, although
grain bound'try precipitation was also observed [Fig. 1(b)].

Specimens aged 5000 h were examined by electron microscopy. Solution-annealed steels were
characterized by extensive grain boundary precipitation, as seen in Fig. 2 for the replica from MnCrCW.
Little matrix precipitation occurred in steels without titanium. Although the grain boundary precipitate
for this steel was MgqC6, steels with titanium also contained coarse TiC, which may not have
completely dissolve_Vduringthe anneal at 1050°C. Figure 3 shows grain boundary and matrix
precipitation in MnCrCTi; matrix precipitation was primarily MC. When vanadium was added
(MnCrCTiVBP), there was a slight increase in MC precipitate (Fig. 4), compared to alloys without
vanadium. The most intergranular precipitation was observed for MnCrCTiWVBP, which, as discussed
below, was the strongest steel and showed the greatest resistance to thermal aging.

Matrix precipitation was often observed to lie in parallel straight lines (Fig. 4). This was also observed
after the 1050°C anneal before aging and was attributed to grain boundary migration during annealing
[9]. Examination of micrographs of the aged steel indicates that lines of precipitate within a given grain
often cross and are at angles to the grain boundaries, suggesting that precipitation may be occurring on
preferential crystallographic planes.

Some M23C6 was found in the matrix after aging, and it often appeared to contain large amounts of
titanium-(up to 10%) [10]. However, on closer examination it was found that this M23C6 had formed
on Ti-rich MC particles, resulting in a Ti-rich core with an outer shell that contained-tittle titanium
[Fig. 5(a)]. It was concluded that pre-existing TiC particles (those not completely dissolved during the
solution anneal) served as heterogeneous nucleation sites for the M23C6 [10]. Another example of this
phenomenon is seen in Fig. 5(b). Here, a coating of M23C6 has formex'ton the TiC and then smaller
M23C6 particles nucleated on, or near to, or grew out of this precipitate. From an examination of the
repfica, it is not clear whether the precipitates are attached to the M2qC 6 that coats the TiC.
Examination of foil specimens of tile annealed material indicated that'TiC particles often are surrounded
by dislocations, and the M23C6 particles could have nucleated on them, in addition to coating the TiC
particles.

Cold-worked specimens showed extensive precipitation in both the grain boundaries and matrix, as
shown for the MnCrCTiVBP in Fig. 6. Much of the matrix precipitate appeared to be aligned along
crystallographic planes, as seen in the optical microstructures (Fig 1). Just as for the annealed steels,
precipitates consisted of M23C6 and MC, the latter appearing in the steels that contained titanium. No
Laves phase was found in eFttier-theannealed or cold-worked steels after thermal aging.

Tensile behavior

Figures 6 through 9 show the tensile behavior of the unaged and aged solution-annealed (Figs. 6 and 7)
and cold-worked (Figs. 8 and 9) steels. Yield stress and total elongation data are shown for the seven
different steels as a function of aging time, along with data for type 316 stainless steel (316 SS), which
was tested in the same condition as the higl',-manganese steels.

The yield stress of all the solution-annealed steels was higher after aging 5000 h than in the unaged
condition [Fig. 6(a)]. All of the steels were stronger than type 316 SS. The manganese steels fell into
two categories: those with and those without titanium. Those with titanium were considerably stronger
than those without, which included the base composition and the composition with just tungsten added.
These latter two steels were only slightly stronger than 316 SS. The five steels with titanium were
considerably stronger.

Although tungsten by itself had little effect on the yield stress of the solution-annealed base
composition, tungsten in combination with the other alloying elements was effective in strengthening
the steels. The MnCrCTiWVBP steel, which contains tungsten in combination with all the other

,,_lll
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I00jJm j

Fig. 1. Optical microstructure of tile MnCrCTi alloy in tile (a) annealed and (b) cold-worked conditions
after thermally aging 5000 h at 600°C.
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Fig. 2. Extraction rel_licaof me annealed MnCrCW alloy after thermally aging 5000 h at 600°C.

:_ ii!!i_i¸¸¸ .....

Fig. 3. Extraction replica of the annealed MnCrCTi alloy "afterthermally aging 5000 h at 600°C.
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Fig. 4. Extraction replica of the annealed MnCtCTiVBP alloy ,afterthermally aging 5000 h at 600°C.
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i(b)

Fig. 5. Extraction replicas from annealed MnCrCTiVBP alloy after thermally aging 5000 h at 600°C.
(a) M23C6 precipitate coating on a TiC particle, and (b) a coated particle surrounded by other
M23C6 precipitate particles.
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Fig. 7. (a) Yield stress and (b) ultimate tensile strength as a function of aging time for annealed high-
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selected elements, is tile suongest alloy in tile unaged condition and after aging 5000 h at 600°C. After
the 5000 h age, this steel is substantially su'onger than tile other four litaniunl-contaitfing steels, which
have similar strengti'm.

Ultimate tensile strength behavior of tile solution anne_ded steels was relalively similar Io that for tile
yield stress [Fig. 6(b)], allhough it did nol show tile kind of strength increase observed t'or yield stress.
In most cases, there was little change in strength between the annealed sleel alld the one aged 5000 h.
The differences between the mangmlese steels and the 316 SS were _flsonot as large as they were for the
yield stress.

The ductility of the solution-annealed sleels, as measured by uniform [l:ig. 7(a)] and lolal [Fig. 7(b)]
elongation, indicated that tilt: strongest manganese sleels had tim lowest ductilily in lx}th the unaged and
aged conditions. Relative trends in unifoml and toted elongation were similar. The MnCrCTiWVBP,
which was file strongest high-m_mgmmse steel, had the lowest ductility, while the MnCrC and
MnCrCW, the weakest of these steels, had the highest ductility. The ductilities of file other five high-
manganese steels fell between those exu'emes, similar to tim observations on the yield stress, floweret,
the ductilities of_dl the manganese-stabilized steels exceeded that for 316 SS, even though the 316 SS
W_L'_ti_eweakest steel.

Thenrml aging of tim cold-worked sleeis Io 5000 It caused a decrease in ti_cyield stress ll:ig, g(a)! and
ultimate letlsile stress iFig. 8(b)l of ;dl steels. Steels without titanium were again the weakest, and in
this condition were weaker than 316 SS. The other five high-manganese steels wcrc stronger than tim
316 SS. Although tile MnCrCTiW steel wits the strongest cold-worked steel in tile tmaged condition,
the MnCrCTiWVBF' was strongest after file 5000 h age, .just as it wits in tile soluti(m-annealed
condition. The reason for tills wits that tile Mn('rC/I'iWVBF' showed lilllc sla'cngth decre_tse afler 5000 h
at 600°(,.

T{md [Fig. 9(a)] and unifonn [Fig. 9(b)] elongations of the cold-worked steels reflected the strength
behavior, witii tim strongest steels having the lowest ductility and vice versa. The MnCrCTiWVBF'
steel had the lowest ductility of tile manganese-stabilized steels after tile 5(X)0 h age. 1lowever, tile
ductility was comp_u'ablc to that of 316 SS, even though the 316 SS had a substantially lower strength.

"Fileresults indicate that tim high-manganese steels me quite resistant to thermal aging at 600°C. This is
especially true for tile MnCr(_TiWVBP in Ix)th tile annealed and coltl-workcd condition.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Therm,'d aging studies were conducted oil a series of experimented, high-mang,'u_ese austenitic stainless
steels. An Fc-20Mn-12Cr-0.25C base composition was used, to which vmious combinations of
titanium, tungsten, vanadium, boron, and phosphorus were added lot improved strength. Aging was at
600°C to 5000 h on the steels in the solution-anne_ded and 20% cold-worked conditions. Results were

compared with type 316 SS.

The yield stress of all the high-manganese steels in the solution-anne_ded condition increased with
thermal aging, and the strength of tile sleds before and aflcr aging exceeded that for 316 SS. Despite the
greater suength, tile I_l_delongation of the manganese steels also exceeded that for 316 SS. (.?old-
worked steels showed a decrease with aging timc at 6(X)°C. All but two of the expcmnental cold-worked
steels had yield stresses that exceeded that for 316 SS. The ductility of _dlof the cold-worked high-
manganese steels W_Lsas gt_)d or better than that h_r 316 SS.

In both the solution-annealed and cold-worked conditions, an Fe-20Mn- 12Cr-0.25C- 1W-0.03P-0.005B
steel was most stable. It showed the most incre_k,;ein strengtii in the solution-anne_ded condition and the
smallest loss of strength in the cold-worked condition. The mainten_mce of strength was accompanied
by excellent ductility.
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COMPARISON OF MICROSTRUCTURAI. EVOLUTION 1N REACTOR-IRRADIATED AUSTENITIC

STAINLESS STEELS WITH AND WITHOUT SPECTRALLY TAILORING -- S. Jitsukawa, q: Sawai, K.

Shiba, S. Hamada and A. Hishinuma (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute)

OBJECVI'IVE

The objective of this work is to evaluate the microstructural data so far obtained through the US-

Japan collaborative program using HFIR and ORR and examine the effect of spactrally tailoring conducted

in ORR experiment by comparing the microstructural evolution in the same set of austenitic stainless
steels irradiated in HFIR and ORR.

SUMMARY

The effects of He/dpa ratio on swelling behavior were examined on three austenitic stainless steels.

Materials were solution-annealed JPCA and two low carbon containing alloys (C and K) modified with

titanium and niobium. These steels were neutron-irradiated in ORR and HFIR with and without spectrally

tailoring, respectively. Achieved damage level was 7.4 dpa in ORR irradiation with average He/dpa of about

21 appm/dpa. In case of HFIR irradiation, they were 33 dpa and 76 appm/dpa, respectively. Alloy to alloy

variation and temperature dependence of swelling behavior are far more distinctively detected in ORR

irradiation than in HFIR irradiation, in spite of the lower damage level of ORR irradiation. In the case of

ORR-irradiation, JPCA exhibited small swelling values of <0.01 and 0.03 % at 603 and 673 K,

respectively, while a low carbon alloy K showed relatively larger swelling; 0.2 % at 603 K and 0,6 % at

673 K. Swelling of JPCA and K irradiated in IqFIR were almost same values of 0.2 % at temperatures of

573 and 673 K. Number densities of cavities in HFIR-irradiated alloys were larger than those observed in

ORR by one to two orders. On the other hand, number densities and sizes of dislocation loops produced by

ORR irradiation were two to five times as large as those by HFIR irradiation. These facts suggest that in

ORR condition with closer He/dpa to that of fusion, mutual annihilation rate of point defects was reduced

and then bias driven cavity growth might be enhanced compared with HFIR condition.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

1, Introd.uction

Materials for the first wall of blanket structures of a fusion reactor will be exposed to high-energy

fusion neutrons with 14 MeV peak. Main damages induced in materials irradiated by the fusion neutrons,

consist of displacement damage and generation of transmutans. To evaluate the irradiation effects of fusion

neutrons on material behavior, fission reactors have been often used, because we have no high energy

neutron sources for irradiation experiments. However, there are big differences between fusion and fission

neutron damages in terms of primary knock-on energies and gaseous and solid transmutants by

transmutation reactions that strongly depend on neutron energy. Among such differences, the ratio of He in

appm and displacement damage production rates (He/dpa ratio) has been demonstrated to affect strongly the

microstructural evolution in austenitic alloys and then it has been considered as the most important factor

for evaluating the differencesl 11.

For evaluation of the He/dpa effects on fusion materials, a spectrally tailored irradiation in the Oak

Ridge Research Reactor (ORR) by the U.S.-Japan Collaborative Experiment on Fusion Materials was

planned and has been conducted to accomplish typical He/dpa ratio of fusion neutron environment for

austenitic alloys[2l. This study is a continuation of the previous ORR worksl3,41 and to understand the the
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effects of He/dpa ratio on microstructural development including the compositional effects, three kinds of

austenitic steels were irradiated by spectrally tailored ORR capsules and discussed compared with the results

by irradiated in the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) producing larger amount of He.

2. Experimental procedure

Specimens used were Japanese Prime Candidate Alloy (JPCA), a titanium and niobium rnodified low-
carbon alloy (K alloy) and a titanium -modified low-carbon alloy (C 'alloy) in solution annealed condition.

Nominal chemical compositions of alloys are shown in table 1. Transmission electron microscope (TEM)

specimens of those were irradiated in the ORR-MFE-7J capsule at temperatures of 603 and 673 K with

fluxes of approximately 2x1018 n/m2s for both thermal and fast (E > 0.1 MeV) neutrons to a damage level

of 7.4 dpa with a He concentration of about 155 appm (for JPCA)I5] and JPCA and K were irradiated in

HFIR target capsules with fluxes of 1.4xl019n/m2s of fast and 2.8x1019 n/m2s of thermal to a damage

level of 33 dpa with He concentration of about 2500 appml6l. After the irradiation, specimens were

perforated in a Tenupol twin jet electro-polishing unit for transmission electron microscopy. A JEM- ,i

2000FX TEM operated at 200 keV was used for microstructural observation at the areas with thickness of

ranging from 100 to 200 nm. Foil thickness was evaluated by improved contamination spot separation

(CSS) method 17,81 for ORR data. Some of the HFIR data already published [6,91, where CSS error lead to
overestimation of thickness and, therefore, underestimation of volume concentration of microstructurai

features, were up-dated. Detailed experimental procedure are shown elsewhere[6,81.

"Fable 1 Chemical compositions of used materials

III IIII iii IIIIIII II

C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Mo Nb Ti B N

JPCA 0.06 0.50 1.77 0.027 0.005 15.6 14.2 2.3 - 0.24 .0031 .0039

C 0.02 0.51 1.56 0.017 0.007 15.6 15.4 2.4 0.08 0.25 - .0018

K 0.02 0.48 1.46 0.015 0.005 17.6 18.0 2.6 - 0.29 - .004
ii iii iiii ii i i iii i ii

3. Results

Microstructure of JPCA, K and C alloys irradiated in a spectrally tailored MFE-7J capsule of the

ORR, and those of JPCA and K alloy irradiated in the JP- 1 and 3 capsules of the HFIR are shown in Fig.

1. Cavities formed by HFIR irradiation were finer than those produced during ORR irradiation.

Figures 2 (a) to (c) show cavity microstructural components in alloys irradiated in ORR at 603 and

673 K and irradiated in HFIR at 573 and 673 K. Average cavity diameters (dc) were about 6 nm for K and C

alloys ORR-irradiated at 603 and 673 K. The values were greater than that of JPCA irradiated in the ORR,
and also of JPCA and K alloy irradiated in HFIR. Average cavity diameter of 3.5 nm formed during HFIR

irradiation were almost constant for both JPCA and K alloy at temperatures of 573 and 673 K. It should be

noted that the average cavity diameter is usually affected by tiny but many bubbles and that the difference of

bias-driven voids growth would be much more than the difference of average cavity size. The ratio of d c at

lower and higher irradiation temperatures was highest in ORR-irradiated JPCA than other materials or
irradiation conditions.
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i

20 nm

Fig. 1 (continued)

Number densities of cavities (Nc) in the alloys irradiated in the HFIR were one to two orders higher

than those produced by ORR irradiation. In ORR, JPCA exhibited higher Nc value of 4x1022/m 3 at a

lower temperature of 603 K compared with other alloys. At high temperature 673K, however, the values

were of about lx1022/m 3 for all the alloys. On the other hand, HFIR irradiated JPCA and K alloy showed

almost same Nc of 4x1023/m 3 at 573 K, and also same Nc of 2x1023/m 3 for both alloys at 673 K.

Marked difference in Nc between both alloys was only observed in ORR irradiation at lower temperature

603 K.

Swelling for ORR irradiated K and C alloys were relatively large at higher temperature 673K. K alloy
exhibited swelling value of 0.7 % at temperatures of 673 K while JPCA exhibited much smaller values
(<0.04%). HFIR irradiation caused almost constant swelling of about 0.2% for both JPCA and K alloy at

573 K. At higher temperature, swelling shows slight increase for K alloy and effectively no change for
JPCA. Temperature dependence and alloy to alloy variations of swelling were larger for ORR irradiated
specimens.
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4,,,,Discussi0n

4.1. Effect of He/dpa on microstructural evolution

Number densities of cavities found in ORR irradiated alloys were smaller than those by HFIR

irradiation one to two order. On the other hand, number density of loops in ORR irradiated JPCA was five

to ten times larger than that formed during i_adiation in the HFIR. Displacement damage level of 7.4 dpa

by the ORR was about one fourth of that produced by the HFIR. Both Nc and N! are reported to saturate

with dose up to about I0 dpa at temperatures 673 K or below during EBR-II1101 and HFIRl111 irradiations

producing lower and higher He levels comparing with levels by ORR spectrally tailored irradiation at a

damage level of 7.4 dpa in the alloys. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the differences in number densities

resulted from smaller damage level by the ORR.

Irradiation by HFIR producing higher levels of He formed cavities with much larger number density.

Larger cavity number density is thought to increase mutual recombination of radiation produced vacancies

and interstitials at cavity surfaces, and reduce point defect fluxes to dislocations[ 121. This leads to reduce

excess vacancy concentration which resulted from dislocation bias for interstitials, and retards bias-driven

cavity growth. Sink strength of cavities and dislocation loops for vacancies are calculated using equations,

S1 = 2rtPd]ln((2Pd) 1/2/4b), and (1)

Sc = 2_dcNc(l +(Sc+S 1)1/2dc/2), (2)
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where these equations, S 1 and Sc are sink strengths of loops and cavities; Pd and b are dislocation density

(----xD1 N1) and Burgers vector of dislocation. Because more than half population of dislocation loops were

faulted loops, b was chosen to be Burgers vector of Frank loop. Bias factor of dislocation loops for

interstitials only slightly affects sink strengths (less than about 10 %), therefore only Sc and S 1 for

vacancies were calculated. Calculation was carried out using microstructural data given in Fig. 2.

Estimated partitioning of radiation induced point defects between dislocation loops and cavities at 673 K are

shown in Fig. 3. Sink strength of precipitates and grain boundaries were also calculated, however the

values were negligibly small: smaller by one to two order than S1and Sc. Figure 3 shows that dislocation

is the main sink in ORR irradiation for both JPCA and K alloys, while cavity component become larger

than dislocation component in HFIR irradiation for both alloys. Cavity component would be still larger in

case of HFIR irradiation if tiny bubbles under TEM resolution are considered. Difference of dislocation sink

strength between JPCA and K in ORR irradiation can be attributed to the difference of their swelling

resistance, or suppression of loop growth by MC precipitate was more successful in JPCA than K[131. On
the ther hand, suppression of loop growth by tiny but many bubbles is equally dominant in HFIR

irradiation for both alloys and thus slight difference of dislocation sink strength between both alloys is

resulted. These suggest that bias-driven cavity growth was suppressed by stronger cavity sink strength

during irradiation in the HFIR, while dislocation loops acted as a major sink producing excess vacancies

caused by bias for interstitials. This also agrees the result that dis in ORR irradiated alloys were larger than

those in HFIR irradiated alloys.
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Bimodal cavity size distribution shown in Fig. 4(a) indicates that bias-driven cavity growth (BDG)

occurred in K alloy during ORR irradiation at 673 K. Cavity size distribution even a low temperature of

603 K (Fig. 4(b)) is rather wide, and this may indicate BDG mechanism operated during irradiation114,151.

On the other hand, cavities in HFIR irradiated K alloy to 33 dpa were reported to be equilibrium bubbles;

bimodal size distributions were observed in K alloy and JPCA only at 773 and 873 K. These facts may

indicate that spectrally tailored irradiation in the ORR extended temperature regime of BDG to lower

temperatures comparing with irradiation in the HFIR.

4.2. Alloy dependence of swelling by irradiation in the ORR

It has been indicated in many researches that MC precipitation during irradiation is effective to

suppress swelling in titanium (Ti) and niobium (Nb) containing austenitic steelsll6,17,18]. Swelling

values of two low carbon alloys (K and C alloys) by irradiation in the ORR were much larger than that

found in JPCA. JPCA containing larger amount of carbon should have higher tendency of MC forming

during irradiation; finer but smaller total volume of MC were observed in JPCA comparing with MC in K

and C alloys after irradiation at 673 K. It has been reported that MC in HFIR and He-ion irradiated

austenitic alloys suppressed cavity migration to retard cavity coalescence and reduced swelling119,201. If the

MC effects for swelling supression were mainly preventing the cavity coalescence, this mechanism would

be more effective in HFIR irradiation where higher number density of caivies were formed. The fact that

alloy dependence of swelling was large for ORR irradiation than for HFIR irradiation suggests MC

precipitations and alloying elements (Ti, Nb and C) might reduce dislocation bias and point defect migration
to enhance mutual annihilation.

5. Conclusions

1. Swelling in ORR irradiated two low C alloys were much larger than those found in JPCA and HFIR

irradiated JPCA and low C alloy.

2. ORR irradiation exhibited larger alloy dependence of swelling comparing with HFIR irradiation.

3. Number density of cavities in ORR irradiated alloys were smaller than those in HFIR irradiated same

alloys by one to two order.

4. Calculations of sink strengths revealed that fraction of radiation induced point defects absorbed by

dislocations (mostly, dislocation loops) was larger during ORR spectrally tailored irradiation comparing
with HFIR irradiation.

5. MC precipitations and alloying elements might reduce dislocation bias and point defect migration to

suppress swelling during ORR spectrally tailored irradiation by enhancing mutual annihilation of
radiation induced point defects.
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MICROSTRUCTURES OF A WELDED JOINT USING AN IRRADIATED WRAPPER TUBE--
S. Hamada, K. Watanabe, A. Hishinuma, I. Takahashi and T. Kikuchi (Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute)

OBJEL'TIVE

The objectiveof this workis to clarify theeffect of the helium bubblesevolution on the fracture mechanism
in weldedjoints using an irradiatedwrappertube.

SUMMARY

The behavior of helium in weldedjoint fabricated using tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding process for a type
316 stainless steel wrapper tpJ3eirradiated in a fast reactor was investigated. The wrapper tube was
irradiated to (1.5 - 4.2) x 10z° n/mz (helium level of 3 to 9 appm) at 395 - 410°C. All welded joints
fractured in the beat-affected zone (HAZ). The microstructures of each portion of the base metal, the HAZ
and the fusion zone in a welded joint were examined throu_,,a tr_smlssion electron microscope. Small
helium bubbles were observed in number density of 2 x 10zu m":_in the matrix and rarely found on the
grain boundaries of the base metal. In the HAZ, small and large helium bubbles mixed and lined up along
the grain boundaries. In particular, some of them elongated along the grain boundary. In the matrix of the
fusion zone, delta-ferrite phases and unresolved carbides were scmtered. Large cavities were attached to
these precipitatesand also occurredalong grainboundaries. These results suggest that the failure in the
HAZ of welded joints is attributed to the preferential growth and coalescence of helium bubbles in the grain
boundaries of the HAZ caused by weld heat input and stress during welding.

PROGRF_S AND STATUS

The reactor components, such as the reactor vessel and interiors of fission reactors and the first wall and
blanket structures in fusion reactors, are exposed to the severe environment of displacement damage and
helium produced by nuclear transmutation reactions with energetic neutrons. The long term exposure of
materials under such environments will gradually deteriorate their mechanical properties and corrosion
resistance, which play a decisive role in the life time of components of nuclear reactors. The repair and
replacement of some parts of degraded reactor components will therefore eventually be required. Such
repair will require the use of conventional welding techniques. Neutron irradiated steels contain entrapped
helium, which forms bubbles at elevalfd,temperatures. Helium bubbles grow and coalesce rapidly along
grain boundaries under tensile stresses a-,,, which weaken the grain boundaries. This situation is typically
found in welding processes which produce both internal stress and elevated temperature.

In order to simulate this situation, tungsten inert gas (TIG),.wglding has been performed for type 316
stainless steel contained helium using tritium doping and decay._'°. The helium-doped materi_ls.,containing
levels greater than 2.5 appm induced intergranular cracking in the HAZs during welding:" i. Helium
introduced through this method tends to precipitate preferentially to form helium bubbles on grain
boundaries before welding. In this study, it was tried to evaluate helium effects on the fusion welding using
neutron irradiated stainless steel instead of helium-doped materials.

F.,xperimentalProcedure

The material employed in this study was 10% cold worked type 316 stainless steel, which was used as a
wrapper tube with 1.9 mm in thickness in the MK-I core of the JOYO fast breeder reactor of Power Reactor
and Nuclear Fuel development corporation in Japan. the chemical composition of this alloy is shown in
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Table 1. The wrapper tube was irradiated to a fluence of 1.5 - 4.2 x 1026 n/m2 (helium level of 3-9 appm)
in the temperature range of 395 - 410°C. Rectangular sheets 70 mm long and 40 mm wide were cut out of
each of the faces of the hexagonal wrapper tube following irradiation.

Table 1. ChemicalCompositionused in the Present Experiment (wt %).

C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Mo Co B N AI As Cu Nb+Ta V

0.05 0.48 1,72 0,024 0.006 13.60 16,80 2.18 0,31 0.0001 0.0254 0.0100 0.0040 0.2500 0.0040 0.0037

Butt-joint welds with full penetration were made using the single path Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding
process at 12 V-ac, 25A at a travel speed of 3.6 mm/s. During welding, filler wire was automatically
supplied. Welding for an unirradiated wrapper tube also was performed under similar conditions as an
irradiated wrapper tube. After welding, grinding of the portion of convex bead was made by a grinder
wheel. A sheet of 30 nun x 20 nun including a bead in the middle portion was cut from a rectangular sheet
described above. The 5 nun square sheets for transmission electron microscope (TEM) were cut from each
location corresponding to HAZ, fusion zone and base metal in the sheet of 30 mmx 20 mm as shown in
Fig. 1. Subsequently these were thinned from 1.9 nun to 0.2 nun thick by mechanical polishing with emery
papers. The discs were manufactured to about 3 nun in diameter by cutting the comers of 5 mm square
sheets with a nipper. Samples were subsequently electropolished to perforation in a Struers Tenupol twin
jet using a 5% perchloric acid (HC104) and 95% acetic acid (CH3COOH) electrolyte at 15°C using 150
mA and 70V- de. The polishing tasks for TEM discs were performed in a glove box. Thin foils were
examined using HS00 TEM operated at 200 kV.

I

Fig. 1. Micrograph of a TIG welded joint and areascut from it for TEM samples: (a) base metal; Co)heat-
affected zone and (c) fusion zone.
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No crackswere foundin the fusionzone and the HAZ of as-weldedjoints. Tensile tests forbasemetalsand
welded joints of both un- and irradiatedmaterials were carriedout at room temperature,400, 500, and
600°(]. Figure 2 shows the locationof fractures. All irradiatedweldedjoints fracturedin the fusion zone,
while ones fracturedin the HAZ of each tensile test temperature. The failure position was adjacentto the
fusion line. Figure 3 shows an optical micrographat high magnification of the fracturesportion on the
HAZ of a sample tensile-tested at 500°C. Many intergranularcracksoccurred in the HAZ. They were
often found to be locatedon the grainboundariesparallel to an applied stress. There were no cracks in the
fusionzone.

Figure4 shows microstructur_of t_e base metal in a weldedjoint. Small helium bubbles were uniformly
scatteredin density of 2 x l0zu m"_in a matrix. The size distributionof helium bubbles was a relatively
narrowrangeof 3 to 15 nm diameter. The averagediameterof themwas about8 nm. A few small helium
bubblesalso were sometimes foundon thegrainboundaries.,]F,urth_rmore,dislocationloops in the rangeof
10 - 100 runin diameterwere observedin density of 3.3 x 10zi m--_. Helium bubbleevolution between the
base metal and the HAZ indicated a big difference. Figure 5 shows microstructures found in the HAZ.
Helium bubbles in the HAZ were greaterthan those in the base metalas a whole. Helium bubblesof l0 to
70 nm diameterslightly un-unifonnlydistributedin the matrix,that is, most of them attachedon dislocation
lines and/or at the adjacencyof dislocation lines, which has grown from dislocation loops as seen in the
matrixof the base metal (Fig. 5a). In thegrainboundaries,small (several tens rim)and large (100 - 400rim)
helium bubblesmixed and lined up along the grainboundaries(Fig. 5b). Some of them elongated aiong a
grainboundaryand a typicalexampleis shown in Fig. 5c. The maximum size of elongated helium bubbles
observedin this experimentwas about600 rim. Highheat inputthroughonly a single pass in welding may
not produce such big elongated helium bubbles on a grain boundary. The effect of stress including
compressionand tensile in addition to the thermaleffect may enhance the formationof elongated helium
bubbles. Dislocation network, developed fromdislocation loops subjected to heat input in welding. No
dislocation loops were foundin the matrixof the HAZ at a distanceof I mm from the fusion line (Fig. 5d).

Delta-ferritephases of several microns, unresolved carbides (200-300 nm diameter) were scattered in a
matrix of the fusion zone. The huge cavities attached to delta-ferrite phases and unresolved carbides
(Fig. 6a) arepenetrationholes formedat the position of each initial helium bubbleduringelectro-polishing.
The sizes of initial helium bubbles presented in the fusion zone would be smaller than those of holes
observed after electro-polishing. A fairly high density of dislocation network induced during cooling
process after fusion was observed in the matrix. Hugh holes as described above were also found on the
grainboundariesas shown in Fig. 6b.

The optical micrographsshown in Fig. 3 reveal intergranularfailure of the HAZ only in welded joints of an
irradiatedwrappertube. In order to understandthe mechanism of fracture in the HAZ, it is importantto
know the behavior of helium bubbles in the grain boundaries and their effect on the strength of grain
boundaries.

Two main factorsare consideredto influence the behavior of helium bubbles;one is temperaturethrough
weld heat input, the other is thermal stress inducedduringwelding. The temperatureof the position of a
TEM disc cut from the HAZ for TEM observation was evaluated by calculation. Figure 7 shows the
temperatureprof'fleas a functioq,of a distance from the fusion line in the HAZ of type 316 stainless steel
measuredand calculated by Lin t . His datawas available to the present study because of similar welding
conditionsand materials. The datasuggest the temperatureof thepositionof the observed HAZ to be about
1100°C. Such elevated temperaturepromotes the growth and coalescence of helium bubbles in the grain
boundaries. The temperature, therefore, of the failure position in the ttAZ (a distance of 0.1 to 0.5 mm
from a fusion line) was estimatedto be in the range of temperatureof 1200 to 1300°C. This temperature
range will providemore rapidgrowth and coalescence of helium bubbles in the grainboundaries. Above
such temperatures,migrationof helium atoms to free surfaces will suppressthe growth and coalescence of
helium bubblesin the boundaries,althoughthis is necessaryto clarify in thefuture.
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Fig. 2. Optical metallographies of samples fracturedduring tensile testing under each temper'anne:(a) and (e) roomtemperature;(b) and(f) 400°C; (c) and
(g) 500°C; (d) and (h) 600°C. Upper and lower row show un- and irradiated welded joints, respectively.



Fig. 3. Mi_ ot mtergranular cracks observed in the heat-affected zone fractured during tensile testing at 500°C: (a) low magnification, (b) and (c) high
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Fig. 4. Micxosmgtures observed in a base metal: (a) helium bubbles in a matrix; (b) helium bubbles in a grain boundary; and (c) dislocation loops (dark field).
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Fig. 5. Microstngtm_ observedin the heat-affectedzone: (a) helium bubblesin a matrix;(b) big heliumbubbles
in a grainboundary;(c) elongatedheliumbubblesin a grainboundary.
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Fig. 6. Microslructmes found in the fusion zone: (a)cavities attached to a delta-ferrite phase and an unsolved
carbide; (b) cavities precipitated in the grain boundaries.
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Secondly, helium bubbles h_jvoe been observed to grow and coalesce rapidly along grain boundaries
subjected to a tensile stressZ-'_, is. Under the fully constrained conditions of butt-TIG welding, restrained
stresses of compression and tension take place during welding and they remain in a welded joint after
welding. In particular, considerably large tensile stress remains in a central region including HAZ and
fusion zone under the constrained condition of welding after cooling. The un-constrained condition

decreases the tensile stress in a central region and spreads the lower tensile stress to a no7rT_" direction to awelding bead direction. Tensile stress is evaluated to be somewhat uniform in entire tlAZ • The effect of
tensile stress on growth and coalescence of helium bubbles in the grain boundaries does not depend on the
positions in the HAZ in this study.

Simultaneous effects of both elevated temperatures and stress may enhance the growth and coalescence of
helium bubbles in the grain boundaries. In particular, the temperature effect would be larger than the stress
effect on the behavior of helium bubbles in the grain boundaries. As a result, intergranular fracture occurs
in the region of the HAZ adjacent to the fusion line, in which the largest effect on growth and coalescence
of helium bubbles in the grain boundaries would develop.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The behavior of helium bubbles in welded joints fabricated using a TIG welding process for a type 316
stainless steel wrapper tube actua, lly employed in the fast reactor JOYO was investigated° The wrapper tube
was irradiated to (1.5 - 4.2) x 10ZOn/m2 at 395-4100C. Most of the welded joints fractured intergranularly
in the heat-affected zone adjacent to the fusion line. The cause is attributed to the growth and coalescence
of helium bubbles due to elevated temperature and tensile stress induced by the welding heat input in this
region.

FU'IURE WORK

The examination of weldability for a wrapper tube irradiated to higher dmnage levels will be performed inthe future.
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DOSE DEPENDENCE OF THE MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION IN NEU'I_ON-IRRADIATED

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL -- S.J. Zinkle, PJ. Maziasz and R.E. Stoller (Oak Ridge National

_ory)

OBJF.L-'TIVE

The objective of this work is to examine the duration of the microstructural transient regime in
neutron irradiated austenitic stainless steels

SUMMARY

Microstructuraldataon theevolutionofthedislocationloop,cavity,andprecipitatepopulationsin

neutron-irradiatedausteniticstainlesssteelsarereviewedinordertoestimatethedisplacementdamagelevels

needed to achieve the "steady state" condition. The microstructural data can be conveniently divided into two

temperature regimes. In the low temperature regime (below about 300°C) the microstructure of austenitic
stainless steels is dominated by "black spot" defect clusters and faulted interstitial dislocation loops. The
dose needed to approach saturation of the loop and defect cluster densities is generally on the order of
1 displacement per atom (dpa) in this regime. In the high temperature regime (-300 to 700°C), cavities,
precipitates, loops and network dislocations are all produced during irradiation; doses in excess of 10 dpa are
generally required to approach a "steady state" microstructural condition. Due to complex interactions
between the various microstructural components that form during irradiation, a secondary transient regime is

typically observed in commercial stainless steels during irradiation at elevated temperatures. This slowly
evolving secondary transient may extend to damage levels in excess of 50 dpa in typical 300-series stainless
steels, and to > 100 dpa in radiation-resistant developmen_ steels. The detailed evolution of any given
microstructural component in the high-temperature regime is sensitive to slight variations in numerous
experimental variables, including heat-to-heat composition changes and neutron spectrum.

1. Introduction

Austenitic stainless steels have been the subject of numerous investigations on radiation effects.
Most of these studies have been driven by technological applications, ranging from lightwaterand fast
_eeder fission reactors to fusion reactor first-will structures. It is well established that the microstructural

response of austenitic stainless steels to neutron irradiation is sensitive to _at-to-he_t compositional
variations (e.g., N-lot vs DO heats of type 316 stainless steel in the US breeder reactor program) [1-3].
This inherent sensitivity to slight compositional changes has made it difficult to systematically sort out
"generic" effects associated with irradiation spectrum, damage rate, or Heddpa variations, since many studies
were performed using different heats of otherwise similar material.

There are three major categories of transient behavior that can be identified in irradiated metals:

Point defect (vacancy and interstitial) supersaturation; microscopic nucleation of defect aggregates such as
dislocation loops, voids and precipitates; and macroscopic changes such as void swelling and mechanical
property transients. Previous reviews of neutron irradiation effects in austenitic stainless steel have
concentrated on the cavity swelling and precipitate evolution associated with high-close (>10 dpa) neutron
irradiation [2-91. The transient behavior of point defects is addressed in a companion paper in these
proceedings [10], and reviews on the transient swelling [5,11] and mechanical property [12] behavior of
neutron-irradiated stainless steel are also available. The focus of the present paper is to critically review the
microstructural response of stainless steel to neutron irradiation at low to moderate doses, where the
microstrncture evolves rapidly. The bulk of the analysis will be restricted to relatively simple Fe-Cr-Ni
ternary austenitic alloys or 300 series stainless steels in order to establish the intrinsic behavior of "pure"
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austenitic stainless steels to neutron irradiation. Unfortunately, the lack of low-fluence data on a

standardized heat of steel makes it difficult to rigorously define the extent of the transient regime for
microstructural evolution. This paper incorporates data from a range of steel compositions, and therefore is
only strictly relevant for examining qualitative rather thaJi quantitative trends. Three microstructural
categories will be examined: (1) dislocation loops and network dislocations, (2) cavities, and
(3) precipitates.

The specific goals of this review are to establish the temperature dependence of the "steady state"
microstructural components, to determine the neutron damage level required to attain these "steady-state"
densities, and to exrunine the influence of controlled solute additions on the duration of transient regimes
prior to "steady-state". It should be recognized that the individual microstructur',.d components listed above
interact with each other as they evolve. Thus, although a given microstructural component (e.g.,
dislocation loop density) may approach an apparent "saturation" density at low fluence, its value may be
subsequently affected by changes in another component of the microstructure [11]. Hence, it will be seen
that the term "steady state" is in general only an approximation for the overall microstructural response of
austenitic steels irradiated to high fluences.

Table 1 lists the alloy compositional ranges for several different austenitic stainless steels that
have been the subject of numerous published radiation effects studies. These steels can be categorized as
either conventional low-carbon steels (AISI 304 and 316) or Ti- or Nb-stabilized steels (DIN 1.4970,

FV548, D91, and PCA). Macroscopic swelling due to void fornmtion and growth can have profound
implications on the allowable operating lifetime of austenitic steel components irradiated at temperatures
L_,(X)°C. The dose-dependent behavior of macroscopic swelling includes an initial low-swelling transient

regime followed by a linear high swelling rate regime. Therefore, the philosophy of most materials
programs engaged in developing swelling-resistant structural alloys has been to manipulate metallurgical

variables such as thermomechanical condition and alloy composition to extend the low-swelling transient
regime to the highest doses possible [3]. Alloy modifications with specific solute additions, like titanium,
have generally been quite successful in improving void swelling resistance for fast breeder reactor
applications [13-18]. The best swelling-resistant steels invoke additional microstructural refinements that
produce finely dispersed precipitates and dislocations which can remain stable up to high dmnage levels.
These radiation-resistant microstructures are not pennanent or true "steady-state" microstructures, however,
and they eventually become unstable at some higher dose.

Table 1. Chemical comlx_sition (wt %) of austenitic st,'finless steels (balance Fe....

Alloy Cr Ni Mn Si C Mo Ti.,,,. .., , ,,.,

AISI 304 18-20 8-12 <2.0 <1.0 <0.08 - -

AISI 316 16-18 10-14 <2.0 <1.0 <0.08 2-3 -

FV548 a 16-17 11-12 0.75-1.25 <0.6 0.06-0.09 1-1.75 <0.05

DIN 1.4970 b 15 15 1.5 0.4 0.I 1.2 0.5
i

PCA c 14 16.2 1.8 0.4 0.05 2.3 0.24

1301d 13.5 15.5 2 0.4 0.04 1.8-2.2 0.25
i IIIll IIII III I I

aNb-stabilized steel, also contains <1.05 Nb and 0.001-0.003 B
hTi-stabilized steel, also contains 0.005 B

cU.s. Fusion material Program's Prime Candidate Alloy, also contains 0.01 P
dAlloy developed for U.S. Breeder Reactor Progr',un, also contains 0.05 V, 0.004-0.006 B, 0.025-0.04 P

,, ,, ...............
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2. Classification of Temperature Regimes

As shown in Fig. 1, the microstructuml data obtained on neutron-irradiated austenitic stainless
steels at temperatures above 50°(3can be conveniently classified into threebroad temperature regimes. This
temperature classification parallels the conventions established from numerous isochronal annealing studies
performed on pure metals [19,20]. The "low-temperature" regime extends from the onset of vacancy motion
(annealing Stage III) up to temperatures where vacancyclusters created in the displacementcascade become
thermally unstable (annealing Stage V). For neutron irradiated austenitic stainless steel, this low
temperature regime covers the temperature range from about 50°C toabout 300°C [21]. It should be
recognized that since the mobility and thermal stability of defects depends on the length of observation (i.e.
irradiation time), the actual temperatures associated with observable monovacancy migration and vacancy
cluster evaporation for a given damage dose will be somewhat dependent on the irradiation time and hence
damage rate. The temperature range between vacancy migration (Stage III) and vacancy cluster evaporation
(Stage V) for ion-irradiation conditions, which are typically performed at high damage rates, would therefore
lie at correspondingly higher temperatures relative to neutron irradiation conditions.
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the experimentally observed "saturation" densities of the various
microstructural components in neutron-irradiated austenitic stainless steel (see Sections 3-5 for details). The
microstructural data can be grouped into "low temperature", "high temperature" and "very high temperature"
regimes.

The typical microstructural features observed in the "low-temperature" regime are small defect
clusters ("black spots"), faulted dislocation loops, and network dislocations [6,22]. The observable densities
of "black spots", faulted loops and network dislocations are nearly independent of irradiation temperature it)
the low-temperature regime (Fig. 1);as described later, the "black spot" density begins to decrease at
temperatures above aboa_250°C and there are indications [22] that the network dislocation density may
simultaneously increase slightly. Radiation-produced cavities and precipitates are generally not observed in
the low-temperature regime. The degree of radiation-induced solute segregation (RIS) is minimal due to the
limited point defect mobility and the high sink strengths associated with the high density of small defect
clusters that are formed at low doses. The microstructure is relatively insensitive to variations in the
damage rate or Heddparatio in this temperature regime, and reaches a "saturation" level at relatively low
doses.
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The "high-temperature" regime extends from the onset of thermally-induced vacancy emission from
vacancy clusters (annealing Stage V) up to temperatures at which interstitial clusters become thermally
unstable. For typical neutron irradiation conditions, this regime covers the temperature range from about
300°C to about 700°C. The microstructural evolution during irradiation in the high temperature regime is

complex, and consists of cavities (helium bubbles and/or voids), dislocation loops and network dislocations,
and various types of precipitates [6,9]. The "saturation" densities of helium bubbles, voids, dislocation
loops, and network dislocations all decrease with increasing temperature in this regime (Fig. 1). There is
some evidence [22] that the network dislocation density may reach a local maximum at a temperature near
350°C, but additional high-dose studies are needed to confirm this possibility, tligh doses (> 10 dpa) are
often required to reach a "steady-state" defect microstructure in the high temperature regime, due to extensive
interactions between the individual microstructural components. The density of small "black-spot" defect
clusters is negligible in this temperature regime. Radiation-induced solute segregation effects can be very
significant in the "high-temperature" regime. The specific details of the microstructural evolution are
sensitive to numerous parameters including "damage rate, alloy comlx_sition, and lle/dpa ratio.

In the "ve_ high-temperature" regime, which corresponds to temperatures above about 700°C, all
radiation-induced defect clusters except gas-pressurized bubbles are thermally unstable. Hence, the
microstructure in this temperature regime is essentially identical to that found in unirradiated steels aged at
the same temperature. There are no significant concentrations of dislocation loops or radiation-produced
voids, and the precipitate and network dislocation behavior is equiwdent to that observed thermally. Helium

bubble formation can still occur in this temperature regime, but its behavior is determined prhnarily by the
thermal equilibrium vacancy concentration and lie concentration.

3. Dislocation l.oops and Network Dislocations

3.1 Dislocation Loops

Figure 2 presents the temperature dependence of the faulted dislocation loop density that is formed
during high-dose neutron irradiation of Type 316 austenitic stainless steel [22-31]. Essentially all of the
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Fig. 2. Effect of irradiation temperature on the faulted dislocation loop density in neutron-irradiated
austenitic stainless steel [22-31].
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faulted loops formed during neutron irradiation in austenitic steels that are larger than 10 nm in diameter

have been identified as interstitial in nature, lying on { 111 } planes with Burgers vectors of the type
b = ao/3<l 11> [23,32-34]. A fairly sharp transition in the loop density occurs between the "low

temperature" and the "high temperature" regime. The loop density decreases rapidly with increasing
temperature above 350 °C, and for damage levels >5 to 10 dpa there is no significant difference between
solution annealed (SA) and 20% cold-worked (C_ r) material. There can be a substantial difference between

the dislocation evolution in SA and CW steels at low doses (<10 dpa) in the "high temperature" _-egime,but
there is little systematic data to quantify this behavior.

The dislocation loop and "black spot" defect cluster densities are very high at low temperatures
(<300°C), which causes a high sink strength for point defects. Furthermore, the low point defect mobilities
at these temperatures can extend the transient period for the evolution of the loops and network dislocations
before reaching a "steady state" microstructure. The available data suggest that the observable faulted loop

density in the low-temperature regime is lower for cold-worked alloys than for solution annealed material for
damage levels up to about 10 dpa (Fig. 2). Since the development of observable faulted loops in cold-
worked alloys first requires a significant reduction of the initially high network dislocation density to take
place, it is possible that the cold-worked material does not reach its "steady-state" loop density even after 10
dpa at these temperatures. A systematic study of the same heat of solution annealed and cold-worked steel
irradiated over a wide range of doses in this low-temperature regime is needed to evaluate this possibility.

Figure 3 shows a typical microstructure produced in austenitic stainless steel by neutron irradiation
in the low-temperature regime [35]. The dominant microstructural feature is a high density of small "black
spot" defect clusters. The average size of the small defect clusters is about 2 nm [22,28,34-36]. Numerous
studies performed on Fe-Cr-Ni alloys and pure face-centered cubic (FCC) metals indicate that much of the
"black spot" cluster density is created directly in the displacement cascade during the cascade quench
[33,36,37]. The total density of the small defect clusters in austenitic steel is comparable to the densities
observed in pure FCC metals of similar mass, such as Ni or Cu. However, it is interesting to note that the
fraction of defect clusters that are resolvable as stacking fault tetrahedra in stainless steel is <1% [34-36],

which is much less than the corresponding fraction of 25 to 50% observed in Ni or Cu following irradiation
at comparable conditions [38]. This suggests that the solutes in stainless steel somehow modify the cascade
quench behavior and inhibit SFT formation in the displacement cascade.

rJf_NLPItO_TO4_4-'_

MICROSTRUCTURE OF 304 STAINLESS STEEL IRRADIATED AT 120 °C
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Fig. 3. Microstructure of 304L stainless steel after fission neutron irradiation at 120 °C to --0.5 dpa [35].
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Due to a lack of neutron irradiation studies on stainless steel in the low temperature regime, the
dose dependenceof the small defect clusters, network dislocations and faulte_l dislocation loops is not well
established. The available data [22,28,34,36] suggest that the "saturation" density of black spot damage

may be greater than 1024/m 3, and that this density is attained after doses of about 0.1 dpa. Mechanical
property measurements made on Type 304 and 316 stainless steel following fission neua-on irradiation at
temperatures less than 100°(2 also suggest that defect cluster saturation occurs at damage levels <0.1 dpa
[39]. The dose dependence for the accumulation of defect clusters during neutron irradiation at low
temperatures is apparently sublinear from 0.002 to 0.03 dpa [36], which is an indication of interaction
between displacement cascades and surrounding defect clusters even at these low doses. The density of
resolvable faulted loops increases with increasing temperature between 50 and 300°C [22]. Although
conventional theoretical models predict that the as cold-worked network dislocation structure should be
relatively stable at low temperatures [11], some experimental results suggest that significant dislocation

recovery can occur at low doses for irradiation temperatures below 300°C [22]. Additional data in this
_mperatur¢ regime on both solution annealed and cold worked material are needed in order to better define
the "inherent" material response.

In the high-temperature regime (300 to 700°C), faulted (Frank) interstitial loops are formed at low
dose and approach a maximum density after a damage level of a few dpa. Figure 4 shows a typical example
of the dose dependence of the faulted loop density for solution annealed stainless steel irradiated at

temperatures near 400°C [22,23,30,31,40-44]. The loop density reaches an apparent saturation level after
about 3 dpa, and this density is then maintained up to much higher doses. The loop densities in simple
austenitic steels are similar for both mixed-spectrum and fast reactor fission-neutron irradiations. The exact
saturation values attained during irradiation depend on experimental conditions such as alloy composition
and dose rate [40]. The sensitivity of the loop density to experimental conditions increases with increasing
irradiationtemperature[9].
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neutronsat 375 to 400 °C [22,23,30,31,40-44].



At higher irradiation temperatures (_450°C), the loop density has been observed to reach a

maximum value after low doses, and then begins to decrease with increasing fluence [6,30,31,45]. Frank
loops which have grown beyond a dimneter of 50 to 100 nm tend to unfault to form the lower-energy perfect
loop configuration with b = ao/2<110> Burgers vectors. The unfaulting reaction is usually triggered by
physical impingement of adjoining Frank loops as a result of loop growth [31,33]. While Frank loops are
sessile, the perfect loops formed by the unfaulting process are glissile and can glide to interact and form
network dislocations. The maximum in the faulted loop density at moderate doses during elevated

temperature neutron irradiation may be attributed to a sink competition effect due to interaction between
different radiation-produced microstructund components. Radiation-produced precipitation, along with the
dislocation network created by the growth and unfaulting of dislocation loops generated earlier in the

irradiation, produces new point defect sinks in the lattice that compete with the loops for the available
interstitials, ltence, once the initial population of loops grows to a size where significant overlapping and
associated unfaulting occurs, a new population of loops cannot be nucleated in sufficient density to replace
them. Additional mechanisms may also contribute. For example, radiation induced solute segregation
(RIS) could modify the chemical composition of the matrix in a manner that inhibited the lbrmation of new
loops (see Section 5).

3.2 Total Dislocation Density

The total dislocation density (loop plus network) observed in solution-annealed (SA) type 316
stainless steels after irradiation to high damage levels is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of irradiation

temperawre [22,45]. At temperatures below about 400°C, the total dislocation density is dominated by
faulted loops [22,23,27,45]. As the irradiation temperature increases above about 350°C, the total
dislocation density decreases rapidly with increasing temperature and the relative contribution from faulted
loops becomes progressively smaller. The total dislocation density is dominated by the network
dislocation component at irradiation temperatures above about 500°C [22,23,27,45,46]. The temperature-
dependent transition from a loop-dominated dislocation microstructure to a network-dominated dislocation
microstructure depends synergistically upon several par,'uneters, including alloy composition, irradiation
spectrum and dose. Due to the decrease in the faulted loop density with increasing dose at elevated
temperatures, the transition temperature between a loop-dominant and a network-dominant microstructure
shifts to lower temperatures as the dose inca'eases.
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the total dislocation density in solution annealed 316 stainless steel
irradiated in the HFIR mixed spectrum and EBR-II fast fission reactors [22,45]. The Figure also includes
recent unpublished data by Maziasz on specimens irradiated to 34 dpa al 300 to 600°C in HFIR.
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Figure 6 shows the dose dependence of tile total dislocation density observed in stainless steel
irradiated at about 400°C [22,23,40-42]. The dmnage level needed for tile tor,d dishx:ation density to

approach a "steady-state" vMue is 10 dpa or more, which is significantly higher than the dose needed to
achieve the "steady state" loop density at that temperature (Fig. 4). This difference in doses to achieve the
two different "steady-state" conditions is due to tile fact that the total dislocation densitydepends on the

product of tile loop density and the loop size along with tile network dislocation density. The network
dislocation density in rum depends on loop growth and unfaulting to achieve its "steady-state" value.
Therefore, significant growth of dislocation loops must occur after loop nucleation saturates in order for the
total dislocation density to achieve its "steady-state" value.
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steelirradiatednear400°C [22,23,40-421.

Figure 7 summarizes the evolution of the total dislocation density in SA 316 stainless steel

irradiated at three different temperatures within the "high-temperature" reghne [23,31,40-42,45]. An initi,'d
transient associated with the rapid buildup of dislocation density is completed within about 10 dpa at all
temperatures. A secondary microstructural transient subsequently occurs in spechnens irradiated at the

higher temperature end of this regime. The total dislocation density can either increase or decrease slightly
in this secondary transient regime, depending on temperature and steel heat chemistry. This is a reflection

of the dynamic balance between the process of loop nucleation, growth, and unlaulting to create network
dislocations, and the process of radiation-assisted recovery to remove network dislocations. The particular
total dislocation density achieved depends on tile details of the other microstructural components created

during irradiation (in particular precipitates and cavities), and hence is very ,sensitive to -alloy composition
and neutron spectrum [45].

Irradiation of cold-worked stainless steel causes the network dislocation density to initially decrease

rapidly below its preirradiation value. Figure 8 shows an example of the evolution of the loop and network
compeuents of the total dislocation density obtained from a recent spectrally-tailored irradiation experiment
on 20%CW PCA stainless steel conducted at fusion-relevant "damage rates and }le/dpa levels [22]. The
network dislocation density decreased by one order of magnitude ,after irradiation to 7.4 dpa at 330 and
400°C, then increased with further irradiation due to the fonnation of additional network dislocations from

loops that had grown and unfaulted. The corresponding changes in the toted dislocation density were less

dramatic than the changes in network component alone. The htck of data at doses less than 7 dpa under
similar, fusion-relevant irradiation conditions raises an impostor question, namely - how rapidly does such
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network dislocations.
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network dislocation recovery occur during file initial stages of the irradiation? It is possible that the
combinationof a rapid recoveryof the cold-worked dislocationdensity during irradiationand the delayed
nucleation of faulted loops in cold-worked material could create a low-dose reghne where both the
dislocation network and the loop densities are low? Such dislocation behavior could produce a transient
radiation-inducedsoftening in cold-workedsteel prior to tile radiation-induced hardening traditionallyseen at
higher doses. "llaepossibility of unanticipated transient softening incold-worked steel would be of obvious
importance for fusion structural engineering designs. Further studies are needed at _mmge levels between
0.1 and 10dpa to clearly establish the mi_,a'ostructuralevolution in cold-worked austenitic stainless steels.

Irradiationof cold-workedtype 316 stainless steel in the ttFIR mixed-spectrtun reactor at elevated
temperatures [45] resulted in a slower recoveryof the network dislocation density than was observed in the
spectrally-tailored ORR irradiations of cold-worked PCA stainless steel at temperatures <400°C [221(only a
factor of three de_,areaseafter 8 dpa at425.450°C). Unfortunately, thereare too many experimental
differences between these two studies (dlunagerate, irradiation temperature, PCA vs. 316SS, He/dpa ratio) to
draw any firm conclusions regarding the controlling mechanism for the kinetics of the recovery of the CW
network dislocation structure. The physical mechanisms responsible fl_rtile evolution of the dislocation
microstructure in both simple and complex alloys must be better understood before engineering designs for
fusion reactors can be finalized.

Figure 9 compares the evolution of the total dislocation density of SA and 25% CW stainless
steels irradiated near 400°C [22,23,40-42]. The total dislocation densities of both SA and 25%CW

materials approach a common value of 1 to 2 x 1015/m2 "aftera d,'unagelevel of about 5 dpa. Similar
conclusions regarding the conunon saturation value of the total dislocation density have also been obtained
from TEM observations of SA and 20%CW 316 irradiated in a fast reactor [311. A common dislocation
saturation density in SA and 20%CW steels has also been inferred from analyses of tensile data [47,48]
obtained at temperatures above 300°C,although the dose required to reach saturation of mechanical
properties was often greater than 20 dpa [48]. On the other hand, recent tensile results on SA and CW
stainless steel irradiated at 250°C (i.e., near the upper limit of the "low-temperature" regime) showed that
the SA and CW materiais .saturatedat different strength levels [49]. Once again, more experimental studies
are needed tocomplete our understanding of the microstructm'alevolution at low temperatures.

Figure 10 sutmnarizes the temperaturedependence of the various individualmicrostructural
components that m_e up tile total dislocation concentration in PCA steel irradiated to 7.4 dpa at a fusion-
relevant damage rnte and It,:./dparatio [22]. The irradiatednetwork dislocation density is approximately one-
tenth of the preirradiated 25% cold-worked value even for an irradiation temperature as low as 60°C. qlle
total dislocation density in the "low temperature" regime is dominated by the dislocation line-length
contribution from "black spot" defect clusters, whose size and density are nearly independent of irradiation
temperature up to 20°C. The resolvable Frank loop concentration increases with incl"easingirradiation
temperature in the "low-temperature" regime. This causes the Frank loops todominate the total dislocation !
density at irradiation temperatures near 300°C, which corresponds to tile transition from the "low-
temperature" to the "high-tc4npcrature"reghne. The rapid decrease of the Frank loop density at temperatures
above 300°C eventually leads to a transition from a loop-dominant to a network-dominant dislocation
structure at temperatures above 400°C for a &unage level of 13 dpa [22]. 'llm large amount of dislocation
network recovery at low temperatures,and the temperaturedependence of the network dislocation density
may both be related toan extended lx_intdefect transient which was invoked toexplain the high levels of
creep at 60°C in pressurized-tube specintens of 25% CW PCA steel irradiated in this experiment [50].

4. Cavity Evolution

Pronounced cavity (He bubble and void) formation generally occurs in steels imidiated in the "high-
temperature" regime (300 to 700°C). Figure 11 summarizes the temperature-dependent cavity densities
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observed in neutron-irradiated stainless steel [22,23,30,35,45,51,52]. A bimod',d distribution of cavities,

consisting of voids and smaU helium bubbles, is often observed at temperatures between 400 and 650°C.
The precise temperature range where helium bubbles and voids coexist is strongly dependent on the
experimental conditions such as tle/dpa ratio, dmnage rate and alloy composition. The bubble and void
density both decrease rapidly with increasing temperature for irradiations above 400°C. Void formation has
been observed in neutron-irradiated austenitic steel at temperatures as low as 325°C [53] and as high as
730°C [6,23,51]. The regime where significm_t void swelling occurs ranges from about 370 to 700°C. At
low temperatures (<300°C), the high sink density associated with thennally stable defect clusters (Figs 1
and 2) increases the recombination of point defects at sinks, which suppresses the vacancy supersaturation
and thereby inhibits cavity nucleation and growth. At high temperatures, tl_,ermalvacancy emission from
cavity embryos limits the nucleation of voids, and low sink densities cause ,an increase in the matrix
recombination of point defects.

The "saturation" void density and post-w, msient swelling rate of austenitic steels in the temperature
range of 400 to 650°C is relatively insensitive to h'radiation spectrum and cold work level [2,51,54-56].
The primary effect of cold-work is to cause an extension of the low-swelling transient regime by delaying

void nucleation. Cold-work generally suppresses the cavity density observed during the low-swelling
transient in steels irradiated in fast reactors (low l le/dpa ratio), whereas it generally causes an increase in the
cavity density in alloys irradiated in mixed spectrtun reactors (high lle/dpa ratio). The higher dislocation
density in cold-worked material can enhmlce helimn bubble formation by providing heterogeneous
nucleation sites as well as fast paths for helium diffusion. As discussed later, solutes such as titanium,
silicon or phosphorus can stabilize the disltx:ation structure against radiation-induced recovery, and will
thereby affect bubble and void nucleation.

Helium bubble formation has routinely been observed ',d'ter mixed-spectrum (high He/dpa ratio)
neutron irradiation at temperatures from 300°C to greater than 850°C [6,22,23,30]. There has been at least
one reported observation of small He bubbles after irradiation at a temperature as low as 120°C [35]. Since
vacancies in austenitic steels are mobile at temperatures above about 50°C [21], the formation of observable
He bubbles is possible in the "low temperature" regime (50 to 300°C). However, the high sink densities

associated with the thermally stable "black-spot" defect clusters created in the displacement cascade suppress
the vacancy supersaturation and thereby inhibit bubble nucleation and growth. In addition, most of the
vacancies that survive the displacement cascade quench will be contained in sessile vacancy clusters which
are thermally stable up to about 3(hq°C. Hence, only a small fraction of the surviving vacancies ,arecapable
of free migration to form He bubbles in this temperature regime.

The lie bubble density is typically an order of magnitude higher thmi the void density at a given
irradiation temperature (Fig. 11). The precise bubble density for any given case depends strongly on the

details of the irradiation conditions (tte/dpa ratio and total dose) as well as metallurgical factors, and tends to
be highest when no voids form. The tie bubble density observed after irradiation in a mixed-spectrum
reactor at low temperatures _400°C) is typically in excess of 1023fin 3 [22,30,57]. These very high bubble

densities are nearly comparable to the "black-spot" defect cluster _turatiot_ densities obtained after irradiation
at lower temperatures (Section 3). At the intermediate helium generation rates characteristic of DT-fusion

reactors (10-20 appm tle/dpa), helium has recently been shown to lead to "unprecedented" high cavity
densities in isotopic tailored steel specimens irradiated in a fast reactor [58]. However, it should be noted

that these high cavity densities are comparable to those that have been commonly observed in numerous
mixed-spectrum (high tte/dpa) reactor irradiations [6,8,9,11,22,30].

As shown in Fig. 12, the void density in shnple austenitic steels like SA type 316 or an Fe-Cr-Ni
ternary alloy can reach a saturation value at doses of less than 0.5 dpa during irradiation near 400°C
[23,41,42,45,59-61]. There is some evidence that higher doses of 15 to 20 dpa are required to achieve the

saturation void density at higher temperatures [6], but further work is needed to clarify this issue. At
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temperatures of 500-650°C, void formation in SA 316 toldother steels usually requires higher doses to
saturate than for simple ternary alloys, largely because void formation is coupled to RIS _d the formation
of microstructural features such as Frank loops and precipitates (see Section 5). While there is good
evidence for the "saturation" void density remaining constant to about 70 dpa in SA 316 irradiated in fast
reactors at 450-550°C, there is also some data suggesting that void densities can decline somewhat with

fluence at 30-70 dpa at 600 to 670°C [45]. Void coalescence due to growth and impingement could cause
such an effect [62]. In high-swelling ternary alloys, the void densily has been observed to decline slightly
during fast reactor irradiation at doses > 10 dpa for irradiation temperatures as low as 510°C [63].

The addition of certain solutes such as C, P, Si, or "l'ican extend the transient regime for cavity

nucleation in austenitic steels by a considerable amount, particu 'larly in cold-worked alloys
[1,3,9,13,41,61,64-69]. Tile magnitude of the solute influence on enhancing or inhibiting void swelling
depends on the solute concentration, with the strongest i_ffluence typically occurring at intermediate
concentrations on the order of 0.1 wt.% [65,66]. Figure 13 shows the effect of titanium additions on the

cavity density in two austenitic steels irradiated near 400°C :a either a fast (JOYO) or a mixed-spectrum
(HFIR) reactor [61,64]. In the Fe-Cr-Ni ternary irradiated in a fast reactor (low He/dpa ratio), the addition of
0.12 wt.% Ti increased the transient void nucleation regime from about 0.5 dpa to 3 dpa or higher. The
addition of 0.23 wt.% Ti to 20% CW 316 stainless steel caused extensive refinement of the tte bubbles

produced during irradiation in a mixed-spectrtun reactor (high I le/dpa ratio). "Ilaedensity of observable
bubbles had not yet reached saturation after 13 dpa, m_dnone of the bubbles had converted to voids. Simi 'lar
dose-dependent behavior for the bubble evolution has also been ob_rved in 25% CW Ti-modified PCA steel
hTadiated in spectrally-tailored experiments at 400°C to 7.4 and 13 dpa [70]. The detectable bubble
concentration in that case increased by about a factor of ten to reach >2.5 x 1023/m3 at 13 dpa without
evidence of saturation. Alloying elements like titanium and phosphorus can have indirect effects on void

formation and growth when they are in solid-solution, mid can also directly affect helium bubble nucleation
in steels by causing the formation of fine MC or M2P precipitates.
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The transition in the macroscopic void swelling behavior from a low-swelling regime to a linear

high-swelling regime is directly related to the microscopic void nucleation. However, the duration of the
low-swelling trart,_ientregime is typically much greater than the dose required for the "steady-state" cavity
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density to evolve. Whereas the cavity density in an alloy such as Type 316 steel typically reaches its
"saturation" level within a few dpa, the swelling transientcan extend todoses in excess of I0 dpa. The
difference in the duration of the cavity nucleation and voidswelling transients is due to the dose needed to
convert gas-stabilized bubbles to bias-driven voids [71,72]. Cavities below a certain critical size are
unstable because they emit vacancies faster than they absorb vacancies; such cavities require an internal gas
pressure to exist, and therefore only grow as bubbles driven by gas absorption (and at high densities,
coalescence). When a cavity reaches a critical size, vacancyabsorption overcomes emission and the cavity
can grow without further need of additional gas absorption. The macroscopic void swelling transient is
largely determined by the timerequired for the bubbles to reach the critical size and convert to voids. Since
cavity nucleation necessarily precedes the conversion of bubbles to voids, the cavity nucleation transient
regime is always somewhat shorter than the void swelling transient.

Figure 14 summarizes the dose-dependent void swellingbehavior of several different types of
austenitic stainless steels [3,4]. In high-purity ternary alloys, the swelling transieut may last only a few
dpa, whereas in fast-breeder reactor irradiated SA 316 that period is about 30 dpa, and in 20% CW 316 can
be about 50 dpa. Studies in which the transient regime for macroscopic swelling during neutron irradiation
of advanced austenitic steels extends to damage levels of 70 dpa or more correlate with similar extensions of
the "incubation" dose for microscopic void formation [8,69,73-76]. Such prolonged transients in advanced
steels are always related todelayed void fonnation (bubble to void conversion) as opposed to delayed void
growth.
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Only small dimensional changes can be tolerated in most reactor structural components. Post-
wansient swelling rates in austenitic steels are typically from 0.4% to 1% per dpa for irradia,ion
temperatures between 400 and 600°C [56,67,77]. Therefore, the most realistic engineering goal for
changing materials behavior in an irradiation environment is toextend the low-swelling transient period.
The scientific approach todevelopment of swelling-resistant alloys has been to control microstructural
development during irradiation in order to delay void formation as long as possible. Several factors can
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influence the duration of the void swelling "incubation" period. One major factor is the amount of gas
available to promote bubble formation and growth. Reaching the critical cavity size for void formation is
equivalent to the bubble obtaining a critical number of gas atoms [71,72]. Both residual gases (O) and
gases generated by transmutation reactions (tt, 1le) can play a role. The simplest effect of adding some of

the solutes commonly found in steels (C, Si, Ti are all potent deoxidizers) is to react with residual oxygen
and remove it from the alloy system [78], so that void nucleation now must depend on the transmutation-
generated gas buildup during irradiation to stabilize bubble nuclei. In commercial steels, residual gases can
play a significant role in the low-dose cavity behavior, whereas at higher doses transmutant gases
increasingly influence bubble formation, growth, and conversion to voids. Helium has generally been
shown to be the most importm_t gaseous w,msmutant [71]. The dose to obtain the critical number of gas
atoms to induce conversion of bubbles to voids for a fixed bubble density is inversely proportional to the
helium generation rate. In addition, helium has a strong direct influence on the evolution of bubble density,
with many experimental observations supporting a roughly square-root dependence of the bubble density on
the helium generation rate [79]. This has been shown to lead to void swelling behavior which is not a
simple, monotonic function of the helium generation rate [8,80].

5. Precipitation and Solute Segregation

Several different precipitate phases normally form in type 316 austenitic steels during thermal
aging at 550 to 900°C in the absence of h'radiation [6,15,81-83]. These phases include carbides such as
M23C 6 and M6C (and MC if Ti or Nb are present) and intennetallic phases such as Laves, sigma and chi.
If type 316 steel is appropriately modified, phosphides (M2P or M3P) or G-phase (M6Nil6Si 7) silicides
can also precipitate (luring aging. The m_dn feature of neutron irradiation is to introduce new or

composition-modified phases which are not observed daring thennal aging. Radiation-induced solute-
segregation and radiation-affected precipitation in austenitic steels are complex topics that have been the
subject of numerous conferences and review articles [6,7,9,15,81-83]. For this paper, we will merely
present a brief overview of the "salient features of precipitation that enable us to discuss the overall
microstructural evolution. The reader will fi_d more detailed inlbnnation on precipitation behavior in
neutron-irradiated steels in the papers cited above.

Figure 15 shows the experimental dose and temperature regimes in which precipitation has been

observed in SA type 316 austenitic steel following fast reactor irradiation [6]. The detailed phase evolution
in austenitic steel is se,sitive to several factors, including meudlurgical variables such as alloy composition
and irradiation paranleters such as spectral or damage-rote effects [7]. Despite such diflbrences, precipitation
generally occurs only in the temperature range of about 300 to 800°C for lx_th mixed-spectrum and fast
reactor irradiations [6,7]. Significant anlounts of precipitation typically does not begin to occur until doses
on the order of 1 to 10 dpa. In some cases, the formation of certain phases peculiar to the irradiation
environment (silicides like y-Ni3Si or G-phase) can be delayed until doses in excess of 50 dpa are achieved
[6,7]. In other cases, some radiation-induced phases (fine 7' or M2P/M3P phosphide needles) form in the

high-temperature regime after only a few dpa and then dissolve at higher doses of 20 to 40 dpa. It is
therefore difficult to categorize transient and "steady-state" regimes for radiation-prCxluced precipitation.
Indeed, the concept of a "steady-state" precipitate microstructurc may not be appropriate until doses in excess
of 50 dpa. The extended transient associated with the fonnation of radiation-produced precipitation can have
a profound impact on the other microstructural components, such as Frank loop fonnation and the total
dislocation density.

The formation of precipitates in steels is controlled by solute segregation, which can be
substantially modified during irr:,diation as a result of preferential solute-defect coupling [6,7,9]. Therefore,
RIS and the associated precipitation are sensitive to anything that modifies point-defect behavior [84-87].
Solute segregation creates spatially localized variations in the alloy composition; initially RIS effects occur
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Fig. 15. Temperatureand dose regimeswhere precipitationis observed in solution annealedType 316
stainlesssteel irradiatedin fast neutronfission reactors[6].

only at sinks such as Frankloops and voids, butat high doses RIS eventuallyalso affects the matrix
between the variousmicrostructuralfeatures[88-90]. Thiscreates the possibility of triggeringprecipitation
of phases in these segregatedvolumes that would not normallybe seen duringaging in alloys of the
original bulk composition.

The generaleffect of RIS in austeniticalloys is to cause the buildupof undersizedsolutes such as
Ni, Si, and to a lesser extent, P at sinks, mainlyby the interstitialdragmechanism. Since the interstitial-
solute complexesaregenerallyhighly mobile, this segregationmechanismusuallydominatesat lower
temperaturesanddoses. RIS typicallyalso causesdepletionof oversized(fast-diffusing)substitutional
elementslike CrandMo at sinks during irradiation,mainlydue to the inverse-Kirkendallvacancy diffusion
mechanism. These effects areusuallymoreprominentat higher temperaturesanddoses due to the relatively
sluggish vacancydiffusivities. Nickel is a slow-diffusing solute in steel, so it is enrichedat sinks via both
the inverse,-Kirkendallmechanismand the interstitialdragmechanism. The buildupof Ni at sinks is a
characteristicfeatureof RI? _'_era widerangeof dose and temperature.Conversely, while silicon is
enriched at sinks via the ._jtialdragmechanism,it is a fast-diffusingsubstitutionalsolute and can be
depleted via the inverse-Kirkendallmechanism. Figure16shows an example of the net effects of RIS
describedabove (Si andNi enrichment,Crdepletion) that occurredat a largeFrankloop in neutron-irradiated
austeniticsteel [88]. Manganese is an example of an alloying elementwhose RIS behaviordepends on
alloy composition. In type 316 steel with a smallamountof Mn (2 wt %), little effect of RIS is found,
whereas in a Mn-stabilizedsteel (RussianEP-838, 13.5 wt %), Mnwas depleted at sinks insteadof Cr due
to its f;_stersubstitutionaldiffusivity [88]. While it is simple to say that RIS is the dominant mechanism
affect_agradiation-producedprecipitation,it canbe seen thatthe detailedRIS behaviorof thevarious solute
elementsin each par_3ularheat of steel is complicated.

The precipitatesthatformin austeniticsteelsduringirradiationcan be classified into threegeneral
groups,as outlined in Table 2 [9,83]. The first precipitatecategory includes radiation-enhanced and -retarded
thermal phases. These precipitates arenormally found to have the same phase composition after thermal
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Fig. 16. (a)Nearly edge-on dislocation loops (A,B) in solution annealedPeA steel irradiatedin the FFTF
fast fission reactor to 15 dpaat 520°C. (b) RIS profiles at loop A, which has a diameterof ~100 nm.
(c) RIS profilesat loop B, which has a diameterof --50 nm. Dashed lines indicate the composition levels
in the unperturbedmatrix[88].

aging orneutronirradiation,buttheir relativeabundancesaredifferent in the two environments, Radiation-
enhanced precipitationrefers to an enhancement in the kinetics or nucleation level of a thermal precipitate
phase, or to the formation of the phase at a lower temperatureduringreactor irradiationcompared to thermal
aging of the same steel. Conversely, radiation-retardedprecipitation refers to phase formation which is less
abundant o1"shifted to higher temperaturesin thepre_nce of irradiation. Radiation-enhancedand -retarded
phasesare thermally stableand do not disappear or change chemical composition during postirradiation
annealing at the irradiationtemperature [91]. The particular thermal phases enhanced or retardedduring
irradiation depend on the level of RIS during irradiation. When RIS is at a high level (e.g., SA 316, fast-
reactor irradiation), M6C and Laves formation is enhance.dduringirradiation, while M23C6 (and in Ti-
modified steels, MC) formation is retarded during irradiation. At a lower level of RIS (e.g., CW 316,
mixed-spectrum reactor irradiation)a phase like M23C6 that was retarded in the previous case can now be
enhanced during irradiation. Anothergroup of precipitates are the irradiation-modifiedthermal phases, such
as M6C and Laves. These phases have the same crystal structure (and often same morphology) as the
corresponding phases formed duringaging, but their phase composition is different during irradiation.
Generally the compositional differences reflect theeffects of RIS (more Ni a_ Si, less Cr and Me) balanced
against the inherent compositional flexibility of the thermal phase. The third group of precipitates are
radiation-induced phases. Such phases are unique to the irradiation environment, and would not form in that
particular heat of steel during aging at any temperature. These phases are thermally unstable and dissolve
during postirradiationannealing at the irradiation temperature [91]. The formation of radiation-induced
precipitates is caused by RIS creating a localized compositional modification around a sink that is sufficient
to induce p_r,cipitation of a new phase.
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Table 2. Classes of radiation-produced precipitate phases in 300-series austenitic stainless steels
Radiation-enhanced,

-retarded ph,'tses Radiation-modified phases ,, Radiation-induced phases

M6C, Laves, M23C6, M6C, Laves, M2P M6Nil6Si7 (G),

MC, o, X Ni3Si (T'),
MP, M2P, M3P

Figure 17 shows the fluence-dependent nickel content of Laves precipitates in SA and 20%CW
type 316 steel irradiated at 500 to 550°C in fast and mixed-spectnun reactors [9,45,92,93]. Similar fluence-
dependent compositional changes have been observed for other precipitates, such as the radiation-enhanced
MC phase [94]. During thermal aging, the Ni content of the Laves phase is characteristically low (5 to
8 wt %) in both SA and 20%CW material. The nickel content of n_diation-produced Laves is directly

related to the degree of compositional modification caused by R.IS. When RIS is intense (e.g., when voids
are forming easily during in'adiation, SA 316 in ItFIR or 20%CW 316 in EBR-II), the Ni-content of the
Laves phase increases significantly with dose, and does not appear to have stabilized even after doses in
excess of 50 dpa (Fig. 17a and 17b). Conversely, when RIS is low or suppressed (e.g., when a high density
of bubbles form and do not convert to voids, 20%CW 316 in HFIR), the Laves Ni-content remains low and

does not change during extended irradiation (Fig. 17b). When type 316 stainless steel is aged to produce

thermal precipitation prior to irradiation, these precipitates consistently dissolve rapidly before the
appropriate radiation-produced phases form [95]. The detailed behavior of radiation-produced precipitation in
steels is very sensitive to irradiation parameters (temperature, He/dpa ratio, damage rate) and metallurgical
variables (heat-to-heat compositional variations, pretreatment).
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phase particles on extraction replicas from a) SA 316 a:..':lb) CW 316 after thermal aging or neutron
in'adiation in a fast neutron (EBR-II) or mixed spectrum (HFIR) fission reactor [45].
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The presence of radiation-modified or -induced phases during irradiation at temperatures of 450 to
600°C is generally a sign of poor radiation resistance. These precipitates are indicators that significant
solute segregation has taken place during the irradiation, which implies that a high level of solute-coupled

point defect fluxes were present. Since high point defect fluxes generally accelerate deleterious radiation-
induced processes such as void swelling, the presence of high levels of RIS (directly visible in the form of
radiation-induced or -modified precipitates) is an indication of a microstructure with r,oor radiation stability.
Conversely, the presence of thennally stable precipitates (radiation-e_dmnced or -retarded) is an indicator of a
radiation-resistant microstructure. As discussed below, the fine radiation-induced M2P precipitates in

phosphorus-modified steels are a notable exception to this gener-,d rule.

Precipitates can directly affect partitioning of defect fluxes when the matrix-precipitate interfaces act
as sinks for point defects. Relatively high precipitate densities are required for such precipitate sink-strength
effects to be significant in irradiated materials. Due to their small size and high density, the radiation-
induced M2P precipitates that form in phosphorus-modified steels effectively disperse He atoms and promote
point defect recombination. Since the M2P precipitates are resistant to coarsening up to high doses [96],

this produces a swelling-resistant microstructure. The 7' radiation-induced precipitates "alsoinitially act to
suppress void swelling due to their high density (high siltk strength), ltowever, 7' coarsens rapidly during
irradiation at temperatures >500°C [96]. This reduces the _/sink strength to a level where it is not effective

in dispersing tte atoms or promoting point defect recombination, producing poor swelling resistance. Most
of the radiation-induced and -modified phases in austenitic steels ('Fable 2) have undersized volumetric misfit
strains relative to the lattice. Such misfit-strain effects lead to a further enhancement of void swelling

because interstitials will be preferentially attracted to the precipitate-matrix interface, creating a precipitate-
based interstitial bias component that complements the more f,'uniliar dislocation bias. Another way in
which certain precipitates directly enhance void formation and growth is when coarse precipitate particles are
attached to voids of comparable size [92,96]. Generally, such behavior is observed for radiation-induced or
-modified G, Laves and M6C ph,'tses [92,96,97], which is an indication of strongly coupled RIS and vacancy

fluxes. Since RIS is normally strong to large voids, it is logical that the formation of phases that require
RIS would occur at void sites. More:over, the formation and growth of such RIS-compatable precipitates at

voids then directly enhances void growth by mechaalisms that involve the precipitate as a vacancy collector
for the void [92,96,98].

Precipitate formation is just one of the microstructural factors that contribute to the extension of
the low-swelling transient regime in type 316 steel relative to simple ternary alloys, llowever,

precipitation is the dominant microstructural feature responsible for extension of the low-swelling transient
to doses in excess of 80 dpa in swelling-resistant advanced steels. In this case, the combination of 'alloy
compositional modification (Ti, C, Si, P additions) and pretreaunent condition (20-25% CW) causes fine
precipitation of radiation-enhanced thermal ptmses (MC mid/or FeTiP needles) instead of the radiation-
affected RIS-compatable phases generally associated with voids. These speci_d carbides and phosphides
contain titanium (and Mo, V and Nb in some cases), and generally contain little or no nickel and silicon.
By contrast, the radiation-induced or -modified phases (G, "/', M6C and Laves) have nickel and silicon as
their main constituents.

The fine stable thermal plmses that form in advanced steels during irradiation at 400 to 600°C
impart void formation resis_lce through several mechanisms, which include: (a) inteffacial helium
trapping, often resulting iJ_finer _mdmore profuse helitun bubble nucleation than would occur without the
precipitates [96,_L 100], (b) increased sink strength, which promotes point defect recombination at the
precipitatehnatrix interface [96], and (c) precipitate pinning of dislocations to hinder climb associated with

excess interstitial absorption [96]. Such void-resistant microstructures establish themselves quickly during
irradiation and then remain relatively unchanged for long periods of time [9,69,73-76,93]. However, they
represent a transient rather than a "steady state" microstructure during _adiation. Indeed, as voids finally
begin to form at higher do_s, the fine thermal precipitates begin to dissolve [69,73-76,94,101]. llais
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eventually produces a transition from the low-swelling to the high-swelling rate regime. A key point is
that very dramatic changes occur in the microstructurebefore macroscopic swelling changes are observed.
Fast reactor irradiation data from both the French 20-25% CW 15-15Ti steel modified with B+P and the

Japanese PNC316 steel modified withTi+P+B indicate that the extension of the low-swelling transient to
beyond 80 dpa depends on the existence of fine dispersions of MC or FeTiP precipitates and their resistance
to dis:_olution[69,73-76]. "llaeFrench data in particular indicates that such microstructures may be stable to
more than 150dpa [75]. !

6. Discussion

There is no simple relation that connects the neutron displacement damage level directly to the
establishment of a "steady-state" or saturation microstructure in austenitic stainless steel. Although the
concept of a "steady-state" microstructure may be viable in the low-temperature irradiation regime, that
concept loses meaning for many of the microstructural components in certain types of austenitic steels at
higher irradiation temperatures. The duration of the macroscopic low..swelling transient regime is the result
of a complex microstructural evolution, which in turn depends (synergistically) on many other irradiation
parameters and metallurgical v,-uiables,not just dose.

In the "low temperature" regime (<300°C), the high sink density associated with thermally stable
vacancy clusters produced in the displacementcascades suppresses the concentration of freely-migrating
point-defects and inhibits their long-range migration. Hence, the length of the microstructural transient at
these temperatures is largelycontrolled by the dose needed to induce significant physical cascade overlap
(i.e., ~ 0.1 dpa). However, despite the high density of sinks, the low point defect mobilities associated with
this temperature regime can lead to extended transients in the point defect concentrations [10,50]. For
irradiation temperatures below about 150°C, the time required for the point defect concentrations to reach
steady state can exceed the duration of typical reactor irradiation experiments. For example, the calculated
point defect transient lasts about six years at 100°C [50]. The interstitial concentrations would be much
higher and the corresponding vacancy concenmltion much lower than their steady state values during this
transient. Since microstructural evolution is generally driven by the difference in the point defect fluxes, the
use of theoretical models which assume steady state point defect concentrations can lead to significant errors
in predicting microstructural evolution at low temperatures. The significant dislocation recovery shown at
low temperatures in Fig. 10 and the surprisingly large amount of creep observed in steel irradiated at
<150°C [50] are examples of the potential impact of the extended point defect transient. Hence, the
relationship between point-defect behavior and microstructural evolution is complex, even at low irradiation
temperatures.

The evolution of the dislocation loop and cavity densities in simple Fe-Cr-Ni ternaries during
Lrmdiationin the "high-temperature" regime (300 to 700°C) can be described by a relatively rapid initial
microstructural transient that is completed within damage levels of about 0.5 to 5 dpa. This initial transient
is subsequently followed by a secondary microstructural transient that can extend to doses in excess of
50 dpa, due to interaction between the various microstructural components. The initial microstructural
transient regime for the totaldislocation density (loops plus network) generally requires doses in excess of
10 dpa and is controlled primarily by the process of loop growth and unfaulting. Since solute segregation
to dislocation loops can be pronounced (Fig. 16) [88], the duration of the transient regime for the total
dislocation density may be influenced by RIS. The evolution of bubbles and voids in the high-temperature
regime is controlled by RIS-modiFed accumulatio_ of helium atoms and vacancies. Microcompositional
studies [102,103] have found that substantial RIS of rdckel is detectable around tiny helium bubbles and
small voids. Other studies have shown thick (20-40 nm) RIS zones around larger voids [6,9], so that RIS
is involved in all stages of void evolution. Under certain conditions at 400 to 550°C, the initially
homogeneous austenite matrix ca_ brenk up into a heterogeneous mixture of austenite (the Ni-rich regions
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around sinks) and ot-ferrite at doses in excess of 30 dpa [7,90,104,105]. This may represent the true "steady

state" microstructure during irradiation (and corresponds with swelling saturation), but is technologically
uninteresting since it only tx:curs after a large amount of void swelling and is a highly embrittled
mechanical condition.

Clearly the most difficult phenomena to classify in terms of a "steady state" microstructure is
radiation-produced precipitation. In most steels, the precipitate behavior fails somewhere between the
extremes of highly RIS-affected phase formation and radiation-enhanced thermal phase formation with

relatively weak RIS effects. Because both of these precipitate classes require sustained solute segregation
and point defect fluxes to form and remain stable, this component of the evolving microstructure usually
lags behind the others during irradiation. Since the stability of fine radiation-induced precipitates is
dependent on the same mechanisms that caused them to form, subtle changes in the global microstructure,
point defect fluxes, or RIS generally affects the precipitate structure more than the void or dislocation
network structures. The transient for precipitate formation in relatively simple alloys like type 316 is
generally greater than 10 dpa.

In advanced swelling-resistant steels, fine dispersions of thermal ptu_ses that are not compatible
with RIS (e.g., MC) develop rapidly during irradiation and remain stable up to high doses (>50 dpa). This
dense precipitate microstructure promotes uniform dispersal of helium atoms and forces virtually all of the
freely migrating defects to recombine at sit,ks, which depresses the vacm_cy supersaturation and thereby

inhibits cavity nucleation. Tim finely dispersed sinks also dilute RIS to the point that it is not significant.
The extended period during which this nearly-thermal microstructure exists is not a true "steady state",
because when point defect concentrations eventually move toward "steady state" values and RIS begins to
develop, the "thermal" precipitates dissolve and the microstructure enters a new transient that evolves toward
a strongly radiation-affected microstructure of voids, dislocations and radiation-modified or -induced
precipitates.

The complexities in the microstructural evolution of austenitic steels in the transient regime may
be contrasted with the relatively straightforward behavior of pure metals [38]. The irradiation dose needed
for void and dislocation loop nucleation to be completed in Ni during neutron irradiation at elevated

temperature is only about 1 dpa, and compared to austenitic steel the length of the transient is relatively
insensitive to neutron spectrum differences. This comparison highlights the importance of solutes and

precipitates on the extension of the transient regime. The situation for steel becomes increasingly complex
as additional solutes are added to the base ternary composition. The strong synergistic effects between the
various alloying elements, and interactions between the various components of the microstructure cause an
extension of the microstructural transients tu_dthe macroscopic low-swelling regime to very high doses in

technologically relevant steels. Mechanistically, macroscopic low swelling behavior is only possible when
the microstructure inhibits the normally efficient biased partitioning of vacancies and interstiti',ds to sinks

and instead promotes point defect recombination during irradiation.

7. Conclusions

The damage level needed to achieve a "steady state" microstructural condition in neutron-irradiated

austenitic stainless steel varies from less than 0.1 dpa to greater tb_l 50 dpa, depending on the irradiation
conditions and the specific microstructur_d component being investigated. The evolution of most of the

microstructural components t:an be characterized by a relatively rapid initial transient regime lasting for a
damage level of about 1 dpa, _,'ollowed by a slowly evolving secondary transient regime. Due to interactions
between the various microstructural components which evolve at different rates, the overall microstructure

", ,/ically remains in this secondly transient regime up to very high "damage levels (>50 dpa). In some (but
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not all) cases, steady state approximationsmay be invoked for the purposes of irradiation effects modeling
in this secondary transient regime.

Despite the hundredsof neutron irradiation studies performed on austenitic stainless steels over the
past 25 years, it is apparent that further irradiation experiments are needed due toa lack of systematic data at
low temperatures (<350°C) and low doses (<10 dpa). Data are needed on lx_thcomplex and shnple model
alloys to further our understanding of the microsU'ucturalevolution. For fusion reactor applications, single-
variable experiments at fusion-relevant He/dpa ratios (utilizing spectral tailoring or isotopic tailoring
techniques) are needed to investigate the important experbnental parmneters and controlling mechanisms
associated with the transient regime.
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FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF IRRADIATED CANDIDATE MATERIALS FOR ITER FIRST

WALL/BLANKET STRUCTURES: PRELIMINARY RESULTS - D. J. Alexander, J. E. Pawel,

M. L. Grossbeck, and A. F. Rowcliffe (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this work is to determine the effect of irradiation at low temperatures (less than
300°C) to damage levels of about 3 dpa on the mechanical properties, in particular the fracture
toughness, of candidate materials lot the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (1TER)
first wall/blanket structures.

SUMMARY

Candidate materials for first wall/l-'anket structures in 1TER have been irradiated to damage levels
of about 3 dpa at temperatures of either 60 or 250°C. Preliminary results l.ave been obtained for

several of these materials irradiated at 60°C. The results show that irradiation at this temperature
reduces the fracture toughness of austenitic stainless steels, but the toughness remains quite high. The

unloading compliance technique developed for the subsize disk compact specimens works quite well,
particularly for materials with lower toughness. Specimens of materials with very high toughness
deform excessively, and this results in experimental difficulties.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Int reduction

Work is under way at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to evaluate the fracture toughness of
candidate materials for first wall/blanket structure applications in tile ITER. A variety of austenitic
stainless steels are being examined, as well as several additional materials. These materials have been

irradiated in the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at ORNL. To date, three capsules have been

designed, fabricated, and irradiated to dose levels of approximately 3 dpa. These capsules were
designed for irradiation temperatures of either 60 to 125°C (capsules HFIR-JP-18 and -19) or 250
to 300°C (HFIR-JP-17) [1-3]. All of the capsules have been successfully irradiated in HFIR, and two
of the capsules (JP-18 and -19) have been disassembled. Work has begun on testing the fracture

toughness specimens from these capsules, and some preliminary results are reported here.

Experimental Procedure

Several variants of type 316 austenitic stainless steel are being considered for structural applications
in ITER. These include American and Japanese type 316 steels (designated US316 and J316,
respectively), a European type 316L steel (EC316L), and the JPCA alloy. Some ferritic steels were

also included in this experiment, including HT-9 and F82H. Specimens were fabricated from material
in several different conditions, including annealed or cold worked, as well as weldments.

In order to utilize the HFIR target region for the irradiations, the specimen size was severely limited.
Therefore, a small disk compact specimen 12.5 mm in diameter was selected for the fracture toughness
experiments. Techniques were developed for generating the J-integral-resistance (J-R) curve using
either unloading compliance (UC) or de-potential drop (PD) to monitor crack extension [4,5I. Initial
trials showed that either method could be used to develop useful fracture toughness data from these
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small specimens [4-6]. As a result of the success of the laboratory trials, it was decided to use the
unloading compliance technique for testing the irradiated specimens.

The disk compact specimens [designated DC(T)] were 12.5 mm in diameter by 4.63 mm thick. All
specimens were fabricated from the middle of the thickness of the parent plates of material, with the
nt, tch oriented so that crack growth would occur parallel to the rolling direction (T-L orientation).
The specimens were fatigue precracked at room temperature and side grooved 10% of their thickness
on each side, prior to irradiation. Filler pieces were inserted in the loading holes and in the notches
to reduce disturbances in the flow of cooling water over the specimens in the capsule and to improve
the uniformity of heat transfer across the specimens.

Capsules JP-18 and 19 completed their irradiation in October 1991 [3l, and have been disassembled.
Capsule JP-17 completed its irradiation in February 1992 [3] and is awaiting disassembly. After the
disassembly, the inserts in the individual specimens were pushed out of the loading holes using an
arbor press and punch. The filler in the notch was removed with the aid of a hammer and a thinned
screwdriver blade.

Tests were conducted in general accordance with American Society for Testing and Materials
standards E 813-89, Standard Test Method for J_c,A Measure of Fracture Toughness, and E 1152-87,

Standard Test Method for Determining J-R Curves. The specimens were tested with a
computer-controlled testing and data acquisition system [7]. Tcsts ill the laboratory uscd an 89-kN
capacity servohydraulic test machine. In the hot cell, a 445-kN scrvohydraulic testing machine with
an ultraprecision 22-kN load cell was used. All tests were run in strain control. The displacements
were measured with an "outboard" clip gage that seated in grooves machined on the outer edge of the
specimen along the load line [4,5]. This arrangement provided very good load-displacement and UC
results. Test temperatures were maintained within +2°C of the desired tcmpcrature with a split-box
furnace that enclosed the spccimcn and the grips during the test. Temperature was monitored
throughout the testing with a thermocouple that was held in contact with the specimen by a spring-
loaded clip. Since tensile tests for materials irradiated under these conditions have not yet bcen
conducted, estimated values of the yield and ultimate tensile strengths and Young's moduli were used
in the calculations for the J-R cu_'es. These estimated values are given in Table 1.

After testing, the specimens were heat tinted by placing them on a hot plate and heating them until

a noticeable color change had occurred. The specimens were cooled in liquid nitrogen and then
broken open. The initial and final crack lengths for the unir_-adiated specimens were measured with
the use of an optical measuring microscope. For thc irradiated specimens, photographs of the fracture
surfaces were fastcncd to a digitizing tablet to measure the crack lengths.

Results and Discussion

Six different materials were tested in the laboratory to establish baseline fracture toughness properties
for the unirradiatcd materials. Thcse include EC316L annealed, JPCA annealed, JPCA cold worked
(15%), J316 annealed, US316 cold worked, and HT-9. The EC316L and JPCA annealed material was

tested at 22, 100, and 200°C; the rcmaining tests were conducted at 22°C. EC316L and JPCA
annealed irradiated specimens were tested in the hot cell at 25, 100, and 200°C.

Materials with very high toughness and low yield strength, such as the annealed austenitic stainless
steels, proved to be more difficult to test than material with lower toughness such at HT-9. The soft,

tough materials showed enormous crack-tip blunting before stable crack growth began. This resulted
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Table 1. Estimated tensile properties

Strength

Alloy Condition Temperature (MPa) Young'smodulus
(°C) Ultimate

Yield (GPa)
tensile

EC316L annealed Unirradiated 22 275 582 193
100 225 504 186
200 186 441 179

EC316L annealed Irradiated 22 425 650 193
100 375 600 186
200 325 550 179

JPCA annealed Unirradiated 22 250 580 193
100 230 520 186
200 210 460 179

JPCA annealed Irradiated 22 410 630 193
100 390 570 186
200 370 510 179

JPCA cold worked Unirradiated 22 671 710 193

US316 cold worked Unirradiated 22 725 785 193

J316 annealed Unirradiated 22 295 570 193

HT-9 Unirradiated 22 650 800 207

in gross changes in the specimen geometry (see Fig. 1), and so the crack length predictions were not
very accurate. The J-R curve is much steeper than the calculated blunting line. In these cases, the
data were used to calculate a blunting line. A straight line was fit by eye through the initial portion
of the data points,' and a second line was drawn parallel to the first but offset by an amount
corresponding to a crack extension of 0.2 mm (see Fig. 2). The candidate toughness value Jo was then
determined from the intersection of the data with this offset line. Materials with lower toughness,
such as the cold-worked austenitic stainless steels, behaved in a much more conventional manner. For
these materials, the data followed the calculated blunting line quite closely, so no additional
construction was required. These specimens also showed very good agreement between the measured
and predicted final crack lengths.

The results of the testing are given in Table 2 and the various J-R curves are shown in Figs. 3 to 7.
These curves show that the toughness of the austenitic steels is very high. In most cases, the
toughness decreases slightly as the temperature increases, but remains very high. The EC316L
annealed steel shows a slight decrease in toughness after irradiation. The JPCA annealed material
responds much more to irradiation, with a much greater decrease in toughness than the EC316L steel
showed. Even in this case, the toughness is still quite high, as Table 2 shows. The other materials
also have high toughness values, with the exception of the cold-worked US316 steel. This material
has by far the lowest toughness of all the materials tested.
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Fig. 1. An example of the gross changes in geometry that resulted when testing the annealed
austenitic stainless steel specimens.
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Fig. 2. Typical example of a J-R curve that is much steeper than the calculated blhnting line. A
straight line was fit by eye through the initial portion of the data, and an offset line was used to
determine JQ.
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Fig. 5. J-R CUl_/es for unirradiated JPCA annealed steel.
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Table 2. Fracture toughness values

Material Condition Specimen Temperature Jo Kj
(°C) (kJ/m z) (MPa,/m)

EC316L annealed Unirradiatcd FA14 22 769 385
FA22 100 889 407
FA5 200 696 353

EC316L annealed Irradiated FA16 25 775 387
FA3 25 802 393
FA6 100 703 362
FA17 200 521 306

JPCA annealed Unirradiatcd FF10 25 672 360

FF13 100 705 362
FF20 200 499 299

JPCA annealed Irradiated FF5 22 379 270
FFI6 100 323 245
FF2 200 242 208

J316 annealed Unirradiated FC8 22 798 393

JPCA cold worked Unirradiatcd FE6 22 356 262

US316 cold worked Unirradiated FL13 22 37 85

HT-9 Unirradiated FH 11 22 447 304

The effects of test temperature and irradiation are summarized in Fig. 8 for the EC316L annealed and

JPCA annealed materials irradiated at 60 to 125°C. The EC316L material has a higher toughness
than the JPCA material. Both show a tendency R)r lower toughness as the test temperature is
increased. The JPCA alloy shows a much greater decrease in toughness following irradiation than the

EC316L material. However, even in the worst case, tile toughness is still quite high.

CONCLUSIONS

Useful fracture toughness data can be generated using the unloading compliance technique and the
small disk compact specimens. Specimens of several austenitic stainless steels have been irradiated

in HFIR to about 3 dpa at 60 to 125°C. Prcliminary results have shown that the toughness of the
annealed EC316L and JPCA austenitic stainless steels is quite high. The JPCA alloy shows a greater
response to irradiation, with a more significant decrease in the toughness after irradiation. The effect
of irradiation is most noticeable at higher test tempera;.ures (200°C). However, even in this case the
toughness is still high.

FUTURE WORK

Additional specimens will be tested in both the irradiated and unirradiated conditions. The third

capsule (JP-17) that was irradiated at higher temperature (250 to 300°C) will be disassembled, and

these specimens will be tested as well. Tensile tests will be conducted to provide actual values for the
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yield and ultimate tensile strengths after irradiation. These values will be used to revise the fracture
toughness analyses of all of the fracture toughness tests.
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Computer-Controlled Automated Test System for Fatigue and Fracture Testing," in Applications
of Automation Technology to Fatigue and Fracture Testing, ASTM STP 1092, A. A. Braun,

N. E. Ashbaugh, and F. M. Smith, eds., American Society for Testing and Materials, Philadelphia,
1990, p. 7.
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Density Changes Induced by Neutron Irradiation in Dynamically Compacted Tungsten ana FCA - F. A. Garner,
(Pacific Northwest Laboratory) _ and J. Megusar, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to determine the potential of rapid solidification and dynamic compaction
as tools for improving the performance of candidate fusion materials.

SUMMARY

Dynamically compacted tungsten with a starting density of 95.3% of the theoretical value densified 2 to 3%
when irradiated in FFTF/MOTA-2A at three temperatures between 423 and 600_C and displacement levels
corresponding to 32 to 36 dpa in stainless steel. Rapidly solidified and dynamically compacted PCAwith
high levels of titanium and carbon were also irradiated at these conditions. The density changes were
small enough to determine that significant swelling had not occurred but, microscopy is necessary to
determine whether void growth occurred in addition to precipitate-related strains.

PROGRESSAND STATUS

introduction

Rapid solidification, and dynamic compaction have been proposed as methods to produce ailoys for use in
fusion environments. "'_ One such material, a titanium-modified austenitic stainless steel designated PCA,
was irradiated earlier in EBR-II to 15 dpa in the range 395 to 550°C. A total aDsence _f swelling was
observed in this alloy, although some swelling was observed in fully annealed specimens that were also
irradiated. ]

Both the as-produced and fully annealed material were also irradiated in MOTA-2A and MOTA-2B at 423, 520
and 600°C. Density measurements have now been performed on the MOTA-2A specimens. Dynamically compacted
tungsten was also included in the same packets. This material might serve as an armor material for the
first wall or divertor.

_erimental Procedure

The titanium-modified austenitic stainless steel (PCA) was provided by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
with the following composition (in wt%): ]6.59 nickel: 14.27 chromium: i.96 molvbdenum: 0.32 titanium; 1.62
manganese: 0.53 silicon: 0.046 carbon; 0.008 nitrogen; 0.04 cobalt; 0.014 phospnorus: 3.002 sulfur; and
balance iron. Additional carbon and titanium were added in a remelt followed b/ ,amic solidification and
dynamic compaction. This material contained approximately triple the nominal amounts _f carbon and
titanium (that is, 0.17 wt% carbon and 0.92 wt% titanium) originally in PCA. Ramie :;oidification was
performed in a roller quenching apparatus, with an estimated coollng rate of IO K _.

Dynamic compaction was performed at the [nstitut Cerac, Ecublens, Switzerland. ::_a_dl_ solidified foils
were cut into pieces with a length to thickness ratio of 30 to ! or less and were compacted with the gun
speed at 1200 m/s. The diameter of the compacted material was 5 cm, and the he!qht was I cm. Compaction
was achieved with a shock wave that was produced by impact of the projectile on ;hn Dc,_der. Calculations
showed the following relation between the shock speed, particle velocity, and the internal energy. Steel
powder of -50% loose density and compacted to a shock pressure of 5 GPa gave a SHOCK,'e_ocity of ]600 m/s,
a particle velocity of 800 m/s, and an internal energy change of 3 x 10 J/kg. "h_s e',ergy change
corresponds to a temperature rise of 600 K, and if the energy is considered to De ceposited predominantly
at the powder particle surface, the value of 2 x I0 _ J,.'m_ for energy density is Ceduce_.

Some of this material was subsequently annealed 8 h at 650 C, resulting in a homogeneous precipitation of
coherent TiC precipitates approximately 5 nm in size. Some recovery of dislocation structure probably took
_iace during annealing, as evidenced by a large drop in the knoop microhardness. _oth the as-produced and
annealed conditions were irradiated in MOTA-2Aand MOTA-2B along with dynamically compacted tungsten. The
latter was produced at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Density changes were determined by an
immersion density technique determined to be accurate to ± 0.15% swelling.

_esults

Table I presents the density change data for the specimens discharged from MOTA-2A. 't is obvious that the
d_'namically compacted tungsten is densifying on _he order of 2 to 3%. The prelrradiatlon density of ]8.4 g
cm is 95.3% of the textbook value of 19.3 gcm Therefore, during irradiation the compacted tungsten is

Pacific rlorthwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Enerqy [I:I', Battelle Memorial
institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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_pproaching, but has not yet reached, the theoretical density. Some port_on of the denslficat_on may aiso
,esult from transmutation of tungsten to rhenium and osmium.

The density changes for PeA in both starting conditions are small enougt_ to preciude drawlng conclusions
concerning the onset of swelling. Both positive and negative changes were observed, indicating that
precipitation-related chages in lattice parameter are occuring.

Table 1
Swelling in Percent from Dynamically Compacted Specimens tn MOT_-2A*

i Pre-lrradiation Density 423°C. 36.1 dpa __j 520_C, 36.3 dDa 600"C, 32.3 dpa

ii l - . -2.os,,-3.19 -2.o7![ PcA 7.8677 0.29 ,0.28 -0.04
,___ilPCA-Anpealed I 7.9083 I +0.51 *0.37 _0.13/-I .04 ,,

"Unless two values are given, t,ne swelling is the average of two separate specimens which agreed
within c 0.2%.

**dpa got W is less than that e _ steei, but has not vet been ra]cu_ated.

:UTURE WORK

_ens_ty changes will be determ_m;d f'or the second discharqe of "_'e e:,per;_ent (uOT_-__). '.!icroscopy and
_DX analyses will also be merformed.

_EFERE_CES

1. !_. J. Grant, O. K. !!arling, G. Kohse, J. Mequsar, and T, Lee, J. _lucl. Mater. 14i-143 (1986) 427.

2. D. imeson et al., three sucess_ve Dapers in J. Nucl. Mater. 122 & 123 (1984) 266-271; 272-277; 278-283.

l 3. J. Megusar, in Effects of Radiatlon on Materials: !4th International S!mposiqm. V_!ume l, ASTMSTP
1046, N. H, Packan R. [. Stoller, and A. S. Kumar, Eds., American Society for" lesting and Materials,
Philadelphia, 1989, pp. 185-192.

_. F. A. Garner" and L. R. Greenwood, in this Semiannuai Report.
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Density Changes Observed in Nb-lZr After Irradiation in FFTF-MOTA - F.A. Garner (Pacific Northwest
Laboratory=).

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to provide data on the irradiation behavior of Nb-lZr, an alloy proposed for
potential application to ITER and possibly other long-range fusion goals.

SUMMARY

14b-IZrhas been proposed for potential application to ITER. Whereas previous irradiation studies on Nb-iZr
were focused on the annealed condition, this study involved a comparative irradiationof both the annealed and
aged, and the cold-worked and aged conditions. Based on measurements of density change, the cold-worked and
aged condition appears to first undergo a phase-related dilation prior to the onset of void swelling,while
the annealed condition densifies prior to swelling and in some cases does not swell at all.

PROGRESS AND 3TATUS

Introduction

The commercial alloy Nb-lZr is currentlybeing considered as a candidate for high heat flux service in the ITER
divertor. This alloy was therefore irradiated in MOTA IB, IC, ID, and IE at five target temperaturesbetween
420 and 722_C, with peak exposures on the order of 60 dpa (steel) at most temperatures and to -100 dpa at
420_C.(I) Most previous studies Focused only on the annealed condition.(2-4)

The specimens were in the form of 3 mm diameter microscopy disks in two starting conditions. The first
condition was solution annealed for I hr at 760°C and then aged for 2 hrs. at 320°C. The second was 20% cold-
worked following the 760°C, i hr annealing, and then aged at 320°C for 2 hrs. Irradiation proceeded in weeper
packets, and thus the specimens were in contact with the sodium coolant of the reactor. Table I lists the
irradiation conditions.

Table 1
IrradiationConditionsfor Nb-iZr SpecimensExamined in This Study

MOTA-1B' I MOTA-1C "'l MOTA-1D MOTA-1E iI
Packm Contentsia) _emperature.=C 0Pa_°; 'Tempe_ture.°C dpa Tem_alute,'C dpa Temperature.=Cl dpa I Totaldpa

MAEz A 431 15.0 .......... _ "- i 15.0
NAEZ A 431 15.0 420 35.3 ...... _ -- J 50.3
N6EZ B 431 14.1 420 33.1 ...... i -- 47.2
M6EZ B 431 14.5 420 33.9 404 24.5 _14 J]2.8 105.7
_ _z A 431 15.0 420 35.3 404 25.5 414 _5.0_ llo.B

,,, _

MAEI A 471 11.4 .......... I -- ! 11.4
NAEI A a71 11.4 470 26.8 ...... _ -- ! 38.2
N6EI B 471 9.6 470 22.6 ...... i .. 32.2
P6EI B 471 8.7 470 20.3 470 14.7 -- ! -- _ 43.7
PAEI A 471 11.4 470 26.8 470 19.4 .- I .. J 57.6

MAE7 A 569 11.5 .. ".... -....... i _. i 11.5
NAE7 A 569 11.5 550 27.0 ...... i .. ,i 38.5
N6EI B 569 12.2 550 28.6 ........ I aO.8

PAE7 A 569 11.5 550 27.0 549 19.6 "" I 58.1
RAE7 A 569 11.5 550 27.0 549 19.6 ..... , 58.1

'MAE5 A 645 11.5 ............, i 11.5
NAE5 A 645 11.5 652 27.0 ...... ! -- ! 38.5
N6E5 B 645 12.2 652 28.6 ........ I, ' _0.8
R6E5 B 645 12.7 652 30.8 650 22.3 "" I "" i 65.8
PAE5 A 645 11.5 652 27.0 650 19.6 -- f i 58.1
MAE6 A 722 11.5 ........ -- _ -- I' 11.5
NAE6 A 722 11.5 730 27.0 .... I.... , 38.5
N6E6 B 722 12.2 730 28.6 ........ I 40.8

I M6E6 B 722 12.2 730 28.6 730 20.7 .... 61.5IPAE6 A 722 11.5 730 2/.0 730 19.6 .... 58.1
(a) Group A contains and aged specimenson y. Group B contains ann( and aged specimens.
(b) dpa values calculatedfor stainlesssteel in early FFTF core configurations.

:Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Although irradiation in MOTAproceeded largely under active temperature control (z5 C) in HOTA's IB, IC and
IE, there was a short (-50 minutes) temperature excurslon in MOTAID during FFTF cycle 7, referred to as an
over-temperature event. The event compromised the integrity of many of the other e:(periments in MOTA ID.
Therefore, a programmatic decision was made to run MOTA]D in the helium-purged mode for the remainder of FFTF
cycles 7 and 8 while a series of reactor feedback tests were conducted. The majority of the MOTAcanisters
therefore operated at variable but lower than target temperatures until the end of FFTF cycle 8. Isothermal
irradiation was reestablished in MOTA IE, but only the 420_C specimens were included i'n that irradiation
segment.

Density measurements were performed using an immersion density technique whose accuracy has been established
to be ±0.15% swelling. The displacement levels (NRT) quoted are those calculated for stainless steel.
Detailed calculations for Nb-IZr have not yet been performed but should be on the order of ]14% of those of
steel.(5)

Results and Discussion

Figure I presents the results of density measurements performed on the Nb-IZr specimens. It is obvious that
some phase-related dilation of the alloy matrix probably occurs in the cold-worked alloy early in the
irradiation,producinga density decrease of 0.5±0.]%. This conclusion is drawn from the relative temperature
independence of the density change. This change may actually include contributions from void swelling,
however, a possibility that will be examined by microscopy. The swelling behavior thereafter appears to be
rather complex, both with irradiation temperatureand increasingneutron exposure. In general, however, there
is a tendency at the higher temperatures for swelling to continue. There are indications of shrinkage at 420
and 569°C.

3.0 _ I 2_ Coid-Work_ and

2.5 I Aged 2 hm at 320 °C -°C ........ Annealed for 1 hr at 760 °C
2.0 and Aged 2 hrs at 320

"645°C
1.5

' 471 °C1.0-

= 569 °C

o 0.5
_>" /f_-__ .- _ 730 °C

0.0
::i:7.............. 42o°c
', 0 .................................

............. 471 °C 0471 °C ..... _"_.569 °C, '...,, .....-0.5- '
..... '.........................._ 569 °C 730 °C

'".,....

-1.0- ...................
....'...................(_ o -........................420 C

................,....................................

-1.5 , , I I i i ' !

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 12[

dpa

Fig I. Denslty changes observed in Nb-]Zr after irradiation in FFTF-MOTA.

The annealed and aged condition, with one exception, appears to densify, probably as a result of some
orecipitation reaction. The exception is significant in that the behavior at 645_C parallels that of the cold-
worked and aged condition at this temDerature, with the offset between the behavior of the two conditions
consistent with their respective d_ffe_ences _n phase-related density changes.
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Of particular interest is the parallel behavior of both starting condltions observed at 420(], leading to
4enslfication, It is obvious that two or more processes are competing to produce the observed changes in
denslty and that the starting state affects at least one of these processes. It is surmised that the primary
difference between the two starting states resides in the distribution of grain slzes. In companion studies
conducted on molybdenum in this same irradiation series, small grain sizes produced by an identical heat
treatment have been found to cause earlier and, therefore, larger swelling, similar to that observed in Nb-
iZr. (6)

FUTUREWORK

These specimens will be examined by microscopy in a collaboration with H. Watanabe of K/ushu University.
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ASSESSMENT OF NIOBIUM-BASE ALLOYS FOR STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS

IN THE ITER DIVERTOR* -- I. M. Purdy (Argonne National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

Niobium-base alloys m'e under consideration as candidate materials for the divertor structure of the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). Criteria for suitability of the alloys include
resistance to aqueous corrosion, erosion/corrosion, fatigue, stress corrosion cracking, hydrogen
embrittlement, and radiation-induced embrittlement. Because high thermal fluxes are predicted, thermal

conductivity, thermal expansion, and heat capacity are important properties. Corrosion resistance,
mechanical properties, and physical characteristics are being investigated to identify the most promising
Nb-base alloys.

SUMMARY

The corrosion and embrittlement of pure Nb, Nb-lZr, Nb-5Mo-lZr, and Nb-5V-I.25Zr (alloy
elements in wt.%) were evaluated in high-purity (HP) deoxygenated water at 300°C for up to 120 days.
One heat of the Nb-5V- 1.25Zr alloy ("0" lot) exhibited both a modest corrosion rate and good resistance to
embrittlement relative to other Nb-base alk)ys. At present, Nb-5V-1.25Zr is the most promising Nb-base
alloy on the basis ot both corrosion and embrittlement characteristics in HP deoxygenated water at 300°C.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

In previous work, 13 the corrosion behavior of Nb-base alloys (Nb-2.5V, Nb-2.5Ta, Nb-2.5W,
Nb-2.5Zr, Nb-2.5Hf, Nb-2.5Mo, Nb-2.5Fe, and several ternary alloys, namely, Nb-2.5Ti-2.5Ta,
Nb-2.5Mc_2.5Ti, and Nb-2.5Mo-2.5HI) was investigated in HP deoxygenated water at 300°C. Although
the weight-gain corrosion rates were not excessive and only a fraction (<20%) of the hydrogen that was
liberated by the overall corrosion reaction was absorbed by the alloys, most of the alloys were deemed to be

brittle, i.e., fracture occurred during a 90° bend test. Microstructural characteristics of the corrosion-product
layers were examined by optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 2 These evaluations revealed
numerous cracks and spailing of the oxide layers, which is characteristic of nonprotective fihn formation.
Some crack surfaces in the alloys were covered by corrosion product, indicating that the cracks formed
during exposure to high-temperature water. The results suggest that Nb alloys with higher concentrations
of alloying elements (namely, V, Me, and Zr) are required to improve the protective nature of the

corrosion-product layers and to decrease hydrogen uptake and embrittlement. During this reporting period,
pure Nb, Nb-lZr, Nb-5Mo-lZr, and Nb-5V-1.25Zr were exposed to HP deoxygenated water at 300°C for up
to 120 days. The corrosion behavior and degree of embrittlement of these alloys has becn assessed and
compared with earlier results.

Exper.imenml Procedures

Thin sheets of pure Nb and Nb-base alloys were sheared to approximate dimensions of 8 x 20 ram.
The Nb-5V-I.25Zr alloy, formerly designated "Cb 753" by Haynes, was obtained l'rom two different lots;
hence the "N" and "O" designations in Table 1. Thickness of the Nb and "O" lot sheet was 0.5 ram; that of
the other materials was 0.8 ram. The materials designated "O" and "N" differ mainly in the impurity
content; the levels in the "N" material arc higher by a factor of =2.

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract W-31.-109-Eng-38.
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Table 1. Composition of niobium and niobium-base alloys

Alloya wt.% ppm

Mo V _'x O N C H Si AI Fe Cr

Nb 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 5700 1700 130 2.9 <100 50 <50 <20

Nb-lZr <0.01 <0.01 0.82 153 57 70 4.0 <100 65 <50 <20

Nb-5Mo-lZr 4.86 <0.01 0.81 186 56 70 8.5 <100 70 <50 <20

Nb-5V-1.25Zr (N) <0.01 5.76 1.11 720 75 300 10.3 150 155 100 150

Nb-5V-1.25Zr (O) <0.01 5.69 0.84 310 95 130 4.1 260 65 35 25

aConcentrations of HI',W, Ta, and Ti are <100 ppm; Mn, Cu, and Ni <50 ppm; and Mg <5 ppm.

The surface area of each specimen was deiermined by an image analysis technique, using Image TM

software. 4 The specimens were annealed in vacuo at 1000°C for 2 h. Prior to testing, the samples were
cleaned with methanol and dried. Corrosion exposures were conducted in a refreshed autoclave system at
300°C (+ 2°C) and 1400 psi. Water flow rate through the system was =0.07 cm3.s -1. The dissolved-

oxygen concentration of the inlet water was maintained at <12 ppb and was monitored with an Orbisphere
oxygen meter. The 120-day immersion test was interrupted at approximately 30, 60, and 90 days for
removal of specimens. Weight changes of the specimens were determined to + 0.001 mg with a Mettler
microbalance. A mechanical-bend test was used to screen the samples for ductility in order to evaluate
embrittlement.

Results and Analysis

The weight-change data from the tests are shown in Table 2. Nearly all of the alloys showed

consistent weight gains, although the pure Nb specimen lost weight during the last 30-day exposure.
Corrosion rates of the alloys followed power-law kinetics, as shown in Fig. 1. The weight-gain vs. time
data for Nb-Zr, Nb--5Mo-lZr, and Nb-5V-1.25Zr alloys exhibit t0.68, t0.58, and =t0.35 kinetics,
respectively. Corrosion behavior of the two heats of the Nb-5V-I.25Zr alloy was quite similar and showed
significantly slower weight gain than did the other materials.

Table 2. Weight change per unit are'a (g.m -2) with expo.sure time

Time (h) Nb Nb-lZr Nb-5Mo-lZr Nb-5V-1.25Zr (N) Nb-5V-1.25Zr (O)

768 17.74 15.83 3.865 2.928 2.290

1564 36.75 25.97 6.697 3.869 3.435

2287 39.66 33.38 7.594 4.552 3.257

3052 37.24 40.46 8.639 4.588 3.981

Ductility after each exposure period was assessed by a simplified bend test on a scale of 1 to 6, as
devised by Hull et al. 1 Material response when the specimens were bent at ambient temperature was
categorized according to the fracture index (FI) explained in Table 3.
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Figure 1. Weight gain vs. time for Nb and Nb-base alloys
exposed to liP deoxygenated water at 300°C

Although both heats of the Nb-5V-I.25Zr alloy showed very similar corrosion behavior, the "N" lot
became progressively more brittle with increasing exposure time compared with the other metals that were

tested, including pure Nb (Table 3). In terms of ductility evaluated by this test, Nb-5V-1.25Zr ("O" lot)
showed the least embrittlement. During the bend tests, it was observed that the oxide scale readily flaked
from the bend region of the Nb anti Nb- lZr specimens.

7"able 3. Fracture susceptibility of Nb and Nb-alloy specimens
versus exposure time

Fracture Index aafter Exposure

(da_,s)
Metal 30 60 90 120

Nb 2 4 4 5

Nb-lZr 2 2 3 3

Nb-5Mo-lZr 3 4 4 5

Nb-5V-1.25Zr (O) 2 2 2 2

Nb-5V-1.25Zr (N) 2 4 5 5

a Fracture susceptibility was categorized according to the following

fracture index (FI): an FI of 6 indicates breakage before bending

began; an FI of 5 denotes fracture at a 90 ° bend; an FI of 4, fracture

occurs after a 180 ° bend; an FI of 3, the specimen fractures only

after unbending of a fold; an FI of 2, no fracture even on unbending

of a fold; and an FI of I, no fracture or surface cracking of the oxide

scale that formed during exposure.
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The corrosion and embrittlement characteristics of the ternary alloys determined from this and a
previous experiment 1 after 120 days at 300°C are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The corrosion weight gains for
the Nb-5Mo-lZr and Nb-2.5Ti-2.5Ta alloy from the previous experiment 1 are similar, namely,
=8-10 g.m-2, whereas the values for the other alloys are lower by a factor of 2. However, the fracture
index of one heat (lot "O") of the Nb--5V-2.5Zr alloy (Fig. 3) indicates less embrittlement, as determined
from room-temperature bend tests, than any of the Nb-base alloys evaluated thus far. Metallographic and
SEM analyses and hardness profiles will be obtained to rationalize differences in the embrittlement
characteristics of the two heals of the Nb-5V-2.5Zr alloy.

12
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'E Nb-5Mo-lZr

t,

Nb-5V-1.25Zr (N)

2 :':!:!_" _'!::::_:':.
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Figure 2. Weight gains for Nb-base alloys after exposure
to liP deoxygenatedwaterfor 120 days at 300°C
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Figure3. FractureindexforNb-basealloysafterexposure
to liP deoxygenated waterfor 120 days at 300°C
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CONCLUSIONS

Experience has shown that alloys with high W (=10 wt.%) and Mo (=5 wt.%) contents are difficult
to fabricate and weld, and that a high Ta content reduces the irradiation resistance of the material. 3 Our
results have shown that (a) V additions lower the corrosion rate and (b) Hf and Zr additions lower both the
H concenmltions and the percentage of corrosion-product H that is absorbed by Nb-base alloys 3 (compared

to Nb-V alloys). Further, Nb-5V-1.25Zr shows the greatest promise in terms of resistance to both
corrosion and embrittlement for ITER divcrtor applications.

FUTURE WORK

The next series of corrosion tests on two heats of the Nb-5V-l,25Zr alloy will be conducted at a

somewhat lower ternpcrature to determine the temperature dependence of the corrosion rate and the degree of
embrittlemcnt. A detailed microstructural evaluation of the corrosion films on specimens from the present
test will be conducted to quantify differences in the embrittlement characteristics of the two lots of the
alloy.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION INDUCED BY BORON TRANSMUTATION IN NEUTRON-

IRRADIATED VANADIUM-BASE ALLOYS" -- H. M Chung (Argonne National Laboratory).

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to characterize the microstructural evolution induced by transmutation
of 10B in neutron-irradiated vanadium-base alloys, and thereby to provide a better understanding of the
boron-doping technique that is used to simulate the effect of helium generation under fusion reactor
conditions.

SUMMARY

Microstructural evolution associated with transmutation of 10B to helium and lithium has been

characterized to provide a better understanding of the boron-doping technique, a technique frequently used to
simulate the effect of helium generation under fusion reactor conditions. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) was used to examine specimens of V-20Ti alloy after irradiation at 600°C to _44-80 dpa in the Fast
Flux Test Facility (FFTF). In the earlier stage of irradiation to low fluence, concentric shells of He-damage
and Li-damage zones are produced around a V3B2 precipitate or a 10B-rich cluster. On further irradiation,
helium atoms diffuse away from the damage shell either to be dissolved in the matrix or to form
microcavities, leaving a shell rich in Li, defect clusters, and dislocations. Oxygen atoms in solid solution
migrate toward the Li-rich shells, and 7-LiV20 5 shells precipitate subsequently. In view of this behavior,
neither boron nor Li produced from the transmutation is likely to result in a detrimental weakening of grain
boundaries.

INTRODUCTION

Vanadium-base alloys are considered promising candidate structural materials for a fusion reactor
first wall because they offer the important advantages of inherently low irradiation-induced activity, good
mechanical properties, good compatibility with lithium, high thermal conductivity, and good resistance to
irradiation damage. One of the properties of the vanadium-base alloys that is not well understood yet is the
effect of simultaneous generation of helium and neutron damage under conditions relevant to fusion-reactor

operation (i.e., at a ratio ---5,_ppm He/dpa). 1-15 Several methods have been utilized in the past to simulate
the effect of helium generation in neutron-irradiated vanadium-base alloys, i.e., the "tritium-trick"

technique, 15 cyclotron-injection of helium, 69,12 boron-doping technique, 10-13 and dynamic helium
charging experiment. 14-15

The 10B-doping method is a convenient technique in that it requires a relatively simple procedure
to prepare specimens. Furthermore, based on results of tensile tests reported in the literature, 12 no
detrimental side effect seems to be associated with this technique in contrast to the "tritium-trick" method in
which a damaging effect of charged hydrogen (tritium) or the unrealistically high initial helium content is
suspected to weaken grain boundaries in some alloys. The boron-doping technique utilizes the large
thermal-neutron cross section (=3840 barn) of the 10B(n,ot)7Li reaction. By adjusting the level of doped
10B, the method can be tailored to suit the characteristic neutron spectrum of a fission reactor. However, to

assess the viability of the technique and to understand the effect of the Li by-product on swelling and
mechanical properties, it is necessary to understand the behavior of B and Li during irradiation. For this

* Work supported by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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purpose, microstructural evolution associated with transmutation of 10B has been characterized in
specimens of a vanadium-base alloy that wcre irradiated to high fluence in the Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF).

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

TEM examination was conducted on disk specimens from a V-20Ti alloy irradiated irathe FFTF.
The chemical composition of the alloy is given in Table 1. The content of boron, apparently dissolvcd in
the alloy as an impurity, was not known prior to irradiation. The disks were irradiated at 600°C to neutron
fluences (E > 0.1 MeV) of 7.8 x 1022 n.cm -2 (_-44 dpa) and 1.33 x 1023 n,cm "2 (=80 dpa). They were
sealed in Li7-filled TZM capsules during irradiation to prevent contamination with O, N, and C impurities
dissolved in the sodium coolant of the FFTF. The irradiated specimens were jet-thinned for TEM in a

solution of 15% sulfuric acid-72% methanol-13% butyl cellosolve maintained at -5°C. TEM was conducted
with a JEOL 100CX-II scanning transmission electron microscope operating at I_.X)keV.

Table 1. Composition of V-187i alloy irradiated in the FFT'F
and analyzed to characterize I_oron-transmutation-
indttccd microstructural evolution

Nominal

Composition Imptlritv C,oncentr:mon (wppn))

Alh._y ID (_vt._>i_) O N C Si

BL-15 V---17.Tl'i 830 16(1 380 480

RESULTS AND, DISCUSSION

The inadiated V-20Ti alloy si×'cimcns cxhibtted a hitherto unknown peculiar microstructutal feature.
As an example, characteristic TE,X.,Inlicrosuucturcs obscrvc.d in specimens irradiated to =4:1 _md =80 dpa are
shown in bright- and dark-field morpholt_gy, respectively, in 17igs, 1A and lB. Both micrographs show
characteristic circular shell_ in dark c_mtrast. The n_orpholt_gy of the shells in Fig. IA is strikingly similar
to those of the cylindrical damage shells reported by Rau alld Ladd t6 for neutron-irradiated unalloyed
vanadium doped with <10 wppnl boron. In that study, the spccinlens were _rradiated at =70':(? to a
relatively low fast-neutron flucncc of 5.4 x 1019 n.cm 2 (E > 1 McV) and a ther_nal-ncutron flucncc of
3.5 x 1020 n.cm -2 in the Oak Ridge Reactor (eRR). Two concentric shells, surrounding rod-like
precipitates of V3B 2, wcrc produced by recoil Li and tic atoms during transtnutation of 10B. On further
annealing of the irradiatcd specimens at .>_650"'C,die defect clusters that made up the damage shells wcrc
removed and replaced by dislocation tangles. At the same time, blocky precipitates =100 nm in size

emerged in the inncr Li-damage shells. Although they were not positively identified, the blocky
precipitates were believed to be an Li-rich vanadium compound.

In the study of Kawanishi ct al., 13 V-20Ti specimens doped with 120 wppm 10B were examincd after
irradiation at 520'_C to 42 dpa in FFFF. Halo images due to high-density microcavities =50-200 nm in size
were obscrvcd roughly within the range of recoil Li (i.c., =1200 nm) from V3B 2 particles. Infrequently,
unidentified particles believed to bc lithium precipitates were observed in the vicinity of the halo. Such
particles were absent in specimens irradiated at 365 and 406°C. However, in the absence of a dark-field
image produced from a reciprocal lattice spot of the particles, the nature of such precipitates is not clear.
For instance, the precipitates could be confused with TisSi 3 particles that are commonly observed in
irradiated vanadium alloys containing Ti. 17,18
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Figure 1. Shell-shaped _.LiV205 precipitates observed in V-2OTi specimens after irradiation at 60006"
(A) to =44 dpa (bright-field) and (B) to --80 dpa (dark-field); (C) SAD pattern of(B) and (D)
indexed pattern of (C) sho wing reflections from 7-LiV205 and double-diffraction spots

The shell-shaped and nearby" globular features observed in Figs. 1A and 1B indicate a secondary
precipitation that occurred in association with the damage zones reported by Rau and Ladd. 16 To identify
positively the nature of the precipitates, SAD and dark-field-imaging analyses were conducted. The result
showed that the precipitates are y-LiV205 phase. Examples of observed and indexed SAD patterns are
given, respectively, in Figs. IC and ID. The dark-field image of Fig. 1B was produced from the (400)
reflection of y-LiV205 in Fig. I D.
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Stoichiometry _mdcrystallographic structures of LixV205 phases have been rclx_ned by Hagenmulicr
et al. 19as:

ct-LixV20 5, 0 < x < 0.13, orthorhombic

(a = 1.1460 nm, b = 0.3554 nm, c = 0.4368 nm)

13-LixV2Os,0.22 _<x < 0.62, monoclinic

(a = 1.003 nm, b = 0.360 nm, c = 1.538 nm, b = 110°40')

_,-LixV205, 0.88 _<x < 1, orthorhombic

(a = 0.9702 nm, b = 0.3607 nm, c = 1.0664 nm)

Lattice spacings of the ot-LixV205 and _'-LixV205 phases calculated on the basis of these structures
are tabulated in Table 2. The SAD patterns could be indexed only on the basis of the structure of
y-LixV205. The measured lattice spacings of the (110), (310), and (400) reflections in Fig. ID are,
respectively, 0.337, 0.242, and 0.243 nm, which agree well with the calculated values given in Table 2.
Interplanar angles measured for (1T0)/(400), (T 10)/(310), (400)/(310), (T 10)/(220), and (1 ]'0)/510)
reflections were, respectively, 69.6, 68.5, 42.2, 41.0, and 41.5 °. These values also agree well with the
respective calculated values, i.e., 69.66, 68.59, 42,23, 40.82, and 41.37°.

Based on the result of present study and information reported by Rau and Ladd,16 the behavior of B
and Li can be summarized by the schematic illustration in Fig. 2. According to the phase diagram reported
in the literature, 2° there is no solubility between vanadium and lithium in the solid or liquid state.
Therefore, virtually all Li atoms produced from the transmutation are expected to present themselves in
LixV205 precipitates. Consequently, grain-boundary segregation of Li is not likely to occur. The
precipitation of the Li-rich compound could be strongly influenced by the O level in the alloy, as well as by
irradiation temperature, because a sufficient number of O atoms are needed to form the LixV205 phase.
Solubility of B in vanadium-base alloys is also very low, although the solubility limit is not well known
yet and values as low as 10 wppm16and as high as 140 wppm13have been mentioned for the temperature
range of present interest. Boron atoms seem to be distributed more or less uniformly either in solid
solution or in small V3B2 precipitates, and no evidence of grain-boundary segregation of B has been
reported. This behavior of Li and B, therefore, seems to strongly support the viability of the 10B-doping
technique.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Microstructural evolution associated with transmutation of _°B to helium and lithium has been

characterized to provide a better understanding of the boron-doping technique, a technique frequently
used to simulate the effect of helium generation under fusion reactor conditions. In the earlier stage of
irradiation to low fluence, concentric shells of He-damage and Li-damage zones are produced around a
V3B 2 precipitate or a l°B-rich cluster. On further irradiation, helium atoms diffuse away from the
damage shell either to be dissolved in the ma:rix or to form microcavities, leaving a shell rich in Li,
defect clusters, and dislocations. Oxygen atoms in solid solution migrate toward the Li-rich shells, and
?-LiV205 shells precipitate subsequently.

2. Grain-boundary segregation of B or Li is not expected to occur either during fabrication or irradiation.

This behavior of Li and B, therefore, strongly supports the viability of the l°B-doping technique.
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Table 2. Calculated reciprocal lattice spacing (in unit of O.1 nm)

of a-LixV205 a and _-LixV205 b

(hkl) ot-LixV205 y-LixV20 5 (hkl) ot-LixV205 _,-LixV20 5

100 11.46 9.70 130 1.18 1.19

010 3.55 3.61 103 1.44 3.33

001 4.37 10.66 013 1.35 2.53

110 3.39 3.38 311 2.24 2.34

011 2.76 3.41 113 1.34 2.45

101 4.08 7.17 131 1.14 1.18

200 5.73 4.85 222 1.34 1.61

020 1.78 1.80 320 1.61 1.57

002 2.18 5.33 302 1.90 2.76

201 3.47 4.41 203 1.41 2.86

021 1.65 1.78 230 1.16 1.17

120 1.76 1.77 032 1.04 1.17

102 2.14 4.67 023 1.71 1.61

012 1.86 2.98 321 1.51 1.56

210 3.02 2.89 312 1.67 2.19

220 1.70 1.69 231 1.12 1.16

022 1.38 1.71 213 1.31 2.24

202 2.04 3.59 123 1.12 1.59

111 2.68 3.22 132 1.04 1.16

112 1.83 2.85 322 1.30 1.51

121 1.63 1.75 232 1.02 1.14

211 2.48 2.79 223 1.10 1.53

221 1.58 1.67 400 2.87 2.42

212 1.77 2.54 040 0.89 0.90

211 1.37 1.68 004 1.09 2.66

300 3.82 3.23 401 2.40 2.36

030 1.18 1.20 410 2.23 2.01

003 1.45 3.55 140 0.88 0.89

301 2.87 3.09 104 1.09 2.57

031 1.14 1.19 014 1.04 2.14

310 2.60 2.40 041 0.87 0.90

aOrthorhombic, a = 1.1460 nm, b = 0.3554 nm, and c = 0.4368 nm,
0 < x < 0.13.

bOrthorhombic, a = 0.9702 nm, b = 0.3607 run, and c = 1.0664 nm,
0.88_ x_< 1.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of microstructural evolution associated with

transmutation of lOB in neutron-irradiated vanadium-base alloys

FUTURE WOR K

Behavior of Li producera from transmutation of 10B will be examined in similar specimens irradiated
at 420 and 520°C.
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STATUS OF THE DYNAMIC HELIUM CHARGING EXPERIMENT (DHCE) ° --H. Tsai,
H. M. Chung, B. A. Loomis, D. L. Smith (Argonne National Laboratory), H. Matsui (Tohoku
University), M. L. Hamilton, L. R. Greenwood, and R. Ermi (Pacific Northwest Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this experiment is to investigate the effects of concurrent helium production and
fast-neutron irradiation on the physical and mechanical properties of vanadium-base alloys. To isolate the
helium effects, sibling samples were irradiated under comparable fast-neutron conditions but without helium
production.

SUMMARY

Irradiation of the seven DHCE capsules was completed in the Materials Open Test Assembly
(MOTA)-2B at the end of Cycle 12B in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF). The accrued exposure was
203.3 effective full-power days (EFPDs), vis-a-vis the target exposure of 300 EFPDs. Peak damage in the
samples was ---29displacement per atom (dpa). All seven capsules have been discharged from the FFTF and
are being shipped to Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), where the samples will be retrieved from the cap-
sules and distributed to the experimenters, including Monbusho of Japan, for examination and testing. A
substantial effort is underway at ANL to retrieve the samples from the highly tritiated capsules.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

IntroductiQn

Helium generation by (n,a) reactions in vanadium-based structural materials in fusion reactors may
affect the physical and mechanical properties of the materials. To study these effects, it is important that
the prototypical rates of helium generation be achieved in specimens during irradiation testing. Because of
the fission neutron spectrum in the Fb-TF, the rate of helium production in vanadium is normally low
(about 0.02 appm/dpa). The production rate in fusion reactors, on the other hand, is much higher
(=5 appm/dpa), due to the higher-energy 14-MeV fusion neutrons. The objective of the DHCE in the
FFTF is to enhance helium production by in-situ decay of tritium, which is generated in the capsule
lithium bond and subsequently diffuses into the vanadium-alloy samples. Detailed descriptions of the
DHCE capsules can be found in Refs. 1 and 2.

Te_t Matrix

Seven capsules containing a large number of tensile samples and transmission electron microscope
(TEM) disks were built and irradiated. The test matrix is shown in Table 1. A detailed listing of specimens
is provided in Ref. 1. To ensure that helium generation starts immediately after the reactor startup, each
capsule was precharged with a controlled amount of tritium contained in a tritiated vanadium foil. The 6Li
content in the lithium bond in each capsule was adjusted to maintain a near-constant rate of tritium influx
into the samples during the irradiation.

*Work supported by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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Irradiatign History

The DHCE was designed for a cumulative exposure of 300 EFPDs, in three 100-EFPD cycles.
However, because of the halt of FFTF operation, the irradiation was terminated after two cycles, 12A and
12B, for a total exposure of 203.3 EFF'Ds. Two of the capsules, 4DI and 4D2, located at Level 4 in the
FFTF/MOTA, attained an estimated peak fluence of =5.3 x 1022n/cm2 and a damage of =29 dpa in vana-
dium. The other five capsules (5C1, 5C2, 5D1, 5El, and 5E2) were located in Level 5 and attained
estimated fluence and damage of =2.9 x 1022n/cm2 and =15 dpa, respectively.

Table 1. MOTA-2B DHCE test matrix

Total
NumberofSpecimensb

Irradiation Initial 6Lia Total
TemperatureTritium Fraction Jap an U.$, Specimen

Capsule (_C) (Ci) (':70) TS(S) D3 SS3 TEM Mass(g)C

4DI 425 99 5.0 24 94 8 45 5.86
4D2 425 70 4.5 16 96 8 44 5.38

5E2 425 26 1.0 16 100 8 42 5.38

5D1 500 74 6.5 23 94 8 42 5.77
5El 500 57 1.0 24 102 8 43 5.82

5C1 600 16 8.0 24 93 8 45 5.82
5C2 600 18 8.0 24 108 8 45 5.95

aAtomicratio of 6Li to total lithium.

bTS(S)and SS3are tensilespecimens;D3and TEMareTEMdisks.
CDoesnot includetritiatedvanadiumfoil.

Because of the uncertainties in the FFTF schedule, the DHCE capsules were not immediately
discharged after Cycle 12B (March 1992). In the interim holding period, additional helium was generated in
the samples due to the continued tritium diffusion and decay. As a result, the actual He/dpa ratios will be
greater than those for the end--of-irradiation conditions listed in Table 2. The difference, however, is
expected to be limited because of a lower disu'ibution coefficient of tritium at the holding temperature
(-200°C). A lower tritium concentration in vanadium at 200°C results in a lower helium production rate
than at the higher test temperatures. The actual He/dpa ratios in the samples will be determined with
helium assays when the samples are retrieved from the capsules.

Status

All seven DHCE capsules have been successfully removed from the MOTA-2B vehicle. The
capsules are being shipped from Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to ANL for disassembly. To date, a
shipment of three capsules has been completed. At ANL, the capsules will be opened to retrieve the
samples for postirradiation examination and testing. The Monbusho samples in the capsules will be
cleaned and returned toJapan.

Considerable design and engineering effort is being applied toward the disassembly of the DHCE
capsules. The principal challenge is to safely retrieve and dispose of the tritium in the capsules. To ensure
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Table 2. Preliminary calculated conditions for DtlCE irradiation (203.3 EFPDs)

Irradiation Plenum Fast Fluence Damage He(appm)/dpa a
Capsule Temp. (°C) Vol. (mL) (1 022 n/cm2) (dpa) End of Irr. (3/92)

4D1 425 2.85 5.3 29 3.8-23.2

4D2 425 2.93 5.3 29 2.8-17.4

5E2 425 3.11 2.9 15 2.1-12.5

5D1 500 2.53 2.9 1 5 4.4-29.0
5E1 500 2.49 2.9 15 3.1-20.2

5C1 600 2.77 2.9 15 1.1-6.7
5C2 600 2.47 2.9 15 1.1-6.8

a The first numbers assume Ka, the equilibrium ratio of tritium in vanadium alloy to that in the
lithium bond, to be 0.073. The second numbers assume Ka to be 0.73. The two numbers

cover the estimated possible range.

compliance with regulations, all of the high-risk operations will be completed remotely in enclosed systems
inside the hot cells. In an enclosed chamber, the capsule plenum will be punctured to trap the cover gas,
which may contain tritium. The lithium in the capsule will be dissolved with liquid ammonia in a second
enclosed chamber. The released gaseous ammonia will be condensed in cold traps maintained at liquid

nitrogen temperature, and the released tritium will be collected in chemical getters. After retrieval, the
samples will be annealed at 400°C in high vacuum for = 1 h to remove the residual tritium in the materials.

It is expected that the disassembly of DHCE capsules will commence in the summer of 1993.
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THERMAL CREEP BEHAVIOR OF V-5Cr-5Ti AND V-10Cr-5Ti ALLOYS* -- H. M Chung,
B. A. Loomis, L. J. Nowicki, and D. L. Smith (Argonne National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to determine the thermal creep behavior of several promising V-Cr-Ti
alloys, and thereby identify an alloy that exhibits an optimal combination of creep strength, tensile
properties, fracture toughness, corrosion resistance, fabricability, and weldability for use as a structural
material in a magnetic fusion reactor.

SUMMARY

The thermal creep rates and stress-rupture life of V-5Cr-5Ti and V-10Cr-5Ti alloys were determined at
600°C and the impurity composition and microstructural characteristics of creep-tested specimens were
analyzed and correlated with the measured creep properties. The results of these tests show that V-5Cr-5Ti,
which contains impurity compositions typical of a commercial vanadium-base alloy, exhibits creep strength
substantially superior to that of V-20Ti, HT-9, or Type 316 stainless steel. The V-10Cr-5Ti alloy exhibits
creep strength somewhat higher than that of V-5Cr-5Ti.

INTRODUCTION

Vanadium-base alloys are considered promising candidate structural materials for a fusion reactor first
wall because they offer the important advantages of inherently low irradiation-induced activity, good
mechanical properties, good compatibility with lithium, high thermal conductivity, and good resistance to

irradiation damage. As part of a program to screen candidate 'alloys and develop _n optimal alloy, extensive
investigations have been conducted on the swelling behavior, tensile propertie% impact toughness, and
microstructural evolution of V, V-Ti, V-Cr, V-Cr-Ti, and V-Ti-Si alloys after irradiation by fast neutrons at
420, 520, and 600°C. From these investigations, V-Cr-Ti alloys containing 5-7 wt.% Cr, 3-5 at.% Ti,
500-1000 wt. ppm Si, and <1000 wt. ppm O+N+C were identified as desirable alloys that exhibit superior
resistance to swelling, embrittlement, and hydrogen-induced effects during irradiation in lithium. 1-4 As a
result, recent attention has focused primarily on the ternary alloys V-5Cr-5Ti, V-5Cr-3Ti, and V-7Cr-5Ti.

For these alloys, however, no data base has been reported on thermal or irradiation creep, and a favorable
creep behavior commensurate with the superior resistance of the alloys to swelling and embrittlement has
not been demonstrated. In the work reported here, the thermal creep behavior of a V-5Cr-5Ti alloy was
investigated at 600°C. The creep of V-10Cr-5Ti was also investigated to provide information on the effect
of increased Cr content. Preliminary results of the creep tests have been described in a previous report. 5

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

Details of experimental procedures have been reported elsewhere. 5 The chemical composition of the
two alloys is given in Table 1. The 0.635-mm-thick tensile specimens were recrystallized prior to the
creep test by annealing at 1125°C for 1 h in a vacuum of 2 x 10-5 Pa. The creep tests were conducted in an
ion-pumped system in which vacuum was typically maintained at 2 x 10-6 Pa during testing at 600°C. The
specimen was wrapped with a Ti or Ta foil to reduce contamination with impurities during testing. The
elongation of a specimen was determined with a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) with
digitized output. The concentration of interstitial impurities (i.e., O, N, and C) and hardness (VHN) of

*Work supported by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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specimens were measured after tcsdng. The phase and dislocation structures of the specimens were
examined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) before and after the creep test. In addition to the
normal constant-load stress-to-rupture tests, applied stress was increased stepwise in some tests to measure a
set of steady-state (minimum) creep rates corresponding to each stress level. An example of this kind of
testing is shown in Fig. 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of V-5Cr-5Ti and V-lOCr-5Ti alloys a

Composition (wt.% or wt. ppm)

Material ANL ID Cr Ti S i O C N

V-5Cr-5Ti BL-47 4.1% 4.3 % 870 350 200 220

V-10Cr-5Ti BL-43 9.2 % 4.9 % 340 230 100 31

aAnnealed at 1125°C for 1 h.

2500 , _, I' i " i, ,, i , i, i, J ,

o 228 MPa V-lOCr-5Ti
• 411 MPa 600°C -
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m

1300 _ -
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,,.I

900 #I
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Figure 1. Elongation (LVDT readout) vs. timefor V-IOCr-5Ti under stepwise
increase in loading at 600 °C, used to measure steady-state creep rates

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Svess-RuPSure Life and Creep Rate

The stress-to-rupture time of V-5Cr-5Ti and V-10Cr-5Ti is given in Fig. 2. The figure shows that
the creep strength of the V-10Cr-5Ti alloy is significantly higher (:100 MPa) than that of V-5Cr-5Ti. This

finding is consistent with the higher ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of V-10Cr-5Ti, i.e., --.512 vs.
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=434 MPa.6 At 600°C, the stress-to-rupture time of the two alloys is extremely sensitive to applied stress.
For example, an increase in rupture time of more than two orders of magnitude was observed for V-5Cr-5Ti
when applied stress was decreased only =5%. In previous investigations of creep properties of V-13Cr-3Ti,
V-15Cr-3Ti, V-15Cr-STi, and Vanstar alloys at >650°C, a similar trend was observed. 7-9 Because of the
high creep strength, determination of stress-rupture life of V-5Cr-5Ti at 600°C for stress <350 MPa is
estimated to take impractically long test times (_>3years).

700 ........ w ........ I ........ l ....... '1 ' .......
600oc

600
.

,... V-10Cr-5Ti

a. 500 oo

)..................................... O.-
,__ 400 "e ..... O1_" (not ruptured)

V-5Cr-5Ti
.

300

'°°o......."'......"o.'.......'o.'"...."o,'"'"'1 o 101 1 1 1 105
Rupture Time (h)

Figure 2, Stress-to-rupture time for V-IOCr-5Ti and V-5Cr-57_ at 600 °C

In Fig. 3, steady-state (minimum) creep rates of V-5Cr-5Ti and V-10Cr-5Ti alloys are shown as a
function of applied stress. In the stress range between =300 and =420 MPa, the steady-state creep rate of
V-5Cr-5Ti at 600°C was between =10-3 and 5 x 10.2 %/h; for a comparable stress level, the creep rate of
V-10Cr-5Ti was =7-8 times lower.

In Fig. 4, the creep strengths of V-15Cr-5Ti, V-10Cr-5Ti, and V-SCr-5Ti are given. Although data
for V-15Cr-5Ti were obtained at temperatures higher than 600°C,9 the creep strengths can be compared from
a plot of the Larsen-Miller parameter, which is defined by the equation

P = T(20 + log t), (1)

where creep temperature T is in K and rupture time t is in hours. The V-15Cr-5Ti specimens tested by
Bajaji and Gold9 contained 200-1400 wppm O, 500 wppm N, and 170 wppm C. By comparison, the
impurity content measured in the creep-tested specimens of V-10Cr-STi and V-5Cr-5Ti in the present
investigation were significantly lower; i.e., O, 370-770 wppm, N, 99-200 wppm, and C, 252-270 wppm
(see Table 2). Within the uncertainties associated with the variations in impurity content, the results
indicate that the creep strengths of V-15Cr-5Ti and V-10Cr-5Ti are similar. The UTS of the present
V-10Cr-5Ti (541 MPa) and that of a V-15Cr-5Ti alloy containing 400 wppm O, 490 wppm N, and
280 wppm C was found to be similar (555 MPa). Therefore, it is not surprising that the creep strengths of
the V-10Cr-5Ti and V-15Cr-5Ti shown in Fig. 3 are similar.
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Table 2. Impurity content of creep specimens from V-5Cr-5Tiaand V-IOCr-5Tib after
testing at 600 °C

Time to

Stress Rupture Composition (wt. ppm)

Material SpecimenID (MPa) (h) Wrap O C N

V-5Cr-5Ti BL-47A 420 1 none 560 252 160

V-5Cr-5Ti BL-47C 408 1.1 Ta 520 261 200

V-5Cr-5Ti BL-47E 387 541 Ta 770 - 200

V-5Cr-5Ti BL-47F 410 213 Ta 520 270 190

V-10Cr-5Ti BL-43A 512 243 none 600 - 120

V-10Cr-5Ti BL-43B 507 162 Ti 370 - 99

aUltimatetensilestrength=434 MPa,hardnessVHN=171

bultimate tensilestrength=512 MPa,hardnessVHN =192

Impurity ContentaridIv_

The creep of unalloyed vanadium is known to be sensitive to impurities (in particular dissolved O),
although the creep of V-15Cr-5Ti, V-20Ti, and Vanstar-7 (V-9Cr-3Fe-I.3Zr-0.05C) appears to be less
sensitive to O contamination (see Fig. 4).7-9 In view of this, it was considered necessary to characterize
the specimen impurity content, hardness, phase distribution, and other undesirable microstructural changes
associated with the creep test to qualify the data obtained in this study.

The results obtained from analysis for O, N, and C concentrations are summarized in Table 2.
Compared with the impuritycontent of the as-annealed specimens before the test (Table 1), N content in
V-5Cr-5Ti decreased to some extent (from 220 to 160-190 wppm) and C content increased modestly (from
200 to 250-270 wppm). Nitrogen content in V-10Cr-5Ti increased from 31 to =100 wppm. However, the
O content of both alloys increased significantly after testing (from 230-350 wppm to 370-770 wppm). The
increase in O content was more pronounced in specimens tested without a wrap or with a Ta-foil wrap. For
a specimen with a Ti wrap, the increase in O content was minimal (e.g., from 230 to 370 wppm). The
more pronounced O contamination in the Ta-wrapped specimens is probably associated with the volatility
of tantalum oxide. Because of the smaller contamination when Ti foil was used, all subsequent tests are
being conducted with a Ti wrap. Despite the increase in O and C, the impurity content of the two alloys is
still comparable to that typical of a commercial vanadium-base alloy.

To detect any undesirable phase structure that might have been produced during testing, TEM
specimens excised from near the gage section were examined. The results are shown in Fig. 5. A
comparison of Figs. 5A and 5B shows that the phase structure of V-5Cr-5Ti did not change appreciably
during testing at 600°C for 541 h. That is, the size and distribution of the Ti(O,N,C) precipitates, normally
observed in these alloys after fabrication, 3 were similar before and after testing, and no new types of
precipitates were produced.
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1000 nm

Figure 5. Phase structure of V-5Cr-57I (A) before and (B) after creep test at 600°C for 541 h;

(C) dislocation loops in the specimen shown in (B), and (D) in V-IOCr-5Ti after test

at 600 °Clot 216 h; (E) dark-field image of loop distribution of (C); and (F) bright-

field image of dislocations and dislocation loops of(C)
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However, dislocation loops were observed in high density in creep-tested specimens of both V-5Cr-
5Ti and V-10Cr-5Ti (Figs. 5C and 5D, respectively). From bright-field imaging alone, the dislocation
loops (<_100nm in size) can be mistakenly confused with small precipitates. However, results of selected-
area diffraction and dark-field imaging showed that they are indeed dislocation loops, Line dislocations were
also observed frequently in conjunction with loops (Fig. 5E). A major difference in the microstructural
aspect of creep-tested V-5Cr-5Ti and V-10Cr-5Ti specimens was the distribution of dislocation loops. In
V-10Cr-5Ti, loop distribution was more or less uniform within a grain. In contrast, size and density of the
loops were higher near a grain boundary in V-5Cr-5Ti. This can be seen by comparing the two bright-field
images of Figs. 5C and 5D. The dark-field image shown in Fig. 5F reveals more clearly a dense loop
distribution of V-5Cr-5Ti in the vicinity of a grain boundary.

Hardness profiles were measured across the specimen thickness (nominal thickness 0.635 ram) after
the creep test. An example of typical hardness profiles is given in Fig. 6, which was determined for a
V-10Cr-5Ti specimen that ruptured after 162 h. Except for narrow regions _<0.01mm underneath the free
surfaces, a more or less uniform hardness of =205 VHN was observed, a slight increase from the original
hardness of =192 VHN. The hardness increase is attributed not only to the effect of the increase in
O content (i.e., from 230 to 370 wppm) but also to the effect of the high-density dislocation loops.

_ ' I _ _ ' I i 1 i I _ , ---T-'_
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Figure 6. Vickers hardnessprofile across wall thickness of
V-lOCr-57I after creep test at 600°Cfor 162 h

In summary, no unusual features were observed that indicate an unacceptable effect of the
environment of the creep test at 600°C. Impurity content and phase structure of the test specimens were
similar to those of typical commercial alloys.

Comparison with Other Materials

In Fig. 7, the creep property of V-5Cr-5Ti and ferritic and austenitic steels is shown in Larsen-Miller

plots. From the figure, it is obvious that the creep strength of the alloy is substantially superior to that of
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HT-9, Type 316 stainless steel, and V-20Ti. In particular, this difference in creep strength is more
pronounced when Larsen-Miller parameters are higher, i.e., at higher temperatures or longer times.
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Figure 7. Larsen-Miller plots of creep strength of V-5Cr-5Ti
andferritic and austeniticsteels

It has been reported that creep strength of binary V-Ti and ternary V-15Cr-Ti and V-3Cr-Ti alloys is
maximum for 3 wt.% Ti.7,8 Titanium content greater or less than ---3wt.% resulted in significantly
decreased creep strength. Based on this observation, the creep strength of V-5Cr-3Ti is expected to be
substantially higher than that of V-5Cr-5Ti. Increasing the Cr content to 7 wt.% is also expected to
improve the creep strength of V-5Cr-5Ti. However, selection of optimal content of Cr (5-7 wt.%) and
Ti (3-5 wt.%) must be tied closely to other important considerations, in particular, to the effects of neutron
damage and helium generation on embrittlement and fracture toughness.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Stress-rupture life and steady-state creep rate of V-5Cr-5Ti and V-10Cr-5Ti have been determined at
600°C. Results of characterization of impurity contamination, hardness, phase structure, and
dislocation and loop structures in the creep-tested specimens showed no unusual features that indicate
an unacceptable effect of the environment on the measured creep rates. Impurity content of the tested
specimens was comparable to that of a typical commercial vanadium-base alloy.

2. V-5Cr-5Ti exhibits a creep strength that is substantially superior to that of Type 316 stainless steel,
HT-9, or V-20Ti, in particular, at higher Larsen-Miller parameters, i.e., at higher temperatures and/or
longer service times.
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3. Creep strength of V-10Cr-5Ti is similar to that of V-15Cr-5Ti and several times higher than that of
V-5Cr-5Ti. However, if a creep strength higher than that of V-5Cr-5Ti is required, V-5Cr-3Ti or
V-7Cr-5Ti appears to be a more attractive alternative than V-10Cr-5Ti from the point of view of
irradiation-induced embrittlement.

FUTURE WORK

Stress-rupture tests on V-5Cr-5Ti and V-10Cr-5Ti will be extended to 650°C to obtain a larger
number of data in a reasonable time period. Creep tests will be conducted on V-5Cr-3Ti, V-7Cr-5Ti, and

V-3Ti-0.1Si alloys at 600 and 650°C, and an alloy that exhibiLs optimal creep properties will be identified.
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DUCTILE-BRITTLE TRANSITION TEMPERATURES OF UNIRRADIATED VANADIUM
ALLOYS, BASED ON CHARPY-IMPACT TESTING* - B. A. lmomis, L. J. Nowicki,
J. Gazda, and D. L. Smith (Argonne National Laboratory).

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this research is to determine the composition of a vanadium-base alloy with the
optimal combination of mechanical properties, corrosion resistance, fabricability, and weldability for
use as a structural material in the environment of a magnetic fusion reactor.

SUMMARY

Ductile-brittle transition temperatures (DB'ITs) were determined byCharpy-impact tests for dehy-
drogenated and hydrogenated V-3Ti, V-5Cr-3Ti, and V-5Cr-5Ti alloys. These DBTT data complement
the data previously obtained by Loomis et al. _3on Charpy-impact testing of unalloyed V, V-1Ti, V-
3Ti-lSi, V-5Ti, V-10Ti, V-18Ti, V-4Cr-4Ti, V-8Cr-6Ti, V-9Cr-5Ti, V-10Cr-9Ti, V-14Cr-5Ti, V-15Cr-
5Ti, V-7Cr-15Ti, and Vanstar-7 alloys. The results show that V alloys with Ti additions (0-18 wt.%)
have a minimum DBTT (--250°C) in an alloy containing 3-5 wt.% Ti, that addition of 4 to 15 wt.%
Cr to V-(4-6)Ti alloy results in a substantial increase (25-215°C) of the DBTq', and that 0.5 and 1.0
wt.% Si additions to V-3Ti alloy rcsult in a significant increase (-100°C) in DBTI'. In addition, the
results show that the presence of 400-1200 appm H in unalloyed V and V-base alloys causes a signifi-
cant increase (-100°C) in DBTT. The results of these studies lead us to recommend the V-5Cr-5Ti
alloy containing ,,400 ppm O, -2(X)ppm N, -200 ppm C, and -900 ppm Si for use as structural ma-
terial in a fusion reactor.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

The V-15Cr-5Ti alloy has been considered to be a reference alloy for the evaluation of vanadium-
base alloys as structural material for a fusion reactor, based on this alloy's generally attractive
mechanical, corrosion, and irradiation perh)rmance. However, recent data obtained from Charpy-
impact tests and tensile tests on this alloy with and without neutron irradiation show that this alloy
may be unacceptable as structural material h_ra fusion reactor because of its high DBTT (>250°C). _s
Loomis et al. have shown from Charpy-impact tests on unirradiated and irradiated vanadium alloys
that a vanadium-base alloy containing Cr and/or Ti and Si alloying additions and intended for use as
a structural material in a fusion reactor should contain 3-9 wt.% total alloying addition for maximum
resistance to hydrogen- and/or irradiation-induced cmbrittlementY In this report, we present data
on the DBTTs for V-3Ti, V-5Cr-3Ti, and V-5Cr-5Ti alloys that tend to confirm the requirement of
3-9 wt.% combined Cr and/or Ti alloying addition to vanadium h_r a minimum DBTT. We also in-
clude DBTT data for unirradiated V and V-base alloys previously presented in Refs. 1-3.

Materials and Procedures

Vanadium-base alloys with the nominal compositions of V-3Ti, V-5Cr-3Ti, and V-5Cr-5Ti were
obtained in sheet form with a 50% thickness reduction, i.e., cold work, resulting in a nominal
thickness of 3.8 ram. The compositions of these materials and previously tested vanadium alloys

*Work supported by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energw, under Contract W-
31-109-Eng-38.
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are listed in Table 1.13

Table 1. Compositions of V and V alloys.

Nominal ANL Concentration Concentration

Composition I.D. (wt.%) (ppm)
Cr Ti Fe O N C Si

V BL 51 - 570 49 56 370
V-1Ti BL 50 1.0 - 230 130 235 1050
V-3Ti BL 62 3.1 - 320 86 109 660
V-3Ti-0.5Si BL 42 3.1 0.02 580 190 140 5400
V-3Ti-ISi BL 45 2.5 0.01 345 125 90 9900
V-5Ti BL 46 4.6 - 300 53 85 160
V-10Ti BL 12 9.8 0.63 1670 390 450 245
V-18Ti BL 15 17.7 0.04 830 .160 380 480
V-5Cr-3Ti BL 54 5.1 3.0 - 480 82 133 655
V-4Cr-4Ti BL 47 4.1 4.3 - 350 220 200 870
V-5Cr-5Ti BL 63 4.6 5.1 - 440 28 73 310
V-8Cr-6Ti BL 49 7.9 5.7 - 400 150 127 360
V-9Cr-5Ti BL 43 9.2 4.9 0.02 230 31 100 340
V-14Cr-5Ti BL 24 13.5 5.2 0.05 1190 360 500 390
V-15Cr-5Ti BL 41 14.5 5.0 0.02 330 96 120 400
V-10Cr-9Ti BL 44 9.9 9.2 0.04 300 87 150 270
V-7Cr-15Ti BL 10 7.2 14.5 0.09 1110 250 400 400
Vanstar-7 a BL 28 9.7 - 3.50 280 520 640

'Alloy contains 1.3% Zr.

Miniature Charpy-impact specimens were prepared for a determination of the temperature de-
pendence of fracture behavior in the dehydrogenated and hydrogenated V-base alloys. The Charpy-
test specimens had overall dimensions of 3.30 x 3.30 x 25.4 mm and a notch depth of 0.61 mm. Speci-
mens were prepared with the notch orientation perpendicular to the rolling direction maintained dur-
ing thickness reduction. Dehydrogenated Charpy-test specimens in the fully recrystallized condition
wetc prepared from the 50% cold-worked materials by annealing for 1 h in a vacuum of 2 x 10"sPa.

The V-3Ti alloy specimens were annealed at 1050°C, and the V-5Cr-3Ti and V-5Cr-5Ti alloy spec-
imens were annealed at 1125°C. In the case of the previously tested alloy specimens, the V-Cr-Ti
specimens and the Vanstar-7 specimens were annealed at 1125°C. The V-18Ti and V-3Ti-Si alloy
specimens were annealed at 1100 and 1050°C, respectively. These annealing conditions for the cold-
worked materials resulted in average recrystallized grain diameters in the range of 0.02-0.04 mm.
Hydrogen was introduced into Charpy-test specimens of the alloys byannealing the cold-worked spec-
imens at the previously mentioned temperatures in argon-filled quartz tubes for 1 h and subsequently
quenching the tubes and their contents, without rupture, in water. The hydrogen concentration in the
specimens was adjusted by surface-finishing the specimens prior to the anneal. 6

The hydrogen concentration in the Charpy-test specimens was determined from the total partial
pressure of hydrogen that was evolved on heating a specimen at 15°C/min from 25°C to 1000°C. This
procedure is discussed in Ref. 6. In the case of the Charpy specimens annealed in vacuum (i.e.,
dehydrogenated), the hydrogen concentration was determined to be <30 appm. The hydrogen concen-
tration in specimens annealed in quartz tubes (i.e., hydrogenated) ranged from 400 to 1200 appm.
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The Charpy-impact tests were performed with an instrumented Dynatup Drop-Weight Impact Test
machine. Impact velocity and load for these tests were 2.56 m/sec and 14.995 kg, respectively. Energy
absorption was determined from applied load-time data that were acquired during impact. These data
were analyzed and plotted with a GRC Model 730-I data acquisition and analysis system. The speci-
men temperature at the instant of impact was determined from a thermocouple that was spot-welded
near the notch. Specimen temperatures during the Charpy tests were limited to -190 to 250°C. A
curve for the energy absorbed during impact versus test temperature for V and V-base alloy specimens
was fitted with a hyperbolic tangent equation to determine the curve inflection point; this curve point
was used to define the DBTT. The DBTTs of the V-1Ti, V-3Ti, V-5Ti, V-10Ti, V-4Cr-4Ti, and V-
5Cr-5Ti alloys were <-190°C since the alloy specimens on impact bent to an angle of 85° without
complete fracture at temperatures >-190°C; and the DBTTs of these alloys were estimated from the
temperature dependence of energy absorption during impact for test temperatures :,-190°C.

The microstructures of annealed Charpy specimens, the appearance of fracture surfaces of tested
specimens, and the temperature dependence of energy absorbed during the impact tests on some of
the V-base alloys are described in Refs. 1 and 2.

Experimental Results

The DBTTs for dehydrogenated (<30 appm H) and hydrogenated (400-1200 appm H) V and
V-base alloys are presented in Table 2.

1. Dependence of DBTF on Ti concentration

The DBTT dependence of dehydrogenated (i.e., <30 appm H) and hydrogenated (i.e., 400-1200
appm H) V-Ti alloys on Ti concentration is shown in Fig. 1. The DBTI" of unalloyed V (-150°C for
dehydrogenated V and -10°C for hydrogenated V) decreases as the Ti concentration increases to 3-5
wt.%, to yield the alloys with the minimum DBTTs, i.e., --250°C for dehydrogenated alloy and -160°C
for hydrogenated alloy. DBTTs for V-Ti alloys (dehydrogenated and hydrogenated) increase as Ti
concentration increases from -5 to -.18 wt.%. The DBTT values of the dehydrogenated and hydro-
genated V-18Ti alloy were -40°C and 55°C, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 1, the presence of 400-1200 appm H in binary V-(0-18)Ti alloys causes a signifi-
cant DB'VF increase (60-200°C) in the dehydrogenated alloys. The differences between the DBTFs
of dehydrogenated and hydrogenated unalloyed V and binary V-Ti alloys suggest that V-Ti alloys
containing ,:5 wt.% Ti may be more susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement (see Fig. 1).

2. Dependence of DBTF on Cr concentration

The DBTT dependence of dehydrogenated and hydrogenated V-Cr-(4-6)Ti alloys on Cr concentra-
tion is shown in Fig. 2. The DBTFs of dehydrogenated and hydrogenated V-(4-6)Ti alloys, e,g.,
--250°C and -160°C, respectively, for V-5Ti (BL 46), increase as the Cr concentration in these alloys
rises to at least 15 wt.%. DBTT values of the dehydrogenated and hydrogenated V-15Cr-5Ti alloy
(BL 41) were -10°C and 135°C, respectively. The presence of 400-1200 appm H in V-Cr-(4-6)Ti alloys
causes a significant DBTT increase (60-145°C) in the dehydrogenated alloy (Fig. 2). The V-Cr-(4-6)Ti
alloys containing < 10 wt.% Cr may be less susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement.

3. Dependence of DBTT on combined Cr and Ti concentration

The DBTF dependence of V and V-base alloys on combined Cr and Ti concentration is shown
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Table 2. DBTTs of V and V-base alloys.

Nominal ANL Hydrogen DBTT
Composition I.D. (appm) (°C)

V BL 51 <30 -150
" " 700 -10
V-1Ti BL 50 <30 -225 a
" " 650 -25
V-3Ti BL 62 <30 -255 a
" " 600 -175
V-3Ti-0.5Si BL 42 <30 -150
" " 520 -125
" " 970 -170
V-3Ti- 1Si BL 45 < 30 -165
" " 990 -30
V-STi BL 46 <30 -250 a
" " 860 -160
V-10Ti BL 12 <30 -190 _
" " 600 -130
V-18Ti BL 15 <30 -40
" " 58O +55
V-5Cr-3Ti BL 54 <30 -85 b
" " 600 +65 b
V-4Cr-4Ti BL 47 <30 -225 _
" " 1200 -125
V-SCr-5Ti BL 63 <30 -190 _
" " 600 -110
V-8Cr-6Ti BL 49 <30 -85
" " 600 -5
V-9Cr-5Ti BL 43 < 30 -60
" " 670 +50
V-14Cr-5Ti BL 24 < 30 -10
" " 590 + 130
V-15Cr-5Ti BL 41 <30 -10
" " 620 + 135
V- 10Cr-9Ti BL 44 < 30 + 10
" " 1180 +155
V-7Cr-15Ti BL 10 < 30 +25
" " 400 +250
Vanstar-7 BL 28 < 30 -65
" " 500 -25

_Lowest test temperature was -190°C. DB'IT was estimated from the temperature dependence of
energy absorption for test temperatures above -190°C.
bDB'I'Twas anomalously high due to presence of 6-16 I_mdiameter precipitates on grain boundaries.

in Fig. 3. (Note that the combined Cr and Ti concentration is Ccr + (Cn,)°gs. For the Vanstar-7 alloy,
the Fe and Zr concentrations are treated as Cr and Ti concentrations, respectively. The DBTT depen-
dence on combined Cr and Ti concentration (Fig. 3) is similar to the DBTI" dependence on Ti con-
centration shown in Fig. 1, i.e., the minimum DBTT for dehydrogenated and hydrogenated V-base
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Fig. 1. V and V-Ti alloy dependence of DBTF Fig. 2. V-Cr-(4-6)Ti alloy dependence of DBTT
on Ti concentration, on Cr concentration.

alloys is seen when the combined Cr and Ti concentration is -5 wt.%. The differences between
DBTTs of dehydrogenated and hydrogenated unalloyed V and V-base alloys show that V-base alloys
containing < 15 wt.% combined Cr and Ti concentration are less susceptible to hydrogen embrittlc-
ment (Fig. 3).

The DBTT data in Table 2 for the dehydrogenated and hydrogenated V-5Cr-3Ti alloy (BL 54) are
not shown in Fig. 3, since these DBTTs are believed to be anomalously high (100-2{X)°C)and do not
conform with the general trend for dependence of the DBTT of V-base alloys on combined Cr and
Ti concentration. The surfaces of fractured Charpy specimens of the V-5Cr-3Ti alloy were examined

by observation with a JEOL JSM-50 scanning
electron microscope (SEM). These observations

300 -_-F-,-,-r_-,--,-_-r--_-_-,_-r+-_,-,-_-,-,-_.r-_-,,-, showed the presence of precipitates with 6-16

V end V-Cr---ri Alloys lim diameter on grain boundaries (Fig. 4). These
• precipitates were non-uniformly distributed in

2o0 • - ,:so_,pp,,_, ,' the fracture surface with the highest number den-
• - 400-1200 apprn _ /li'• ,,u_ ..... ").--. ( _ - ^.:,, D sit3,of precipitates in some areas being . uu/mm-

o 1oo / (e.g.,see Fig. 4). The average grain size appeared
•/,; to be significantly larger in areas of high precipi-

_-- m./ • (m)
_E ./ ._!.__4,) tale number density. Precipitates with similar
c_ o ,_, /- "/_"P+_ appearance and diameter (6-16 lim) were also/" ×,0 (15)

_' y / __/,3_ observedin the fracture surface of the V-3Ti al-- 1O0 - /" ..- (2e)

_= , ),+./(,9_ loy (BL 62), but the precipitates were uniformly" distributed with a number density of -50/ram 2
-200 \ w/(,:u (e.g., see Fig. 5). Analyses of the precipitates

_,, /_ :_-_i
(_o_-,._./ <.+-]_ in the V-5Cr-3Ti and V-3Ti alloys using x-ray

_ _,_ L <___'.6> energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) showed
,_500 ............ L ...... L ....... i............

-5 o s io I':_ 2o 25 that the precipitates were a vanadium compound

Ccr -_- (CTi)09S (Wt, %) containing K, Na, el, C, and O. It should be not-
cd that these precipitates did not contain Ti.

Fig. 3. V and V-base alloy dependence of DBqT Precipitates with this composition, i.e., V(K, Na,
on combined Cr and Ti concentration. CI, C, O) were not observed in the other alloys.
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Fig. 4. Fracture surface of V-5Cr-3Ti alloy. Fig. 5. Fracture surface of V-3Ti alloy.

4. Dependence of DBTT on Si concentration

The DBTTs for V-3Ti (BL 62), V-3Ti-0.5Si (BL 42), and V-3Ti-ISi (BL 45) alloys are presented
in Table 2 and in Fig. 6. These results suggest that the addition of 5400-9900 ppm Si to V-3Ti alloy
results in .,100°C increase of DBTT in the dehydrogenated V-3Ti alloy. Hydrogenation (520-990
appm) of V-3Ti and V-3Ti-(0.5-1)Si alloys caused a 25-135°C increase of DBTT. The experimental

results suggest that the presence of >0.5 wt.%
Si in V-3Ti alloy causes this alloy to be more sus-

o .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , _ ceptible to embrittlement by hydrogen.

V-3Ti-Si Alloys •

- 5o / The effect of Si concentration on the DBTT

of V-Cr-Ti alloys has not been extensively inves-
tigated. However, comparison of the DBTr for

o_-_-10o the V-4Cr-4Ti alloy (,-225°C) containing 870
t: ./ • ppm Si and the V-5Cr-5Tialloy (-19&C) contain-

-15o _/e _._. ing 310 ppm Si suggests that the difference in

• _// (,2_ • DBTT for these alloys is principally due to the

('_) higher Cr and Ti concentration, rather than the<J --200

lower Si concentration, in the V-5Cr-5Ti alloy.
With the exception of the V-3Ti-0.5Si (BL 42)

-250 (602) •• -_ <30520_9900ppmoppmH H and V-3Ti-ISi (BL 45) alloys, the Si concentra-
() - ANL,_ tion in the V-Ti and V-Cr-Ti alloys in Table 1

- 3oo .............. , .............. is in the range of 160to 1050 ppm with the aver-0 2000 4000 6000 8000 _000012000
SiliconConcentrot,on(wt.ppm) age Si concentration being 460 ppm. There was

no significant effect of Si concentration on the
Fig. 6. V-3Ti alloy dependence of DBTr on Si DBTr (Table 1and Figs. 1-3) of these alloys that
concentration, could be attributed to variations of Si concentra-

tion in the range of 160-1050 ppm.

5. Dependence of DBTT on O, N, and C concentration

The O, N, and C concentrations in the V-Ti and V.Cr.Ti alloys in Table 1 are in tile ranges of
230-1670, 28-390, and 73-500 ppm, respectively, qllere was no significant effect on the DBTT (Table
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2 and Figs. 1-3) of these alloys that could be attributed to these ranges of O, N, and C concentration.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of this experimental study on V-Cr-Ti alloys utilizing Charpy-impact loading show that
the DBT'F of these alloys is lowest (--250°C) when the combined Cr and Ti concentration in the alloy
is ,,5 wt.%. Also, the DBTI' of hydrogenated (400-1200 appm) V-Cr-Ti alloys is lowest (-160°C)
when the the combined Cr and Ti concentration in the alloys is -,5 wt.%.

A comprehensive analytical electron microscopy study of precipitates in the microstructures of
unalloyed vanadium and V-I, 3, 5, 10, and 18 wt.% Ti alloys (Table 1) by Gazda has shown that (a)
the unalloyed V and V-Ti alloys with ,:3 wt.% Ti contain VC precipitates with BCC structure and
additional Ti(CNO) precipitates with unidentified structure that are coherent with the matrix, (b) the
most common precipitates in all of the alloys containing Ti are Ti(Cl.x.yNxOy) precipitates with FCC
NaCI structure that are noncoherent with the matrix, (c) all of the precipitates in alloys with >3 wt.%
Ti are noncoherent with the matrix, (d) the number density of all precipitates in these materials is
maximum in the V-3Ti alloy, and (e) the size of precipitates in these materials is the minimum for
alloys with 1-3wt.% Ti.s In comparison with the DBTFs for V-Ti alloys, we note that the tensile pro-
perties of V-(0-18)Ti alloys at 600°C are also significantly altered when the Ti concentration is ,,5
wt.% (see Figs. 7 and 15 in Ref. 7).

The dependence of DBTI' for V-Ti alloys on Ti concentration (Fig. 1) is similar to the depen-
dence of DBTT for V-Cr-Ti alloys on combined Cr and Ti concentration (Fig. 3). This similarity
suggests that the minimum DBTT at ,,5 wt.% alloy concentration on Charpy-impact loading of V-Ti
alloys, as well as V-Ti alloys with Cr additions, is due to the complex combination of Cr and Ti solid-
solution strengthening effects and coherent and noncoherent precipitate-strengthening effects. The
maximum number density and minimum size of precipitates in V-Ti alloys with -3 wt.% Ti are
considered to be a manifestation of coherency and noncoherency of the precipitates.

The anomalously high (100-200°C) DBTT for the V-5Cr-3Ti alloy is attributed primarily to the
high number density of large V(K, Na, CI, C, O) precipitates on the grain boundaries in this material.
Although these precipitates were present in the V-3Ti alloy, their number density was relatively low
and the precipitates were uniformly distributed which resulted in a minor effect on the DBTF. These
precipitates may have been the resull of use of Ti that contained a relatively high Na, K, and CI con-
centration in the alloy preparation?

The objective of this experimental program is to determine the composition of a vanadium-base
alloy with the optimal combination of mechanical properties, corrosion resistance, fabricability, and
weldability for use as a structural material in the environment of a fusion reactor. The following
experimental results are considered in the selection of the optimal composition of the vanadium-base
alloy. (1) The DBTT of a vanadium-base alloy can be expected to increase substantially (100-200°C,
41-44 dpa at 420°C) on neutron irradiation, z (2) The swelling of V-Cr-Ti alloys on neutron irradiation
is significantly reduced (< 1% swelling, 36 dpa at 420°C) by the presence of >5 wt.% Ti in the alloy.1°
(3) The long-term creep strength of V-Ti alloys is significantly increased by the addition of Cr.11 (4)
The tensile properties of V-(0-15)Cr-5Ti alloys with a tungsten/inert-gas weld zone are comparable
to tensile properties of recrystallized alloys without a weld zone, but V-(0-15)Cr-5Ti alloys with Cr
concentrations >5 wt.% have significantly reduced fracture toughness. _2 These experimental results,
together with the experimental results presented in this report, lead us to select the V-5Cr-5Ti alloy
containing -400 ppm O, -200 ppm N, ,,200 ppm C, and ,,900 ppm Si for use as a structural material
in a fusion reactor.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The V-5Cr-5Ti alloy containing ,,400 ppm O, -200 ppm N, -200 ppm C, and -900 ppm Si is
recommended for use as a structural material in a fusion reactor.

FUTURE WORK

The effect of neutron irradiation on the DBTI" of V-3Ti-ISi, V-5Ti, and V-5Cr-5Ti alloys will be
determined, and this will complement the DBTI' data in Ref. 2 for irradiated V-base alloys.
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6.4 Copper Alloys
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STATUS OF FATIGUE STUDIES ON IRRADIATED COPPER ALLOYS - F. A. Garner and M. L. Ham Iton (Pacific Northwest

Laboratory'), J. F. Stubbins and A. Singhal (University of Illinois) and B. N. Sinc;h(Ris_ National
Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to provide fatigue life data for application of irradiated copper alloys to
fusion high heat flux needs.

SUMMARY

Irradiation continues in the EBR-II and DR-3 reactors of pure copper and GlidCop CuA125 in the form of
subsize tensile fatigue specimens. The first phase of the EBR-II irradiation sequence has been completed.
A size effects experiment conducted on unirradiated CuAI25 fatigue specimens is nearing completion. Early
results on the fatigue behavior of subsize specimens are presented in this report.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Pure copper and GlidCop CuAI25 are currently being considered as high heat flux structural components for
the ITER divertor plate assembly. Data are required on the radiation performance of these materials and a
variety of studies are in progress to provide data on void swelling, tensile properties and electrical
conductivity.

One of the most important properties for high heat flux applications, however, is the low cycle fatigue
behavior, which is used to assess the mechanical strain contribution of thermal cycling on component
lifetimes. A joint U.S./E.C. research program involving neutron irradiation of pure copper and GlidCop
CuAI25 in the form of low cycle fatigue specimens is now in progress. The participants are the Ris#
National Laboratory in Denmark, Pacific Northwest Laboratory and the University of Illinois. The program
is directed toward serving the goals of both the ITER (InternationalThermonuclear Experimental Reactor)
and NET (Next European Torus) programs. The full program was described in an earlier report._

Specimen Descriptio_n

The specimens employed are not full-size tensile fatigue specimens as defined by ASTM standards but are
typical of those employed in many fatigue studies. As shown in Figure I the specimens are 6 mm in maximum
diameter by 50 mm long, wlth the gauge
section 7 mm in length and 3.| mm in
diameter. The pure copper specimens were cut
from OFHC copper and then fully annealed, 3.75a -7.0-4 .....B--_
while the CuAI25 specimens were cut from the ' '
as-wrought condition as supplied to Ris# _ _ '_ !! ! I
National Laboratory by SCM Metals Products. --___F_ _
All specimens were prepared at Ris_ to
preserve uniformity between the various
tests. 10 3.1

Status of Neut.ronIrradiation Experiments _
50 ,_

The first discharge from EBR-II of the COBRA
!A subassembly has been accomplished after
two reactor cycles. Fatigue specimens Fig i. Specimen dimensions of miniature tensile fatigue
irradiated in COBRA IA at -400°C are expected specimens. All dimensions are in mm.
to be delivered to Pacific Northwest
Laboratory in the second half of CY1993. The
second set of specimenswill continue irradiation in COBRA ]A to a higher but yet unspeclfied exposure
level.

The lower exposure experiment currently being conducted in the DR-3 reactor at the RISO Laboratory at 40,
100, 250, 350 and -_50°C to -0.4 dpa is nearing completion. Only the 450°C sequence remains to be
_rradiated. Fatigue testing of these specimens is scheduled to begin toward the end of CY |993.

_Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
institute under Constract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Size Effects Comparison

Subsize specimens of GlidCop CuAl25 in the as-received condition have been tested to establish the fatigue
durability of this alloy at room temperature. The tests were conducted as strain-cont_olled, fully-
reversed cyclic fatigue to failure experiments. Testing of full size specimens is now in progress. The
results of the subsize tests are shown in Figure 2 and will be used to establish the influence of specimen

size on fatigue durability,
as well as to establish a

100 baseline for the fatigue
- properties of irradiated

8 - CuAI25 Subsize subsize specimens. The
- present data show no

6 - fatigue limit at least up
_ to TO_ cycles.

• Future Wor_
4-

specimens of CUA125 will
Testing of full size

m
n- - continue. A similar set of

.= tests will then proceed on
pure copper.

2-
Reference

i. F. A. Garner, B. N.
Singh and J. F. Stubbins,
"Status of Low Cycle

10-1 t i I I Fatigue Studies on

102 103 104 10s 106 107 Irradiated Copper", Fusion
Reactor Materials

Cycles toFailure Semiannual Progress Report
393o3oso.12 DOE/ER-0313/I3 (1993) pp.

i 265-266.

Fig. 2. Low cycle fatigue data obtained on subsize CuAI25 specimens tested at 2. F. A. Garner and M. L.
room temperature. Hamilton, "COBRA ]A

Experlment in EBR-II",
Ibid, pp. 255-257.
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The Response of Dispersion-StrengthenedCopper Alloys To High Fluence Neutron Irradiation at 415'C - D. J.
Edwards, J. W. Newkirk, (U. of MO-Rolla), F. A. Garner, M. L. Hamilton, (Pacific Northwest Laboratory)a,
A. Nadkarnl, and P. Samal, (SCM Metal Products)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to supply irradiation data on copper alloys selected as candidates for high
heat flux applications in fusion reactors.

SUMMARY

Various oxide-dispersion-strengthened copper alloys have been irradiated to 150 dpa at 415"C in the Fast
Flux Test Facility (FFTF). The AI.O3-strengthened GlidCop _ alloys, followed closely by a HfO_-strengthened
alloy, displayed the best swelling_resistance, electrical conductivity, and tensile propertie_. The
conductivity of the HfO_-strengthened alloy reached a plateau at the higher levels of irradiation, instead
of exhibiting the steady decrease in conductivity observed in the other alloys. A high initial oxygen
content resulted in significantly higher swelling for a series of castable oxide-dispersion-strengthened
alloys, while a Cr_O3-strengthened alloy showed poor resistance to radiation.

_ROGRESS AND STATUS ' "

Introduction

One of the most crucial components of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is the
Jivertor plate assembly, which will be subjected to a high heat flux (~25 MW/m_) from the charged particles
and thermal energy that escape the plasma, and to radiation damage from the 14 MeV neutrons and charged
particles [l-5]. As a consequence of this severe irradiation environment, the divertor plate assembly must
utilize structuralmaterials that can maintain high strength and high thermal conductivity throughout its,
lifetime.

The high thermal conductivity requirement leads to the consideration of pure copper and its alloys. Pure
copper, however, is not generally considered a structural material due to its low strength and low
softening temperature. In addition, irradiation experiments [6-II] in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)
have demonstrated that pure copper has little resistance to void swelling, which dramatically decreases the
electrical conductivity. The thermal conductivity w111 also decrease since the two conductivities are
directly proportional to each other. The FFTF experiments also revealed that oxide-dispersion-strengthened
CODS) copper alloys demonstrated the most promising behavior after irradlation to --I00dpa, exhibiting
excellent swelling resistance and good retention of electrical conductivity and strength. Transmutation of
the copper produced enough nickel and zinc to lower the conductivity, an effect which becomes more
noticeable as the fluence increases [12,13].

On the basis of electrical conductivity and yield strength, the GlidCop" alloys are considered a prime
candidate material for current divertor plate designs, possibly being used for the heat sink and perhaps
the tubing that carries the coolant. Typical designs, shown in Fig. i, call either for carbon fiber
zomposite (CFC) tiles to be brazed onto the plasma-facing surface of the copper heat sink, or for the
_:livertor block to be made entirely of CFC with a metal coolant tube, possibly fabricated from dispersion-
_trengthened copper. The tiles act as an armor to prevent the thermal erosion of the copper and thus
,'educe the contamination of the plasma by high Z elements, and also allow higher temperatures to be
obtained at the divertor surface without melting the copper [2,5]. Some of the problems associated with
using cooper alloys for the divertor include brazing difficulties due to mismatches in the thermal
ex{)ansloncoefficients of the copper and CFC's, and melting of the copper during a loss of cooling accident

in this report the results of density measurements, tensile tests, fractography, and electrical
conductivity measurements fused to estimate thermal cond_4ct_vity)are presented for various dispersion-
;trengthenedcopper alloys irradiated to 104 and 150 dpa at 415'C in FFTF. Althoumh these displacement
_evels are considerably higher than anticipated for ITER applications (-I0 dpa), understanding the
•rradiation effects on the materials at these high displacement levels may be useful for commercial reactor
aoplications.

_2perlmental Results

The copper alloys irradiated in FFTF are listed in Table i along with their compositions and
+hermomechanicaitreatments. Although the three alloy classes are all dispersion-strengthened systems,

'Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
:n_tltute_mder Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO ]830.
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C, CFC

Metal Cooling

Metal Heat

Monoblock Type Heat Sink Type

Fig. I. Two possible designs for the ITERdivertor block assembly utilizing dispersion-strengthened copper
alloys [ref+ I].

•,a

each class was produced by a different method. The GlidCop alloys are produced by SCM Metal Products
usinQ an internal oxidation technique [14], which yields a very Fine, uniform dispersion of AI,O,
particles, imparting high strength and yet allowing good electi'icalconductivity, The CuAII5 _l_oy
contains <200 ppm boron, which was used as a deoxidant.

Table I--ODS Cop_p__Irradiated in FFTF at _415 C

, , -- _ ,,-r_ , , , ,

ALLOY COMPOSITION (WT%) ] JHERMO-MECHANICALPROCESSING.-...... _;_ , ...... -- , ,

GIidCopTM Alloys'

CuAI15 + O.15% A1 as AlO l, Annealed, 900°C/0.5 hr/
boron <200 ppm resid[Jalboron alr cooled (AC)

CuAI20 0.20% A1 as AI.O, 20% coid worked (CW)

CuAI25 0.25% A] as AI,O_ j 50T;CW

CuA125 Same, laser welded 50% CW
WELD

:r,, ,,,, , , , , , _ _ _ • _ .,;,

Mechanlca]ly Alloyed Copper
.......... _ .i,-,,,ii, ,.... _ ,T_ __

Cu-HFO, l,1% Hf as HfO^ 20% CW, 450_C'0.5 hr/AC

Cu-Cr_,O_ 3.5% Cr as Cr:O_ ! 20% CW. 450"C,'0.5hr'AC
...... , _ . __ ,.,, I r , -- --_ ,

...

Castable Copper Alloys
, , , --- :

i

ODS-I 0.25% Mg, 1% AI.O. ! 40% CW
.....

ODS-! Same, laser welded 40% CW
WELD

....

ODS-2 0,25% Mg, 1% A10. 40% CW

ODS-3 0.50_; Mg, It.; ZrO_ 40% CW
........... d

ODS-4 0.50% Mg, I% AI.O= 40% CW• .

• Produced by SCMMetal Pro'd'ucts _ _--_
• * Supplied by Prof, !I. Grant at Hassachusett.s Institute of Technology

"** Produced by rechnical Research Assoclates, Inc., Salt [._ke (]it,/, Utah
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lhe second class of alloys studied were two mecnanical!y alloyed copper alloys _ncorporating either Cr.O_
or HfO. as the strengthening particles. Dr. N. Grant at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology sup_i1_d
these alloys. The a11oys were produced using powder metallurgy techniques involvin_ the mixlng of pure
copper powder and the metal oxide powder and then extruding the final powaer at 700:_ ,Jslng a 16:1
extrusion ratlo.

The third class of alloys represented an attempt by Technical Research Associates, inc. to produce a
castable, oxide-dispersion-strengthened alloy. As will be shown later, this effort proved unsuccessful for
an unexpected reason, The a11oy was produced by adding oxide particles (coated with copper by a
proprietary chemical coprecipitation method) to a melt of magnesium-bearing oxygen-free high conductivity
(OFHC) copper, and then casting the melt. The ODS-! and ODS-2 a11oys have the same composition but were
produced from different melts. The ODS-3 and ODS-4 alloys contain more magnesium than the two previous
alloys, but the ODS-3 alloy uses ZrO_ as the oxide dispersion instead of the A10. used in the other three
alloys.

Both transmission electron microscopy (TEM) disks and miniature tensile specimens [15, |6] were punched
from sheet stock of the various materials; only TEM disks were punched from the ODS-2 stock. Tensile
specimens of CuAI25 and ODS-| were also fabricated from strlps of 0.25 mm thick sheet that had been cut and
then joined together by laser welding. The tensile specimens were punched from the welded sheet so that
the weid was centered in the gage length. TEM disks were also punched from the weld regions.

Density measurements were obtained at room temperature from TEM disks, using an immersion density technique
accurate to ±0.16% density change. Electrical conductivity measurements were made at room temperature on
both miniature tensile specimens and TEM disks using a four-point probe, DC potential drop method described
by Anderson and coworkers [9], The dimensions of the miniature tensile specimens arc giwn in Fig. 2.
Conductivity measurements on both types of specimens were in good agreement with eacn other. Tenslle tests
were performed after the conductivlty measurements were completed, using a miniature tensile testing
apparatus developed specifically for this specimen
geometry [15,16]. Tensile tests were performed at room
temperature with a free-running crosshead speed of 0.0025 _
mm s:, which yields an initial strain rate of 4.8 x 10-_
S "_ '

Fracture surfaces were examined in both a JEOL 840 i lmmO'f_)°lln'27

scanning electron microscope and a JEOL JSM 35C. o._lOln, ito mml
Oxidation of the surfaces can occur quickly and obscure mm

details at magnifications higher than 1000x, so specimens ll_mll"iS
were loaded into one of the microscopes _mmediately after
being tested.

Results

Castable ODSA!loys
i I

Swelling data for the castable ODS a11oys are presented --_ _ _---'0.100i,,.(2.Smml
in Fig. 3 along with data on pure copper for comparison.
As a group, all four a11oys exhibit poor swelling
resistance, roughly paralleling the swelling behavior of

l

pure copper, although significant differences are O'OIOln'lO'=m;mml
apparent for the various ODS alloys. The ODS-4 alloy
exhibits considerably less swelling than pure copper and r_g. 2. Dimensions of th_ miniature tensile
the other three alloys, however. The swelling resistance specimens irradiated in FFTF.
of the ZrO_-strengthenedODS-3 alloy is the lowest.
Laser welding obviously has an additional detrimental
effect on the swelling of the ODS-I alloy because the welded ODS-I _aterial displays the most swelling,
qreater than that of pure copper.

Figure a shows that the electrical conductivity of the castable ODS a11oys lies within a common band that
_teadily decreases with increasing irraQiation. Notice that the conductivity for the OOS-3 alloy lies near
the bottom of the band, which is not unexpectea since it exhibits the greatest swelling of the four a11oys.

Conductivity for the laser welded ODS-! alloy was not obtained because _)fsurface _rreguiar_tiescaused by
the weld zone developing conslderably more swelling than that of the surrounding unwelded material. As a
result, the probes could not make proper contact with the surface of the specl_en, ar_(i_o reliable readinq
could be obtalned.

The ultimate tensile and yield strengths of the castable ODS alloys are presented in Fig. 5, and show that
both measures of strength decrease dramatically after exposure to 50 dpa. The yield strengths of the ODS-|
and ODS-4 alloys decrease 50% or more after irradiationto 50 dpa, and then appear to level out. The data
fnr the ODS-3 alloy, which are avallable only at _ and 150 dpa, show that the strength of the ODS-3 alloy
'_atchesclosely the strength of the ODS-I and C_i_,_alloys. The welded ODS-I ;Dec_mens _rradiated to I04
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dpa and to 150 dpa both failed before reaching 0.2% strain. The specimen irradiated to 104 dpa failed in
two different locations within the gage length, while the specimen irradiated to 150 dpa failed in the
welded region of the gage length.

Mechanica11y A11oyed Cu-_CK'_Oa and Cu-HfO:

The two mechanically alloyed copper alloys exhibited different behavior, demonstrating the importanceof
the stability of the oxide used for the dispersion strengthening. Fig. 6 shows the swelling behavior of

the Cu-Cr_Oa and the Cu-HfO_ a11oys, and clearly shows that a large difference exists. The Cu-HfO_ alloy
appears tb swell slightly,'although no voids were found in the specimens irradiated to 50 dpa.
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Fig. 3. Swelling of the castab]e ODS alloys irradiated to ]50 dpa in FFTF at 415 C. Swelling data for
pure copper are also presented for comparison.
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Fig. 4. Electrical conductivity behavior of the castable ODS alloys after irradiation to 150 dpa at 415°C
_n FFTF
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Fig. 5. Ultimate tensile and yield strength of the castable ODS alloys irradiated to 150 dpa in FFTF at
415oC.
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Fig. 6. Swelling behavior of the mechanically alloyed Cu-Cr_O_and Cu-HfO_ alloys irradiated to 150 dpa in
FFTF at 415°C.

The electrical conductivity of the two alloys, shown in Fig. 7, further demonstrates the difference between
the two alloys. The conductivity of the Cu-HfO_ alloy shows an unusual plateau behavior not seen in any of
the other alloys. As expected, the conductivity of the Cu-Cr20:alloy continuously decreases as expected
in response to swelling and transmutation.

The strength behavior of the two alloys is shown in Fig. 8. The strength of the Cu-HFO. alloy initially
_ecreases but then reaches a minimum value and maintains that level throughout the rest_of the irradiation.
in comparlson, the strength of the Cu-Cr,O_ alloy is lower in the unirradiated condition, and decreases
_teadily throughout the irradiation. Te_sile curves are presented later in the report (Fig. 14) comparing

the behavior of the Cu-Cr20_ alloy with that of the CuAl25 alloy. Fracture surfaces for the Cu-Cr_O: alloy
are shown in Fig. 9, and re_eal that the failure mode involved microvoid coalescence.

GlidCopTM Alloys

The GlidCop'"alloys showed the best overall swelling resistance of any of the three classes of oxide-
_ispersion-strengthenedalloys investigated in this study. As shown in Fig. lO. the CuAl20 and CuAl25
alloys actually densify at the higher dpa levels, in contrast to the CuAl15 which swells throughout the
irradiation. Swelling data for the laser-welded CuAI25 are quite variable, ranging from 19% to
a3% at 104 opa, and 8% to 20% at 150 dpa. This variability probably reflects a considerable heterogeneity
in the welded zone and surrounding region.
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Fig. 7. Electrical conductivity of the mechanically alloyed Cu-Cr_O: and Cu-HfO. a11oys irradiated to 150
ipa in FFTF at 415_C. "
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Fig. 8. Ultimate tensile and yield strength of the mechanically a!loved '.u-!.r':i] ,:n_ L:_-iifQ alloys
irradiated to ]50 dpa in FFTF at 415:C.

Fin. 11 demonstrates that the electrical conductivity of the var_eus Gli,iCop _'-_vs exniblts essentially
the same behavlor despite the differing levels of coid work and Al O_ content. "e-rea_}ncl ;vith increasing
,rracI_ation exposure, riote that laser welding lowers the conductivitl r.oth before a_i after irradiation.

:he ultimate tensile and yieici strength of the GlidCop" alloys are shown in Fig. 12. As observed in Cu-
qFO., the CuAI20 arid CuAl25 _now the same behavior, i.e. their stren(_th decreases sc-ewnat and then levels
out. The strength of the GlidCop" alloys, however, is higher than {hat of t,_e CJ-HfO. alloy both before
-_nd after irradiatlon, (]emonstrating that the only advantage to using the Cu-HfO instead of the GlidCop TM

alloys Is its surprislng e]ectrica] conductivity behavior. The effect of laser ;vel(iing on the strength of
the CuAl25 is more dramatic compared to the castable ODS-] alloy, primarily because of the higher initial
_trength of the GlidCop alloys. The fracture surfaces for the CuAI25 alloy are shown in Fig. 13,
,evealing the failure mode as transgranu]ar failure by microvoid coalescence. _ comDarison of the tensile
,::urvesfor the CuA125 alloy and the Cu-Cr.O:alloy is presented in Fig. 14. clemonstratingthe dramatic
1_fferences in tensile i?ehavlorboth before anclafter ;rradiation. '_ostnotably ",_t,_edegree of strain
hardening, total elongation, and rerJuction in area.
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Fig. IO. Swellingbehaviorof the GlidCopTM alloysirradiatedto 150 dpa in FFTFat 415°C.
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Fig.11. Electricalconductivityof the GlidCop_"alloysirradiatedto 150dpa in FFTFat 415°C.

DISCUSSION

The resultsof this studyshowedthat theGlidCopTM alloysexhibitthe best overallretentionof strength,
electricalconductivity,and swellingresistance,followedcloselyby the Cu-HfO_alloywhichactually
demonstratesthe bestelectricalconductivitybehaviorforvery high fluenceapplications.The castable
ODS alloysas a grouphaveprovenundesirabledue to lackof swellingresistance,a problemalso
encounteredwith the Cu-Cr_O.alloy. The overallretentionof electricalconductivityand strengthrelates
directlyto the reslstanceof the alloyto swelling,allowingthe alloysstudiedto be dividedintotwo
groupsbasedsolelyon swellingresistance.The castableODS alloys,the laser-weldedspecimens,and the
Cu-Cr203alloyform_negroup,whoselackof swellingresistanceiscomparableto thatof purecopper,
whereastheGlidCopnalloysand the Cu-HfO_alloydemonstrateexcellentswellingresistance.
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Fig. 12. Ultimate tensile and yield strength of the GlidCopTM alloys irradiated to 150 dpa in FFTF at
415"C.

In this study swelling was found to occur whenever the oxide dSspersion was altered by either irradiation
or laser welding. In two separate classes of alloys (GlidCops'"and castable ODS) laser welding has been
shown to lead to a significant increase in swelling compared to the unwelded material. Dissolution of the

AlsO,dispersion in the weld zone is thought to have occurred and placed the aluminum and oxygen into
solution. Both elements have been found to enhance the swelling of copper in two separate studies. Garner
et al. [6,7] showed that a Cu-5Al alloy swelled more than pure copper, presumably due to the aluminum in
solution. Zinkle and Lee [17] have shown significant enhancement of swelling under ion bombardment due to
small concentrationsof oxygen in solution. They attributed the enhancement to the oxygen stabilizing void
formation by reducing the surface tension of the voids, making them more stable than dislocation loops and
stacking fault tetrahedra. Other studies involving neutron irradiation of electrolytic tough pitch copper
[18-20] demonstrated a swelling rate of -2.5% per dpa.

Laser welding of the CuAl25 provides a measure of just how detrimental the dissolution of the oxide can be
to the electrical conductivity. Butterworth [21] reports that aluminum in solution increases the

resistivity by 2.88 p-qcm/wt% Al Based on the assumption that the AlzO_was completely dissolved,
preirradiation conductivity of 7i% IACS (InternationalAnnealed Copper Standard) was calculated for he
CuAl25 alloy compared to the measured value of 75.8% IACS. Similar calculations for the oxygen placed in
solution lowers the preirradiation conductivity by an additional 3% IACS for a total reduction to 68% IACS.
The fact that the measured conductivity is somewhat higher than the calculated value suggests that most but
not all of the oxide was dissolved by the laser welding process.

The poor performance of the tastable O05 alloys in almost every respect provides additional information on
the detrimental effect of dissolved oxygen. The alloys apparently picked up considerable oxygen during the
casting process, which manifested itself as microporosity in the unirradiated base alloy, forming planar
arrays of bubbles along the rolling direction of the rolled sheet [22,23]. The lower swelling of the ODS-4
alloy may be due to the higher amount of magnesium added to promote the distribution of the oxide during
casting. The ODS-3 alloy contains the same amount of magnesium as the ODS-4 alloy, however. The higher
swelling of the ODS-3 alloy suggests that the ZrOz may not be as stable under irradiation as the AI.O3. The
poor strength of the castable ODS alloys is due in part to poor thermal stability, as demonstrated_y these
alloys in ageing studies [23]. This instability in conjunction with the large swelling results in very poor
tensile properties.

Another mechanism whereby oxygen and aluminum may be introduced into solution is recoil resolution of the
ox_de particles. Spitznagel and coworkers suggested this mechanism as a possible explanation for the
dissolution and amorphization of the Al_O_particles observed in an ion- irradiated CuAl60 GlidCopTM alloy

124]. Anderson and coworkers suggested_t_at recoil resolution accounted for the apparent decrease in
particle number density in the CuAl25 and CuAl20 alloys irradiated to 50 dpa [23]. The intensity of the
oxide diffraction rings in electron diffraction patterns decreased with increasing irradiation, which led
to the conclusion that the number density of the particles was smaller, and that radiation damage in the
particles perhaps altered the oxide dispersion, lhe densification of the CuAl25 after irradiation in this
study supports the supposition that the oxide is being dissolved, and its constituents placed in solution.
The relatively low swelling of the CuAl25 and the CuAl20 indicates that if the AI.O3 dispersion indeed
undergoes recoil resolution, then the oxygen and aluminum must be recombining on _ smaller scale or their
effect on swelling is being counteracted somehow by the operation of another mechanism.
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Fig. 13. Fracture surfaces of the CuAl25 alloy in the unirradiated condition (a), fracture surfaces of the
CuAl25 alloy (b) after irradiation to 50 dpa, and (c) after irradiation to 150 dpa.
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Fig. 14. Tensile curves of the CuAI25 alloy and th_ Cu-Cr203 alloy, showing the effect of neutron
irradiation and the importance of the type of dispersion.

It may well be that the aluminum and oxygen are being reprecipitated to form smaller oxide particles.
Wanderka et al. [25] presented strong evidence that in CuAl25 irradiated to 30 dpa at 293 K by 300 keV
copper ions, Al_O: particles smaller than 10 nm were not stable under irradiation, and that larger
particles fragmented to form smaller particles. The results of their work may not be directly comparable
to the present work because their study was conducted at room temperature, whereas the specimens in FFTF
were irradiated to much larger fluences and at -0.5 of the melting temperature allowing for a stronger
role of diffusion in reforming the particles.

The results of the ion irradiation study lend some credibility to the idea of recoil resolution and
reprecipitationof precipitates, particularly when the irradiation temperature is Fairly high and takes
place over a period of several years, A recent study by Zinkle and coworkers [26] showed a 20% decrease in
average particle size (]0 nm to 8 nm) for the same CuAl25 alloy examined in this study after irradiation by
750 MeV protons at 470 K to 2 dpa. It is unclear whether a steady-state particle distribution had been
obtained at this low dpa level [26]. Thus it is possible that irradiation to h_gher displacement levels
may result in a greater change in particle-size distribution.

Although no microscopy results are yet available in this study to directly answer the question of recoil
resolution, the tensile test results of the CuAl25 and Cu-Cr..O.provide additional evidence that the oxide
dispersion was altered by the neutron irradiation. Fig. 13 shows the fracture surfaces from the CuAl25
miniature tensile specimens in the unirradiated condition, and irradiated to 50 and 150 dpa. The mode of
failure throughout the entire series was microvoid coalescence, accompanied by a small amount of reduction
in area in the irradiated specimens. Note that oxide particles are easily visible in the dimples of the
unirradi_ted specimen's fracture surface. They are fewer in number in the specimen irradiated to 50 dpa,
however, and completely absent in the 150 dpa specimen. Whether the oxide particles have been completely
dissolved or simply redistributed into very small particles that cannot be easily i_aged is not apparent
from the SEM micrographs. Transmission electron microscopy is in progress to answer this question.

The tensile behavior of the CuA125, CuAl20, and Cu-HfOz suggests that some form of dispersoid still exists
at I04-150 dpa because their high strength is maintained. The decrease in the ultimate tensile strength
_UTS) and yield strength of all three alloys is attributed to recovery and recrystallization,which reduces
the initial dislocation density resulting From the pre-irradiation cold work. The apparent increase in
strength of the CuAl]5 alloy might be a result of void strengthening, but at this polnt this suggestion is
just speculative. The tensile curve for the CuAl25 alloy is shown in Fig. 14. and demonstrates the
behavior that is representative of the CuAl20 and Cu-HfO_ alloys as well. Of great interest is the fact
that after irradiation the amount of strain hardening falls essentially to zero, with a slight drop in
strength after yielding, reminiscent of a yield drop phenomenon. The tensile curve fer the unirradiated
CuAl25 alloy is characteristic of a material in the 50% cold-worked state, displaying only a limited
ability to strain harden due to the high dislocation density already present from the 50% cold work. The
lack of any significant strain hardening in the irradiated specimens suggests that the dislocations are
shearing through the particles, not bypassing them through the Orowan mechanism. Such behavior has been
observed before in precipitation strengthened Al-Cu alloys [271 aged to form coherent Guiner-Preston (GP)
zones. In this case the dislocations were able to cut through the GP zones, but only at a significantly
higher stress than required for easy glide in either pure aluminum or solution strengthened aluminum.
_fter _rradiation, the decreasing intensity of the oxide diffraction ring, the prominent lack of particles
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on the 150 dpa specimen's fracture surface, and the tensile behavior of the CuAI25 all point to
redistributionof the oxide to smaller particle sizes. Microscopy is in process to determine if this is
actually the case, however.

The decrease in strength of the CuAl20 alloy is due to complete recrystallization after 50 dpa [23].
Anderson et al. reported that the CuAl25 alloy still retained some of its prlor cold worked structure even
after irradiation to 50 dpa, most likely due to the higher Al;O:content. The unexpected high swelling
values noted for the CuAl]5 at 104 dpa represent an unexplained breakdown In the swelling resistance,
perhaps due to inhomogeneous distribution of the boron and/or the AI.O_. The CuAI25 and CuAl20 both
exhibited a reasonable amount of reduction of area even after irradiation to 150 dpa. The total elongation
increased significantly after irradiationto 50 dpa, most likely due to recovery and recrystallizationof
the cold work induced dislocation structure. Following further irradiation to 150 dpa, however, the total
elongation decreased from -12% to -5%. The reason for this decrease in total elongation without swelling
remains to be determined. The steady decrease in conductivity is easier to explain and is attributed to
the formationof transmutation products, mainly nickel and zinc {12,13].

The strength behavior of the Cu-HfO_ alloy following irradiation parallels that of the GlidCopsTM,
presumably for the same reasons. The alloy was reported to be completely recovered and recrystallized
after irradiation to 50 dpa [23], with the hafnia being redistributed to form smaller polygonal particles.
The retention of room-temperature strength after irradiation suggests that the oxide dispersion still
exists in some form to strengthen the alloy, just as in the GlidCopsTM. Also_ the total elongation
increased from 8.7% to 20.5% after irradiation to 50 dpa, and then remained constant through irradiation to
150 dpa. The reason for this behavior is not immediately obvious. The surprising electrical conductivity
behavior of the Cu-HFO_ alloy is probably caused by the transmutants and hafnia being redistributed or
_nteracting in some manner that keeps the indivldual elements out of solution. One unfortunate drawback to
using the Cu-HFO_ alloy is the longer-lived radioactivity from _fllf,making it somewhat less desirable for
use as a structural materlal.

Tilestrength of the Cu-Cr_O_ alloy, shown in Fig. 8, remains roughly the same after irradiation to 50 dpa,
then decreases with furthe£ irradiation. One possible explanatlon for the strength retention lies in the
redistributionof the Cr_O_particles into smaller particles. The increased degree of Orowan strengthening
possibly compensates for_the expected strength decrease due to complete recrystallization. The tensile
curves shown in Fig. 14 for the Cr_O_ ailoy differ drastically from the curves of the CuAl25 alloy, showing

i a steady decrease in total elongation and a considerable decrease in the reduction of area.

The fracture surface of the unirradiated specimen shown in Fig. 9 contains larae incluslons embedded in the
surface, apparently introduced at some stage in the production of the powders. These larqe inclusionsare
no longer present at 150 dpa, presumably because they were dissolved dur_n_ the _,rad;ation, The Fracture
surface at 150 dpa clearly demonstrates the effect of the loss of the renuction _n area, and the resultant
_nability to sustain even a small amount of localizeddeformation. The subsequent drop in strength after
_rradiation to I04 and 150 dpa suggests that the oxide dispersion ray nave coarsened during irradiation,
but microscopy is needed to check this possibility. Though a gradual decrease _n strength occurs, there
remains a moderate amount of strain hardenlng, suggesting that there _s still a small degree of Orowan
strengtheningoccurring from the redistributed oxide. The higher swelling of this alioy compared to the
Cu-HfO. and the GlidCops _ could be the result of oxygen being placed _nto solution by irradiation.

IONCLUSIONS

irradiation of the several different °xidedispersi°n-strengthened alloys at 415 C to |04 and 150 dpa
_evealed that the Al_O_-strengthenedGlidCopTM alloys offered the best overall resistance to irradiation. A
Cu-HfO. alloy also snowed some potentlal despite having a higher level nf,longer-lived radioactivity,
._lthoughpure copper becomes highly radioactive due to the formation of 'Co. Both the G!idCops'"and the
'u-HfO. a11oy exhibit similar tensile behavior, particularly w_th respect to the _,sckaf strain hardening
_fter irradiation. Desplte tre apparent alteration of the oxide dispersion, tr,ethree alloys still
-a_ntain a large fraction of _heir strength after exposure to high fluences. The retentien of electrical
,::onduct_vityafter irradiation of the G]idCopTM alioys and the Cu-HfO a11ov was .'erygood. particularly in
_:_mDarisonto the other alloys studied. The formation of transmutation products (_I__pd Zn) is believed to
t;eprimarily responsible for the observed decrease in conduct_vitv in the two G!idCop alloys. An
:nteractionbetween the hafnium and the transmutation products ma_ have removed some of the transmutation
:,oducts from solution, thus !eading to the unusual conductivit7 behavior of the Cu-HfO a11oy. This
:_oposal has not yet been confirmed experimentally.

-he cas_able ODS alloys e_h_b_ted poor swelling resistance, which had a ,veryadverse effect on their
eiectrical conductivity and mechanical properties. The high sweiling that developed in the irradiatedODS
_]loys appears to be the result of oxygen contamination introducedduring the casting process. The
swelling appeared to dominate the mechanical property behavior of the castable ODS alloys, overshadowing
:'_v possible effect that the various c_mpos_tional variations of the alloys m_ght have nad in determining
"_ strength behavior.
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The Cu-Cr.O_alloy exhibited relatively poor swelling resistance compared to that _f the GlidCops" and the
Cu-HfO, aTlby, possibly due to the dissolution of the Cr.O_,which may have placed oxygen into solution. As
observed in the castable ODS alloys, void swelling was primarily responsible for the _c.orelectrical
conductivity and strength of the Cu-Cr.O: alloy.. ,

FUTURE WORK

Microscopy will be completed on the CuH.O and G1idCoD alloys.
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Neutron-lnduced Swelling Observed in Copper Alloys Irradiated in MOTA's 2A and 2B - F. a. Garner (Pacific
_orthwest Laboratory)a, D. J. Edwards (University of Missouri - Rolla), B. N. Singh, (Rise National
Laboratory) and H. Watanabe (Kyushu University)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to provide data on the response of copper alloys being considered for
application in fusion reactors.

SUMMARY

Density measurements have been completed on copper a11oys irradiated in MOTA 2A and MOTA 2B at (315"C,
]2.7 dpa and 21.2 dpa) and (423"C, 48.0 and 95.4 dpa). While most of the density changes observed are
consistent with those of earlier studies, there were several surprises. Addition of 5% Ni appears to
accelerate the swelling rate initially at 423"C, but depresses swelling at 375"C. The suppressing action
of cold work on swelling of Cu-5Ni is relatively small, and Cu-SMn resists swe111ng very strongly in both
the annealed and cold-worked conditions.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

In an earlier report (]) the status of on-going copper irradiation experiments was reviewed. One of the

experiments discussed was a two-part FFTF irradiation sequence conducted in MOTA 2A and MOTA 2B at target
temperatures of 373 and 418"C. Gamma heating raises the temperatures to 375 and 423"C. Both segments of
this irradiation sequence have now been completed and measurements were made of the densities of the
various specimens.

Results

Each part of the irradiation sequence consisted of two TEM packets. The first MOTA 2A packet (OEOI)

operated at 375 ± 5°C and reached 2.61 x 10z_ n cm"_ (E>O.IMeV)which is 12.7 dpa (,.333 x 9.5 dp_2for
stainless steel) for copper. The second packet (OE02) operated at 423 ± 5"C, reaching 8.53 x ]0 n/cm2
(E>O.]MeV),which is 48.0 dpa for copper (36.0 for stainless steel). The comparable copper dpa values for
the MOTA 2B packets (OE03 and OE04) were 2].2 and 95.4 dpa, respectively.

The swelling values calculated from the density changes observed in both irradiation segments of this
experiment are listed in Table ,.

Table ]. Swelling of Copper Alloys from MOTA 2A

_, , ,, ,,

Swelling, %
Specimen ....
Engraving 375"C 423oC

A11oy Condition Code _
,2.7 dpa 2,.2 dpa 48.0 dpa I 95.4 dpa

............... ' ....... ,,, L ...... ,, _'.... |

Marz Cu Annealed I 4.7 7.0 24.4 45.4
(21.6)* (43.5)

,,, ,.......

Cu-SNi Annealed 2 0.9] 1.63 30.l 50.3
(46.6)

Cu-SNi 40% CW 3 0.37 0.85 22., 35.9
(38.8)

Cu-SMn Annealed 4 0.004 1.40 -0.04 2.4
.....

Cu-SMn 40% CW 5 -0.03 0.72 0.]3 2.0
,,....... ,_, , ,,.......

Three specimens were measured, one at 21.6% and two at 24.4%. Any measurements without a
separate value in parentheses represent the average of 3 identical specimens whose swelling values
agreed within the convergence criterium used, i.e. ±0.16%.

_Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Discussion

If we assume that the
375 and 423"C 70
swelling data for Annealed Pure 423 °C
annealed pure copper 60- Copper _
are independent of
temperature, as shown ,,'"
in Figure Ia the 50 ""
swelling appears to
be consistent with °C

the -0.5%/dpa Swmlllm_4()-
swelling rate usually
observed for pure %
copper at ~400"C (2). 30

An incubationperiod ,,'"/40%CoWIWorked
of _6 dpa is 20 _,,_m 423oc ,"

associated with this - ,,/ - Cu'roNt""

assumed behavior, ,,'",,'"
however. Table ] and 10 -,,"""
Figure IB show that , ,'"

nickel's influence on _w---_,375:0 i,,,
swelling of copper is 0 "'--- _ ; i I' , : Cu'Sldn-------I!

rather variable, 0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100 120
however, increasing Dll_olIKwDrmmtsl:NDrAtom
swelling at 423"C and
decreasing it at
375°C, although the Fig. I Swelling of copper and copper alloys in MOTA's 2A and 2B.
variability may
reflect the impact of
the order of magnitude difference in displacement rate associated with these two irradiation temperatures.
Cold work appears to suppress swelling temporarily in both Cu-5Ni and Cu-5Mn. lhe suppressant effect of
manganese on swelling persists to very high fluence. Swelling of Cu-SMn appears to
begin sooner at 375"C than at 423"C, however.

100 Since these comparisons are based on side-by-side

irradiations, it is felt that the conclusions drawn in
411-430°C the preceding paragraph are relatively valid. It is

p,,,..,_,,/ expected, however, Lhat the onset of swelling in simple

_ "_ copper alloys is somewhat sensltive to a variety of

environmental history variables. The range of data
scatter shown in Figure 2 tends to obscure somewhat the
effects of second order variables sucn as solute

SwoUIng 60 - Cu.SNl----_,_0.5%tdpa composition, displacement rate ahd temperature history.

%
40

FUTURE WORK

#4m Microscopy on these alloys will proceed. _he electrical

20 conductivity of each alloy will also be measured.

0 REFERENCES
0 50 100 150 200

1. F. A. Garner, 1.I.L.Hamilton. D. J. Edwards, B. N.
DlsplicementsporAtom Singh, J. F. Stubbins, T. Shikama, S. J. Zinkle and P.

Samal, Fusion Reactor Materials Semiannual Progress
_'_. 2 Comparison of data From MOTA 2A and 2B Report DOE/ER-0313/IO (199]) pp. !86-191.
,_ithdata from earlier experlments in FFTF
iesignatedGeneration I and Generation 2.
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IRRADIATION OF COPPER ALLOYS IN THE SM-3 REACTOR - - S.J. Zinkle (ORNL),
F.A. Garner(PNL), V.R. Barabash(D.V. Efremov),S.A. Fabritsiev(D.V. Efremov)and A.S. Pokrovsky
(SRIAR)

OBJECTIVE

This report summarizes the experimental matrix of copper specimens which have been prepared for
irradiation in the SM-3 reactor.

SUMMARY

A total of 74 alloys of varying composition and thermomechanical condition have been prepared for a joint
US-Russia irradiation experiment in the SM-3 reactor in Dimitrovgrad, Russia. The alloys will be
irradiated in the form of _ disks and sheet tensile specimens at temperatures of about 120, 250, and
340°C for one 45-day cycle in the core and Channel 2 irradiation positions. This will produce damage levels
of about 7 and 1 dpa, respectively. Cadmium shielding will be used in the Channel 2 position to shield the
thermal neutrons and thereby reduce the amount of solid transmutation products in copper.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate predictions of material lifetimes in a fusion reactor depend on irradiation datagenerated in fission
reactors at fusion-relevant conditions. Although mixed spectrum fission reactors can achieve low irradiation
temperatures that are of interest for near-term fusion reactors, the associated high thermal neutron fluxes
induce large amounts of solid transmutation products in copper. These solid transmutation products cause a
large decrease in the electrical and thermal conductivity of copper alloys. In addition, the amount of helium
generated in a fission neutron spectrum is about an order of magnitude less than that produced in a fusion
reactor. Helium production may have a strong influence on the resistance of copper alloys to swelling and
high-temperature irradiationembrittlement.

In ordertoprovidea closer simulation of the fusion neutron irradiation behavior of copper alloys, a
spectrally tailored experiment has been designed for the SM-3 mixed spectrum reactor. A cadmium sheet of
2-mm thickness will be used in the Channel 2 irradiation position to screen out the thermal neutrons.
Specimens will also be irradiated without Cd shielding in the reactor core. Specimens will be irradiated
with and without boron doping in order to study the effects of helium generation.

IRRADIATION CONDITIONS AND SPECIMEN MATRIX

The SM-3 reactor has recently been restarted "afterbeing shut down for about 2 years in order toreplace the
reactor core. The water-cooled SM-3 reactor operates at a power level of 100MWth and has a core height of
about 40 cm. The present irradiation experiment will utilize space in the core and Channel 2 irradiation
positions. Detailed characterization of the neutron spectrum for the new reactor core is still in progress.
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Preliminary calculations of the neutron spectrum are sttmmarized in Table 1 along with a general description
of the core and Channel 2 irradiation positions. Irradiation for one 45-day cycle in the core and Channel 2
positions will produce approximately 7 dpa and l dpa, respectively in copper.

Table 1.Characteristics of Irradiation Positions in :heSM-3 reactor.
Core Channel 2

Neutron Flux (n/cm2-s)
E > 1 MeV -1 x 1015 -2 x 1014

E > 0.1 MeV -2 x l015 --3 x 1014

E < 0.68 eV --2 x 1014 -1 x 1015

IrradiationCycle (days) 45 45

Fluence (n/cm2, E>0.1 MeV) -8 x 1021 ~l x 1021

Channel Diameter (cm) 1.0 6.0

Capsule Length (cm) 35 35

Coolant temperature (°C) 70 70

"Iluee types of specimen geometries will be irradiated: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
disks (3 mm dia x -0.25 nun thickness), and two types of sheet tensile specimens, "large tensile
specimens" (LTS) and "small tensile specimens" (STS). The geometries for the LTS and STS specimens
are shown in Fig. 1. The thickness of the STS specimens was increa_d to 1 mm in some cases such as
annealed copper in order to ensure a minimum of 4 grains across the gage thickness. In addition to tensile
properties, the electrical conductivity can be measured on either type of sheet tensile specimen.

Fig 1. Types of samples being used for irradiation in the channel 2 (dimensions in mm)

A total of 3 capsules will be irradiated in the core positions for one cycle (45 days) to produce a damage
level of about 7 dpa. The design temperatures for these 3 capsules are 100 to 120°C, 240 to 260°C, and 330
to 350°C. A total of 2 capsules will be irradiated in the Channel 2 positions to produce a damage level of
about 1dpa. These capsules are designed to be irradiated at 120 to 140°C and 240 to 260°C.
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Approximately half of the length of the Channel 2 capsules will be surrounded with a 2 mm Cd shield to
eliminate the thermal neutrons. All of the US-supplied specimens irradiated in the Channel 2 positions will
be located in the Cd-shielded region of the capsules.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the specimen matrix supplied by the US for the core and Channel 2 irradiation

capsules, respectively. The US specimen matrix has a strong emphasis on two grades of oxide dispersion
strengthened copper, GlidCop All5 and A125. The GlidCop A125 specimens were supplied by B.N. Singh
of Rise National Laboratory in Denmark as part of a collaborative investigation. The experimental matrix
will allow the effects of cold work and lie generation (from 10B(n,tx) reactions) to be independently studied.
High-purity copper in various thermomechanical conditions (with and without B) has been included for
comparison with the dispersion strengthened copper. The remainder of the specimen matrix is restricted to
TEM disks. It includes some binary alloys, precipitation-strengthened Cu-Cr-Zr, and several different types

of dispersion strengthened copper which will be compared with the GlidCop alloys. A prototypic heat of
Cu-AI203 and several Cu-W and Cu-Mn alloys were supplied by T. Shikama, I. Smid, and Y. Shimomura,
respectively as part of a collaborative study.

Table 2. Summary of US specimens in the core positions of the SM-3 reactor.,,

100 to 120°C 240 to 260°C 330 to 350°C

Material,, STS ITEM STS ITEM STS ITEM
(1) GlidCop A125 (no B), as-wrought 2 3 2 2 2 2
(2) GlidCop A125 + B, as-wrought 2 3 2 2 2 2
(3) GlidCop A125 (no B), 20% CW 2 3 2 2 2 2
(4) GlidCop AI25 + B, 20% CW 2 3 2 2 2 2
(5) GlidCop All5 + B, as-wrought 2 2 2 2 2 2
(6) GlidCop A115 + B, 20% CW 2 2 - 2
(7) GlidCop All5 + B, 70% CW 1 - 1 - 1
(8) GlidCop All 5 + B, induction brazed 1 2 1 1 1 1
(9) 99.999% Cu, as-wrought 1 1 - 1

(10) 99.999% Cu, 80% CW 2 2 2 1 2 1
(11) 99.999% Cu, annealed 400°C, 1 h 2 - 1 - 1
(12) 99.999% Cu, annealed 550°C, 2 h 2 2 2 2 2 2
(13) 99.999% Cu, oxygenated (950°C, 0.5 h) 2 - 2 - 2
(14) Cu-100 ppm B, cold-rolled 1 1 - 1
(15) Cu-100 ppm B, annealed 550°C, 2 h 2 - 1 - 1
(16) Cu-Cr-Zr (MZC), solution ann. + aged 1 - 1 - 1
(17) Cu-Cr-Zr (MZC), CW + aged 1 1 - 1
(18) MAGT 0.05 (Technology 2) - 2 - 1 - 1
(19) MAGT 0.2 (Technology 1) - 3 - 2 - 2
(20) MAGT 0.2 (Technology 2) - 3 - 2 - 2
(21) ULTRAM GOLDEN Cu-AI203 - 2 - 1 - 1
(22) Japanese Cu-AI203 2 - 1 - 1
(23) Cu-70 wt% W (Nippon Tungsten) - 2 - 1 - 1
(24) Cu-70 wt% W (Plansee) - 2 - 1 - 1
(25) Cu-0.5% Mn (as melted) - 2 - 1 - 1
(26) Cu-l% Mn (as melted) 2 I - 1
(27) Cu-l% Mn (remelted) - 2 1 - 1
(28) Cu-5% Mn (as melted) 2 - 1 - 1
(29) Cu-5% Mn (remelted) - 1 - 1 - 1
(30) MER Cu-graphite - A1203 - 2 - 1 - 1
(31) OFHC Cu, annealed (Rise) - 1 - 1 - 1

Totals 15 61 15 41 15 41
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Table 3. Summary. of US specimens in the Channel 2 position of the SM-3 reactor.
Channel 2 Channel 2

(120 to 140°C) (,240 to 260°C)

Material LTS [ STS ITEM LTS ! STS I TEM
(1) GlidCop A125 (no B), as-wrought 3 3 3 3 3 3
(2) GlidCop Al25 + B, as-wrought 3 3 3 3 3 3
(3) GlidCop A125 (no B), 20% CW 3 3 3 3 3 3
(4) GlidCop A125 + B, 20% CW 3 3 3 3 3 3
(5) GlidCop All5 + B, as-wrought 2 3 3 2 3 3
(6) GlidCop A115 + B, 20% CW 1 3 1 - 3
(7) GlidCop All5 + B, 70% CW - 2 2 - 2 2
(8) GlidCop All5 + B, induction brazed 3 2 2 3 2 2
(9) 99.999% Cu, as-wrought 3 2 3 - 2

(10) 99.999% Cu, 80% CW - 3 3 - 3 3
(11) 99.999% Cu, annealed 400°C, 1 h - 3 3 - 3 3
(12) 99.999% Cu, annealed 550°C, 2 h 3 3 3 3 3 3
(13) 99.999% Cu, oxygenated (950°C, 0.5 h) - 3 2 - 3 2
(14) Cu-100 ppm B, cold-rolled - 1 - - 1
(15) Cu-100 ppm B, annealed 550°C, 2 h - 2 - - 2
(16) Cu-Cr-Zr (MZC), solution ann. + aged - 2 - - 2
(17) Cu-Cr-Zr (MZC), CW + aged - 2 - - 2
(18) MAGT 0.05 (Technology 2) - 3 - - 3
(19) MAGT 0.2 (Technology 1) - 3 - - 3
(20) MAGT 0.2 (Technology 2) - 3 - - 3
(21) ULTRAM GOLDEN Cu-AI203 - 3 - - 3
(22) Japanese Cu-Al203 - 2 - - 2
(23) Cu-70 wt% W (Nippon Tungsten) - 2 - - 2
(24) Cu-70 wt% W (Plansee) - 2 - - 2
(25) Cu-0.5% Mn (as melted) - 2 - - 2
(26) Cu-l% Mn (as melted) - 2 - - 2
(27) Cu-1% Mn (remelted) - 2 - - 2
(28) Cu-5% Mn (as melted) - 2 - - 2
(29) Cu-5% Mn (remelted) - 2 - - 2
(30) MER Cu-graphite - A1203 - 3 - 2 3
(31) OFHC Cu, annealed (Rise) - 2 - - 2

Totals 24 31 75 24 33 75

Table 4 summarizes the Russian spechnens included in the SM-3 irradiation capsules. The
Russian mauix includes specimens prepared by alternative techniques such as electron beam evaporation and
condensation.

FUTURE WORK

The SM-3 irradiation is scheduled to begin in June 1993. Postirradiation testing of the mechanical and
electrical properties of the specimens will be performed in Russia. The US TEM specimens will be shipped
to the US for density measurements and microstructural analysis. Several Cu-B specimens will be analyzed
for He content in the US and Russia as part of a round robin study.
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Table 4. List of RF samples to be irradiated in the core and Channel 2 positions in SM-3.I I II I II II I

1. Pure Cu(1), annealed 550°C, lh LTS STS* TEM
2. Pure Cu(1), 70% CW LTS STS TEM

3. Pure Cu, annealed 550°C, lh STS* TEM
4. Pure Cu(3) + H, 70% CW LTS TEM
5. Pure Cu(3) + It, annealed 550°C, lh TEM
6. Pure Cu(2), 70% CW TEM

7. Cu-70 ppm B, annealed 550°C, lh LTS STS* ,'IEM
8. Cu-70 ppm B, 70% CW STS TEM

9. Cu-300 ppm B, annealed 550°C, lh LTS STS* TEM
10. Cu-300 ppm B, 70% CW STS qEM
11. Cu-90 ppm B (e-beam), 70% CW STS "IEM
12. Cu-90 ppm B (e-beam), ann. 550°C, lh STS TEM
13. Cu-Mo (e-beam), 70% CW STS
14. Cu-Mo (e-beam), annealed 550°C, lh STS TEM
15. Cu-Mo-B (e-beam), 70% CW STS TEM

16. Cu-Mo-B (e-beam), annealed 550°C, lh STS TEM

17. MAGT 0.2, as-wrought LTS STS TEM
18. MAGT 0.2, annealed 550°C, 1 h LTS STS TEM
19. MAGT 0.2, annealed 950°C, 1 h STS TEM

20. MAGT 0,05, as-wrought LTS STS
21. MAGT 0.05, annealed 550°C, 1 h STS TEM

22. Cu-70 ppm B, annealed 950°C, lh STS
23. Cu-300 ppm B, annealed 950°C, lh STS TEM
24. Cu-90 ppm B (e-beam), ann. 950°C, lh STS TEM
25. Cu-Be, aged LTS STS TEM
26. Cu-Mo (type 3, e-beam), as wrought STS TEM
27. Cu-Mo (type 9, e-beam), as wrought STS _TEM

28. Cu-Mo (type 11, e-beam), as wrought STS TEM
29. Cu-Cr, annealed 550°C, 1 h STS TEM

30. Cu-Zr, annealed 550°C, 1 h STS
31. Cu-AI, annealed 550°C, 1 h STS _TEM

32. Cu-Cr-Zr, aged LTS STS TEM
33. Cu-Cr-Zr, annealed 550°C, 1 h STS TEM

34. Cu-Cr-Zr-Mg, aged STS

35. Cu-Cr-Zr-Mg, annealed 550°C, 1 h STS TEM
36. Cu-NbC (e-beam), as wrought STS TEM
37. Cu-AI203 (e-beam), as wrought STS TEM
38. Stainless steel, annealed 550°C, 1 h STS TEM
39. Stainless steel + ZrB2, ann. 950°C, 1 h STS TEM

40. High nickel alloy, annealed 950°C, lh STS TEM
41. High nickel alloy (PH), aged TEM
42. MAGT 0.2 + H, as wrought LTS STS TEM

43. MAGT 0.2 + It, annealed 550°C, lh STS TEM II

*STS thickness = I mm
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EFFECT OF ION IRRADIATION ON THE STRUCTURAL STABILITY OF DISPERSION-

STRENGTHENED COPPER ALLOYS*'-S. J. Zinkle, 1 E. V. Nesterova, 2 V. R. Barabash, 3

V. V. Rybin, 2 and A. V. Naberenkov 3

1Oak Ridge National Laboratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6376, USA

2Central Research Institute for Structural Materials "Prometey," 193167 St. Petersburg, Russia

3D. V. Efremov Scientific Research Institute of Electrophysical Apparatus, 189631 St. Petersburg, Russia

OBJECTIVE

To investigate the effect of high dose ion irradiation on the microstructure of Russian and American
dispersion strengthened copper alloys.

SUMMARY

Transmission electron microscopy was used to compare the microstructure and particle distributions of two
commercial oxide dispersion-strengthened copper alloys, GlidCop A125 and MAGT 0.2. Measurements
were made on specimens in their as-wrought condition, after thermal annealing for 1 h at 900°C, and after 3

MeV Ar + ion irradiation at 180 and 350°C to damage levels of 20 to 30 displacements per atom (dpa). All
of the annealed and ion-irradiated specimens were found to be resistant to recrystaUization. In addition, void
formation was not observed in any of the irradiated specimens. The GlidCop oxide particle geometry was
transformed from triangular platelets to circular disks by the ion irradiation. The MAGT particle geometry
consisted of circular disks and spheres before and after irradiation. The oxide particle edge length in the
unirradiated GlidCop alloy was about 10 nm, whereas the mean diameter of the particles in the unirradiated
MAGT alloy was about 6 nm. After irradiation, the mean particle diameter in both the MAGT and GlidCop
alloys was about 6 nm.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Dispersion-strengthened copper alloys are being considered as a high heat flux structural material in fusion
reactors due to their combination of high thermal conductivity with high mechanical strength. Unlike
precipitation strengthened alloys, oxide dispersion strengthened copper is not susceptible to precipitate
overaging and softening after high temperature annealing. This feature is important because high
temperature braze cycles will likely be needed for joining high neat flux components. Recent ion [1,2] and
fission neutron [3-5] studies have found that dispersion strengthened copper containing a high density of
small A1203 particles is very resistant to radiation-induced softening and void swelling. One important

issue that has not yet been completely resolved is the stability of these small oxide particles against
ballistic dissolution during irradiation to high doses. Spitznagel et al. [1] reported evidence of particle
fragmentation in oxide dispersion-strengthened copper after ion irradiation to 10 dpa at 250 to 350°C, but did
not quantify the fraction of affected particles. Two recent studies [6,7] have found that energetic particle
irradiation to damage levels of 2 to 3 dpa may cause a modest decrease in the size and density of A1203
particles in a dispersion-strengthened copper.

*Research sponsored in part by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Deparunent of Energy, under
contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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Yne purposeof thepresentstudywas to compare the effect of high-dose ion irradiationon the microstructure
andparticlesize of two commercialoxidedispersion-strengthenedalloys producedin Russia and the United
States. These two alloys have slightly different particle geometriesand sizes in the as-fabricatedcondition
due to differences in the manufacturingprocesses. The microstructuralresponse of the two alloys to high
temperature thermal annealing and high-dose ion irradiation was investigated by transmission electron
microscopy_.

ExperimentalProcedure

The two alloys for this study were MAGT 0.2, produced by "Spetssplav,"Moscow, Russia, andGlidCop
A125,produced by SCM Metal Products, Inc., Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, USA. The MAGT
alloy contained 0.17 wt % AI, 0.05 wt %Hf, and 0.09 wt %Ti in the form of oxide particles, and the
GlidCop alloy contained 0.25 wt %AI in the form of AI20 3. Proprietarypowder metallurgy and internal
oxidation techniques were used to produce a uniform dispersion of small oxide particles in thealloys. The
GlidCopalloy used in this studywas cold worked 50%after fabrication.

Several specimens of each alloy were vacuum annealed at 900°C for 1 h. Some of the annealed and as-

received specimens were subsequently irradiatedwith 3 MeV Ar+ ions at the D. V. Efremov Institute to
damage levels of 20 to 30 displacementsper atom (dpa)at temperaturesof 180 and 350°C. These calculated
damage levels refer to a depth of 0.2 nun, which was the depth chosen for TEM observations in this study.
The correspondingdamagerate at this depth was between2 and 4 x 10"3dpa/s. The as-received, annealed,
and irradiated specimens were electrochemically thinned nearroom temperatureand examined in a Philips
EM400 electron microscope at CRISMPrometey. The TEMspecimens were initially electropolished with
an applied potential of 25V in a solution containing 133 ml CH3 C00H, 40 ml H20 and 25 g CrO3. The
final electropolishing solution contained440 mi H3PO4 and 60 g CrO3.

The techniquesused to examine the particledistributionin the alloys have been described previously [7].
Briefly, the analysis used weak-beamdark field micrographstakenon [002} coppermatrixdiffraction spots
andcentereddarkfield imagingusingreflectionsfrom the {440} diffractionringof the cubicA!203 particles.
Carbon extraction replicas were prepared from unirradiatedspecimens by electropolishing at -30°C in a
solution of 33% HNO3/67% CH3OH with an applied potential of 5V, evaporating a carbon film, and
etching in a solution of 10%HCI in methanol. The chemical composition of individual particles in the
extraction replicas was analyzed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) using a Philips 400T
electronmicroscope equippedwitha field omission gun atORNL.

Both alloys initially contained a high density of dislocations (>1014/m2) due to their as-wrought cold-
worked condition. I)etaits of the dislocation and subgrainstructure of the two alloys before and after
thermalannealing or ion irradiationare describedelsewhere [8]. The totalparticledensity observed in both
the unirrudiatedMAGT and GlidCop alloys was about 4.5 x 1022/m3. This included a low density (<1 x
1021/m3) of large particleswith sizes >100nm. It was observedthat the particle size in the two alloys was
unaffectedby annealing at 900°C. Figure 1 compares the microstructureof the MAGT and GlidCopalloys
afterannealing at 900°C for 1h.

Most of the oxide particles in the GlidCoF ,lloy were found to be triangular platelets (Fig. 1), with an
average edge length of about 10 nm. The aspect ratio of the particles (edge length to thickness) in the
GlidCop alloy was between 2 and 6, in agreementwith previous measurements on Cu-AI203 alloys [7, 9,
10]. About 80 to 90% of the oxide particles in the MAGT alloy were spherical in shape, and the rest of the
particles were in the form of circular disks. The average particle diameter in the MAGT alloy was 6 rim.
As discussed elsewhere [10], the roundparticleshape in the MAGT alloy is due to the addition of Ti and Hf,
which also acts to refine the particle size. Figure 2 shows the chemical composition of two small particles
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extracted from the as-wrought MAGT alloy. Whereas the GlidCop alloy contained only aluminum oxide
particles, theMAGT alloy contained Al-, Ti-, and Hf-oxide particles, and mixed Al- and Ti-oxide particles of
varying composition. For example, the TriAl atomic ratio for the particle in Fig. 2a was 0.21.
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Fig. 2. EDS spectra (corrected for hole counts)
obt_e._l on two individual small oxide particles

Fig. 1. Comparison of the oxide particle extracted from the as-wrought MAGT 0.2 alloy.
dispersions in MAGT 0.2 and GlidCop A125 "llle sulfur peak visible in Fig. Za is a conta_t
copperalloys afterannealingat900°(2 for 1h. present in the evaporatedcarbon.

Figure 3 compares the measured particle size distributions in theas-received/v,AGT andGlidCop alloys. A
precise measurement of the particle size and density was hampered by heterogeneous variationsof the
particle distribution within the alloys. The dispersion strengthened alloys exhibited good resistance to
recrystallization during annealing at 900°(2 (0.87 TM) for 1 h. Several isolated regions in the MAGT 0.2
alloy recrystallized after this annealing treatment, whereas the GlidCop A125 alloy remained in its non-
recrystallizedstate. The slightly superiorresistanceto recrystallizationof GlidCopA125comparedMAGT
0.2 may be attributableto the larger average particle size in the GlidCop alloy (10 nm vs. 6 rim). As
shown in Fig. 4, recrystallization m the MAGT alloy occurred heterogeneously in regions where the
localized particlesize was only about4 nm. Recrystallizationdidnot occur in the remainingvolume of the
MAGT alloy, where the mean particle diameter was about6 nm. Vickers microhardnessmeasurements for
the annealed MAGT and GlidCop specimens were both comparable, which indicates that the limited
reavstallized volume in theMAGT alloy didnot seriouslydegradeits mechanicalstrength. The as-received
and annealed microhardness for MAGT 0.2 was 167 and 145 VHN, respectively. The corresponding
microhaa_ess measured for theas-receivedand annealed GiidCopalloy was 137 and 134VHN, respectively.
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The general microstructure of the irradiated alloys was similar to their unirradiated state. The main effect of
irradiationon the dislocation and subgrain su'ucture was to induce dislocation recovery, which produced well-
defined subgrains with a reduced dislocation density [8]. Cavity formation was not observed in either alloy
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for any of the irradiationconditions of this study. Figure 5 shows the microstructureof the GlidCop alloy
after irradiationto 30 dpa at 180°C. A high density (5 x 1023/m3) of defect clusters was created in the
MAGT and GlidCop alloys as a result of this irradiationcondition, with a mean size of 2 nm. Figure 6
shows the measured defect clustersize distributionin the GlidCopalloy irradiatedat 180°C. About 80%of
the defect clusterswere identified as stackingfault tetrahedra(SFT) (visible as triangular-shapeddefects in
the lower photo in Fig. 5). Irradiationat a temperatureof 350°C produced a much lower defect cluster
density of about 7 x 1021/m3 in both the MAGT andGlidCop alloys, with essentially all of the clusters
in the form of SFT.

ORNL-PHOTO 0877-92 Following ion irradiation to damage levels
greater than 20 dpa, the geometry of the
oxide particles in the GlidCop alloy was
transformedfrom predominantly triangular
platelets to nearly circular platelets. This
gradual change in particle geometry was
apparently due to selective ballistic
dissolution of the corners of the initially
triangular oxide particles in GlidCop. The
circulardisk and sphericalgeometries of the
MAGTalloy oxide particleswas notchanged

:.-'?. even after high-dose irradiation. Figures 7
and 8 show the typical particlemorphology
in GlidCop A125 following irradiationto 30
dpa at 180°C. The aspect ratio
(diameter/thickness) of the oxide particles
was about three in the irradiated GlidCop
specimens, which is comparable to the
unirradiated value of two to six. The small
arrow in Fig. 8 points to an oxide particle
that is close to an edge-on orientation.
Measurements on particles in this orientation
were used to determine the aspect ratio.

There was occasional evidence for complete
ballistic fracturing of a small fraction of the
oxide particles in the MAGT and GlidCop
alloys after high dose irradiation. Figure 9
shows a fractured A1203 particle in a
GlidCop A125 specimen that was irradiated

Fig. 5. Defect cluster formation in 50% cold- to 30 dpa. The percentage of fractured
worked GlidCop A125 that was irradiated with 3 particles observed in the irradiated specimens

was only about 1% of the total particles, andMeV Ar+ ions to a damage level of 30 dpa at
180°C. Both micrographs were taken at a beam we cannot exclude the possibility that these
direction near <110> and a diffraction vector of particles may have been fractured as a result

of mechanical processing (cold rolling) prior<002>. The bottom photograph is a (g, 3g) weak
beam micrograph showing triangular-shaped to the irradiation.
stacking fault tetrahedm.

Figure 10 compares the measured particle size distribution in nonirradiated and irradiated GlidCop A125.
These size distributions include measurements made on both as-received and annealed specimens. Irradiation
to 30 dpa at 180°C caused a shift in the GlidCop particle distribution to smaller sizes. The most probable
edge length of the predominantly triangular platelets present in nonirradiated GlidCop A125 was 10 nm.
After irradiation, the most probable diameter of the predominantly circular platelets was 6 nm. The
corresponding mean particle sizes before and after irradiation were 10.5 nm and 7.1 nm, respectively.
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ORNL-PHOTO 6874-92

Fig. 8. AI203 particle morphology in a GlidCop
Q A125 specimen that was annealed at 900°C for 1 h

and then irradiated with 3 MeV Ar+ ions to 30 dpa
at 1800C. The arrow points to a particle that is
close to an edge-on orientation.

ORNL- PHOTO 6875-92

Fig. 9. Centered dark-field image of a fractured
A1203 particle in a 50% cold-worked GlidCop
A125 specimen that was irradiated to 30 dlm at
180"C.
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40 . , , , , , , . , , , Irradiation of GlidCop at a higher
temperature and lower dose caused a

:35 - 30 dpa, 180°0 - somewhat smaller shift in the particle
Nomrradialod distribution. The most probable and mean

30 - / - particle sizes in GlidCop after irradiationto
J' 20 dpa at 350°C were about 8 nm and 8.4.9,0

+6 25 - _ rim,respectively.

The averageparticledensityin GlidCop AI25>, 20 •
u was about 4,5 x 1022/m3 before irradiation,C

with some regions containing particle
o- 15

densities as high as 8 x 1022/m3 or as low
It. 10 _ as 2 x 1022/m 3 The measured oxide

particle density in the GlidCop alloy after

5 _ irradiationrangedbetween1.3 x 1022/m3

E - and 8.6 x 1022/m3. Figure 11 showsan
0 exampleof thelargevariabilityobservedin

0 10 20 the particle size and density for different
Particle Width (nm) regions in an irradiated GlidCop specimen.

Fig. 10. Size distribution of A1203 particles in As shown in Figure 12, the particle size
GlidCopA125 before and after ion irradiationto 30 distribution in the MAGT 0.2 alloy was
dpaat 180°C. essentially unaffected by irradiation to

damage levels in excess of 20 dpa. The
particle size and density in the MAGT alloy

ORt+L-PHOTO6879-92 also exhibited significant (-50%) region-to-
region variations,in a manner similarto that
observed in theGlidCop specimens. Due to
these heterogeneousvariationsin theparticle
size and density, it was not possible to
quantitatively determine if the average
particle density in the MAGT 0.2 alloy was
altered by irradiation. However, in
qualitative terms, the densitywas similar in
thenoninadiatedandirradiatedspecimens.

Fig. 11. Centereddark field miorographsshowing
the variability of the Ai20 3 particle sizes in
diffexentregions of a GlidCop A125specimen that
wasannealedat 900°C andthenirradiatedto 30
at 180"C.
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40 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' .....' t..... " Several different types of oxide particles were
20 dpa, 350°C

35 I_._'_ _._'._l,,b observed in the GlidCop and MAGT alloys.
1____.__ ._ Thermalannealingand ion irradiation did not

30 _'_ produce any measurable compositional or
-_ phase changes in the oxide particles. The

large particles (d >100nm) in both the
"6 25 MAGT and OlidCop alloys were identified as
._ rhombohedral a - A1203, which is the stable
:, 20 phase for A1203 [11], Electron diffractionu

" analysis of the small (d _20 nm) particles in
15 the GlidCop alloy indicated that it was a

_ s I|()t:(:wed cubic phase with a lattice parameter of about

10 __/_:_ 0.795 nm. As discussed by Ernst et al. [9],

,::t these small AI20 3 particles are most likely
5 _ h¢. A120 3. The h¢ cubic spinel phase has

essentially the same lattice parameter as the

0 ...... "_--:==-_w'_c---_-'_ g - A1203 spinel transitional phase (0.790 to
0 10 20 0.797 nm) [9, 11], and can be considered to

ParlicleWidth(rim) be a disorderedform of g - A1203 dueto
slightly different coordination of the ions on
the AI sublattice [9]. Characterization of the

Fig. 12. Size distribution of oxide particles in as- small particles in the MAGT 0.2 alloy was
wrought MAGT 0.2 before and after ion irradiation, somewhat more complicated due to the

presence of TiO 2 and HfO2 particles in
addition to A120 3. In addition, EDS (Fig.
2a) indicated that at least some of the small
Al-rich particles in MAGT0.2 also
contained Ti. Daneliya and Teplitskiy [10]
reported that the mixed AI- and Ti-oxide
particles in an alloy similar to MAGT 0.2
consisted of a cubicA1203 core and a Ti-rich
shell. The structure of these mixed oxide
particles was not investigated in the present
study.

The particle size distributions summarized in Figures 10 and 12 indicate that the most probable oxide
particle size afterhigh dose irradiationwith 3 MeV Ar+ ions is between 5 and6 nmfor both the MAGT 0.2
and GlidCop A125 alloys. Since the meanparticlediameterin nonirradiatedMAGT 0.2 was 6 tun (Fig. 3),
ion irradiation to 30 dpa did not have a large effect on the particledistribution. On the other hand, the
particle size in GlidCop was reduced by about40% (from 10 nm to 6 nm) as a result of the ion irradiation.
This size reduction was accomplished primarily throughthe dissolution of the comers of the triangular-
shapedoxide platelets in GlidCop,which caused the particlegeometry to transform into nearlycirculardisks
afterhigh-dose irradiation(Figs. 7 and 8). Fromsimplegeometric considerations, the largestcircle thatcan
be inscribed inside of an equilateraltriangle of edge length L is D =L/+3 =0.58 L. This suggests that the
observed 40% reduction in the GlidCop particle size can be directly accounted for by selective ballistic
dissolution of the comers of the initially triangular particles. The oxide particles in MAGT 0.2 were
initially in the form of spheres andcirculardisks,and their geometrywas not changedduringirradiation.

Previousmicrostructuralstudiesof irradiatedGlidCopalloys have not reportedevidence for a transformation
in the oxide particle geometry from triangularplate_etsto circular disks [1,3,6,7]. However, the dose for
one of these studies [7] was only 2 dpa, and the hi,gh dose studies [1,3,6] apparently did not examine the
morphology of the small (<10 nm)particles butin,_,teadconcentratedon the larger (>10 nm) oxide particles,
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which may be less susceptible to ballistic dissolution effects. Spitznagel and coworkers [ll reported that
some of the A120 3 particles were fractured by ballistic dissolution following high dose (>10 dpa) ion
irradiation, but the fraction of "affected particles was not reported.

Since the oxide particles in MAGT 0.2 are relatively unaffected by high-dose ion irradiation, this suggests
that the radiation stability and tensile properties should not be greatly changed after irradiation. Barabash
and coworkers [2] have observed that the yield strength of MAGT 0.2 measured at 400°C was essentially
unchanged after fast neutron irradiation at 400°C to a dose of about 7 dpa. High-dose neutron irradiation
studies performed on GlidCop A125 have found that its room temperature yield strength decreased by about
10% after irradiation at 415 to 430°C to a damage level of 16 dpa, and then remained constant during further
irradiation up to damage levels of 150 dpa [5,12]. This strength decrease after neutron irradiation to 16 dpa
may be due to a slight decrease in the mean size of the A1203 particles associated with ballistic dissolution,
in a manner similar to our observations on ion-irradiated GlidCop (Fig. 10). If the strength decrease in
neutron-irradiated GlidCop is due to a decrease in the oxide-dispersion size, then the strength decrease
measured at elevated temperatures (e.g., 400°C) would be proportionately greater, due to the increased
importance of thermally activated bypassing of the oxide particles by dislocations for small particle sizes.
Tensile tests performed at the irradiation temperature are needed to quantitatively evaluate the strength
decrea_ in GlidCop alloys associated with neutron irradiation at elevated temperatures.

CONCLUSIONS

Microstructural examination of two commercial oxide dispersion-strengthened copper alloys after thermal
annealing and ion irradiation revealed the following features:

1. MAGT 0.2 and GlidCop A125 are both resistant to microstructural changes during annealing at high
temperature and high-dose ion irradiation. GlidCop A125 is slightly more resistant to recrystallization
than MAGT 0.2 during thermal annealing, apparently because of its slightly larger initial oxide particle
size (10 nm vs. 6 nm).

2. The most probable particle size in GlidCop A125 was reduced from 10 nm to 6 nm after 3 MeV Ar +
ion irradiation to damage levels greater than 20 dpa, and the oxide particle morphology changed from
triangular platelets to circular disks. In contrast, the particle size in MAGT 0.2 was nearly unaffected
by high-dose ion irradiation with a constant diameter near 6 nm. Radiation-induced changes in the
particle density in the MAGT and GlidCop alloys were insignificant compared to grain-to-grain
variations in the particle density (-50% variation) in the as-wrought material. The similarity of the
particle size, density, and morphology in the MAGT and GlidCop alloys after high dose ion irradiation
suggests that both alloys will exhibit similar mechanical properties after irradiation.
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MASS TRANSFER IN LITHIUM/STAINLESS STEEL TEST LOOP*

P. R. Luebbers and O. K. Chopra (Argonne National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this program is to investigate the influence of a lithium environment on compati-
bility, corrosion, and mechanical properties of candidate vanadium alloys for first wall/blanket systems in
fusion reactors.

SUMMARY

The plugged pipe removed from the cold-trap purification loop of the forced-circulation lithium sys-
tem was examined to study mass transfer/deposition behavior and to establish the cause of plugging.
Several intermetallic compounds were identified in residue collected from the plugged cold-trap pipe.
Plugging was caused by deposition of calcium/zinc/nickel crystals in the pipe sections within the pump
coil and flow-meter magnet. Addition of calcium as a getter to reduce the concentration of nitrogen in the
lithium leads to formation of (Ca,Zn)Ni5 crystals and subsequent plugging of the cold-trap loop. Deposits
of manganese/iron/nickel globules and manganese/zinc/nickel dendrites, as well as Li9CrN5 and possibly
Ca3N2, were also identified in the residue. These phases may have reduced flow through the cold-trap loop
but were not abundant enough to plug the loop. The results indicate that the use of a dissolved getter, such
as calcium, to reduce nitrogen content in an austenitic stainless steel loop may not be effective. Elements
in the lithium from structural alloys (e.g., due to corrosion) and those added (e.g., calcium) to reduce the
concentration of nonmetallic impurities (e.g., nitrogen) play an important role in the mass trans-

fer/deposition behavior in circulating lithium systems.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Compatibility of structural materials with liquid metals has a major influence on material selection
and operating limitations for liquid-metal blankets. Corrosion in the lbrm of uniform or selective dissolu-
tion, intergranular attack, and transfer of interstitial elements to and from the liquid metal can reduce the ef-
fective section thickness of structural components. Radioactive mass transfer/deposition of corrosion prod-
ucts may cause severe flow restrictions and excessive accumulation of radioactive material in unshielded re-
gions. Corrosion/dissolution can reduce mechanical integrity, and mass transfer/deposition phenomena can
increase pumping-power requiremenLs, decrease energy conversion efficiency, and complicate system main-
tenance.

Mass transfer/deposition occurs in nonisothermal systems because of temperature and concentration
gradients. Alloy elements dissolve in the hot regions of a liquid-metal loop because their concentrations in
the liquid metal are lower than their solubilities, and they deposit in cold regions of the loop where their
concentrations in the liquid metal are greater than their solubility limits. Severity of the corrosion and
mass transfer varies with different combinations of containment material and liquid metal and depends on
many variables. These include the liquid metal and its purity (i.e., concentrations of nitrogen, carbon, oxy-

gen, etc.); composition and microstructure of the containment material; time and temperature of exposure;
and system parameters such ,as flow velocity (including magnetohydrodynamic effects), AT (difference of
temperature across the circulating system), surface area and temperature profile of the system, and material

Work supported by Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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combination (i.e., bimetallic or monometallic system). Several studies have been conducted to evaluate the
influence of different material and system parameters on corrosion behavior of candidate structural materials
in lithium. 1,2 Most studies have been conducted in circulating lithium systems such as thermal--convec-
tion or forced--circulation loops.

The present investigation was undertaken in an attempt to better understand the process of mass trans-
fer/deposition in circulating lithium systems. Since 1981, corrosion/compatibility studies at Argonne
National Laboratory have been conducted in a test facility consisting of a forced-circulation lithium loop
and an MTS servohydraulic fatigue machine for performing mechanical tests in the liquid metal environ-
ment. A schematic diagram of the lithium loop is shown in Fig. 1. The lithium system, which is con-
structed of Type 304 stainless steel, consists of a primary loop with three test vessels and a secondary cold-
trap purification loop. The quantity of lithium in the loop is =20 L which is circulated at --16 cm3/s in the

primary loop. The concentration of interstitial elements in the lithium is controlled by maintaining the
cold-gap temperature at 200-220°C. In addition, the nitrogen level in the lithium is reduced to levels of
<100 wppm by hot-trapping with Ti foils and by dissolved getters such as calcium. Nitrogen content is re-
duced by formation of TiN or Ca3N2, which are more stable than Li3N. In the latter case, Ca3N2 is
trapped in cooler regions of the loop, e.g., the cold trap.
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Figure I. Schematic diagram of the lithium loop
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During the initial six months of operation, the lithium system was shut down several times because
of plugging of the flow meter and pump section of the cold-trap loop. Nitrogen concentration in the
lithium during these early phases of operation increased to =1200 wppm due to contamination from the fix-
ture u,_xlfor performing mechanical tests. Examination of the plugged pipe sections indicated an accumula-
tion of MnNi and MnNi3 compounds, which are paramagnetic below 360°C, inside the pipe sections within
the pump coil and flow-meter magnet.3 Particles of pure iron and iron/nickel compounds were also detected
in metallic residue collected from the plugged sections. Chromium was present as a ternary nitride
(Li9CrN5) that decomposed into ammonia and lithium chromate when the lithium was dissolved in a solu-
tion of methyl alcohol and water. Subsequently, a magnetic trap (Fig. 1) was installed upstream of the flow
meter and pump section of the cold-trap loop. The lithium loop has operated with few interruptions for
=10 yr after installation of the magnetic trap.

At present, the lithium loop is being used to study the stability of various nitride and oxide coatings
on vanadium-base alloys. Nitrogen content in the lithium has occasionally increased to >1000 wppm;
consequently, calcium was added as dissolved getter to reduce the nitrogen concentration. The cold-trap
loop plugged up within 24 h of the calcium addition. The magnetic trap, flow meter, and pump section of
the cold-trap loop were removed for examination, and the results are presented in this report.

Results and Analysi_

The plugged pipe removed from the cold-trap loop was cleaned by dissolving the lithium in a solu-
tion of methyl alcohol and water. The solution and residue collected from different sections of the pipe were
examined to study mass transfer/deposition behavior and to establish the cause of plugging.

Cleaning solutions from those sections of pipes not within the pump coil or flow meter magnet,
were relatively clean. Solutions collected after dissolving lithium from the center of these pipes had a
milky-white appearance and were free of particulates. Solutions collected after cleaning the surfacesof these
sections turned muddy gray or yellow and contained particulates. Cleaning solutions from inside the pipe
sections within the pump coil or flow meter magnet formed a dark yellow or green sludge. A strong odor of
ammonia was detected while cleaning these sections. Spectrographic analysis of the yellow/green solutions
indicated a high concentration of chromium and small amounts of iron and calcium. These results indicate
the presence of Li9CrN5 and possibly Ca3N2, both of which decompose in alcohol or water.

Several intermetallic compounds were identified in the residue of the cleaning solutions. Sludge col-
lected from inside the pipe sections within the pump coil or flow meter magnet consists primarily of large
rectangular plates of a calcium/zinc/aickel compound (Fig. 2)." Energy--dispersive X-ray (EDAX) analyses
indicate that the crystals are most likely (Ca,Zn)Ni5. The surface morphology of the particles varies from a
perfectly smooth surface to an etched and pitted appearance, depending on the composition. Other major
constituents in the sludge were long dendritic crystals of a manganese/zinc/nickel compound and small
globular particles of a manganese/iron/nickel compound (shown in Fig. 3). The latter is most likely the
cubic (Mn,Fe)Ni3 phase that had been identifit_dearlier in the particulate collected from plugged sections of
the cold--trap loop.3

The source of zinc in the lithium is a Korloy (Zn-11AI) clamp that accidentally fell into the test vessel of the

loop.
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Figure 2. Photomicrographs of calcium/zinc/nickel compound collectedfrom plugged flow meter and
pump sections of cold-trap pipe

10 _m

Figure 3. Photomicrographs of metallic residue collectedfrom plugged flow meter and pump sections of
cold-trap pipe. Phases at the left are (a) (Ca,Zn)Ni5and (b) (Mn,Fe)Ni3.

Large pieces of what appear to be broken ferrite layers were also detected in the residue. Austenitic
stainless steels exposed to lithium develop a _rv porous ferrite layer because of preferential dissolution of
nickel and, to some extent, chromium frorr eel. The large metallic chunks are most likely spalled fer-
rite layer from the loop material.

A photomicrograph of the surface of the pipe section within the flow-meter magnet is shown in
Fig. 4. The surface has the etched appearance typical of austenitic stainless steels exposed to lithium and is
covered with globular deposits that are enriched in nickel and manganese. EDAX analyses indicate that the
deposits are globular particles of the manganese/iron/nickel compound shown in Fig. 3. The pipe surfaces
do not show preferential 'dissolution of nickel or chromium from the steel; the composition of the pipe sur-
face is the same as that of the base metal.
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Figure 4.

Surface of pipe section within flow meter magnet.
Region (a) is pipe surface; Region (b) and (c) are
globular particles of manganese/ironnickel
compound shown in Fig. 3.

CONCLUSIONS

I Metallographic examination of the cold-trap pipe indicates that plugging was caused by trapping of
calcium/zinc/nickel crystals within the pump coil and flow-meter magnet sections of the pipe. The addi-
tion of dissolved calcium to reduce the nitrogen in the lithium leads to formation of (Ca,Zn)Ni5 crystals and
subsequent plugging of the cold-trap loop. Deposits of manganese/iron/nickel globules and man-

ganese/zinc/nickel dendrites, as well as Li9CrN5 and possibly Ca3N2, were already present in the pipe sec-
tions prior to the calcium addition. These other phases may have reduced the flow through the cold-trap
loop but were not abundant enough to plug the loop.

The results indicate that the use of a dissolved getter, such as calcium, to reduce the nitrogen content
in an austenitic stainless steel loop may not be effective. The calcium may react with dissolved nickel in
th_ lithium to form a calcium/nickel compound rather than Ca3N 2. Elements in lithium from structural
alloys (e.g., due to corrosion) and those added (e.g., calcium) to reduce the concentration of nonmetallic

impurities (e.g., nitrogen) play an important role in the mass transfer/deposition behavior of circulating
lithium systems.

FUTURE WORK

The contents of the magnetic trap removed from the cold-trap loop will be examined. X-ray diffrac-
tion and microprobe analyses will be used to identify the various phases.
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COMPATIBILITY OF CANDIDATE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS WITH STATIC GALLIUM*

P. R. Lucbbers, W. F. Michaud, and O. K. Chopra (Argonne National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

Gallium has been considered as a possible heat transport liquid in the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER). Gallium is attractive for such applications because the temperature range
over which it remains liquid is wider than that of any other metal, i.e., from near room temperature (30°C)
to 23000C, and because it has good thermal conductivity and very low vapor pressure at high temperatures.
However, gallium has high chemical reactivity with most metals. The objective of this study is to investi-
gate the compatibility of gallium with .candidate structural materials for ITER first-wall/blanket systems.

SUMMARY

Scoping tests were conducted on compatibility of gallium with candidate structural materials, e.g.,
Type 316 SS, Inconel 625, and Nb--5 Mo-I Zr alloy, as well as Armco iron, Nickel 270, and pure
chromium. Type 316 stainless steel is least resistant and Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr alloy is most resistant to corro-
sicn in static gallium. At 400°C, corrosion rates are =4.0, 0.5, and 0.03 mm/y for Type 316 SS, Inconel
625, and Nb--5 Mo-1 Zr alloy, respectively. The pure metals react rapidly with gallium. In contrast to
findings in earlier studies, pure iron shows greater corrosion than does nickel. The corrosion rates at 400"C
are >_90 and 17 mm/y, respectively, for Armco iron and Nickel 270. The results indicate that at tempera-

tures up to 400°C, corrosion occurs primarily by dissolution accompanied by formation of metal/gallium
intermetallic compounds.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Gallium has a high affinity for most engineering metals and alloys. Pure metals such as aluminum,
zinc, and tin disintegrate in liquid gallium at 30°C. The refractory metals and ceramics show the greatest
stability in gallium. Gallium can be contained successfully in beryllium, tantalum, stabilized ZrO2, or
Pyrex glass at temperatures up to 450°C; in tungsten, rhenium, or graphite at temperatures up to 800°C,
and in refractory oxides (such as sintered BeO or A1203) and vitreous quartz at 1000°C or higher. 1-3

Corrosion occurs primarily by dissolution due to solubility of metals in gallium which results in
metal recession and weight loss, and at higher temperatures also by diffusion into the metal, which leads to

formation of surface scale and weight gain. For most metals, dissolution is accompanied by formation of
metal/gallium intermetallic compounds from the saturated solution. The solubility and corrosion of pure
metals in gallium have been investigated. 4-8 Figure 1 shows solubility of pure metals in gallium at 200-
700"C. Unlike alkali metals, where solubility represents a saturated solution in equilibrium with purc
metal, solubility in gallium is based on a saturated solution in equilibrium with an intermetallic compound.
For most engineering metals, the intermetallic compound is of the form MGa3 or MGa4. Solubility data
at a given temperature, e.g., 400oC, show a periodicity with atomic number similar to that observed in
other low-melting metals, e.g., mercury, indium, tin, lead, bismuth, lithium, sodium, or potassium.
Although the absolute value of solubility may vary for the various liquid metals, in all cases a minimum in
solubility is observed for beryllium, boron, vanadium, niobium, molybdenum, tantalum, tungsten, rhe-
nium, and osmium. 8

Work supported by Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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Figure 1. Solubility of pure metals in gallium at 200-700 °C

Corrosion data correlate well with solubility, i.e., metals with high solubility show poor corrosion
resistance. At 400°C, both solubility and corrosion of nickel in gallium are more than one order of magni-
tude greater than for iron. 7,9 Various high-alloy ferritic and martensitic steels and austenitic stainless

steels (SSs) show fair resistance to corrosion in gallium at temperatures up to 400°C, i.e., a corrosion rate
of <1 mm/y. 9 In general, corrosion rates of high-alloy steels decrease with increasing chromium content,
while changes in nickel content have little or no effect on corrosion. Additions of aluminum to nickel-

chromium steels increase corrosion rates, and titanium additions decrease corrosion rates in gallium. 9 This
report presents results of scoping tests on compatibility of gallium with candidate structural materials for

ITER first-wall/blanket systems, e.g., Type 316 SS, Inconel 625, and Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr alloy. Armco iron,
Nickel 270, and pure chromium were also included in the study as reference materials.

Experimental Procedures

Corrosion tests were conducted in alumina capsules (= 1l-mm inner diameter and 254-mm length)
with a threaded metal fitting at the top end for sealing. The capsules were filled with =11 cm3 (=65 g) of
gallium, capped, and sealed in a high-purity argon environment. The capsules were baked for 24 h at
425°C prior to the tests. Each capsule contained a single test specimen. An alumina rod (6.5-ram diameter
and 150-ram length) was placed in each capsule to ensure that the corrosion coupon would remain immersed
in gallium and to keep the specimen in place when the capsules were inverted during cooling. Corrosion
coupons (=10 x 20 x 0.4-1.1 mm) were prepared from Type 316 SS, Inconel 625, Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr alloy,
Nickel 270, Armco iron, and pure chromium. The coupons were bent into a U shape to study the effect of
cold work. Dimensions and weights of the specimenswere recorded after degreasing and cleaning.
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Corrosion tests were conducted at 300 and 400°C for times up to 3,000 h. In addition, the Type 316
SS specimens were also exposed at 200°C for up to 3,000 h. After testing, the capsules were inverted and
the gallium drained from the specimens to prevent possible deposition of corrosion products on the speci-
men surface during cooling. Corrosion coupons were washed in a warm solution of soap and water to re-

move gallium. If needed, a rubber scrubber was used to scrape any gallium adhering to the surface.
Specimen weight and dimensions were recorded after rinsing and drying. All specimens were examined met-
allographically to determine metal loss and thickness of the reaction layer. A schematic representation of
the corrosion behavior is shown in Fig. 2. Metal loss for each surface was determined from the initial
thickness of the corrosion coupon and sound metal remaining after the test.

m m u_,m

lM T ' Initial Thickness

S' Sound MetalS T

,r-'-.- _ ..... _..-_.- _. M'MetalLoss
L L: Reaction Layer
1

Figure ,. Schematic diagram showing typical measurements to determine corrosion behavior of
materials

Res_llts and Analysis

The corrosion test results for the various materials are given in Table 1. Nearly all corrosion
coupons gained weight after exposure; only the Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr alloy exposed at 400°C for 300 and
1,076 h lost weight. The pure metals react rapidly with gallium at 400°C. An =0.5-mm-thick iron spec-
imen reacted completely within 24 h, and =0.3-mm-thick chromium specimen disintegrated within 100 h.
In contrast to earlier results, 9 pure iron shows higher corrosion than nickel. The corrosion rates at 400°C
were estimated as _>10 and 2 lam/h for Armco iron and Nickel 270, respectively. A corrosion rate for
chromium cannot be estimated accurately because the chromium coupon was exposed only for 100 h (the
100-h result yielded a rate of >1.5 lam/h).

Armco iron shows significant corrosion even at 300°C; photomicrographs of the specimen exposed
to gallium for 300 h at 300°C are shown in Fig. 3. The specimen develops a very porous and thick reac-

tion layer that X-ray diffraction analysis reveals to be FeGa3, with gallium metal present in the pores. A
similar corrosion behavior is observed for Nickel 270; the reaction layer contains Ni2Ga3 and some NiGa4
in the region in contact with gallium. Most likely, the latter formed during cooling. Metallographic exam-
ination of the reaction layers indicates that at the test temperatures, corrosion of nickel, chromium, and iron
occurs entirely by dissolution accompanied by formation of metal/gallium intermetallic compounds from
the saturated solution of gallium. Corrosion or dissolution can occur only with the growth of intermetallic
compounds. The growth of these compounds may co,_trol the overall taste of corrosion of most metals and
alloys. For nickel and iron, the reaction proceeds at the metal surface and an adherent but extremely porous
reaction layer grows outward into the melt. The process continues as long as gallium can reach the reaction
zone.
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Table 1. Corrosion behavior of materials exposed with gallium in sealed alumina capsules

Material Exposure Before E.xposure Change After Exposure Metal Reaction

and Temp. Time Weight Thickness Weigh_, Thickness Loss a Layer
Specimen (°C) (h) (mg) (mm) (mg/cm z) (l.tm) (I,tm) (I,tm)

Tv_ 316 SS
SSL4A 400 24 860,6 0.5405 31.2 137.8 21.3 90.2
SS-4F 400 48 854.1 0.5135 19.8 80.1 -3.0 37.1
SS--4B 400 100 900.1 0.5405 36.5 439.6 60.5 280.3
SS-4C 400 300 834,2 0.5675 362.6 980.4 130.0 620.2
SS-4E 400 1076 770,0 0.5675 394.5 1284.1 160.1 802.2

SS-3C-D 375 300 893,9 0.5135 169.3 451.8 48.3 274.2
SS-3C-C 350 300 937.3 0.5135 30.7 129.1 3.7 68.3
SS-3C-B 320 300 899,7 0.5135 2.7 23.2 -11.6 -

SS-3B 300 100 806.7 0.5135 2.7 22.7 -11.4 -
SS-3C-A 300 300 792.5 0.5405 0.3 -8.1 4.1 -
SS-3D 300 1008 845.5 0.5135 4.7 32.5 -7.4 8.9
SS-3E 300 3000 820.1 0.5405 8.4 27.3 9.6 23.3

SS-2C 200 300 743.2 0.5540 - -17.9 9.0 -
SS-2D 200 1000 870.1 0.5135 - 27.7 -13.9 -
SS-2E 200 3000 742.0 0.5675 0.1 -23.0 11.5 -

SS-24C b 200 300 856.5 0.5540 61.5 160.4 32.8 113.0
SS-24D b 200 1008 928.6 0.5135 69.9 208.6 18.4 122.7
SS-24E b 200 3000 792.6 0.5540 59.1 176.1 34.4 122.4

lnconei 625
IN--4A 400 24 2515.2 1.3696 17.4 23,7 -3.9 8.0
IN--4F 400 48 2465.4 1.3825 2.9 11.6 3.8 9.6
IN---4B 400 100 2441.1 1.3825 4.1 8.9 6.6 11.0
IN--4C 400 300 2471.0 1.3696 27.9 83.3 14.3 56.0
IN--4E 400 1076 2508.0 1.3567 82.9 293.8 56.5 203.4

IN-3B 300 100 2114.5 1.3825 4.6 0.5 -0.3 -
IN-3C 300 300 2447.7 1.3825 0.0 -0.5 0.3 -
IN-3D 300 1008 2443.3 1.3825 1.8 -17.5 8.8 -
IN-2E 300 3000 2427.8 1.3825 1.0 11.5 -5.8 -

Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr Alloy
NB--4F 400 24 1560.7 0.8602 1.0 10.6 5.3 -
NB.-.4B 400 100 1750.2 0.8602 3.9 -2.4 -1.2 -
NB..-4C 400 300 1746.2 0.8736 -0.1 6.3 3.2 -
NB--4E 400 1076 1704.7 0.8602 -5.1 7.1 3.6 -

NB-3B 300 100 1550.7 0.8602 0.8 -5.8 2.9 -
NB-3C 300 300 1701.7 0.8602 3.1 1.8 -0.9 -
NB-3D 300 1008 1714.2 0.8602 1.2 -0.2 0.1 -
NB-3E 300 3000 1874.7 0.8602 0.6 12.4 -6.2 -

FE--4F 400 24 744.1 0.4594 reacted completely to form FeOa3
FE--3B 300 100 765.0 0.4594 150.9 406.4 47.I 250.3
FE---3C 300 300 758.2 0.4594 346.4 1167.9 129.5 713.5

FE-3D 300 1008 785.5 0.4594 reactedcompletelytoformFeGa3

Nickel270
NI--4B 400 100 1320.3 0.7155 277.7 925.3 201.2 663.9

PureChromium
CR--4B 400 100 488.6 0.2921 disintegratedcompletelyintoCrGa4 crystals

a Negative value represe_t an increase in thickness. Accuracy of measurements :t:10 _m.
b Specimens exposed at 400"C for 24 h to ensure complete wetting prior to the exposure at 200"C.
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1 mm

Figure 3. Cross section ofArmco iron exposed to gallium at 300°C for 300 h

A somewhat different behavior is observed for chromium metal: the specimen disintegrated into small

crystals. The crystals were identified as CrGa4 by X-ray diffraction analyses. This indicates that the mech-
anism for corrosion of chromium is basically the same as that for nickel or iron, with the only difference
that the CrGa4 phase in equilibrium with the saturated solution of gallium does not adhere to the metal sur-
face.

Type 316 SS and Inconel 625 specimens show significant corrosion at 400°C and little or no corro-
sion at 300°C. Once again, the iron-base Type 316 SS shows greater corrosion than did the nickel-base
Inconel 625 alloy. At 400°C, the corrosion rate of Type 316 SS is nearly one order of magnitude greater
than that of Inconel 625. The Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr alloy showed no measurable corrosion at 300 or 400°C.
Metal loss for the various alloys and pure metals exposed to gallium at 300°C and 400°C is plotted as a
function of time in Fig. 4. Only approximate values of corrosion rates could be obtained for the various al-
loys exposed at 300°C; long-term corrosion data are needed for accurate estimates of corrosion rates.

In most cases, metal loss increases linearly with time, and the corrosion rates may be represented by
a single value. Corrosion rates for Type 316 SS exposed at 400°C, however, decrease with time. This be-
havior may be attributed to changes in the experimental conditions within the capsule. As discussed above,
corrosion may slow or stop completely when the intermetallic compounds form. This may happen in sev-
eral ways because of the limited quantity of gallium used in the experiments and also because of space re-
strictions. For example, corrosion on the inner surface of the U-shaped coupon will stop when the space
between the two sides of the specimen fills with reaction layer. This behavior was observed for the Type
316 specimen exposed at 400°C for 1076 h. Consequently, only values of metal loss up to 300 h were
used to determine the corrosion rate of Type 316 SS at 400°C. Short-term corrosion tests (300 h) were
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Figure 4. Metal lossfor candidate structural alloys andpure metals exposed to gallium at300 and 400'_C

conducted at 375, 350, and 320°C to better establish the temperature dependence of the corrosion rate of
Type 316 SS. The results show excellent agreement with 300-h tests at 400 and 300°C.

Photomicrographs of cross sections of Type 316 SS, Inconel 625, and Nb-5 Mo-I Zr alloy exposed
to gallium at 400°C are shown in Figs. 5-7. Type 316 SS and Inconel 625 develop a thick and porous re-
action layer similar to those of pure iron or nickel specimens. The Nb--5 Mo-1 Zr alloy shows little or no
reaction with gallium. The reaction layer on Type 316 SS consists primarily of FeGa3 and gallium and
also some CrGa4 in the region next to the steel surface; nickel-gallium compounds were not detected. The
reaction layer on lnconel 625 contains CrGa4 and gallium across the entire thickness, and also Ni2Ga3 in
the region next to the steel surface. The overall corrosion rate of these alloys is most likely controlled by
the rate of formation of these compounds. Corrosion rates of the alloys are lower than those of pure metals
because of differences in the morphology of reaction layer and/or differences in the rate of formation of these

multicomponent compounds. Microprobe and X-ray diffraction analyses of the specimens are in progress to
establish the mechanism of corrosion.

The results also indicate that cold work has no effect on corrosion of Type 316 SS and Inconel 625.
However, cold-worked (i.e., bent) regions of Nb--5 Mo-1 Zr alloy show some corrosive attack at 4000C
(Fig. 7). Entire grains seem to have broken from the surface. These are the only specimens that showed
weight loss after exposure. Metallographic examination of the specimens indicate that weight loss is due to
corrosive attack in cold-worked regions of the specimen.

An Arrhenius plot of the corrosion rates of various metals and alloys is shown in Fig. 8. In all
cases, linear metal-loss behavior was assumed to determine the corrosion rates. These values may represent
a conservative estimate of corrosion. Results for high-alloy steels Khl8N9T (Fe-18 Cr-9 Ni-0.6 Ti) and
KhN77TYu (Ni-21 Cr-2.6 Ti-0.8 AI) exposed to gallium under dynamic conditions (0.15 m/s flow ve-
locity) at 250 and 400°C are also included in the figure.9 Corrosion rates of Inconel 625 and Type 316 SS
at 400°C are comparable to those of Khl8N9T and KhN77TYu but show lower values at 250°C. The dif-
ferences are most likely due to velocity effects.
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Figure 5. Cross section of Type 316 stainless steel exposed to gallium at 400"C for 300 h

Figure 6. Cross section of lncone1625 exposed to gallium at 400°C for 1076 h
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Figure 7. Cross section of Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr alloy exposed to gallium at 400°C for 1076 h

Figure 8 can be used to establish the maximum temperature limit for gallium/structural alloy sys-
tems. A maximum corrosion rate is first defined on the basis of either the allowable change in section
thickness of the component or allowable mass transfer in the liquid metal system. The maximum operating
temperature corresponding to the maximum corrosion rate is then obtained from Fig. 8 for a specific al-
loy/gallium system. For example, the maximum surface temperature of a Type 316 SS component must
be <350°C to keep the corrosion rates below 250 lam/y. The niobium alloy can operate at higher tempera-
tures for the same corrosion criterion. It should be noted that Fig. 8 does not include the effects of system
variables such as velocity and AT on corrosion mass transfer.

CONCLUSIONS

Scoping tests have been conducted on the compatibility of gallium with candidate structural materi-
als, e.g., Type 316 SS, Inconel 625, and Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr alloy, as well as Armco iron, Nickel 270, and
pure chromium. The pure metals react rapidly with gallium. In contrast to earlier studies, pure iron shows
greater corrosion than does nickel. The corrosion rates for Armco iron and Nickel 270 at 400°C are _ and

17 mm/y, respectively. The results indicate that at 'o¢.mperaturesup to 400°C, corrosion occurs primarily
by dissolution accompanied by formation of metal/gallium intermetallic compounds. The growth of inter-
metallic compounds may control the overall rate of corrosion. Corrosion of iron-base Type 316 SS is
greater than that of nickel-base Inconel 625. The Nb-5 Mo-1 Zr alloy is most resistant to corrosion in
static gallium. At 400°C, corrosion rates are ---4.0,0.5, and 0.03 mm/y for Type 316 SS, Inconel 625, and
Nb-5 Mo--1 Zr alloy, respectively.
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FUTURE WORK

Compatibility tests are in progress o_ preoxidized Type 316 SS specimens. Tests are also planned
in an oxidizing environment to study the stability of oxide coatings in gallium.
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AQUEOUS STRESS CORROSION OF CANDIDATE AUSTENITIC STEELS FOR ITER
STRUCTURAl. APPLICATIONS" - W. K. Soppet, D. M. French, and T. F. Kassner
(Argonne National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

Austenitic stainless steels are being considered as a structural material for first-wall/blanket systems
in the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). 1 Information on stress corrosion
cracking (SCC) susceptibility of several candidate stainless steels under ITER-relevant conditions will help
to identify an optimal combination of structural material, coolant chemistry, and operational conditions for
ongoing ITER design work. The objective of this task is to provide baseline information on SCC
susceptibility of candidate stainless steels in oxygenated water that simulates many important parameters
anticipated in ITER first-wall/blanket systems. SCC tests will also be conducted under off-normal water
chemistry conditions and at higher temperatures to establish the performance limits of the materials.

SUMMARY

Susceptibility of crevice-weldment specimens of Types 316L and 316NG stainless steel (SS) to
SCC was investigated in slow-strain-rate-tensile (SSRT) tests in water that simulates important
parameters anticipated in first-wall/blanket systems. The SSRT tests were performed in oxygenated water
containing 0.06-10 ppm chloride at temperatures of 95 to 225°C to establish the effects of water purity and
temperature on SCC resistance. These steels, including weldments, exhibit good resistance to SCC under

crevice conditions at temperatures of <150°C in water containing <0.1 ppm chloride. It appears that Type
316NG SS is somewhat more resistant to SCC than Type 316L SS at temperatures >150°C in oxygenated
water containing 0.1-10 ppm chloride. Most specimens fractured in the base metal, and several others
fractured in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of the weld, but none failed in the weld metal.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

The research and development needs 2 of the ITER with respect to aqueous corrosion include
establishing a reliable data base on reference materials (viz., Types 316, 316L, and 316NG SS in the
solution-annealed, cold-worked, and welded conditions). A nominal ITER water chemistry would most
likely be high-purity water containing stable radiolysis/electrolysis products, e.g., dissolved 0 2, H20 2, and
H2 at ppm levels, and ionic species at ppb levels, namely, soluble corrosion products and impurities in the
makeup water and from release by ion-exchange resins in water purification systems. Higher
concentrations of ionic impurities (e.g., CI-, SO42- , H., etc.) in the coolant may be present during off-
normal operating and extended lay-up conditions of the system.

Previous work 3,4 focused on developing criteria to define the simulated ITER water chemistry and
establishing experimental methods for SSRT tests on noncrevice and crevice specimens. Results from

experiments to evaluate SCC susceptibility from SSRT tests on Types 316NG, 316, and 304 SS have been
reported previously. 5-10 No indication of SCC was observed in tests on noncrevice specimens of Type
316NG SS 8 in oxygenated water containing 0.1-1.0 ppm SO 2- at temperatures of 95 and 150°C and a
strain rate of 3 x 10-7 s1 Crevice specimens were also resistant to SCC in oxygenated water containing
0.1 ppm SO 2- at temperatures <150°C. 9 Predominantly ductile fracture (with a minor amount of
transgranular cracking, TGSCC) was observed in crevice specimens of Type 316NG SS at higher
temperatures. Intergranular failure occurred in Type 304 SS crevice specimens heat treated to yield
sensitization values of 2 and 20 C.cm -2 by electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation. 8,9 Initial tests on

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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temperatures. Intergranular failure occurred in Type 304 SS crevice specimens heat treated to yield
sensitization values of 2 and 20 C.cm -2 by electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation. 8,9 Initial tests on
weldment specimens of Type 316L SS with matching filler metal, under crevice conditions in oxygenated
water containing 0.06-6.0 ppm chloride at 150-225°C, reve',.ded that most specimens fractured in the base
metal and that several others fractured in the HAZ of the weld, but that none failed in the weld metal. 10 In

this report, results from SSRT tests at 95 and 225°C on crevice-weldment specimens of Type 316NG SS
in air and in water containing 0 2, H20 2, and CI- are compared with similar data on weldment specimens of
Type 316L SS.

Experimental Proccot, res

Cylindrical tensile specimens with a 6.35 mm diameter and a 36.0 mm gage length were fabricated

from Types 316NG and 316L SS. The chemical composition of the materials used in these experiments is
given in Table 1. The experimental methods have been described in previous papers. 6'8-10 Crevice-
weldment specimens were created by drilling three small-diameter (=0.8-0.9 ram) through holes in the gage
section of the specimens, i.e., in the base metal, the HAZ of the weld (edge of the hole = 1-2 mm from the
fusion line), and in the weld metal, and placing austenitic SS pins in the holes to form tight crevices
(Fig. 1). The location of the hole in the HAZ was selected on the basis of experimental measurements and
model predictions of variations in degree of sensitization across this region in welds of 24-in.-diameter
Type 304 and 316 SS pipe. 11 This location corresponds to maximum sensitization (i.e., Cr depletion and
carbide precipitation at grain boundaries). Although sensitization does not occur in low--C grades of Types
316NG and 316L SS, this location may be synonymous with other thermal segregation processes involving
alloying elements and impurities in the steel. The w,"ldment specimens were tested in the as-received
condition without any heat treatment. Tests were carried to failure at strain rates of 1 x 10--5 s-1 in air and
3 x 10-7 s-1 in water in small-diameter autoclaves with a once-through water system.

Water chemistry was established by bubbling a 20% 02-80% N2 gas mixture through
deoxygenated/deionized feedwater (conductivity <0.2 p.S.cm-1) contained in a 130-liter SS tank to produce

a dissolved--oxygen concentration of =8.0 ppm. H20 2 (5.0 to 8.0 ppm) and NaCI (0.06 to 10.0 ppm CI-)
were added to the fecdwater before sparging with the gas mixture to ensure adequate mixing. An external
0.1M KCI/AgCI/Ag reference electrode, a thermocouple, and Pt and Type 304 SS electrcxtes were located at
the autoclave outlet to establish redox and open-circuit potential, respectively. The electrochemical
potentials measured during the expcriments were converted to the standard hydrogen elcctr(×le (SHE) scale by

using thermocell and liquid-junction potentials. 12

,._ -['_

LOCATEEDGEO I -- LOCATETHISHOLE
APPROX.1mmFROMWELD, INCENTEROF WELD.

Figure 1. Weld specimen fabricated from gas-metal-arc-welded plate
of Type 316L SS with matching filler metal. Crevices were
formed by inserting tight-fitting SS pins into the holes.
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The tests provide information on time-to-failure, total strain, maximum stress, and appearance of
fracture surfaces. The load applied to each specimen was recorded continuously as a function (_f time, and an
engineering-stress-versus-strain curve was prCxtuced for each specimen. Total elongation and reduction in
area were determined from measurements on the fractured specimens. The fracture surfaces were examined
by both optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to determine the fractions of reduced
cross-sectional ;u-eas with ductile, transgranular, and intcrgranui_u morphologies. 13

Results and Analysis

Cracking susceptibility can be assessed from various parameters. Total elongation, reduction in area,
and maximum stress are often used, as are fracture surface morphology and maximum crack length (either on
the fracture surface or on the sectioned surface after test interruption). Because of the high SCC resistance
of Type 316NG SS relative to that of sensitized Type 304 SS, it is difficult to quantify SCC behavior of
Type 316NG SS in terms of crack growth rate 14 from SSRT test results. An alternative, employed here, is
evaluation of SCC susceptibility in terms of the ratio of the strain at failure (eenv/eair) from companion
tests on identical specimens in water and in air. Values of the strain ratio <1.0 indicate environmentally
assisted cracking.

Results of SSRT tests at temtx;ratures of (X)to 289°C on crevice and noncrevice specimens of Types

316NG and 304 SS were presented previously. 6,8-10 The SSRT results in Tables 2 and 3 were obtained
from the engineering-stress (based on a cross-sectional area without subtracting the area ass_x:iated with the
hole) versus engineering-strain curves in air and water on identical specimens. Although the air tests were
performed at a higher strain rate (e.g., 1 x 10-5 s-l), the yield and ultimate strengths, total elongation,
reduction in area, and fracture morphology can be compared in the two environments to assess SCC
susceptibility. Because the tests were performed at two strain rates, time-to-failure is not a useful
parameter. Total elongation at failure appears to be the most promising measure of SCC susceptibility.
Consequently, the data in Tables 2 and 3 were analyzed on the basis of a strain-ratio parameter, namely,
Sr = eenv/eair at failure for identical specimen geometries. The strain ratios as a function of temperature
and chloride concentration in oxygenated water are given in Tables 4 and 5 for Types 3 loL and 316NG SS,
respectively.

It is well known that chloride concentration in oxygenated water significantly affects SCC and
pitting of austenitic stainless steels. 15-21 Most available SCC data pertain to standard-grade steels (e.g.,
Types 316 and 304 in the sensitized and solution-annealed conditions) under noncrevice conditions. As
temperature and chloride and/or dissolved-oxygen concentration in the water increase, these steels become
susceptible to SCC, particularly in the ::ensitizcd condition. 'l'ypes 316L and 316NG SS, both with low C
content and the latter with a controlled N content (0.0(r-0.1()%), are expected to be more resistant to SCC

in oxygenated water containing low levels of chloride.

The effects of chloride concentration and temperature on the strain ratio at failure from SSRT tests on
crevice-weldment specimens of Types 316L :rod 316NG SS are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The results
indicate that low-C-content Types 316L and 316NG SS are susceptible to TGSCC under crevice conditions
in high-temperature oxygenated water containing chloride at low concentrations (< 10 ppm). The curves in
Fig. 2 indicate that as the temperature increases (from 95 to 225°C), the critical chloride concentration in
water for the onset of SCC (a strain ratio of <1.0) is <0.1 ppm. The actual values at temperatures >150_C
for Type 316L SS can only be approximated from the results in Fig. 2. However, for chloride
concentrations >0.6 ppm in the bulk water, SCC is significant, as indicated by values of the strain ratio
between =0.3 and 0.7. The curves for Type 316NG SS at 95 and 225_C reveal that this material is
somewhat more resistant to SCC, e.g., at 225°C, the strain ratios are between =0.9 and 0.6, in contrast to

between =0.5 and 0.3 for Type 316L SS. Strain ratios for Type 316NG SS were =1.0 at 95°C, which is
indicative of no SCC in these environments. Figure 3 also illustrates the marked effect of temperature on
SCC of the steels.



Table 1. Composition of austenitic stainless steels (wt. %)

Alloy lteat No. Cr Ni Mo Mn Si Cu N C P S Fe

316NG NDE-28 17.79 13.58 2.59 1.77 0.52 0.10 0.110 0.014 0.020 0.002 Bal

316L 16650 16.50 10.39 2.09 1.78 0.43 0.19 0.054 0.018 0.026 0.013 Bal

316L a 4H3367 18.69 12.29 b 1.98 0.63 0.25 b 0.018 0.023 0.018 Bal

aType 316L SS filler metal for weld specimens of Heat 16650.

bNot analyzed.

Table 2. SCC susceptibility of Type 316NG SS crevice-weldment specimens a strained to failure

SSRT Parameters

Strain Feedwater Chemists) 'b Fail. Yield Max. Total Re.duct. Falure Potentials

Test Heat Teanp. Rate H20 2 0 2 C1- Cond. pH at Time Stress Stress Elong. in Area Region c Fracture 304 SS Pt

No. No. (°C) (s-1) (_m) (_m) (_[,m) _S.cm -1 ) 25°C (h) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (%) Morphology (mV[SIIE])

100 NDE 2.g 95 1 x 10 -5 air test 5.0 339 567 18.1 72 B 1.0 D -- - ¢._

101 NDE 28 95 3 x 10 -7 5.0 8.0 0.1 1.4 6.2 162 329 563 16.8 72 B 1.0 D 433 396 O:_

102 NDE 28 95 3 x 10- 7 5.0 8.5 1.0 4.2 6.3 172 348 570 18.3 69 B 1.0 Dd 443 389

103 NDE 28 95 3 x 10 -7 5.0 8.0 I0.0 34.5 6.5 171 327 568 18.1 54 HAZ 0.7 D, 0.3T 414 389

104 N'DE 28 225 3 x 10-7 5.5 8.0 0.1 0.9 6.2 139 260 497 14.9 63 B !.0 D 290 305

105 NDE 28 225 3 x 10- 7 6.0 8.0 1.0 4.0 6.3 101 266 458 11.6 55 B 0.7 D, 0.3 T 295 320

106 NDE 28 225 3 x 10- 7 6.0 8.0 10.0 35.9 6.2 68 296 411 10.0 44 B 0.5 D, 0.5 T 273 325

a Crevice SSRT specimen from a gas-metal-arc weldment of Type 316NG SS 28-in.--diameter pipe (Heat No. NDE 28).

bConductivity and pH were adjusted by addition of 0.1, 1.0, or 10.0 ppm CI- as NaCI.

cSpecimen failed in the base metal (B), in the heat affected zone (HAZ), or in the weld (W).

dSpecimen failed in the base metal but a crack was present in the HAZ.



Table 3. SCC susceptibility of Type 316L crevice-weldment specimens a strained to failure

SSRT Parameters

Strata Feedwater Chemistry b Fail. Yield Max. Total Re,duct. Fakae Potentials

Test Heat Temp. Rate H20 2 0 2 CI Cond. pll at Time Stress Stress Elong. in Area Region c Fracture 304 SS Pt

No. No. (°C) (s-1) (ppm) (_:M_rn) (l:_m) f_g.cm -1 ) 25oc 0a) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (%) Mor_olo_y (mV[SHE])

80 16650 150 1 x 10 -5 air test ...................... 4.4 296 497 15.7 66 B 1.0 D ....

82 16650 150 3 x 10 -7 7.0 8.0 0.06 1.5 6.01 152 281 498 16.2 65 B 0.9 D, 0.1 T 359 331

87 16650 150 3 x 10 -7 7.0 8.0 0.6 3.4 6.06 97 280 439 10.6 61 B 0.8 D, 0.2 T 359 367

83 16650 150 3 x 10 -7 7.0 8.0 6.0 23.0 5.95 96 291 456 10.4 52 ttAZ 0.8 D, 0.2 T .......

84 16650 175 1 x 10 -5 air test .................. 4.5 -992 493 16.1 67 B 1.0 D ........

86 16650 175 3 x 10 7 8.0 8.0 0.06 2.1 6.05 141 279 494 14.3 66 B 0.9 D, 0.1 T 333 349

85 16650 175 3 x 10 7 6.0 8.0 0.6 3.6 5.80 g9 281 434 9.2 52 B 0.8 D, 0.2 T 346 384

88 16650 200 1 x 10 -5 air test ................ 4.4 279 485 16.1 65 B 1.0 D ........

90 16650 200 3 x 10 -7 8.0 8.0 0.06 2.0 6.17 >80 276 >431 >6 d d - 246 246

89 16650 200 3 x 10 -7 7.0 8.0 0.6 3.6 5.60 70 275 ,,02 7.5 53 B 0.8 D, 0.2 T 280 287

91 16650 200 3 x 10 "7 8.0 8.0 6.0 21.6 6.02 61 247 338 6.6 39 ID'_Z 0.9 D, 0.1 T 295 346

OO
92 16650 225 1 x 10 -5 air test ........... 4.6 284 486 16.7 68 B 1.0 D .... ._

94 16650 225 3 x 10 -7 8.0 9.0 0.06 1.8 5.92 89 262 429 9.5 61 B 0.7 D, 0.3 T 284 307

93 16650 225 3 x 10 -7 8.0 8.0 0.6 4.0 5.86 58 270 388 5.9 54 B 0.6 D, 0.4 T e c

aCrevice SSRT specimen from a gas-metal-arc weldment of Type 316L SS plate (Heat No. 16650) and filler metal (Heat No. 4H3367).

bConductivity and pH were adjusted by addition of 0.06, 0.6, or 6.0 ppm C]- as NaC1.

CSpecimen failed in the base metal (B), in the heat affected zone (HAZ), or in the weld (W).

dSpecirnen did not fracture; test was terminated because of an equipment problem.

eReference electrode failed; no values were measured.
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Table 4. Influence of temperature on SCC susceptibility of Type 316L SS
crevice-weldment specimens a in oxygenated water containing various
chloride concentrations, based on strain ratio (eenv/eair) at failure

Test Temp. C1- Strain Test Temp. C1- Strain

No. (°C) (ppm) Ratio No. (°C) (ppm) Ratio

82/80 150 0.06 1.03 90/88 200 0.06 >0.4

87/80 150 0.6 0.68 89/88 200 0.6 0.47

83/80 150 6.0 0.66 91/88 200 6.0 0.41

86/84 175 0.06 0.89 94/92 225 0.06 0.57

85/84 175 0.6 0.57 93/92 225 0.6 0.35

aCrevice SSRT specimens from a gas-metal-arc weldment of Type 316L SS
plate (Heat No. 16650) and filler metal (Heat No. 4H3367).

1"able 5. Influence of temperature on SCC susceptibility of Type 316NG SS
crevice-weldment specimens a in oxygenated water containing various
chloride concentrations, based on strain ratio (Cenv/eair) at failure

Test Temp. Ci-- Strain Test Temp. CI-- Strain

No. (°C) (ppm) Ratio No. (°C) (ppm) Ratio

101/100 95 0.1 0.93 104/92 225 0.1 0.89

102/100 95 1.0 1.01 105/92 225 1.0 0.70

103/100 95 10.0 1.00 106/92 225 10.0 0.60

aCrevice SSRT specimens from a weldment in a 28-in.--diameter Type 316NG SS
pipe (Heat No. NDE 28).

v v_yw. 1 ! vvnv|vv I ""1 lvvlwv I i iif,_lvq i _llvvvlqt _ NoSCC '1 O 1 ........ O - -

"_ SCC "_"•; C
""_ 0.8 - _:. 0.8

•' - "
0 - '_

= 0.6 o
{: _- "_ 0,6 . 316NGSS
m., " m,- Crev.Weld

"_ 0.4 _ _ 0.4 O 95°C
_ 2 c " _ x 22s°cx 225°C

0.2 _ 0.2 , ....... i ........ _ ....... I ........ l , ,, "
0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 O0 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 100

Chloride (ppm) Chloride (ppm)

Figure 2. Strain ratio at failure vs. chloride concentration in oxyg('nn:,.d water at several temperatures
for SSRT crevice-weldment specimens of Type 316L SS and Type 316NG SS
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Figure 3. Strain ratio at failure vs. temperature for SSRT crevice-weldment specimens of
Types 316L and 316NG SS in oxygenated water containing 0.06-10 ppm chloride

As indicated in Tables 2 and 3, most of the specimens failed in the base metal and three specimens
failed in the HAZ of the weld, but no failures occurred in the weld metal. Fracture surfaces of the

specimens have been examined by SEM to determine the mode of cracking and to establish whether the
cracks initiated in the crevice as expected. Photomicrographs showed that the extent of TGSCC increased
with temperature at a constant chloride level in the water and with chloride concentration at a constant
temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

Types 316L and 316NG SS crevice-weldment specimens exhibit good resistance to SCC in SSRT
tests in oxygenated water containing _<0.1 ppm CI- at temperatures <150°C. This environment is

representative of a nominal coolant chemistry for an ITER first wall/blanket system, except for short-lived
radical species from radiolysis of water. Most of the Types 316L and 316NG SS crevice-weldment
specimens fractured in the base metal rather than in the HAZ of the weld or in the weld metal. From the

present results, it appears that the purity of bulk coolant water (e.g., CI- and SO 2- concentrations) will
have to be maintained to a high standard to mitigate SCC of low-C grades of austenitic SSs, particularly at
temperatures of >150°C. Present guidelines for the design and operation of water purification systems for
light-water--cooled fission reactors can bc employed to ensure that impurity levels in an ITER coolant are
maintained at levels that will limit corrosion and SCC of system materials.

FUTURE WORK

Additional SSRT tests will be conducted on crevice-weldment specimens of Type 316NG SS in
water containing dissolved O2, H202, and CI- to define the critical chloride concentration in oxygenated
water that is required for the onset of SCC. These data, when coupled with tlzepresent results, will be used
to determine the regime of temperature and chloride concentration at which these materials are resistant to

SCC under crevice conditions, and thereby establish the margin of pcrformance of the material under off-
normal or poor lay-up water chemistry conditions at temperatures of 95 to 225°C.
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FORMATION OF ELECTRICALLY INSULATING COATINGS ON ALUMINIDED VANADIUM-

BASE ALLOYS IN LIQUID LITHIUM* -- J.-H. Park and G. Dragel (Argonne National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) force and its subsequent influence on thermal hydraulics are major
concerns in the design of liquid-metal blankets for magnetic fusion reactors (MFRs). The objective of this
study is to develop in-situ stable electrically insulating coatings at the liquid-metal/structural-material
interface to prevent adverse MHD-generated currents from passing through the structural walls. 1-3

SUMMARY

Aluminide coatings were produced on vanadium and vanadium-base alloys 4,5 by exposure of the
materials to liquid lithium that contained 3-5 at.% dissolved aluminum in sealed capsules at temperatures
between 775 and 880°C. Reaction of the aluminide layer with dissolved nitrogen in liquid lithium provides
a means of developing an in-situ electrical insulator coating on the surface of the alloys. The electrical
resistivity of AIN coatings on aluminided V and and V-20 wt.% Ti was deternlined in-situ.

INTRODUCTION

Corrosion resistance of structural materials, and the MHD force and its subsequent influence on
thermal hydraulics, are major concerns in the design of liquid-metal cooling systems. 13 The objective of
this study is to develop in-situ electrically insulating coatings at the liquid-metal/structural-material
interface. The electrically insulating coatings should be capable of forming on various shapes such as the
inside of tubes or on irregular shapes during operational conditions to prevent adverse MHD-generated
currents from passing through the structural walls. The coatings could also improve general corrosion
resistance and act as a diffusion barrier for hydrogen isotopes, viz., deuterium and tritium. Aluminide
coatings on vanadium and vanadium-base alloys can react with nitrogen in lithium to form a thin
electrically insulating AIN film.

COATING METHODS

Nitride coatings (e.g., AIN, TiN, etc.) on aluminide layers and Ti can be produced in an Li + Li3N

mixture, based on thermodynamic considerations 6 and the Li-Li3 N phase diagram. The melting points of
Li and Li3N are 180.6 and 815°C, respectively. The liquidus temperature increases monotonically as the

nitrogen concentration increases. 7 However, an Li-Li3N mixture at a given temperature provides a means

of establishing a fixed nitrogen partial pressure that corresponds to the thermodynamic equilibrium for the
two-phase mixture.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A nitride coating (TIN) on Ti was produced in an Li-Li3N mixture at temperatures between 200 and

807°C. Aluminized V and V-20%Ti capsules from previous experiments were filled with liquid Li that was
enriched in AI and N by adding A1 powder and Li3N. The capsules were heated to 700-850°C for 24-72 h.

Ik

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract W-3 I-109-Eng-38.
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The AI powder and Li3N facilitated the formation of AIN on the aluminide surface layer on the capsules.
Electrical resistivity of layers that formed was monitored a_ a function of time during the exposure.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure la is an SEM micrograph of a TiN layer on the surface of a Ti tube (1/4-in. outer diameter)
that formed in liquid Li containing Li3N. The TiN surface was bright in appearance after rinsing with
water. EDS analyses Were performed to determine the N concentration after exposure to Li.* Figure lb
shows that a significant amount of N was detected in samples exposed to Li at temperatures _>600°C.

Thermally Grown TiN 0_ " . , , . , ,

(775°C, 97 h in Li/Li_N) 0.4 •

Z 0.3

b

1°-,0.1 /

0 * _/

I I 1 l I l .__J I

200 400 800 800
T (°C)

Figure 1. (a) SEM photograph of surface of thermally grown layer of TiN on Ti in liquid lithium
containing N, and (b) N content of surface layers as afunction of exposure temperature

To determine the in-situ electrical conductivity of nitride layers, an aluminide coating was applied :o
the inside surface of V and V-20%Ti capsules, as described previously. The aluminide layer was then
nitrided in an Li-Li3N mixture in a system that also allowed measurement of electrical conductivity during

formation of the ,MN layer. Electrical resistance was determined from the slopes of potential drop vs.
current curves when the current through the coating layers was passed in the positive and negative directions
(Fig. 2). Because of the open--circuit potential across the coating layer (without supplying current), the
ohmic resistance across the coating layer was determined by Ohm's law, i.e.,
R (_)= [aE(Volt)/ai(Amp)].

Results of in-situ electrical conductivity measurements are shown in Fig. 2, and the dependence of
the ohmic resistance on temperature over the duration of the experiment is shown in Fig. 3. The coating
area (surface of the tube in contact with liquid Li) was 20 cm2. If we assume that the thickness of the AIN
film is =1 mm, the electrical conductivity at 700°C is consistent with literature values.8 However, thermal
cycling tends to decrease the resistivity, as shown in Fig. 3 for the second cycle. Ohmic resistance dropped
from =1.5 to 0.43 _ and remained constant after the temperature was increased to 800°C, where we expected
that the reaction between the aluminide layer and N would proceed at a higher rate and thereby show an
increase in resistance over the previous value of =1.5 _. This trend, if it had occurred, would indicate that
nitriding of spalled regions or defects (e.g., cracks or open boundaries) in the film occurs rapidly. However,
an ohmic resistance of =0.4 f_ may be adequate for an insulator coating in MFR applications.

I

Because the positions of the Ti(1)and N(k) peaks are very close to one another, the N concentra-
tion was determined by subtraction of the Ti(1)peak area from the EDS spectrum of TiN.
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Figure 4 shows SEM micrographs of an AIN film and a spalled area on an aluminided surface of
V-20%Ti, along with e.ectron--energy--dispersive-spectroscopy (EDS) spectra from the two regions. The
EDS results indicate a relatively high concentration of AI, N, and O in the coating compared to the spaUed
area. Elecu'ical resistivity of the AIN film was measured at room temperature after the cell was dissembled.
The ohmic resistance was >1012 f_, which indicates that it is a good electrical insulator.

AI AIN Coating
D

J! c

V Spalled Area

V ,i
AI ,_V

AIuminide/V-20Ti

Figure 4. (a) SEM micrograph of surface of AIN on aluminide layer on V-20%Ti,
(b) AIN and spalled area of coating, and (c) EDS spectra from AIN layer
and spalledarea in (b)

To rationalize the present conductivity measurements, the thermodynamic stability of several simple
oxides and nitrides has been considered. Figure 5a shows calculated equilibrium partial pressures of 02 and
N2 in the Li-AI-Y system as a function of temperature,9 and Fig. 5b shows a schematic thermochemical

diagram for the M-N-O system, where M denotes Al, Li, and Y. In these experiments, it is difficult to
exclude interactions with the gas-phase environment, especially 02 contamination. When 02 interacts
with liquid l..i and the O solubility limit is exceeded, Li20 will form. Because Li20 is the most stable
oxide in the Li-Al--O system, it is not likely that A!203 will form. Similarly, an AIN layer is not likely
to react with dissolved oxygen in Li to form AI203 because the latter is not stable in O-saturated Li.
Consequently, AIN can be a stable phase in liquid Li with a relatively high N2 partial pressure. Figure 5a
indicates that the stability of AIN is greater than that of Li3N over a wide temperature range. ,
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Figure 5. (a) Calculated equilibrium partial pressures of 02 and N2 in Li-AI-Y system and (b)

schematic thermochemical diagram for M-N-O system, where M represents Al or Li

Fomlation of an AIN film on an aluminide layer follows the reaction

Li3N + AI= 3Li + AIN, (1)

where the free--energy change, AG, is -25 kcal/mole at 500°C. If the AIN film cracks or spalls, the reaction
(Eq. 1) should take place and repair the film, provided that N is present in Li and the AI activity in the alloy
is sufficient for spontaneous reaction to occur. The main requirement is that the N level in Li be high
enough. If this is not the case, we must also consider the possibility of dissolution of the AIN film based
on the solubilities of AI and N in liquid Li, i.e.,

AIN = A.__[+ N (in Li). (2)

The AG for this reaction is +3,.2 kcal/mole; therefore, the equilibrium constant K for the reaction at
500°C is

K = 2 x 10.9 = aA] aN, (3)

when the activities for Li and AIN are assumed to be unity. The typical impurity level for N in Li is
=50--200 ppm. Therefore, the A! concentration in t,i must be in the range of 40-10 ppm at 500°C to
maintain the AIN layer. In capsule experiments, it is relatively easy to meet these criteria for the formation
and long-term stability of the AIN phase. In a forced-circulation loop under heat transfer conditions, the

effect of the temperature gradient throughout the system on the concentrations of AI and N in Li must be
considered so that the AIN film can be maintained at all temperature regions over long periods of time.

This will be explored in future work after additional information on the stability and resistivity of insulator
coatings is obtained in capsule tests. Subsequently, the results will be applied to an MFR system.

CONCLUSIONS

Surface modification via high-temperature liquid-phase deposition can provide intermetallic aluminide
coatings on V-base alloys. This process is facilitated in liquid Li because surface contamination by 02 or

oxide films is virtually eliminated, and the process to produce homogeneous coatings on various surface
shapes can be controlled by exposure time, temperature, and composition of the liquid metal. Conversion
of aluminide layers to an electrically insulating coating (e.g., an AIN film) in liquid Li was demonstrated.
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FUTURE STUDIES

Results of mechanical-property 1° and irradiation-damage 11,12 studies indi_:ate that V-5%Cr-5%Ti
is the most promising V-bas_ alloy for MFR applications. Consequently, the insulator development study
will focus on the V-5%Cr-5%Ti alloy.
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CORROSION FATIGUE OF CANDIDATE AUSTENITIC STEELS FOR ITER STRUCTURAL

APPLICATIONS" - W. E. Ruther and T. F. Kassner (Argonne National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

Austenitic stainless steels are being considered as a structural material for first-wall/blanket systems
in the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). 1 Information on the corrosion fatigue
properties of candidate stainless steels under ITER-relevant conditions will help to identify an optimal
combination of structural material, coolant chemistry, and operational conditions for ongoing ITER design
work. The objective of this task is to provide baseline information on corrosion fatigue of candidate
stainless steels in oxygenated water that simulates many important parameters anticipated in ITER first-
wall/blanket systems. Tests will also be conducted under off-normal water chemistry conditions and over a
range of temperatures to establish the performance limits of the materials.

SUMMARY

Crack-growth-rate (CGR) tests were performed on l-in.-thick (IT) compact-tension (CT)
specimens of Types 316NG and 316L stainless steel (SS) in oxygenated water containing 0-5 ppm CI- at
150, 185, and 225°C. The results obtained under cyclic loading conditions at stress intensity factors of =27
to 39 MPa.m 1/2 indicate that environmental enhancement of the rates increases with CI- concentrations

>0.1 ppm at 150°C in comparison with calculated rates in air under the specific loading conditions. In
contrast, at the higher temperatures the CGRs were not affected by CI- in oxygenated water but were greater
than the predicted rates in air by one order of magnitude.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Research and development needs 2 of the ITER with respect to aqueous corrosion include establishing
a reliable data base on reference materials, viz., Types 316, 316L, and 316NG SS in the solution-annealed,
cold-worked, and welded conditions. A nominal ITER water chemistry would most likely be high-purity

(HP) water (a) containing stable radiolysis/electrolysis products, e.g., dissolved 0 2, H20 2, and H2 at ppm
levels, and (b) ionic species at ppb levels, namely, soluble corrosion products and impurities in the makeup
water and from release by ion-exchange resins in water purification systems. Higher concentrations of

ionic impurities (e.g., CI-, SO24- , H+, etc.) in the coolant may be present during off-normal operating and
extended lay-up conditions of the system.

Although the nominal ITER coolant operating temperature in an initial design was :60°C, periodic
increases to 150°C and above were envisaged. Mechanical loads and temperature gradients across the first-
wall structure will produce both static and cyclic stresses, which when coupled with residual tensile stresses
associated with welds, can exceed the yield strength of the material. Tensile stresses that exceed the yield
stress under ITER cyclic operation (: 104 cycles) are conducive to crack propagation under corrosion fatigue
conditions.

Previous work focused on susceptibility of Types 316NG, 316L, and 304 SS to stress corrosion
cracking (SCC) by slow-strain-rate-tensile (SSRT) tests. 3-7 No indication of SCC was observed in

tests 3 on noncrevice specimens of Type 316NG SS in oxy_genated water containing 0.1-1.0 ppm SO 2- at
temperatures of 95 and 150°C and a strain rate of 3 x 10Is 1. Crevice specimens were also resistant to
SCC in oxygenated water containing 0.1 ppm SO 2- at <150°C. 3-5 Predominantly ductile fracture (a

minor amount of transgranular cracking, or TGSCC) was observed in crevice specimens of Type 316NG SS

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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at higher temperatures. Intergranular failure occurred in crevice specimens of sensitized Type 304 SS. 6,7
Results described in this report are from corrosion fatigue tests in water containing dissolved oxygen and
CI- at 150, 185, and 225°C on fracture-mechanics specimens fabricated from Type 316L and two heats of
Type 316NG SS.

Experimental Procedur¢_

A large autoclave (-_6 L) equipped with an MTS hydraulic test system was used for fracture-
mechanics CGR tests on 1-in.-thick compact-tension (ITCT) specimens. The apparatus had a calibrated
load cell and a crack-length monitoring system for in-situ measurement of the crack length of each
specimen during the test. Crack lengths were determined by a DC potential-drop method, which can
resolve length changes of 0,025 ram. Standard ITCT specimens (ASTM E-399) of the same heats of steel
used in the SSRT tests, 3-7 viz., two specimens of Type 316NG and one specimen of Type 316L SS, all
with machined side grooves, were loaded in series. All specimens were solution-annealed for 0.5 h and then
heat treated at 650°C for 24 h, which simulates the material condition of a heat-affected zone in a typical

weld. The composition of the steels is given in Table 1.

?'able 1. Composition of Types 316NG and 316L stainless steels (wt.%)

Alloy Heat No. Cr Ni Mo Mn Si Cu N C P S Fe

316NG D440104 17.91 13.25 2.48 1.75 0.49 0.01 0.098 0.015 0.011 0.002 Bal

316NG 13198 16.51 10.70 2.08 1.63 0.64 0.20 (I.085 0.021 0.022 0.017 Bal

316L 16650 16.50 10.39 2.09 1.78 0.43 0.19 0.054 0.018 0.026 0.013 Bal

The specimens were fatigue-precracked in air at room temperature to introduce a sharp starter crack.
The tests were then conducted in water under a low-frequency cyclic-loading with a positive sawtooth
waveform at a frequency of 0.09 Hz, an R r:'tio of 0.7 (where R is the ratio of the minimum load to the
maximum load of 21.24 kN), and maximum stress intensity values, Kmax, ranging from =27 to
39 MPa.m 1/2 Stress intensity values were computed with the expression in ASTM Standard E-399,
together with compensation h_r the side grooves in the specimens. The electrochemical potential (ECP) of

Type 304 SS and a platinum electrode was also monitored during the CGR tests, and optical and scanning
electron microscopes were used to evaluate the fracture surface of the specimens and measure the final crack
length.

Water chemistry was established by bubbling a 20% 02-80% N 2 gas mixture through
deoxygenated/deionized feedwatcr (conductivity <0.1 I.tS.cm-1) contained in a 130-L SS tank to produce a
dissolved--oxygen concentration of =8.0 ppm. NaC! (0 to 5.0 ppm CI-) was added to the feedwater before
sparging with the gas mixture to ensure adequate mixing. Influent and effluent water chemistry was
monitored (pH, conductivity, and concentration of dissolved oxygen), and an electrochemical measurement
system with an 0.1M KCI/AgCI/Ag external reference electrode for redox and corrosion potential
measurements was located at the autoclave outlet. The measured ECP values were converted to the standard

hydrogen electrode (SHE) scale by using thermoccll and liquid-junction potentials. 8 The dissolved-oxygen
concentrations in the feed- and effluent watcr were measured with an Orbisphere oxygen meter.
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Resull_;

CGR tests have been completed on one set of three 1TCT specimens of Types 316NG and 316L SS
at 150, 185 and 225°C. The tests were conducted under low-frequency cyclic loading with a positive
sawtooth waveform (rise time of 10 s and fall time of 1 s) at a load ratio (R = Kmin/Kmax) of 0.7. The
water chemistry, loading conditions, and results of the CGR tests are given in Table 2. The CGRs
encompass the range of =-3 x 10-10 to 1 x 10-8 m.s -1 for the various test conditions. Figure 1 shows the
dependence of the CGRs on CI- concentration at 150 and 225°C. At 150°C, the CGRs increase with CI-

concentration >0.1 ppm in the oxygenated water; at 225°C the rates are quite high and are not dependent on
either alloy composition or Ci- concentration in water.

The dependence of the CGRs on temperature is shown in Fig. 2. The results indicate that rates
increase more slowly as the temperature increases, and in water containing 5 ppm CI-, a broad maximum
occurs at temperatures of =170-210°C. SSRT data by Ruther etal. 9 and Ford 10 suggest that
environmentally assisted CGRs of austenitic SSs peak at -.-200-225°C and that in HP water (conductivity
<0.2 l.tS.cm -1), CGRs decrease at both higher and lower temperatures. In tests by Ruther et al. 9 at higher
impurity levels (conductivity >0.9 l.tS.cm-1), no decrease was observed at higher temperatures. Because the
tests were pertbrmed only with H2SO 4 additions, it is not known whether this effect was associated with
specific chemical species or depends only on the overall impurity (conductivity) level. In fracture-
mechanics CGR tests at R = 0.95, Ruther et al. 9 confirmed that in HP water, CGRs at 320°C were much

lower than at 288°C. Andresen* found that CGRs in fracture-mechanics tests are typically 10-20 times
higher at 200°C than at 288°C. His data also suggest a sharp drop in CGRs at temperatures of >300°C in
HP water. At the end of the tests, the specimens were sectioned for metallographic examination. The crack
paths and fracture surface morphologies of the specimens indicate a predominantly transgranular mode.

Analysis;

Most of the available data on corrosion fatigue of piping and pressure vessel steels in aqueous
environments have been developed in support of light-water-reactor (LWR) technology in the United States
and abroad. Because Section XI of the ASME Code currently provides only an in-air design curve,

corrosion fatigue data in simulated boiling-water-reactor (BWR) environments, obtained at Argonne
Nation'a] Laboratory (ANL) and from the literature, have been analyzed to develop corrosion fatigue curves
for SSs in aqueous environments. 11 The approach is basically an update of the work of Gilman et al.,12
incorporating additional data that are now available. The modified equations from Section XI of the ASME
Code for fatigue crack growth of Type 304 SS in air (ASME air curve) and crack growth curves in 289°C
water 11 form a useful basis of comparison for our current results under specific loading conditions at lower
temperatures.

The CGR, /t , in the environment is written as a superposition of a term representing the
contribution of stress corrosion cracking (SCC), hscc ; a corrosion fatigue term, h env, representing the

additional CGR under cyclic loading due to the environment; and a mechanical fatigue term hair,
representing the fatigue crack growth in air:

h = asc C + aenv + hair. (1)

Private communication, Peter Andresen, General Electric Corporate R & D Center, to W. J. Shack,
Argonne National Lal'x)ratory, May 1991.



Table 2. Crack growth results for austenitic SS specimens a under cyclic loading in oxygenated water at 150, 185, and 225 °C

Electrode Loading

Water Chemistry Potential b Conditions c Crack Growth Parameters for Several Heats of Type 316NG SS

Test Test Oxygen C1- Cond. Rise Load Heat No. 13198 Heat No. 440104 }teat No. 16650

No. Time, d Temp., Cone., Cone.. at 25°C, 304 SS PI Time, Freq.. RaUo Krnax e. Growth Rate, Kmax e. Growth Rate. Km_txe. Growth Rate,

h "C ppm ppm l.tS.cm-I mV(SHE) mV(S}IE) s Hz MPa.ml/2 lO--lOm.s-I MP-a.ml/2 tO-10 ms-I MPa.ml/2 lO-10m-s -I

4 i88 150 8.9 0 0.09 -f -.| tO 0.0_ 0.7 27.4 2.7 27.1 2.5 27.3 2.8

5 120 150 9.3 O.l 0.47 -f -f I0 0.09 0.7 27.6 3_2 27.3 2.5 27.5 3.3

6 140 150 8.9 1.0 3.67 -I -| tO 0.09 0.7 28.3 7.,_$ 27.6 2.4 28.3 8.9

7 120 150 7.8 5.0 17.4 -1 -J- I O 0.09 0.7 29.5 17.2 28. l 7.5 29.7 18. l

/-3 28 225 8.1 5.0 17.4 -f -! I0 0.09 07 30.3 50. I 28.9 54.5 31.3 _9.5

9 28 225 8.9 1.0 3.67 -f _I I 0 0.09 G.7 31.0 39. I 29.8 46.8 32.7 65.3

I0 24 225 8,1 0. I 0.47 220 350 I0 0.09 0.7 32 0 56.1 30.8 63.4 34.1 76.3

I I 24 225 9.3 0 0.I0 210 370 I0 0.09 0.7 33.1 59.4 32.2 73.0 36.4 97.1 ¢._

12 29 185 8.7 0 O. I0 252 337 I 0 0.09 0.7 34. I 38.6 33. I 42.3 36.7 8.6 CI3

13 24 185 8.6 5.0 17.4 265 390 l 0 0.09 0.7 :15.6 82.2 34. I 54.5 38.9 105.0

a Compact tension specimens (ITCT) of T_q3e 316NG SS (Heat No. 13198; Specimen No. 4), (Heat No. 440104; Specimen No. 3), and Type 316L SS

(Heat No. 16650; Specimen No. l l) received the following heat treatment: solution-anneal at I050°C for 0.5 h followed by 650°C for 24 h.

b Electrochemical potential of Type 304 SS and platinum at the test temperature corrected to the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE).

c Rise time, frequency, and load ratio for the positive sawtooth waveform.

d After the chloride concentration in water was either increased or decreased, the system operated for =48 h before load cycling began.

e Stress intensity, Kma x, values at the end of the time period.

f Electrodes were shorted intemally; problem was corrected at the beginning of Test No. I0.
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Figure 1. Dependence of crack growth rates of Types 316NG and 316L SS on CI- concentration
in oxygenated water at 150 and 225 °C during high-R, low-frequency loading
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Figure 2. Dependence of crack growth rates of Types 316NG and 316L SS on reciprocal
temperature during high-R, low-frequency loading in lip oxygenated water and
oxygenated water containing 5 ppm Cl-

For the SCC term, the correlation given in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Report NUREG-
0313, Rev. 2, January 1988, is used for water chemistries with 8 ppm dissolved oxygen:

ascc = 2.1 x 10-13 K2.161 (re.s-l). (2)

The air term is given by the current ASME Section XI correlation at 288°C, based on the work of James
and Jones: 13

/lair =3.43x10 -12S(R)AK 33/T R (m.s -1)

S(R) =l+l.18R R<0.8

= --43.35 + 57.97 R R > 0.8 (3)
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where T R is the rise time of the loading waveform. Following Shoji et al. 14 and Gilman et al., 12 the
corrosion fatigue term is assumed to be related to hair through a power law,

• ,,,m
aenv = Aaair. (4)

The values of the coefficient A and the exponent m for water with 8 ppm dissolved oxygen at 288°C,
obtained by an empirical power-law curve fit to the existing data for R <0.9 (where cyclic loading
dominates and the stress corrosion term in the superposition model Eq. 1, can be ignored), are

A = 1.5 x 10-4 (5)

m = 0.5,

for CGRs in m.s -1 and K in MPa.m 1/2.

The available experimental data for sensitized Type 304 SS in water with 8 ppm dissolved oxygen at
288°C are compared in Fig. 3 with correlations based on Eqs. 1-5. In most cases, the correlations were

intended to be conservative but not necessarily upper bounds for all the data. The data from the ANL tests
in simulated BWR environments are summarized in Rcf. 15. The other data were obtained from the

literature (Refs. 16-22). Although it is clear that nonsensitized steels such as Types 316NG, CF-3M, and
solution-annealed 304 SS are much more resistant to SCC initiation, they show comparable
environmentally enh,'mced CGRs under cyclic loading.

lO_ - ........ I ' ' "'""'r ' ' ' " '"'1 '_'y
! Type 304 SS Sensitized_"J
: 288oc _ /-

=,o - ._o _ j

oy-,°o.w,oscc
.... aooo, _tC) 010 _ o*oo

1 I
10.11 I,/ t ...... t__________ ..... .

10"11 10"10 10-9 10 "8 10 .7

CGRair (m.sl)

Figure 3. Corrosion fatigue data for sensitized Type 304 SS
in water containing 8 ppm dissolved oxygen at
288 %' compared with models. Diagonal line
corre._ponds to crack growth in air.

The correlations (Eqs. 1-5) and data (Fig. 3) are based on tests at 288°C; relatively few data are
available in the literature on corrosion fatigue CGRs at other temperatures. The CGRs in Table 2 were
compared with those predicted by the m{xtified ASME Section XI fatigue crack growth correlation for Type
304 SS in air (Eq. 3) under the loading conditions in the different tests. The results are plotted in
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Figs. 4--6. Almost all of the data points in Fig. 4 and 5 fall above the diagonal line, i.e., the experimental
CGR values tn water are higher than the Code predictions in air by factors of =5 to 10. Under these loading

conditions, the environmental contribution to crack growth is significant. The results at 150°C (Fig. 6)
indicate that CGRs in water containing 1.0 and 0 ppm CI- are either consistent with or lower than the Code
predictions (diagonal line), respectively, which implies that crack growth is dominated by mechanical

fatigue. In oxygenated water containing 5 ppm CI- at 150°C, the environmental enhancement compared to
air is small (greater by a factor of =2). Because the Code curve is drawn at a 95% confidence level, it is not
surprising that in the absence of environmental effects, the Code predictions are somewhat conservative.

Although the present data (Figs, 4-6) are probably inadequate to completely quantify the effects of
temperature on CGRs in water, the correlations I 1 based on data at 288°C are consistent with results at 185
and 225°C, but are conservative for temperatures < 150°C.

10 .7 _- , , ,i_NTi I , i i,,,_,y' ''_I .... w , , _,,ri:

Types 316NG & 316L SS./...7/

225°c 7" _
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(289_C)

10.11 ...... ,t ........ i ......... l ...... ,.,.
10-11 101° 10.9 10.8 107

CGRair (m.s"1)

Figure 4. Corrosion fatigue data at 225 °C in water containing
8 ppm dissolved oxygen and 0-5 ppm CI- compared
with model. Diagonal line corresponds to crack
growth in air.

CONCLUSIONS

CGR tests were performed on a set of three 1TCT specimens of Types 316NG and 316L SS in
oxygenated water containing 0--5 ppm CI- at 150, 185, and 225°C. The results obtained at 225 and 185°C
at and R value of 0.7, a frequency of 0.09 Hz, and stress intensity factors of =27 to 39 MPa.m 1/2 indicate
environmental enhancement relative to calculated rates in air under the specific cyclic loading conditions. In
contrast, the data obtained at 150°C were consistent with the predicted rates in air, particularly at lower CI-
concentrations (i.e., <I ppm). Predictions of a model (developed at ANL 11) for corrosion fatigue of
austenitic SSs in aqueous environments at 288°C are consistent with data obtained at 185 and 225°C in this

study. The model must be modified to accurately predict CGRs at temperatures <170°C.
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Figure 5. Corrosion fatigue data at 185 °C in water containing
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FUTURE WORK

Crack growth rate tests will be conducted on another set of ITCT specimens from several heats of
Type 316NG SS in simulated ITER water chemistries under cyclic loading conditions. The tests will be
performed at higher load ratios and lower frequencies that are more typical of reactor loading conditions.
The influence of temperature on CGRs will also be investigated. This information will supplement the
existing data base developed for BWRs, as well as the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, ASTM
Standards, and other consensus codes and stan 'dards. The tests will provide a technical basis for selection of
appropriate crack growth curves for design and analysis, and will confirm that the chances of service-induced
cracking of a candidate material for ITER first-wall/blanket systems are small.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ALUMINIDE COATINGS ON VANADIUM-BASE ALLOYS

IN LIQUIDLITHIUM* _ J.-H. Park and G. Dragel (Argonne National Laboratory)

OBn_CTR/_

The corrosion resistance of structuralmaterialsandthe magnetohydrodynamic(MHD) force andits
subsequent influenceon thermal hydraulicsand corrosion aremajorconcerns in the design of liquid-metal
blankets for magnetic fusion reactors (MFRs). The objective of this study is to develop in-situ stable
coatings at the liquid-metal/structural-materialinterface,with emphasison coatings thatcan be convertedto
an electrically insulating film to prevent adverse MHD-generated currents from passing through the
structuralwalls.l-3

SUMMARY

Aluminide coatings were produced on vanadium and vanadium-base alloys4 by exposure of the
materials to liquid lithium that contained 3-5 at.% dissolved aluminum in sealed V and V-20 wt.% Ti
capsules at temperatures between 775 and 880°C. After each test, the capsules were opened and the samples
were examined by optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and analyzed by electron-
energy--dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray diffraction. Hardness of the coating layers and bulk alloys
was determined by microindentation techniques. The nature of the coatings, i.e., surface coverage,
thickness, and composition, varied with exposure time and temperature, solute concentration in lithium, and
alloy composition. Solute elements that yielded adherent coatings on various substrates can provide a
means of developing in-situ electrical insulator coatings by reaction of the reactive layers with dissolved
nitrogen in liquid lithium.

INTRODUCTION

The corrosion resistance of structuralmaterials and the MHD force and its subsequent influence on
thermal hydraulics are major concerns in the design of liquid-metal cooling systems.1-3 This study focuses
on the development of in-situ stable corrosion-resistant coatings at the liquid-metal/structural-material
interface. The coatings should be capable of (a) forming on variousshapes such as the inside of tubes or on
irregular shapes duringoperational conditions, (b) improving general corrosion resistance, and (c) acting as a
diffusion barrier for hydrogen isotopes, viz., deuterium and tritium.

COATING METHODS

Aluminide coatings that form on structuralalloys duringexposure to liquid Li that contain dissolved
AI suggest a means forproducing stable electrical insulator layers, such as AIN, by subsequent nitridation

of the intermetallic layer in the liquid-metal environment.4 The formation of several aluminides (VxAly)
that contain >40-50 at.% of AI on V-base alloys can be predictedfrom the V-AI phase diagram.5 The AI-
Li phase diagram5,6 indicates that AI is soluble in liquid Li, whereas V is not soluble in Li.7 These phase
relations make up the underlying basis for the formation of aluminide coatings on V and its alloys in liquid
Li. Aluminide coatings were produced on V and V-base alloys by exposure of the materials to liquid Li
that contained 3-5 at.% AI in sealed V and V-20%Ti capsules.4 The nature of aluminide coatings formed
on V, Ti, and V-base alloys containing Ti and Cr at 775-880°C is described in this report.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract W-3 I- 109-Eng-38.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Aluminide coatings were produced on V, Ti, and several V-base alloys (V-5%Ti, V-20%Ti, V-5%Cr-
5%Ti, and V-15%Cr-5%Ti) by exposure of the materials to liquid Li containing AI at temperatures of 775,
800, 860, and 880°C. The specimens and liquid Li were contained in V-20%Ti and V capsules that were
placed in a larger stainless steel container. An argon cover gas (99.999% pure) was maintained in the
system to prevent oxidation of the V capsules and the Li. The whole assembly was placed in a vertical
furnace. At the end of the test, the capsules were cut open above the Li level to remove the _mples. The
capsules were placed in a beaker of water to dissolve the small volume of Li and the samples were removed
and cleaned ultrasonically in acetone and ethanol and dried in air. The samples were examined by optical
microscopy and SEM, and analyzed by EDS and X-ray diffraction. Hardness of the coating layers and bulk
alloys was determined by Vickers indentation measurements with a Lei_ microhardness tester.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The effects of exposure time, temperature, environment above the Li, and capsule material (V and
V-20%Ti) on the formation of aluminide coatings were explored. Degree of surface coverage and thickness
of the layers varied considerably, depending on exposure time and temperature. At temperatures and

exposure times of <800°C and <90 h, respectively, the aluminide layers were not uniform. Figure 1 shows
the microstructures of aluminide coatings formed at 775°C for 87 h and 880°C for 48 h. At the lower
temperature, small grains on the surface began to connect with neighboring grains by a grain-growth
mechanism. At the higher temperature, the microstructure reveals that grain size is larger by at least one
order of magnitude. Dependence of AI concentration at the coating surface on temperature is shown for

several samples in Fig. 2. The EDS analysis of the coating surface was obtained over a region of
1,000 x 1,000 lt.tm.

Figure 1. Typical aluminide surface formed on V-5%Cr-5%Ti at 775 and 880°C

A typical cross section of an aluminide coating layer is shown in Fig. 3. Based on these SEM
photographs, the surface region is virtually defect-free, but an army of small defects is present beneath the
compact layer. These defects may be clustered near a dislocation zone that is depleted in A! and rich in Li
because of fast diffusion of Li via dislocations. Composition-vs.-depth profiles for the V and V-20%Ti
specimens are shown in Fig. 4. The depth of AI interdiffusion in V-20%Ti is =3-4 times greater than in
pure V at 860°C, which suggests a higher mobility of AI in V-20% Ti than in V.
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Figure 4. Chemical composition as afunction of depth for aluminide layers on (a) V-20%Ti and (b) V

Vickers hardness measurements of the aluminide layers and the underlying V and V-20%Ti alloy were
conducted at 25- and 50-g loads. The aluminide layers were harder than either V or V-20%Ti, which can be
attributed to interstitial AI atoms in the cubic lattice of V. Because the distribution on nonmetallic

elements (O, N, C, H) between V-base alloys and Li favors the Li, the alloys tend to become depleted in
these constituents during exposure to high-temperature Li. Consequently, the hardness increase is most
likely caused by diffusion of A! into V and V-20%Ti. Our experience indicates that V becomes more
ductile after exposure to liquid Li.

Figure 5 illustrates the high degree of coverage of an aluminide layer on a weld joint between a
V-20%Ti tube and a V disk, as well as in the crevice region where fusion did not occur. Ftgure 5a shows a
cross section of the capsule containing the weld zone; it reveals shallow penetration and a crevice between
the tube and the disc. Figure 5b shows this region in higher magnification. The aluminide coating is not
only present on the surface of the tube and the face of the disk, but also penetrates the 1-l.tmspace between
the V-20%Ti tube and V disk. The thickness of the coating in this region is similar to that on the inner
surface of the tube and the disk exposed to liquid Li. Figure 5c shows that the gap region between tube and
the edge of the disk (denoted by the arrow in Fig. 5a) has also been coated. The coating behavior suggests
that bulk diffusion is the main p,'ocess.

CONCLUSIONS

Surface modification via high-temperature liquid-phase deposition can provide intermetallic aluminide
coatings on various alloys, namely, V, V-5%Ti, V-20%Ti, V-5%Cr-5%Ti, V-15%Cr-5%Ti, and Ti. This
process is facilitated in liquid Li because surface contamination by 02 or oxide films is virtually eliminated
and the process to produce homogeneous coatings on various surface shapes can be controlled by exposure
time, temperature, and composition of the liquid metal. Coating integrity does not appear to be sensitive to
defects (e.g., open pores, fissures, or microcracks) present in the alloy substrate. Conversion of aluminide
layers to an electrical insulator coating (e.g., an AIN film) in liquid Li is being investigated.

FUTURE STUDIES

Results of mechanical-property 8 and irradiation-damage 9,10 studies indicate that V-5%Cr-5%Ti is
the most promising V-base alloy for MFR applications. Consequently, the coating development study will
focus on the V-5%Cr-5%Ti alloy.
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Figure 5. (a) Cross section of weld zone between V-20%Ti tube and V disk, (b) aluminide coating on
surface of tube and disk and in creviceregion between tube and disk, and (c) coating of gap
region between tubeand disk. denoted be arrow in (a)
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CERAMICS RADIATION EF|:ECTS ISSUFS FOR ITER-.-S. J. Zinkle (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

To review the key radiation efl'ects issues associated with the use of oct,unit insulators in near-term fusion
reactors.

SUMMARY

The key radiation effects issues associated with the successful operation of ceramic materials in
components of the planned Intenmtional Thennonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) are discussed.
Radiation-induced volume changes and degradation of the mechanical properties should not be a serious
issue for the fluences plmmed for ITER. On tl_e other hand, radiation-induced electrical degradation
effects may severely limit the allowable exposure of ceramic insulators. Degradation of the loss tangent
and thermal conductivity may also restrict the location of some components such as ICRIt feedthrough
insulators to positions far away from the fin'st wall. In-situ measurements suggest that the degradation of
physical properties in ceramics during irradiation is greater than that measured in postirradiation tests.
Additional in-situ data during neutron irradiation m'e needed before engineering designs for ITER can be
finalized.

INTRODUCTION

Ceramic insulators are integral parts of numerous components essential for the heating, control, and
diagnostic measurement of fusion plasmas. The proposed International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER) will be the Ca'stfusion plasma machine to receive significant mnounts of radiation damage
due to the anticipated extended periods of oper,'ttion with a deuterium-tritium fuel mixture, which
generates 14 MeV neutrons and intense ionizing radiation fields. As shown schematically in Figure l, the
anticipated radiation fields to be experienced by ceramic components in ITER rmlge from ionizing and
displacement _damage fluxes of <l Gy/s and <10 -10 dpa/s at the neutral beam insulators located several

meters outside of the vacuum vessel to ~104 Gy/s and ~10 6 dpa/s for diagnostic component insulators
located near the first wall (Clinard 1979, Scott et al. 1985, Zinkle and Hodgson 1992). Most of the_
cermnic insulators will have moderate electric fields (10 to 1000 Vhnm) applied during their operation. In
addition to maintaining adequate dimensional stability and mechanical properties through their design
lifetime, ceramic insulators must also maintain acceptable physical properties during irradiation. The
physical properties of greatest interest for fusion applications are elecuical conductivity (de and ac),
dielectric loss tangent at frequencies from 50 MHz to 200 Gllz, and thermal conductivity.

ORNL DWG 91Z-15776A
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Fig. 1. Range of ionizing and displacive radiation fluxes anticipated for cermnic components in ITEI_.
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As discussed by Zinkle and ttodgson (1992), radiation-induced swelling and mechanical property
degradation of cermnics typically become significant after damage levels greater than 1 dpa. This damage
level is in excess of the anticipated lifetime dose of many of the ceramic components in ITER.
Unfortunately, recent data suggests that significant degra&ltion in the physical properties of ceramic
insulators may occur during irradiation to doses much less than 1 dpa. A particularly important point
regarding the experimental me_tsurement of the physical properties of cer,'unics is that the value measured
during irradiation can be significantly different from the postirradiation value (Zinkle and Hodgson 1992).
This highlights the importance of obtaining data in-situ during irradiation, since the anticipated physical
property changes that occur during operation are the relevant parameters for fusion design purposes.
Unfortunately, with the exception of measurements of the transient radiation-induced electrical
conductivity in cer,'unics (with little or no displacement damage), there has been only a handful of in-situ
physical property measurements obtained on ceramics during irradiation. In the following sections, the
available data on in-situ measurements of changes in the electrical conductivity, loss tangent, and thenn',d
conductivity are summarized.

ELECTRICAL CONI)UCqlVITY

Ionizing radiation excites bound electrons from the valence band of insulators into the conduction band.
The resultant free electron-hole pairs are very mobile and can produce a large enhancement in the
electrical conductivity of insulators. The elcctric',d conductivity during irradiation is given by:

o"= o"o+KP/6 (1)

where so is the conductivity in the absence of a radiation field (base conductivity), and the _cond tenn
represents the radiation-induced conductivity (RIC) where R is the ionizing dose rate and K and d are
constants which depend on materbd and irradiation conditions (Rose 1955, van Lint et al. 1957, 1980,
Pells 1991b). It is generally observed that the RIC is proportional to the ionizing radiation flux (d = 1),
although the specific relation between RIC and flux depends on the details of electron-hole trapping and
recombination (and hence on experimental variables such as temperature and impurity content). Most
studies have found that the RIC is only weakly dependent on irradiation temperature (Zinkle and llodgson
1992). Figure 2 summ_trizes some RIC data that h,-ts been obtained on high-purity oxide insulators during
irradiation near r(x_m temperature (van I.int et al. 1968, Klaffky et al. 1980, Pells 1986, 1991b, ltodgson
and Clement 1986). The room temperature conductivity in the absence of radiation w_t,_<10-12/W-m in
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Fig. 2. Radiation induced conductivity of pure oxide ceramics measured during irradiation near room
temperature.
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these materials. The RIC for the three oxides shown in Fig. 2 is directly proportional to the ionizing dose
rate over a wide range (10 orders of magnitude) of flux. Since the maximum ionizing dose rate ass(_:iated
with a fusion reactor is -10 4 Gy/s, Fig. 2 indicates that the associated maximum RIC expected in pure
ceramic oxides in fusion reactor components would be -10-6/W-re. Although this conductivity is a
significant increase compared to the nonirradiatcd room temperature value of <1012/W-m, it is too low to
be of concern for fusion reactor insulator applications. The maximum conductivity allowable in fusion
insulators ranges from -10 -4 to l/W-m, depending on the application, ltence, based on prompt RIC
measurements alone, one would anticipate that cer,'unicinsulators should operate satisfactorily in a fusion
irradiation environment.

Recent in-situ studies have determined that there is an additional, potentially more serious, degradation of
the electrical resistivity of ceramic insulators that only occurs when displacement "damageand an electric
field are simultaneously present (along with ionizing radiation) during the irradiation (Ivanov et al. 1981,
Hodgson 1989, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, Pells 1991a, Shikama et al. 1992). Figure 3 shows the dose-
dependent electrical conductivity of A1203 measured in-situ during 1.8 MeV electron irradiation at 450°C
with an applied electric field of 130 V/ram (Hodgson 1989). The conductivity rapidly increased to a
plateau regime at the beginning of the irradiation due to ionization-induced RIC effects. However,
accumulated displacement damage in the presence of an applied electric field eventually caused the
conductivity to increase above this plateau level. Hodgson (1989, 1991, 1992a, 1992b) has shown that the
conductivity increase associated with accumulated displacement damage represents a permanent
degradation in the base conductivity So (Eq. 1) of the ceramic. As shown in Fig. 3, the base conductivity
measured in the absence of radiation (so) steadily increases with increasing dose and can become much
larger than the RIC component. Of particular importance is that, unlike RIC, this radiation induced
electrical degradation (RIED) represents a permanent degradation of the electrical conductivity and cannot
be recovered by thermal annealing (Pells 1991a). Permanent degradation in the electrical conductivity of
A1203 and MgAI204 above 10-4/W-m has been observed by Pells (l_)la) after light ion irradiation.
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Fig. 3. Fluence-dependent behavior of the electric',dconductivity of A1203 measured in-situ by ttodgson
(1989) during 1.8 MeV electron irradiation at 450°C with an applied tic electric field of 130 V/mm. The
ionizing dose rate was 2800 Gy/s.

Complete quantification of the magnitude of RIED is hampered by a lack of data on the influence of
electric field strength, temperature, and irradiation spectrum. In the absence of an applied electric field,
permanent electrical degradation apparently does not occur in irradiated ceramics. Instead, .severalstudies
have shown that ceramics often become better insulators after irradiation if an electric field is not applied
during the irradiation (Thatcher et al. 1964, Klaffky 1980, Zinkle and Hodgson 1992). As summarized by
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Zinkle and Hodgson (1992), significant permanent electrical degradation can occur if an electric field >10
Vhnm is applied during tile irradiation, and the degradation process is accelerated if the electric field is
greater than --60 V/mm. The degradation occurs for both dc and ac fields, up to at least 126 Mllz
(Hodgson 1992a). The electrical degradation process is apparently maximized at temperatures between
300 and 600°C (Zinkle and Hodgson 1992, Polls 1992a). This temperature dependence is consistent with
suggestions (Hodgson 1991) that the RIED may be associated with the formation of metallic precipitates
(colloids).

There are several indications that irradiation spectrum may have a significant influence on the kinetics of
RIED. In particular, there is considerable evidence that the elccu'ic_d degradation process is accelerated in
radiation environments with a high ratio of ionizing to displacive radiation. Figure 4 compares the results
of several recent RIED studies on A120 3 that have been performed at temperatures of 450 to 530°C using
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Fig. 4. Effect of extended irradiation in different radiation fields on the electrical conductivity of A1203.
The electric fields present during irradiation ranged from 130 V/iron (Hodgson 1991) to 500 V/ram (Pells
1991a and Shikama et al. 1992). The figure includes unpublished data by Zinkle and Kesternich obtained
with an applied electric field of 500 Vhmn.

electron, light ion, and fission reactor irradiation sources (llodgson 1991, Pells 1991a, Shikama et al.
1992). It can be seen that the dose requir_ to initiate significant permanent electrical degradation (>1 x

10-5/W-m) is <10.4 dpa for electron h'radiation, whereas >0.1 dpa is required to induce a similar amount
of degradation during fission neutron irradiation. The accelerated degradation process found in highly
ionizing environments such as electron irradiation may be due to the phenomenon of ionization-enhanced
diffusion (Zinkle 1993). For ITER design applications, the fission neutron data shown in Fig. 4 is the
closest match to the anticipated ionizing and displacement damage radiation fields in a fusion reactor first
wall or blanket. However, additional data are needed over a wide range of temperature and dose in order
to better assess the potential problems associated with RIFD in ceramic insulators. In particular, extended
in-situ neutron irradiation data ,are needed to determine if the RIED process causes the conductivity to
significantlyexceed 10"4/W-m (the maximum allowable conductivity for some fusion insulator
applications).

Due to the inherent difficulties associated with obtaining in-situ electrical conductivity data, there are only
a few published studies that have monitored the performance of ceramic insulators during neutron
irradiation with an applied electric field. As summarized by Thr_cher et al. (1964), no permanent
degradation was observed in ceramic insulators or capacitors after fission reactor irradiation at
temperatures of -250°C to damage levels of about 2 x 10-3 dpa. In addition, little or no degradation
occurred in A1203 or Y203 for neutron doses of 0.01 to 0.1 dpa at temperatures of 700 to 1100°C with an
applied field of -40 V/mm (Grossman and Kaznoff 1966, Ranken and Veca 1988, Ranken 1991).
Considering these data and other published RIED fission neutron studies (Gus¢kov and Sachkov 1959,
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lvanov et al. 1981, Shikama 1992), it appears that RIED should not be a serious ITER design concern for
damage levels less than 10-3 to 0.1 dpa, depending on the particuhai"cer,ainicand irradiation temperature.
Further study is clearly needed to improve the data base for HER ceramic insulator engineering designs.

DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES ATRADIO FREQt,IENCIES

The power absorbed by a low-loss dielectric from ,'inincident electromagnetic wave is given by

P = oge'tan_E 2 (2)

where w is the angular frequency of the ac electric field with root mean square amplitude E, e¢ is the
dielectric permittivity, and tan d is the loss tangent (Kingery et al. I976). For ITER applications, the
dielectric loss factor, e¢ tail d, should be less than 10.2 for ion cyclotron (-100 MHz) heating applications
and less than about 10-5 for electron cyclotron(-100 GHz) heating applications to avoid excessive heating
in the dielectric. The dielectric permittivity of most ceramic insulators is approximately 10eo over a wide
range of temperature and frequency, where eo is the permittivity of free space. The value of tan d for low-
loss dielectrics is depei_dent on temperature and frequency (Heidinger 1991). Typical unirradiated loss
tangent values for a low-loss dielectric such as single crystal alumina at a frequency of 100 MHz are --10-4
at room temperature and -10 .6 at 77 K.

Radiation-induced changes in the dielectric properties occur mainly in the loss tangent; most studies have
found that the dielectric constant remains within 5% of its nonirradiated value (Zinkle and Hodgson
1992). The radiation-induced changes in the loss tangent can be described by two main components
(Kingery et al. 1976, Pells and Hill 1986):

Z" eotan& = _____a+__ (3)
E' 09 E'

The first term represents electrical conductivity (s) joule heating losses associated with RIC and RIED.
The second term represents polarization losses associated with the accumulation of displacement damage
tn the form of point defects or defect,clusters, where c_<is the imaginary part of the electric susceptibility.
From Eq. (3) the loss tangent increase at a frequency of 100MHz associated with RIC or RIED during
irradiation is simply:

(Atan &)e= 18o" (4)

wheres is measuredin unitsof (W-m)"1andassuminga typical dielectricconstantof e¢/eo= 10. It canbe
seen from Eq. (4) that an electrical conductivity of -5 xl0"5/W-m in the dielectric produces an

unacceptable loss tangent increase of 10-3 in ceramic components at frequencies relevant for ion cyclotron
heating (100 MHz). Similarly, an unacceptable loss tangent increase of 10.6 also occurs at electron
cyclotron heating frequencies (-100 GHz) for a ceramic electrical conductivity of-5 x 10-5/W-re. Hence,
considerations of RIC and RIED are even more important for dielectrics in radio frequency heating
components than for dc fusion insulator applications.

Postirradiation measurements have generally found that neutron doses in excess of 0.1 dpa are required to
increase the room temperature loss tangent of low-loss ceramics to l0 -3 (Heidinger 1991, Zinkle and
Hodgson 1992). However, it should be recognized that these postirradiation measurements did not detect
the electrical conductivity contribution associated with RIC or RIED (Eq. 4), since an electric field was
not applied during the irradiation. In-situ measurements during extended irradiation with anapplied
electric field must be performed to assess the nmgnitudeof this component of the loss tangent degradation.
In addition, Buckley and Agnew (1988) have shown that a significant amount of the loss tangent increase
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that is present immediately after irradiation is recovered by annealing at room temperature for several
hours. Postirradiation measurements on neutron irradiated ceramic specimens are typically not performed
until weeks or months after the end of the irradiation. Hence, much of the displacement-induced loss
tangent degradation may have recovered prior to the measurements.

Figure 5 shows the loss tangent at 100 MHz measured in-situ for six different ceramic insulators during
pulsed fission neutron irradiation at room temperature (Stoller et al. 1992, Goulding et al. 1993). A large
transient increase in the loss tangent was observed in all six materials during the -30 ms pulse length, and
the loss tangent rapidly recovered to near the unirradiated value after the pulse. The in-situ loss tangent
increases during the irradiation pul_ were correlated with the ionizing radiation flux, and it was determined
by Pb shielding experiments that the transient loss tangent increases were due to RIC effects, as described
by Eq. (4). There was no correlation between the preirradiation (or post- irradiation) loss tangent and the
loss tangent measured during the irradiation pulse, which underscores the importance of in-situ
measurements for ITER design purposes. In a separate study, in-situ measurements made at higher
frequencies (1 to 10 GHz) did not record any significant increase in the loss tangent of several ceramics
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Fig. 5. Loss tangent of ceramic insulators measured in-situ before and during pulsed fission neutron
irradiation at room temperature (Goulding et al. 1993).

during pulsed neutron irradiation above their nonirradiated room temperature values of-10 -4 (Edelson et
al. 1969). The expected contribution of ionization-induced electrical conductivity (RIC) to the loss tangent
at these higher frequencies is small (~ 10"5) compared to the room temperature polarization losses (Eq. 3).
However, prompt RIC effects could still be significant at these frequencies, since the maximum loss tangent
that could be tolerated in a high power plasma heating system operating at 1 to 10 GHz (lower hybrid
regime) would be --10"5,which corresponds to an RIC of 5 x10"5/W-m.

There is only one known in-situ study thatexamined the effect of extended irradiation on the loss tangent.
Buckley and Agnew (1991) found that the dielectric loss factor (e¢ tan d) of AI20 3 increased above an

unacceptable level of 10-2 at 60 MHz during room temperature proton irradiation after a displacement
dose of only -10 .3 dpa. An rf electric field of -10 V/mm was applied during the irradiation. In view of
the apparent strong influence of irradiation spectrum on the RIED measurements (Fig. 4), it appears
essential for ITER design purposes that extended in-situ neutron irradiation experiments must be
performed to confirm if a similar rapid degradation of the loss tangent occurs during neutron irradiation
with a fusion-relevant applied rf field.
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THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

A highthermalconductivityisdesirabletominimizethermalstressesthatcouldleadtomechanicalfailure
ofceramiccomponentssuchasrfwindowsand insulatingfeedthroughs.Postirradiationmeasurements
have found that the room temperature thermal conductivity of ceramics is reduced to 10 to 50% of the
unirradiated value after neutron irradiation to doses of ~0.1 dpa, and that further irradiation produces an
apparent saturation in the conductivity degradation (WuUaert et al. 1964, Wilks 1968, Sandakov et al.
1984, Rohde and Schulz 1990, Heidinger 1991, Yano and Iseki 1991). The rate of degradation of the
thermal conductivity for ceramics irradiated or measured at cryogenic temperatures is proportionally much
greater (Berman et al. 1955, McDonald 1963, Pryor et al. 1964, Salce and de Goer 1988).

These postirradiation results must be considered lower limits to the amount of thermal conductivity
degradation that would occur during irradiation, since substantial annealing of point defects and small
point defect clusters may occur at room temperature during the time interval between the end of the
irradiation and the start of the postirradiation measurements (typically several months). The limited
amount of published in-situ thermal conductivity data indicates that post- irradiation annealing at room
temperature may induce a significant (:>30%) recovery of the thermal conductivity degradation in some
cases (McDonald 1963, Keilholtz et al. 1964, Davis 1966). Postirradiation annealing effects become
insignificant for ceramics irradiated at temperatures well above room temperature.

In contrast to the electrical conductivity and loss tangent behavior, there does not appear to be any prompt
degradation in the thermal conductivity of ceramics associated with ionizing radiation; no instantaneous
changes in the thermal conductivity occurred during low flux (~1 Gy/s, ~10 "10 dpa/s) fission reactor
irradiations as the neutron source was turned on and off (McDonald 1963, Davis 1966). Figure 6 shows
the calculated degradation in the thermal conductivity of A1203 at 400 K due to increased phonon-electron

scattering associated with RIC (White 1993). It can be seen that RIC values as high as 10"2/W-m produce
a negligible (<0.1%) degradation in the thermal conductivity.
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Fig. 6. Calculated fractional decrease in the thermal conductivity of A1203 due to radiation induced
electrical conductivity (electron-phonon scattering) at 400 K.

Point defects and small defect clusters are effective phonon scatterers, and hence can cause large
degradations in the thermal conductivity of ceramics (Klemens et al. 1976, White 1993). Calculations by
White (1993) indicate that a point defect concentration of 1 at. % can produce -40% degradation in the
thermal conductivity of A1203 at 400 K. Such point defect concentrations have been indirectly observed
from lattice parameter and density measurements on ceramics after neutron irradiation near room
temperature to damage levels of about 0.1 dpa (Wullaert et al. 1964, Thorne et al. 1967, Wilks 1968,
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Palentine 1980). Since point defects can recombine or coalesce during postirradiation annealing at room
temperature, there is a strong need for in-situ thermal conductivity measurements to assess the amount of
degradation that occurs during irradiation.

In-situ measurements are generally not needed for high temperature (>400°C) applications, since
significant defect annealing will occur during the irradiation and subsequent postirradiation annealing at
room temperature would be insignificant. However, it should be recognized that the amount at thermal
conductivity degradation that occurs as the result of high-temperature irradiation (measured in-situ or
postirradiation) will generallydepend on the irradiation flux, due to defect annealing that occurs during
the irradiation (Keilholtz et al. 1964). Hence, application of postirradiation thermal conductivity data
must take into consideration the irradiation flux along with the accumulated amount of displacement
damage.

A final concern is the possibility that different radiation-induced defect microstructures may develop in
ceramics irradiated under fusion-relev_mt electric fields and mechanical stresses. In particular, the
possible formation of colloids (metallic precipitates) in ceramics irradiated in the presence of an electric
field would introduce an additional component to the thermal conductivity degradation since these
colloids would be effective phonon scatterers (Klemens et al. 1976, White 1993).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Due to their relative ease and lower cost, postirradiation measurements have been used almost exclusively
over in-situ measurements in radiation effects studies on materials. Although a large amount of
postirradiation physical property data has been accumulated on ceraanic insulators, this data pool is not
directly relevant for ITER design purposes since it is generally an hnproper measurement of the in-situ
degradation. There are two reasons why in-situ measurements are needed for an accurate assessment of
the potential performance of ceramic components in a radiation environment. First, in-situ measurements
can detect transient property changes that occur flilfiag irradiation that either vanish quickly (e.g., RIC) or
gradually recover (e.g., point defect mmealing) after irradiation, and hence would not be fully detected in
postirradiation measurements. Second, the recent discovery of new radiation-induced phenomena such as
RIED demonstrates that the microstructural development during irradiation will, in general, depend
strongly on the electro-mechanical environment in addition to the irradiation spectrum. This consideration
requires that irradiations be performed with applied electric fields and mechanical stresses that are
comparable to the intended fusion component operating condition. For example, the possibility that
applied mechanical loads during irradiation might accelerate the mechanical property degradation of
ceramics beyond that observed in conventional post- irradiation tests (due to radiation-enhanced crack
initiation or stress corrosion cracking) should be investigated.

It appears at the present time that the useful lifetime of ceramic insulators in fusion reactor components
will be controlled by deterioration in their physical properties (e.g., electrical conductivity or loss tangent)
rather than by structural degradation (e.g., swelling or flexure strength). Unacceptable degradation in the
physical properties of ceramic insulators may occur after dmnage levels as low as 10-3 dpa, depending on
temperature, radiation spectrum, dose rate, and the electro-mechanical environment. This corresponds to
less than one hour of full power operation in the first wall region of ITER.

In-situ studies at ITER-relevant radiation fluxes (ionizing and displacive) are urgently needed before the
ITER engineering designs can be finalized. RIED effects associated with microstructurad changes during
irradiation with an applied electric field may cause unacceptable degradation in both the electrical
resistivity and rf loss tangent of ceraanic insulators at very low doses. There is some encouraging
evidence from the limited number of published in-situ studies that operation of ceramic components at low
(<200°C) or very high (>700°C) temperatures may suppress the development of RIED. A comparison of
in-situ data obtained from various irradiation sources suggests that highly ionizing radiation sources such
as electrons or light ions produce an acceleration of the RIED process compared to neutron irradiation
results (Fig. 4). ttowever, in recognition of the present lack of comprehensive in-situ neutron irradiation
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studies, the electron and ion irradiation results should be considered to be more appropriate for ITER
design purposes than conventional postirradiation data obtained on neutron irradiated specimens.
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F_JZFECTOF IRRADIATION SPECTRUM ON TIlE MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION IN OXIDE

CERAMICS -- S.J. Zinkle (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

To summarize recent microstructural evidence for ionization enhanced diffusion obtained on ion-irradiatexl
oxide ceramics.

SUMMARY

Cross section transmission electron microscopy was utilized to examine the radiation-induced
microstructural changes in oxide ceramics after irradiation with a wide variety of ion beams. The
microstructure showed a strong dependence on ion mass ,and energy. The microstructuml results have been
correlated with the calculated depth-dependent partitioning between ionization and displacement d,'unage.
This correlation indicates that defect clusters do not form in MgAI204 if the ratio of energy delx_sited into

electronic ionization to atomic displacements is greater than about 10. The corresponding ratio needed to
suppress defect cluster formation in MgO and AI203 is 500 to 1000. Additional microstructural evidence
obtained on the ion irradiated ceramic specimens suggests that the physical mechanism responsible for the
lack of defect clusters in highly ionizing radiation environments is associated with ionization-enhanced
diffusion (lED), which promotes annihilation of the point defects created by displacement 'damage during the
irradiation. The most important parameter for lED is the ratio of ionizing to displacive radiation, since this

is roughly proportional to the amount of ionization per dpa. However, the absolute magnitude of the
ionizing radiation flux is ,also important.

INTRODUCI'ION

In a previous report [1], microstructural evidence was presented which showed that irradiation of oxide
cermnics such as AI203 and MgAI20 4 with light ions caused a suppression in the nucleation of dislocation

loops compared to heavy ion or neutron irradiation. It was proposed that the suppression in dislocation
loop formation was associated with the high proportion of energy lost to electronic ionization events
compared to displacement damage events during light ion irradiation. In the present report, additional
microstructural evidence is presented which indicates that the suppression in dislocation loop nucleation is

due to enhanced point defect diffusion (as opposed to a modification in the production of point defects).

EXPERIMENTM., PROCEDURE

Polycrystalline blocks of A1203 (GE Lucalox or Wesgo A1995), MgO (Ube) and MgAI204 (Ceredyne)
were sliced into foils of 0.5 mm thickness, and 3qmn-dimneter TEM disks were cut from the foils. The

disks were mechanically polished with 0.5 I.un diamond paste, and then bombarded in a 3 x 3 array at room
temperature or 650°C in the triple ion beam accelerator facility [2] at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Table 1 lists the ion beam conditions which have been studied to date. The TRIM-90 [3] computer code
was used to calculate the depth-dependent ionizing and displacive radiation doses for an AI203 target. A
threshold displacement energy of 40 eV was used to calculate the displacements per atom (dpa) in AI203.
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This displacement energy is intermediate between the measured [4] threshold displacement energies of 24 eV
and 78 eV for the AI and O sublattices, respectively. The near-surface (0.5 I.tm depth) ionizing radiation
dose rate ranged from 0.1 to 10 MGy/s, whereas the ionizing to displacive absorbed dose (IDAD) ratio

Table 1. of Ion Beam Conditions

Ion Beam " Temp Flux Huence Dose at 0.5 I.un Peak MGy/S IDAD
°I2 (1016/m2-s) (1020/m 2) depth(dpa) dose_dpa) @ 0.5 [am .. @0.5 lain

1 MeV H + 650 60 170 0.1Y) 3.2 3 2000
650 60 20 0.01 0.4 3 2000
650 6 15 0.008 0.3 0.3 2000
650 8 3 0.002 0.06 0.4 2000

1 MeV He + 650 40 100 1 21 10 800
650 40 10 0.1 2.1 10 800
650 4 10 0.1 2.1 1 800
650 4 1 0.01 0.2 1 800

3 MeV C + 25 1.5 4 0.3 5 1 250
25 1.5 0.4 0.03 0.5 1 250
650 0.8 0.5 0.03 0.6 0.7 250
650 0.2 0.3 0.02 0.4 0.1 250
650 0.2 0.04 0.003 0.05 0.1 250

2.4 MeV Mg . 25 20 22 14 54 14 20
25 15 14 10 40 10 20
650 15 14 10 40 10 20

2 MeV AI. 25 11 30 30 90 7 13
25 11 12 10 35 7 13
650 11 40 30 100 7 13
650 11 15 14 45 7 13

650 11 5 4 14 7 13

4 MeV Zr 3+ 25 0.3 2.2 20 34 0.3 2.4
25 0.2 0.3 3 5 0.2 2.4
25 0.2 0.1 1 1.5 0.2 2.4
650 0.2 0.2 2 3 0.2 2.4
650 0.2 0.02 0.2 0.3 0.2 2.4

ranged from 2.4 to 2000. Figure 1 shows the calculated depth-dependent IDAD ratios for several of the ion
beams used in this study. The IDAD ratio for ion irradiations is simply obtained from the depth-dependent

ratio of the electronic stopping power to the nuclear stopping power.

Some of the C. ion irradiated specimens were coated with a thin layer of conductive carbon prior to
irradiation to ensure that specimen charging did not occur. The microstructure of these carbon-coated
specimens was found to be identical to that of uncoated specimens following irradiation.
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Figure 2 shows the typical microstructure h_rMgAI204 b'radiated with 4 MeV Zr+ ions, which have a low
IDAD ratio. A very high density of small dislocation loops were uniformly distributed throughout the
irradiation region. Microstructural analysis of spinel specimens irradiated with Zr+ ions at low doses, and
analysis of spinel specimens irradiated with 4 MeV Ar+ ions [6] indicates that the threshold dose for
observable dislocation loop formation in MgAI20 4 is <_0.1dpa. This result is in agreement with
observations on spinel irradiated with Xe+ ions [7] and fission neutrons [81.

Figure 3 shows the cross section microstructure of A1203after 3 MeV C+ ion irradiation to a fluence of 3 x
1019C+/m2. This produced a displacement dmnage level of about 0.4 dpa at the dmnage peak (2 Bm depth)
and a damage level of about 0.02 dpa at a depth of 0.5 p.m. Small dislocation loops were observable
between deplhs of about 0.5 Bm and 2 I.tm, which suggests that the threshold dose for observable
dislocation loop formation in AI203 is about 0.02 dpa.

In a previous study [9], the threshold dose for dislocation loop formation in MgO was determined to be less
than ~0.1 dpa for 2.4 MeV Mg+ ion irradiation.

Effect of Irradiation Spectrum 9I_Dislocation Loop Formation

Figure 4 shows the cross section microstructure of MgO following 1 MeV H+ ion irradiation to a fluence of
1.7 x 1022/m2, which produced a peak damage level of about 3 dpa. A high density of dislocation loops
were present near the ion implantation region (11 I.un depth), where the IDAD ratio approaches unity.
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OEPTH (l_m)

Fig. 2. Microstmclureof MgAI204 after4 MeV Zr3+ ion irradiationto a peak damagelevel of
5 dpaat 25°C.

0 20
DEPTH (1_)

Fig. 3. Microsttuctureof A1203 irradiatedwith 3 MeV C+ ions to a peak damagelevel of
0.4 dpaat 650°C.
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Dislocation loop formation was not observed at depths up to 10 pan (where the IDAD ratio is >1000),
despite the fact that the calculated damage level at these depths is greater than the measuredthresholddose
for dislocation loop formation of 0.1 dpa.

ORNL-PHOTO 511211-92

CROSS-SECTION MICROSTRUCTURE OF PROTON IRRADIATED MgO

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
DEPTH (Ixm)

Fig. 4. Microstructuteof MgO irradiatedwith 1MeV H+ ions to a peak damagelevel of
3 dtmat 6500(3. Some sinteringporesare visible in the micrograph.

Figure 5 shows the corresponding cross section microstructure of MgO following 1 MeV He+ ion
irradiation to a fluence of 1 xl0 22 He+/m 2, which produced a peak damage level of about 21 dpa.
Dislocation loop formation is pronounced near the ion implantation region (2.3 p.m depth). A vc,rylow
density of dislocation loops were observed at depths <1.8 I.un,where the IDAD ratio is >500.

Spinel has been found to be particularly sensitive to irradiationspectrmn variations. Forexample, Shaibani
[10,11] was unable to observe any dislocation loop formation in stoichiometric spinel during 1 MeV
electron irradiation (IDA/) ratio ~10,000) up to very high damage levels. Stoichiometric spinel did not
form any observable defect clusters after 3 MeV proton irradiation (1DADratio .-2500) at 600°C to a damage
level of 0.1 dpa [12]. We have previously reported that dislocation loop formation in ion irradiated spinel is
suppressed if the IDAD ratio is greater than ~10 [1]. Figure 6 shows the cross section microstructure of
spinel irradiated with 2 MeV AI+ ions to a fluence of 1.5 x 1021Al+/m2, which produced a displacement
damage level of about 14 dpa at a depth of 0.5 p.m. Dislocation loops did not form in the near-surface
region, and a defect-free region was also observed surrounding an internaldefect sink. Large defect-free

regions have also been observed adjacent to grain boundaries in Al+-irradiated spinel [13]. These
microstructural observations suggest that ionizing radiation is somehow effective in enhancing point defect
diffusion in spinel.
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CROSS-SECTION NICROSTRUCTURE OF

NgO IRRADIATED WITH I MeV He IONS i

0 0.5 1.0 1.6 2.0 2_5
DEPTH (iLm)

Fig. 5, Microslr_ctumof MgO in-adiatedwith 1MeV He+ ions to a peak damagelevel of
21 dpaat650°C.

ORNL- PHOTO 5826-92

DENUDED ZONE ADJACENT TO A DEFECT SINK

IN 2-MeV A1 + ION IRRADIATED SPINEL

Fig. 6. Defect-freezones adjacentto thesurfaceand
an internaldefect sink in MgAI204 irradiatedwith2
MeV AI+ ions to a fluence of 1.5 x 1021 Al+/m2 at
650°C.
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LARGE DISLOCATION LOOPS IN SPINEL

IRRADIATED WITH 2.4 MGV Mg + IONS Figure 7 shows the cross-section
microstructure of spinel irradiated at rt_)m

aS *C
temperature with 2.4 MeV Mg+ ions to a
fluence of 2.2 x 1021Mg+/m2 (peak damage
level of 54 dpa). An abrupt transition ill the
mica'ostructureoccurs at a depth of about 0.8
I.un (corresponding to all IDAD ratio of
about 10). A very low density of large (250
nm diameter) interstitial dislocation loops
lying on {110}planes are present in the near-
surface region. The presence of such a low
density of large dislocation loops implies
that the point defect diffusivity must have
been very high in this region. The loop size

_:_i rapidlydecreases and the loop density rapidly
increases at depths greater than 0.8 Bm,

0.8 1.0 1.8 2.0 2.5 which implies that the point defect
DEPTH (l_m) diffusivity is much lower in this region

compared to near the surface.

Fig. 7. Microstructure of MgAI20 4 irradiated with

2.4 MeV Mg+ ions to a peak damage level of
54dpa at 25"C.

Furtherevidence of enhanced point defect diffusion in MgAI204 during light ion irradiation is obtained from
an examination of the grain boundaries. As shown in Fig. 8, irradiation with 2.4 MeV Mg+ ions at room
temperature produced substantial subsurface grain boundary cavitation. This implies that irradiation
enhancesnot only interstitial diffusivities but also vacancy diffusivities.

ORIib.- FRO'J_ 5822-9

RADIATIOH-INDUCED GRAIN BOUNDARY CAVITATION
IN SPINEL IRRADIATED WITH 2.4 NoV Ng + IONS

) 0.8 1.0 1.8 2.0 2,5
DEPTH (urn)

Fig. 8. Radiation-inducedgrain boundary cavitation in MgAI204 irradiatedwith 2.4 MeV Mg+
ions to a peak damage level of 54 dpa at 25°C.
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Effect of lonizin_ RadiationFlux on Dislocation Loon
Fo_ati0n

om..-m.:,_9._.4-92

A limited study of flux effects for a fixed ion mass and ur_rr or ,o. r,z. o. T._.ze.o_T_c-_,. or spz.z_
energy has been completedto date. The microstructural _R_oX^TtD.Z_ 3-..v c" ,o.s _oAn_,;_:.cr,or ,K_o_*c'/,,_
results indicate that the absolute magnitude of the l ON
ionizing flux can influenc¢ the size and density of
dislocation loops. Figure 9 compares the cross section |
mictostructureof 2 spinel specimensthatwere irradiated
to comparable damage levels with 3 MeV C + ions at
two different fluxes. Due to the highinitial [DAD ratio
of 3 MeV C+ ions, dislocation loop formation only
occurred near the ion implanted region (2.2 p.mdepth) IL
where the [DAD ratio approacheda value of 10. The F
dislocation loops in the "high flux" specimen were
largerand of lower density compared to the "low flux"

specimen. This implies that the point defect diffusivity
wasenhancedfor the "highflux" irradiationcondition.

Figure 10 compares the microstructure in AI203
following 1 MeV H+ ion irradiation at two different [

!
fluxes. As noted previously [1], dislocation loops were
not observed at intermediate depths in the "high flux"
specimen (-3 x 106 Gy/s at a depth of 0.5 p.m). o o.s _.o t5 _.o =j
However,irradiationat an orderof magnitudelowerflux OEPTH(pro)
(0.3 X l06 Gy/s at a depth of 0.5 pro) producedsome

observable dislocation loops despite the fact that the Fig. 9. Effect of ion flux on the microstructureof
total accumulateddose was only 0.01 dpa, which was MgA1204 irradiatedwith3 MeV C+ions to a peak
one-tenth of the "high flux" specimen. This
observation is consistent with the proposed damagelevel of about0.5 dpaat 650°C.
interpretation that high fluxes of ionizing radiation
cause an enhancementin the pointdefect diffusivities.

Fig. 10. Comparisonof the microstructure of A1203 irradiatedat two differentfluxes with
1 MeV protons at 650°C. (a) 6 x 1017 H+/m2-s, (b) 6 x 1016 H+/m2-s.
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DISCUSSION

The suppression of dislocation loop formationin oxide ceramics irradiatedwith light ions (high IDAD ratio)
could in principle be due to two differenteffects;either a decrease in the defectproduction rate or an increase
in the amount of point defect diffusion. It appears unlikely that the defect production rate was significantly
reducedfor the light ion irradiationcase, since defect clusters were observed in AI203 irradiatedwith a low
flux of protons after a dose of only 4).01 dpa (Fig. 10). In addition, considerable growthoccured in the few
dislocation loops that were nucleated in regions with high IDAD ratios (e.g., Fig. 7). This suggests that
the suppressed dislocation loop density is not associated with a reduction in defect production. Defect
production measurements by Luem [14] on A1203 irradiatedwith low energy ions indicate that protons
actuallyhavea higherdefect productionrate (relativeto the calculateddisplacementdamagerate) thanheavier
ions such as N+ or Xe++. Bucldey and Shalbani [11] observed that the lack of defect clusters in spinel
irradiatedwith 1 MeV electrons (IDA/) ratio ~10,000) was due to difficulties in loop nucleation rather than
point defect production--preexisting dislocations climbed readily during electron irradiation, which is
evidence fora significantconcentrationof point defects.

Severalpreviousstudieshave foundthat the radiation-inducedchanges in oxideceramicsaredependenton the
irradiationspectrum. The most extensive study to date on spectrum effects was performed by Eemisse,
Arnold and coworkers on SiO2 and Al203 [15-17]. Light ions such as H+ and He+ (which have a high
IDAD ratio) produced less volume swelling per dpa in Al203 compared to heavier ions. In addition, the
volume expansion induced by the heavy ion irradiationcould be relieved by subsequentelectron or H+ ion
irradiation. Walker [18] reported similarannealingof volumetricswelling forBeO that was irradiatedwith
f'msionneutrons and subsequentlyirradiatedwith 1 MeV electrons. Irradiationof BeO with electrons alone
did not produce any significant change in the lattice parameter. It was suggested that electron irradiation
enhanced the mobility of point defects, which led to enhanced point defectrecombination.

There is relatively little published information on radiation enhanced diffusion in ceramics [19,20].
Bourgoin and Corbett [19] have summarized a variety of physical mechanisms which could produce
enhanced diffusion in semiconductors and insulators. Of direct interest is the phenomenon of ionization
enhanced diffusion (lED). They discussed several mechanisms which could produce lED, including
(1) reduced point defect migration energies due to an ionization-induced change in the charge slate of the
migrating defect, (2) Electro-striction enhanced diffusion, in which the presence of electrons and holes in the
conduction or valence bands results in a change of the lattice constant, (3) the Bourgoin saddle point jump
mechanism, and (4) multiple ionization of anions which would give an anion defect enough energy to cause
migration. Irradiation studies performed on metals have determined that moderate levels of ionizing
radiation promotes recombination of point defects [19,21-23].

Another ionization mechanism which would produce enhanced diffusion in insulators is defect creation by
self trapped excitons [19,24]. This mechanism is important in alkalai halides and in other insulators such
as SiO2, but has not been found to produce significant amounts of displacement damage in MgO or AI20 3
[24-26].

Supporting evidence for ionization enhanced diffusion of point defects in irradiated oxide ceramics can be
formalin Lmblishedstudies of cavity formation. Resolvable cavities were present in AI20 3 after triple beam
irradiation at room temperature with 2 MeV AI., 1.44 MeV O+ and 200-400 keV He . ions (combined
IDAD ratio ~100) [27]. Cavity formation is generally not observed in neutron-irradiated A1203 unless the
irradiation temperature is well above room temperature. The presence of resolvable cavities at room
temperature in the light ion irradiated specimens may be due to IED.
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CONCLUSIONS

The microstructural changes in oxide ceramics induced by ion irradiation are dependent on the mass and
energy of the incident ion. The microstructural evidence suggests that ionization enhanced diffusion (IED)
promotes long range diffusion and recombination of point defects. The results are most closely correlated
with the ratio of ionizing to displacive absorbed dose (IDAD). The absolute magnitude of the ionizing
radiation flux is also an important parameter.
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FUTURE WORK

Specimens of AI20 3, MgAi204, and Si3N 4 will be irradiated with varying dual-beam fluxes of 4 MeV
Fe++ and 1 MeV He + ions in order to further investigate the importance of the IDAD ratio, ionizing flux,

and irradiation spectrum on microstructural evolution in insulating ceramics.
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ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CERAMIC INSULATORS DURING EXTENDED ION
IRRADIATION WITH AN APPLIED ELECTRIC FIELD -- S.J. Zinkle (ORNL) and W. Kesternich

(Forschungszentrum Juelich)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to examine whether ceramic insulators suffer radiation-induced electrical
degradation (RIED) during irradiation with an applied electric field.

SUMMARY

The initial results are presented from a cyclotron ion irradiation program investigating radiation-induced
conductivity (RIC) and radiation-induced electrical degradation (RIED) of ceramic insulators. Polycrystalline
specimens of A1203, MgAI204, AIN and Si3N4 were irradiated with either 28 MeV tie ++ or 20 MeV H+
ions at temperatures between 150 and 600°C with an applied dc electric field of 100 to 500 V/nun. A large
prompt increase in the electrical conductivity was observed in all of the specimens during irradiation.
However, there was no evidence for permanent electrical degradation in any of the specimens for damage
levels up to about 5 x 10-3 displacements per atom.

INTRODUCTION

Insulating ceramics are essential for the successful operation of numerous components in a fusion reactor,
including radiofrequency heating systems, the breeding blanket and first wall (as a current break), and
numerous diagnostic systems [1-3]. It has long been known that the electrical properties of insulating
materials are dramatically altered by energetic radiation, due to the excitation of valence electrons into the
conduction band [4-7]. The high mobility and capture cross sections of electrons and holes in the
conduction band generally results in recombination of the electron-hole pairs within <I0 v s [7]. Hence, the
magnitude of this radiation-induced conductivity (RIC) can only be determined by in-situ experiments
conducted while the specimen is being irradiated. It has generally been observed that the electrical
conductivity of the ceramic reverts to a value very near its preirradiation value immediately after the
irradiation source is turned off [7,8]. One notable exception is the class of alkali halides, which can suffer
permanent displacement damage associated with ionizing radiation alone [9].

Most studies have found that the increase in the electrical conductivity of insulating materials during
irradiation is nearly proportional to the ionizing radiation dose rate [6,7,10-14]:

c_: ao + K R/i (1)

where Co is the conductivity in the absence of radiation, R is the ionizing radiation dose rate, K is a
proportionality constant, and 8 is the dose rate exponent, which is on the order of 1.0.

According to fusion design studies, the maximum conductivity that is allowable in ceramic insulators
during operation is between 10-4 S/m and 1 S/m, depending on the particular application [1]. Fortunately,

the prompt RIC associated with fusion-relevant ionizing radiation levels (1 to 104 Gy/s) is generally less
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than 10-6 S/m in oxide ceramic insulators. Figure 1 shows the measured RIC in several oxide ceramic
insulators as a function of ionizing dose rate [10-14]. It can be seen that the RIC is proportional to the
ionizing dose rate over a very wide range of ionizing dose rates (10 orders of magnitude). Whereas the
prompt RIC can be very significant at fusion-relevant ionizing dose rates compared to the typical
nonirradiated room temperature conductivities of 10"12 S/m, the conductivity is still well below the
practical upper limit for fusion insulator applications of 10-4 to 1 S/m.
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Fig. 1. Effect of ionizing dose rate on the electrical
conductivity of oxide ceramics irradiated near room
temperature [10-14].

Recently, several studies have found that severe permanent increases in the electrical conductivity of ceramic
insulators may occur during extended irradiation if an electric field is applied during the irradiation [15-22].
Most of the data available on this new phenomenon are due to Hodgson [16-18,22], who used electron
irradiation to show that radiation-induced electrical degradation tRIED) did not occur unless the radiation
produced atomic displacements in addition to the ever-present ionizing radiation component. Hodgson also
demonstrated that application of an electric field during the irradiation was necessary to produce RIED, and
that the degradation stopped as soon as the electric field was turned off. On the other hand, irradiation
without an applied electric field typically causes a slight improvement in the electrical resistivity of
ceramics, due to an increase in the trap concentration associated with displacement damage [1,8,23]. RIED
has been observed to occur for electric fields as small as -.20 V/mm [18]. This phenomenon is a more
serious technological issue than the well-known RIC because the observed electrical degradation is
permanent [16,17] (i.e., it is retained even after the specimen is removed from the radiation field). In
addition, the degradation apparently cannot be removed by thermal annealing [19]. The magnitude of the
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permanent RIED observed to date has exceeded 10 .4 S/m [19,21]. Permanent increases in the electrical
conductivity of A1203 and MgAI204 above 10-5 S/m have been observed after exposure to damage levels
of 0.001 to 0.1 dpa, and there is no definitive evidence of any saturation in the RIED [16-20]. There is
limited evidence that the electrical degradation is maximized at irradiation temperatures near 450°C, with
relatively little degradation occurring at temperatures <200°C or >650°C [1,18,19].

Observations of RIED reported to date have been limited to 3 oxide ceramics, A1203, MgO, and MgAl204
[15-22]. The microstructural alteration responsible for the large permanent increase in the electrical
conductivity has not yet been identified, although there are several indications that it may be due to the
formation of metallic precipitates (colloids). The evidence in support of colloid formation includes optical
observation of large opaque features [22], reduction of the activation energy for conduction to values
coparable to metals [1,19], and the temperature dependence of the RIED process [1,19].

The present study was initiated in order to generate additional data on this intriguing physical process, and to
determine by postirradiation analytical electron microscopy whether colloid formation had occurred. Since
materials with ionic bonding are generally thought to be more susceptible to colloid formation [9], two
types of nitride ceramics with predominantly covalent bonds were included in the experimental matrix in
order to assess the importance of bond type on RIED susceptibility.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Four commercial polycrystalline ceramics were used for this study: A1203 (Wesgo AL-995), MgAI204
(Ceredyne), AIN (Cercom), and Si3N4 (Kyocera SN733). Wafers of thickness 0.25 mm were cut from the
bulk material using a low-speed diamond saw, and disks of 3 mm diameter were ultrasonically cut from the
wafers. The 3-mm diameter disks were mounted on a steel stub with a low-melting wax and were precision
ground on a diamond wheel to a final thickness of 0.15 to 0.16 mm with the aid of a commercial precision
grinding tool. The final 15 lxmof material was removed in 3 passes of 5 pan each.

Disks of the four ceramic materials were brazed to a nickel substrate. Pure nickel was chosen as the

substrate material due to its relatively high thermal and electrical conductivity and also because its
coefficient of thermal expansion was comparable to that of the four ceramics (which thereby minimized
temperature-induced stresses on the thin ceramic disks). Attempts to diffusion bond the ceramic disks to a
Ni substrate using a thin (10 ktm) Au foil produced poor adhesion for the AIN and Si3N4 specimens.
Satisfactory adhesion of all 4 ceramic TEM disks was achieved by brazing the specimens onto a 5-mm thick
Ni base using a 60 lain thick Ag-19.5%Cu-5%In-3%Tibrazing foil. The braze cycle consisted of heating
slowly to 820°C, holding at temperature for 20 minutes, then heating at 5°C per minute up to 920°C,
holding for 5 minutes, then cooling at 10 to 20°C per minute to room temperature. The ceramic disks were
precisely aligned on the Ni substrate during the brazing process with the aid of a ceramic alignment fixture.
The brazed surface of the ceramic disks servedas the back (ground)electrode, and ensured that there was good
thermal contact between the ceramic disks and the Ni substrate. This latter feature was important because
the specimen thermocouple was located in the Ni substrate approximately 2.5 mm beneath the specimens,
and the high beam currents utilized in our irradiations would have produced an unacceptable temperaturei

gradient between the specimens and the thermocouple if there was poor thermal contact. The specimen
temperatures given in this paper have been corrected for the temperature gradient between the thermocouple
and the specimens (<50°C for the highest flux irradiations).

The center and guard ring electrodes were attatched to the top of the brazed ceramic disks by sputter
deposition. Sputter-deposited platinum did not have good adhesion to spinel or the nitride ceramics. Good
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adhesion of the electrodes to all of the specimens was obtained by first depositing 0.3 lainTi and then 3 t.tm
Pt using a 2-source vacuum sputter deposition system. The guard ring geometry was produced by attatching
with silver paint a small steel ring of inner and outer dimneter 1.6 mm and 2.0 ram, respectively, to tile top
surface of each ceramic disk prior to the sputter deposition. The steel ring was removed from the specimens
after the Pt deposition by soaking in acetone, and tile excess silver paint was removed by rubbing with a
cotton tip applicator. Figure 2 shows the final geometry of the guarded specimens. The specimen
geometry was in conformance with the applicable ASTM standards on 3-terminal volume resistivity
measurements [28]. The resistance between the guard ring and the Ni base was typically very low (- 1 1-2)
after the brazing and electrode deposition processes due to the presence of a thin film of metallic impurities
on the ceramic disk surfaces. This metallic film around the edges of the disks was removed by a small
dental abrasive drill. The resistance between the center and guard-ring electrodes and the guard-ring and base
electrodes was > 20 M I1 after this cleaning procedure.

CERAMIC SPECIMEN GEOMETRY FOR IN-SITU
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY TESTS
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Fig. 2 Specimen and electrode geometry used for the
in-situ electrical conductivity measurements.

Figure 3 shows schematically how the electrical leads were attached to the center and guard ring surfaces.
Initial attempts to attach 100 I.undiameter Pt wires to the electrode surfaces with a parallel-electrode spot
welding machine produced mixed results. Excellent wire adhesion was generally obtained for the A1203
specimens, but Pt wires could not be welded to the Si3N4 specimens. In addition, attempts to ultasonically
bond thin Pt wires to the Pt electrodes were also unsuccessful. Satisfactory results were obtained by
employing a spring-loaded tungsten wire contact system. The signal from the center electrode of each
specimen was protected against leakage currents to ground by incorporating a guarded pedestal configuration
for the W spring supports, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Specimen configuration for the cyclotron in-
situ conductivity measurements showing the spring-
loaded W wire contacts and the guarded wire support
pedestals.

The irradiations were performed using either 20 MeV H+ ions or 28 MeV He++ ions at the
Forschungszentrum Juelich compact cyclotron. The range of these ions in A1203 of ideal density is 0.21
mm and 1.3 mm, respectively, according to a TRIM-90 [24] calculation. The calculated displacement
damage and ionizing dose rates at a depth of 0.08 nun for a beam current of 1 Aim2 incident on an A1203
target are 1.21x10-6 dpaJs and 2.2 x 106 Gy/s for 20 MeV H+ ions, and 6,7 x 10-6 dpa/s and 1.2 x 107
Gy/s for 28 MeV He++ ions. Typical fluxes maintained during the irradiation were 0.05 to 0.1 A/m2. The
TRIM calculations were performed using a binding energy of 2 eV and the measured [24,25] threshold
displacement energies for A1203 of 20 eV and 78 eV for the aluminum and oxygen sublattices, respectively.
Identical results for the nuclear and electronic stopping powers were obtained from TRIM calculations

performed with a threshold displacement energy of 40 eV for both sublattices. The conversion from damage
energy (nuclear stopping power) to NRT dpa [27] assumed an average displacement energy of 40 eV. Figure
4 shows the calculated displacement damage and ionizing radiation profiles for 20 MeV H+ and 28 MeV
He++ ions incident on A1203. The calculated variation in the damage rate between the front and back
surfaces for an A1203 specimen of thickness 0.16 mm was <5% for the 20 MeV proton irradiations and
-50% for the 28 MeV tte++ ion irradiations.

A schematic of the target chamber used for the cyclotron irradiations is shown in Fig. 5. The target
chamber was evacuated during the irradiations with a 270 l/s turbomolecular pump, which produced a base

pressure of about lxl0 5 ton" in the chamber. The specimen temperature was controlled with a cylindrical
(5 mm diam.) mineral-insulated electrical resistance heater that was controlled by the specimen
thermocouple. The target chamber was electrically isolated from the cyclotron beam line and target stand by
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polyvinyl chloride insulation. A set of electrically isolatedconcentriccylindrical steel sheets surrounding
the specimen pedestal servedas both a heat shield and to suppressthe emission of secondaryelectronsduring
the irradiation. The suppressorvoltage was set at the same (negative) value as the voltage applied to the
specimens during the irradiation. This featureeffectively guarded the specimen leads as they passed through
the steel heat shields inside of Macor ceramic-insulated feedthoughs. Floating coaxial vacuum feedthroughs
and triaxial cables were used to connect the guard and center leads from the target chamber to the
experimentersareaoutside of the irradiationtargetroom.

A Keithley Model 480 picoammeterwas used to measure the specimen currents. Adc potential of either 15
or 75 V was continuously applied during the irradiation,which produced an electric field of 100 and 500
V/mm, respectively. A switching circuit was built that allowed the current through each individual center
electrode or guard ring circuit to be monitored one at a time, while continuously maintaining the potentiai
on all 8 leads. Due to the small size of the specimens used in this study, the resolution limit forelectrical
conductivity changes was about 5 x 10"8Aa-m. In addition, the spinel specimens were generally found to
have anomalously high leakage currents compared to the other specimens. It is believed that the low
strength of the spinel caused it to be susceptable to microcracking during the spec:.mengrinding on the
diamond.impregnated metal platen. Improvedperformance has recendy been observed in spinel specimens
thatwere ground with diamond paste on a s'tandardnylon polishing pad.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 summarizes the irradiation conditions that have been studied to date on the 4 ceramic insulators.
The electrical conductivity of all four ceramics was observed to increase immediately at the start of the
irradiation, and then remainedconstant ordecreased slightly as the irradiationproceeded. Typical RIC values
observed during irradiation with 28 MeV He++ ions at 600°C at a beam current of 0.06 AJm2 (0.7 MGy/s)
ranged from 1 x 10-6 to 1 x 10-5/fl-m for the different ceramics. These prompt RIC measurements were in
reasonable agreement with previous measurements (Fig. 1) reported for oxide ceramics. The ion beam was
turned off at regular intervals of about 2 hours during the irradiation so that the conductivity in the absence
of radiation could be measured. This "beam off" conductivity did not show any significant change compared
to the nonirradiated values for any of the irradiation conditions studied so far. The present results indicate
that significant amounts of RIED does not occur in any of the four ceramic materials during cyclotron
irradiation with light ions for displacement damage levels up to about 5x10-3 dpa.

Figure 6 compares the results of several studies on the effect of electron, ion, or neutron irradiation at 450
to 530°C on the electrical conductivity of A1203 [1,16,17,19,20]. Irradiation with an applied electric field

eventually produces significant RIEI) in all three types of irradiation spectra, ttowever, the dose required to
produce a significant permanent degradation in the electricai resistivity appears to vary considerably
depending on the irradiation source. In particular, irradiation sources such as electrons which produce
isolated point defects (low energy primary knock-on atoms, PKAs) and have high ionizing to displacive
radiation ratios appear to exhibit accelerated RIF..Dkinetics compared to fission neutrons. A similar large
dependence on irradiation spectrum is evident when the RIED results are plotted versus absorbed ionizing
radiation dose (Gy). According to the results by Pells [19], significant RIED begins to occur in A1203

during light ion irradiation for displacement damage levels greater than about 5 x 10.3 dpa.

This is equal to the maximum dose obtained in our cyclotron studies so far, and may explain why we have
not yet observed measureable amounts of RIED.
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Table 1. Irradiationconditions for the in.situ electrical conductivityexperiments. The beam currentswere
maintained at 0.06 to 0.1 A/m2 for all irradiations. Two of the 28 MeV lie++ ion irradiations

wereperformedusing multiple _ :mperaturesand/orelectricfields_as indicated. ,
Ma_ri_ ion ,........... Electric Field Temperatures Do_

MgAI204 28 MeV He ++ 100 V/ram 275°C 1 x 10.3 dpa
+150°C +1 x i0 .3 dpa

MgAI204, A1203, 28 MeV He ++ 100 V/mm 590°C 4 x 10.3 dpa
AIN, Si3N4

MgAI204, A1203, 28 MeV He ++ 100 V/mm 500°C 5 x 10.3 dpa
A1N, Si3N4 +500 V/ram +500°C +1 x 10-3 dpa

+500 V/ram +600°C + 1 x 10.3 dpa

MgAI204, A1203, 20 MeV H+ 500 V/ram 500°C 3 x 10.3 dpa
AIN, Si3N4

,,. ,,
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Fig. 6. Effect of extended irradiation with an applied
electric field on the electrical conductivity of A1203

[1,16,17,19,20]. The data by Pells was obtained
while the ion beam was turned off, whereas the data
shown from the other studies was taken during
irradiation.

Transmission electron microscopy was used to investigate the microstructure of one of the MgAI204

specimens irradiated with 28 MeV Jte+ ions at 300°C to a damage level of about lxl0 "3dpa. There was no
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evidence of ob_rvable (>2 nm diameter) colloids or other defect clusters, We are planning to perform
higher dose irradiations at the Juelich cyclotron to further investigate the RIED behavior of ceramics.
Microstructural analysis of additional ceramic specimens irradiated with 28 MeV He++ ions to damage levels
of about 5 x 10.3 dpa is in progress.

Recent microstructural observations on oxide ceramics irradiated with a wide range of different ions have
found similar evidence for a strong spectral effect on the micmstructural evolution [29]. A useful parameter
for correlating the microstructural reslx)nse with irradiation spectrum was found to be the ratio of ionizing
to displacive radiation, SJSd, where S¢ is the electronic component of the stopping power and Sd is the
nuclear (atomic displacements) component of the stopping power. The microstructural observations indicate
that highly ionizing radiation environments greatly enhance defect mobilities. This ionization enhanced
diffusion mechanism may explain why irradiation sources such as electrons that have high ratios of Se/Sd
exhibit accelerated RIED kinetics compared to neutron irradiation sources. The ratio of Se/S d in A1203 is
about 10,000 for 1.8 MeV electrons, 4000 for 20 MeV protons, and about 100 for mixed spectrum fission
neutrons [30]. The calculated ratio of Se/S d appropriate for ceramics in a fusion reactor depends on their
location. At the first wall, this ratio for A1203 is about 20. The corresponding ratio at depths further away
from the plasma depends strongly on the pm'ticular choice of coolant and blanket/shielding material in a
fusion reactor. Typical ratios of Se/Sd for ceramics at the superconducting magnets vary from 40 to 350,
depending on the coolant and blanket/shield material [30].
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FUTURE WORK

Specimens will be irradiated with 28 MeV He++ ions to damage levels in excess of 0.01 dpa in an attempt
to initiate RIED. This future work will be part of the thesis research of F. Scheuermann. The
microstructure of the ceramic specimens will be analyzed by analytical electron microscopy to investigate
the possibility of colloid formation,
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'_R&DIATION OF MgAI_O. SPINEL IN FFTF-MOTA - _. A. Garner, and G. W. Hollenberg (Paclfic _iorthwesti_boratory):, C. A. Black and R, C. Bradt (Un verslt/ of Nevada-Reno)

?BJECTIVE

_he objective of this effort is to determine the response of MgAl_O4 spinel to high fluence neutron
','radiation at elevated temperatures.

SUMMARY

'.'gAl O: spinel specimens irradiated in FFTF-MOTAat temperatures between 385 and 750'C to fluences ranging
_,'om_2.2 to 24.9 x lO_2 n cmL (E>O.| MeVI darken significantly, but do not develop any loss in weight or
change in dimensions. Measurements of knoop hardness and its dependence on crystalline orientation,
neutron fluence and irradiation temperature are in progress. Measurements of elastic properties are also
_earing completion.

ST&TUSAND ACCOMPL|SHMENTS

:ntroduction
i

,aqneslum aluminate spirel is an electrical insulator that has been considered as a potential fusion
,'eactorcandidate material for service as dielectric windows for radio frequency heating systems or as
,nsulators for magnetic coils.Ill Previous irradiation studies have shown that the dimensional stability
of this material is remarkably insensitive to neutron damage at exposures up to 2 x lOZ_n/cm_.[2-5]

S_nce 1985, Pacific Northwest Laboratory has been conducting a collaborative project with Professor R. C.

Bradt (Universityof Nevada-Reno), involving irradiation in FFTF/MOTA of very high purity MgA];O4 spinel
{see Table ]). The various irradiation sequences are now complete and analysis of the specimehs is in
_rogress.

Exper!mental Details

Three specimen types and two specimen geometries are employed in this experiment. The three types are hot
;>ressed (HP) polycrystals at 100% of theoretical density, (lO0)-oriented single crystals and (Ill)-oriented
s_ngle crystals, Both of the latter are oriented with the specified crystalline direction in the axial or
height direction of the specimen. Most of the specimens are in the form of ~0.19" (4.8 mm) diameter
cyii,drical pellets. The height of the pellets varies with specimen type, as shown in Figure 1. The
.elghts were -0.23" (5.8 mm) for HP, ~0.17" (4.3 mm) for (11l) and ~O.ll" _2.8 mm) for (]O0)-oriented
s;)ec_mens.

"he other speclmen geometry is in the form of _0.5" (12.7 mm) square plates with thicknesses comparable to
those Of the heights of the pellet specimens, lhe plates were produced bv diamond parallel surface
:_inding, and the pellets by diamond core drilling of the plate material. Laser etching was employed to
"ark the circumference of the pellets and the side of the squares with an individual identification code.

>.'ior to irradiation the speclmens were weighed and their dimensions measured to 0.0001 inches using a ZYGO
'10 Laser Telemetric System. Diameters of the pellets were measured using the average of three
-easurements at three orientations approximately 60: apart on the pellets. The height of the plates was
_etermined by averaging six measurements across both diagonals of the square plates, the specimens were
'hen ultrasonically washed in distilled water, air dried, ultrasonically washed in ethyl alcohol and then
1rie(i in air at 200°C for 24 hours before being sealed in a hermetic storage container to remove adsorbed
,ii_eY.

":_e specimens were later removed from the storage container and placed _n irradiation capsules filled with
al_,_m gas at I atm and room temperature. Each capsule was closed by electron beam welding under helium
'_d then helium leak checked. The capsules were constructed of D9 titanium-modified steel. Each of the

:_!let-containing caOsules contained a molybdenum spring and five specimens; specifically, one HP specimen
_r,(i two each of the slngle crystal types, as shown in Figure i.

_PacificNorthwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
:_st_tute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Table I Chemical Composition* of Spinel Specimens (appm) Determined by Spectrographic
Analysis

.............

i00"* 111 HP

Li 0.01 O.1 >50

B 0.3 <0.1 <0.]

Na 5 5 5

Si 600 <60 60

P j I 0.5 lO

S J 90 90 300

C1 i0 lO !0

K <I0 <I0 <i0
i"

Ca j !0 40 I0

Sc I0 lO 30

Ti 10 lO 40

V 3 3 8

Cr 4 lO 4

Mn 5 <2 <2

Fe 80 30 30

Co 0.2 <0.2 0.2

Ni l l l

Cu 3 I <0.3

Ga 9 30 3J
Ge I0 4 J <4

'.Io 7 i _"2 ! ,:2 ii

"!I Sn i ,'2 ," ' "'
_j

*_._ajor constituents determined by stoicniometry derlved from x-ray g_f_,'.,!ction to be 37.9
wt% aluminum, 45.0 wt% oxygen and 17.1 wt% mamneslum

**SDecimen tTpe

"-a mom_nai _rra_iatlon conditions experienced by .',he Dellets in the FFTF reactc_r '._'ere

,_5 C, 22.9 and 24.9 x I0"" n;'cm- IE > 0.1 MeV),

-'.05:C, 5.3 x lO;ncm.

"50=C 5.5, 13.7 and 21.7 x I0"1 o'cm'.

_e emghas_s on nominal irradiation conditions reflects the fact that these soec_me,;s started irradiation
_ VOTA-ID. _n which the specimens experienced an o,'er_.emperature event in the mlddie of FFTF cycle 7 of
.-'O -:imutes ouratlon, followed by a prolonged and varlable under:emDerature history In c/cle 8. Only the
"3_'.1 irradiatlon exDerlenced a signlficant variation in temperature, however, reaching 934°C for 50
-:n,Jtes and then running at a range of temperatures well below 750°C throughout c/cie 3. For the second
=_1 t_.irq irradiation sequences conQucted in FFTF cycles 9, i0, and II in MOTA-IE, 1: anrJ IG, respectively,
"-e "e'_Deratures were held to =5C of the target temperature.

_e s':uare piate specimens were _rradiated in larger D-9 capsules placed in the below-core canister at
!-_5:£ and irradlated to I._. 2.2 and 4.5 x I0 _" n/r_m (E>O.IMeV). The spinel specimens were placed in the
a_.suie with many other hioh heat flux sr,ecimens, some of which melted and/or decomp,ose_ durino
."ailatian. T_e i._×lO _ cm :oec_r'ens were below the eecomDosed materials and did _ot survive the

• ,-_-'.' at'on.
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After irradiation, the specimens were removed from the capsules, cleaned, and their weights and dimensions
measured using the same techniques employed prior to irradiation.

Results

Due to their high purity, the specimens were only mildly radioactive and could be easily handled. Prior to
irradiation, the single crystal specimens were transparent and the hot-pressed specimens were white. In
regular light the irradiated specimens all appear to be very dark, as shown in Figure 2, but placing them
in front of a strong lamp showed that some light was transmitted, with colors ranging from yellow to dark
red.

The weights of the specimens remained essentially unchanged, with all measurements ranging from 0.0 to
-0.2% loss in weight. The loss, if any, was always in the fourth significant figure and may be related
either to different levels of adsorbed moisture before and after irradiation or to small chips lost during
handling.

All post-irradiationmeasurements fell within ±1% of the preirradiation measurements, with most below
±0.5%. Combining the point-to-point variations observed in thickness and the reproducibility of the
measurements, it appears that the measured variations in preirradiation dimensions should be _]%. There
were no discernible trends of these small differences with respect to orientation, irradiation temperature,
neutron fluence or specimen type. The obvious conclusion is that no significant irradiation-induced
changes occurred in the dimensions of these specimens.

Measurements at room temperature of the orientation dependence of microhardness on the,_rradiated specimens
are proceeding for comparison with measurements made earlier on unirradiated specimens'_. In the
unirradiated condition the (100) plane exhibits a maximum microhardness in the [001] direction and a
minimum in the [011) dlrection, consistent with a primary slip system of {I]I)<110>. The microhardness of
the (]]]) plane is independent of indenter orientation, also consistent with such a primary slip system.
With increasing irradiation, the hardness increases somewhat and the orientation dependence tends to
disappear, as the primary slip system becomes blocked.

SPINEL IRDIATION TEST CAPSULE

Fig. i. Contents of typical irradiation capsule for pellet specimens.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of specimen appearance before and after irradiation at 750°C. Exposure levels increase
from left to right (0, 5.6, 13.7 and 21.7 x I0Zz n cmz (E>O.I MeV).

Future Efforts

When hardness measurements are complete these specimens will be divided into a number of groups and shipped
to other researchers for a variety of initially non-destructive and finally destructive measurements.

The types of examinations currently planned are as follows:

Nondestructive
• measurement of single crystal elastic constants (nearing completion)
• thermal diffusivity
• Gptical absorption spectra
• electrical and dielectric properties

Destructive
• transmission election microscopy
• thermal diffusivity during annealing
• electron paramagnetic resonance
• neutron diffraction
• thermally stimulated depolarization
• response to electric fields during reirradiation in LASREF
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HiGH-TEMPERATUREPROPERTIESOF SiC/SiC FOR FUSION APPLICATIONS - R. H. Jones and C. H. Henager, Jr.,
IPacific Northwest Laboratory)a

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to evaluate the high-temperaturemechanical properties of SiC/SiC composite
materials for fusion structural applications.

SUMMARY

SiC/SiC composites exhibit novel mechanical properties relative to their monolithic counterparts. The
crack velocity (da/dt) versus stress intensity (K) relationship for monolithic ceramics can be described by
a simple power law relationship where SiC/SiC was found to exhibit a multi-stage da-dt versus K
relationship similar to that for stress corrosion of metals. A K independent stage II was followed by a
strongly K dependent stage III which paralleled the monolithic behavior. Experiments to determine the
threshold K or stage I were not conducted; however, it is expected that they exist for these materials.
There is also evidence that the fracture resistance of these materials is greater if cracks are produced by
subcritical growth processes relative to machined notches. Oxygen was found to increase da/dt and decrease
the K for the stage II to stage III transition while cyclic loads produced little damage at low K values
but there was some evidence for increasing damage with increasing number of cycles and K.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Experimental Procedures

Composites consisting of Nicalon fiber cloth (0°/90") and CVl #-SIC with carbon (C) interfaces were tested.
The composites are 8-ply material, 4 mm thick, fabricated by Refractory Composites, Inc. of Whittier, CA.
Interfacesof 1.0 l_mC were deposited on the Nicalon fibers before the #-SIC CVI fabrication step. Single-
edge-notched bend bar (SENB) specimens with dimensions of 4 mm x 5.5 mm x 50 mm were prepared. The SENB
specimens were tested in 4-point bending using a fully articulated SiC bend fixture. Other test details
have been discussed previously (1,2).

The subcritical crack growth (SCG) studies were performed using constant load tests for times up to 7 x 104
s. and using stepped load tests with load holding carried out at ]I00°C in Ar and Ar plus varying PO_. The
specimens were typically loaded at an applied stress intensity of 7-8 MPalm to begin the test. The test
continued until a load drop was observed. Specimens that were tested in Ar plus O. were brought up to
temperature in pure Ar.

Each SCG test consisted of either a series of ]O00-s constant-load tests or a iong-term hold at constant
load in 4-point bending at a constant temperature. The displacement-time curves for the lO00-s exposures
at constant load in Ar indicate that the specimen displacement, and thus the crack openina displacement.
undergoes a transient period of displacement that is logarithmic in time and does not achieve steady-state
over the IO00-s hold time. The slope of the displacement-time curve over the final 600 s of the load step,
however, was fairly linear and was taken as proportional to the crack velocity for each lO00-s period. The
longer term hold displacement-time data were fit to polynomial functions and differentiated to give _6/_t.

Writing 6 = P C(e), where 6 is the displacement, P is the load, C is the specimen mid-I)ointcompliance, and
is equal to a/W (normalizedcrack length) can be used to give

ac ac d---_ ac ;¢ _ _c (!)

which is then used to derive the following expression for da/dt/V _C,

a6 w
da _ (2)
dt - Vc -• PC'(_)

where V is the crack velocity and W is the specimen thickness. An expression was determined for the mid-
point c6mpliance of a SENB specimen in 4-point bending and was used to calculate crack length and C'(a)
(2). The slope of the displacement-time curve at a given load is _6/'_t.

_Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Fatigue crack growth tests were performed similarly to the static load subcritical crack growth tests with
the load cycled 5 or 25 times at each of the constant loads used for the static load tests. The load was
held for ]O00s between each load cycle and the load ratio, R, was 0.1. Tests were conducted in both Ar and

Ar plus 2000 ppm 0_. The crack velocity was determined during each of the ]O00s hold periods between load
cycles and compared to the crack veloci'ty obtained with the statically loaded samples.

[xperimental Results

The data for the C-interface materials, when
plotted as crack velocity versus applied stress
intensity (V-K curves), reveal a stage-II region
where the crack velocity is essentially 2eK •
independent of the applied stress intensity / ..

(Figure i) followed by a stage-Ill, or power-law ' K_ '
crack growth region, at high stress intensities. I0". _ 2._z . 5K

_T " 7 ,,
The power-law region exhibits a strong - /s.w. /
dependence, but the stage-ll region exhibits a i .s /.,

weak dependence, on the applied stress _ .i-"" //'//P,I !|intensity The data reveal a pronounced : L_' L_IOK
increase in stage-II crack velocity because of Or _ __
in the gas. The crack velocity increases with _ _ .................................

increasing O. content of the Ar (Figure])._ . ' "I_ __ ,_ 1

Also. the stress intenslty required for the u
onset of stage-Ill is shifted to a lower value p_,
of the applied stress intensity.

io.j
When the crack velocity is plotted as a function le 2o 3e 4e

of time (V-t curves), the effects of 0._become _pl_dS_r_iaWiJt(MPaVu)
more pronounced (Figure 2). The time-dependence
of V in Ar shows a decreasing velocity with time

whil_ V in the varying PO_ environments show
either a constant V or increasing V with time. Fig. I. V-K curves as a function of O_ partial
The curves for I0,0_0- and 20,000-ppm o_ indicate pressure and applied stress intensity. Curve labels
that the crack velocity increases quite_rapidly indicate PO_ in units of 10_ ppm. I
and that those tests were much shorter in

duration than the 5000- and 2000-ppm O._tests.

SCG data for monolithic ceramics that do not exhibit a large-scale bridglng zone do not show stage-If
behavior; rather, the crack velocity is observed to be a power-law function of applied stress intensity
(K_) (3-6). The observed stage-II region in the present data reveals a weak dependence on K.. This
behavior suggests that SCS in CMCs is controlled by crack-br:dging by the continuous f'bers in the crack
wake. The bridging zone screens, or shields, the crack-tip from the applied stress _ntens_ty. Over the
region of increasing K: as a function of increasing crack length, a bridglng zone _s established for these
materials, and it screens the crack-tip from K..
A nearly constant crack-tip stress intenslty, Io"j I I _ (

K. p, is established as the bridging zone
develops and R-curve behavior is observed.
Eventually, the bridging zonesaturates and 2e
cannot continue to shield the crack-tip. IO"

Discussion and Modelinq of Results 1 /
e _!0

_ Io" _ _j"""The evidence for bridging zone domination of SCG _ w_,. .....
is suggested from the experiments using Ar plus _ "_':": ""

O_ in comparison with pure Ar and also from a _ _.-" 2
micromechanical model developed to rationalize _ o
SCG in CMC materials (], 2). Adding O_ to the _ I0" ,-_'_
II00:C Ar environment increases the crack _r
velocity in the stage-If regime and shifts the
stage-II-to-stage-III transition to lower K.
values (Figure l). The shift to lower K. values le" _ i I
For the transition to stage-Ill crack growth is e.o _.o I.e I%.e i_.o _o,o
consistent with a reduction in the closure

_o_ces imparted on the crack Faces by the _(wJ)
bridging fibers. Scanning electron Fig. _. Crack Velocity as a Function of Time in
photomicrographs (not shown here) of the CMCs Pure Ar and in Varying O. Partial Pressures.
exposed to the O_ reveal the partial removal of
the C-interfaces'due to oxioation at 1100_C. Removing this interfacematerial reduces _he shear strength

, _ _ ix t fer load to the fi_r_ _n_ reduces the_ the _nterface reduces the ability o_ _h. _atr o trans ....
_,'_dging zone effectiveness.
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These effects are rationalized using a 2D-micromechanicalmodel of a crack in a CMC material (1,2). The
model places a semi-infinite crack in a linear-elasticbody and simulates the bridging fibers by crack
closure forces placed along the crack face. The forces applied by the fibers to the crack Face are
calculated using an explicit frictional bridging model that calculates the fiber load transfer as a
function of distance from the crack-tip. A basic result of the model is to predict crack-tip screening
over a range of crack extension (R-curve behavior) when high-strength fibers and weak interfaces are
present (],2).

The model is used to explore the time-dependence of crack growth by allowing the crack-closure forces to
undergo time-dependent relaxation. Available creep data for Nicalon fibers at ]I00"C in pure Ar (8) were
used to construct a constitutive equation for the stress- and time-dependence of creep in Nicalon fibers at
]I00:C. Based on this approach, the discrete micromechanicsmodel is used to calculate the crack velocity
using a quasi-static approach (2).

Using a definition for the stress intensity for an equilibrium bridging zone, an expression was derived for
the velocity of a crack in a composite at equilibrium, which gives a quasi-static approximation to the
crack velocity. For this approximation, it is assumed that the bridging zone is in equilibrium by virtue
of a balance between crack advance and relaxation of bridging zone stresses. As the crack advances, it
bridges additional fibers, which retards its growth. As the stresses in the bridging zone relax, the
crack-tip screening is reduced, and the crack tends to advance.

The quasi-static approximation assumes that Kt_pis a constant such that

K:_p(a, c) : C - ___[_p: o (3)

Therefore, one can write the total differential of K:,=as

O_.,p OK-.E-"'Pda OK- + _dc (4)" aa -CIL

which was used to derlve an expression for crack velocity, V , as

da _ ,?C

where the crack velocity is expressed as the ratio between the time-dependenceof K..odue to stress

relaxation of bridging forces,.aC,,p/o_t,and the change in K,# due to crack advance,_-_<./$a. Reducing
the crack-closure (fiber bridging) forces as a function of t_me, due to either stress reqaxation in the
Fibers (Figure 7) or removal of the interface, allows the crack to extend during the load step. The
agreement of the predicted velocities, as well as the time-dependence, suggests that fiber creep is
controlling SCG in the pure Ar environment at I]O0"C. Other relaxation processes, such as interface
removal, would be expected to occur in 0_. This relaxation process would be faster than for fiber creep
alone because the fiber/matrix interface-is simultaneouslybeinq removed by oxidation. This process would
reduce the fiber/matrix interracial shear strength as a Function of time. A faster stress relaxation
shifts the onset of accelerated cracking (stage-Ill) to lower K. values and increases the relative crack
velocities in the stage-If region.

The crack velocity-time data in O_ (Figure 2) indicates that velocities are increasingwith time, which
cannot be accounted for by using _ logarithmic function for K ..(t), such as that used for fiber creep. A
linearly increasingK. (t) will give a constant crack velocity" while a power-law function would be
required to account fo'_increasing ve}ocities with time. Such a result would have to come from a model of
interface removal and subsequent bridging zone relaxation, which remains to be accomplished.

Fiber/matrix interfaces with improved high-temperature stability reIative to C are being developed by the
CMC industry. Boron nitride is one such material being considered to improve the high-temperature
stability. However, compari._onbetween S_C/SiC with BN and C interfaces. Figure I and 3 shows little
improvement. A BN interface is also not a good choice for Fusion applications because of neutron
activation of nitrogen and helium generation from the B. Carbon interfaces could have suitable long-term
stability in high-purity He or liquid lithium; however, reaction with H or T is a major concern. The
suitability of SiC/SiC with a carbon interface for fusion applications must be evaluated in the presence of
H. A test in He with variable H partial pressures would be one method of evaluating the stability of
SiC/SiC with C interfaces in H bearlng environments.
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Fig, 3. Crack velocity as a function of applied stress intensity (V-K) data for BN-interface material at
I_00°C in pure Ar and Ar plus 2000 ppm oxygen. Data is averaged from several specimens and single-sided
error bars are shown.
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_,n n_gn-_emperature mechanlcal properties of SiC relnforced wlth c_ntinuous S_[ _'!'ers exhibit novel
properties relative to monol_thic ceramics, The presence of the K independent stage ii is one novel aspect
of the CMCmaterial. A second is the apparent shift in K, for cracks produced oy subcrltical growth
relative to machined notches, lhis effect is demonstrated by comparing the transitlon from stage II to
staQe Ill _n Figures I and 3 to the fracture toughness curves shown _n Figure 4 for these materials.
Comparison of the results in Ar show that the transition From stage II to stage Ill exceeds K. by a factor
of almost 2 increasing from about 15 MPJm to 27 to 30 MPa_m. In most materials, th_s transition is less
than K . Further experlmental work is in progress to verify this effect.

Further examination of the creep/fatigue data for tests conducted on SiC/SiC wlth the C interface suggested
that, contrary to our previous conclusion (7) that cyclic loads produced no damage, _ome damage may have
accumulated with increasing cycles or stress-intensity, An exampie of this behavior _s glven in Figure 5
where It is evident that the difference in the crack velocity following the first cycle and the
twentiefifth cycle decreases with increasing stress intensity. Comparison of the crack velocity versus
applied stress intensity for static and cyclic tests conducted in _r, Figure 6, may also provide evidence
for fatigue damage. One cyclic test was terminated at the stage II to stage III transition while the
second cvclic test was still in stage II when the test was terminated, The results f_om one test suggest
that cyclic loads reduce the stage IT to stage Ill transition while the other suggests no effect. Further
e×perlments are in progress to further evaluate these effects.

;UTURE DIRECTION

_ests to determine the value of K_ following the growth o _ cracks at high-temperature will be completed,
5!so, further fatigue tests and m6deling will be completed to determine whether tension-tension cyclic
stresses induce damage in these materials. The temperature dependence and oxygen reaction klnetics will be
measured to determine the activation energy for crack growth and to model the environmental contribution to
crack growth rates, respectively.
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MEASURF2vlENTOF DC _CAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMINADURING SPALLATION-
NEUTRON IRRADIATION -- E. H. Farnum,F. W. ClinardJr., J. C. Kennedy III, W. F. Sommerand
M. D. Dammeyer (Los Alamos NationalLaboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this experiment is to determinethe extent of degradation duringneutron
irradiationof electricaland optical propertiesof candidate dielectricmaterials. The goals are to identify
promising dielectrics for ITERand otherfusion machines fordiagnostic applications and establish the basis
foroptimization of candidate materials.

SUMMARY

An irradiationexperiment was carriedout during the summerof 1992 at the Los Alamos
Spallation Radiation Effects Facility (LASREF). In situ measurementsof electrical conductivity in
alumina, sapphire and mineral-insulatedelectricalcables weremade at 640 °C, 590 °C and 400 °C. Both
DC and AC (100 Hz to 1 MHz) measurements weremade to a fluence of approximately 3 x 1023 n/m2.
Optical absorption from200 nm to 800 nm was measured in pure silica- and OH-dopedsilica-coreoptical
fibers during the irradiation. A large numberof passive samples wereincluded in the irradiation,some at
the furnace temperaturesand some at ambient temperature.This reportdescribespreliminaryanalysis of the
DC conductivity measurements. The AC measurements areanalyzed in the companion report. All samples
are being recoveredforpost-irradiation examination as this report is being writtenin May, 1993. Final
analysis of the conductivity data awaits the resultsof measured fluence fromactivation foils and will be
published at ICFRM-6.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

The basic description of the experimentwasreportedin the last progressreport (April 92 through
September92).

FurnaceTemperature

Each furnacehadthreetypeK thermocouples. Thesewere located nearthe top, center and bottom
of the heatedzone. The topand bottom thennocoupleswere locatedradi',dlyabout half-waybetween the
axis andwall, and the center thermocouplewas locatedon theaxis. The temperaturewas controlled (held at
aconstantset point) using the center thermocoupleand theother two temperatureswere recorded
continuouslyduringthe experiment.Becauseof gammaandneutronheating, thefumw,e temperature
profile changed slightly from the beam-oncondition,in which most power was suppliedby theradiation,
and the beam-off condition, in which all the power was supplied by the furnaceheater. Fig. 1 shows a two-
dimensionalfurnacelayout with the two AC capsules on theright and the DC capsule with layered samples
on the left. The temperatureof the threethermocouplesfor each of the threefurnaces, A, B andC, are
plottedversus axial furnaceposition. This furnacetemperatureprofile was used to obtaina betterestimate
of the temperatureof the samples. Fromthis,our best-estimatetemperatureof the threeDC conductivity
capsules when the beamwas on at high power was655 *C, 615 °C and395 *C, all _ 5 *C.

The furnacetemperatureswereinitially set to 300 °C, 400 °C and500 °C. Early in the
experiment, when the beampower was low, these temperatureswere held. However, whenthe beampower
was increased,the temperaturesincreased to theirf'malvalues and the control points were adjustedto
maintainconstanttemperature(within 10 °C) with beamon and off. The temperaturehistory of the
furnaces during the early partof the experimentis shown in Fig. 2. Only the top thermocouplefor the
threefurnacesis plottedin this figure. The fourthplot is a thermocouplein the temperature-uncontrolled
capsule containingpassive samples,labeledClinard. The temperatureof this capsule is directly relatedto
neutron flux.
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TheDC electricalmeas_t8

Each furnace held one DC capsule thatwas open to the argonfurnaceatmmphere. Each DC capsule
containedtwo l-nun-thickandtwo 3-mm-thick, 1.9-cm-diameteraluminadisks. The disks were stacked
with interleavedelectrodessuch thatdisks of equalthickness wereelectricallyparallel. An appliedDC
voltage of 150 V causedan electricfield of 500 v/cm on the thick disks and 1500 V/cm on the thin disks.
This voltage wasapplied continuouslyduringtheexperiment. The aluminadisks arepartof the IEAround-
robin 99.5 Wesgo aluminapurchasedby R. Stoller at ORNL. EachDC capsule had fourelectrodes, the
high-voltage input,a thin-diskoutput,a thick..diskoutput,anda "dummy"outputthatenteredthe capsule
and hungdown beside the samples butwas not connectedto any disks.The dummyelectrode, placedcloser
to the high-voltage electrodethaneitherof the other outputelectrodes, was intendedto measurethe
maximumcontributionto thesamplecurrentfromgas andsurfaceconduction. The three "output"
el_ andone MgO-imulatedcable in eachfurnacewere scatmedcontinuouslywith a computer-
controlledswitchandpico-mnmeter,and samplecutrmt, timeandgotm-beam ctm'mtwere,digitizedand
archived. Fig. 3 shows sample currentversus estimatedfiuencefora sampleelectrode (furnaceA thick
samples)andadummyelectrodein thesame furnace. Because of the smallcontribution,dummyelectrode
currents werenot subtractedfromsample currentsin calculatingconductivity.

Duringthe experiment,the protonbeamcurrentwaschanged anumberof times. This caused proportional
changes in neutronflux, thatin turncaused changes in theDC conductivity. The effect of these changes
canbe seen in Fig. 4. The IX: conductivity is plotted versus estimatedfluence for bothproton-beam-on
and beam-offcondition. The flux was estimatedfromprevious activationfoil measurementsandalso from
the temperatureof theClinardcapsule as shown in Fig. 2. Using this flux dataand assuming thatthe
beam.on radiation-indttcedconductivityis directly_onal to the flux, we correctedthe conducfvity
datafor the flux changes by increasingthe conductivityof the lower-flux regions by the ratio of maximum
flux (in the fluence region between0.5 and 13 x 1023 n/m2) to flux in thecorrectedregion.

._0.3 .....E-
l_ oO °

0.2 h- o ° : DummyElectrode _.0o_
0" ° ess°c to

0.1 _- ° o _0_

. ,o o ° °?o o '

E - o- _"o "_.-'ulwp @Q,_ I

.4

_-10

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

Estimated Integral Fluence (x10^23 rdmA2)

Figure 3. Comparisonof the dectrode cunent fora sampleset at655 °C and the dummyelectrode in the
same ftmmce.
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Figure 4. As measured conductivity in a sample set at 655 °C versus estimated fluence without correction
for flux dumges.

The flux-cmrected data for three sample sets are shown in Fig. 5, a,b,c. The data taken prior to
stabilization of the furnace temperatures at their final value is not shown because the analysis is not yet
complete. The data for the highest temperature and highest voltage samples (655 °C, 1500 V/cm) are not
l_esented because we presently believe that they are erroneo_ and are waiting for post-irradiation
measurements to verify these data. The data for the lowest temperature samples are shown in Fig. 6. At
this temperature, no chaages were observed in either beam-on,bean-off or long-term conductivity.
Therefore, no flux correction was applied to the Fig. 6 plot. The data for both the 500 V/cm and 1500
V/era sample sets were similar at the lowest temperature. The data on DC conductivity of MgO-insulated
cables have not yet been analyzccL

During the experiment, when the beam was off for a substantial period, we turned off the furnace power and
mcamm_ electrical conductivity vs. temperature as the samples cooled, then again as they were reheated
with power on. Fig. 7 is an Arrhenius plot of the conductivity taken with beam off at an estimated fluence
of 0.67 x 1023 n/m2. Heating and cooling data were identical. The observance of two activation energies
is chaactcristic of an irradiatedmaterial. 1
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Figure 5a. Flux-correctedconductivity of the sample set at 665°C and 500 Wcm versus estimated
fluence. Upper cun'e is beam on, lowercurve is beam off. Wesgo 995 Alumnia.
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Figure 5b. Flux-correctedconductivityof the sample set at 615°C and 1500 V/cm versusestimated
flucncc. Upper curve is beam on, lowercurve is beam off. Wcsgo 995 Alumnia.
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Figure 5c. Flux-correctedconductivityof the sampleset at 615'C and 500 V/cm versus estimated fluence
Uppercurve is beam on, lower curve is beamoff. Wesgo 995 Alumina.
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Alumina.
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Figure 7. Logarithm of the conductivity versus reciprocal temperature for the sample set at 655 ° C and
500 V/cm. Fluence is constant at 6.65 x 1023n/cm2. Beam off.
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The DC data for most of the LASREF in situ irradiation experiment have been analyzed. No dramatic
increases in conductivity were observed to the maximum estimated flux of 0.034 displacements per atom
(dpa). Data from one I)(3 sample set and the MI cables has yet to be fully analyzed and is waiting for post-
irradiation measurements. The DC conductivity for two of our sample sets is compared to previous
attempts to measure the PIED effect in Fig. 8. It should be noticed that no dramatic RIED effect has yet
been observed with DC measurements under neutron irradiation. Shikama's factor-of-three increase is, so

far, the largest observed DC effect, These data would not indicate that RIED is a serious problem for fusion
applications at least in the temperature, voltage, fluence ranges measured to date.

WORK

The AC measurements we made at LASREF, described in the _mp.anion report, are dramatically different
from the DC data described here. We do not yet have a plausible explanation for this difference. We are in
the process of recovering the insert and samples and will begin post-irradiation examination in the third
quarter. Post-irradiation electrical measurements will be compared between the DC and AC samples in an
attempt to understand the differences in these two experiments. We will also conduct TEM examinations of
both ac and dc samples to look for the onset of colloid formation. Steve Zinlde at ORNL will collaborate
in these measurements.

Many passive samples were included in the LASREF experiment. These were contributed through our
collaborations with researchers world wide. We will continue these collaborations, returning samples and
making some post-irradiation measurements beginning in the third quarter.

References
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MEASUREMENT OF AC ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SINGLE CRYSTAL AL2.Q3
DURING SPALLATION-NEUTRON IRRADIATION--, J. C. Kennedy llI, E.H. Farnum, _ F-
Sommer and F. W. Clinard, Jr. (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this experiment is to determine the extent of electrical insulating degradation in

AI203, a candidate dielectric material for fusion applications, during neutron irradiation and with an
applied electric field.

SUMMARY

Samples of single crystal AI203, commonly known as sapphire, and polycrystalline AI203 were
irradiated with spallation neutrons at the Los Alamos Spallation Radiation Effects Facility (LASREF)
under various temperature conditions and with a continuously applied alternating electric field I. This
paper describes the results of measurements on the sapphire samples. Neutron fluence and flux values are
estimated values pending recovery and analysis of dosimetry packages. The conductivity increased
approximately with the square root of the neutron flux at fluences less than 3 x 1019 n/m 2 and at fluxes
less than 1 x I016 n/m2.sec. Conductivity initially decreased at low fluences with minimums near
fluences of I x 1020 n/m2. Incubation periods with a gradual increase in conductivity preceded the onset
of an accelerated increase in conductivity beginning at fluences as low as 1021 n/m2. The increase in
conductivity reached saturation levels as high as 2 x 10-2 (ohm-m)'lat fluences as low as 2 x 1022n/m 2.
Frequency swept impedance measurements indicated a change in the electrical properties from capacitive
to resistive behavior with increasing fluence.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

The Fusion ceramics community has been concerned with the phenomenon of radiation-induced
electrical degradation (RIED) in ceramic insulators ever since E.R. Hodgson 2"3 observed and reported the

effect in single crystal AI203 during high energy electron irradiation.

R/ED has been observed 2,4 only under conditions of concurrent ionizing radiation, displacement

damage, moderately elevated temperatures, and applied electric fields. Degradation has been reported 2

for single crystal AI203 under both applied DC and AC fields up to 126 MHz. There is little or no
frequency dependence of degradation behavior under AC applied fields but the onset of degradation has
been reported to be delayed and the degradation rate reduced compared to DC applied fields 2.
Accelerated degradation has been observed 2 at fluences as low as 10-5 displacements per atom (dpa) with
applied voltages above a threshold value ofabo_t 500 V/cm during 1.8 Mev electron irradiation at a flux

of 106 Gy/hr and a temperature of 450 ° C.

Studies of proton irradiated 4 polycrystalline MgAI20 4 and AI203 and electron irradiated 2 single

crystal A120 3 show degradation trends consisting of an incubation period during which conductivity is
slowly increasing followed by the onset of a supralinear increase in conductivity. The incubation period
has been found 2 to decrease with increasing dose rate and to increase with decreasing temperature.

Recently, Shikama et. al. 5 observed degradation in polyct3,stalline AI203 after irradiation with fission
reactor neutrons near 500°C with a 5000 V/cm applied electric field.
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Fig. 1. Schematicdie,gram of AC test capsule. Guard ring electrical lead is shown in contact with the
capsule bodyor electrical ground.

SAMPLE MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION

HP 4194A

LOW Rr

,HIG
L

ix - FI/Zx = Ej'/Rr

Zx - Rr**iEs/Er

Fig 2. Wiringdiagramand measurementc¢.nfigurationfor AC measurel]iats. The Low side is driven to
0 volts at the measuringinstnunent (He 4194A ImpedanceAnalyzer).
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A separate,but related, phenomenon is radiation inducedconductivity (R/C) caused by the creation of
excess charge carriers under ionizing radiation. RIC is a function of the ionization rate and the lifetime of
excess charge carders as determined by trapping and recombination processes.6"9. RIC is given by

cr--ao + KR5, where ao is the conductivity in the absence of ionizing radiation and R is the ionizing flux.
Studies9-11 of AI20 3 under various types of ionizing radiation have generally reported flux-dependent 8
values between 0.5 and 1.5 In addition, 8 can have a complicated temperature dependence delennined
by the defect or doping state10,11

E.xperimental Method

The irradiation was carded out at LASREF near the beam stop of LAMPF. LAMPF is an 800 MeV
linear proton accelerator that generally operates with an average beam current of 0.75 mA and a neutron
flux near experimental stations of 3.8 x 1017 n/m2-s-mA 12,13for neutron energies greater than 0.1 MeV.
Calculatedl3 gamma flux is approximately 1.4 x 1017/m2-s-mA. The proton beam is pulsed every 8.3
ms with the beam on for a period of 0.5 to 0.8 ms. Interaction of the protons with a copper beam stop
produces spallation neutrons with an energy distribution corresponding to a moderated fission spectrum
plus a high energy tail.

Although accurate determinations of neutron fluxes and fluences during our experiment must await
recovery,of dosimetry foils, it is estimated that the maximum average neutron flux (E > 0.1 Me'v) at the
samples ranged from 5.5 x 1016to 1.0 x 1017 n/m2-sec. Total neutron fluences (E > 0.1 MeV) are
estimated to range between 1.2 and 2.2 x 1023 n/m 2.

Samples were individually encapsulated in stainless steel capsules [Figure 1]. Based on measurements
outside the capsules, it is estimated the single crystal sample capsules were evacuated to less than 10-4

torr. Two sample capsules, one with single crystal and one with polycrystalline A1203, were contained in
each of three separately controlled and DC powered furnaces. The details of the furnace construction has
been previously reported 1. The furnaces were continuously supplied with argon at atmospheric pressure.
Approximately 5m of MgO-insulated cables with stainless steel sheaths and nickel center conductors
provided electrical leads from the capsules out of the high radiation area. Another 25m of polymer
insulated coaxial cable carried the electrical signals to the instruments.

The single crystal sample capsules had ceramic insulated electrical feed-throughs with nickel leads.
Platinum leads 0.005 inches in diameter were thermosonically bonded to the sample electrodes and spot-
welded to the nickel leads. The sample electrodes were sputter deposited with 100 Angstroms of titanium
followed by 2500 Angstroms of platinum. A guard ring configuration as specified in ASTM Standard
D150 was applied using photolithography masking techniques. Samples were single crystal AI20 3
supplied by Crystal Systems, Inc. _5th face orientation (11"20).Major impurities were 8 ppm Fe and 6
ppm Ce. Sample dimensions were 0.216 mm thick x 12.7 mm in diameter. The guarded electrode
diameter was 7.65 mm.

The polycrystalline samples and sample capsules were supplied by Dr. Tatsuo Shikama of Tohok-
University, Japan. The capsules were similar in construction to those reported by him as a 'second
subcapsule design' in a separate irradiation experiment 14. The samples were manufactured by Kyocera
Co. Ltd., and had nominal dimensions of 0.15 mm thick x 8 mm in diameter. Sample electrodes were
similar to those for the single crystal samples.i
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Fig's 3a-c. Averagedconductivityvalues measuredat 100Hz duringspallation neutronirradiationof
single crystal AI203 with a 1850 V/cm appliedAC electricfield. Impedancemeasurementswere made
without the AC electric field applied. Resultsarepresentedwith ('beamon'), andwithout (_m.mnoff"),
neutronflux present.
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The samples were supplied with a 10 kHz voltage with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 80 volts. The
applied electric field had a peak value of 1850 V/cm and an rms value of 1310 V/cm. The field was
continuously applied to the samples during the irradiation except for periods of 30 to 60 seconds every 1
to 2 hours to allow frequency swept impedance measurements to be made.

Electrical measurements were made with a HP 4194A impedance analyzer which uses an auto-
balancing bridge technique. Measurements were made over the frequency range of 100 Hz to 1MHz. A
three terminal configuration was used as shown in Figure 2. The impedance analyzer drives the low side
of the circuit to 0 volts leaving the guard and guarded electrodes at the same potential. Measurement
signal voltages are a maximum of I volt at high impedances with a compliance of 20 mA. Since the
source voltage applied to the sample depends only on the impedance of the sample, any leakage current on
the high side has minimal effect on the accuracy of the measurement as long as the total current is within
instrument specifications. Separate measurements of MgO-insulated cables during irradiation with an
applied electric field peak strength of 1750 V/cm did not reveal any degradation in cable insulation.

Results

This progress report concerns data collected from the single crystal samples. Analysis of the
polycrystalline samples is not yet complete and is being done in collaboration with Dr. Tatsuo Shikama.

The irradiation initially began with Sample A (Furnace A) at 300°C, Sample B (Furnace B) at 375°C
and Sample C (Furnace C) at 480°C. Early in the irradiation an increase in flux-induced heating caused
us to reverse the low and high temperature furnaces and to increase the controlling temperature levels.
All furnaces increased in temperature at 66 hours into the irradiation coincident with a factor of two flux
increase. Another factor of two flux increase and coincident temperature increase at 85 hours resulted in
the changes in furnace controlling levels referred to above.

Sample A increased from 300°C to 320 C at 66 hours and from 320°C to 560°C at 85 hours. Sample
A averaged 580°C + 20° C over the period of rapid degradation. Sample B increased from 375°C to
405°C at 66 hours and from 405°C to 540°C at 85 hours. The temperature increase in Sample B at 85

hours, unlike Sample A, precipitated a rapid, and nearly immediate, rise in conductivity of about two
orders of magnitude. Sample B averaged 550°C + 10 C over the rapid degradation period. Sample C
increased from 480°C to 490°C at 66 hours and was lowered from 490°C to 355°C at 85 hours. The

temperature was thereafter increased to 380° C and Sample C averaged 380°C + 10°C over the
degradation that continued throughout the irradiation cycle. The temperature profiles are further
described in a companion progress report on DC conductivity measurements.

Figures 3 a-c show conductivity measured at 100 Hz versus estimated fluence in n/m 2 and dpa (lxl025
n/m2 is estimated to induce one displacement per atom ). Conductivity was calculated from the measured
values of impedance modulus IZl(ohms) and phase angle O (theta degrees). The AC conductivity is given

by o'=o_kGotan_;where t_ is the angular frequency, k is the real part of the relative dielectric constant, Go

is the permittivity of free space and tank is given by the equivalent series resistance Rs ( IZlcos O )

divided by the equivalent series reactance Xs ( IZlsin ® ). k is given by Cp d/Go A, where Cp is the

parallel capacitance, d is the sample thickness, and A is the guarded electrode area. Cp is given by
l/coRp tan_5,where Rp is the parallel resistance. The conductivity can therefore be calculated from the
expression, cr=d/RpA, where the parallel resistance, Rp, is given byRp=Rs[(l + tan2_5)/tan2_5].
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Fig's 4a-c. Conductivityof single crystalAI203 measuredat I00 I-Izearly in the irradiationcycle.
Neutron flux, in the upperpartof the figure, is contrastedwith conductivity,shown in the lower partof
the figure. Increases in flux are seen at 66 and 85 hours.Temperaturechanges are indicated at 85 hours.
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Conductivity values are initially presented here at 100Hz since they are they are the lowest frequency
measured and are more closely comparable to DC measurements. Conductivity trends for higher
frequencies are similar and will be presented in a future publication with further analysis of frequency
dependent behavior.

Conductivity results presented in Figures 3 a-c represent the averages of several conductivity
measurements taken over eight hour periods of irradiation. The proton beam at LAMPF was off
periodically during the irradiation for periods of a few minutes to several hours. Measurements were
made with the proton beam both on and off. Conductivity with the proton beam on is contrasted with
beam-offvalues in Figures 3 a-c.

Figures 4 a-c show unaveraged conductivity measurements and estimated neutron flux. The neutron
flux was calculated from beam current measurements taken before and after frequency swept impedance
measurements. Early in the irradiation, increases in conductivity correspond to increases in neutron flux.
Figure 5 shows conductivity as a function of neutron flux at low fluences (<3 x 1019 n/m 2 ) before any
measurable change in the base conductivity. RIC increases as approximately the square root of the
neutron flux.

The conductivity for all samples in Figures 3a-c shows a slight decrease in the base conductivity early
in the irradiation. Decreases in radiation induced conductivity (RIC) for Samples B and C were also
observed in this region. The conductivity response to flux and fluence can be seen in more detail in
Figures 4 a-c. The base conductivity in all samples reaches a minimum value at about 1020 n/m2. RIC
appears to decrease relative to the base conductivity in all samples before the onset of degradation.

Sample B, initially irradiated at 375°C, shows an immediate and dramatic response with the fastest
degradation rate after a temperature increase from 405°C to 550°C. Sample A, initially irradiated at
300° C, and with a large temperature increase from 320°C to 560°C, shows a much slower response to
temperature change and a slower degradation rate. Sample C initially irradiated at 480°C and
subsequently lowered in temperature from 490°C to 355°C, shows the beginning of rapid degradation
which then appears to be retarded by the decrease in temperature and proceeds at a much slower rate
thereafter.

Sample B reached the highest saturated conductivity with a value of 2 x 10-2 (ohm-m) "1 at a fluence
near 2 x 1022 n/m2. Sample A degraded to a saturated conductivity of about 6 x 10-5 (ohm-m)'lat a
fluence of about 5 x 1022 n/m 2 . The degradation in Sample C did not reach saturation, but had a
conductivity of 1 x 10-5 (ohm-m) "1 at the end of the irradiation cycle at a fluence of about 1 x 1023 n/m 2.
Sample B, and to a lesser extent Sample A, show very noisy signals beginning near saturation, with the
'beam-on' condition resulting in decreased conductivity (an inverse RIC).

Figures 6a-c show the measured impedance modulus and phase angle values as a function of frequency
at tluences corresponding to the unirradiated condition, approximately half way (logarithmically) to
saturation, and near saturation. Sample C, not having reached saturation, is shown at the highest
fluence at the end of the irradiation cycle. Changes in the impedance behavior over the frequency
spectrum indicate the general trend of a change from capacitive to resistive behz,vior with increasing
fluence. A spike seen in some of the plots at 10 kHz is caused by interference from the applied electric
field present on the samples not being measured.
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Discussion..

The AC data reportedherediffer dramatically from the DC conductivitydata reported in the
companionprogressreportonpolycrystallincalumina. We do notyet have a plausibleexplanationfor
thesedifferences. The extremely rapid rise in conductivityof Sample B andvery noisy signalswith an
unexpectedresponseto the "t_am-on' conditionbeginning nearsaturationarc reasonsfor further analysis.
Further analysisis alsoneededwith respectto possiblesynergisticeffects causedby coincidentalchanges
in flux and temperature. It is expectedthat someof the presentuncertaintieswill be addressedin the near
future with the recoveryof dosimetry packagesand post-irradiation measurements.
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IRRADIATION EFFECTS IN CERAMICS: TRANSITION FROM LOW TO ItlGH DOSE BE1|AVIOR - -
F. W. Clinard, Jr. and E. H. Farnum (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to assess the changes that occur in various types of ceramics as
irradiation doses progress from low to high levels, and to interpret those changes in terms of our present
understanding of damage effects [1].

SUMMARY

Ceramics subjected to irradiation show a wide variety of damage responses, depending on
composition, nature of bonding, crystal structure, impurity levels, starting microstructure, number of phases,
and type of bombarding particle. As doses reach high levels (a condition that varies in magnitude from one
material to another) major changes in physical properties can occur, and atomic arrangements may even
change from crystalline to disordered. However, some ceramics show marked resistance to damage, and some
properties may improve. More work is needed to fully understand these phenomena, but it is currently
possible in many cases to predict at least qualitatively both microstructuraldamage response and observed
property changes.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introdu¢tion

At low damage levels, physical property changes in ceramics are for the most part small in
magnitude. The primary damage state and effects of low-dose damage comprise the first topic discussed here.

As damage accumulates and larger defect aggregates are formed, major changes in physical properties
(not always deleterious) can be expected. Nevertheless, in many ceramics the constituent ions are for the most
part not permanently displaced, and so the damage can be characterized as isolated. High-dose isolated damage
is the next topic addressed.

Cen.'unicswith primarily covalent bonding can, at moderate damage levels (e.g., one displacement per
atom) become globally disordered. This condition, which is sometimes referred to as the amorphous or
metamict state, is considered next.

Engineering materials are often made up of two or more phases. Since each phase will demonstrate a
characteristic response to irradiation, the combined damage state can be complex. The unusual swelling
behavior of such a material is the last topic discussed.

The Primary_Damage State an(lLow-Do_ Behavior

With respect to neutron irradiation, primary damage effects are usually visualized in terms of cascade
formation and post-cascade defect content. Damage cascades have been extensively studied in metals, but little
work has been done on ceramics. Issues that are especially important to ceramics include:

-- The possibility of forming anti-site defe_o_s,e.g., AI ions on O ion sites in alumina or N ions on
O sites in aluminum oxynitride;

- The consequence of unequal numbers of cation and anion displacements;
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-- Amorphicity in cascades and as the permanent, bulk damage condition;

-- Direct observation of cascades.

At low dmnage levels, ceramics accommodate permanent displacement damage in the form of cation
and anion vacancies and interstitials, as well as small clusters. Insight as to defect species present and their
charge states can be obtained by employing various experimental techniques, among which the most
commonly used is optical absorption. An example of the use of this technique is the work of Atobc et al.
[2], in which various point defects and small aggregates were identified in neutron-irradiated A1203.

Isolated Hi,h-Dose Damagev

Many ceramics will, after irradiation to damage levels on the order of one displacement per atom

(about lxl025 n/m 2) exhibit a population of defect aggregates such as cavities and interstitial dislocation
loops. These aggregates, and other defects such as isolated vacancies, can have a profound effect on physical
properties. For example, AI203 swells 4 vol. % at 1100 K (Fig. I) as a result of the formation of 9 nm dia.
cavities [3]. Fracture toughness of this material has doubled, apparently as a result of the interaction of cracks
with the cavity population [4]. Room temperature thermal diffusivity is significantly reduced, an effect
attributed to phonon scatttering both from the cavities and from point defects or fine aggregates too small to
be detected in conventional transmission electron microscopy [5].

Figure 1 also shows swelling data for MgAI204 spinel after elevated temperature neutron irradiation
[3]. It can be seen that this material is highly resistant to dimensional changes, at least in single-crystal
form. The microstructure of irradiated spinel exhibits only faulted interstitial dislocation loops [3], with the
absence of cavities indicating that vacancies either remain in the dispersed state or for the most part recombine
with interstitials. The lack of degradation of thermal diffusivity in single-crystal spinel [5] implies that most
of the point defects have in fact recombined. Measurements carded out on MgAI204 after irradiation to 680

and 815 K show that this material is markedly strengthened by irradiation to a fluence of 2x1026 n/m2 [6].
Such strengthening may result from the interaction of propagating cracks with strain fields around the
interstitial loops.

Ceramics with non-cubic crystal structures are subject to anisotropic swelling, which can result in
high intergranular stresses that markedly reduce mechanical properties. This effect can best be seen in the &tta

of ltickman on the hexagonal ceramic Bet [7]. ltere it was found that beyond a fluence of lxl025 n/m 2 at
348-373 K the polycrystalline form of this ceramic loses more that 90% of its strength.

Electrical conductivity of insulating cermnics is usually not greatly affected by prior displacement
damage, ttowever, this property has been shown by Klaffky et al. [8] to be strongly dependent on rate of
absorption of ionizing energy during irradiation, with conductivity of A1203 exhibiting increases of several
orders of magnitude. A potentially more serious problem has been identified by l[odgson [9]: when
deposition of ionizing energy and displacement damage occur concurrendy with application of an electric field,
conductivity of AI20 3 over time shows an additional increase beyond that causeM by flux effects. This
phenomenon appears to be related to microstructural changes in the material.

Of particular importance to the use of ceramics in fusion reactors is the role of transmutation
products. Calculations by Rovner and ttopkins [I0] indicate that after ten years at the first wall of a

2 MW/m 2 reactor, impurity levels of gaseous and metallic transmutation products can reach concentrations on
the order of 1 atomic percent. The effects of such high impurity concentrations have not been investigated,
but are expected to be significant.
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Fig. 2. Bulk swelling of CaPuTi20 7 as a function of temperature, damage dose, and storage time. Ambient

temperature was aproximately 350 K. [l l].
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Fig. 3. Swelling of Macor at room temperature as a function of fluence of 14 MeV neutrons [14].
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Amgrphization

Some ceramics, especially those with primarily covalent bonding, accommtxlate displacement
damage by formation of lcxzalized microvolumes of disordered (variously referred to as amorphous, aperiodic,
or metamict) material. With a sufficiently large "damage dose, the ceramic can become completely amorphous.

An exmnple of such irradiation behavior is the resixmse of the simulated nuclear waste form

CaPuTi207 to self-damage resulting from alpha decay of 238pu [11]. ttere, most of the damage results from

recoil of the _100 keV 234U ion. As can be seen from Fig. 2, this material exhibits significant swelling near
room temperature, with saturation being reached at a damage level of about 1 dpa. If the material is held at
575 K during self-irradiation, a less-disordered condition is achieved and swelling is reduced. Aging at 875 K
results in retention of the crystalline state, as 'damage is recovered concurrently with its formation.

With respect to fusion applications, silicate-based insulators, which ,are specified for use in diagnostic
applications, are most likely to undergo a crystalline-to-amorphous transformation. For example, crystalline
quartz (SiO2) has been shown to convert to an amorphous condition and undergo swelling of 14 vol % when

irradiated near room temperature to a fluence of 2x 1024 n/m2 [12]. Such a dose, "although modest for
ceramics such as A1203 and MgAI204, must be thought of as "high" for quartz.

Damage Res_oollseof a Multiphase Ceramic

Each phase of a multiphase materials system will have its own characteristic damage reslxmse under
irradiation. It can be anticipated that some multiphase materials will perform less well than would each phase
separately, a.,_relative changes in some properties (e.g., density) may not easily be accommodated. An
example of such a system is Macor, a machinable glass-ceramic [13]. This material consists of two silicate
phases, one crystalline and one amorphous; the microstructure is made up of 1 to 10 micron platelcts of
crystalline mica dispersed in a borosilicate glass matrix, with each phase comprising approximately 50 vol %
of the glass-ceramic.

Irradiation of Macor to a fluence of lxl023 n/m 2 at room temperature results in the unusual swelling
behavior shown in Fig. 3 [14]: after an incubation period swelling rises to 1.5 vol %, but is then halved at a
higher fluence. "llais behavior has bccn interpreted [14] by use of a model based on information in the
literature on the swelling behavior of crystalline and amorphous silicates, along with the experimental data of
Fig. 3. The model assumes that each phase begins to change in density after an incubation period, and swells
or densities exponentially with fluence to a steady-state value. Making use of data showing densification of
zunorphous SiO2 [12] and swelling of mica [151, it was possible to tit the experimental swelling curve for
Macor with fair accuracy and to predict a saturation swelling value for the glass-oct, unit of less than 0.5 vol %
[14]. However, it should be recognized that this reasonably gcK_ dhnensional stability may, because of
differential swelling, be accompanied by high internal strains, xnicrcx:racking, and significant strength loss.

t_Irlq_JRE WORK

Irradiation behavior of cermnics as fluence is increased from low to high doses cannot c_Lsilybe
generalized, because of the variety of damage responses that can occur. Future materials and reactor design
studies should take into account (1) the major changes that can occur in ceramics which retain their
crystallinity at high flucnces, (2) the tx)ssibility that some ceramics may become _unorphous under irradiation
at relatively low doses, and (3) the likeliht×xl that multiphase ceramics will suffer degradation of physical
properties prhnzuily becau_ of differences in damage response between each phase rather than from intrinsic
dmnage effects in the _parate phases.
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TIlE EFFEC,T OF tt.AI)INFION INDUCEI) EI, EC,TtllCAI, (:ONDUCTIVITY (t{.IC',)ON TIlE
THI,3I{MAL CONI)t CTIVITY OF SAPPIIIRE AT 77 K --1) t3. White (Oak Ridge National Lab-

oratory)

OBJIi;C'FIVE

Tills work is illtended to provide illformatiorl on tile changes expecl, ed ill the thernlal colMuctivil,y
of sapphire d_le to the scattering of phonons by condltction band electrons, which are present, due
to the RIC.

SU MM A I{Y

Microwave heating of plaslnas il_ [tlsioll reacl, ors r(?qltir(:s tim, dew:lopme_lt of ll_icr()wave wiztdows

ttrrougtl which tile llliCl'OWttV(!S C_tll ])tk_.'switllout great l()sscs. 'l'tl(' (tegradatioll of tile tll(_rllml

coIlducLivil,y of alullfilm in a ra(tiatioll envirolllnmlt is an iIIq)ortmlt consideral, i()ll izi reliabiliLy

studies of these lllicrowave Willdows. Sew,ral l'ecellt l)al)crs ll,2,3} Imv_, addressed tiffs qltest, ioll _tL

i !ligtlm" t,t!!lll)12l'atlll'(!s alld at low l,(qlll)(H'_ttl.lr(_s [,'li. 'i'lle (,ttl'l'Clll, paper exl,(:llds tile low I,c_q)_,rat, ure

calc_tlations t() (l(,Oq'r_i_lu tile etfect, of l)l_ol_Ol>electr(n_ scat;teri_g ()1_tl_e l,t_m" ml co_lductiviLy al, 77

K due t() ]{[C.. "l'l_ese low t._.!llll)(Tal, lll'12 cah:t_latio_s are ()f i_H.erc.st beca_lse tim s_tccessf_tl al)l)lical,ioll
()f l_igl_ power (>1 xl\\') windows f_)r electro_ cyclol.r()l| ll(:at.il_g systelllS ill lusi()_ reacl,ors will

_nost likely r(:qltil'e cry()gmfic cooli_g to take advalll.age of tim low loss l.allg(!lll, alld l_igl_(_r tl_er_ml

(:Olld_lctivil,y of cal_lidat_, windmv lltal.el'ials _tl. l;|l(,Se tc',ltq)('ral,tll'eS.

PII()(;fl F;SS AN Ii) STA'I'I_S

lntr(M_mt i()_

"I'll(, lattice tl_cr_ml co_ductivity is calc_lat_'d _si_g 1,1m (:allaway 151 ['(H'llllllatjl)ll (If l,lm l}ll!rlllal

[()l'lllllla|;il)ll il. is ll('('(%Sitl'V IA) llaV(, ftlllcl, i()llal f()rlllS f()r tile l'(_laxati()ll lilll(,.,,; f()l" ill(,, vari()ils 1)l_()lit)_

scal.l('l'illg )t_ecl_a),is_)_s As i)_ Ilef. 4 tl,e )_()r)_al l>r()c(,ss r('laxal,J()l_ l,il_e, tim )tlllklal) I) IH_()no_

relaxal.i(n_ l,ililU, Ill(! bo_uMary s(:al.l.eri)_g r(qaxal, i(nl l Jtll_,, atl(t l,l_e ildril_Si(' i)oi)H; (lef(:ct scaLt.(_ri_lg

r(.laxati(n_ tim(! tls(,(l ar(, tli()s(..,.()btail_(,d by (:I(::(l()(,r [61 for at (,yliii(h'ical Sal)l)llir(: Sallll,,(! ,r'.)(}IHllll()l)g

a_M ,'-.)))_))_i)_ dia)_et(,r 'de C',o(.r's sa)_q>le 5).

l_t order t() (let('r_)li_e llm ell'col; ()f l)hon()_-el('ctr()_ scal:lerii_g ()_ tlm l,lmrn_al c()_M_tctivity tl_(:

|)ll()I|oII-Pl(:(ttXOll r(,laxal.i()Ii tiln(: IllttSt, b(.: il)(:[_l(l(:([ as a I'(,sisl, iv(: ph(.)It()It s(.:aLl,(d'.l'illg l)roc(tss ill Lhe

Callaway f()rl)lltlatioll. 'I'[_(' l)l_()llo))-elecl.ro_) relaxal.io)_ t.i))l(, i)mv b(, ol_)tai_)ed t,l_()_tgl) a IIl()lll(;lltlllil

bala)m(' arg_u))(,I_t I:l] a)_d is of flu, for)n:

1 3,(,:_ cr

h,--,: t__ UT (1)

wl_ere '_, is tile pliono_ v(,l()cily, H is the decl, r()_ )_lobilil,y. C is tl_(,, pl_o_o_ spc'citic I_eat ()f tiros('

plm_o_ls wt_ict_ are allow(,d t() J_teract witt_ tim c()_dttcl, io_ balm electr()l_s (dtte I;o m_vrgy a)ul

wave-vector ('o_s(,rw_t,i()n c_)nsi(lm'ations), cr is tim el(,ctrical c(>_(h_cl ivity, m_(l "/' is the t(,l)ll)(_r',d,ur(_.
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Calculat, ion

The relaxation tame given in Eq. 1 must be evaluated ill order to use it in tile thernml conductivity
integral. KlatTky et. al. [7] found evidence of a tenq)erattu'e independent mobility for 7" <300 K, aim
Hughes [8] reported a temperature independent mobility of (3 ± 1) x 10-4rt(2/V - s for all undoped
alulninum sample between I(X) and 350 K. hi th*: calculations l)resented lmre it is assumed thal, tills
constant mobility llolds to 77 K.

-, 2v 1/'2
The specific heat, G, of those phonons Ul) to a cut off fi'equency of _o_= T(2'mkBT) is given, in
the Debye approximation, by:

C = .0,_kB (2)
a0 (expx- 1)2dx"

In tlmse expressions, In is tlw electroll mass, kt3 is the [_oltzmalm c()llstant, n, is the lm_nber of tufit
cells per unit volmlw, (-)D is tim l)ebye tenq)eral, llre, (0_ is tim l)lmlloll-el(:ctroll cut off tenq)eral,,lre
givell by O_ =: hw_/ht3, x ::- hco//,:,fl', wlwre h is Plallk's collstant divided by 2rr, and w is tile l)lloxlon
angldar freq_u'llcy. Tim exl)ressioll given in E(t. 2 lllay be evallmted by nmlmrical illtegration for
any particular telnl)(.ral.ur(' a11(l l,lmll tiffs value Inay be Its(,d ill the relaxal.ioll tilne of Eq. 1. The

value of the phonon velocity is v --::7 x lOam/s.

It is possible to calculate tlw (:lu.t_lgesin tile tllermal coIMuctivity due to (:]mllges in a by numerically
evaluatiIG the Callaway thernml coudttctivity integral {'()rdifferent wdues of c_i_ the l)l_o_o_-electron
relaxation tinm.

()RNL-DWG93-8429

>,
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,,...a

10-8 ,, ....._ ,,,,.d ,,,.,d , .......I ,,,,,,d , .......1 ,,,,.
10.9 i0-7 10.5 10.3

RIC (1/ohm-n0

Figure 1 Fract.ional change in the lattice the.final conductivity
versus RIC at 77 K. Each clu've corresponds to a different value
of the electro_, lnobility, covering the range of uncertainty m tile
mobility (3 + 1) x 10 -4 m2/V - s. The upl)er curve eorresl)on(ls to
t*.=: 2 x 10-4rlI2/V - s, the ce_ter curve to l* = 3 x 10--41n2/V - s,

a]_d the lower curve to it .... 4 x 10-4lrl2/V -- S.
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Results of Calc,dations

The results of the thermal conductivity calculations are given in Fig. 1. In this tigure the fractional
chmGe m tile thermal conductivity versus RIC is plotted. "File three different curves correspond to
different wtlues of the electron mobility, covering the range of uncertainty in the electron lnobility.
The upt)er curw.', corresponds to It = 2 x lO4nt'2/V - s, the middle curw_ corresponds to I* ....
3 x l()-'lT_'t2/V - s. atld the lower curw_ corresp(,uls to t* .....4 x lO-4,n2/V - s. 1,'roln this plot it
can be seen that at the highest values of the i/1C plotted, the change in the therInal coIMuctivity
approaches a maximum of about 9%. This value corresponds to the case of all l)holmlls below tim
cut off frequency bei_lg strongly scattered, mid thus is the lilnit,iIG value of the reductioli ill the

thernn.tl conductivity whMl can occur at this temperatllre due to 1)honon-electron scattering.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLI.ISIONS

Tim nlaxilluull of tlw range (if l)rolnpI RIC vallies il_ sapl)lfire ill a fiisioli ellvirolunmlt is expect;ed
to be (m the ()rder (if I0-5(_ -.m) -I [ising t,his wtllm f()r tit(: Ill(: tile corresl)()ll(ling l'aIlge for

' tile fracti()l_al ('ImIGe ill tlm th(:rl)lal Col|(lltc.tivity is fr(m| 0,()5(_>to ().2% at 77 K. It was {bund II,3]
tlmt at 300 K tlu' ('xl>ected fractio)ml ('flange ill the c()ll(h).ctivity at tiffs wdue of tlm ItlC was about
0.01%. Tl)lls the ('l[ect of l>llollon-el(,ctr<)n sc.atteril)g (in (.],e tllerl)ml cond,tctivity is larg(;r at low
t(,)))l)eratures but t.lwse are very s)uall ctmllges ill tlu_ th(q'lxml C()l)(hlctivity and are l|ot exl)ccted
I.() be (if il)ll)Ol'l,allC(' ilt l.[m cl(,sigli (if llficr()wave will(lows. ]{v(ql i_l tit(: (:xtrelne case. (if very large
valtu's (if ttm 111(? l.tm 1)laXillUtll) effect th(' 1)[l()ll()lH;lecl,l'())l i)lt,eracl.io_ Call ]l_tV(! O11 l,]l(; tlu?rl_ml
eotidllctivity is abOllt 9%, as l)()inted ()tit ill the l)r(,vious secl, i()l_. It sl_ould als() be _ot(:(l ilia.l, tl_ere
is esse_tially _() cl_ange i)_ tim t,lierl)utl conductivity title to l.l_e snmll electrolfic col_ll)o_|e_t added
t)y tl,e I/IC, as l>ointed oltt ill l/ef. 3.

Tlwse (']lallg(.!S are l)arti(:lllarly i_sig_ili(:allt wllm_ t.l,e [,ellll)(q'atlir(, (lel)e.IMelm(_(if the therltla.l COl|-

d_wtivity at low tel)U)(,ratur(:s is c()_)si(lered. I_)tl)is l()w te))_l)erattu'e r(.gio_ tl)(: tlmr_nal COll(h.lctivity

is st.ro_gly t(,l_H)eratl.u'(_del)endent; fi)r (_xal)u)h.'.,il) t,l)e regi()n ar(,n)d 77 K c.ah'ulati()))s slmw that
a l t_>clm_ge ill tire t(q)ll)eratur(' leads t()a 4(_4clmnge ill the l,I)(q'))ml co_uluctivity. Tluis tl_(: elfects

of |,(!ltll)(q'tttlll'(! {l_t(:tllati()llS (ill lll{' tl)(,rlllal ('()ll(l_l('l ivit.y are (_Xl)(,(:t(.'(lt() lie at least as il_q)Ol'talll; as
ally (,[[e('l.s (l)le t()l)]_olu)l_-(d('ctr()l) s(,al,l.(ring

'l'lw Sl)mll clla)lges eXl)ect(.(l il) l.l_e l,lwrl)lal col_(hwl.ivit.y (l)w t() 1)[u)ll()ll--(:l(',ctl'()_scatl,('l'i)lg s_lggest
that ll)ere is l_() _wed for n)-s,la tlwn_ml c()nd_wtivity ))u'as)u'mlw_fls i)l order I,o slaMy this e.l[(x:t.

] h)w(,v('r tiffs cl()('s_()t>rifle ())It tlw ne(,(l f<)r l)erf(,n)|ing i'n,-silu cry()gel_ic tlwl'Ina[ COll([tlctivity tests
i)_ order I.o st_idy tlw (q[ects of l.]_(:r_)mlly _,_stal)le radia.ti())l Im)d_tced defects.

l't_'l'lJll g \V()I{.K

Ii is pla_uu:d to flu'tiler i_tw,sligate l)l_ono_>electr()_ scatteril_g efh_cts il_ tlu.', prese_m.e of radiati_)ll
Uid_we(l vacmmivs. This will tie (if il|terest b(,cause _ustim l)(m", defl:ct COliCelltrltti()l_ is increased,

tlw. ther_)ml c()ll(hictivity at lOW tenq)eratures is a n|uc]l shall()wer fmmti()n of ten)l)erat_lre [9,10 I
a)l(t it. call be r(,(h_ced ()_1tim order of 90% [4]. Because l)oi_lt defects all(l eh.'.ctrolis scatter l)]_()_lons
())l Ol)l)osite (:l|(ls of the l:)]lol)oll sl)ectrum tl_e l)l)()_o_>el('.(:tro_ eth:ct ll|ay become sig))i[icm)t at t|igll
l)Oi)lt (lef(,ct ('o_lce_ltrati())_s fl)r tlmse reasollS.
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Surface Preparation Effects in Near Surface Modulus Measurement for CVD SiC m
M. C. Osborne (Rcnsselaer Polytechnic Institute), L. I.. Snead (Oak Ridge Natiomd l.al:x)ratory), and
D. Stcincr (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)

OB,I ECTIVI';

qllis study wits pcrft)nncd to dctcnninc the vltriation in tile measured mcxlulus resulting from the
use of various polishing grits on CVD SiC when taking shallow indents (20 nm) on a SiC/Nicalon TM

comlx_site sample. When ion bombarding the SiC composite, the ion penetration is only a fcw microns.
To measure the modulus as a function of the damage level, Nanoindcnter TM indents are made on the
material in cross-section at various depths below the surface presented to the incoming ions. 1,2 "lqae
purpose of making shallow indents, is to minimize the volume s_unplcd at a given depth, which leads to a
more accurate determination of the modulus at any damage level.

SUMMARY

Surface preparation has an observable effect on tile data obtained from the Nanoindentcr for shallow
(20 nm) indcnt.s OfTCVI) SiC when lXiflishedwith Syton TM. This observed effect is significantly less lor
1/2 micron diamond l'x)lishcd CVI) SiC and l_r deep (160 nm) indents. These effects were manifested by
the relative variations in the cxpcrime,tal m_x.lulus a,d hardness data. An analytical an_dysis of the
anticipated variation in the mcxtulus and hardness is performed and shown to correlate well with the observed
trends. The observed variations appear m bc the result of SiC material properties, as well as surface
preparation, since the predicted wtriations arc much sturdier than the observed v_u-iations.

PR()(;RI']SS and STATUS

In th_-,study, variations in cxperimcnlal mc_×lulusand hardness data are c_mtpared to modulus and
hardness vari:ttions predicted semi-theoretically consitledng .surface roughness its the only wtriable, A load
controlled Nanoindcntcr is employed Io experimentally dclcnninc modulus and hardness values for CVI) SiC
and Nic_d()n. M_xlulus and hardness vadalions ,arcdefined as relative wlriati()ns given by:

AE _ Es - Ec (1)
E E s

All = Hs - Hc (2)
H Hs

where E S and 11Sarc either (1) the average ln(x.hllus ()r h_udncss dctcnnined by the Nanoindcntcr
(cxpcrimcnud) or (2) a calculated modulus or hardness for a llat (sm_x_th) surface, lk; and tic _u-ceither (1)

the average plus one s_mdard deviation of the modulus or hardness determined by the N_moindcntcr
(experimental) or (2) a c_dculatcd modulus or hardncss for a curvcd (rough) surface.
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"II_eNanoindcnter determines the s,'unple modulus, E, by the following equation: 3

1 dP Jr (3)E
2 2dh A(hp_

where A(hp) is the cross-sectional area of the indenter associatcd with the contact area projected onto the

plane of the surface. The area [A(hp)] is dctcnnincd as a function of the pl,'tstic depth (hp). This contact
area is calculated by the Nanoindcntcr software assuming ideal Berkovich indenter tip geometry. The
sOfTness, dP/dh, is the slope of the unloading portion of the load-displacement curve generated by a load-
displacement experiment &sshown schematically in Izig. 1.4 The point at which the tangent line intersects
the displacement axis is the plastic depth.

t

t

i

o

p ,4 dPdh

h h

P h
Figure 1. Indenter Load-Displacement Curve

The hardness, H, is determined by the Nanoindenter from the following equation:

P
H=_ (4)

A(hp)

where P is the peak load.

Equations 1 through 4 are also used to predict theoretical variations in modulus and hardness for
either a flat (smooth) or curved (rough) surface. The calculational approaches for obtaining dP/dh, P, and

A(hp) are outlined below.

We In-stconsider the evaluation of dP/dh, which can be expressed as:

dP P (5)

dh (h-hp)

where h is the indenter depth. To determine P, h, and hp, a knowledge of the volume of material plastically
defonned by the indentation is required. For a flat surface, this plastically deformed volume is
hemispherical, with an assumed radius of about 10 h from the indenter tip when the indenter is at the desired
depth.1,6 When the indent is made on a curved surface rather than a fiat surface, a volume of material is/is
not deformed by the indenter, depending on the indent location, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Indent Cross-section lh'ofile

Rcferring to Fig. 1, Arca 1 represents the work done on the matcrial due to plastic deformation and
is proportion',dto the pre,duct of P and hp. Assuming that the plastic strain energy per unit volume is
approximately constant, since relatively little plastic deformation occurs in SiC, the plastic work is also
proportional to the volume of matcrial plastically dcfonncd. Thcrcforc, the loads (P), plastic depths (hp),
_mdvolumes of pl_Lsticallydcfonncd matcri;d fi)rllat and curved surfaces ,arerelated as follows:

I Vdeformed flat Vdeformed curved

In the schematic of Fig. 2 (showing the cross-section of the indenter and s;unplc) there is some volume of
materi_dthat is added or subtracted depending on the indent kx:ation. The actu',dvolume of materi_d
deformed by the indenter on a curved surface would cqu_dthe volumedchmned when indenting on a flat
surface plus/minus the vohnne between the true surface and the projected cross-section of the deformed
volume onto a flat surface. Thus,

V deformed actual = V deformed flat "4- V surface difference ( 7)

The deformed volume for a fiat surface is related to the indent depth, h, and can be estimated by:

_ 1 4_(10 h) a + x'(lO h) 2 h (8)
V_efo,medOat- _ 3
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The value 10 h is the assumed radial extent of the plastic deformation as measured from the indenter tip. 1,6
The volume between the true surface and the projected cross-section of the deformed volume can be
calculated by assuming a surface variation fimction and then using integral calculus.

The plastic depth, hp, for a flat surface is dctcnnincd by subtracting the total indentation depth, h,
from the amount that the surface elasticly dcfonncd. The elastic surlace dclbnnation caused some of the
indenter to not contact the surface. The resulting plastic depth is determined as follows: 8

hp = h-hs (9)

where hs is the elastic surface displacement due to indentation.

The elastic displacement can be intuitively dcrivcd by kx)king at the load displacement curve of
Fig. 1. The elastic displacement, hs, can be determined by the following:

P
hs = e "-----_ (10)S

where E is a geometric constant to take into account indenter geometry, Pmax is the peak load at the total

displacement, and S is the stiffness. Knowing that S is dP/dh, and assuming reasonable values for e, Pmax,

and E, then hp for a llat surface can be calculated using Eqs. 3, 9, and 10. The calculation will involve an
iterative process, since A (hp) is a complex function of hp.

The calculation of the plastic depth for a rough surface is more complicated. After indentation, the
indenter tip leaves an imprint whose volume is proportional to the volume of material that remains
plastically deformed. This relationship is due to material conservation (continuity). A ratio relating fiat to
curved surfaces is given as follows:

1 A(hp_) hp_ 1 A(hm )hm
3 = 3 (it)

V deformedc V deformedr

where the subscript c or f denote a curved or fiat surface. The plastic depth for a curved surface can be
determined by an iterative process similar to the one used to calculate the plastic depth for a flat surface.

Using Eqs. 5 through 11, AFJE and AH/It can be calculated by inserting the appropriate values of
loads, plastic depths, indent depths, and areas into Eqs. 1 through 4 to calculate moduli and hardness for flat
and curved surfaces.

Experimental Setup and Results

Small samples (5 mm x 5 me) of SiC/Nicalon composite were cut from a larger piece made at the
High Temperature Materials Laboratory (ORNL). Every sample was ground flat on a 6 micron diamond
impregnated disk and then went through a series of polishes to get to its final state, with each polish lasting
about 20 minutes. The polishes were: 6 micron diamond paste to 3 micron diamond paste to 1/2 micron
diamond paste to Syton. Syton is a fine SiO2 powder suspended in t120. The final sample states were
either 3 micron, 1/2 micron, or Syton. A series of indents was taken on both the fiber and matrix of each
sample, using a load controlled Nanoindenter, to depths of 20, 40, 80, and 160 nm. Average moduli and
hardness were calculated for each series of indents at depths of 20 nm and 160 nm (the extremes of the
indentation experiment). -Each series consisted of a 20 to 50 indent array. Curves similar to Fig. 1 were
generated for each indent. There were groups of samples for each polishing grit and they are numbered
sequcntially. If thc sample had additional indents, then each additional indcnt was labeled sequentially. For
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example, if the sample had been Syton polished, was the second sample of the group, and was subjected to a
second _t of indents on the sample, then it would be labeled Syton 2,2. Table 1 gives the results for the
20 nm indents and Table 2 gives the results for the 160 nm indents.

Table 1. M_xlulus and hardness tot CVD SiC at an rodent depth of 20 nm

Simple. ' , , ,,
Syton Average Relative Relative

polished CVD modulus variation Hardness variation
SIC ((;Pa)

I. 1 51Y) I) 0585 456 0.0877
,,"1 456 0.0822 44.0 0.0977
2,2 478 0.(}674 46.4 0,101
2.3 474 0,160 43.7 0.192
"L1 4 _4 ;)0624 34,9 0.0744
4.1 542 O119 55.3 0.161

Averages 482 0 (Y)16 45.0 0.119

1/2 micron
diamond polished

CVD SiC

l, 1 4(,1 '_0555 39.7 0.0756
1,2 477 0,0413 4 _ .6 0.0658
2.1 441) 0.0665 34.9 0.0659

A _'t-agt_ 459 0.0544 40. I 0069 i

3 micron
diamond polished

CVD SIC

I, I 473 0.129 48.2 I),158
1,2 457 I),128 48, I 0.158

Averages 465 0 128 48. I O.158

Table 2. M_xlulus and hardness lot CVI) SiC at an indent depth of 160 nm
;,

Sample
Syton Average Relative Relative

polished CVD modulus variation Ilardness variation
'glC ((;Pal

1.I 513 ¢).0337 41,7 0.0360
2,1 469 00356 43.1 0,0510
2.2 474 0 (1344 44,5 0.0449
2,3 44s t) (_454 40.9 0,0636
3.1 ?71 0,01871 .0.,. 0.0297
4.1 4,_¢) ;) 0340 437 0.0389

A_eragt.'s 45,/ _ ()'_60 _t) 0 0.440

1/2 micron
diamond polished

CVD SiC

1.1 4Xl _ q170 _7,2 1_.0_23
1,2 a4_ __0274 ;5,9 [),1)418
2.1 "5¢) _0251 23.9 0.025 I

xvcmgta_ "27 ', o232 _2.3 00331

3 micron
diamond polished

CVD SIC

1.1 4(_5 c)0539 .12.8 0.0678
1.2 474 ().0521 4 _,7 I) 0641

\_cra,2es 4"rf) t_t),_O 4_ 3 0
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The Nicalon fibers were also indented. Only one sample for each polish grit was indented for the
fibers. The results for Nicalon fibers are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Modulus and hardness of Nicaion fiber, at indent depths of 20 nm and 160 nmi

Average Relative Relative
Polish modulus _GPa) variation Hardness variation

Syton 191 0.0445 20.2 0.0743
1/2 micron 217 0.106 25.4 0.177
3 micron 216 0.206 23.9 0.247

indent (150 rim)

Syton 176 0.0256 18.3 0.0273
1/2 micron 185 0.0438 20.8 0.0338
3 micron 190 0.0721 21.7 0.0691

I II II I

A 1/2micron and a Syton sample were inspected using an atomic force microscope (AFM) to
resolve the surface roughness. The surface profiles allowed the determination of the peak to valley height
for the different polishes. Typical micrographs are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the surface profile
of a Syton polished composite sample. It is obvious from the micrograph that the CVD SiC matrix has a
rougher surface than the Nicalon fiber. Because the Syton is a very fine (-0.05 micron) polish of silica,
preferential removal of the matrix can take place. Figure 3a shows a radial ridge typical of the radially
grown CVD SiC grains. The individual grains are polished at different rates and are therefore exposed along
with the growth boundaries. Figure 3b shows an AFM image of an indent taken on the Syton polished
CVD SiC demonstrating that the ridge structure is on a scale which is significant as compared to the indent.
Because the Nicalon fiber is made up of very fine SiC crystallites (-10 nm) in an amorphous matrix of
glass, no preferential polishing takes place, leaving a relatively smooth surface (Fig. 3a).

Figure 3c shows a micrograph of diamond indents taken on a 1/2micron polished CVD surface at
about half the magnification shown in 3b. It can be seer. from this micrograph that the diamond polish has
not left behind the f'meridge structure caused by Syton polishing. This is to be expected, as the diamond
polishing media is harder than the CVD SiC and is also on the order of size of the grains.
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Figure 3. AFM Images on CVD SiC Matrix: (a) 1/2 micron diamond polish with two indents,
(b) Syton polish (c) micrograph of diamond indents taken on a 1/2micron polished CVD surface at about
half the magnification shown in 3b.
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The AFM was able to show the surface contour of the CVD matrix for the Syton ,and 1/2 micron
polishes, as well as for the Syton polished fiber. Sample contours of each case are shown in Figure 4,

326.5 nm
J

261.3 n_

196._ n_

130. _ n_

65.32 nm "__ ,----- ---_

G, 0;) n_ , ' ' _
la.GO nM 2OG0 nN 4GiaQ nm

(a)

326.6 n_
LI| II I LI iii i ii ii i

261.3 n_

195.9 n_

130.6 n_

65.32 nm

B.130 nit , ,,i , i
I_ .(3(;] n M 2G(3(_ nit ,_tOIB_ n M

(b)

326.6 n_ . i i m i

261,3 nn

13i_, 6 n_t

I
6S. 32 nit

13.01_ nlt i, n i . ,
G). 00 rill 2000 nu.i 4BGIB n_

(c)

Figure 4. AFM Contours (a) 1/2 micron diamond polish on CVD SiC; _'ib)Syton polish on
Nicalon; and (c)Syton polish on CVD SiC.
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DISCUSSION

For the Nicalon fiber, the relative variations in modulus and hardness decrease for the finer
polishes. This result was expected because the Nicalon has very small b-SiC cTystals (order of a few
nanometers) and has amorphous regions. 7 This makes the material softer (lower in hardness and mcxlulus
than the CVD SiC) and, therefore, easily ground and polished to make the fiber approach a flat surface
profile, Also, for the deeper indents (160 nm vs. 20 nm), there is less relative variation in the modulus and
hardness. This result was expected for the deeper indents because of the larger volume sampled. The small
(relatively) surface variations have less of an effect for the deep indents than for the shallow indents.

As shown in Table 1, there is greater variation for the Syton polished CVD SiC than for the 1/2
micron polish. This result was not expected because the finer polish should produce a flatter smoother
surface, but for the CVD SiC it did not. The v,'uiation increases for the 3 micron polished samples. This
result is expected because the 3 micron dbunond leaves scratches on the surface that can lead to large surface
variations.

As discussed earlier, the volume of material displaced varies with elevation change on the sample
surface. Assuming the sample surface has a sinusoidal variation, the relative modulus and hardness
variations can be estimated. For the assumed sinusoidal surface, the peak to valley height was chosen as the
average height plus one standard deviation. This choice of height is expected to account for most of the
height variation on the s_unple surface. The peak to valley average heights were calculated from contours
similar to the ones shown in F'igurc 4. The peak to valley heights used were 20 nm for Syton and 5 nm for
1/2 micron diamond polished CVI) SiC. The wavelength ,'t'_sociatcd with the idealized sinusoidal surface
w,'LSestimated to be 300 nm. From these values, relative mcxluli and hardness variations were calculated for
20 nm and 160 nm indents and _u'eshown in Table 4. The pl_tstic depths for flat surfaces were calculated to
be 12.29 nm and 123.00 nm, respectively, using e as .75, E as 400 Gila, Pmax as .4 mN (20 nm indents),
and 15 mN (160 nm indents).

"Fable 4. Analytically determined m(xlulus and hardness variations

Indent in peak Indent in valley
Polish AE/E bl l/II AI_ Atlfll

indent depth (20 0m)

Syton 0.0632 -0.00046 -0.0650 0.000577
I/2 micron di_nond 0.0162 0.00074 -0.0163 -0.0000753

indent depth (160 nm)

Syton 0.0145 0.00009 -0.0152 0.000037
1/2 micron diamond 0.0047 -0.00192 -0.0038 -0.000047

I II

The results shown in Table 4 ,are consistent with the data for the 20 nm indents, since there is a
larger variation in the modulus for the Syton results than for the 1/2 micron diamond results. The
calculations are also consistent with the results when comparing the 20 nm and 160 nm indents, since the
variations are lower for 160 nm than for 20 nm indents.

These analytical results suggest that the surface preparation has a several percent effect on the 20
nm Syton polished samples, while for all the other calculated indentations, the effect was about 1.5% or
less. Thus, the calculated variations in modulus for 20 nm indents on Syton polished CVD SiC are at least
four times greater than the other calculated variations. Also, the calculated variations for the 1/2 micron
diamond polished and the 160 nm indents ,are much lower than their corresponding experimental values.
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Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that there are other effects causing the variations, especially in the
case of the 20 nm, 1/2 micron diamond polished CVD SiC.

In comparing the dam of Tables 1 and 2, the variation in modulus decreases when going from 20
nm and 160 nm. This result is expected, since a larger volume of material is sampled for file 160 nm
indents than for the 20 nm indents, making the effects of small volume changes on the surface insignificant.
These results are consistent with Table 4.

Comparing Tables 1 and 2, the overall average moduli dropped by about 20 GPa when comparing
160 nm and 20 nm indents. This effect is also expected and discussed in Reference 5. The overall average
moduli dropped another 20 GPa when comparing Syton and I/2 micron diamond polishes. This observation
suggests that there is also a material effect, possibly grain size (sensing only one grain for shallow indents
and many grains for the deeper indents) or slight plastic deformation of the polished surface from the
diamond polish affecting the indentation.

When comparing the calculated hardness variations of Table 4, these variations are much smaller
than the modulus variations and show that there is not much of a surface effect on hardness values. Any

differences in the magnitude or sign of the calculated hardncss variations probably arise from rounding off
errors in the calculations.

The two trends discussed above were not obscrvcd for the 3 mio'on diamond polish. It is suggested
that some other material property is coming into play. There could be some slight plastic deformation of
the surface due to the 3 micron grains, or the many scratches caused by the polish might be causing an
averaging of the material properties.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The surface preparation has a small effect on the CVD SiC modulus and hardness measurement.
There is greater variation in the data surface profile changes due to SiC grain exposure by the Syton polish
than in the 1/2 micron polish for indents at 20 nm. The surface variation results from the fine SiO2
particles exposing the CVD SiC grains, unlike the 1/2 micron di_unond polish, which removes a layer in
the same plane.

The calculations confirm the trends of the experimental observations, but the calculated variations
are, for most cases, smaller than the experimental variations. These calculations do not completely explain
the scatter in the experimental results. Further research should examine SiC grain morphology and its effect
on making shallow indents in order for this technique to be a useful tool in the measurement of CVD SiC
properties after ion bombardment. Also, in future work, indentation should be performed on a known hard
flat surface to determine if machine noise accounts for ,'myexperimental variation.
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MICROMECHANICS OF FIBER PULL-OUT AND CRACK BRIDGING IN SCS-6

SIC,-CVD SiC COMPOSITE SYSTEM AT HIGH-TEMPERATURE I A.EI-Azaband

N.M. Ghoniem, UniversityofCalifornia,Los Angel_

OBJECTIVE

The purposeofthiswork istodevelopa micromechanicalmodel tostudytheprocessoffiberpull-
out and crackbridginginSiC-SiCcompositesathightemperature,where fibercreepdominatesthe

timeevolutionof thematrixcrackmechanics.Crack growthand failureofSiC-SiCcompositesin
fusionare determinedby considerationsofthemicromechanicalmodel.

SUMMARY

A micromechanicalmodel isdevelopedtostudyfiberpull-outand crackbridginginfiberreinforced

SiC-SiCcompositeswithtimedependentthermalcreep.By analyzingthecreepdataformonolithic

CVD SiC (matrix)and the SCS-6 SiC fibersinthetemperaturerange900-1250°C,itisfoundthat
thematrixcreepratescan be ignoredincomparisontothoseoffibers.Two importantrelationships

are obtained:(I)a time dependent relationbetween the pull-outstressand the relativesliding

distancebetween the fiberand matrixforthe purposeofanalyzingpull-outexperiments,and (2)

therelationbetweenthe bridgingstressand thecrackopeningdisplacementto be usedinstudying
the mechanicsand stabilityofmatrixcrackbridgedby fibersat hightenmperatures.The present

analysiscan be alsoappliedtoNicalon-reinforcedCVD SiC matrixsystemsincethe Nicalonfibers

exhibitcreepcharacteristicssimilartothoseoftheSCS-6 fibers.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

.Introduction

Ceramic matrix fiber reinforced materials have recently received significant attention because of
their excellent performance at elevated temperatures, and their high strength-to-weight ratio. It
has been experimentally shown that approp,_ate micro structural design of such materials influences
their toughening and crack propagation characteristics. In this context, relevant micro mechanical
modeling helps in understanding the fundamental mechanical behavior, on the one hand, and further
improving the micro structural design, on the other. An important toughening mechanism in ceramic
matrix composites is achieved when fibers are embedded in the matrix, leading to what is known as

brUigin9 of matrix cracks. It has been experimentally shown that such bridging can lead to impedance
of propagation of matrix cracks, and thus higher loads can be withstood without catastrophic failure
(MARSHALL and EVANS, 1985; LUH and EVANS, 1987; SUZUKI, SATO and SAKAI, 1992).

Several micro mechanical models have been recently developed to analyze crack bridging (GAO,
MAI and COTTEREL, 1988; SHETTY, 1988; HSUEH, 1988; SIGL and EVANS, 1989; HUTCttlN-
SON and JENSEN, 1990; LIANG and HUTCHINSON, 1993) , and were coupled with push-out
and pull-out experiments ( MARSHALL, SHAW and MORRIS, 1992; MARSHALL, 1992; ZHOU,
KIM and MAI, 1992; FU, ZHOU, CHEN, XU, HE, and LUNG 1993; JIANG and PENN, 1992).
Mostly, these models are based on a composite (fiber/matrix) cylinder which represents the local

mechanical response. These micro-models are then incorporated in global representations of the
overall macro mechanical behavior of the composite. The relevance to crack bridging and ceramic
matrix composite toughening is manifested in:

1This material is basod upon work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under award number DE-FG03-
91EI_4115 at UCLA.
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1. Establishing a relationship between the bridging stress and the crack opening displacement
within the bridged zone in a matrix crack so that bridged crack mechanics problems can be
solved. Such a relationship is known as the traction law.

2. Studying the dependence of crack propagation on debonding and frictional pull-out of fibers
(SIGL and EVANS, 1989; THOULESS and EVANS, 1988).

The development of a traction law was first considered by MARSHALL, COX and EVANS(1985)
in their study of crack mechanics with fiber bridging. SIGL and EVANS(1989) and HUTCHINSON
and JENSEN(1990) derived more elaborate forms of that relationship for different fiber/matrix
interface conditions. NAIR, JAKUS and LARDNER(1991) developed a time dependent traction
law. They considered fiber pull-out of the matrix with a viscous interface layer which softens at high
temperature.

Advanced ceramic composites, such as SiC-SiC systems, are developed for high-temperature
structural applications ( e. g. in fusion reactor first walls and blankets, rocket nozzles, heat ex-

changers, and special aerospace components ). In these applications inelastic phenomena such as
thermal creep, irradiation-induced creep and irradiation swelling are critical. For example, fiber
creep within the bridged zone of a matrix crack is anticipated to relax the bridging traction and
drive a time dependent evolution of the overall crack field. U,ider thermal creep conditions, tile
relevant mechanisms become significant above a threshold tcm;,erature. Irradiation creep, however,
occurs over a wide raage of temperatures and is kinetically poss_t)le once the material is subjected to
a combined mechanical and irradiation loading. Another example is the build-up of internal stresses
by irradiation swelling. Such evolution of internal stress affects the pull-out characteristics of the
fiber. This may enhance or degrade the toughness of the comps,site while in service.

Regarding the SiC-SiC composite system, creep experiments have been performed on both CVD
SiC fibers (1100- 1450°C) (DICARLO, 1986) and on monolithic CVD SiC material (1650°C)
(CARTER and DAVIS, 1984) at comparable stress levels. The CVD SiC fibers are commercially
known as SCS-6 fibers. These fibers are about 140 micron in diameter and are produced by chemical
vapor deposition of SiC on a carbon core. The creep in these fibers is explained in terms of grain
boundary sliding due to free silicon. It is observed that fiber creep is anelastic or recoverable and

occurs at temperatures where dislocation motion is negligible. Because of that, significant creep
strains can be obtained at relatively small loads. For CVD mono]ithic SiC, the creep mechanism is
determined to, be a dislocation mechanism which requires certain threshold stress and temperature.
By analyzing the creep data from the last two cited references % is concluded that the creep rate of
monolithic CVD-SiC is negligible compared to that of fibers up to -_ 1500°C.

In the present work, a model is developed to study high-temperature micro mechanic.'s relevant to
fiber pull-out and crack bridging in SCS-6 SiC - CVD SiC composites. Only thermal creep of fibers
is considered . This model includes development of the relationship between the applied stress at
the fiber end and the relative sliding distance between the fiber arid matrix ends. This distance may
then be related to the crack opening displacement, within the bridging zone in a matrix crack. Such
a relationship is time-dependent since fiber creep at high-temperature drives a stre_s relaxation
process. The relaxation modulus of SC_6 fibers is obtained from creep compliance data by the
method of Laplace transform. The elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle is used to obtain the
viscoelastic (time-dependent) solution from the elastic one. The model accounts for residual thermal
mismatch stresses.

Composite cylinder model : Elastic Solution

The composite cylinder model depicted in Fig. 1 is taken to represent a composite reinforced with

a volume fraction, f = (RI/Ro) 2, of aligned continuous fibers. The analysis accounts for composite
systems which have residual mismatch stresses normal to the fiber-matrix interface. A Coulomb

friction type is assumed over the length of permissible relative sliding between fibers and matrix, L,.
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Figure 1 Composite cylinder model.

The model presented here neglects shear gradients compared with gradients in normal stresses. The
outer cylinder surfaces are taken to be traction flee. These approximations have been considered
and justified by many authors (e. g. SIGI. and EVANS, 1989; GAO, MAI and COTTERELL, 1988).
In this case, the stresses in the fiber and matrix are given in terms of the interface normal stress q
(which is negative) by the following relations

of=q,

(7f -- q,

o2 = (1- f) r f '

(__:) +: (1)

where the superscripts f and rn refer to the fiber and matrix, respectively, r is the distance from the
fiber center, and R/ is the fiber radius. The elasticity solutions for this system are well developed,
and the corresponding strains are given bv

1

,f = ,f. +g [q(1- .<)- .<.f],
ef = cf,

1

,f =_{_+_ kf- 2.fq],

eT--c'm_+_ (l-f) (l+_,=)-f(1-_,,,) -_,,,_cr 2 ,
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1
1

m I q (I + .m)+ /(I - ..,) -"-:7cp=,,_ zm (l-f)

m 1 ( 2vmfq )_2: _,_+ k-T2,n_';''+ (I --f) (2)

where _{n = a/AT and e,_ = amAZ are thermal inelastic strain cx)mponents in fibers and the
matrix, respectively. Such a model was used by SIGL and EVANS(1989) for similar fiber and matrix
properties. AT is a temperature change from the stress-free temperature. Due to the axi-symmetry
of the problem, the tangential strains in fibers and matrix consist of the radial displacements u_
divided by the radial coordinate r. While relative sliding in the axial direction is permissible, the
continuity of the radial displacements at the fiber-matrix interface implies that

coY(tel) = ea'(icf) (3)

which yields

q(l- vy')- uy-cr{--Ey'Aqn

":(" )E., (I -f_ [(l + -ml+ f(1 - -m)]- -.,,_;, (,I_

where Aq n = c_', - c{n. The axial equilibrium of fibers and matrix can be described by

_ = t_--7=-. _ (5)
where the interracial shear stress r is related to the interface pressure q by

r = -_q (6)

in which p. is the friction coelticient, l)if[erentiating equation (4) with respect to z, results in a
relationship between the axial gradients of q, o{ and cr_". By further using equations (5) and (6),

the foilowing first order differential equation is obtained for the interface pressure q

dq 2u,:
-- q (7)

dz 1¢:

where
E,,_(1 - f)v,: - Effl.',n_.= " (s)

I_.,(I-f)(1-.:)+l::[(I+ .._)_-f(1-..,)1
The solution to (7) is obtained as

(2.c)q = q(o)exp \ R: (9)

where q(o) is the value of q at z = 0. In the particular case c - 0, q(z) = q(0) which is a constant.
Consequently, the axial stresses in the fiber and matrix vary linearly along the z direction.

Expression for q(0) in terms of c:{(O) and _'(0) can be obtained using equation (4), The latters
are given bv

o{(o)=o,,+4
rr_'(O) -- o,, (10)
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where afn is the initial axial stress in the fiber, ab is the externally imposed stress at the fiber end,

and ae is the external applied stress at the matrix end. The addition of a_ to ab depends on the
situation. In a pull-out experiment, where and external tensile load is applied only at the fiber end,
no initial stresses are considered. In this case, a{(O) = ab and azm(0) = 0. In the case of crack
bridging, however, an initial axial compressive stress in fibers develops such that the bridging str_s

at the fiber end is modified by the amount a_. On the other hand, the matrix end would still be

traction free, i. e., a,m(0) = 0. The component a/R depends on the axial residual stresses in the fibers
and matrix prior to crack initiation, i. e., on the initial strain mismatch. However, the formulation
of q(0) considers a non-zero stress at the matrix's end for a few more steps. Appendix A contains

a solution for the initial axial stresses a_. Using equation (4) at z -- 0 results in the following
expression for q(0)

q(O)-- a,a{(O)+ a2a2(O ) . aaAe,,, (II)
a4

where the constants a_--4 depend on the elastic constants of the composite system and the fiber
volume fraction. These constants are given by

a_=E.,,(I-f).:
a2=E:(I-f)..,
a3 = E..,(I- f)Ef

,,4=z.,(1-f)(1-.:)+zf[(I+ ..,)+ :(I-..,)] (a2)

Using equations (5), (6) and (9), expressions for the axial stresses in fiber and matrix are obtained
as follows

In the special case of c = 0, expression for al(z) and crzm(z) can be written as

2uq(o)
o{(_)=o{(o)+__

a'_'(z)-a,m(O)- (l f__f ) 2_q(°) (14)

The free end condition for the matrix, which will be considered from now and on, leads to dropping

the terms containing azm(0).
The solution given by equations (9) through (14) is valid over a certain range z E [o, Ls], where

Ls is the length over which relative sliding between the fiber asld matrix in the axial direction
is permissible. Beyond that length, axial displacements, and subsequently axial strains, in both
fiber and matrix are equal (compatibility). Therefore the solution for z >_L_ must account for the
continuity of radial and axial displacements at the fiber-matrix interface, at the same time. However,
for the purpose of finding the sliding length, L_, it is only needed to equate the expressions for

the axial strains (or displacements) from equations (2) along with the use of (9) for the interface
pressure q and (13) or (14) for the axial stresses, at z - L.,. Implementing this procedure results in
the following expression for the sliding length
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L, 1 loge[b4-bl+b.2q(O)]R--7= 2.---; (_- b3)q(0) (lS)
where the constants bl--4 have the following expressions

b_=o,I(0)- EE-Jo?(0)

[ ]/cb2= 1+ (l-f)Era]

E:ba=2.:+ I-:,/
b4 = EfAq,_ (16)

SIGL and EVANS (1989) have used a different approach to determine the sliding length. They
considered the global equilibrium of fiber over the sliding length such that the fiber load at its end
is balanced by the resultant friction force. Other authors (HSUEH, 1988; HSUEH, 1990), however,
have used the more rigorous approach presented here to satisfy the compatibility condition in the
axial direction at the end of sliding zone to determine the sliding length. The axial displacements
ul(0) and u,m(0) at the fiber end, z = 0, for fiber and matrix are given in terms of the respective
axial displacements at z = Ls, by the following equations

/o [uI,(L,) - uI,(O) = J,(z)dz = aI_(O)- q ) L_ c[.L___+

q(O)R/ [exp(_-_L,)-l] vlq(O)RI [exp(2l_CL_)-l]F 2#c2E1 _cEl "_I

uz (L,,)- uz (0)= c, (z)dz = _,,'(0) + ( c l=:,,,

+q'_Ls- 2(1 -f)#c2E,,, exP\h, fL_ -1 ]

(i : 7TfcT-C., \ n:

where u / (Ls) "'"= u z (L,). The relative sliding distance A at the fiber end is then given by

a= [4- dz
= C'(0)- _(0) (18)

In presenting the results, the fiber volume fraction is taken to be 0.3. The fiber and matrix

properties used are those for a CVD SiC matrix with SCS-6 fibers. These are given by: E l = 420
GPa ( DICARLO, 1986), Em= 380 GPa ( GULDEN, 1969), vI = 0.3 (HSUEH,1989), and vm = 0.2.
The friction coefficient _ usually varies depending on the manufacturing condition of the composite
as well as on the interface. A value of/_ = 0.2 is chosen in the present work a.s a reference point,
based on the existing literature of similar composite systems ( e. g. HSEUtt, 1989). However, the
friction coefficient is varied to show its effect on the relative sliding between fibers and matrix when
necessary. The differential thermal strain mismatch Ae,, is taken to be 0.05%. This corresponcks

to r_.,n- a/ = 10-s K-1 and a temperature cooling of 500K. This choice can be justified based on
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Figure 2: Axial variation of a{, a_ and q(z).

the fact that the existing data on the coefficient of thermal expansion for CVD SiC fibers represent

a wide scatter. CARROLL and DHARANI(1992) reported values of a! = (2.6 - 3.25) x 10-6K -1,
BRUN and BOROM (1989) reported values of a/= (4.5 - 5) x 10-6K -1, which is similar to those
reported by DICARLO (1986). In this case, values of the thermal strain mismatch, rather than the
difference in thermal expansion coefficients and cooling temperature, are important.

In Fig.2 the axial stresses in the fiber and matrix are shown for a partial pull-out test. The
results are in general agreement with the existing literature ( e. g., HSUEH, 1988). The compressive
fiber stress over a large part of the sliding length is caused by large values of the mismatch strain. In
that particular example, the residual axial compression in the fiber, away from its end, is a/R = -187
MPa. This shows the effect of the applied stress in releasing some of that compression over LB. Fig.
3 shows the variation of A with the applied stress ab for pull-out test versus crack bridging problem.
The fact that A is smaller in the case of bridging can be attributed to the effect of the residual

compressive stress, a_, which modifies the stress at the fiber end. In Fig. 4, L8 versus ab is shown,
and the difference, again, can be interpreted the same way.

The present work is conducted to investigate the micro mechanics relevant to crack bridging and
fiber pull-out in a SiC-SiC composite system, where fibers are under thermal creep conditions. A
time-dependent solution is therefore required. Before getting to that step, a summary of the creep
characteristics of SCS-6 SiC fibers is given.

Analysis of creep of SCS-6 SiC fibers

As mentioned before, creep experiments on SCS-6 SiC fibers have been carried out in the temper-
ature range 1100 -1450 °C (DICARLO, 1984; DICARLO and MORSCHER, 1991). Creep strain is
observed to increase logarithmically with time, monotonically with temperature, and linearly with
the applied stress. Fiber creep is found to be totally viscoelastic, which allowed a simple predictive
method to be developed for describing the fiber total deformation as function of time, temperature
and stress. The fiber viscoelastic behavior is explained in terms of grain boundary sliding due to
free silicon. The total fiber strain e is written in terms of the applied stress a, as follows
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= E:(o----7+ J°(_)°:= J:(_)°° (19)
where the first term represents the prompt ( elastic ) component of the total strain, and the second
term is the strain due to fiber creep. Jl(3') is the total compliance of the fiber and will be simply
denoted as the creep compliance Jr(t). The parameter -y is written in terms of time, t, and the
absolute temperature, T, as follows

"y = In (t) - Q/RT = in (t) - 57700/T (20)

where Q is the activation energy. The following empirical correlation of Jc to time and temperature
was obtained

de(t, T) = dc(7o) exp [-p(Q/RT + 3'o)]tp = C(T)t p (21)

where the parameters p = 0.36, "Yo= -35 and Jc(3'o) = 10-3 (GPa) -1 are measured by fitting the
experimental data to formula (21). Details of this analysis are given by DICARLO and MORSCi!ER
(1991). In the present work we extend the analysis to obtain relaxation information from creep data.

The relaxation modulus El(t ) is defined by.a relation similar to (19), and written as

a = El(t)_, (22)

in which ca is the applied strain. The relations (19) and (22) yield the strain and .,;tress in creep and
relaxation tests, respectively. By manipulating these two relations, the relaxation modulus can be
related to the one dimensional tensile creep compliance JI(t) by the following convolution integral
(PIPKIN, 1986; GOLDEN and GRAItAM, 1988)

/0 /0E_(t- t')J_(t')at'- EI(t')JI(t - t')at' - t (23)

The Laplace transforms of these two functions are therefore related by

= _ (24)L'I(s)JI(s)

which is used to obtain E/(I) from Jl(t). It can be shown that the Laplace transformed compliance
function is given by

: r(1 +p)

Jr(s) = sEI(O-.-----). + C(T) sP+ : (25)

where F(1 + p) is the gamma function. The last relation yields the following expression for the
Laplace transformed relaxation modulus

El(0) (26)
Ez(s) = s + C(T)E/(O)F(1 + p)sl-P

There is no direct inversion formula for the expression (26). However, a widely used approximate
inversion method, which proved to be highly accurate for the purpose of obtaining time-dependent
solutions in the theory of linear viscoelasticity, is used in the present work. This formula is due to
SCHAPERY(1962) . The statement of that inversion formula is as follows; if ¢(s) is the Laplace
transform, which is known, for the function ¢(t), then the latter is approximately given by
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In some cases, this inversion method is found to be more accurate than other numerical techniques

of inversion such as the collocation method. Besides, little computational effort is required in using
this method. Details of comparison of this method with exact and collocation methods are found

in ( SCtlAPERY, 1962). Figs. 5 and 6 show the creep compliance and the relaxation modulus of
SCS-6 fibers, where SCHAPERY's method is used to calculate the latter.

Viscoelastic solution: Pull-out experiments

The quantities q(z), a[(z) and azm(z) are linearly related to the applied external stress ab and the
thermal strain mismatch Ae,,, through their linear dependence on a{(o) and q(0) . This linearity is
important in formaulating a time-dependent solution for an arbitrary time history of these externally
imposed mechanical and thermal mismatch conditions. In the present work, however, we consider
only the time variation of the applied stress at the fiber end and formulate an isothermal solution.

Moreover, am(0) is taken to be zero, i. e., the matrix end is traction free. The solution to a step
stress input is first obtained. Then, by virtue of the linearity property of a I, a,m and q with respect
to the applied stress at the fiber end, the solution corresponding to an arbitrarily time-varying stress

is obtained using the convolution theory.
Let R(t - t') be a response to a differential step input da(t') imposed at time t'. Then, the

response 7_(t) due to some varying stress history a(t) is given by

= R(t- t')d.(t') (28)
oo

Therefore it is important first to establish the response to the step input.

Step Znput solution

In obtaining the response to a step input, the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle is used.
The developed elastic solution can be used to obtain the Laplace transformed viscoelastic solution
by replacing the boundary conditions (externally imposed conditions, a{(0) and Ae,,) by their
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respective Laplace transforms in the elastic solution. Also the elastic constants are replaced by

their s-multiplied Laplace transforms, mainly, E/ ---,sEy(s) and u/_ sif(s ). The quantities al-4
given in equation (11) contain E/ and u/ . In the Laplace transformed viscoelastic solution, these
quantities can be represented as functions of the Laplace parameter s as &l-4(s). Similarly, the
constant c appearing in equation(8) transforms to _(s). Having done that, the rest of the work
will be just inverting the Laplace transformed viscoelastic solution to get the solution in the time
domain. In performing the inversion step, Schapery's rule is used.

The following expression can be obtained for the interface pressure in the Laplace domain

(2#_(s) "_ (29)O(z,s) =_(0, s)exp R/ ~)

where 0(0, s) is given by

O(O,s) = a1(s)a{(O) + h3(s)Aq. (30)
sa.(s)

in which o{(0) is given by equation (10) where the initial stress component a/n is not considered. By
applying Schapery's method to (29) and (30), the following expression for q(z, t) can be obtained

(' 2_c(t) )q(z,t)=q(O,t)exp \ /--_/ z (31)

where q(0, t) is given by

q(0, t) = al(t)a{(O) + a3(t)Ae._ (32)

where application of Scharery's inversion method results only in replacing the constants fil-4(s) and

_(s), which contain sEl(s ) and sDI, with the time-dependent parameters al-4(t) and c(t). These
time-dependent parameters are still given by equations (12), for al-4, and (8), for c, with replacing
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the elastic constants E! and v/ by the time dependent relaxation modulus El(t) and the tim_
dependent poisson's ratio vl(t). A similar methodology can be implemented to obtain expressions
for a_(z, t) and a_(z, t), which carl be shown to take the form

a1(t)a_(O) + a3(t)Aqn [ (_ ) ]
o{t_,,t)= o:,(o)+ _,p _ - I

a4(t)c(t)

al(t)cr{(O) + a3(t)Ae,,_ f [ {'21zc(t) _ i
tTzm(Z_ _)

a4(t)_(t) (i- f) L_xP_,T: z) - I_ (33)
.....

The distance Ls can be found by numerical matching of the instantaneous axial strains in the fiber
and matrix. The distance A is then found by integrating the differential axial strain over that
distance. This is explained in the following section.

Response to arbitrarily time-varying stress

In obtaining the solution for an arbitrary applied stress, equation (28) is utilized. Since Aem is
assumed constant, the terms containing that quantity remain unchanged. Therefore, convolution
integrals are considered only with terms containing o_(0). In doing so, a_(0) in equations (31)
through (33) is replaced by da{(O,t') and the integrals are carried out. The expression for the
interface pressure q(z, t) is written a.s

q(z,t) = a3(t)Aqn f 2t_c(t) )

+ _ a4(t-t' ) Rf z do_(O,t') (34)

which can be rewritten as

qi_,_-°_(')_'_'_,,(2;._.(_))T+o,(_)_(0,0)_ (2._(_)Aa4(t) \ ,,: a4(t) k, t_f ,]

fo ta_(t-t') f2l_c(t-t') ) t'+ a4(t-t')exp_ 7_f z a_(O, )dr' (35_

The first two terms in the expression for q(z, t) represent the response due to the initial application
of o[(0, 0) and Ae.m. It can be shown that these, terms decrease, in time due to the behavior of the
parameters 31,3,4 and c. An alternative expression for q(z, t) can be written a.s

q(z,t)-a3(t)/ke,na4(t) cxp (2#c(t))__Tz + al(O)a/z(O,t) f%c(0) )z_(0) _P\_

fo_ , d ,,'o,(t')t,_-T__:':;'(%_(_')))_'R, (:_G)+ _;(0,t-t)_ . z

In this expression, it is clear that the second term represents the prompt change in q(z, t) due to
varying the applied stress. However, because of the complexity of the integrand, expression (35) is
easier to use for further manipulation of the equations. A similar argument can be applied to obtain
expressions for the axial stresses in the fiber and matrix, which can be written as

' a4(t)c(t) ezp\ R:
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a4(t)c(t) L \ R/ z -1

+ _' (1+ _(t - t') fezp{2ue(t _ t,)

and (37)

_F(z,t)- a3(t)Aq_ / fe (_)" a4(t)c(t)-(__ f) xp z -1]

-o[(o,o_ / .,(,)[_(2u_(t)z__l I(_- f) at(t)c(t) \ R/ j

._(t - t')_(t_ t,-------_L \ n_ z - 1 a[(o,t')dt'

(3s)
In calculating the interface pressure and the axial stresses in the fiber/matrix system the convo-

lution integrals in equations (35) through (38) are evaluated numerically. The poisson's ratio of the
fiber is assumed constant (time-independent) since there is no experimental data available on the
fiber's shear compliance, which would have been combined with the uniaxia] creep data to obtain

uf(t). According to (GOLDEN and GRAHAM, 1988), for most viscoelastic problems, the a._surnp-
tion of time-independent poisson's ratio ( u = 0.35 -0.41 ) is practical. In the present study a value

of u]- -- 0.35 is used in the viscoelastic analysis. Figs. 7 and 8 show the time evolution of q(z, t)
and a[(z, t) along a portion of the fiber. These results are calculated for a value of ab =applied at the fiber end, and a temperature of 1200oc. I OOMPa

For the purpose of finding the instantaneous sliding length Ls(t), a local matching of the in-
stantaneous axial strains in the fiber and matrix, at z = L_, is considered. Pbr the matrix the

constitutive relations are elastic, and the axial strain is written in terms of the interface pressure q
and the axial matrix stress as
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l*i_ure S: Relaxation of the axial fiber stress, o,/{ z, t_.

_, (z, ti = _,__- _ oT'(z,tl -.- (ag)

For fibers, which behave viscoelastically, the axial strain is related to the interface prc.'ssure and the
axial stress by

e.l,:z tl = ,/ _._o[tz,t, - 2utq:z,t;
m l.]i(i I

t (ol'z l-l' - t' t'
--,- ,, . 2uyq'.z.t- )}.is( )dl' (401

The relatiw., sliding dlslance Aiti at the fiber end z = 0 is then givell by equation (18/ Carrying

out the integral of differential axial strmn with respect tc_ z over the sliding length L,, the following
expr_ssion is obtained for A(ti

A(tl = - Ae,,_Ls + Es(O) al,(z,t)d e - _ ay(z t)dz

_2[ ilL.[_ t- Em(l -/)j q(z,t)dz

4- dt'Ji(t' ) " S¢ , ,(a,,z,t -t')- 2ulq(z,t -t'))dz (41'

where the z-dependence of the quantities a[, ap and q is depicted in equations (351 through (38).

Some representative results for the distance L, and A are shown in Figs. 9 through 14, for step and

ramp stresses applied at the fiber's end. It can be shown that high values of the friction coefficient

mav severeh' impede the pull-out of fibers, and in turn, lower the, composite toughness ( Figs. 11 and

19.). The decrease of the L, with time for a step applied stress, Figs. 9, represents a localization of
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Figure 9: Evolution c)f the sliding length, L,, for a step input (Pull-out i.

cr(-._.,pstrain in the portion of the fiber close to the fiber's end. F'or an applied stress that is increasing

in time, the initial decrease in L, due t.o strain localization is recovered (Fig. 13). It can be al_)

noted that the faster the ramping of the applied stress the faster the recovery of L,. It is highly

probable that fibers would fail at .sections which accumulate the high(_t amount of creep strains (e.

g. between the two faces of a matrix crack rather than in the matrix). In this case, the frictional

energ.v dissipation due to total pull-out of broken fibers is essentially negligible. This might have a

serious effect on the energy' dissipation by friction and, in turn, on the high-temperature fracture

touEhncss of the composite. Therefore, the micro structure must be designed so as to consume rnorc

energy by viscoelastic dissipation to counterbalance that effect.

So far, the problem of finding the stresse_s o{{ z, t l and cm(z, t) and the interface pressure ql z, t),

the sliding length L,(tl and the relative slidin,_ distance, corresponding to an arbitrary stress history
is _)lved. Caution must be taken in implementing this methodology in case of a decreasing applied

stress. It must be guaranteed at all times that the relative sliding velocity between fiber and matrix

does not change its direction during the course of changing the applied stress. This is implied by

the fact that the sign of the interracial shear stress, which is responsible for load transfer between
the fiber and matrix, must be the same at all times. In other words, the consistency between the

fiber slidin_ direction and the axial equilibrium condition of fiber and matrix ( Eqs. (5) and (6))

must be kept,.

Viscoelastic solution: Crack bridging

In crack bridging analysis, the relationship of the bridging stress ab and the crack-opening displace-

ment 6 is usually required . The latter can be related to the relative sliding distance A at the

fiber's end. The crack opening displacement must be defined such that J'ob(t)d6/dt, where .f is

the fiber volume fraction, is equal to the instantaneous rate of extra work, per unit area of crack

surface, which occurs due to dissipation of energy by frictional sliding and viscoelastic straining of

the fibers. Our interest in this article, however, is to find the bridging stress history oh(t) due to an

arbitrarily increasing A { or _) such that a time dependent crack bridging mechanics problem can
be formulated.
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The elastic and viscoelastic relationships developed for pull-out problem give the distance A in
terms of the applied stress. In case of elastic solution such a relationship woks both ways, i. e., if A
is given in terms of the bridging stress oh, then the latter can be represented in terms of A using the
developed relation. Under fiber creep condition, however, this is difficult due to two factors: First,
the hereditary integrals involved in that relation, and _cond, the relationship is non-linear because
the sliding length shows a logarithmic dependence on the applied stress. It is therefore needed to

solve the new problem of finding bridging stre_ history due to a relative displacement history at
the fiber end.

Although, in principle, the solution to this new problem can be formally obtained starting with
the basic equilibrium conditions and the viscoelastic constitutive relations of fibers, the solution can

be greatly, simplified if we assume a constant sliding length {creeping length) for fibers. This assump-
tion is consistent with the physical situation in case of an initially bo_:ded fiber/matrix interface,
which debonds over a certain distance La upon the lirst application of load at the fiber's end. The

._)lution for La can be totally elastic. Analytical approximate methods for finding the debond length
in terms of the applied load are presented by SICI, and EVANS (1989) and HUTCHINSON and
JENSEN (1990), which can be coupled with the pre_sent analysis. If this is the ease, it is possible

to make use of the developed elastic solution as follows. In the A - a,/(0) (Eqs. (17) and (18)),
L, can be replaced by' La which is a constant. The rest of the terms included in that relation show

linear dependence on o{(0). With this in hand, the same relationship can be solved for a{(0), in
the elastic case in terrrks of 'A. This yields the following linear relation

o{(0)= II(I,E/,E,,,,uI,L,,,.,)Aq,,+/'2(I,E/,E,.,,,v/,vm)A (42)

where expressions for fl and f2 are included in Appendix B. The bridging traction ab is then found,
using equation (10). a,s

ob= + + I2A (,13)
The above developed elastic solution can be used to formulate the l,aplace transformed viscoelastic
_Hution for a step input A a,s shown below
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6b(S) -- -bl(s) + /,(s) A_,,_ + f_(s) Z_ (44)
S $

In which ]l(s) and ]2(s) are obtained by replacing E I and uI by their s- multiplied transforms in
the original expressions for fl and f2. The solution in the time domain is then given by

oh(t)= + (45)
In inverting equation (44), Schapery's method is used. In obtaining the solution for arbitrary history
A(t), the last term in (45) is replaced by a convolution integral. The final form of the solution can
be written as

ab(t)= -JR(t)+ I (t)Ac., + I2(t)A(o)

/o'+ (46)

or alternatively by

oh(t)= fl +/2(o)A(t)

/o'+ ]2(t')A(t - t')dt' (47)

The relaxation of the bridging stress is shown in Figs. 15 and 16 for time dependent A, which
repr_ents a time dependent crack opening displacement. The parameter A is linearly related to the
crack opening displacement ( HUTCHINSON and JENSEN, 1990). In Fig. 15 the effect of the fiber
creeping length, Ld, is shown. That length, which is considered as a debond length, depends on
the initial applied stress ( or initial crack opening displacement) and the energy release rate of the
fiber/matrix interface. The latter depends on the initial manufacturing conditions. It can be shown
that while shorter Ld maintain higher bridging stress, the localization of the fiber creep between the
faces of the matrix leads to a faster thinning of the bare fibers in that zone and, in turn, faster failure
of the bridging. The stability of a bridged matrix crack, however, may require bridging stresses that
are maintained for longer times. The question of stability can only be resolved by incorporating the
present micro mechanical model into a formal stability study of bridged matrix cracks. The effect
of the initial thermal strain mismatch is dipected in Fig. 17, where a comparison of the relaxation
of the stress in a bridging fiber is compared to that of a bare fiber of the same length and subjected
to the same displacement condition. It can be shown that at times greater than a 100 seconds the
stresses in both fibers aproach the same value, which means that the matrix clamping effect, due to
the initial strain mismatch, is greatly reduced.

Concludingremarks

It has been previously demonstrated that the residual thermal mismatch stresses and the fiber-

matrix interface frictional characteristics are two important factors which impact the low tempera-
ture toughness of ceramic matrix composites. At high temperatures, however, creep and/or stress
relaxation in one or more of the composite phases may control the toughening behavior. In this
work we have explored only the effect of fiber creep on the fiber pull-out and crack bridging relax-
ation. The results, however, give some insight into composite behavior under conditions whcre other
inelastic effects are pre_nt ( e. g. irradiation creep and swelling ). However, based on the results
presented here, the following specific conclusions are derived:
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1. The fiber-matrix interface friction coefficient, #, is a primary factor which influences the high-
temperature fiber pull-out and crack bridging. This conclusion is based on the results presented
in Figs. ll and 12, where it is clearly shown that for higher values of the friction coefficient the

sliding length Ls is dramatically reduced. Under creep condition, this may lead to accumulating
the fiber creep over smaller distances clo,._ to tile matrix crack surface, hence, to a faster fiber
failure in such zones.

2. From the composite toughness point of view, there exists an optimum thermal strain mismatch,
which maximizes the matrix cracking stress and the toughness of the composite. However, at
elevated temperatures where creep of one or more of the composite phases is operable, such a
thermal mismatch may not be important since it relaxes in time( Fig. 17). The time scale for

such a relaxation process is controlled bv the operating temperature ( Figs. 5, 6). Therefore,,
in designing the micro structure for optimum toughness other means of optimization may need
to be investigated.

3. At low temperatures, energy, dissipation be frictional pull-out of failed fibers is a key term in
the composite toughness. Under fiber creep conditions, the localization of creep strain close
to the matrix crack surface rnay lead to failure of fibers close to the matrix surface. If this

is the case, frictional energy dissipation by total pull-out of failed fibers may be negligible.
Therefore, at high temperature, such a dissipation mechanism may be only important if the

fibers remain intact for longer times, which allows a continuous frictional dissipation of energy
before fiber failure.

d. A new factor, which may highly influence the composite toughness at elevated temperature,
is the energy' dissipation by viscoelastic straining of fibers. Significant amounts of energy may ,

be dissipated in this way if the composite micro structure _llows fiber survival for long tim_.
Some of the important features of the present model can also be summarized ms follows:

1. The developed model can be utilized in designing and analyzing high-temperature fiber pull-
out experiments in composite systems, where time-dependent inelastic effects dominate the
composite behavior.
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2. The model can be applied to solving problems of mechanics of bridged cracks at high-temperature,
as well as studying the stability and growth of crack bridging.

3. The model can be used to optimize the micro structure of the composite system for maximum

toughness by systematically exploring the effects of different parameters such as the friction
coefficient, the initial inelastic strain mismatch, viscoelastic straining of fibers, and the effect
of fiber sliding length on energy dissipation by frictional sliding and viscoelastic straining of
fibers.

FUTURE WORK

The developed micro mechanical model will be used to optimize the micro structural design of SiC-
SiC composite systems for maximum toughness under conditions relevant to fusion applicatiJns.
This will be accomplished by systematically exploring the effects of different parameters ( e. g. the
friction coefficient, the residual stresses, and fiber creeping length) on the energy of fracture of these
composite systems. The model will also be used to study the mechanics of matrix cracks bridged
by fibers, at high temperatures, and determine the stability of crack bridging processes in SiC-SiC
composite systems.

Appendices

Appendix A: Residual axial stress in fibers

To find aiR, an infinite copmosite cylinder is considered, which is cooled down from the initial stress-

free temperature. Three conditions are used to determine a/_, the initial interface pressure qR, and

the axial matrix stress in the intact matrix a_'(only a_ is important in analyzing crack bridging
problems). These conditions are:

1. Continuity of radial displacement at fiber matrix interface:

c(n:t = (4s)
2. Continuity of tile axial displacement:

(49)
which is a uniform strain component along the composite cylinder.

3. Self-equilibrium condition for the composite cylinder:

fa{e + (I - f)o'_ = 0 (5n)

The first two conditions make use the strain-stress relations (2) given in Section 2, along with

replacing a_/ by a_, a_ by a_', and q by qR. The third condition is used to eliminate a_' in the first
two conditions. The final form of the solution can be written as

r ( d2-dl )a h = EIEm(1 - f)Aq,_ cld2 c2dl

qn = EIE,,,,(1 - f)Aq,_ cld2 - c2dl
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where '.

c:= IE:+ (1- :)E.,

c2= f.,.,,E:- (1- f)u/E,.,

d: ---- 2[(I- f)u:Em + fv,.nEI]

d2 = (1-/)Em(l -nu:) + E.:[I+ vm +/(I - vm)] (52)

Appendix B: Expressions for fl and f2

This appendix contains expressions for the constants fl and ]'2 appearing in equation(42). The
derivation starts by considering equations (17) and (18) and replacing Ls by Ld.

2lzcLd
e= exp\ RI ] -1

[1 al a: I Ld
e I -- Ef a4cEf a4cEm .t

[ : ,,: : _ ]e2= .ca"-"--_L2cE: E: + 2c(I- f)Em (:- I)E,,,Je

F o,o,(,--::)te3--- 1+_+_ Ld
k a4cEI a4cEm

ajR: [ I .: f _ _vmf ] (53)e4 = /zca----_2cE I E: + 2c(1 - :)E,_, (1 - :)EmJ e

Expressions for fl and f2 are then written a.s

f:=_ (ca+ca)e] + e2

f2 = e: +e2
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